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Dedication to | The Angler in India."
1923. To the India that W A S —

Prom the Hills the Bhagirati; to the Ganges of the Plains
Till 'mid Hooghly's turbid waters, your current flows and wanes;
Tho' your spirit is the same,
Porget your ancient name
And the pines and deodars and the mountains whence you came.
Porget your crystal shallows, and youv pools so clear and deep,
And forget your tossing rapids where the waters never sleep.
Fast the temples gleaming white
' Neath the moonbeams silvery light
As you surge your tireless way through the slumbering
Indian night.
Prom the mountains, from the valleys, from your rivulets
and streams,
Flow on 0 Mother Ganga, to the ocean of your dreams,
Through the parched and burnt up plains

To where the delta broadens, and the mangrpve swamps extend,
And the taste of salt is in the air, when you sense your journey's
end.
Past forest, hill and jheel,
Where the circling wild duck wheel,
And the iron monster roars across, on lines of flashing steel.

Plow on 0 mighty river, till thy muddy current merges
With the cyclones foam-tipped billows, mid oceans tossing
surges
'Neath the monsoons leaden sky
Till you ebb away to die
And the passing of your spirit is the storm-wind's mournful cry.
S. D
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PREFACE.
Apologies are futile and criticism but too easy !

PROLOGUE.
T h e preface to 2nd Edition of " T h e Angler i n
N. India," which is reproduced below, may stand
as i t was written. I t sums . u p t h e situation, and
conditions have changed b u t little from t h e n . I n
now a m a l g a m a t i n g these two books I know full well
t h e tas^k is far too ambitious. Most of the information must necessarily be out of date b u t t h e . demand
fcjr copies of previous editions was insistent which
points to t h e fact t h a t anglers coming to t h i s country
are seekers after knowledge, and t h e literature on
angling i n India, by no means does justice to the
subject.
And, as anglers first coming to t h i s country are
always anxious to ascertain what literature there is
bearing on the subject t o which they may turn, I
will here enumerate t h e few books there are.
F i r s t and foremost comes Mr. Thomas' " E o a d
in I n d i a , " a book destined always to remain a classic
to the Indian Angler. T h o u g h referring mostly to
Southern India, and out of date as regards localities,
its charm of diction and wealth of information on
I n d i a n fish and their capture make it a book t h a t
should be in t h e library of every angler out here.
3rd Edition, Rs. 11.
Second, t h e same author's " T a n k Angling,''
Es.' 4-8, is indispensable to all who may have opport u n i t i e s in t h a t direction.
Third, " T h e Angler's Hand-book," 4 t h Edition,
Bs. 8, is without doubt one of t h e best books ever
.compiled on angling in any country. If for n o t h i n g
ejse, it' would be worth possessing for t h e late M r r

Lacy's contributions on Mahseer and Tackle. That
the localities section is falling out of date is only
natural in auy book on such a subject, especially in
the East, where changes once inaugurated continue
to progress at a rate not conceivable in t h e staider
lands of the West.
Fourth, comes Dr. Walker's " Lakes of Kumaon,"
Rs. 4-8, but this book published 20 years ago,
must, I fear, be looked on as practically out-of-date,
though pleasantly written hy one, who was evidently,
as skilful as he was enthusiastic an angler.
Fifth, comes the " Indian Field Shikar Book,"
edited by Mr. Burke, 4th Edition, Es. 5, to which a
small portion is devoted to fishing. A most useful
book for all shikaris.
Sixth, is an excellent' booklet by Major Eivett
Carnac, published by the " Pioneer Press," at Ee. 1-8,
entitled "Mahseer T a c k l e " which may well repay
perusal by experts as well as tyros.
Seventh, " Trout Fishing in Kashmir, " by Lt.Col. A. Wilson, D.S.O. (Thacker Spink).
A very
excellent little book and strongly recommended to
anglers visiting the Happy Vale.
Eight, " Hints to Amateurs on Tank Angling
i n India," by P . N. Bhattacharyya (Thacker Spink),
an interesting little brochure and worth perusal by
the float fisher.
Also there are the various booklets and rules,
such as the Dehra Dun Association and Ceylon,
Nilgiris, Kulu. . . . Trout, etc.
. And lastly my most cordial thanks are due to |
those brother anglers who have helped me with notes
and information, and specially are they due to t h e
following whose names do not appear in the text •
Lieut.Colonel E. B. Lang (both for advice given and
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for so kindly designing me covers), Lieut.-Colonel F .
C. Eynd, H . E . Blunt, Esq., J. Phelps, Esq., Major
E . Burton, H . Edye, Esq., Major E . R. Boileau,
Captain H . Christie, Captain G. S. Palmer, H . H .
Caffyn, Esq., G. C. Howell, Esq., G. N . Thompson,
and those others whose kindly advice and encouragem e n t have helped me not a little. And here I would
add one t h i n g . Only three out of all t h e men t h a t
I have corresponded with have in any way been averse
t o t h e publication of localities. Now, while quite
entering into their feelings, for I myself felt rather
loathe to give away One or two places, yet I cannot
b u t t h i n k , and I know m a n y far more experienced
•anglers t h a n myself in t h i s country agree with me,
.that one can hardly disseminate fishing information
too freely, for i t m u s t all tell i n t h e long r u n and
help in t h e preservation of Indian fishing. And i n
these days of transfer from Mandalay to Peshawar,
and Quetta to Lucknow, most m e n will obtain more
t h a n they disburse in t h e way of knowledge of
localities.

P R E F A C E , 2nd Edition (Angler in N. L)
(1918).
I t has been no easy matter to write u p t h i s
second edition. Leisure is scant these days, and
conditions are not favourable for compiling a work of
this sort.
Two circumstances are, however, responsible for
its being undertaken I (i) A very persistent demand
for copies of t h e first edition, now completely finished,
and (ii) a hot weather to be spent in t h e plains of
India, after a three years' sojourn in Europe.
And t h e work has been undertaken with rather
a heavy heart. I t had always been m y hope t h a t
when a second edition was brought out i t would
assume really respectable proportions and be of
genuine use to anglers, new or old, in this country.
And t h i s m i g h t have been t h e case had i t not
been for the events of t h e last three years. I t is
there t h a t t h e heaviness of heart lies, t h e n u m b e r of
letters and promises of notes to be given when
required, promises which alas in many cases can
never now be fulfilled.
And looking t h r o u g h a large
collection of letters from friends and acquaintances,
one realises how few' notes will ever materialise.
Of the writers of those letters, many have fallen like
t h e sportsmen t h e y were, others are dragging out
weary months, prisoners of war i n German and
T u r k i s h camps, while the remainder are scattered
t o t h e four corners of t h e earth.
And of these latter, but few of them can lay
t h e i r hands on old diaries or notes, and memories
are apt to be blurred now, with impressions more
vivid, and scenes strangely different from- those
connected with days of Shikar i n pre-war t i m e s .
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PREFACE

So t h a t one is thrown back on such notes as
have already been collected, and one's own Shikar
Diaries.
There is, however, a great deal of material
available, and new ground to be commented on, so
that it is hoped this second edition may find as
cordial a welcome as was extended to the first.
That it is none too auspicious a time to launch
such a book as this, I am ready to agree, b u t I t h i n k
no apology is needed.
We cannot all be at the war all the time, and
India is now full of Territorials and new Army
men, numbers of whom are keen fishermen, and no
one can deny that leave spent on the banks of a
river, is better training for the work ahead of most of
us, than the same period passed in the usual routine
of life in an Indian Hill Station. I should like to
repeat what I said in first edition, to those who
would . level criticism at portions they may consider
badly strung together, or lacking detail. I t is a
matter of far more labour to compile a book of this
sort than anyone who has not tried it would
imagine. In spite of the subject-matter being
" F i s h i n g " one cannot romance half as freely as
scoffers would credit. A forgotten camp, a distance-,
uncertain, the name of a tributary, all those small
details may mean an infinity of trouble to correct,
especially these days when one does not live with
one's worldly goods strewn around o n e , and the hot
weather, whatever it may have done in old days, no
longer lends a delighted zest to the frequent searching through drawers or opening of boxes.
Anyhow one apology I will make, and that's for
the length of this preface!!

CHAPTER I.
ON SPORT GENERALLY AND FISHING IN .
PARTICULAR.

Out of all the young men who come to India for
the first time how many bring out a rod ? Almost all
bring out guns or rifles with keen ideas of the sport
to be theirs when first they get leave, but for every
twenty that bring out a gun, perhaps only one brings
out a rod. And yet many of these men were keen
enough fishermen at home. With some, it is the
idea that having tasted the joys of salmon or trout
fishing at home, there can be nothing here worthy of
their skill. With others it is mere ignorance. No
one has told them of the fine fish to be caught, while
many have told them varied and exciting tales of
tiger, bison and deer, and of the joys of pig-sticking. Personally I have been lucky enough to have
had experience of all the above sports, and—
well comparisons are cdious. There is a wild joy in
being on a good horse, with a game old boar in front,
and one lives a lifetime during that stern chase, and
then that glorious moment when after many jinks and
escapes, yours, thefirstspear, goes well home, in a foe
who is truly worthy of your steel.
Then again is the moment of pure and holy joy
that steals over one, when after following the tracks
of a bison through dense jungle for the better part
of the day, suddenly the old solitary bull appears
before one, head in air sniffing the breeze and suspicious of danger, but not knowing where to look for
it. Then your rifle rings out . . . . and a few minutes
later you are admiring the massive frame, and
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splendid proportions, of perhaps the finest ^ animal
India has to offer in the way of " big game.
But there is a joy of another sort, not to be
beaten in pleasure and excitement by either of the
foregoing, and a joy that has this added recommendation—you may feel it several times in one day. A n d
that is the joy of running a big fish. There are few
keen anglers out here who have not experienced the
delightful thrill which comes, when after half a
dozen blank casts in a promising looking rapid, there
comes that sudden tautening of the line, and a second
after ' ' the bend of the rod and the scream of the
reel " tells him he is into a real good fish. T h e r e
is a thrill in that feeling unsurpassed in any other
sport.
And then there is a charm in the scenery, which
adds a great deal to one's enjoyment. T h e neverceasing' roar of the rapid, the cool splash of the
water, and the vast solitude of the jungle all around
you; verily a man must be hard to please if he does
not appreciate the calm and peace of nature which
comes as such a welcome change, after the hurry and
bustle of life in a big Indian cantonment. But even
for those who cannot get to the haunts of the mighty
Mahseer, and his lesser brothers, very good sport may
be had in the tanks which abound in some parts of
India, notably in parts of Bengal, and the southern
parts of the Madras Presidency. In the North one
gets the Mirga and the Rohu, in the South the
White Carp and the Labeo, while the Murral and
Wallago Attu are common to both. A n d there is
a charm about float fishing too, though one is very
prone to despise it. W h o can deny a slight quickening of the pulse, when, after watching an immovable float for perhaps twenty minutes, it suddenly
gives a few quick bobs, and disappears from your
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sight. But alas it is not often that you will get such
good honest biting from an Indian fish. But this
subject we will treat of more fully later on; in the
chapter devoted to these fish.
And there is something about fishing that exercises a curious fascination upon its devotees, a spell
that maybe will pass beyond the grave with some, as
witness Andrew Lang's delightful lines :—
Within the streams Pausanias saith
That down Cocytus valley flow
Girdling the grey domain of Death
The spectral fishes come and go
The ghosts of trout fly to and fro
Persephone fulfil my wish
And grant that in the shades below
My ghost may land the ghosts of fish."

CHAPTER II.
LIST OF FISHES MOST COMMONLY MET WITH IN
INDIA.

Before commencing my list a few notes are
given below, which besides helping anglers to
identify their catches will also explain the letters and
figures in text.
Fishes are in possession of five fins or pairs of
fins, i.e., dorsal fin (on back), caudal (or tail fin),
pectoral fins (on breast) and pelvic and anal (nearest
the tail) underneath.
N. S.—lt should be here noted that the tail of a fish is
understood to be that part of the body between the anal and
taudal fins, it being a mistake to call the latter fin itself the
tail.

Then mostfisheshave a lateral line running from
the gills to the tail on each side of their bodies; in
some fish, especially scaleless ones, this line is much'
more clearly defined than in others.
L. 1. signifies lateral line, and L. 1. 24—26
means that there are 24 to 26 scales intersected by
the lateral line.
D. signifies dorsal fin, and D. 3/9 means that
the fin is composed of two different kinds of rays,
i.e., the first three are probably spines, the remaining
nine being branched rays. A horizontal line signifies variation in number, an oblique line distinction
into two different kinds of rays and a vertical line
implies that there are two distinct dorsal fins.
Thus D. 7-8)1/10—12 means that there are
two dorsal fins, the first consisting of 7 or 8 rays all
of one kind, the second of one ray, probably a spine,
When. P. is mentioned referring fins this means Pelvic,
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followed by 10 or 12 probably branched rays. D.
may be replaced by A. P., or C. denoting the other
fins.
2 J/2 scales signify that there are 2J/j rows of
scales between the L. 1. and the pelvic fin.
Then barbels: these may be variously placed.
If belonging to the nostril, they are termed nasal.
If at end of snout, rostral; under chin, mandibular;
and at corners of upper jaw, maxillary.
(i) Family Cyprinidcs.
T h e M a h s e e r . — ( G e n u s Bar bus). Barbus
Tor. Hind.; "'Mahsir " ; Tamil: " Kendi " .
(carp); Canarese : ' ' Haral meen ' ' ; Marathi:
"Kadchi." Found throughout India and Burma, runs
to 200 lbs. in weight. Hindustani name Mahasir.
The probable derivation of this word is from
Matsya, the Sanskrit word for fish used in the Vedas,
and as the mahseer is undoubtedly the sacred fish of
India, it is more than likely that mahseer is simply a
corruption of Matsya. Maha Sir, big head, is an
alternative derivation. L. 1. 25—27, D. 3/9, 2]/2
scales. Description: head large, ditto scales, 4
barbels, lips thick, and soft rubbery mouth, capable
of opening out like a concertina. No teeth in
mouth, the only ones they have being situated in
bones of throat, just below gill plates. Dorsal ray
very strong. As to colour there are at least three
distinct types—(f) The Punjab mahseer, silvery with
scales becoming golden below the L. 1. and fins
reddish, (ii) The mahseer of the Nerbudda (in
which river No. (i) is also to be caught) pale blue;
and No. (Hi) the jet black mahseer, an exceedingly
handsome fish. No. (Hi) I have caught at their best
south in the Kalinadi river, though I have seen them
caught in the Punjab, but the ones caught north were
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not nearly so handsome or jet black in colour as those
caught in the Kalinadi. There are of course many
other varieties of above. Also in shape mahseer
differ, up north he is usually a long, gamey looking
fish, while down south one gets a more humpedback variety as well. There is also a type with very
thick lips. I have only caught these in South India
however and have never seen one outside Madras P r e sidency.
T h e largest mahseer caught to date,
fairly on rod and line, was caught by Lieut.-Colonel
Rivett Carnac in the Cauvefy and weighed 119 lbs.
A description of the fish is given elsewhere in this
book.

Barbus Hexastichus— (cabled Catli in
Nepalese) runs to about 3 ' in length, L . 1. 2 5 — 2 6 ,
2 / 2 scales, D . 3 — 4 / 9 , A . 2 / 5 — 6 , brownish
colour, top green, golden white below. Tail fin red.

Barbus Carnaticus.—The

Camat*:

tarp ; same family and genus as the mahseer. This fish
I have never seen or caught north of the Nerbudda, but
Day says it occurs in Northern India.
Hind. : Gid
Kaoli; T a m i l : " S a l Kendi " ; Canarese : " Gidp a k l e . " Runs to 25 lbs. in weight. L . 1, 3 0 — 3 2 ,
D . 4 / 8 , 3 Yi scales, 4 barbels.
Colour greenish,
with pale golden scales and grey fins. Mouth and
scales much smaller than the mahseer's. Will take
a small fly-spoon, also fly.
T h e O l i v e C a r p — Barbus Saranus and
B. Chrysopoma. T h e former found in N . India,
the latter in C. and S. India. Runs to 18 inch in
sigth. L . . 1 . 3 2 — 3 4 , D . 3 / 8 , A . 3 / 5 . Colour
golden to silvery white, fins light grey; sometimes
rather a washed out looking fish, B . Sarana not being
so handsome as B . Chrysopoma.
Occasionally
takes fly, rises to gram on the Nerbudda (this however
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is B. Chrysopoma), and bites freely at worm, paste,
or small dead bait.
T h e B l a c k s p o t . - (Barbus Mahecola).
Found in Southern. India, runs to six inches in length.
Tamil " Kendi " with various prefixes.
GrenilS Labeo.—Comprises some 25 species
all having nose under snout. Fringed lips. The
best known are L. Rohita, the Rohu and L. Calbasu, the Labeo «f Southern and also the Kalabanse of Northern India.
T h e R o h u . — T h e Rohu, Hind. : "Rohu".;
Beng. : "Rohi" ; found all over Northern India, but
not I believe in Madras Presidency. L. 1. 40—42,
D. 1 5—16. Two small barbels.
These vary very much in colour, rohu from one
particular tank seeming to be much alike, though fish
from different tanks, not 50 miles apart, are often
eiatirely unlike in colouring. Usual schemes of colour
are :—(i) Blue green above and white below, with
sometimes red spots on scales, (ii) Slatey with
metallic blue upper parts, (iff) Combination of the
two foregoing. Rohu nearly always have reddish
eye, snout rather roughened and mouth well underneath; two small barbels sometimes barely visible.
Frequently called Dhambra (2 short a's) in
Punjab.
This name, however, is occasionally
applied to any ' scaled ' species caught in tanks, in
that Province.
Rohu run big to 50 or 60 lbs. Will occasionally take spoon, but are essentially bottom • feeders
and are not often caught in rivers because of this.
Bait, paste or worm. Do not go off with the rush
of a mahseer, but put up a good dogged fight.
When on the feed, they often send up at intervals
three or four large bubbles.
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T h e L a b e o . — H i n d : " K a l a b a n s e " Beng. :
" C a l b a s u " ; Canarese: " K a r r i m e e n " ; Tamil j
"Venkendi."
Found generally throughout India,
but there seems no doubt that the labeo caught m
Southern India is not L . Calbasu, but an allied
species. These vary greatly in colour, usually slatey
rose-pink, or pinkish green, sometimes whitish eyes
and fins grey.

The Kalabanse — L. 1. 40—44, D.
1 6 — 1 8 ; four barbels. Eyes generally reddish and
fins dark. T w o distinct varieties, one blackish, the
other dark green with red spots. Essentially bottom
feeders. Bait, paste or worms.
T h e labeo are said to run to 3 ' in length, and
the Kalabanse 2 0 lbs.

The Mirga or Mirgil, Genus Girr h i n a . — C i r r h i n a Mirgala. Punj. ; " M o r i " ; B e n g . ;
" M i r g a l . " Found all over N . India and in Burma.
L . 1. 4 0 — 4 5 , D . 1 5 — 1 6 ; two barbels, runs to
2 0 lbs. ; scales bright silver or golden, fins with black
stains.
Caught usually in tanks; bait, paste oi
worms. Not bad to eat but bony.
Fights well.
Sends up at intervals a collection of small bubbles.
C i r r h i n a O i r r h o s a — T h e white carp.
T a m i l : " V e n g k e n d i . " L . 1. 4 2 — 4 4 , D . 1 7 — 1 9 ;
four barbels, runs to 1 */2 feet and over 2 lbs. weight;
a handsome silvery fish, with sometimes red spots on
scales, but not always. Fins, silvery white, snout
depressed with fairly broad mouth. T o be caught
on paste, bottom fishing, bites like rohu or labeo,
but is a bolder fish. Found in North, Central and
Southern India. May be known from genus labeo
by a bony knob, in centre lower jaw, inside mouth.
T h e O a t l a — G e n u s Buchanani—is a carplike fish generally found in tanks, runs big, 1 0 0
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lbs. and 6 feet in length. Head very large; colour,
grey merging to silver, dark fins. Entirely a bottom
feeder; bait, worm or paste. Sends up at intervals
one or two large bubbles. Coarse eating, though
fairly good when small, but bony. Not common in
North India, a very fine fighter.
T h e B Arils.—Of this genus, some 14
different species in India, most of them only running
to about 6 inches in length. The most important is
Barilius Bola, commonly called the Indian trout,
both because of his likeness to that fish in his spots,
and because of his leaping out of water when being
played.
Found, Northern and Central India.
Runs to 5 lbs., has large mouth, no barbels, small
silvery scales, with two rows of spots generally
bluish, though sometimes greenish. Tail orange,
with black edge, though this is not always the case.
Takes fly-spoon and fly; fights most gamely. Several
other barils are to be found in the streams of India,
known usually by their small scales and coloured
spots or blotches. Most will take tiny flies.
T h e O h i l w a . —Genus Chela. Hind. :
"Chilwa" ; Tamil: "Vellachi" ; "Kendi," etc.
There are some ten species of this fish distributed
throughout India. Generally known as Chilwa, and
may be recognised by long flat silvery bodies (with tiny
scales that come off very easily), up-turned mouths
and no barbels. Rise freely to fly, and have a habit
of continually throwing themselves into the air on
calm still evenings. They have a beautiful pale
greenish tinge whenfirstcaught, but this quickly fades.
None of the species run to more than a lew ounces.
T h e C h i r r o o . — Sometimes called Charri
Gad, also Kashmir trout, is a barbel, and has a large
mouth placed like that of a dog fish. No teeth.

J
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In shape he is very heavy and thick at the shoulder,
and tapers quickly to about the vent, after which his
size is uniform to the tail. Scaleless, and is covered
with thick greasy slime like an eel. Colour, dark
grey above with small black spots, and belly silvery
white. Runs to over 2 0 lbs. Flesh white, and when
caught in rocky streams is fair eating, though bony.
Fished for in Kashmir in May, June and JulvEarly in season worm is best bait, but later will
take fly; not very particular as to pattern, Black
Doctor, Jock Scott and Teal and Green are all good.
Also takes frogs, mulberries, minnows and spoons.
T h e C h o o s h — I s a barbel, and has much
the same habits as the Chirroo, but is a slower fish.
H a s the mouth right underneath. In colouring also
is much alike, save no spots and belly is yellow.
Runs to over 2 0 lbs. T h e best localities in Kashmir
for this fish are probably the Verhan, Liddar and
Sind rivers as in these streams the fish seem more
sporting, and are better eating than those caught in
the main river.
However, neither Chirroo nor
Choosh can be called really sporting fish, and
though they run large, they are seldom caught more
than a few pounds in weight. Both of these fish are
sometimes called " Gaurd " which is the Kashmiri
word for fish.
T h e S n O W - t r o u t . — A l s o named the Himalayan and mountain barbel, belongs to the
family Cyprinidae, Genus Barbus, and are related to
the mahseer and English barbel. They are bottom
feeders, scaleless and run to 4 and 5 lbs. Colour
varies; some fish are a uniform darkish grey, while
others are mottled on the back and sides.
But I
have seen them speckled and it is the speckled
appearance of these latter fish that have earned them
the name of snow-trout, in contra-distinction to
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Himalayan barbel. They have fleshy mouths like
mahseer, and when small look as if they were covered
with tiny scales. One peculiarity of these fish should
be noted, which by the way is shared to a lesser
extent by the mahseer, namely, that their roe is
poisonous, though not fatally so. Curiously enough
though in some rivers, such as the Beas, the roe of
a mahseer is looked on as a delicacy. If partaken of
at all freely, it is apt to cause vomiting and diarrhoea.
If small bony to eat, but not bad over 3 lbs. Do
not fight much. Inclined to be slimey. Of an
evening sometimes they will jump in play.
(ii) Family Sailuridat.
This is one of the largest families known (in. eluding over 100 genera) and embraces all the fish
that usually go by the name of fresh-water sharks in
India. They are scaleless fish and have fleshy feelers
attached to their mouths. These barbels are often
numerous and frequently of great length. The commonest is that fish of many names :
WallagO
A t t u —Called
up north
Bawalli, Laki, Lansi, Mulley and Paran, the three
last names being if anything the most common.
Beng.: " B a y e r " ; Tamil: " W a l l a h . " Often
called by Europeans, especially down south, by his
scientific name only. D. 1/4, P. 8—10, A.
86—98; four barbels. He runs very big, to 100 lbs.
in weight and over 6 feet in length. His head is
enormous and absurdly disproportionate in weight to
his body. Mouth full of rows of teeth. Anal fin
running whole length of body, just stopping short,
however, of pelvic and caudal fins, and not joining
with these. Small paran usually have dark blotches
just behind gills. Takes fly, spoon and spinning bait
sometimes in rivers, also occasionally rises to fly in
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Sanks, greedy as regards live bait. Fights fairly well
and is not bad eating. Takes worm and occasionally
paste in tanks. Also frequently springs out of water
when hooked.
T h e G o o n c h . — B a g a r i u s Yarelli. Hind. :
"Goonch."
A n extraordinarily ugly looking
monster. A . 15, eight barbels and six fins on belly,
dirty grey green to brown in colour, with brownish
marks, filaments on fins, with back and breast thorns.
Runs to over 2 0 0 lbs. and 6 feet long. Takes spoon
and spinning bait, also live bait when b i g ; sulks on
being hooked. Often lies in the heaviest white
water and takes bait almost before it touches water.
T h e biggest known to have been landed on rod and
line was one of 164 lbs. caught at O k h l a .
T h e S i l u n d . — S i l u n d i a Gangetica. Beng. : '
" S i l u n d . " T w o small barbels, A . 4 0 — 4 6 , six
fins on belly, back and breast thorns, colour light
blue above, merging into silver, fins greyish. N o t
nearly so common as the two foregoing. T a k e s the
same baits. Is in my opinion a more sporting fish than
two preceding ones.
GenUS
M a c r o n e S - — E i g h t e e n species,
some of which attain to great size, 6 feet in length.
They are usually called cat fishes, because of their
long feelers. T h e two best known are M . Singhala,
A . 1 1 , D . 1 / 7 / 0 , silvery in colour with back and
breast thorns, and M . Tengara, A . 10, D . 1 / 7 / 0 ,
four dark bands along side. Both have eight barbels,
long adipose fin and forked tails. T h e y fight well
when hooked, take spinning, live bait and worm.
Singhala is one of the most common fish caught trol- .
ling in the lakes at Oodeypore. Mind the thorns,
especially the one in the dorsal fin. T h e y often
give vent to a curious squawk when being handled.
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Some of them are to be found all over India and
Burma. Punj. : " Tengara " ; Beng. : " Singhala " ; Sind. : " Singhara " ; Tamil : " Kelete "
(with various prefixes).
T h e P u f t a —Genus Callichrous. Called
butter fish, not very common in North India. Runs
to 6 lbs. in weight. Long anal fin; four barbels,
thorn on pectoral fin, but not on dorsal. Caught
with worm and paste, also said to take a fly. Good
eating. A very sporting fish with terrible teeth.
T h e B a t c h w a — G e n u s Pseudeutropius or
Entropiichthys. There are some seven species of
Butchwa in India, P. Garua (and P. Murius—the
cherki) being probably the best known. Run to 2
feet in length, and up to 5 lbs. ; eight barbels, A .
27—55, six belly fins, thorns on dorsal and pectoral
fins. Formidable teeth.
Colour silvery, with
beautiful, either pale blue or greenish sheen on back,
when fresh caught, though this dulls and darkens very
quickly. Take small natural bait, fly-spoon, fly and
worm freely, also cannot resist clotted blood. Most
sporting little fish and very excellent eating. Mind
the dorsal thorn when handling.*
G e n a s R i t a . — F o u r species, the best known
being the Kuggah, a most evil and weird-looking
little fish. Yellow-green in colour; six barbels, A.
12, P. 7—8. Both pectoral and dorsal fins have
thorns, which are formidable and inclined to be
poisonous. Run to a couple of lbs. in weight; when
landed very lively and quacks like a duck. Are to be
caught in the Jumna and Jhelum, and probably most
other rivers.
* But see further remxrks re this rish in Chapter VI.
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(Hi) Family

Ophiocephelidat—Nine

species

in India.
The
M u r r a l — Literally
snake-headed
fishes. Hind. : " Maral or Sowl " ; Beng. : " S o l " ;
T a m i l : " V e r a l " ; Marathi : " S o h r . "
Founa
throughout India generally.
T w o most commonly met with up north are O .
Striatus L . 1. 5 1 — 5 7 , D , 3 7 — 4 0 , P . 6 and O .
Mamlius L . 1. 5 9 — 6 4 , D . 4 9 — 5 5 ,
P . 6.
Both run large to between 3 and 4 feet in length.
T h e former is greenish black in colour, with light
and dark bands on sides. T h e latter rather a handsome fish, dark silvery green with greenish blotches
above L . 1. and red below. Small white spot on
each scale. Both have reddish eyes, with large flat
heads and mouth full of formidable teeth. There
is also O . Leucopunctatus, a handsome white spotted
fish, and O . Gachua, a small relation, running to a
foot long, tough and useful as bait.
Almost all
species of adult murral have an eye-like spot on
caudal fin. Murral can travel short distances overland and have the power of asstivating in the mud
of sun-dried tanks. In Burma it is no uncommon
thing for a native, when he wishes to make you a
handsome present, to bring you a Tump of mud,
which on washing proves to be a comatose murral.
Needless to say, if eaten at once his taste is muddy,
otherwise murral are one of the best fresh-water fish
from an edible point of view in India. Sometimes
take a small spoon. Live bait and live frogs are
both good ways of fishing for them, and they will
take a worm greedily. Found both in rivers and
tanks, prefer muddy bottoms to shingley runs in
former case. They generally feed near surface and
are very fond of basking on top of water.
Small
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ones are sometimes called Dhok. Unlike most
other fish, murral exhibit a certain amount of parental
affection for their young.
(iv) Family Clupeida.
C l u p e a l l i s h a . — T h e Hilsa or Sable fish,
Shad of Ganges, and Palla of Indus. An excellent fish for the table, flavour A. 1, but terribly
bony. Said sometimes to take a white fly. Colour
silvery, shot purple and gold. Spawns in streams.
Will not take any bait as a rule. It is interesting to watch the nativefishermencatching these in the
Indus. The man supports himself on a large chatty,
his body closing the mouth thereof. Swimming thus
and keeping his head upstream, he holds his net—
something in the nature of a large shrimping net—
below him in the v/ater. Whenever a fish passing
down stream entangles himself in the meshes the man
feels the weight and putting down his hand, lifts the
fish clear and drops it into the chatty. At Kotri,
during the season, several men may be seen fishing
thus as the trains cross the great iron girdered bridge
over the Indus.

Megalops Oyprinoides — Runs to 2 feet
and more in length. Personally, I have never caught
this fish out of the Madras Presidency, but he is to be
found in Bombay harbour, and Day says " throughout India." From a sporting point of view, he is
second to no fish in India. Though an estuary fish,
he becomes acclimatised to fresh water and thrives
in tanks, especially those that are a trifle brackish.
L. 1. 37—42, D. 1 7—20. Large black eyes, dark •
green back, scales silver verging to pale blue below
lateral line, large mouth, excessively bony and giving
very bad hookhold. First cousin to the tarpon.
Takes a fly when small; best lure, a small live fish
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about 2 feet below surface. W h e n hooked they go
off with a grand rush, springing repeatedly feet into
the air. They are for their size exceedingly powerful, even a 3-pounder in a big tank will run out JU
to 4 0 yards of line without a check.
(v) Family Gobiidat—40

species.

The Indian Gudgeon—An ugly little
fish, commonly called mud fish. Most of^ his relations live in the sea. Bait, worms. Hind. : " G u l u ;
T a m i l : " U l a v e . " Scales lengthways, 2 6 — 3 4 , D .
6/1/9, P. 4/4.
Yellowish in colour, semitransparent, flat head and mouth full of teeth. Runs
up to 3 lbs. A peculiarity is that he possesses no
lateral line. Said to b e good to eat.
(vi) Family
Notopterida.
Only one genus in which there are two species,
i.e., Notopterus Chitala and N . Kapirat.
The
former is the Seetul or Mohi. Beng. : " Chitala " ;
Assam: " S e e t u l . " L. 1 . 180, D . 8 — 1 0 , A .
1 10—125. Runs to 4 feet in length and 4 0 lbs.
in weight, has minute scales and L . 1. very distinct.
Back very b o w e d ; colour silvery with purple cross
bands, no barbels. Fish of over 14 lbs. seem often
to have several black dots on tail. Grand sporting
fish and very powerful, springing frequently out of
water when being plaved. Spin with dead bait,
small, as mouth is small for size of fish. Also sometimes takes worm. Narora and Okhla seem to be the
places where this fish is chiefly met with. Though
a bottom feeder, has a habit of rolling on top like
Wallago Attu, but if both fish are present, the
difference is easily told, by tapering tail fin and purplish colour of mohi, paran being more silvery and
the gap between anal and caudal fins being conspicu-
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ous as they turn. Mohi are bony, except just belly
which is considered a delicacy, but is too oily to be
nice. In Punjab this fish is nearly always called
" Mohi " and the following " Moh."
N . K a p i r a t — Is a smaller edition of the
Seetul. Tamil : | Chota Walah." L. 1. 225, D.
7—9, A. 100—110, is said to run to 20 lbs. but as
a rule one never catches one over 2 lbs. Fish with
worm, bait on bottom and strike when float bobs
vigorously. Rather a pretty fish when first taken from
water; colour silvery grey, with golden head.
(t)ii) Family RincobdellidcB—Thorny Eels.

Genus Mastacembelus.— M. Armatus,
the Indian thorny backed eel or bahm. There are
other genus and species, but this is the commonest
met with. Grows about 2 feet long; colour brown.
Likes muddy tanks or slow streams. Bait, worm or
dead fish resting on bottom. Great fry and spawn
eaters so should always be destroyed. Not bad
eating.

Btreplus Suratensis.— L. 1. 45, D.
18—19/14, P. 1/5. A pretty flat-si® fish with
greenish transverse bands and little white spots.
Mouth small with prominent teeth. Runs to 2 lbs.
Feeds on weeds, though will take worms and is
generally a bold biter. Fight well for their size.
Do not fish too deep for them, one to three feet. Is
said to be found in Central India, but though I have
caught many in South India, I have never come across
one north of the Nerbudda.
The following are estuary fish E. Maculatus
L. 1. 35, D. 18/10, P. 1/5, and may be said to
reside in the deltas of those rivers. Also they run
into the harbours at Bombay, Karachi, etc.
T h e B a m i n . — Polymenus tetradactylus.
Tamil: | Polun kala 1 ; Mai. : I Yeta." L. 1.
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7 5 8 5 , D . 8 / 1 / 1 3 — 1 5 , P . 1 / 5 . Runs to over
2 0 0 lbs. and 6 feet in length; colour silvery, greenish
above and yellow below. T o b e caught spinning; a
very sporting and exceedingly powerful fish, taking
the bait with a rush like a mahseer, springing frequently out of water when hooked. Good eating.
T h e N a i r . — L a t e s Calcarifer, the Begti of
the Hooghly. M a i . : t " N a v i Meln " ; T a m i l :
" Koduwa " ; Sind : " D u n g a r a . " L . 1. 5 2 , D .
7 — 8 / 1 / 1 1 — 1 2 , P . 1—5. Sometimes also called
the Cock-up. Colour, silvery grey, shot with green
above. Runs to over 2 0 0 lbs. T o be caught, e t c . ,
same as Bamin, the only difference is that the Nair
takes the bait gently. G o o d eating.

The Red (Rock) Perch.—Lautianus
Roseus. Runs to 5 lbs. and over. Colour, a dull
cherry red. A most sporting fish and powerful when
hooked, always boring down among the rocks. T o
be caught spinning, also with live bait, his special
predilection being for a prawn.
T h e Seer.—Cybium,
Guttatum.
Five
species, an allied fish to the mackerel. Runs big to
6 feet or more in length. Colour, silver with blue
back. A splendid fighter like the bamin and nair,
but essentially a sea fish. Caught by spinning.
Very good eating.
M u g i l C o r s u l a — T h e fresh-water mullet.
Hind. : " A m v a r i . " A small fish with minute scales.
Swims in shoals and may be known by protruberant
eyes that appear on surface of water.
Excellent
eating, but will take no bait of any sort.
T h e G o b r a — o r rock cod, often to be
caught fishing off breakwaters, and below bridges.
Runs fairly big, but not often hooked over 4 or 5
lbs. Makes for the rocks at bottom, when hooked,
sulks.

CHAPTER III.
T H E MAHSEER (OF THE PLAINS AND SOUTHERN
INDIA IN PARTICULAR).

The Mahseer—what a name to conjure with,
and what recollections he awakes in the hearts of
those who have been so fortunate as to have seen
something of him.
Was it not Dr. Johnson who defined fishing as
'»' a stick and line, with a fool at one end, and a worm
at the other ' ' ? Well let scoffers think so. As a
fisherman and an Englishman, however, one is
always taught to believe, that given yourself at one
end of the rod and a salmon at the other, the summit
of human bliss is reached. And this being India,
substitute Mahseer for Salmon, and there you are,
still at the summit of human bliss. It is I know a
much disputed subject, given weight for weight,
which is the finer fish. But comparisons are odious,
and as 6,000 odd miles divide them, there is no need
for rivalry to exist at all.
In practically every river in India of fair size,
you will find Mahseer, always provided that the river
has its origin and that its course runs for a certain
number of miles at an elevation of at least 1,000 ft.
above sea-level. In those rivers that run their brief
course through flat country and take their rise in
hills of low elevation you will not as a rule find
Mahseer; since two things that these fish insist on are
rocks and rapid water, and if a river cannot fulfil one
or both of these conditions in some parts of its course
3j least, the Mahseer will have none of it.
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Naturalists tell us that there are varieties of
Mahseer, but that does not affect the ordinary fisherman, to him a Mahseer is a Mahseer, and the points
of difference are not so great that it is necessary to
enter into a detailed description thereof. But that
different rivers do produce different varieties of
Mahseer, varying in colour and shape, is a fact that
soon becomes impressed upon one. A n d even in one
river I have caught three quite different types ^ of
Mahseer. Whether they are all " Barbus T o r " or
perhaps kindred fish of the Barbus tribe, is beyond
my knowledge. T h e y all had the large characteristic
mouth of Barbus Tor, and all had 2 1 /2 scale?
between the base of the ventral fin and the lateral line.
In the Kalinadi for instance I have caught three quite
distinct varieties. N o . 1 rather deep, golden scales,
pinkish fins and tail. N o . 2 longer and narrower,
pale blue fins and tail, scales silvery blue. N o . 3
jet black, fins, tail, mouth, etc., all black, with deep
golden scales, an exceedingly handsome fish. These
latter appear rare and I have only seen two specimens. T h e Mahseer is a carp, though he bears about
as much resemblance to our degenerate English carp,
as the latter does to the gold fish in an aquarium.
Mahseer may be fished for both in the rapids
and in the pools, the latter though they yield generally
the heavier fish, are more difficult to fish, both because
a boat is necessary to do justice to them, and because
owing to the clearness of Indian waters, the fish are
more likely to see you and become shy.
O n e thing you must remember wherein English
and Indian fishing differs. A t home a mild spate
and coloured water rouses joy in your heart.
In
India the clearer the water the better your fishing.
It is generally useless to try spinning for Mahseer when
the water is at all coloured. I say " g e n e r a l l y "
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with intention, as with many, I know that it is considered an axiom—That, given coloured water spinning is quite hopeless.
But this is not always the case, some rivers
never really clear, at least not to that crystal clearness one is led to expect. I know that one of the
best bags I ever got, was when spinning in a river so
thick that literally one could not see bottom in four
inches of water. But of this subject more anon.
Next as to lure. The Mahseer is not unfortunately
a good fly-taker, though take fly he will, and very
well at times; but as a rule it is only the smaller ones
that you will catch in this way.
But the lure par excellence for the novice, and
one easy to use and to procure, and a bait always
clean, is the spoon. A good size (if you are fishing
for ordinary sized fish; say 1-10 lbs.) is a 1 Jg or
2-inch spoon, gilt one side and silver the other, with a
flying mount of two hooks. There is no rule as to
this, some prefer bigger spoons, some smaller, some
like one treble, some a flight of two; nothing but
experience will teach you, and it is impossible to
lay down any hard and fast rules on such a subject.
A small dead fish about four inches long is also
an excellent bait though it is less easy to throw than
a spoon, and then there is the trouble of preparing it,
and the fact that it comes to pieces very quickly.
Phantoms and Spinning Minnows do good execution
occasionally, though if the beginner will confine himself to a spoon-bait at first, he will find it probably
more satisfactory.
Now when I say that the spoon is the bait
par excellence, etc., etc., this must be taken in a
broad-minded spirit; and I think that one may safely
say, that in 7 rivers out of 10, the fish will take a
spoon practically as readily as any other bait. Put
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the novice must remember that there are rivers where
the spoon is at a discount for some reason or other.
Instances are the Nerbudda near Jubbulpore where the
fish seem to prefer gram to any other b a i t ; and parts
of the Kalinadi river in Canara, where the Mahseer
will not look at a spoon, will not touch a spinner, and
will only take natural bait when mounted neatly with
unobtrusive hooks. Still I need not enlarge on this
subject; it is unlikely that the beginner will ever find
himself tackling rivers all on his own, without some
more experienced friend to give him the necessary
hints as regards those waters.
Then as to rods, opinions differ, some like 14
feet, others 1 6 feet, and some even an 1 8-foot rod,
though I must say the latter is making a business of
a pleasure. If a beginner will content himself with
a good greenheart 14-foot rod, he will, I think, find
it suits him all right. In India a light rod is a great
item, as regards pleasure ir your fishing, as, when
you fish sometimes for hours in a broiling sun, you find
every oz. of weight in your rod a consideration. A n d
a 14-foot rod will cover enough water in nine cases
out of ten, and will allow of your using a lighter reel
and line.
Then a word as to your trace; if you are using
a 14-foot rod with a light fly top, I have always found
a two yards trace of N o . 2 / 0 Hercules wire, or Killin
wire fitted with two swivels, about the best thing to
use. These traces are immensely strong, not easily cut
by rock and are very little more visible than gut when
the water is at all broken. O r you can use stout
salmon gut, if the water is not rocky and the fish do
not run very large. It is as well to have the spoon
on asnood of the same material as your trace, though
this is not imperative.
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Then a good stout landing net and a gaff, and
you are ready to proceed to the river. There is no
real need for a gaff or net, unless you are fishing from
a boat, as the native is exceeding dexterous at bringing out your fish, if you have played him, exhausted,
into shallow water. Next having fitted up your rod
and mounted your spoon, choose a likely looking spot
to commence. First let me caution you in one thing,
a fish has eyes ! This is a point very often overlooked
by a novice, whose general procedure is to stroll up
to the bank, and having selected a prominent position
on some rock perhaps, proceeds to survey the water.
Then taking his rod, he starts dropping his spoon in
likely spots.
Well he does catch a fish occasionally, as there
are fools among fish, luckily; still it is not good
strategy. Look upon thefishesin the water you niean
to fish as a herd of black buck, and, as such, to be
stalked with care. Say you have selected a nice
looking rapid to commence with, note the lie of the
water from some little way off, and then approach carefully, just near enough to drop your spoon gently over
the edge.
And again do not always be in such a hurry to
get your spoon out just a little further. Keep well
back and give the water close to your own bank a
good trial first. Probably if you were fishing from
the other bank, you would be all eagerness to get
your spoon out and across into the very water that you
are now wanting to ignore. Distance lends enchantment, as the poet Campbell has it in " The Pleasures
of Hope '' which would make an excellent title by
the way for a poem on fishing.
Remember again the fishes have eyes, and they
are in their own natural element, and it cannot make
them think your bait more seductive when they see a
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wildly waving 14-foot rod and two arms up against
the blue sky overhead. But in a good rapid when
the water is well broken up, the odds are not so much
against you after all, as it stands to reason a fish cannot
see so clearly then, as through still water.
So after trying the water under your own bank
move up carefully and slowly and commence trying
the centre and opposite back waters. Another thing
to remember is that " movement is life " and it is
movement that frightens animals.
I remember once sitting so still in a beat that a
small jungle sheep came out, and stepped gingerly
over one of my legs, which was lying rather outside
the shadow of the bush under which I was sitting:
And you can try for yourself how movement
affects fishes. Creep up very slowly to the edge of
a bank overlooking a small pool, and you will see
the small fishes and fry moving about quite unsuspiciously, but move your hand suddenly and sharply
and see the result. Like lightning the little fish will
scatter and vanish. So remember the quieter you aie
and less motion that you make in casting, the less
likely will be the big fish in the depths below to see
you and take fright.
One thing that you will have learnt at home with
trout fishing, and which you will do well to bear in
mind, and that is the fact that fish almost invariably lie
with their heads up-stream (waiting for food to be
brought down to them by the current). A t home one
is taught that the best way with a fly is to throw upstream and Jet the water bring it back towards one,
keeping one's line taut the while, but while this is an
excellent thing for trout in England, I would advise
the beginner in Indian waters to try a different plan
when using spoon or minnow. In India the rapids are
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deeper and generally run with far greater velocity than
any water one would fish in at home.
And remember when you are using a spoon
(which by the way is meant to represent a small fish).
phantom or dead-bait, you are trying to present to
the fish his own natural food, tendered in such a way
that he may take it without suspicion. If you threw
your bait in up-stream, think what the result would
be, it would come rolling and rushing back to you,
mixed up with some of the trace, just as unlike the
action of a little fish as it possibly could be.
Probably the best way is to start at the foot and
fish a rapid up all its length, but actuallyfishingdown
is pleasanter and more generally adopted.
This mind you is only speaking very broadly.
Experience will soon teach you that it is impossible
for any man to lay down hard and fast rules how to
fish in Indian rivers. Some rapids are so broad that
a boat is necessary, others have such steep banks
that in only one or two places can one get down to
the water's edge. And yet again others are so
jungle clad, that casting from the banks is impossible.
Experientia docet, and it goes without saying that
the man who quickest adapts himself to his river will
catch the most fish.
We will asume that you have approached carefully, and are near enough to command the water
comfortably. Then having got out the right amount
of line, drop your spoon just the other side of the
main-stream and a little up-stream, and keeping a taut
line, let your bait swing round with the current, and
pull it gently up through the eddies just out of the
main current.
In spinning, whether you are casting from the
reel, or otherwise, you should always make your cast
4
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in direction of river's flow, i.e., if on left bank, swing
from right to left.
Another way of fishing a rapid which is very
often successful, and which the novice will perhaps
prefer, as it is certainly easier than the more scientific
way, is to stand at the head of a rapid, and having
dropped your spoon into the current, to pay out line
allowing the spoon to drift down-stream.
And remember one thing, when letting your
spoon or spinner run out down a rapid—always
" feel " it, three-quarters of the times that you get
hung up on snags, rocks, etc., under water, the fault
you will find was that you ceased to feel your spoon
for a minute, giving it a chance to sink, when the
hooks promptly get caught in the nearest solid object
handy. There are some rivers, notably the streams
of the Western Ghauts where it seems fatal to allow
your line slack for a single instant owing to the innumerable branches, logs, etc., the rivers collect from their
forest clad banks. So long as you keep your spoon
spinning steadily you will seldom find that you get
caught up, and if you do it will not as a rule be so
badly that a little manipulation of the line will fail
to clear you.
When you have let out as much line as you can
fairly command, start to wind in, bringing the spoon
along through the eddies at the edge of the rapid.
And do not avoid the white water in the rapids; you
need not fear that any current is too swift for the
Mahseer; and fish the rapid all its length right down
and into the pool.
And do take heed to one point, it is one that you
are sure to learn by painful experience, and that is
—in Mahseer fishing almost more than any other—
be ready," see that your line is always rurining
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clear on the reel, and that you have no kinks that
might foul a ring.
A Mahseer does not take your bait with a gentle
tug or two like a trout; generally he takes it with
a rush, and before you know you've hooked him
your rod is bent and reel screaming merrily. Then
woe betide you, if your line has taken a hitch round
the handle of your reel, or fouls in any other way.
If the fish is of any size and wants line, you must
give him all he wants, if you don't, then good-bye
to rod, line, or trace.
If you see a hitch is imminent or unavoidable,
then don't hesitate an instant, but lower your rod,
and in nine cases out of ten the break will occur in
the snood * (if you are fishing with gut traces) which
is usually more worn than trace or line, and you'
thereby minimise your loss of tackle. If however
you are using wire traces, goodness knows where the
break will occur, but more often than not it seems
to occur in the line, near where it joins the trace.
It is in this first glorious rush that the cream of
the sport with Mahseer fishing lies. As yard after
yard of line reels out, your heart rises, and you feel
the fish going up and up in weight, in your estimation.
Though I said before give him all the line he wants,
don't take this to mean, give it to him ungrudgingly.
If your tackle is good and you feel fairly sure of it,
bear on him every ounce you dare, and as soon as
ever his first rush is over, reel in as soon as possible,
and do not give him any time to think or rest. Be
careful winding up to keep all clear as before, as
directly the fish sees you, he will be off again on
another rush, keep him at it all you can, give him no
time to think out matters, or you will be having
* The snood is the h
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him fouling your line round rocks, or up to some other
tricks.
.
A n d a word as to that much debated point,
to
strike or not to strike." There is much said and
argued on both sides. A n d if you can really successfully solve this point, you will as the babu said
' ' Have cracked the Gordian N u t . ' ' Personally I do
not believe in striking with a Mahseer. H e has a
leathery mouth that affords a good hookhold, and he
is a heavy and game fish. If his own weight and
struggles have not hooked him, then I think you run
a great risk by slackening your line ever so little, and
slacken you must if you want to strike. W i t h a
pliable top, acting as a cushion to any jerks and jars,
it is possible to even land a fish without the hook
having penetrated to the barb. Of course this
seldom happens, but if you had slackened for an
instant, and the fish was wide awake, in that second
he would have taken his opportunity to get rid of your
hook. While if you had maintained a steady pressure, the chances are that the hook might have worked
its way in, owing to the weight of the fish.
A n d another argument against striking is—that
the Mahseer does not give you much time to think
about it; the very jerk with which he takes the
bait should be enough to drive the hooks well home,
and a man must be quick of hand to lower his rod
and strike, when a big fish is tearing out line a :
about a mile a minute. In all the foregoing remarks
on fishing the rapids for Mahseer, I have assumed
that the water is commanded from the banks, and
that no boat is necessary as may be the case in some
big rivers. Certainly if you can dispense with a boat
it is far pleasanter work fishing, you are less cramped
m your movements, and also the sun off the water
when you are in mid-stream is very trying on an
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Indian hot weather day. But on some rivers a boat
is a necessity, either from their breadth or owing to
the dense jungle lining their banks. In such cases
adopt as far as possible the same tactics as you followed from the bank, keep your boat just out from
the main current and make long casts across and downstream in the rapid, and also up-stream into the eddies
that swirl off from the current. Playing a fish from
a boat is always uncomfortable work, but of that
more anon.
And now having finished with the rapid, let us
try the pool below; for this a boat will be necessary.
Let us assume you have a folding boat of your own,
or perhaps a native coracle or an up-country sarnai,
with its owner to work it. As the boat gliding over
the water naturally scares the fish temporarily it is
necessary to have out a good long line. Put on a
slightly bigger spoon, say 2 ] ^ to 3 inches, and about
two feet from the spoon fix on about 3 ozs. of lead—
the weight depending on the depth you wish to fish at.
Remember a point that perhaps I should have mentioned before—the Mahseer is a bottom feeder, so
fish pretty deep, not too deep, as a bait dragging
along the bottom is not so easily seen by many fish
as is one four or five feet up. Then start the boat
slowly down the pool, paying out line, till you have
some forty or fifty yards out. Keep going just fast
enough to make the spoon spin naturally; and when
you have worked down one side, come back up the
centre, and then down the other side.
When you have struck a fish, remember he will
probably make for the deepest part of the pool, bear
on him all you can, and mind he does not make a
rush under the boat.
If you can be landed easily, it is a good plan to
get ashore to play your fish from there, as then you
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have more command over your line and will find the
fish easier to bring to bag.
Above all things, when playing a fish from a
boat, do not bring him alongside till you have got him
absolutely done up, as it is no easy matter with gaff
or net to get a heavy fish into a small and shaky boat.
A n d there is one other place that I try, always
with the hope that I'll move a fish at any rate. Just
above many runs will b e a spot where the water flows
deep and strong, and where it gathers itself in for the
final plunge over and down the rapid. A s often as
not the rocks will narrow in towards the head of the
run and only the oily swirl of the water will betoken
its depth and force. T h e n take your stand some
10 to 15 yards away and above where the water
breaks, and casting your bait out as far as possible,
let it swing round with the current keeping it 2 to 5
yards from the mouth of the rapid itself. H e r e the
wa^er, though deep and strong, is clear, and generally
at the first cast your heart will b e gladdened by one
or more darting black forms. A n d if in your first four
casts you fail to hook a fish, give the place a rest
and try it again on your way home, and sooner or
later your reward will come. But b e extra careful
in fishing these spots that your line is all clear, for if
the fish is anything over 5 lbs., he almost invariably
runs down the rapid ; and then the scream of your reel
and the yards of line flying out, delude the envious
bystander into the belief that you have a 50-lb. fish
on at the very least.
Now a word as to fly fishing for Mahseer.
I
expect with most of my readers that fly fishing was
one of their first loves, and it is hard to give up first
loves in a hurry, isn't it? W e l l , Mahseer do take fly
well at times—though it is generally only the smaller
ones that one can expect to catch with fly. But you
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must find them in the humour for it, like the trout at
home; but then, unlike trout, unfortunately the
humour does not take the Mahseer so often. One
advantage the fly-fisher for Mahseer has, especially
if he is fishing on one of the big southern rivers, and
that is, he has the chance of catching other carps as
well, particularly the Carnatic carp, and so making
a mixed bag.
And next as to colour and size of fly. Though
I have known men out here use all sorts and sizes of
salmon fly, the general concensus of opinion is, I
think, that a fly with a lot of black or peacock harl
in it is the best. Why, I do not know, except that
the. Mahseer is not particularly partial to a fly diet,
I fancy, and he takes your dark fly under the impression that it is juicy tadpole, or some other such
delectable morsel.
Then as to size. Any size between 2 to 6
Limerick scale (see chapter on Tackle for caution re
sizes) will do, always remembering that with the
smaller sizes you have a better chance of taking some
of the smaller-mouthed carps, whose acquaintance
you seldom make while fishing with spoon or phantom.
When fishing for Mahseer, it is best to use only
one fly, the tail fly, though if fishing for Carnatic
carp it is usual to mount two, the tail fly and then
a drop fly about three feet from it. And remember
do not pull your fly too fast, it is not wanted to spin
like a spoon bait, and lots of fish won't bother themselves to hustle after a fly which a neighbour may
devour before they can reach it.
And then comes the question of bottom fishing.
This you will not try with the Mahseer provided the
rivers are in good order and all conditions favourable
for spinning. But how many fishermen there must
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be who have felt the utter misery and blankness of
soul that comes, after anticipating, perhaps for weeks,
a projected ten days' trip after Mahseer, when they
arrive at the river and find the water like pea-soup.
This should not occur if one has chosen one's time
rightly, but it may occur sometimes through untoward
circumstances, such as sudden storms in the hills, or
early falls and sudden meltings of the snows up in the
higher ranges; and then ten days' leave gives one all
too brief a.period of fishing for one to sit in patience
and wait for the river to clear. So the only thing to
do is to make the best of it. There are two methods
one can a d o p t : fishing with live bait or atta fishing.
T o deal with the former first. T a k e any small fishes
up to J/3 lb. in weight. Generally there will be
some local fisherman where you are fishing who will
procure you some of these for a consideration.
When
caught put them in a common earthen chatty, half full
of water, with a few holes bored just above the water
line. Then cover the top with a big leaf or stone,
or better still a piece of mosquito curtain over the top
will save the necessity for the holes. This latter precaution is very necessary, as some species of fish would
spend their whole time jumping out. N o w take your
small fish and pass the hook either through his lip, or
—far better—behind his dorsal fin, previously having
fastened a weight of about 2 oz., some 18 inch to
2 feet away from the hook—to anchor the fish to the
bottom—then drop your weight and fish in a
rapid, in one of the eddies just off the main current.
It is a very good plan to fasten on your weight with a
thread or thin piece of gut, since should it catch in a
rock, you do not risk losing your collar and flight: the
bait itself will usually steer clear of rocks. T h e n
await events. W i t h atta the procedure is much the
same, and one can often enjoy very good sport when
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otherwise fishing would be quite impossible. There
is an excitement also in that one knows not what may
betide, the few gentle tugs may herald the half
pounder or the lordly fish of 30 to 40 lbs. In fact
frequently the bigger the fish the lighter the tugs. It
is very peaceful and pleasant too, when with a companion one sits by a swirling tossing flood, the silent
jungle or pine clad mountains as a background. One
can sit down in comfort and a certain amount of talking does no harm to the sport. A fair sized hook,
on about 18 inches of stout gut, and a lump of atta
sufficient to well cover the hook, is all the tackle
needed, except for a weight. Now as regards the
latter, fishing in the stoney runs and pools of the
Himalayas I lost so many leads through getting hung
up, that I devised a system that worked with entire
success. About 2 feet above the hook tie a match
on the running line, above this thread a split ring also
or to the running line. From a ball of worsted break
off a length of about 9 inches, tie one end to the split
ring and the other round any small stone of about 2
to 3 ozs. Your shikari can find the stones while you
fish, and chip them so that the worsted does not slip
off. The idea of above is that the split ring allows
your running line to pass up and down without moving
the weight, so that even the lightest of tugs can be
felt, while the match prevents the weight slipping
. down on to the hook. Then if the weight jambs, or
a fish is hooked, the wortsed snaps at once, and the
only loss is a stone ! The best spots for this form of
fishing appear to be anywhere along the edge of a
rapid, right down to where latter merges into pool.
Swing out your atta and weight into the middle of the
rapid, pay out some 20—30 yards of line and let
the bait carry round till the weight holds it to the
bottom just outside the rapid and near the bank. As"
5
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a rule you will not have to wait long for a few gentle
tugs. Do not be in too much of a hurry to strike,
the tugs will generally be repeated 2 or 3 times, at
the first sign tauten up quietly and then strike firmly
on the repetition. Sometimes, but not often a big
fish will seize the bait and walk off with it, and then
the first warning one has is a jerk that nearly takes
the rod out of one's hands. When a fish has been
caught it is advisable to shift a bit further down,
though this is not always necessary, in a good run
sometimes I have seen 5 or 6fishcaught in a morning,
all in the same spot.
But though almost every man you ask will tell
you thatfishingin coloured water is quite hopeless, it
is sometimes just worth the trying. I remember one
day in Central India, having ridden fifteen miles in a
broiling sun to see a pool in a river, that a village
shikari assured me held "plenty big fish." On
arrival my heart sank, as all I saw was a large pool,
perhaps 400 yards long by 40 broad, in a wide sandy
channel, and the water in it was so thick that I could
not see the bottom in two feet of water. I almost felt,
in my disgust, like returning there and then, but my
guide begged me to try just for half-an-hour. Well
I put on a very bright spoon, about 11^ inches, and
wading in over my knees, .1 started. My third cast I
was into and duly landed a 1 -lb. Mahseer, to my own
astonishment and the local shikari's intense relief.
Well, I continued with far greater keenness, and in
under two hours had landed, all with the spoon, 13
Mahseer, 1 Murral and 1 Rohu, total weight 28 lbs.,
also one small Wallago Attu.
And another time two of usfishingin a tributary
of the Kistna, caught 8 Mahseer weighing 129 lbs'.
in a couple of hours, spinning in water so thick,
from the red soil through which the river ran, that
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literally we could not see any bottom in 3 inches of
water. So it is worth trying sometimes, though very
seldom I fear. And should the water be a trifle
coloured, and should you spin for one hour, in one
small pool, catching nothing, do not for that reason
go away convinced that there is not afishin that place.
That is how so often when one goes to a new station,
and asks about the fishing at such and such a place,
one is told " O there is no fishing there, I have tried
there twice, and so and so went the other day, and
we never even saw a fish.'' And.yet you might go to
that place and persevering, have excellent sport occasionally. However it is always as well to find out
frojn native fishermen first, that there are fish in that y
river, since some rivers either from poaching or natural
causes, seem absolutely destitute of fish life. But the
reason that you were told that there were nofishthere,
was that probably no man had been keen enough to
give the place a fair trial, the days your informants
went the water may have been a trifle coloured, or
the fish may have been off their feed, or scared by
something, or one or other of a score of reasons, so
unfathomable are the ways of fish. A novice, and lots
of seasoned fishermen too, would hardly believe how
thick with fish a small pool may be, so crowded that
one would deem it impossible to spin in it for any
length of time without catching something—even if
only foul hooked. And yet one does fish in such
pools and catch nothing. There is one pool I know,
where I had an excellent object lesson in such matters.
It is a small bay, very deep, and some 20 yards across
only, that lies still and quiet off a rushing swirling
rapid. A sandy beach runs down to the pool opposite
the river, the other two sides of the pool are two huge
rocks, honeycombed with holes scoured out by the
. force of a great river sweeping over them during the

1
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monsoon rains. Around lies virgin forest. I shall
never forget my first sight of it; when I came upon it
the hot weather was more than half over, and the
water the colour of gin. I climbed along one of the
huge rocks, screening myself from the pool as much as
possible, till I looked straight into the clear depths
below. What a sight met my eyes ! At least one
hundred fish were quietly moving about in the still
water, fish varying in size from monsters of 20 lbs.
and more down to little 2-oz.'carp. The fish were
mostly Carnatic carp though there were a certain
number of Mahseer among them. There are others
too who know that pool, and who will acquit me of
exaggeration in the matter. I said 100 fish though
200 would be nearer the mark. Here, thought I, I
have only to drop in my spoon to reap a rich harvest;
so crawling back and taking my rod from my man I
was soon comfortably ensconced behind a pinnacle of
rock and ready to begin. The fish were quietly
cruising about, rising to the top then swirling down
again, all living in the utmost harmony apparently
except that occasionally a diminutive carp passing too near a bigger brother would suddenly
disappear. In went my spoon and slowly across the
pool I spun it, but except the fish in its immediate
vicinity who darted away, not a solitary carp would
take the slightest interest in it. Occasionally however
one or two fish would follow it with languid interest
and then turn away bored.
For one solid hour I tried that spot, with spoon,
phantom, natural bait and fly, and to all my lures
the occupants of the pool paid the same scant attention. Had I not been able to see the fish simply
jostling round my bait, I would have been ready to
make any wager that the pool was practically destitute of life. At the end of the hour my perse-
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verance was at last rewarded however. I was spinning
a small chilwa on a crocodile spinner and my bait
was about half-way across the pool, when up from
the depths sailed a fish, seized the chilwa and dived
to the bottom. Five minutes later he lay on the
sandy beach, a nice 8 pounder. I tried that pool again
at different times with varying success; once knowing
how full of fish it was I spun religiously with a very
bright spoon, when the water was badly coloured,
not a sign of a fish rewarding my efforts however;
though spinning my spoon in the rapids below, I got
two or three fish, thick and coloured though the river
was. Just a last word, I see that I have omitted to
mention the time to fish. Well any time from 7 to
11 A.M., and 3 P.M. till dusk. Between 11 and 3
o'clock the fish do not seem to run so well, or else the
heat makes one slack and one does not spin so nicely;
and after all one is but human and a rest is a good
thing.
Besides that, time is required for that Helightful
occupation of overhauling and doing up your tackle,
preparatory to conquests new.

C H A P T E R IV.
T H E HIMALAYAN

MAHSEER.

Though all that is written in the preceding
pages may be taken as applying, to some extent, to
the hero of this chapter, yet there is no doubt that the
fishing in the big rivers of the plains differs greatly from
that to be obtained in the Hill streams of the north.
O n the other hand, the methods adopted in the
Himalayan rivers might well be employed with success
in the smaller streams of the south, especially those
that issue from the Western Ghauts and brawl their
short and restless course to the Indian Ocean.
T h e pages that follow must be taken more in
• the light of hints to beginners, or at any rate to those,
who, though no novices in the gentle art, are yet
scraping their first acquaintance with our friend the
mahseer. A n d in what glorious scenery w e find him,
certainly that is one of the greatest charms of a fishing
trip in the Himalayas. Brawling, tossing rapids,
crystal clear pools, pine clad slopes and sheer rocky
bluffs that tower into the blue above; even if one's
trip fails from a fishing point of view, surely all the
above are some recompense, and no trip can be written down an absolute failure from which one returns
braced up in mind and body. A n d what magnificent
views one can get, especially if a passing storm has
cleared the air. For there is no finer sight in the
world than to stand some clear day on a hill top in
the Himalayas as the sun sinks to rest, and gaze on
the scene before one.
Far below glimmers a
tiny silver thread, where some mountain stream murmurs its way to join the distant river. Tier upon tier
above it rise the paddy fields, all glorious with their
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bladed carpets of richest emerald green, till colours
blending harmoniously they merge in the deeper shades
of oak and rhododendrons. Then to the horizon
stretch the mighty Himalayas, range upon range of
pine clad peaks and grassy slopes, bluer and softer
grow the distant ranges, till sentinels of the world,
tower the eternal snows. And something sublime is
there in those immense peaks, silent, cold, unchanging, they seem part of another world, a world of
utter desolation, colourless, pitiless, lifeless.
'• Proud Monarchssoaring heavenwards,
stand silent and sublime."
Unknown, untrodden through the years,
defying ihe stress oE time.
Par, far helow the pine trees,
whisper softly as they swing.
in the hreeze that gently murmurs
where the spruce and ilex cling. .
And the narrow trail goes winding down,
marking the puny way.
From the land of cold and silence,
to the world of brazen day."

And to the lover of the high hills, what memories
are conjured up by " the narrow trails." In the
stifling heat of June in the Punjab let one's thoughts
roam to the narrow track, that starts its climb
through the shimmering haze of the parched up
plain, up through the chir pines where the
first breath of hill air stirs to greet you, on past
the blue kail pines and the crimson rhododendrons,
the dry watercourses now turning to murmuring
rills. Up and up past the white and the brown
oak, through spruce and ilex where the monaul,
a jewelled flash, drops from the high woods, till
lost to sight midst the soft blue of pine and fir some
thousand feet below, while the cheer and koklass
answer loud to each echo of distant thunder, and the
crimson tragopan, that master skulker, darts through
the tangled undergrowth. Cool and fresh blows the
air from the snows, and the narrow track leads ever
onwards and upwards, luring one forward, each twist
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and turn surely hiding one's goal. Yet though one
make camp after camp, never may one reach the end
of the trail; at the last one leaves it clibing far, to
lose itself midst moraine and glacier away in the heart
of the eternal snows. A n d so the dusk falls and the
feeling of awe dies away, as the world contracts, and
one turns to the cheering lights and humming life of
the camp below. But I know that there are many
prosaic souls who say they would far sooner go
on catching fish, and miss the scenery; and this
being human nature, or rather the nature of the
Britisher, one must be ready to extend a certain sympathy to that sentiment. Still if the fish are off the
feed, it is nice to have something to admire, so let it
go at that.
N o w , more and more is fishing becoming reduced
to two schools, those who pin their faith in natural
bait and those who use the fly-spoon right through a
trip. Of course I need hardly repeat that this is
only referring to the hill streams, of which one may
take the Giri as a fair example. In these rivers the
fish usually run up to 2 0 lbs. with an occasional 3 0
or 4 0 pounder if one is very lucky, or the Gods extra
good to one. But the usual run of fish is something
under 10 lbs. A n d personally, I must own myself
an advocate of the latter school, not that I hold that
one's.basket will be the heavier, but that the pleasure
is infinitely greater. A n d in matter of weight, I do
not think that there is likely to be nearly that difference
that some admirers of natural bait would have one
believe. Let two men, equally good fishermen, take
ten days' leave and fish down some Himalayan river.
One uses natural bait and the other.a fly-spoon. A t
the end I fancy the actual weight caught would work
out very much the same. Probably, N o . 1 's individual fish would average slightly heavier, but then
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No. 2's bag would excel in numbers. And, allowing perhaps the three biggest fish to natural bait, the
next six largest fish of each would probably be very
much of a muchness. However, I am aware that this
is hardly a possible test, as in very clear and low
water the natural bait loses much of its advantage,
whereas in coloured water the fly-spoon is practically
useless. Of course there is that middle course which
can be steered, and though one sometimes does it,
like all middle courses, it is never really satisfactory.
I refer to the use of two rods, one mounted with natural
bait and the other with cast and fly-spoon, so as to
use each alternately as the water suits.
• But somehow, one is never really happy this
way ; the gut cast dries up, the cooly with the fancied
rod has hung behind, the lurking feeling about that
last fish that came short, ' if only I'd been using the
other lure I would have had him,' all these trifles help
to unsettle one's mind, and take away from the perfect
pleasure of a fine day, on a pretty river, when fish
are taking well. Now, although the natural bait can
search out holes and heavy runs where the small spoon
is lost, the latter can cover a lot more water and will
lurefishfrom many a fairly shallow rapid, wherein the
spinner would hardly care to trust his lure, unless he
be a more than usual cunning hand. And if the fish
are on the feed, I do not believe it is really necessary .
to fish so deep for the bigger ones, as so many people
make out. Although in the deeper pools to you the
water is opaque, and you cannot see down more than
some six feet, remember the fish at the bottom, looking up through crystal clear water to the open sky,
can see practically anything which passes within their
range of vision. And how often fishing from some
height above the stream,' does one see a big fish shoot
up from hidden depths to inspect one's spoon. And
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here is another point, which so greatly enhances the
pleasure of fishing, and which, therefore, is in my
opinion one of the strongest arguments in favour of the
fly-spoon. A n d that is the fact of seeing so much of
what takes place. Standing behind some fair-sized
boulder, and getting one's cast well out into a crystal
clear pool, it is fascinating to watch the small dramas
that repeat themselves so frequently. Time and again
will a whole shoal of small fish follow one's spoon, to
scatter in all directions as it leaves the water for
another cast, then rallying again to the splash, one of
the boldest among them will dash at the spoon and
tug it violently, escaping the hooks in that marvellous
fashion that fish are such provoking adepts at.
And
then how one's heart beats as a dark shadow seems to
detach itself from a rock, resolving itself into a nice
fish of 5 or 6 lbs. which slowly follows one's lure.
Then the happy moment when there is no hesitation, but almost as the bait touches the water, comes a
flash of silver as a gleaming flank rolls in the current,
and for a second one is uncertain if he has taken you
or not, till the scream of the reel reassures you that all
is well. A n d if using a fly-spoon, do not use too big
a one, something between % of an inch and 1 inch,
and have it light so that it spins almost immediately
on touching the water. If you mount your own, get
the spoons made of thin brass so that you can just bend
them with your fingers, the electroplating will bring
them up to the required thickness. For remember the
spoon need not be strong, its only function is to lure
the fish to meet the steel. It is the hook, fastened
to the swivel," that is going to do all the hard work. A s
regards shape, opinions differ, half hogged are good;
and then colour, whether all gold, gold and silver
or all silver between them thefe seems to be very little
difference when the fish are taking. A n d what a lot
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those last five words mean. If fish were always on
the take, I firmly believe that one could wipe out at
least three-fourths of the lures that man has devised.
If fish are off, and you catch one on a silver spoon,
then wild horses will not induce you to mount any
other sort, and if by chance you lose your only one,
the whole keenness goes out. of your fishing, and the
unfortunate cooly keeps as far from you as he possibly
can. But let the fish be on the take, and no matter
what lure you mount every other cast seems to produce a fish eager to commit suicide. And use fairly
strong gut, salmon, as even a one pound mahseer in
the broken waters of a Himalayan stream, can
plunge and tug in a way that makes it seem a marvel
that any gut can hold him. And then there is no
telling but that at any minute you may get into a 1 5
or 20-pounder. And let not all the above concerning fly-spoon lead the beginner to assume that natural
bait is not a good lure. In coloured water, heavy
runs and at junctions try it by all means, and success
will probably reward you. Now, to fish a mountain
stream with fly-spoon the simplest procedure is to fish
down. Of course if one is marching up a river, one
can fish up each rapid, but it is not so easy, and one
misses a certain amount of water, especially in the
shallower runs that cannot all be fished up without
disturbing the fish as one moves. And do not miss
the head of the rapid, because it seems too heavy,
many small back-waters lie behind the rocks up in the
white water, and if you can drop your lure in at the
right angle, it may be accepted. There are two ways
of fishing down an ordinary rapid; which you adopt
must depend on circumstances, such as volume of
water and conformation of banks. If the run is not
too heavy, wade in well above the pool and work
flowly down, dropping your spoon in the slack wa^er
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on one side, bringing it round through the current and
up backwater on opposite side. Vary this procedure
by occasionally paying out line and letting your spoon
be carried down by the stream, then swinging rod top
to one side, reel up through the slack water just clear
of the current. You will find that hardly ever will
you be taken when paying out line, it is only, with
very few exceptions, when moving up-stream that fish
will take your bait (in this respect mahseer differ from
trout). If you cannot work down-stream by wading,
approach the rapid about level with the head of pool
and, keeping well back, drop your fly-spoon across
under the opposite bank as near up to the shore as
possible, then by raising your rod top let the bait
swing with the current and bring it round up your own
bank opposite to where it struck the water.
And
gradually work down the pool, till the current fails
to spin your lure. Most of the fish you will find lie
right up near the head of the run, though often the
bigger fish seem to lie in the almost still water, especially where there are any big rocks in a pool, and it is
almost always worth trying a cast behind these even
though there be no appreciable current round them.
And then the long shallow rapids that vary from one
to three feet in depth.
These are worth trying,
especially in an afternoon. W a d e down the centre
and get out as long a line as possible, using your rod
top to make your spoon travel across like a swinging
bridge, occasionally reeling in so that it spins up the
centre of the rapid. A n d in the Giri, particularly,
if you are having no sport it is worth trying these runs
with fly, a lake trout size Blackamoor or Alexandra
will often give some very pretty sport with the smaller
mahseer. N o w a word as to mounting fly-spoons.
Personally, I am a great believer in a single mount,
and that a single hook. O n e seems to lose far less
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fish that touch the spoon with a single hook than one
does with a treble. Why this should be so it's hard
to say, as theoretically with the latter one's chances
ought to be better, except that the single hook has a
bigger and freer sweep. And then the single hook is
lighter and interferes less with the spinning of the
spoon. I know that here I differ in toto from many
much more experienced anglers, but what would life
be if we all thought the same ! It is very necessary
though to frequently examine one's hook, as getting
out a long cast in a rocky river-bed, it is astonishing
how many hooks one can break at the barb. And
one other advantage a single hook has, it is so infinitely easier to remove from the fish's mouth, especially when he is struggling violently. And do not,
under any circumstances, use split rings, at least such
is my advice. If you make up your own spoons,
have wire rings made, that you can close with a pair
of pliers. Though I have lost spoons, and mounts
too, through these working open, when not watched,
I have never had a fish escape through pulling one
apart. Use fairly small swivels, No. 6 or 7, but
this is really for lightness sake, as a silver swivel is
half a lure in itself. Now, as regards seasons for
fishing; last half of February, March, April, May,
and part of June. Then middle of September till
about 1 5th November, though of course, the latter
period depends a lot upon when rains finish. April
is perhaps the best month of all in hill streams. In
lower waters of rivers like Beas, Ravi, etc., end of
October, and February are often very good times.
The time of day to fish depends a great deal on
the height above sea-level of the river, and also a lot
upon the weather. Middle of March to middle of
April on the Kosi and Ramganga, one seemed to
catch all one's fish between 10 A.M. and 3-30 P.M,
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O n the Giri, in April when the weather was warm
and clear, morning and evening seemed the best time.
But on a hill stream really the pleasantest way is to
shift camp most days, say about 6 miles. T h e n to
start off, about 8 o'clock after a big chota-hazri,
taking an extra cooly to carry the tiffin basket and to
fish one's way steadily to next camp, stopping, say
for an hour or two, between 12 and 2 , and so arriving for a late tea. This plan has the advantage that
one fishes practically all day long, has always fresh
water before one, and soon learns the hours when fish
are most on the take. A s to rod, a 14 feet fly rod
is hard to beat as an all-round weapon.
If steel
centred so much the better. This allows of a small
natural bait being used on occasions, and also allows
of getting out a decent line against the raging wind
that so often sweeps down a Himalayan valley. I
have heard men say, that as a river was so low and
clear, they confined themselves to a 10 or 11 foot
trout rod. But this argument, though on first thoughts
it seems allright, is hardly a sound one. For fine
fishing with fly, or gram fishing on the Nerbudda,
where one can let one's lure rove down with the
current, this works well enough, but for casting a
fly-spoon, its very lightness defeats its own object in
fishing fine. For in a crystal clear hill stream, where
the mahseer are not too well educated to man and his
lures, it is not so much fineness of tackle, as invisibility
of self that is the important matter, so the longer the
line you can get out the better. But this rod question, like the fly-spoon one is often a matter of burning
debate, and one can only settle what really suits oneself. For there are two points to consider. W h e n you
hook a decent fish, do you want to spend 1 5 or 2 0
minutes playing him delicately—very fascinating this
I 11 admit—or do you want to have him out reasonably
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quickly and catch another? To me personally the
moment in fishing is the plunge or tug, and then me
first wild rush of the startled fish, after that one
begins to long to have him safe on the bank, and
then to try and repeat the performance ! Curiously
enough once you get a certain height, say 10 feet or
so above fish, they do not seem to evince nearly the
same shyness, whether it is that their limit of vision
is restricted, or the refraction of the water distorts
their sight, I cannot say. And another small matter
is the lightness with which your lure falls. This
I think is not a matter of very much moment. It is
curious to stand well above a, pool, and watch the
results of a few casts. If the fish are not on the feed,
or for any reason are inclined to be shy, the splash
of your spoon sends any within range, scurrying for
shelter. But on the other hand should they be
hungry, the bigger the splash the more fish come
rushing to investigate the cause. Some men have a
great objection to using a very bright spoon in clear
water. A scheme to obviate this, that was once
shown me, was to hold the spoon in the flame of a
wax match, as it then became covered with a thin
film of wax which did not wash off in a hurry. I
have tried this Occasionally, but I cannot honestly say
that I detected any improvement as regarded the fish
taking, since with a small fly-spoon, even when fishing
in the most crystal clear water, I do not think that it
can be very much too bright, when one sees the silver
flash that a small fish makes as it turns in clear water.
And, as a matter of fact, it is my firm belief that fish
very seldom do take a fly-spoon under the impression
that it is a small fish, they do of course sometimes,
when they are hunting about after small fry and your
spoon splashes in near them, but generally it is pure
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curiosity on their part, and afishhaving no hands grabs
the spoon in his mouth to investigate the matter. For
with afishgreed and curiosity are very much on a par.
As regards wearing apparel nothing is so comfortable
as shorts, made full and long. Also wear stockings,
however hardened you may flatter yourself your
skin is, if you wear socks the continuous wading and
hot sun of the hills will blister you most painfully after
a time. Wear good strong boots, and take two or
three pairs, as the boulders of a Himalayan stream
are exceeding hard on footwear; and boots that would
last a season's snipe shooting or a year's fishing at
home, will go to pieces after a fortnight's wading in a
hill stream. And if wading much, one's boots always
seem to be getting full of gravel. To prevent this- a
soft half gaiter is a good device. An extremely
useful article in hill streams is a good alpenstock. It allows one to wade and climb in places
where one could hardly maintain one's foothold otherwise. They are to be bought in any of the hill stations
for a few annas.
For those new to this country making their first
trip into the Himalayas a few words of advice may
not be out of place. And what a joy the anticipation
of a trip is. The American poet had " s o m e "
knowledge of life when he wrote :—
" For it's half the joy of a, trip, my boy,
Packing your traps to go."

Generally when leaving the beaten tracks, all
kit has to be carried by coolies, and in making up
loads they should not exceed 50 lbs. as a rule. It
is not a good thing to overload one's coolies, especially
if much climbing will have to be done. Heavy loads
mean slow marching, and then no matter how well
you have worked out your weights, etc., all sorts of
things will be produced by your servants at the last
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minute to be shoved on to the back of the cooly who
protests least volubly. To carry your stores in,
nothing can be better than the kiltas or baskets used
by the hill men, while a tin box is a good thing for
your own most valued possession. Also your bedding
should be in a waterproof roll, as the heavy storms
one gets sometimes in the hills have a way of saturating everything through in the minimum of time.
And remember it is not advisable to travel too light
in the way of bedding. Starting from Meerut or
Ambala say, in the month of May, it is hard to
realise that inside a week you may be shivering some
night at the top of a pass 7,000 feet high, or even
a day or two's rain can produce quite chilly nights
at an altitude of 4,000 feet and less. An eiderdown is one of the nicest things one can have for a
trip of this sort, as it is both very light and very
warm.
And before closing this chapter I would like to
make a plea on behalf of the fish you catch. When
possible, kill each fish after landing it. At home a
priest is a common article in a fisherman's equipment,
so why not out here. One can easily be made from any
hard wood, simply a handle with a knob at one end,
and the cooly can carry it. If using a flight of hooks,
killing simplifies their extraction, more especially
should your capture be one of the Siluroids. I know
few men ever think of thus killing their fish, and I
must plead my own guilt in the matter. One generally hands over the capture at once to the waiting
cooly, so does not have the facts thrust on one's notice.
;But it is not a pleasant sight to see the painful gasps
with which a mahseer dies, and if one has' cause to
sit down and watch a fish die, the matter is brought
home to one rather forcibly. And a mahseer is very
easily killed with a smart blow on the head.
7
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And at the risk of repetition, let me add that
all the remarks about fly-spoon refer to the smaller
Himalayan rivers. Of course the man who uses in
these streams natural bait, or a big spoon fishing
deep, will have sport and perhaps return well satisfied
with his trip. My only contention is that with the
fly-spoon one has prettier sport with much less worry,
and that the conditions more nearly assimilate to fly
fishing on a Highland stream, with one great merit—
to outweigh any disadvantages there may be—that
at any minute you may be playing a 20-pounder.
To fish say the Ganges, from Rikkikesh to Hardwar,
using nothing but afly-spoon,would be a sheer waste
of time. Fish- you would probably catch, but the
chances in such heavy water of your getting any of
the monsters withjwhich the river abounds, would be
infinitesimal. Here if anywhere you must fish deep,
and the same may generally be said concerning any
canal falls. I append here two extracts from letters,
which I received apropos of this very question. Both
being from really good fishermen.
" In 30 days only got 24 fish between us (this
was two rods in Kumaon) all killed with spoon or
spinning natural bait."
And second extract refers to Tangrot and
Poonch river and the bag was 105 fish, weighing 539 lbs.—not bad this? " What struck me as
queer was that I tried natural bait every day of the
40 I fished, and never even had a single solitary pull
at it, let alone taking a fish with it."
And let me finish this chapter with four
lines from a poet, who knew what he was talking
about.
" You may pick your place, you may choose your hour,
You may mount your choicest flies,
But never yet was it safe to bet
That a single trout would rise."

CHAPTER V.
T H E CARNATIC CARP.

Here is another friend, whose acquaintance I'm
sure you will be delighted to make. The only fault
to be found with him is that he confines himself—
as far as I know—to the rivers of Southern India,
though I have also heard of him being caught in the
Western Dooars. His chief claim to our friendship
is the fact that he takes the fly and that most gamely.
He is like a mahseer, and in fact is frequently
taken for one, but the smallness of his mouth compared
with that of Barbus Tor and his greater depth will at
once convince one of that error. Also remember one
thing—a mahseer has 2 Yi rows of scales and a
Carnatic carp Wm rows between the lateral line and
the base of the Pelvic fin. Though he has none of
the dash of the mahseer, the Carnatic carp, is no
mean antagonist, especially when you are playing him
on a gut cast.
Now before proceeding further I should like to
remark here, that though the hero of this chapter is
nominally the "Carnatic" carp, the following
remarks may be taken to apply to one or two other
species of fly-taking carp whom you may capture in
the rivers of Southern India, chief among them being
perhaps B. Malabaricus.
Although the Carnatic carp according to Day
runs up to 25 lbs. in weight, you will not as a rule
catch them much over 7 or 8 lbs. Still there are
places where they run big, and will take a bait; at
one such perfect spot on the Cauvery, two of us
caught in one week carp of 8, 13 y2,6, 9, 13, 7, 7
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and 9 /2 lbs. besides innumerable smaller ones; and
there too we spent many hours trying to tempt monsters
of 20 lbs. and over, that we could see clearly in the
pools below us. But such places are few and far
between and usually one does not have the added
bliss of seeing one's fish all the time spent in luring
him to accept your bait.
H o w to fish for them? This is a matter concerning which many pages might be written, as so
much depends on the river, and on the actual place
on that river where you are fishing.
A s a rule you will only fish for carp—(1) when
you wish to give the Mahseer a rest; (2) when there
are no mahseer in that water; and (3) when the carp
so predominate that better sport is to be had by fishing
mainly with an eye to them.
On the bigger rivers in which you may fish for
carp, a boat is usually necessary. Remember, here
I only speak of such rivers as the Cauvery, Cubbany,
Bhavani and their affluents (all Southern rivers), since
to the best of my knowledge, Carnatic carp are not to
be found in the rivers of Northern India.
Then as to lure. A s I said at the commencement of this chapter, the Carnatic carp is a fly-taker,
and that being the case most anglers will ask for nothing more than to be allowed to offer him a selection
from their fly books. But carp in common with
other fish have many annoying traits in their character,
and occasionally will refuse even your most seductive flies, with an utter indifference to their very
existence, that would be exasperating had it not an
element of the comic in it. Then it is necessary to
try other lures, and among them are the following.
In some rivers the carp are exceeding partial to grasshopers, especially the little green chaps that abound

among the grass that lines the bank along parts of
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those rivers. Get your man to catch a few of these,
and then gently impale one on your fly, or give
him a clean hook all to himself. Often the carp will
take them ravenously, but also they will often scorn
them utterly without rhyme or reason. The disadvantage of the grasshopper is that he is delicate,
and very liable to flick off the hook. Another article
of diet that carp are sometimes very partial to is
leaves; but it is no use starting gaily away with a
leaf fixed on your hook, unless you have some good
reason to know that the carp want leaves. One fascinating spot I have in mind, where a small stream
joins a larger one, the junction being a sandy bar, with
about 1 foot of water flowing over it, the breadth 20
to 30 yards, and the surrounding banks being nothing
but huge rocks some 20 feet high. And what a
sight it was, to sit, half screened by a jutting pinnacle
of rock, and watch that bar. Carp by the dozen,
from 6 pounders downwards to wee little chappies, all
waiting, the big chaps with heads just over the bar,
the smaller ones by shoals a little way up the stream,
watching for whatever the small tributary might bring
down to them. Then the fun trying for them, a
badly cast fly and the small shoals would scatter in
momentary terror, then a deft cast a little way up
stream, and all the small fry would chase and scurry
round your fly as it floated down over the bar within
range of the big chaps whose behaviour varied in a
way that was maddening, but entrancing. Time after
time would two or three dash at the fly, then shy off,
then swirl round again, sniff at it, shake their heads
and dart back to the bar. Then for two or three
journeys would they utterly ignore it, then again repeat
their first tactics, till at last one would risk it, at least
the fly had gone—no it was still swirling over the
par—yes this time it had gone and a minute after
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your reel was whirring with delightful music. But
I stray from my theme which was leaves. It was at
this spot that we were able to try leaves as bait with
the most perfect opportunity of observing the behaviour
of the carp. After watching for some time w e noted
that the fish were sucking down leaves as they floated
over the bar, ignoring some species but remaining
constant to one or two sorts. T h e next thing to be
done was to send a man up stream, to gather us a few
of such leaves as we described to him. After a time
he returned with an assorted heap from which we
selected the kinds that most resembled the ones our
friends were feeding on. Then to the fray.
We
were only fairly successful for the following reasons.
First came the difficulty of getting the leaf to stay on
the hook, this was overcome by sowing the stem round
the shank of the hook. Then the next trouble was
that the leaves, sunk by the weight of the hook,
Would curl u p .
However when our leaves did float down honestly we beguiled a few fish into taking us. Lastly, I
tried a good sized spoon, a 2 inches gilt and silver
with flying mount. This was astonishingly successful, especially when it swirled into the pool and looked
exactly like a large bright leaf, and for such I'm
convinced the carp took it, as they sucked it down
in precisely the same manner as they took the leaves.
But this brings us to another lure, and that is natural
baits and imitations thereof. There is no doubt that
every carp, no matter how small, is predacious. It
is only the exceeding small mouth of a little Carnatic
carp, that prevents him from preying on his still more
diminutive brethren. But over 2 lbs. I have found
that they would freely take spoon or small chilwa
on spinning tackle. A n d several times have I caupht
a. 2-lb.—or thereabouts—Carnatic carp on a 2 inch
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spoon, so you need not be shy of using a fair sized
bait especially if the water is at all coloured.
Another pool there was, where I again had ex •
cellent opportunities of studying the habits of Carnatic
carp. It was a large deep pool surrounded by high
rocks, so that one was always 1 5 to 20 feet above the
fish, which could be plainly seen in the clear water
below; and through the pool ran a strong stream,
with an occasional rock rising here and there. In
this pool I successfully used natural bait, spoon.
and fly. Returning to the leaf theory of the spoon. 1
was using again a 2 inches gilt and silver spoon that
when kept spinning near the top looked for all the
world like a floating leaf. And that several of the
carp took it for a leaf, their behaviour quite convinced
me. They would lazily follow the spoon down
stream, and then either leave it, or else they would
quietly sail up to it, and suck it down.
Then immediately they realised that they were
hooked away they would go, and as the stream was
strong, one was not sorry to feel that one had on a
good wire trace. On the other hand, when spinning
a small chilwa, and occasionally also with the spoon,
the carp would take the bait with a sharp movement
—nothing like the mighty rush of a mahseer—but
still with a quick jerk, that clearly proved they imagined their prey to be a live fish and therefore not
to be taken in the same leisurely manner that they
would adopt towards a leaf or a fly. And another
point to which I could neverfixany satisfactory reason
was this.
Often one would drop in one's spoon or spinner,
and bring it, looking most alluring, right across a pool
full of carp, and not a fish would take the slightest
notice of it. After doing this two or three times
anger would seize one, and the next time in went the
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bait with a mighty splash, and instantly a fish would
be on and away with it. A t other times the slightest
splash would frighten all the fish for yards round.
A n d there seemed no reason for this, as different fish
in the same pool would act in diverse ways, some
scurrying away terrified from the splash while others
would come rushing to see what it was. But verily
the man who would ever think he knew all—or even
one-half—there was to know about fish, would be a
sublimely confident person. But all this is straying
very far away from our boat, awaiting us on the big
river. T h e above is all " Carp-fishing delightful "
and such spots are few and far between, where you
can fish comfortably from the bank and see your fish
the while. Usually your river runs broad and deep,
with the jungle stretching down to the very water's
edge, making casting from the bank a difficult, if not
an impossible, feat. So recourse must b e had to a
boat, and if you have a folding boat of your own
and a man to row it, so much the better, since boats
of any sort are few and far between on the forest clad
rivers where you will find your fish. A t certain spots,
on the Cauvery and Bhavani rivers, coracles can b e
procured; also at many places on the Tur^ga Bhadra
can boats of sorts be got, but where boats are, there
arab" are native fishermen, and unfortunately it generally follo\$s that the rivers are well poached in those
places.
T h e coracle is a quaint round basket work frame,
covered with raw hide, and can be carried by one
man; and it will cany two—comfortably I was going
to say, but one cannot call a coracle comfortable 1 ^
any stretch of imagination. However one can make
them bearable by placing an empty wooden box inside
to sit upon, 9r an up-country morah, anvthing in the
nature of a chair is impossible, as the legs would
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penetrate the raw hide covering. Well, no matter
what species of boat you use, the procedure is the
Once fairly launched on the river, it remains
#same.
for you to keep your eyes open and to watch for signs
of fish being on the feed. Still, try all the water as
your boat gently drops down stream, try the eddies
in the pools and the runs themselves, do not be frightened at the roughest water as more than once have 1
taken a carp right in the white water of a fall. But
the place they especially affect, is the deep water and
the eddies under the banks where the latter shelve
down pretty steeply to the water, so have your boat
paddled gently down the pool, keeping just far enough
out* from the shore so as to drop your tail fly close in
under the bank. Do not pull your flies too quickly,
bring them to you slowly or let them drift with the
current keeping a taut line all the time.
Now as to your rod, use either a 14 feet or 12
feet fly rod. But the former is, I think tlie best, as
it enables one to get out a longer line, and I'm sure the
presence of a boat cannot tend to reassure any fish.
Take off your spinning trace and fit on a fairly
stout trout cast, with a couple of small salmon flies.
As with mahseer, so with Carnatic Carp, dark flies
seem the best, and in my opinion a fly on a No. 6
Limerick hook is about the best size. But forget all
I told you about fly fishing for mahseer; this is a very
different matter. The Carnatic Carp takes a fly quite
differently, he just sucks it down and then placidly
continues his way. There is no tug as with trout, so
that if you arefishingin a lazy or careless mood, such
as we'll hope you never do, perhaps you may never
know that the fish has taken your fly at all*, because,
once in his mourn, when he finds that it is not quite
so succulent as he thought, he cheerfully and unconcernedly ejects it. So watch, and when you see a
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fish rise to your fly, or notice a swirl where your Sy
has just gone down, strike and strike quickly.
And when you have struck a fish draw him om\
and play him as far away from where you struck him
as possible, and having landed him, go back, and try
your fly in the same spot again, as these fish seem
often to go in shoals.
Once into a fish you will not be in much doubt
as to whether he is a mahseer or Carnatic Carp. The
latter has none of the dash of the former, but bores
down into the deepest water he can find, and if a big
fish, it takes a good steady pull to induce him to come
up and face the net.
Some men advocate the use of a small piece of
white kid fixed on the point of the hook when fly
fishing for Carnatic Carp; I have sometimes tried it
but it has never seemed to render my flies more alluring; however fishermen would never have recommended it, had they not found it answer on occasions.
Another article of diet that Carnatic Carp, in common with mahseer, are fond of, is a certain kind of
water weed, and in some places the natives make good
bags of the various sorts of carp,fishingon the bottom
with this weed wound round their hooks. But truly
fish are omnivorous. I remember toiling all one day
at Seringapatam on the Cauvery, my total catch
being one carp of 4 lbs. It was drawing on in the
afternoon when I came across a native fisherman, a
Mahomedan, and as much may be learnt from these
men, I entered into conversation with him and watched
himfishingfor a time. He was using a fine bamboo
rod some 4 feet in length with a long tungoose cast
fastened to the thin end. In his belt was a reel
with about 30 yards of twine on it, the end of the
twine being tied on to the butt of the rod; so that
whenever he got a fish on, too heavy to play with his
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light rod, he threw in the bamboo and played the fish
by hand from the reel in his belt. He was fishing
in a run that I had tried an hour previously with fly
and spoon, and in which not a fish had stirred, and in
half an hour he had caught two carp. His bait was
pieces of orange ! Having skinned his orange and
divided it up, he broke each piece in half, and simply
passed his hook through a bit, and then swung the bait
into the rapid, letting it drift slowly down. And
another trick he had. Every time that he tried new
water, he gathered a handful or two of grass and
threw it into the stream, and time and again did I see
him rise one or two carp by this method. As he in"
formed me, it woke the fish up.

CHAPTER VI.
T H E LESSER FLY-TAKERS.

Of these smaller fry perhaps the most numerous
are the ' \ Barils '' of which there are .some fourteen
different species in India. The only one of these
that attains to any size is " Barilius Bola " (Beavan's
Bola Goha), commonly called the Indian trout.
Unfortunately this very game little fish is confined to the northern half of India. I have never
seen or heard of one being taken in Southern India.
He will take'both a fly and a small minnow and is a
most sporting fish to play; frequently jumping clear
out of water like his English namesake. He runs to
about 2 lbs. in weight, and may be fished for just
as trout are at home.
All the other Barils are small in size, seldom
exceeding 6 inches in length, some of them being
very pretty little fishes.
You will generallyfindone or more sorts of them
along with Chilwa, in rivers frequented by mahseer.
Fish for them just as you would for trout at
home, and remember they are just as shy and wary as
trout. Your flies, however, must be very small. A
No. 14 sneck bend hook for choice, as the fish are
small-mouthed, and though they will go for your fly
readily, they are not easy to hook unless your flies are
small.
Perhaps it is not very often that you will find
yourself fishing for these lesser fly-takers, as they
generally inhabit water in which mahseer may be
taken, and it is hard to leave off spinning for one minute
when there is the hope of getting a run from a mahseer,
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Still sometimes after a hard, and we'll hope successful, morning after the bigger fish, it is a nice and
quiet form of relaxation to get one's little 10 feet
trout rod out and imagine oneself on some bonny
burn in far Caledonia.
As regards colour in flies, here again, if you stick
to dark colours you won't be far wrong; try black
gnats, black palmers, blue duns, etc., though in the
evening I have found white moths successful.
Fish cannily and fish up stream as you would in
a small burn at home. Use light tackle, a fine drawn
trout cast with three flies.
They do not run large, the biggest I ever caught
was* just under yl lb. and he fought like a little
demon. When fishing in a lake with these pretty
little fish rising well one can have really excellent
sport as though it looks easy enough to catch them yet
you will find it is by no means so simple as it looks.
There are several ways of putting on your drop
flies, two of the simplest of which I will mention
here. No. 1. If your fly is on looped gut, bend
your gut cast into a simple loop, and pass this through
the loop of fly gut, then pass the fly up through this
loop and pull taut. No. 2. Tie a knot in the end
of your drop, and then make a simple knot with drop
round your cast and pull tight. You must do the
knot of No. 2 just above a knot on your cast, so that
it will not slip down.
Do not have the gut of your drop flies too long,
or they will wind round your cast. Also put your two
drop flies between two and three feet apart from
each other, and away from the tail fly.
T h e O l i v e C a r p .—This sporting little
fish who runs to over 1 8 inches in length is found
practically all over India. He will occasionally take
fly, and rises well to gram on the Nerbuclda,
fo
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worm or paste he is a right bold biter and puts up
a very good fight for his size. Of him more anon in
Chapter X.
T h e B l a c k S p o t — Is another fish that
also is to be found in rivers, and is a small prettily
coloured fish with a black spot over the anal fin.
They do not appear to be nearly so numerous as the
Chilwa or Barils, and according to Thomas are only to
be found in certain rivers in Southern India. Personally I only know them in the Cauvery and Cubbany
rivers (and have also seen I believe, but not caught
them in a tributary of the Kalanadi) and have had very
little experience with them even in those rivers.
They require quick striking and also seem shy so that
the longer the line you can get out, the better will be
your chance of success. You will not catch them
over |4 lb-, so fish very fine, with the same small
flies as recommended for Barils.
T h e C h i l w a — A n d then the Chilwa or
Chela. This is perhaps the commonest fish in India.
There are some ten species of them scattered all over
India, but all much the same. They run usually
about six inches inlength, though I have heard of them
being caught nine inches, and a foot long. They
are a small longshaped fish, with a thin body, and the
dorsel fin set very far back. They are covered with
minute silver scales, which come off very easily when
handled.
Their colouring when freshly caught in running
water is most beautiful, the brilliant silver of their
scales contrasting with the pale greenish sheen of
their backs, gives a fleeting radiance that cannot be
reproduced on paper.
You will find them, both in ponds, and in the
still waters m the rivers. They are most game little
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fly-takers, occasionally jumping right out of the water
after your flies.
Quick striking and small flies are two of the sine
qua nons for catching them.
They are perhaps the bait most appreciated by
mahseer, but as they are delicate as live bait, and
come to pieces rapidly as dead bait, you will usually
find it convenient to use somefishof a tougher species.
Unless, as at some places on the Cauvery, you can
obtain an unlimited supply of Chilwa, when you will
find them an excellent lure to use, since as soon as one
gets a trifle ragged you can mount a fresh one. And
if using a simple spinner like a crocodile, the mounting takes but little time; and really I did not find that
with careful spinning, they came to pieces so very
quickly.
T h e B u t c h w a — T h e r e are some seven
species of this fish in India. Lately a certain amount
of controversy seems to have arisen as to what name
Pseudeutropius Garua—undoubtedly the most sporting member of the family—should go by. T. P.
Luscombe—of the Tackle makers of that name at
Allahabad—, whose knowledge of Indian angling
is very extensive, calls "Garua" the Baikiri and
"Vacha" the Butchwa. And he states : — " 'Garua'
is a surface feeder—good eating—and generally of
a blue and white colour with a large gaping mouth with
an upward slant. ' Vacha ' is a bottom feeder,
of a light sea green in colour, has four barbels on
mouth, wljuch is rather small and round, and not a nice
fish to eat."—Here we have more than one Richmond in the field ! I do not know on what authority
Luscombe fixes the names. I have referred the
matter to more than one reputed ichthyologist, but can
get no one to take the responsibility of making a
•definite statement on the subject! Day, our greatest
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authority on Indian fish, gives as vernacular names : —
"Butchwa" and " Nandi Butchwa" for E.
Vacha, and calls P. Garua " Poonia Butchwa."
That the two fish may be caught in the same waters,
and that confusion is liable to arise, the notes on
Narora, of Captain Tate, bear out. However until
the matter is definitely settled, I let the name stand,
as the Butchwa is so familiar a name to many anglers
in this country, and so long asfishermenrealise that
other low class relations may lay claim to the title of
Butchwa or Baikiri, they are sufficiently safeguarded
in describing their catches.
He is a game little fish running up to 2 lbs. in
weight, who will take either fly (lake trout size) or
small spoon.
He is only to be found in the rivers of Northern
India. One excellent thing about him is that he will
take in coloured water, in fact the time tofishfor them
is between March and November, when mahseer
fishing is out of the question. They have small teeth
which cut one's gut occasionally, so examine your
snoods from time to time.
N. B.~The Batchwa is noted here, as he is a fly-taker.
His real place however should be in next Chapter as his fami- •
ly is the " Siluridas."

CHAPTER VII.
T H E SILURIDJE.

This is one of the largest families of fish known,
and includes over 100 genera. They are scaleless fish
and have fleshy feelers attached to their mouths.
These barbels are often of great length and
generally numerous. Only five are dealt with in any
detail in this book, three in this chapter—the other
two being the Butchwa in Chapter VI and Macrones
in Chapter X .
All three commonly called freshwater sharks,
owing to their voracity, their formidable teeth and
their general ugliness.
One peculiarity of all Siluridae is that their skins
are scaleless. The three are :
(i) Wallago Attu—sometimes called " Bawalli," also Mulley.
(ii) Silundia Gangetica.
(Hi) Bagarius Yarrellii—the Goonch.
One of these latter fish holds, I fancy, about the
record in size, for a fish caught honestly on rod and
line. This was afishof some 5 ft. 8 inches in length,
weighing just under 138 lbs. and was caught by a
Mr. Van Cortland in the Jumna.
Though these fish will occasionally take a phantom or dead bait, by far the most paying way of fishing for them is by live-baiting. Take any small fishes
(except those of the Murral species, which must come
up to breathe) of 3 to 6 inches long, and fish precisely
as laid down for live-baiting for mahseer. Remember
also that their formidable array of teeth makes a
wire trace essential, and your rod and line should be
9
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strong, as though these fish give none of the play of
the mahseer, they run to great weight, and put a very
fair strain on the line when being towed in.
All three are river fish, though W a l l a g o A t t u is
a great frequenter of tanks. Apparently W . A . is
extremely short-sighted, at least one would judge so
from his very small eyes and tremendously long feelers,
the latter evidently of use to him in locating his prey.
T h e Silund is perhaps the most game of the trio though
the Goonch is quite a good sporting fish, as h e takes
your bait in a business-like way, and gives very fanplay, keeping well down the while. Mind you here
I am speaking of the Goonch of the smaller rivers,
not the monsters of the Ganges, who apparently give
but little play. Goonch seem generally to lie in the
heavy water of a rapid, and appear to take in coloured
water as well as clear. They have most formidable
teeth which you will be well advised to keep your
fingers clear of when extracting the hooks, as even a
prick from their teeth often gives one a painful finger
for a day or t w o . A n d do not judge the Goonch by
his picture, he is not really quite such an ugly beggar
as his portrait would lead one to suppose.
Wallago
Attu too can give very good play for a minute or so,
when taken in a rapid; after that however he gives
up and comes in like a log. H e also has awful teeth;
one really wonders in looking at the siluroids what
they can possibly want with such an appalling array,
as none of their victims can require all the tearing and
masticating such a mouth full of teeth would lead one
to suppose.

CHAPTER VIII.
T H E MURRAL.

Here is a gentleman with many vices and but
few virtues, but by reason of those few virtues we will
admit him to our select circle. To enumerate them,
he takes a fly and spoon bait, indifferently it is true,
but then he is greedy as regards live-bait and frogs.
Also he is a very common fish, abounding in tanks
and*weedy pools all over India.
He has one more virtue too, though it is one that
does not concern us much, and that is he is one of
the few fish which exhibit parental affection towards
their young. But when they get old enough to look
after themselves, then he'll eat them quick enough,
so after all it is a virtue that does not wear very well.
Among his numerous vices, perhaps the two worst
are his strong cannibal propensities among the fry
of his betters; and a large mouth full of nasty sharp
teeth, that have an annoying way of cutting through
your snood or trace, if you are using gut.
You will find Murral also in the deep still pools
of rivers, and sometimes will take them when spinning
for mahseer. Also I have taken them when float
fishing with a worm; so he is a pretty ubiquitous
gentleman taken altogether. But he is a very shy
fish, a fact which you will do weTT to remember, if
you are fishing exclusively for Murral. Perhaps the
most deadly way of fishing for them is with live-bait.
First you must have a good-sized float, and a
trace (of gut is the best, though you risk its being cut,
still wire even if fine weights down your bait rather
cruelly) of a couple of yards long, with a number 3,
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4 , or 5 Limerick hook at the end. Next select a
small fish of 3]/^ or 4 inches from your bait kettle,
and pass the hook through his upper lip (or the skin
of the back just in front of the dorsal fin is better),
taking care to injure him as little as possible. Then
put on enough lead about 8 inches from your bait to
keep him under water. Also it is as well to have a
small swivel between the float and bait.
Having fastened your trace to your running line,
swing your bait carefully into the water; either hold
your rod, or fix it with the reel running free. Strike
when your float moves off and disappears under water.
In fact all that I have said with regard to livebaiting for Megalops, may be taken to apply to
Murral as well.
Another excellent way of catching Murral is
that, much adopted by the natives, of setting trimmers
with live frogs. Select some place where the water
is fairly deep, close under the bank, and also where
some tree or branch extends out from the shoreHave a hook (No. 3 Limerick is a good size, or you
can-use a treble if preferred) fastened to a short length
of flexible wire, and the wire fastened on to a piece
of good stout twine. N o w take a live frog—one of
the small brown ones are the best—and gathering up
the loose skin on his back, run the point and barb
of the hook through this. Pass the frog and line
over any branch jutting out above the water, and
lower gently till the frog sits naturally on the water
and the hook is relieved from his weight. Lastly bind
the loose end of twine round some solid object on the
bank, and go away and set other trimmers in like
fashion.
If, however, you want the fun of playing the fish,
you can use your running line instead of the twine
and fix your rod on the bank. In this way, though,
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there is not always the same likelihood of the fish
being hooked, because the reel lets out line; while
in the other way, the line being taut, the fish hooks
himself immediately on taking the bait. And you
yourself must keep away from your trimmers, as the
Murral is a shy fish as I said before, and will not
come feeding on the surface if he sees you anywhere
near.
Still you must not be too far away, as frequently
the Murral will wriggle himself free if given time.
He is not such a fool as to grab the frog and hook
suddenly as a rule, and I have seen a Murral miss
a frog four times running, sooner than seize him promiscuously. And again there is not much fun in
playing a Murral, he is rather like an animated log.
I remember one dayfishingin a pool, in a river, which
I was told held small mahseer, and in two consecutive
casts I caught a 3-lb. mahseer and a 10-Ib. Murral.
I wasfishingwith fine gut and a small spoon, so dared
put no strain on; however, I landed the Murral in
eight minutes, while the mahseer took ten to land.
Why the former never cut through my gut was a
mystery to me; he must, I think, have got it in between
two of his teeth.
However this is not always the rule, as I have
had a Murral on in strong water, that gave very excellent play, and took quite a time to land.
Another plan offishingfor Murral, which though
I have never tried it personally, I hear on excellent
authority is sometimes very successful, is dapping
with a dead frog. This is apparently the plan to
try when you get one of those ponds so covered by
water-lilies that ordinaryfishingis out of the question.
A short stiff rod is necessary, and on the end of your
running line, a short wire trace with a stout treble
hook. Hook the dead frog through the loose skin
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on his back and then commence to dap (like one does
for pike at home with a dead fish in rough water)
between the leaves on the pond. If a Murral is
kind enough to take your bait, lift him out without
ceremony.
O n e point worthy of notice with these fish is
their curious faculty of being able to live in the sundried mud of a tank.
There are several tanks which hold Murral,
which run dry for four or five months every year, and
the fish in them aestivate during all this time in the
dried mud.
T h e Murral, too, is one of the few fish which can
breathe our air direct, owing to an air-cavity he
carries in his internal mechanism. In looking at the
illustration of the Murral do not be led into the error
of thinking that his head is long-shaped like that of a
pike. In reality, the head and neck are the broadest
part of the fish.
H e is very ugly, and usually has reddish eyes.
T h e Murral (Ophiocephalus striatus—Beaven's O .
Marulius) belongs to the family " Ophiocephalidae,"
or Snake-headed fishes. H e has several smaller
cousins, such as O . Punctatus, and O . Gachua who
are rather like him in appearance.
O . Striatus and O . Marulius are ugly, with
reddish eyes, but O . Leucopunctatus is quite a handsome fish, with white spots. Small murral are usually
called dhok, and one species, O . Gachua, makes an
excellent bait owing to his toughness.

CHAPTER IX.
T H E MEGALOPS.

Here is a fish that I must give a chapter to himself. He seems very little known, perhaps his name
has frightened people but none the less he is well
worthy of mention. And surely he must be first
cousin to the great Tarpon of America? For is not
the Tarpon " Megalops Thrissoides," i.e., Big-eyed
fish "with a swelling; while " Megalops Cyprinoides "
—Big-eyed carp with a swelling; both from the
Greek. I speak here with fear and trembling, that
some scientific giant will crush me with scorn, for my
interpretation of the above; but anyhow one has only
to compare the pictures of the twofishto convince one
that our Megalops must be a blood relation of sorts
to the great '' Silver King.'' I see that Dr. Day says
that he is to be found all over India; he does not
mention however—I speak under correction—to what
size he runs. I have known them caught to 12 lbs.
though in the tanks in Madras where I caught most of
mine they ran between 3 and 5 lb. The most striking
point about Megalops is as his name would imply, his
large black eyes, a feature he shares with several other
esturial fish; and which are probably given them to j
enable them to see their prey in the coloured waters of
the estuaries.
Two tanks near to Madras, both of which hold
Megalops, I have frequently fished in; in one tank,
though I have caught them with a worm, I have never
seen one rise on the surface to my knowledge; though
in the other tank I have seen them rolling over in shoals
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in the early mornings, and have had excellent sport
with them with a fly sometimes.
They take a big-sized trout fly, any colour seems
to suit them, and require very quick striking, and when
hooked, they give excellent play. T h e y are really
estuary fish, but seem to become acclimatised to fresh
water very quickly. T h e y are said to be destructive
to fry, so are not a good fish to introduce into preserved
waters.
One thing about fishing for them with a fly is
that one seldom seems to catch one over 1 lb. by this
method. But the way to fish for Megalops is undoubtedly by live-baiting. Send out a man early, the day
you mean to fish, and tell him to procure you a supply
of small fish, between 2 and 4 inches long, and give
him a chatty wherein to put them. T h e chatty should
be about half full of water, and over the mouth tie
a piece of mosquito netting, so that while the water
is well aerated the little fish do not get an opportunity
to jump out. A s live-bait there is no doubt that
small fish of the carp species (called Kendi in Madras)
are the best, being tough and well liked by the
Megalops. Failing these, Chilwa may be used, also
small fish of the murral tribe. N o w to rig up your
tackle. Opinions vary, the following is what I always
used. A rod of 1 0 feet or thereabouts, fairly stiff
but not too much so, or you lose half the pleasure of
playing your fish. T h e n a reel with about 3 0 yards
of trout line and 3-yard cast of good stout gut. Next
prepare a snood of stout gut 2 feet long with a loop
at one end and a N o . 2 or 3 Limerick hook at the
other. Three inches below the loop should be a small
No. 6 swivel. Lastly comes the float; with this at
first I had some difficulty, one does not want too big
or conspicuous a float, while ifyour float is too small
your bait keeps taking it under. Eventually I rigged
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up a float, however, which I always found very satisfactory. Take an ordinary whisky bottle cork, bore
a small hole in the top, and having cut a piece of
quill 2 inches long press this in and with a drop of
glue added, it will stick quite firm. Paint two. red
bands on this like on the detective float. Then blacken
the cork with ink, and having sharpened the thin end
a bit, bind on a loop of stout line. Your float then is
simply an adaptation of the detective float while it is
stout enough not to be taken under by your small bait.
Your float should be put on at the join of the cast and
the snood, i.e., 2 feet away from your bait. Then
I always had a small cork—painted white—tied on
where my running line joined my cast. This fulfilled
two purposes, holding up the line and cast and also
telling me when to strike—of which more anon. A
little vaseline or red deer's fat rubbed on the last few
feet of line is also useful in keeping the line afloat and
thus avoiding distressing the bait unnecessarily. Then
to start fishing. Take a small bait from the chatty,
and hook him lightly through the skin of the back, if
of the carp species, but if he is a chilwa you must pass
the hook through the orbits. This latter is a nasty
methoc, but we fishermen are cruel brutes anyway;
and luckily fish do not really feel pain as we do—
the arguments on this subject are too hackneyed to
be reproduced here. Then having ascertained that
your small bait is lively enough, by holding him in
the water just under the bank; swing him as far out
into the tank as possible, and having gathered in the
slack, wait events with your eye fixed on the float.
Megalops by the way often seem to be fond of lying
close in under bank if the water is at all deep, and
several times have I been taken with a rush, when
just lowering my bait gently into the water to see if
he was alive and well. If your bait is all right, the
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float will keep on the move, generally travelling in
under the bank after a time, in which case it must be
swung out again. Sometimes you will be taken without the slightest warning, but generally the increased
liveliness of your float will give notice that your little
bait is perturbed in mind, probably because of the
vicinity of some larger fish, therefore whenever you
see your float bobbing with unusual vigour be ready.
W h a t usually happens is that after a short series of
such bobs, the float disappears suddenly, ana action
on your part is necessary. But what action is the
difficulty of Megalops fishing. Every man has his own
pet theory. Some strike instantly, others let the fish run
for a few yards, but whatever system one adopts it is
astonishing what a number of fish one loses. T h e
Megalops has got the most extraordinarily bony
mouth, and the marvel is how one ever gets a hookhold at a l l ; a point on which I'm sure you'll
agree if you examine the mouth of the first one
you catch. W e l l I'll give my theory with regard
to striking, nofethat I flatter myself that it is better than
anyone else's; but it is necessary to give some theory
in order that the beginner may have some one to curse
when he misses fish after fish. A s soon as my float
disappeared, I watched my white piece of cork, and
immediately that started to travel, I knew that a.big
fish had taken hold and struck accordingly. These
tactics I found necessary as often an extra lively bait
would manage to drag the float under temporarily, and
as a fairly hard strike is necessary, it meant that you
lost your bait every time you struck for nothing. Once
get your Megalops on, and you could nOt wish for a
gamer fish; he plays just like an English trout, some
times springing a couple of feet out of water three
times running. But the annoying part of fishing for
Megalops is the glorious ! uncertainty of the sport.
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After more than a year's steady experience of Megalops, fishing frequently for them, really I find that my
knowledge of their habits is practically nil. Why
is it that some afternoons one will get six or eight runs
in an hour, while the next afternoon though sun, wind
and every condition is identical, not a fish will stir?
One week they will take fairly, another week well,
a third week not at all. And then their behaviour
with fly. Occasionally—but how seldom—have I
had really excellent sport with fly, but for every single
time I have got them to take fly, some fifteen practically blank days are in the debit total. I have been
told*by one or two men, however, that in some tanks
where food supply is not abundant, excellent sport
has been had with fly among the smaller fish. On
three separate occasions only, I have seen a tank simply
alive with Megalops; tanks too that I had frequently
fished in, and would never have otherwise said were
crammed withfish; and on each of these occasions one
had only to drop in one's fly to be taken, and often
broken also I regret to say, as the fish are exceedingly
powerful. Megalops unfortunately is not a common
fish, being only found in estuaries and in tanks near
. the coast line, and as far as I know only in certain parts
of India. It is a pity that they are not more widespread, as a more excellent—though annoying—fish
for tank-angling, it would be hard to find. The Megalops is easily recognised by a beginner, by his large
black eyes and forked tail; also their rise is peculiar to
themselves, a big swirl and gleaming silver flank,
rather like the mulley or the seetul, but the forked tail
marks the difference.
Very indifferent eating.

CHAPTER X.
FLOAT-FISHING.

A n d now let us leave the rivers altogether, with
their rapids and their pools, and the glorious scenery,
and having returned to our daily tasks again, let us
look round and see what we can find in the way of our
favourite sport, to solace ourselves with nearer home.
Near many stations in India one will find water
of sorts.
Either lakes, water supply tanks, the
immense jheels or bhils of the north, the dhands of
Sind, Temple or Irrigation tanks. These latter are
not as a rule of much use, as in the hot weather they
usually run dry, and the fish in them never attain to
any size.
T h e temple tanks may be good for fish, except
that they are so often netted on contract, which of
course ruins them for our purpose.
O r in
these days objection will be taken to your fishing
in them, not from any real reason of sanctity
(as I have seen natives fishing actually from the temple
steps) but simply because one is a white man.
But there are a certain number of temple tanks
regarding which no objection is made, also there are
often private tanks in which netting is prohibited.
These will be what w e want. Provided that these
tanks are fed during the rains, by channels from
rivers or canals, through which fry can find ingress,
then there should be very fair coarse fishing in them.
T h e lakes and big stretches of water are far
more difficult fishing, a deep spot with a suitable
bottom must be found first and the place well ground
baited, before one can reasonably hope for much
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sport therein. But do not think that you are just
going to sit and watch your float till it bobs, and then
haul out fish. The Indian fish is not honest, in fact
some of them are most accomplished thieves, time and
again will they steal all your bait, and hardly move
your float. In fact, if you are not a very keen fisherman, it is quite on the cards that you will give up
float-fishing altogether and stick to small game shooting, till you can get to your rivers again.
But for the benefit of those keen anglers, I will
give a few notes on some of the fish worth catching;
though to my readers, who follow me through these
next pages, I most earnestly commend that very excellent book of Mr. Thomas' " Tank Angling."
T h e R o h u o r L a b e o . — Here is a fish,
a most awful thief, and a fish that will go far to
breaking your heart, and sickening you with floatfishing altogether.
In the north you will usually catch the Rohu,
and in the south the Labeo, but the same remarks
apply more or less to both.
In allfloat-fishingI would recommend you to use
those most excellent floats called detective floats,
evolved by Mr. Thomas, a full description of which
will be found in the chapter headed Tackle.
Fish with paste, with your bait just resting on
the bottom, and ground-bait the water round with
wet bran thrown in between your float and the bank.
It is not much use fishing in less than 3 ] ^ or 4
feet of water—the deeper it is the better. And do
not throw your bait farther away than just under the
point of your rod, as you cannot strike properly if
it is too far away.
As for your rod, it should be fairly stiff to admit
of the very quick striking necessary for these fish,
and a good length is 10 feet.
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A good-sized hook, say N o . 2 or 3 Limerick
scale, should be used and weighted so as to rest on
the bottom. D o not fix the weight on to your gut
collar, or snood, as then you have no means of knowing if your hook is resting properly on the ground.
A plan that I have found always very successful is
to have a short length of gut, say 1 inch, tied to the
shank of your hook, and hanging loose underneath.
Knot this gut, and pinch on shot, or simplex
leads to make up weight required. T h e lead
apparently lies in the mud on the bottom and does
not appear to scare away the fish.
O r else bind soft lead wire round the shank of
your hook taking care not to block the point or barb
in any way. This latter plan is necessary if you mean
to have a second hook hanging loose below. I have
heard of this being done often; just tie a half inch
of stout gut to the bend of hook N o . 1, and have a
second hook hanging free to lie in the mud.
This
sounds like poaching or snatching, but is not really
so, since the Labeo is such an awful thief that it takes
all the ingenuity man is possessed of to make even
an average bag, except in tanks where they swarm,
and then if your spdrt is good you can dispense with
the second hook.
This applies to the L a b e o ; the Rohu is a more
honest biter. Personally however I have never used
the second hook. W h e n on the feed they send up
at intervals 3 or 4 large bubbles.
Use as stout gut as possible, depending on the
size of fish you expect to catch. T h e Rohu is an
excellent fish for the table.
W a t c h your float and when it gives one or two
slow bobs, and then twitches rapidly, strike quick
and hard, and you may, or may not get him.
When
you have caught a Labeo there is no mistaking him.
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as he has a funny little fringed mouth placed right
under his snout and is speckled all over with small
red spots.
By what I have said above, do not assume that
the Labeo is only a tank fish. He abounds in some
rivers, but is not a fish that you will often catch in
rivers since you are generally after nobler game, and
unless you fish for him exclusively you are not likely
to bring him to bag promiscuously with spoon or fly.
T h e M i r g a . —The Mirga or Mirgil is a
fish with bright silver or golden scales, and black
stained fins. He runs big, to 20 lbs., though you will
seldom if ever see one that size. Has only two barbels. To be fished for in the same way as the
labeos. Rather bony, otherwise not bad to eat.
Sends up a collection of small bubbles at intervals
when feeding. Will sometimes sulk, and I have
never known a mirga to leap like a rohu occasionally
will. With all the labeo, mirga, etc., it is difficult
without practice to know when to strike. Very often
it is hard to know whether it is fry or a decent fish
biting. But the small ones usually simply worry the
bait, whereas the nibble of a carp is much more
decisive and business-like. A few trembles and then
a dip is generally good enough to strike for, also a
float suddenly erect and then lying flat on water, but
the strike must be sharp and firm.
T h e W h i t e C a r p . — A small edition of
the mirga, but has 4 barbels. Is a handsome silvery
fish, with sometimes red spots on scales. Runs only
to 2 lb. or so. Is a bolder biter than any of the foregoing.
T h e Clltla.— A typical carp, much broader
than the Rohu or Mirga. Runs very big. Head
large; colour grey merging to silver, with dark fins.
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Does not take bait freely and is not therefore very
often caught. Entirely a bottom feeder. Sends up
one or two large bubbles when feeding.
Good
eating. Fights well.

The

Olive C a r p . — T h e Olive Carp is a

fish that extends over most of India, and may be
occasionally taken with a fly, but a worm or paste
bait seems to suit him better.
T h e y usually run
between 6 oz. and % l b . , though occasionally one gets
one a pound or over.
If float-fishing, watch for a few quick bobs and
then the disappearance of the float, the chances are
that it will be an Olive Carp, or our next friend the
Indian Gudgeon.
T h e Olive Carp when small may be recognised
by a black spot on the body near the tail. T h e y
are an excellent lure to use live-baiting for other fish,
being both tough and vigorous.

The Indian

G u d g e o n . — H e is a very

ugly, yellowish, semi-transparent fish with a flat head,
and a mouth full of teeth. H e runs up to 3 lbs. in
weight and is a bold biter.
H e is not a fish that you will ever find yourself
fishing exclusively for, but he occasionally chips in
among his betters, and is an ugly truculent little
ruffian and a fearful devourer of fry, I should imagine.

N o t o p f c e r o u s C h i t a l a . — T h i s fine fish
that runs up to 4 ft. in length may be sometimes
taken with a worm, though the best way of fishing
for him is with a small dead bait, about 3 inches .
long on spinning tackle. Spin fairly deep, for
though you will see these fishes rolling over on the
surface, this is only play, and they feed near the
bottom.
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They give magnificent play when hooked, their
shape giving them great power, and they occasionally
spring clean out of water while being played.
Do not spin too fast, as their mouths are very
small. These fish seem to be only found in Central
and Northern India !
He is a silvery fish, with very small scales, and
distinct lateral line. Sometimes marked with dark
crossbands on the back.
And see notes on this fish in Chapter II.
N o t o p t e r u S K a p i r a t . — Is a flat-sided
deepfishwith a very small dorsal fin, and a pelvic, anal
and caudal fin all in one. He is silvery in colour
with minute scales and runs up to about 2 lbs. in
weight. A small hook is necessary, as they have
small mouths compared to their size. Fish with a
worm, or a dead prawn {without its shell) and strike
when your float bobs vigorously. With all these
fish, have your bait resting on the bottom.
He is rather a pretty fish when first taken from
the water, also he gives good play for his size, but
his mouth being small and very tender, you will lose
a certain number through the hook-hold giving way.
E t r o p l u s S u r a t e n s i s . — T h i s is such a
jolly little fish, that one cannot help being fond of him.
His looks too are in his favour, and when on the feed
he is a more honest biter than most Indian fish. He
is a flat-sided fish (with body elevated and compressed) with greenish tranverse bands, and little white
spots, and he has a funny little mouth with promi' nent teeth, rather like that of a small monkey. He
feeds chiefly on weeds, though will take a small
worm. I believe that they run up to 2 lbs., but I
have never caught them over % lb. myself. A 2
lb-er should give excellent sport, as their shape gives
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them great power in the water, and they are game
fish for their size.
In fishing for them I found that it was best not
to strike, but when your float signalled a bite, to
pull the line fairly slowly towards one, and generally
the fish seemed to hook themselves while making
grabs at the worm.
They are pretty little fish, and well worth transferring to an aquarium. In one bungalow w e lived
in we had a small tank made, size 6 ft. by 4 ft. and
2 ft. deep, in which we put any small fish w e caught,
and we derived much amusement and a good deal of
instruction watching their habits.
In angling for this fish, do not have your bait
resting on the bottom, but about 1 to 2 ft. below
the surface.
I have only caught this fish in Southern India.
H e has a smaller cousin, E . Maculatus, almost
prettier in colouring than his big relative, whom you
may sometimes catch. Though his mouth is tiny he
is a villainously greedy little beggar, grabbing at
worms almost the size of himself. His colour is
usually canary yellow, with horizontal rows of golden
spots, and 3 or more dark blotches along the middle
of the side.
M A C R O N E S P U N C T A T U S , or
SEENGHALA.
GULIO.
CAVASIOUS.
TENGARA.
This species (belonging to the Siluridae family)
is commonly called cat-fish down South, or else by
its Tamil name of Kellete. In the North it is called
" T e n g r a . " They are fairly common fish abounding in most tanks, and also in some rivers. T h e big
ones are to be caught spinning a natural bait, and by
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live-baiting, while the smaller ones will take prawn
or worm. They give very fair play for their size,
have large mouths and are bold biters. When handled they give vent to a curious squawk. Their dorsal
and pectoral fins are armed with sharp strong spikes,
the one on the dorsal fin being especially formidable
and capable of inflicting a nasty wound. I do not
fancy that any other fish would care to tackle one,
though I have seen a snake about 4 ft. long with a
|4 lb. cat-fish in its mouth, trying for nearly half an
hour to kill it. After watching him for a good time
I lowered my hook under the snake and caught him
up. Once on the bank he let go the fish, which lay
there bleeding and apparently dead, but no sooner
did I touch it than it appeared lively enough, and on
being returned to the water swam gaily away as if
nothing had happened. The Tommies in Madras
catch large numbers of these cat-fish in the fort moat,
using worms as bait.
T h e K u g g a h . — T h i s fish is also to be taken
occasionally. For his description see Chapter II.
The Murral, Megalops and Chilwa are all
mentioned elsewhere.
A good receipt for paste is as follows :—Take
4 oz. of common flour, boil, dry and pound fine.
Take 2 oz. of groundnut, roast fine and pound up.
Take Yi oz. of coriander seed, roast and grind to
powder. Then mix together into a thick paste.
This is the receipt given by Mr. Thomas in his book,
and I herewith acknowledge my indebtedness to him.
One thing you may add to any baits of this description if you like.
Get the paste to the right consistency by using
dry flour or bran, and then add a little clean white
cotton wool and mix thoroughly. By this plan you
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will find the bait remains longer on your hook and
is not so liable to flake off.
The only disadvantage of this plan is that after
a time your hook becomes rather clogged with waste
wool; so that you must settle for yourself whether
or no you will use it. Personally I never do. Other
paste and ground-baits are given in Chapter XV.

CHAPTER XI.
TANK FISHING.

The following Chapter may be taken as a continuation of Chapter X . It was written as applying
more to the Punjab, but all tanks have much in
common.
Tank fishing in the North of India is a vast
subject to tre§t of, and the list given in Localities
Section only comprises those that I have actually
fished in or which personal friends have kindly told
me of. But there must be thousands of tanks, and
deep pools in rivers, all suitable for angling, that
only want to be known about. But alas, the great
majority of these are being ruined, both from a
sporting point of view, and also as a source of food
supply for the future. But once the Punjab Government gets all the new regulations re fishing that
are now under consideration into working order,
most, if not all, of these tanks will recover themselves somewhat. Though where netting is allowed
to be freely indulged in, in such waters, it is bound
to spoil them almost entirely from an angling point
of view.
A few years ago almost any tank, provided it
was canal or river-fed, used to teem with fish, as did
the still reaches or pools in the rivers down in the
plains. Now these are swept clean yearly. Increased
facilities of communications and larger markets for
fish, both contribute their quota to this result, and the
nativefishermanhas now realised that for a very small
outlay, he can recoup himself thousands per cent.
If contracts for netting specified tanks are to be given,
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why should not Government benefit by a fair sum
annually instead of being content with a ridiculous
and nominal sum? I will quote the case of a tank
not 3 0 miles from Lahore. It is about 4 0 0 by 2 0 0
yards and averages 4 — 5 feet deep. T h e contractor
this year gave R s . 2 0 0 for the privilege of netting
it. H e told me that he made between R s . 5 —
6 , 0 0 0 , and between 3 and 4 maunds of fish daily
were taken from the tank. But it Was a subject of
bitter complaint that the fish only ran to about 2 lbs.
and were nothing like as plentiful as they used to be !
Comment is barely needed. T h e native fisherman
is no sportsman. W h y should he b e ? H e has only
got the contract for one year, and his object is to
remove every living thing from that water, and
squeeze the last pie's value out of it. R o d fishing,
even unlimited, can do no possible harm to a tank,
when one sees the thousands of fish, that apparently
go to the cubic foot of water, one can realise that a
certain amount of thinning out is all for their own
benefit. This sounds as if one was selfishly pleading
for one's own sport, and it would be quite justifiable
if one w a s ! There_are hundreds of men, especially
the British soldier—who is always a sportsman—who
have to remain in the plains from May till September,
and what better change from a big city or Cantonment can b e got, than a day's fishing. A n d innumerable babus and other natives all en]oy a day's
sport, as can be witnessed any day round a big place
like Lahore. But it is against the almost total extinction of fish that I plead, and this is no impossibly
exaggerated statement, as anyone who has fished
for the last 2 0 years in this country can bear witness.
T h e rivers of India have answered miraculously to
the evergrowing demands on them, but with the increase of irrigation, and canals everywhere, the fish
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they could find occasional santuanes. And at the
present rate of affairs, 20 y ears hence there will be
a real and very definite shortage of fish, in the Punjab
at any rate.
Then there are the railway tanks, a large number of these used to hold big rohu, catla, etc., and
afford excellent sport especially to the railway employees of whom the great majority are keen and
good sportsmen. But every day the total of these
netted grows. I understand that in many cases the
railway authorities see no profit from this, so can only
assume that the fortunate Station-master, or man in
charge of the pumping engine, gets the benefit. Of
course in this case one cannot blame the authorities—
though it is said a keen Loco. Superintendent often
means tanks full of fish!—as the fish occasionally
block up the pipes, and cannot be officially encouraged.
Well, enough said on this subject, but it is
advisable these days never to take a tank on blind
chance, but first to ascertain that it still holds fish.
This brings one to another point however. You can
never condemn a tank entirely, just because you make
one blank visit to it, or even two, or three ! It is
extraordinary how one can sit all day and catch nothing in a tank that is stiff with fish, as you may prove
a week later, when one goes down and makes quite a
good bag from it.
A few notes on Tank Fishing may not be out
or place here, though to anyone keen on this form of
fishing let me recommend " Tank Angling," by R.
S. Thomas, a truly excellent little book. I am no
authority on Tank Angling, in fact any man who
professes to be so, it to be envied his self-assurance.
One is a learner every time, and all the time one is at
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this game. Fish seem to bite differently and to vary
their habits strangely in different tanks. But for an
absolute beginner it may be as well to outline a few
facts. A n d never let a tyro at this game think that
he is going to be out of it. There is an extraordinary
streak of luck in tank fishing. A s an instance let
me quote the following : — S i x men were fishing a
tank; A , a very good angler, B and C ordinary, D
and E beginners, and F really bad. Bag 3 0 rohu,
50 lbs., D caught half the bag, then A and C equal,
then F who lost lots of fish, B and E practically nil.
A n d all were sitting close together in a row.
Paste
and worms are the two best baits. T h e latter have
the merit that one is never dull, every sort and size
of fish in the tank looks on worm as his legitimate
prey, and owing to the purchase that a 2 oz. fish can
get on a worm, one's bites often appear better than
they are. T h e one disadvantage of-worm in addition
to the messiness of impaling him—is that eels love
worms. Paste is a nice clean bait, beloved of rohu
and that ilk, and of turtles, unfortunately. After a
time one learns to distinguish bites (this chiefly refers
to atta, as worm bites do not vary quite so much);
but it is not really possible to lay down the law and
insist that one can name every bite ! Rohu and labeo
will usually draw bait down slowly and deliberately
then will often hold it several seconds, finishing up
with a quick twitching, more a rapid vibration of
the float. This is the second to strike. A float that
jerks this way and that, and makes short rushes, and
also one that twitches ceaselessly nearly always
means small fish. A turtle usually pulls down float
and give several well defined bobs.
O n e or two
smart bobs, and equally smart disappearance of float
probably means an olive carp, a mahseer will do the
same. A few twitches and down is often a paran
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(on worm), an eel does much the same thing, only
taking longer over it as a rule. Then bubbles, a
few single large bubbles show rohu or catla below,
a seething mass of bubbles—how one hates them—
turtle. A paran often sends up half a dozen small
bubbles at intervals. Turtles are—well turtles, but
one has many other very unpleasing names for them
at the water side. One seems to catch at least three
sorts—in the Punjab at any rate—Thomas's black
bellied chap does not visit these parts, I think I'd
remember him again if we met, in fact he announces
his arrival too well to be overlooked unless one has a
bad cold in one's head. No. (i) is a small brown
chap with a speckled shell; No. (ii) ordinary brown
and yellow, the commonest; No. (iii) a rarer bird,
mottled green, this latter seems to put up the best
fight, though all are like inverted soup plates. One
should never strain one's rod over a turtle, but gently
handline him in. Then smash him and have him
taken to a field b^ mile away and in half an hour
he'll be back expiring in the middle of tank. I
have not met many natives who would eat turtles,
but some will. Never will I forget one day, on the
banks of the Ravi, when the H's and myself were
catching butchwa. We saw a stout babu, whom we'd
christened Napoleon, suddenly strike and play, amid
vociferous applause from his pals, what looked like
a big fish. But he got off, and Napoleon was inconsolable. Imagine our surprise, on learning later'
that it was a turtle he'd hooked, and he had wanted
it to take home for soup ! One thing about fish, is
that practically all natives will eat them. Mahomedans are especially fond thereof—Allah having
obligingly halaled them—though they are forbidden
by Koran to eat fish over 40? lbs., since above that
weight they are presumed to feed on corpses. Sun-
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nis will eat all fish while Shiahs are only supposed
to eat scaled species.
T h e seetul or mohi is an annoying fish. H e will
roll over and over the whole time one is fishing in
tanks or backwaters of rivers, making great swirls and
raising your hopes, but never attempting to take your
bait. Personally I have caught but few, but a writer
in Asian claimed to catch them as f o l l o w s : — W i t h
tiniest of live baits, on snap tackle, a number 18
treble on trout gut, with a N o . 12 hook for attachment of bait. Used 1—2 inch quill for float, and
fished 1 foot below surface. Bait not more than
1 Yl inches long.
Also threaded chips of cork at
intervals of 3 feet on line to help bait. Caught them
at Bhakkar, in a fine pool in Indus, on left bank
nearly opposite D . I. K .
Also caught them at
Narora on paste. Good way of capturing small live
bait. Knock hole in kick up of a white bottle, put
in crumbs, cork bottle, tie string to head and swing
out.
A very good tip for atta, used in bottom fishing
for mahseer in a river—not suitable for tanks though—
when atta is ready, tie in a jharan tightly and then
boil for 2 — 3 hours. It makes it very tough.
One
can mix assafcetida (hing) or anniseed, etc., with
one's atta, if one's fancy runs that way, but I don't
really think it makes any difference. Ground rice,
bran, kalli, etc., all make good ground baits. O n e
of the greatest delights about tank fishing really is
that it gives one a day out, in the hot weather or
rains, just when one most appreciates it. Also it is
a nice sociable occupation, any number can join in,
and one has always something to amuse one. A n d
if one is a naturalist at all, as are most anglers at
heart, one has a never ending source of pleasure in
watching the bird and beast life round an old tank.
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Monkies, parrots, crows, squirrels, king-fishers, etc.,
one sees many an amusing little scene while quietly
Watching. Another very curious matter is how often
rohu seem to go in shoals. I remember in one tank,
three of us were fishing : 8 to 9 we had no bites,
then suddenly B got a rohu of 4 lbs. and within two
minutes K and myself followed suit; this happened
twice later, three 8 lb. fish and three 3 lb. all being
played simultaneously.
One need never worry about trying to fish in
very deep water. Anything over 4 feet is sufficient
for the very largest fish, and they really seem to feed
more round the edges of a tank, than out in deep
water- There is nothing to beat one of Thomas's
quill floats.
Fish wih bait preferably on bottom, for genus
labeo, though this is not necessarily a hard and fast
rule.
A good thing when catching fish in hot weather,
is not to kill them at once, but run a cord through
their gills and picket them in tank till you are ready
to go home.
And I will finish off this chapter with an article
I wrote some time ago, when there was much discussion raging about the value of fish as a food during famine.
ON THE STOCKING OF TANKS.

In commenting on '' Fish as a source of food
supply during Indian famines, it has been suggested
that factories should be erected in the neighbourhood
of large tanks in areas which are particularly liable
to famines in years of drought for the purpose of
drying and salting the fish from the tanks, and storing the food thus obtained against the next period of
scarcity. Although the take of fish from any large
Indian tank should be enormous, there is, no doubt,
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but that the yield might b e increased by 5 0 per cent
by the careful stocking and preserving of the tank.
A n d if it should be considered worth while to build
such factories, then it should also be worth the
trouble of selecting and preparing a tank, so that it
should return the best results. Therefore, perhaps, a
few remarks on the stocking of tanks may not be out
of place. T h e size of the tank need not be taken
into consideration, and these remarks might well
apply to any small tanks—and there must b e many
such—that their owners would like to stock with fish
and preserve, either with a view of having fresh fish
always available for table, or from the point of view
of sport. However in the latter cases the species of
fish to be put in would have to be more carefully
considered, but of this more anon. First w e will
deal with the tank of large circumference to be prepared for stocking with fish to be converted into food
by the factories. This might well b e made a
famine work, more especially as the first requirement
is to get the tank dry. T h e n having your labour
handy, the tank, or as much of it as labour is available for, should be dug out to the uniform depth of I
say 8 or 10 feet, and the earth so excavated used
to form bunds where necessary. T h e object of this
work is threefold: (1) T o deepen the tank, so that
it is never likely to run quite dry again in a future
year of drought; (2) to turn over the bottom, to
enable a crop to be raised, when the dry season is
over, and irrigation is available for this purpose.
This is most important, as by cultivating the ground,
a large supply of insect life is bred which will be
available as food for the fishes on the filling and
stocking of the tanks. Then (3) to give an even
bottom to facilitate the netting of the tank, when a
supply of fish is required by the factory for the pur-
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pose of drying and salting. Then comes the filling
of the tank. If a river can be tapped for this purpose so much the better, a connecting channel might
form part of the famine work, if the river is not too
far away. Of course, if monsoon rains are to be
depended on for filling the tank, the process must
necessarily be slower. A certain amount of waterweeds must be put in the tank, though probably there
will be enough of these in the soil of the untouched
portion of the tank, and when the tank is fully filled
these will spread. Then, besides the insect life
already present, a number of water snails should be
thrown in; these will breed rapidly and help to feed
the fish. Lastly comes the question of fish. Since
the tank is situated in a dry area, the rivers near probably run dry in the hot weather, and so cannot be
relied on for the supply of fish; so that it will be
necessary to indent on districts further afield. As
regards the species, since the tank is only to be looked
on as a food supply, the various kinds can be turned
in more or less indiscriminately. From an edible
point of view there is no question but that the murral
(Ophiocephalus Striatus) and the Indian Gudgeon
(Gobius Giuris) are among the most palatable. Both
these two, the murral especially, are possessed of
extremely cannibalistic tendencies; but this hardly
matters so long as they themselves will thrive apace.
and yield their own persons, in full toll for the food
supply required. Among other fish that might be
put in are the rohu (Labeo Rohita) and mirga
(Cirrhina Mrigala) in North India, their places being
taken in South India by the labeo (Labeo Calbasu)
and white carp (Cirrhina Cirrhosa). Both the labeo
and rohu are bottom feeders. The freshwater shark
(Wallago Attu) and the tengra or catfish might be
excluded, as they are voracious beyond the bounds
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of decency. Then any species of chilwa might be
put in; these are surface feeders, and though too
small to be worth salting would help to feed the other
cannibal fish.
So much for the large tank to supply famine- |
food.
Now to deal with smaller tanks, belonging
to Municipalities or private owners, who wish to
stock their tanks, for purposes gastronomic or sporting. In the former case, species again matter little,
murral will always be present in a tank unless special
care is taken to exclude them, so that there is really
no need to run the tank dry, dig it up, etc. Should
the lank be at all inclined to be stagnant, the murral
can always be rendered palatable for the table by
keeping them for a day or two in a trough of clear
water, running for preference. But if a tank is to be
stocked for sporting purposes several new factors
come in. Your fish must now be limited to such
species as will show sport, and also that will not interfere with one another, either by making meals off
each other, or by requiring the same food, so that the
supply of food in the tank will not equal the demand.
Fish like murral, though affording good sport at
times, are not a good fish to introduce into preserved
waters, as the toll they levy on the fry of others fish
would depopulate the tank of other species in time.
T h e tank should be dug out and prepared as formerly
laid down, but before filling with water, a point must
be seen to, that was not necessary in the other case.
This is to see that both the inlet and overflow of the
tank are carefully protected by gratings, the former
tb prevent the ingress of undesirable fish, and the
latter to preserve your fry since as the instinct of all
Indian fish is exceedingly migratory, you would lose
your fish as fast as they bred, through their sailing
away down the overflow. N o w the fish to put in. I
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First and foremost, as mentioned before, the mirga
and rohu; these for N. India, for the south white
carp and labeo. The former two fish can be caught .
up to 20 lbs. and more, and the two latter, to about
3 and 10 lips., respectively. They will all take
paste bait and a worm occasionally. These fish are
bottom feeders. Then as surface feeders put in
chilwa (Chela Argentea). These never run more than
about nine inches in length and are light fish for their
size, but they take a small fly, readily, and give
pretty sport. Then the olive carp (Barbus Chrysopoma) running to 2 or 3 lbs. will take a fly at
times, also worm and paste. In S. India " Etroplus
Suratejisis," an exceeding pretty little fish, flat like
a bream, may be added. He feeds almost entirely
on weeds, but will take a worm. He is a bold
biter and runs to 2 lbs. in weight. " Notoptirus
Kapirat," a flat sided silvery fish,—a bottom feeder
—takes a worm also, and is a good fish to put in.
Lastly, a fish that I must mention, if the tank is
anywhere near the coast, as the fish is an esturial one,
though it acclimatises readily to fresh water. This
is "Megalops Cyprinoides." He gives excellent
sport, sometimes taking a fly, though the bait par
excellence for him is a small live carp, about three
niches long. He fights as gamely as any man could
desire, springing 3 or 4 feet clean out of water when
hooked. His one failing is that he is a cannibal,
so that you must weigh that against • him, when settling his claims for admission to your preserve. Of
course there is a certain difficulty in getting your first,
consignment of fry to stock your tank, but should
you live near any large place like Calcutta they can
easily be procured from there. They travel well if
looked after carefully. They should be carried in
chatties half full of water, with pieces of mosquito
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netting over the mouths to prevent them jumping out;
and should be fed at intervals on mosquito larvae, a
food of which all fish are remarkably fond. Care
must be taken not to overcrowd the little fish, only
about 20 being put in each chatty, and whenever the
chatty remains still for some time, the water should
be given a shake up, to re-oxygenate it.
Fish will grow and breed rapidly if their food
supply is comfortably assured; species like the labeo
and white carp growing from Yl oz - to Yl lb. in
about six months. In any ornamental waters, fish
also perform a useful function; they clarify the water
and devour all the mosquito larvae. So that from
whatever point " fish " may be regarded, they
deserve protection, since they do no harm, on the
contrary doing good, though unostentatiously.

CHAPTER XII.
ESTUARY F I S H .

Of the most important fish to be caught in estuaries, the Bamin and the Nair (or Cockup) are by
far the best known, especially by those who have
been lucky enough to. visit the Malabar Coast of
India. The style of fishing is much the same for
both, only with the Nair fish use stouter tackle and
a bigger bait, as they run large and are extremely
powerful fish. It is of no use trying for these fish
except when they are on the feed; at least such is
the axiom laid down, but like all other rules it is
not inviolable. Both the Bamin and the Nair
may be caught from boats, either in the estuaries, or
on the bars, or out at sea. Unless you are a good
sailor, however, this method, in the two latter cases.
will by no means appeal to you. It is on the West
Coast of Southern India that these fish seem to be
best known, though I have frequently seen Bamin
on the East Coast, notably at Ennur near Madras,
where the mouth of the Kusastala river forms a fine
backwater with the sea. On the West Coast the
fishermen put out two or three miles to sea and catch
them with nets, though they also have hand lines,
which are a clumsy imitation of our spinning tackle,
but which are nevertheless extraordinarily effective,
on occasions, in their hands. The line is wound in
an ordinary ball, to the end of which is a short length
of wire ending in a large double or treble hook.
Around the shank of the hook,, which is 4 or 5 inches
long, is fastened a piece of wood cut roughly in the
shape of a fish and round this is tied a piece of white
rag. Then as soon as the man sees that the fish are
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on the feed, he slings in his rough spinner and pulls
it rapidly in hand over hand, repeating the process
at intervals. If taken by a fish, there is no question
of play, but the victim is hauled in as quickly as his
struggles will allow. Occasionally the fishermen will
see by the behaviour of the small fish, that a shoal
of Bamin are on the feed out at sea, and then surrounding them in their boats the fun is fast and furious
for a time, the men hauling in a fish on their lines at
almost every cast. But by far the pleasantest way
to fish for both Bamin and Nair, is to spin from one
of the numerous bridges that span the backwaters
near their mouths; such as the road bridges
near Tellicherry and Mahe, and the railway bridge
of Ellattur, Mahe, etc. Around the wooden piles
of some of the old road bridges, fish seem to congregate at certain times of the tide, and besides the
advantage you have of being well over your fish you
have not the cramped and uncomfortable feeling that
a boat generally begets in most people. N o w as
to the time to fish. You will be able to collect simply
tons of advice from all your friends, and most of it
you will find differ in some respects, so that by the
time that you have got the advice all carefully sorted
out, the conclusion you will probably arrive at will
be—that a rod, reel and spinning tackle are necessary,
and that you can fish at all or any times if the fish
will take. A n d if you take the advice of the native
fishermen also, you will feel inclined to tear out the
few remaining grey hairs left to you. For you go
down at 8 A.M. and spin, catching nothing, the
native says " A h wait till 12 o'clock, S a h i b . " You
wait, and catch nothing but a mild sunstroke and get
an awful thirst.
" Five o'clock is the time, S a h i b , "
is their next condoling remark; and darkness falls on
your unprintable remarks to your mentor.
" But,
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Sahib, what can do, this hot weather, you come
4, 5, 6 months then catching plenty fish." And
when you get home and peruse your copious notes.
you will find that one friend has told you " I fished
in cold weather, also during rains—fair sport—but
the native fishermen all said, " Ah you coming hot
weather, Sahib, catching plenty fish " ! ! ! But once
you have had some luck and begin to know the habits
of the fish, then such sorrows will more or less fall
from you. There is no doubt that the fish do take
better at certain periods of the tide, indeed at some
'periods they will not take at all, not being there
apparently. If you have leisure, go down your first
day and taking your breakfast with you prepare to
spend the day by the waterside. You may find it
warm at midday, but usually in the hot weather on
the West Coast a cool breeze off the sea tempers the
heat and renders it quite bearable. Generally as soon
as the tide commences to flow (i.e., from the sea) if
you are standing on the bridge, you will see shoals
of small fish—mullet—swimming about, and soon
will come great splashings and plungings and you
will awake to the fact that the bigfishare on the feed.
Now comes your time. Having got your tackle all
ready (I suppose that I should have started this chapter
with tackle required, anyhow now it must come later)
mount a small dead mullet about 4 to 6 inches long
on your spinner and cast it in' wherever you may have
seen big fish on the move, and spin slowly, letting
the current swing your bait round—if you are fishing
on the side away from the sea—otherwise pull your
bait across, letting it just swing under the piers before
lifting it out. And if you are taken, look out, the
fish are powerful and run out line at a tremendous rate.
Even if you cannot see your fish you will not be in
any doubt as to what has taken you, the Bamin
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seizing your bait with a jerk and a rush, something
like a mahseer, while the Nair takes it slowly and
deliberately more after the Carnatic Carp style.
? •
is rather fascinating if you can see your fish, to watch
the different methods of the two. I lemember one
day fishing from Mahe bridge, and the water being
fairly clear I could see what happened quite distinctly. Spinning slowly across between the piles b e l o w J H
one would occasionally see a Bamin dart at one s
bait, and either swirl away or there would be an
answering scream from the reel. T h e Nair on the
other hand would come up slowly, a great flash of
silver, and mouth one's bait turning down with it to
the depths below. Then tauten and you find a fish
worthy of your skill. Play him carefully and hard,
as both the Bamin and the Nair, though they will
often rush away from the bridge at first, will try and
get back under the piles eventually.
You will not as a rule catch Bamin of over 10
lbs. weight. H e has a mouth full of teeth, and gut
traces are useless; his mouth also is hard and does
not afford the same hook-hold as a Mahseer's does,
so with these fish it is as well to add an extra treble.
T h e Nair fish also has a mouth full of teeth, and as
he runs to 50 or 6 0 lbs., good stout wire traces are
necessary.
If the fish are not feeding freely, so that you
cannot keep casting your bait to a rising fish—and on
some days the fish never seem to come properly on
the feed at all—then try spinning between the piles
beneath your feet. Personally I have always found
it much better spinning on the side of the bridge
towards which the stream is flowing, lean over the
raits above one of the supports of the bridge, and
having cast your spinner out and away from the bridge
opposite the next support, draw in the line letting your
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bait spin down with the current across the opening
between the two piers. Then try the same tactics
to the support on your other side. Often although
not a solitary fish is to be seen moving, you will
suddenly see a flash of silver, and know that you have
at last drawn a watching fish from his lair among
the piles. Now as to striking for these fish, this is
an exceeding difficult question, both of them having
such bony mouths, which afford indifferent hookhold. Of course if you can do so strike as hard as
possible. But when a fish takes you suddenly and
dashes off like an express train, it's no easy matter to
strike. To do so means that you must lower your
point for a second, and that momentary slackening
of your line may be fatal if the fish is but lightly
hooked. And an additional danger with these fish
is that when being played they will frequently spring
feet out of water. I have had a big Nair fish on
that twice running sprang half the height of the bridge
into the air. Therefore if one must have a rule to
go by, strike and that hard if opportunity offers,
otherwise keep as taut a line as possible on the
chance of the fish's struggles causing the hooks to
work in. Next as to tackle. Too big a rod is not
necessary, especially when one may be spinning
during the hottest hours of the day, on an unsheltered
bridge. A 14 feet rod with a short spinning top, is
a nice length, a stiff top being necessary on account
of the bait used being heavy. A good-sized reel
to hold at least 120 yards (200 yards is better) of
stout spinning line, wire traces and a spinner for
natural bait. As regards the traces, there is a certain
amount of bother with them, since you must remember
that you are fishing in water more or less salt, considerably more than less. Personally I have always
found the Hercules wire traces all right, also some
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excellent traces made by Hardy Bros, and called
Punjab wire traces. Or make up one or two Killin
wire traces, throwing them away at end of day.
After fishing both the line and trace should be soaked
in warm fresh water for a few minutes and then
allowed to dry; when dry the traces should be vaselined. A s I said before, use as bait small fish of
4 to 6 inches long. These should be young mullet,
which there ought to be no difficulty in procuring as
a rule, since they abound in the backwaters, forming
the chief food of the Bamin and Nair. But in case
you cannot for any reason procure them, have one
or two phantoms ready for use. But the fish are
very canny. I haVe had a Nair fish come twice at a
bait that was a trifle ragged, and turn away both
times, and then when I changed quickly to a new
bait, come at it again and take it without hesitation.
Then spinners. Though I have had good sport with
Archer and Crocodile spinners, I have always thought
that I have had more runs when threading the bait
simply on a big single hook. A n d if you adopt the
latter method it is an improvement to make a mount as
follows : — I n the chapter on tackle I have mentioned
a mount of one big-eyed single hook. A d o p t this
method, only instead of binding wire to eye of single
hook take first a strong treble-not too big—or better
still a double hook if you have one, and bind wire
to its eye, then lay wire up shank of big hook, pass
end through eye and bind tightly with well waxed
silk all up shank of big hook, letting a space of half
to one inch lie between bend of big hook and eye
of double hook. Then thread bait as usual till bend
of single hook is well home in vent, then sew up mouth
through eye of single hook and bind the double neatly
by tail. O n e thing I have heard is that one can fish
all through the monsoon for Nair and Bamin, which
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is a great advantage as an hour or two a day with
one's rod would be a delightful change from the
depressing monotony of life during a West Coast
monsoon. One of the chief charms of fishing for
Bamin and Nair on the West Coast, is the beauty
of the surroundings, which cannot fail to enchant all
lovers of Nature and there are few fishermen who are
not to be counted as such. The golden sands and
glorious azure of the sea, with the blue green water
of the estuary flowing swirling to meet it 'neath the
wooden piers of the quaint old bridge; while around
the brilliant green of the palms and mango trees is in
vivid contrast to the bright red soil of Malabar; and
behind, the great forest clad mountains of Coorg and
the Wynaad tower above all in a blue haze of
shimmering mist. And on the air tempered by the
cool sea breezes, lies the languorous scent of the
frangipani from the trees nestling here and there
among the palms and the quaint little huts.
One used also to be able to catch these fish in
Karachi, in the creeks below the two railway bridges
near Bath Island, but now, alas, it is very seldom one
gets a run there. About 4 years ago one of the
marshes to the east of the line was dried up and reclaimed, and that seems to have checked the passage
of fry to a great extent, as they no longer run up in
the enormous numbers they used to. Also the spit
of sand below the bridges, formerly a desolate spot,
is often crowded these days with a number of bathers
from the new Cantonments of Karachi. A curious
thing about the Bamin and Nair here was that they
never would take a spinning bait, the only way to
circumvent them was by live baiting. Bamin are to be
seen moving below the big road and railway bridge
that crosses the creek en route to Kiamari, but I have
never heard of anyone doing much good there.
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Under the heading " E s t u a r y F i s h " I must
mention the Seer, though he is really entirely a sea
fish. Unfortunately he but seldom leaves the blue
water, which may be anything from 3 to 8 miles out
from the shore, so that unless the heaving waves have
no terror for you, he is a fish that you will not be
likely to come across except on your dinner table.
Should you be a good sailor however, magnificent
sport may he had from this, perhaps one of the
gamest fish in the world.
Also in this chapter, just a few words about a
fish that you may meet—Lutianus Roseus, the red
(rock) perch. W h e n the Bamin and the Nair are off
their feed, or at places where they are not, good
sport may sometimes be had at certain times of the
tide in fishing for these perch. A live prawn is
their special delight, failing that any small live fish;
but if live-bait of any sort is quite unprocurable, or
you do not want to be bothered live-bait fishing, spin
for them just as for Nair fish. A float is no use for
this live-bait fishing, as the water is almost always
too rough; swing in your bait keeping the line taut,
and at the slightest tug strike. In spinning for them
it is. generally better I find to spin the side of the
bridge towards which the water is flowing.
Swing
out your bait so that it falls just in by the rocks at the
base of a pier and then spin slowly across, and if a
perch is at home he will generally dart out from
behind some rock and follow your bait across, though
if he really means business he will usually take you
pretty quick. Sometimes you will see a shoal of
them, but more often they seem to hunt on their own.
They are powerful fish and immediately they feel the
hook, will as a rule make straight for the nearest
rocks, so put on all the strain you dare, but if despite
you they reach the rocks, the only thing is to get your
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boatman to go in quick and dislodge the fish, otherwise he will soon either rid himself of the hooks or
saw through your trace. T h e y have sharp teeth so
use wire traces. T h e third road bridge, Tellicherry,
fishing up stream side, is (or was when I was there
last) an excellent spot for perch. Spinning for these
fish I used to think that the ebb was the best tide,
and about 3 hours before low water was my favourite
time.
Also the G o b r a , or rock cod, is to be met with,
a ruffian whose only redeeming merit is that he puts
a solid weight on the end of your line. H e is fond
of live-bait; you must hold him hard as soon as
hooked, otherwise he bolts for the rocks at the bottom
and takes a lot of shifting if he gets home. T h e two
bridges at Karachi mentioned before in this chapter
is a favourite locality for these fish.
Whiting and other small fry of sorts may be
caught in the estuaries, especially on the Coromandel
Coast, but as—in the case of whiting particularly—
you are entirely dependent on your boatman for
knowing where they lie, you may as well b e dependent on him as well for your bait and hints as to
tackle. However sand-worms are a good bait and
use a smallish hook, and stout gut.
Before closing this chapter I must just mention
that good fishing may be had in some of the harbours
of India, such as Madras, Karachi, Bombay, etc.
Should you be stationed anywhere within close reach
of a harbour, it is worth your while trying to find out
all you can about such fishing. A n d if you are told
there is none, do not believe it till you have at least
had one or two tries. G o down by moonlight 7 — 9
P.M. and try with live mullet, big chaps of J/2 to _%
lb. if you can get them, using strong tackle and fishing
off the harbour arm as near the mouth as possible.
i4
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Twice have I been taken by monsters—and broken
alas—fishing thus, and a friend of mine caught a
6 0 - l b . turtle. A n d if fishing is slow, get a harpoon
made and try spearing turtles, they are occasionally
bagged like that off the arms of the harbour at
Madras.

CHAPTER XIII.
INDIAN SEA FISHING.

This style of fishing is to be enjoyed par ex~
cellence in the Andaman Isles (see Chapter XXI),
but I have also had some excellent sea and estuary
fishing off Madras and Malabar coasts. In Bombay
harbour I tried once, but I was very,—well a headache rather put me off—and it can be very rough
there ! But both from Bombay and Karachi I have
heard tales of quite good sport, and an officer who
was stationed at Perim for some months at commencement of war tells me that they had some excellent sport there trolling, with dead bait, he caught
fish up to 40 lbs., but much larger were to be had.
In B e r b e r a harbour I am told the fishing
is quite good. The Somalis will arrange matters.
Fishing from boats, or off jetty.
Both at A d e n a n d P e r i m I am told sport
is to be had spinning with sardines. Fish are kokari,
bonito, seer, etc.
I append two most excellent articles, published
in " The Indian Field " some years ago, and written
by Fleur de Lys, an angler, whose notes were always
of great interest and whose signature is much missed
these days.
NOTES ON INDIAN SEA FISH.

The sea angler in the East will catch many
strange fish of weird shapes and gorgeous colouring.
The native names he will doubtless discover readily
pnough, but these after all are mostly local, and in
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any case almost if not entirely useless for tracing the
families to which the fish belong.
Under these circumstances a few notes on some
of the most typical forms met with may be of service.
Identification, except in the case of rare fish, is not
so very difficult if one keeps in mind the leading
characteristics of the principal families.
Those who angle off rocky shores, in India and
Ceylon, can hardly fail to make acquaintance with
the Tetrodonts and an allied family the Diodont.
T h e first of these are shaped for the most part like
distorted navigable balloons; very big and blown out
in front, and tapering aft. Most of the varieties are
all sorts of violent colours and look very uninviting
from an edible point of view. T h e teeth are coalesced into two great curved incisors above which
meet a similar pair of broad teeth below.
In the Diodonts the coalescence is still more;
complete, and the fish has one great curved front
tooth, biting on another of equal size below. T h e
mouth thus becomes like a pair of wire nippers, and
the fish of both these families can tear off and break
up pieces of coral, and crush the shells of molluscs.
T h e parrot fishes, close relatives of the Wrasses,
also have their teeth coalesced into beaks, like the
Triodonts and Diodonts. These fish, however, do
not inflate themselves like the two former families
and are less grotesquely proportioned.
T h e beak
also, which is of immense power, projects in more
noticeable parrot-like fashion than in the case of the
Diodonts. T h e parrot fishes likewise are gorgeously
coloured, and some of them are, the natives declare,
highly poisonous. All these three clans use thenstrong nippers for the same purpose of breaking up
coral and shell fish in order to get at the edible soft
parts within. T h e Diodonts besides possessing the.
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faculty of inflating themselves, have their bodies
covered with spines : these are erected by the act of
inflation, and the family are consequently generally
known by the name of Porcupine fishes."
Tetrodon Nigropunctatus, which I have caught
near Trincomalee, is an orange and black creature
of peculiarly repulsive appearance. The native
fishermen told me that it was very unwholesome food :
it certainly looked it.
Another podgy family are the File fishes
(Balistida).
These have small prominent but
powerful teeth with which they also can successfully attack coral and shell fish.
Though fat and portly, they (Balistida) are not
shapeless footballs like some of those previously
described: they are formed rather like obese and
overfed rohu. The bodies of these fish are covered
with hard, close set, rhomboidal scales.
A very fine variety exists in Madras water,
Balistes frenatus. This fish is a warm dark red
above, paling towards the lower parts, while the fins
are green. It is flatter, and more bream shaped than
the other Balistidae, and grows to a large size.
A little Ceylon variety (Aculeatus) is most
peculiar in colouring. It is dark green above, while
the forward lower half of the body is pink, and there
are bright blue stripes low down on the sides. A
narrow border of blue intervenes between the dark
green and pink of the front half of the body, making
the fish look as though it had a right fitting green
mantle edged with blue braid, over the front half of
its body.
I have caught this quaint fish from the rocks of
Fort Frederick, at Trincomalee.
It is easy to recognise the Mackerels, by the
familiar torpedo shape, and widely forked thin
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waisted tails.
Several of the Indian Mackerels
belong to the Caranx, or Horse Mackerel family.
Certain of these have bluff shaped heads, instead of
the familiar torpedo form, but can be recognised by
their typical tails. T h e true Mackerels (Scomhridaz) are well represented in Eastern seas. A fine
variety is the well-known " Saw-fish " of Karachi,
an active creature weighing eight pounds and upwards.
It will readily take a sardine trailed on an Archer
spinner, or a dead-bait paid out with the tide from
an anchored boat. This sardine in this case should
not be weighted, as these Mackerel feed near the
surface. They give magnificent sport when hooked,
jumping into the air like salmon; they are also most
excellent eating.
Although I have alluded above to the Parrot
fishes (Scaridcs), nothing has yet been said about an
allied and equally important group, the Wrasses
(Labridcz).
These fish may be distinguished by their perchlike contour, bright colouring, fleshy thick lips, and
slimey skin with cycloid scales. T h e Wrasses haunt
rocky coasts, wherever there is abundance of seaweed.
One of the most desirable of Indian sea fish
is a member of the bream family (Spariddz), which
is found in shallow sandy bottomed waters; it is
numerous in 5 to 7 fathoms off Manora. This fish
is very similar in appearance to the well-known
American " Sheep's H e a d " (Sargus Ovis),
and
runs from three to six pounds in weight.
It can
readily be taken with a gut paternoster baited with
prawn or sardine, gives fine sport on light tackle, and
is excellent eating.
T h e sea perches (Serranidat) are well represented in Indian seas. Lates Calcarifer is a celebrated marine perch which gives fine sport and grows
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to a great size. There is an enormous member of
this family Epinephalus lanceolatus, which might be
made to yield magnificent sport on light tarpon
tackle. It is the Indian representatives of the wellknown American " J e w Fish " and very similar to
it in appearance. This great perch, which is very
deep and thick for its length, grows to over seven
feet long. A seven-footer would weigh an enormous amount, probably 200 lbs. or more.
The Bass is the familiar British, and the
Murray Cod, the Australian representative of the sea
perch family.
Since hazarding, in a former letter, the theory
that,the Indian Megalops and American Tarpon
might be the same fish slightly altered by differing
environment, I have sought out statistics, and find
that the difference between these two varieties
of the Megalops family consists in the Indian
fish being thicker for its length, with the dorsal
fin further forward, while there are a greater number
of fin rays. Megalops cpyrinoides, it seems, is
known to attain a length of five feet, and it is probable that specimens of this size would weigh thirty
to forty pounds. Megalops of such calibre would
afford magnificent sport on suitable tackle. It would
open an entirely new field of Indian fishing, if only
some one can discover some quiet and sheltered waters
where these large fellows can be found. Large
Megalops, it seems, are solitary, while the small ones
go in shoals.
Before closing this letter I must refer shortly to
the Chaetodonts, or Butterfly fishes. These are an
extremely widespread and well-known family.
They are like deep laterally compressed perches, and
have close set minute teeth, while their colouring is
brilliant. Holocanthus and Scatophagus are similar
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families of flattened, deep perch like fish, which are
found round rocks, and grow somewhat larger than
the Chaetodonts. Off such places as Oyster Rock,
near Manora, I have had excellent sport with these
brightly striped game fish. I used a light cane rod,
and fine paternoster, furnished with two smallish
hooks. T h e bait was a bit of prawn.
Some of
these rock fish reach two pounds in weight, and are
very active and strong for their size.
H I N T S ON S E A - F I S H I N G F O R INDIAN A N G L E R S .

A s I have pointed out in previous letters, our
Indian seaports offer absolutely unlimited opportunities for the most splendid sport. Many a man for
whom freshwater fishing is all too slow, would take to
sea fishing with enthusiasm, were he once properly
blooded. Speaking generally, the tackle used and
the methods pursued are both of the simplest description. Excellent sea rods and reels, which are practically unbreakable by ordinary fishing and which
require but the most casual attention to keep them
in good working order, are now to be obtained at all
the better tackle shops at most moderate prices.
There are many inducements to fishing the sea round
the coasts of India. Good seaworthy boats, with
experienced men, can be hired at most places at low
rates. Nothing can be pleasanter, on a hot day,
than to get away from the land and enjoy what little
breeze exists on the placid ocean. No violent exertion is needed, and one can carry a tiffin basket and
iced drinks with the comforting knowledge that they
are all the time at one's elbow. If the sun's rays
are too fierce to be pleasant, it is easy enough to rig
up an awning over the stern. In fact sea fishing in
Indian seas is a sport that can be carried out under
conditions of absolute comfort. Although, when in
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India, I sea fished whenever I had the chance. I yet
mourn greatly over opportunities which might have
been made a great deal more of, if I had possessed
a little knowledge of the fish and their habits. For
instance, the bream is one of the best sport giving
fishes at Karachi. Although I caught a good many,
I might have done very much better had I realised
that the larger bream are found in deep water during*:
the day, and that if one isfishingin five fathoms or so,
it is better to try at dusk. I also greatly regret
that I did not make more use of the drift line, a
simple and most effective method of fishing, which I
will' here proceed to describe. In drift lining the
bait may be either a live fish, a dead fish, or part of a
dead fish. The line is either unleaded, or only
leaded lightly and the tide is used to carry the bait a
long way from the anchored boat and so show it to
any feeding fish in the vicinity. Only just as I was
leaving Karachi, did I realise how with a drift line
one could catch the big mackerel or saw-fish as they
are called locally. I did try it a couple of times and
had great sport with these magnificent fish, which
run six to nine or ten pounds, and jump like salmon
hooked. The procedure with a dead sardine is quite
simple. The little fish is threaded on to a good
sized long shanked hook so as to hang straight; the
line is then paid out, which can be done by taking
the check off one's reel, when the tidal current will
draw the bait further and further away from the boat.
The drag of the line makes the sardine wriggle in
life-like manner and surface feeding fish take it readily. When sailing out to the fishing ground, it is a
good plan to put out a sardine on an Archer, or
similar spinner. One has, however, to be careful
that the reel is free to run. I have had lamentable
smashes from big mackerel snatching at my bait,
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when the boat was going fast, and the reel I had on
worked a bit stiff.
T h e sardines above referred to are usually easy I
to get, as the fishermen net them in quantities. They
make a good bait for bottom fishing, as well as whiffing
and drift-lining and both bream and cat-fish take them
readily. These latter, hideous creatures with whiskers, are just like the river siluroids in appearance,
but give far better sport, fighting hard on a light
paternoster. A l l sea fish fight well as a rule, and
the silvroids of salt water are infinitely more
vigorous, weight for weight, than their relations in the freshwater rivers and tanks.
Another deadly method of sea fishing, which I did not
know of when in India, is to bait a fair sized hook
with a dead sardine, or part of one, and to cast the
line out unleaded, allowing the bait to sink and lie
at the bottom. This is of course for fishing when
there is no perceptible current, in harbours, backwaters and so on. A little line is left loose, so that
when the fish picks up the bait, it may feel no drag.
T h e loose line is allowed to go off, then the rod is
quietly picked up, and the strike made.
This is
practically the method by which tarpon are caughtJB
in Florida. It is very deadly for the large sea perches, many varieties of which abound in Indian waters.
It would of course do well for the megalops, which
is nothing more or less than the Indian tarpon.
Another fact, which is most useful for anglers
in India to know, is that ray's liver has a great
fascination for many fishes. Large rays are caught
in quantities on the Indian coast, so usually there
would be no difficulty whatever in getting as much
liver as ever one wanted. Curiously enough I was
once told by an angler that he had had great success
fishing for butchwa with duck's liver.
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With regard to the nuisance of small sharks and
dog-fish, I am sorry to say that there appears to be
no way of getting rid of their attentions. When a
shoal of these vermin come round, the only thing to
do is to up anchor and go somewhere else. I have
more than once been driven away from my fishing
ground off Manora, with most of my tackle cut to
pieces, and have been forced to try a new place.
I have had similar experiences with dog-fish in
a salt water loch in the west of Scotland, when fishing
for codling. But the British dog-fish is not nearly so
bad as the Indian variety as regards cutting tackle,
and moreover the Scotch ones were not entirely useless, as a man in the village used to feed his hens on
them. ,
Indian waters hold other undesirable inhabitants, besides sharks and dog-fish. There are the
sting rays, horrible flattened monsters armed with
terrible serrated poisonous spines in their whiplike
tails. 'Directly one of these brutes is got into the
boat, its stings should be broken off with a billet of
wood, a booted foot being planted firmly on the
creature's tail during the process. There is also a
most terrible looking eel, with teeth like a dragon.
This latter brute, which fortunately does not grow
very large, is drawn gingerly on to the edge of the
gunwale, where it can be safely hammered with
something hard, and the dishonoured corpse dropped
overboard as ground-bait. This reminds me of an .
attempt I made at Manora to use the ground-bait
net. The idea is that you have a small meshed net
and pack into it all the odds and ends you can find,
such as mashed crabs, fishes' entrails, bits of sardines,
etc.; then with a large stone inside to sink the net
and a thick cord to hold it-by, you lower the affair
close to where you are fishing, An occasional tug
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at the cord releases tasty particles which drift
round the hook bait, and so fish are attracted and
brought on the feed.
I had a net of this sort, and
when using it one day, two or three hundred yards
off the end of Manora Breakwater, some monster of
the deep came along and took the whole net, breaking the stout cord I had it attached by like packthread. I suppose it was a good sized shark, and I
sincerely hope to stone and the string net gave him
bad indigestion.
All sorts of booms, to spread out the baits, are
advertised by fishing tackle shops, but those arrangements are quite unnecessary. A simple paternoster
with two hooks attached to the vertical portion of
the tackle by the special paternoster swivels, is all
that is necessary for bottom fishing, the strength of
the tackle and size of the hooks being varied according to the kinds of fish one expects. T h e bottom
hook of the paternoster should be attached close
down to the lead, and second nineteen or twenty
inches higher up.
A s regards rods, they are simple affairs. I
Something in the likeness of a stiff short spinning rod
does well for boat work. For fishing from piers
and rocks, one needs something longer to keep the
tackle clear of the edge. I used to get very good
fishing off rocks, near Karachi, using an eleven-foot
cane rod and gut paternoster. T h e fish caught were
not large, half a pound to three pounds, but I used
to get lots of them. T h e rings should be large upright ones, phosphor-bronze, or porcelain.
The
latter are very nice to use, but are very easy to break,
if one is not extremely careful. For this reason I
recommend stout metal rings instead.
Lines used in salt water, and exposed to the
Indian sun, do not last long, but suitable ones for
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sea fishing are not expensive, and can be purchased
almost anywhere.
Without yet venturing to say too much about
it, I think I can recommend " gut substitute " for sea
fishing. I used some this year for codling, and found
it very satisfactory. It is ever so much cheaper than
gut, and being in a single piece like reel line, the use
of it saves much troublesome knotting. All the
patent gimps I have tried rot rapidly after being exposed to the action of salt water, so that they are
only reliable when quite new. You must use strong
tackle in Indian seas, for immense fish abound. I
learnt this lesson from having line after line broken
by monsters so powerful that they would run a
hundred yards off the reel, in spite of every effort to
stop them, and then break the line as though it were
cotton. What these fish were I never knew, as I
had nothing strong enough to come to terms with
them. I therefore advise other anglers to always
take, in addition to the ordinary gear, a rod, reel,
and line capable of dealing with fish up to 100 lbs.
This can be put out with a good sized dead fish as
bait. When sharp toothed creatures are expected,
good gimp can be improvised by serving a strong
cotton snood for some inches above the hook, with
fine copper wire.
Also the following which I find among my
notes, Extract from Pioneer, of 28th February
1910: —
In spite of the real abundance of excellent sea
fish all round the Indian coast there is no country in
the world in which the supply has hitherto been
more scanty, often inferior and always high priced.
Even in our port towns the supply does not always
appear to keep pace with the demand; while, upcountry, the case has seemed hopeless owing to the
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great distances to be travelled and the absence of
up-to-date refrigerating arrangements on our railways.
Nevertheless it has been found that the
potential inland demand is enormous, and that in the
absence of fresh fish it would turn to good
quality preserved fish—smoked, salted, kippered or
tinned. But such is sometimes the lack of private
enterprise in this country, so far as new industries are
concerned, that wholesomely preserved Indian fish
has till quite lately been practically unobtainable,
with the result that last year we imported fish to the
value of about R s . 35 lakhs though our seas are
teeming with fish of even better quality.
It is a
strange state of affairs certainly, and too much
attention cannot be drawn to the fact that the Government of Madras, with Sir F . Nicholson at the
fishery helm, have set out to remedy it. W e have
alluded to this official enterprise before, but the public
memory is a short one, and if India is ever to have
a plentiful and cheap supply of preserved fish, an
adequate demand must be forthcoming, which can
only be if people know of what is being done. Probably most of us have heard that excellent substitutes
for the kipper, the bloater and the haddock have
been evolved at the Government fish-curing factory
at Ennore, and there is now an already huge but still
growing demand for smoked fish. In fact this business promises to be an enormous one, and private
capital is bound to be forced into it sooner or later—
the sooner the better. But there are a few " tips "
connected with the fish-supply which are not so well
known and which may appeal to the angler as well
as to the trade. It has been found, for instance,
that if a well cleaned fish be soaked for a few
minutes in a brine solution to which a trace of boric
preservative has been added it will keep perfectly
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fresh for twenty-four hours even in warm weather
and without the use of ice.
If in addition it is
wrapped in the patent fish paper now on the market,
and to which we recently referred, its keeping qualities will be improved. But in this connection another
tip is that common " butter paper " is just as
good and much cheaper than any other obtainable.
All that is required is an air-tight paper, and this
condition is obtained by the use of ' ' butter '' which
closes the pores of the paper. Still another hint is
that sterilisation (which does not alter the flavour)
has a wonderful effect on keeping fresh fish in excellent condition. A properly-cleaned fish (and too
much stress cannot be laid on the necessity of
scrupulous cleanliness in this matter) treated in this
way has been hung in the open air till it attained
complete dryness, without the slightest taint; and
fish similarly treated have been sent up-country in
warm weather, without ice, and have arrived at their
destination in fine condition. In short, recent experiments have shown that there is a huge demand
for Indian fish, both for inland consumption and for
export, and that there is no difficulty in obtaining a
sufficient supply of the raw materials, or of curing it
as it ought to be cured, or even in adapting it to the
tastes of the people of India or the world in general.
The Madras Government have now quite an important fishery business on their hands, but we understand that they are prepared to part with it as soon
as a suitable purchaser comes along who will undertake to work the industry to the best advantage.

Also to those interested in Sea Angling I would
recommend the extremely interesting articles mentioned below.
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Bombay Natural History Society's V o l . X I I I ,
N o . 1 (1900) re Karachi Sea Fishing.
Bombay Natural History Society's V o l . X I I ,
1,2,3,4.
A d e n and Andaman Fishing.
A l l by F . O . Gadsden of the R . I. M ;
A n d Bombay Natural History Society's V o l .
X X I V , N o . 4 (1916) and V o l . X X V , N o . 1
(1 91 7), on Fishing in Persian Gulf, by Major W . H .
Lane.

CHAPTER XIV.
TACKLE. •
I; Now this chapter must necessarily be brief.
Did one choose to spread oneself on this subject, 100
pages might easily be filled, and then the half left
unsaid. It is presumed that most readers are anglers
from the old country and know more or less what's
what in tackle, and for those who seek after fuller
knowledge, I would commend Books 1, 3 and 6,
mentioned in the Prologue. And so for a few
remarks, premising always that I am writing more or
less for the beginner. Of course opinion is bound
to differ a great deal on many points. A man who
has killed lots of fish on a 2-inch spoon will swear
by that; another man may say he has always found a
1-inch best.
The size of the river, nature and weight of the
fish, rapidity of current; various things may all help
to determine the tackle you will use. And remember, too, in this chapter I am not talking of fish over
10 or 12 lbs. as a rule. Not many beginners in
Indian fishing are' likely to start their fishing with
catching 30 or 40 pounders; should they, however,
be so lucky as to get the chance, they would be
pretty certain to have a mentor with them, whose presence and advice would enable them to dispense
with any book lore.
Of course some men after they have fished and
made bags of the smaller fish, will aspire to visit the
haunts of the large fish, and catch them likewise, but
by the time they start to tackle the monsters they will
have pretty fixed ideas of their own about rods, lines,
etc. And so to business.
16
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R o d . — Y o u r first consideration will be your |
rod. If you are lucky enough to be blessed with
the goods of this world, more than most of us exiles
are, go to a good maker and get a steel-centred rod
with lock-fast joints'.
Anyway get the best rod that you can afford, I
remember that on it may depend to a great extent
whether your trip is a success or a ghastly failure.
Lock-fast joints you will find are well worth the
extra that you may pay for them.
A s to length—please yourself as to a 14 or 16foot rod. I would not recommend heavier than that.
Remember that in India you are often fishing in the
heat of the day, and to be able to wield one's rod
with comfort is a great consideration. A n d then on
a lighter rod one can use so much lighter tackle.
Personally I would far rather take 15 minutes
to land a game 10-pounder with light tackle on a
14-foot rod, than I would to land the same fish in 10
minutes on a 1 6-foot rod. Always have a spare top
to your rod, and also get a short stiff spinning-top
as well, for use when fishing for Goonch or other such
fish. Whenever possible, though, use the fly top to
your r o d ; you put less strain on your trace and collar,
and you will find it far pleasanter for playing the fish.
A n d a pliant top acts as a sort of cushion to any jerks
or plunges the fish may make.
A n d remember that a stiff powerful rod willnot cast a fine line well, whereas a whippy pliable
one is not suitable for casting heavy lines. If you can
afford to start with two or three rods; get (1) a 14
foot with two fly tops, and also a spare short top for
spinning for goonch, nair, bamin, e t c . ; (2) a 12
foot single-handed fly rod, and possessing a short top
making it a 1 0 foot one for bottom fishing and tankangling ; and (3) and lastly a little 10 foot fly rod.
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For this latter you might well get one of those small
ones, called either portmanteau or cyclists' rods.
They are most excellent little rods, a small ten-footer
is a good size, each joint 2 feet long. Mine has an
extra short top making it a very powerful little ninefooter, and it will comfortably go in any portmanteau
or uniform case, and is also convenient size to fasten
on a cycle. Your rods may be either split cane—
with or without steel centre—or greenheart. The
former are of course far more expensive, a good
steel-centred split cane costing perhaps three times
what a greenheart rod of the same style would. And
a greenheart rod will fulfill all the conditions one
wants out here, and if got from a good maker they
are dfelightful to use. If you only wish to get one
rod for all round fishing, i.e., for Mahseer, estuary
fishing, etc.—since for tank-angling and the smaller
fly-takers you must have separate rods—get a good
14 feet with two fly and one shorter top.
And if one casts from the reel one can get out an
astonishingly long line with a short powerful rod.
Why I advocate the two fly tops for use in Mahseer
fishing, instead of short stiff tops, is for two reasons.
One is that one's pleasure is much enhanced by the
greater play the rod gives, and by the lighter tackle
one can thereby use; and the other reason is because
of the tremendous wrench a Mahseer so often gives
one's rod toD, and which a pliant top humours by
instantly giving to, but which with a stiff top sometimes spells disaster to rod or tackle.
Reel.—Now as to reel or winch. Most of
the reels that one gets from home are rather narrow
between the plates, and therefore too small for the
length of line that one requires out here. This is a
point to remember, so generally order your reel ]^
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or Yl an inch bigger than you would otherwise get
for your rod if you only intended it for fishing at
home. W i t h a rod of 14 feet or over you will want
a reel of at least 4 inches diameter for mahseer fishing, or say a reel capable of holding 8 0 or 100 yards
of stout or medium salmon line; this will mean that
it will hold half as much again, if you use a good
percentage of backing line upon your reel. This for
spinning w i t h ; for fly fishing of course a smaller reel
will suffice, a 3 or 3 Yl inch being a convenient size.
There are so many good reels on the market, and
each tackle maker has his own speciality, that it is
hard to advise concerning any particular kinds, a
winch made by Messrs. Little and C o . , with
Mr. Thomas' brake attachment is an excellent one
for heavy fish, while the Silex reel made by Hardy
Bros, is as perfect a winch as one could desire both
for casting from the reel direct or for ordinary use in
fly fishing. O n e thing I would advise, and that is do
not economise over your reel, a good one is far more
essential out here than it is at home where you are
within a day's reach of a tackle maker always.
Besides with Mahseer a reel is subjected to tremendous strains, and a cheap one will suddenly go to
pieces sometimes in the middle of a run, or worse
still jamb, when your tackle if not your rod top goes
as the result. W o o d e n reels will not stand this
country ; winches should b e metal throughout, either
gun-metal or aluminium. Also the handle or handles
should be revolving ones and let into the winch plate
direct, without cranks. T h e check should be strong,
but not too stiff. Personally I am rather enamoured
of an adjustable check, as brought to great perfection in the Silex reel mentioned above, but some men
do not care about them, holding that the simpler the
construction of the reel the better.
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As regards " Winch Fittings " perhaps the two
best are,—" Warner's wedge fast " and " Hardy's
Universal " winch fittings.
L i n e — As to line. There are such a large
number of good lines on the market that it is hard to
advise any particular kind. Deal with a good maker,
and get your line equal in thickness to light or medium
salmon in the case of fly line. While for spinning
get any good pliable waterproofed line for river
fishing, for sea get cutty hunk, or some line of that
type.
You will hardly ever want more than 100 yards,
and 1 50 yards ought to be ample even for the biggest
fish; and if expense is a consideration, have only 40
yards of running line, and the rest good, strong,
backing line.
Always—the following is most important—dry
your line before putting it away, unreel all the wet
portion, and stretch it out across two chairs, or in
any other way convenient.
If you do not do this
your line will quickly rot, and the first good-sized
fish you get on will promptly break you.
For the smaller fly-takers get fine or stout trout
line, depending on which fish you may expect to go
after.
For bottom fishing, tussa line is much recommended, personally I do not care about it as it
has such a passion for kinking. Any good waterproofed line, stout trout or light salmon will do you
allright. For the fly-takers, 30 yards should suffice
you. For bottom fishing, 40—80 yards depending
on the size of fish expected and water fished.
C a s t s a n d Traces.—Casts for useflyfishing : use stout salmon gut for Mahseer, light salmon for
Carnatic Carp, and trout casts of varying thickness
for the smaller fly-takers. For small fish like the
barils and chilwa use the very finest gut procurable.
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Three yards is a good ordinary length for casts. Now
as to traces.
Since such great strides have been
made in perfecting wire for this purpose, double and
treble gut traces are hardly ever seen now in this
country, gimp also has been ousted by twisted and
rust-proof wire. Still where the water is fairly clear
from snags and the fish do not run very big, some men
prefer to stick to stout gut.
Of the different wires
on the market, two of the best known are undoubtedly the " Hercules " rust proof and the " Killin "
wire.
T h e former is made of innumerable strands
of bronzed steel wire twisted together, and is beautifully pliable and exceedingly strong.
T h e Killin
wire is a plain blued single steel wire something like
the wires used on a zither. Whichever you use it is
better to buy it by the reel, and make up your traces
yourself, unless of course expense is no object then
buy them ready made by all means. T h e Hercules
wire, which I used to use, is made in varying thicknesses, Nos. 1/0 and 2 / 0 , are useful sizes and the
ones you will most generally want. Traces should
be about two yards in length, though you can make
them as short as 1 yard if the water is very heavy,
or as long as 3 yards if very fine fishing is required;
but 5 to 6 feet is a good useful length. Put on your
swivels according to fancy, you should have at least
two on a 2-yard trace. Put a swivel one foot away
from each end of trace leaving a clear 4 feet between;
or put a buckle swivel at bait end of trace, a second
swivel 3 feet up and a third at 6 inches from the end
next your running line. But please yourself regarding swivels, there is no fixed rule regarding such
except to remember that the fewer the better, but
there must be enough to save your wire from twisting
and kinking, the latter the fatal foe of all wire traces.

Have a small loop at the end to which you mean to.
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fasten your running line, at the other end have either
a buckle swivel or else a loop large enough for a 3
inches spoon or a natural bait to pass through. If
you are making up your own traces (of Hercules wire)
put the end of your wire twice through the eye of each
swivel, then twist end neatly round the other wire
(twisting one way you will find that it will amalgamate perfectly, the other way not), bind tightly
with well waxed silk and put a good coating of
shellac varnish over it. Always test your casts and
traces—after soaking, if gut—before using, it is
better to break on the bank where you can repair
them, than to see the fish of the day going off with
a pet spoon and half your trace.
Killin wire is
excellent for traces, one can carry a reel in one's
haversack and cut off 2 or 3 feet lengths with a pair
of pliers, and make up a trace in a couple of minutes.
Then at the first sign of kinking snip off the swivels
and discard that length of wire.
In making up
traces of killin wire, a good way to attach to swivel
is as follows. Pass wire through swivel loop with
a half turn, bind loose end 6 or 7 times round wire of
trace, then start and bind, over first coils, towards
swivel, till beyond where first coil commenced, and
snip off close to swivel.
Swivels.—German silver swivels are perhaps the best, or else steel swivels very heavily silvered over. Always have a certain number of double
swivels, and a few buckle swivels are useful. These
latter are very handy for the end of one's trace, as
they obviate the trouble of passing the spoon through
a loop on the trace, or, if using dead bait, they enable
one to change to a new flight rapidly. Some men,
however, are very down on them, still they are good
enough for small fish. You do not want many
different sizes among your assortment of swivels,
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Nos. 4 and 5, especially the latter, are the most
generally useful, while N o . 6 is a good size for livebaiting for Megalops, Murral, etc. A good thing
to remember when you get new swivels, is to treat
each one to a drop of oil and a pinch of emery
powder, and then revolve both ends sharply with the
ringers a few times. This improves swivels greatly
and gives them a chance to start fair by removing any
stickiness.
Split
R i n g s . — S p l i t rings are things to be I
avoided; they appear to be made only for ornament,
not use.
If you buy your spoons and phantoms
ready-made see that they are mounted on solid rings.
If you make up your own, use brass wire to I
fasten your swivels and hooks to the spoons or phantoms. It is a little difficult to mount them neatly at
first, but a little practice and a pair of pliers will make
you pretty handy at it soon.
O r have wire rings
made, that you can close with a pair of pliers, these
I have always found very satisfactory. A n d do not
worry about being too neat.
I know this sounds
heresy, but when your spoon or phantom is spinning
in a rapid, and making a small race of its own, and
fish are hungry, they won't, as a rule, detect the
difference between a bit of brass wire and a split
ring !
R o d R i n g s . — T h e old fashioned loose rings
have now been entirely superseded by firm rings,
which are of various sorts, such as Snake, Upright,
Bridge rings, etc. These are all good.
For the
top ring (and also the butt ring of bigger rods) it is
as well to have a revolving ring of phosphor bronze,
i.e., the ring itself is firm but it has an inside movemi
able rim, which by occasionally shifting brings a
different surface round for the line to run over, thus
prolonging both its own life and that of the line.

A n d agate and porcelain rings are now fitted to the
more expensive type of rod, the latter delightfully
smooth for the line but a trifle delicate.
S p o o n s . — O f spoons there are various
shapes, please yourself. T h e y may be mounted with
head and tail hooks, or with flying mounts. A n d a
word as to mounting; b e careful if making up your own
spoons not to use too big and too heavy hooks.
If
you find that your spoon does not spin true, the
chances will be that your hooks are too heavy for it.
For mounting spoons the following sizes of
hooks and swivels may be taken as a rough guide :
For large spoons, say over 3 inches, use N o . 4
swivels, for all others N o . 5 should suffice, and use
a double swivel if the spoon is of fair size and weight.
A s regards triangles, for a I inch spoon use,
say, N o . 12 as your top hook and N o . 1 1 at bottom.
For a 2 inches spoon N o . 6 at top and N o . 5 at
bottom, and for a 3 inches spoon N o . 3 at top and
N o . 2 at bottom. A n d remember always the finer
you fish the better.
A spoon is a very slippery bait, and once a fish
dashes at a spoon, the chances are he hooks himself.
A v o i d , with all baits, using formidable arrays
of hooks.
Indian waters are very bright and clear,
remember; and also the bigger Carps, like Mahseer,
have leathery mouths giving excellent hook-hold.
W i t h others of the predaceous fishes which have
mouths full of teeth, you can generally add an extra
treble to phantoms and dead baits.
Spoons are expensive things to buy, so I always
make up my own. Buy a sheet of brass in the bazaar
(you can get a large enough piece for 4 annas to make
about 2 0 1-inch spoons). Give any blacksmith a
pattern and he will cut you out two or three dozen
in an hour. G o to any big shop that does silver-
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plating or nickel-plating and ask if they will plate
them for you.
I used to get mine done for about
R e . 1 per dozen, one side bright and the other dulled.
T h e dull side you can leave as it is, or have burnished up, or paint with gold paint and varnish. There
you have your spoon.
Mount it with solid trebles
and a good swivel. Fasten your treble and swivel
on with brass wire. T h e whole spoon (according to
size) can be made for from 6 to 12 annas.
A n d personally I have found them just as effective as shop-made ones.
In one pool in which I
caught over 10 Mahseer in a day, I tried, as an experiment, using different spoons—(i) a shop one
beautiful to look at—gilt and silver, (ii) a shop one
all silver, (iii) a silvered one of my own, (iy) one cut
out of the lid of a biscuit tin, and (v) a plain brass
| one polished bright, and as far as catching fish was
concerned, there seemed not the slightest difference
in any of them, though I must admit that the biscuit
tin one never came up to the scratch in the second
round.
F l i e s . — A b o u t flies I have practically nothing I
more to add here, the various ones recommended are
mentioned in the different chapters on Mahseer,
Carnatic Carp, etc.
Any home flies may be given a trial out here,
but there seems no doubt that the darker ones do best.
H o o k s . — T h e n as regards hooks. G e t good
stout treble hooks. Most makers at home know now
what Mahseer hooks are. T h e y may strike you as
clumsy at first,"but wait till you get a spoon back all
crumpled up, with the hooks gone to glory, then you
realize the enormous powers of compression that a
Mahseer's jaws have.
Use eyed hooks whenever
possible in India. T h e binding on hooks mounted
to gut dries very quickly in this country, and you will
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line is only fastened to one end, so that they are much
more sensitive to the smallest bite. Also you can
put them on or take them off easily, no untying of
collar, or bothering with small float caps.
For float fishing in rivers, perhaps the best floats
one can use are the Nottingham floats. T o explain
their use. T h e Nottingham float is curved instead
of straight, and the bottom ring is at right angles to
the shaft.
Instead of a cap up above there is another
ring identical with the bottom one. T h e line being
passed through these two rings, the float is not fixed
and so can travel up and down at will.
O n your
cast or line, at the depth you wish to fish, a small
stick or piece of wire is fastened, above the float.
T h e advantage of this is that in casting your bait
the float is down near it, and owing to the additional
weight you can get out a longer cast.
T h e n on
reaching the water the line runs through the float
rings till checked by the small stick and whenever you
strike the float slips down and is not jerked out of
water each time.
L e a d s . — N e x t as to weighting your line. If
you simply want a sinker for live-baiting use a conical
12-bore bullet, as you cannot have anything better
than that. If for trolling,—there are various kindsmade. Look up in any maker's catalogue and choose
for yourself.
T h e Fishing Gazette leads are very
good ones.
For ordinary spinning or float-fishing very useful leads are the Simplex leads made in assorted sizes
by Hardy Bros, and which are easily put on or taken
off your trace or cast. A n d if going on a fishing trip,
I should advise y.ou to take some soft lead wire, as
this is excellent for making up weights, either after
approved patterns, or to suit your own devices.
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P h a n t o m s , e t c .—Devons,
minnows,
phantoms, etc. You will want a certain number of
these ; 3 or 4 inches are good sizes, as you can use these
without straining your fly top. Personally 1 always
remove one treble hook from each, you do not need
more than 2 trebles; at any rate not for Mahseer,
though, as I mentioned before, if you are after any
fish whose mouths are full of teeth, you can leave the
extra treble on.
W i t h regard to colours, of course this is largely
a matter of choice, but personally I always lean to
as silvery a one as possible, especially blue or green
and silver. A very excellent imitation fish is the
I wagtail " made by two or three makers, they spin
most beautifully, last well and are cheaper than the
ordinary phantoms.
Mounting
B a i t s . — T o mount dead or
live-bait. T h e r e are many and various devices
for the former all of which have the advantage of enabling you to mount your bait
quickly.
T h e worst of most spinneis is that
th~y are too formidable, and if you are using
a small fish as bait there is too much frame-work and
too little fish. Still that cannot be helped, and after
all the fish do not appear to take notice of the fans.
T h e Coxon is a very neat spinner, with a soft leaded
spike that can be driven into the fish and then bent
to any shape required.
But there are such a vast
number of spinners made, that most people have their
own favourites. However if a beginner wants recommending to any especially, I think that I may safely
say that none of the three following will in any way
disappoint him.
(1) T h e Crocodile. (2) T h e
Chapman.
(3) T h e Archer.
W h e n ordering your
spinners out from home, remember to specify that
they shall be especially mounted for Mahseer, since
if sent out as ordinarily mounted, the hooks will be
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utterly useless for most Indian fish. If you will be
content to take a little time mounting your bait, a neat
and effective way is as follows. T a k e a good-sized
treble hook and mount it by binding without knots—
on a snood of stout gut or Hercules wire of 1 foot in
length. Make the usual loop at the other end, also
by binding. Then slip the loop through the eye of
a baiting needle, so that you have your snood threaded on the needle. Pass the needle in at the anus and
out through the mouth of your bait, and draw the
collar through carefully till you have the shank and
one point of the treble hook embedded in the fish.
T h e n remove the needle and with a needle and black
cotton, which you should have handy, sew up the
bait's mouth. A n d when the fish are Very shy and
canny, I often use a large single hook-with a small
eye.
Mount this neatly with a single strand of
Killin wire.
Then having laid the shank of your
hook along the small fish to measure so that the eye
of hook shall come in bait's mouth, mark just where
baiting needle is to enter. T h e n thread the fish on
to your mount, you will find that the hook goes in
easily enough with a little humouring.
N o w the
eye of hook should be in the bait's mouth. Sew up
the mouth passing the thread through eye of hook at
the same time, then tie a piece of stout white
cotton round the bodv just where the bend of
hook emerges; cut off all ends, and you have a small
bait mounted about as neatly as it is possible to mount
one. A n d while on the subject of mounts, Messrsr
Luscombe of Allahabad have patented an exceedingly neat Chilwa tackle, full particulars of which can
be found in their catalogue.
If vou want to fish deep vou must weight your
bait. T h e best way of doing this is to use a minnow
mouth lead. Failing one of these, put as much lead

as possible in the bait's mouth, and sew it up. If
more weight than this is necessary, you must lead your
line at 18 inches or 2 feet away from the bait, but
the disadvantage of this is that it makes it more difficult to cast neatly and effectively. When using a
bait mounted like this it is an advantage to have a
buckle swivel at the end of one's trace.'
A good live-bait flight is made as follows :
mount a single hook on a stout collar of gut 2 feet
long. Then prepare your lip hook. Take an eyed
hook and bind with waxed silk a very small loop of
wire or gut on the shank, so fixed as to lie on the back
of the shank, away from and opposite the bait.
Then take your collar with the mounted hook
and pass the free end through the loop on lip-hook,
take two turns round the shank of lip-hook and then
pass out through the eye. Finish off your collar with
a loop as in an ordinary collar. Now you will find
by a little manipulation you can move the lip-hook
up or down, though it will not slip from any direct
strain. Fix your body-hook first, as per illustration,
and then having adjusted your lip-hook so that the
bait will not be curved, pass the bait gently through
the upper lip of your bait. And your flight is ready
for use.
This way of mounting is however only suitable
for baits of fair size, for small fish aTiook passed
through the skin of back—as laid down for Megalops—is better. The Jardine Patent live-bait tackle,
if especially mounted for Mahseer, is excellent in
every way, and is perhaps the simplest of all to use.
Gaff.—Now a gaff is not very often needed
in India. For remarks on the use of one, see also the
next chapter. However if you have one you wili
often find it useful as a stick when wading, or when
walking over rocky ground.
In that case have a
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good solid shaft 5 or 6 feet long, and either have a
protector or a fair sized cork over the point.
Also
a gaff occasionally comes in useful if your spoon gets
caught in a snag in fairly shallow water. There are
numberless gaffs on the market, telescopic and otherwise, but m this country a good stout shaft with a
sharp strong hook is all you want. T h e handle can be
made hollow to hold a spare top ; this is useful sometimes, but with much wading the spare top stands a
chance of becoming warped; while the shaft cannot
be so strong as if made of solid bamboo.
L a n d i n g N e t . — O n e does not see landing
nets used in this country as much as they
might be.
There is no
doubt that
they
are exceeding
useful
things,
and many
a
fish that gets away might have been saved
if one had used a good strong landing net. If you
get a landing net, it is best to get a large and powerful one, the biggest salmon net, since it is better to
have too big a net for your small fish, than
too small a net for your big one.
Certainly
it is better with a Mahseer to run him on to a shelving
beach if one is handy, but often one is fishing from a
boat or a rocky bank, and there are no real facilities
for bringing your fish into shallow water, and then a
net is useful. A n d there must be few men who can
say they have never lost a fish through a
bungle in landing him.
I remember one nice
Mahseer of about 30 lbs. that was hooked and
brought right up to the bank, at the only place possible which was a small rocky bay with about 8 inches
of water; on he came with his head right out of water
on to the bank, then the shikari made a bungle in
landing him, and he gave a plunge, the trace catching
a sharp corner of rock parted, and then a large fish
splashing furiously, and three frantic men grabbing
a slippery side, the end—a vision of a gleaming
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silvery flank slowly and wearily rolling away out into
the stream. One's feelings on such an occasion are
indescribable. With regard to how a net should be
used I must refer you to the next chapter.
L i v e - B a i t K e t t l e . — N o w a special kettle
for one's live-bait is really rather an unnecessary luxury
in this country, since the common chatty fulfils all
requirements so well.
Still a nice bait kettle has
good points which the chatty lacks, so that if you
can afford it get one by all means.
There are
numerous kinds on the market; a very nice one is the
" Field " bait kettle which has a small bellows in
the handle to enable one to aerate water at will.
Also inner perforated can takes out and can be placed
in the stream or tank. Three advantages a good bait
kettle possesses over the humble yet homely chatty :
(1) It is more portable and less breakable. (2) The
wate*- can be better aerated. And (3) you can select
and pick out the little fish you want easily, also can
see and throw away the dead ones, without an
attendant having to grope about with his hand in
hidden depths, only to inform you suddenly that there
are no more live-fish left! !
C a s t i n g Net.—And a casting net is sometimes a useful thing to have with one, only
if you do carry one about it is as well
to know how to throw it oneself. Since if
you want bait in any spot so out of the way
that local fishermen with nets are not to be met
with, then you can hardly expect to find skilled casters
there either. A net can usually be picked up from
some nativefishermanfor a few rupees and you should
get him to give you a lesson or two. They look so
delightfully easy to throw, but for all that you will
find that you will tie yourself and the net into some
awful knots before you are much good at it. It was
many a long day before I made my first capture, and
18
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that was only a frog, who croaked derisively at my
look of disgust, as I strove to disentangle him from
the wet and slimy meshes.
D i s g o r g e r . — T h i s is a most useful implement, in fact it is almost a necessity, especially when
one wishes to extract a hook, well fixed in the mouth
of one of the siluridae. A good one can be bought
separate, the best idea however is to have a disgorger
in one's knife.
O u t f i t . — A n d now as to what outfit may be
recommended to a beginner. This is a most difficult
question since so many factors come into play.
The
beginner may be a soldier who will probably travel
all over India, getting all sorts and conditions of
fishing; or he may be a business man tied to one of
the great cities like' Bombay or M a d r a s ; in any case
I will assume that he is not a rich man, otherwise he
would not be an exile out here ; still even to the poorest man I would say—Buy good tackle, the best that
you can afford, as cheap articles in fishing spell disaster more surely than in almost any other form of sport.
Below I give a small estimate of requirements, enough
to commence with, as nothing grows with experience
so quick as a man's stock of tackle. Prices I omit,
as they vary so considerably.
1. O n e 14 foot greenheart rod, 2 fly tops and
1 shorter top for Mahseer, Carnatic Carp, etc.
2 . O n e 10 foot greenheart fly rod, 2 tops, for
lesser flytakers.
3 . O n e 10-1 1 foot rod, for bottom fishing.
A . O n e 4Yl inches metal reel (a Silex is a perfect joy if one can afford it), for rod N o . 1 .
B . O n e 2 Yl inches metal reel, for rods 2 and 3.
4 0 yards good spinning line, spliced to 8 0 —
100 yards strong backing line, for reel
A.
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40 yards trout line, for reel B.
40 yards cutty hunk line, or 40 yards Tussa
line, for bottom fishing.
4 two inches gilt and silver spoons, with flying
mounts.
4 one-and-a-half-inch gilt and silver spoons,
with flying mounts.
4 one inch gilt and silver spoons, with flying
mounts.
N.B.—These could be made up according to
directions given elsewhere in this book for considerably less than shop prices.
4 traces (No. 2) Hercules wire, or 4 medium
' Punjab wire traces.
, 2 medium salmon gut traces.
3 medium salmon gut casts.
3 fine trout gut casts, each.
6 Blackamoor flies, on Nos. 5 and 6 Limerick
hooks.
1 dozen assorted midget flies, dark colours.
4 crocodile spinners, assorted sizes, for
spinning natural baits, mounted for
Mahseer.
1 dozen eyed treble hooks, assorted sizes,
say—6, 8, 10's.
1 dozen eyed Limericks, assorted sizes.
1 dozen swivels, German silver, mostly
No. 5's.
1 good fisherman's knife with disgorger.
1 pair pliers with wire cutter.
1 spring balance, weighing up to 30 lbs.
1 dozen assorted Simplex leads.
2 Nottingham floats.
2 Detective floats.
1 good stout gaff.
1 good collapsible salmon net,
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1 fly book.
1 tin box for tackle.
Now of the articles mentioned above, some
could be cut out altogether by the beginner, such as
net and gaff; many could be got cheap if desired;
second quality goods if got from a reliable maker,
. will generally quite suffice for the beginner, only that
if a man is keen on fishing he may as well start with
the best if he can afford it, since if careful of his tackle
it will last and satisfy him when he is no longer a
novice; whereas if he had not got the best at first, he
would soon begin to hanker after the more perfect
articles, as his experience became enlarged.
Needless to say, every novice has to buy his experience,
sometimes dearly if no kind mentor is at hand to help
and advise. H e may arrive with his stock of tackle
at some river where the Carnatic carp are taking freely,
and lose all his six flies in one afternoon, and then
how he will bemoan his fate that he had not brought
two dozen ; or again he may commence in one of those
extra snaggy little rivers of the Western Ghauts, and
lose all his traces in two days.
These things do
happen. But perseverance is necessary, festina lente,
buy here, make up there, and the day will come when
you may sally forth for a 2 months' fishing trip,
assured that you can tackle all and every fish you maymeet, and that your supply of tackle will equal the
demand.
R e q u i s i t e s .—If going on a trip, or anywhere
away from the shops, you will find all or any of the
following things u s e f u l : —
Cobbler's w a x .
Thin silk for fine work in whipping and binding.

Stout silk for repairs to rods, etc,
§orne copper wire,
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A bottle of shellac varnish (thin).
One or two good pairs of pliers (with wire
cutter combined).
A good pair of scissors.
A small tube (oil) of red paint for floats, etc.
A piece of emery paper.
Some brass wire (one or two coils of varying
thickness).
A good knife with disgorger, fly tying pliers,
scissors, etc.
Several spare hooks of assorted sizes.
Several swivels.
Several snake rings, or best of all " Bridge "
rings.
Spare baiting needles.
* Some ordinary needles.
A reel of cotton.
A small quantity of mercury, and a couple of
lemons (for use as mentioned later on).
Did I mention how much line you should have
on your reel?
I believe I did, anyhow here it is
again.
Generally, if you do not expect fish of over 10
lbs., 75 yards should be enough, but have 100 yards
to be safe.
This allows of spinning from a boat
with 50 yards out, and plenty to spare if the fish
rushes down the pool. In any case 1 50 yards should
be enough for any fish. He must be a monster, or
she water very much against you, if you cannot stop
or turn a fish with that amount on your reel. With
estuaryfishanother 50 to 100 yards might be added.
Should he run out all your line lower your point
and hold on, it's the final tug; he may break you, if
he doesn't the probability is then that he will be
yours,
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Personally I would advise you to order your
tackle out from home, as it comes far cheaper in the
end. Deal with some good shop and stick to it.
A n d remember always buy good tackle, it does
not pay buying cheap hooks, swivels, gut, etc. 4 If
you really fish to catch fish, it is worth doing the thing
well.
T a c k l e B O X . — A n d a useful thing to have is
a good box, made up according to any design that you
may fancy, to hold all your tackle—in fact everything you possess in the fishing line, except of course
your rods—and for them you should have a separate
box made of wood, or of canvas or leather like a gun
case. Have your tackle box made amply big, with
divisions for reels, flights, spoons, casts, phantoms,
leads, floats, repairing outfit, etc., have a place for
everything and everything in its place; and you will
find that a small initial cost and trouble will well repay you after, in saving your tackle from the inevitable
deterioration that sets in, when tackle is all bunched
up together, here, there and everywhere in odd places.
It is so useful too on a trip, you know exactly where
everything is, and can lay your hand on anything at a
minute's notice. A n excellent tip of Mr. T h o m a s '
which I alwavs follow, is to have a compartment
labelled " S i c k . " and into this croes every spoon, fly,
cast or other tackle, that shows the least sign of wear,
all to be tinkered up again at leisure when the trip is
A n d a last piece of advice I would impress on
you. It is good advice, not the sort vou listen to and
agree with and mean to ignore all the time.
No
you will fullv intend to carrv out this advice, but at
first you will find it Very hard despite the best intentions.
It is to see at home that all your tackle is

Quits up to the mark,

Test, everything; line, traces,
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casts and snoods on spoons and flies. How often
after a good soaking, I have tested a nice looking gut
cast, and it has broken; then I mended it and it has
gone again somewhere; once more mended and tested
and passed as fit. After each mend you will find
yourself testing it more gently, kinder sorter praying
that it will hold this time, but you must test it fairly,
it's better to go on breaking, breaking at home though
it breaks your heart, than to see perhaps your one rise
of the afternoon, taking away one of your best salmon
flies to its lair to say nothing of his warning all the
other fishes, that fly diet is unwholesome for the day.

CHAPTER XV.
USEFUL HINTS.

A makeshift running ring for the top of your rod I
can be made of a good stout piece of brass wire.
Take two turns round a pencil, and cut off the ends
level, and there you have your ring.
Occasionally if you have had bad luck you may
find yourself running out of spoons, and will then have
to make up some as best you can out of materials
available.
Do not use all the spoons out of your
tiffin basket, as one man did. He caught something
besides fish when he got home, and his wife found
out. Hammer them out of any piece of tin or brass
available, and then silver them over. This you can
do very well for temporary use by means of the
quicksilver and lemon mentioned before. You can
buy the former in most bazaars in India ; it is generally
sold in a small nut shell, the hole stopped up with
wax.
Squeeze a few drops of lemon into a saucer and*j
then pour in a small amount of mercury. Wet the
spoon with lemon juice, and rub in mercury with your
finger till it " takes." Make as thick a coating as
you like, and then dry the spoon on a piece of rag and
polish with chamois leather.
This is an excellent
makeshift in the way of silverplating, only it tarnishes
and wears off after a time. Remember when you are
using mercury to remove any gold ring you may be
wearing, as mercury tarnishes gold.
To prevent hooks, etc., rusting, a good plan is
to dip them into thin shellac varnish, and then hang
them on a string to dry.
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To preserve flies, when put by; keep in a tin
box with napthaline, camphor or other strong disinfectant.
To keep gut, when put by, wrap in washleather and put in a tin box.
N.B.—Unused gut can be preserved indefinitely, but once it has been used, exposed to the sun, it
cannot be depended on again.
When taking it into use again, if the gut has
been put by a long time, do not suddenly plunge it
into water to soak it, but let it get soft gradually between the folds of a damp cloth.
It is most important, with all gut (unless in daily
use) that this process of gradual softening should be
adopted. It is due to its neglect that so many complaints arise regarding unreliability of gut in this
country.
And if binding hooks to gut, or making casts,
remember Isaac Walton's useful hint, to singe the
end of each length of gut in a flame. The result of
this is a tiny swelling which prevents drawing.
Concerning the dyeing, etc., of gut, Mr. Wells
in his book " Fly Rods and Fly Tackle " makes a
most interesting remark, and one that I fancy will
strike a new note to most anglers out here. He lays
great stress on the necessity for " dulling the glitter "
of gut, when using it in clear water. This, however,
seems to be no easy matter. The Editor of the "Field"
states that rubbing it with crushed up dock leaves
effects this. Mr. Wells has also made exhaustive
tests in the visibility of different coloured gut, and
found that in clear water, such as Indian streams
usually are, ink-stained gut was perhaps the least
visible, followed closely by pale green and unstained
gut. He also states that dyeing gut reduces its
strength from 15 to 40 per cent, but adds that soaking
19
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in ink does not appear to be injurious to it.
This is
probably from the fact of the latter being cold, and
the gut not being subjected to heat as if soaked in tea,
or water in which green baize has been boiled.
T o dye gut; often anglers have preferences in
the colour of their gut. It can be dyed as follows :
T o make it a blue colour,—moisten the gut in warm
water, and then soak in a mixture of blue-black ink
and water. T o get a brown tinge,—soak in coffee
lees or strong tea. T h e depth of colour required in
either case may be obtained both by strength of
mixture, or time given for soaking.
W h e n fishing occasionally examine your gut or
wire snood carefully. Especially do so in the latter
case if using Hercules wire, as sometimes the strands
will give just above the binding on to the spoon swivel,
and if you continue to use that amount, the spoon suddenly disappears.

S p l i t C a n e Rods.—Now that these are
coming more and more into use, the care of one's rods
becomes a still greater consideration, and at least once
a year, when putting them away, they should receive
a thorough coating of varnish. Manton of Calcutta
sells a good fisherman's varnish, R s . 1-4 a small
bottle I think it is. If one's rods have to remain in
the plains during the hot weather and rains, one cannot do better than hang them, tied loosely in their
cases, on a wall.
A n d while on the subject I quote an extract
from Hardy Bros.' catalogue, both on how to put
these rods together, and also concerning their care and
preservation.
T o put a rod together : Fix the top
joint first, then the middle and lastly the butt. In so
doing, all joints should be gripped by the metal parts
only.
Avoid twisting the cane or wood.
Any
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stuck joint, from wet or other cause, should be gently
heated over a candle and allowed to cool, when it
will generally come asunder. This will never occur
if a little lubricant be rubbed on the joint before
putting together. Tallow with common suet is a
good thing. Vaseline has a tendency to oxidise.
NeTE.—" All rods, after use, should be taken to pieces
and carefully wiped with a damp cloth or sponge, then lightlyrubbed with a soft cloth or chamois, and any bent piece carefully straightened, placed in their bag, loosely tied and hung
up in a dry place
Rod tops should not be put into the covers,
joint first, as it is liable to bend the fine ends when tied
against the handle of butt."

See that your reel runs freely, and that the screws
are all tight before starting fishing.
To use your landing net, place a small stone in
it to sink the bag, and when you have got the fish in
it do not try to lift him out or you will strain your
ring. Pull him up with the handle more or less perpendicular.
T h e Graff.—How to use a gaff is a question
some novices may ask. You will very seldom want
a gaff with Mahseer.
It is much better if you can
play your fish into shallow water, to let one of your
attendants get behind the fish and lift him out by the
gills. But there may be occasions, such as playing
a big fish from a boat when you must use a gaff. In
a case of this sort remember that a Mahseer's scales
make him like an armour-plated cruiser, and that if
you try to gaff him in the side, in nine cases out of ten
the point will fail to penetrate. Get the gaff well
below and under him and with a sharp jerk, pull it
into the fish's belly. In the case of other fish—not
carps—put the gaff over (or under) as preferred and
jerk it into him. If put over in the case of the carps,
the point is more likely to catch a scale than if put
under.
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In walking with your rod put together remember
always to have the butt to the front (except going
through jungle), if you then trip and fall, your rod
may escape damage. If carrying it the other way,
your top is almost certain to go to glory.
If you catch a tree, or a rock in the river, lower
your rod and pull from the reel; if something has to
go, better a hook or your collar than the rod top.
D o n ' t try switching with the rod, the strain put on the
top is immense.
A n d occasionally when you have on a goodsized fish, he will adopt the exceedingly annoying
manoeuvre of sulking. Then the question is, what's
to be done?
Should the water be shallow enough
and the current not too swift, it is sometimes possible
for your attendant—if clever—to wade in and dislodge the fish with the gaff handle.
But generally
this plan is not feasible, and you must fall back on
heaving in rocks, cussing and the following dodge.
Take any stone weighing a few ounces, and tie a
piece of cord tightly round it (a conical bullet is a
good thing to use if you have one with you) leaving
the two ends of your cord fairly long.
T h e n get
some one to hold your rod and keep the strain on,
while you tie the ends of the cord in a loop round
the running line, and start the weight off so that it
runs down the line and trace on to the fish's nose.
Very often this will rouse him.
Also, beginners should remember if using a flyspoon it is absolutely necessary to have a suitable line,
if you wish to fish with any happiness.
It is not a satisfactory scheme just changing your
trace and spinning bait to put on a cast and spoon.
Neither line is suitable for the other job, though if
you do only have one line, use the heavier, as you can
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spin with this better than you can cast with the finer
line. There is nothing so heart-breaking as trying
to make a long cast with afly-spoonand thin spinning
line, and if there is any wind it is almost impossible
to put your lure where you wish.
The heavy line
may appear coarse tackle, but this is more than compensated for by the facility with which you can drop
your spoon exactly where you want, and the longer
casts you can make.
The King-fisher lines of
Malloch, Perth, are about the best that I've yet struck
for this country, for fly-spoon the size you require is
No. 5, and for spinning No. 4.
Or if Hardy's
catalogue is by you, size 26 C and 22 E of his parallel
line types.
And Warner of Redditch make some
A-1 lines. Of course this applies to bigger rods, for
smalt trout rods use stout trout lines.
Sticky
L i n e s .—If a line becomes sticky
it can often be cured in the earlier stages by stretching
it, and rubbing in hard, red deer's fat or dubbing. The
more friction used the better.
And as tacky lines
are a serious consideration in this country, I append
the following few hints. A writer in the " Field "
bewailing the deterioration of his pet line, acted as
follows:—
1 I covered my hands with a thick lather of
Lifebuoy soap, and passed the line through them
into a basin of thick soapsuds, where I left it for an
hour.
I then passed it through house flannel, and
was gratified to find that the sticky oil came off on the
flannel; but it was a nasty job, as after pulling ten or
twelve yards through the flannel I had to stop and
wash the sticky filth from my hands. By this process quite two-thirds of the decomposed oil was removed, and after hanging the line up for a fortnight
I removed the remaining third by pulling the line
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through house flannel saturated with terebene. When
it had dried all tackiness had disappeared, and
apparently the line was as good as ever, though, of
course, the beautiful enamel-like smoothness of its
first state was gone.
I had a tapered air pumped
trout line, which had also become tacky through
being left on the reel, and it was quite evident that
after the season these lines should be removed from
the reel, or sooner or later the oil will heat and decompose, and so render the line tacky. I subjected
this line to the same process, and cured it so effectually that I have been fishing with it this season."
Another cure for a sticky line that was given m e :
—put it in a tin with some talcum powder (insoluble
in water) shake hard, and then draw out line through
fingers.
N o w you will find that passing the line through
your fingers to take off the surplus dressing is an exceeding messy job, so here is a plan you may find
worth adopting.
T a k e a fair-sized tin, say a big
jam tin, and put your line to be waterproofed in this
nicely arranged in coils.
Near the top of the tin
make neatly a small round hole, just large enough
for the line to pass through and no larger.
Now
pull through about one foot of line. T h e n pour in
your mixture, taking care not to let it reach quite up
to the hole. After it has soaked sufficiently make
one of your servants hold the tin tightly with one
hand, and with the other let him humour the line
immersed in the mixture so that it uncoils evenly.
Yourself take hold of the one foot of clean line and
start drawing the line from the tin. Its passage through
the small hole will take off all surplus dressing far
more neatly than you could yourself do it with your
fingers. Then fasten the line between two trees, or
on a large wooden framework to dry.
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L i n e D r e s s i n g .—Take 2 pints linseed oil,
y2 lb. of beeswax and 2 oz. of India-rubber cut up
fine.
Boil this mixture, stir well, and allow to cool
slightly. It smells ! ! When still warm, place your
line in it to soak for some time. Then take out and
pull it through your fingers, carefully taking off all
surplus oil. Then hang out to dry.
This drying
will take at least a fortnight, so you must dress your
lines at some time when you will not need to use
them. Keep the mixture for future use in a tightlystoppered bottle. This mixture is also very useful
for touching up canvas boats if they leak. Brush it
on well with a fair-sized brush.
If there is any
hurry for your line or boat, you can add a certain proportion" of "litharge" (say 12 ozs.) to the above
mixture; this makes it dry very quickly.
Another line dressing is as follows:—Take half
a pint boiled linseed oil, and half a pint Copal
varnish.
Mix well, then soak line thoroughly.
Take out and remove surplus dressing with a dry
cloth. When quite dry repeat the operation.
P a s t e - b a i t s —not mentioned before in this
book. For larger Carps; Atta (flour) well mixed up
with Huldl (Turmeric); or Atta well mixed with
grated cheese. Or again as follows : —Take some rice
with the husks on and pound up fine, then stir in a
saucepan with one tablespoonful of ghee, and heat;
when nicely scented take out and mix with some
ground-nut, which should have been first roasted and
well pounded up.
And another paste-bait, which I think is almost
my favourite for Mahseer or any kind of Carp in
coloured water. It was taught me by a most sporting Lance-Corporal, and is simple, clean and smells
all powerfully.
Flour and bran well pounded to-
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gether into a paste and strongly scented with aniseed.
Cotton wool or not according to taste.
G r o u n d - b a i t . — I n all float-fishing one of the
simplest and best ground-baits to use is " B r a n . "
Soak a little till thoroughly wet, and then throw it
around your float.
It will sink
immediately.
Another good bait is as follows : — F r y some khulli or
oil-cake till nicely scented, and then mix with bran.
In rainy season, when using worms as bait, use
chopped up worms and bran as ground bait.
N o w , quite a good scheme that I discovered in
tank fishing was the f o l l o w i n g : — W h e n groundbaiting, and just before you begin to fish, throw in
one or more small muslin bags, filled full of the paste
or bait you are using on your hooks, tying the mouths
of the bags up tight. Also if you are fishing a swim,
it is not a bad plan to throw in a very thin envelope
full of bran, which will dissolve as it floats down
stream. Also an evil scheme that was told me by
an old man in Central India. Fill a wide mouthed
' bottle with rotten worms, tie muslin over mouth and
sling into tank ! !
Also another t i p . — T a k e an ordinary brick, fry
it in ghee and then rub in hing ; afterwards take it and
heave it into tank.
T o preserve dead baits; there are times that you
may require to do this, knowing that at the place you
intend to visit, there is generally a difficulty in procuring natural baits. For this purpose the following
solutions are recommended: (1) Strong salt and
water; (2) Methylated spirits ; (3) Acetic acid—1
part acid, 2 parts water; (4) Formalin—a 2 per cent,
solution, i.e., 1 part formalin, 4 9 parts water. Now
of the above, as far as my experience goes, (4) is quite
the best. N o . (1) is only temporarily effective; while
N o . (3) utterly disappointed me. But for those with-
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in reach of a Chemist, I will give an excellent preparation. Formalin—1 oz. Glycerine—5 oz. Rectified spirit—5 oz. Distilled water—19 oz.
The
above was kindly worked out for me by an interested
doctor, and is quite the best preserving solution that
I have come across. It keeps the baits tough and not
too hard, preserves the colours and has not too strong
an odour.
By the way the 2 per cent, solution of formalin
is a good thing to use to keep meat fresh in hot weather. Just brush the raw meat over with solution,
and it will remain fresh for a much longer period than
otherwise.
Or get Schering's 40 per cent, obtainable at any chemist. Use a 1 per cent. (1 part of
formalin to 39 of water) solution, if keeping the fish
for any length of time. If bait is only wanted for
the day, soak for a few minutes in a solution of 2
per cent. Wring out a linen cloth in the solution
and carry the fish wrapped up in it. If preserving a
number of baits for a long fishing trip, clean and
wash; then soak first in a 2 per cent, solution for 10
minutes, and then transfer to a 1 per cent, solution.
After the baits have been some time in the formalin
they can be transferred to bottles or tins in which a
few drops of the concentrated (40 per cent.) solution
have been sprinkled, and this method does away with
the necessity for carrying a number of bottles of fluid.
Formalin has a deleterious action on the finger nails
causing them to split in a very curious manner, otherwise it is harmless.
If minnows are required for spinning they can be
preserved and also given a permanent bend, which
will cause them to spin of themselves, by the use of
formalin in the following way. Select the minnows
required and kill them by flicking them on the back
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of the head with the finger nail and pin them with the
curl required to a flat board. O n e half of the tails
should be curled one way and the other half in the
opposite direction. Then if used alternately they
will do each other a good turn by taking out the
" kink " in the line.
N.B.—"
Formalin solution," as bought at the
chemist, contains 4 0 per cent, of formalin. By the |
way, before using preserved baits, it is a very good
plan to soak them in brine for 2 4 hours in older to
remove the odour of the formalin.
Some men say that it is a pity fishes don't give
trophies, like horns, claws, etc. W e l l , you can get
one or two trophies from big fish.
T h e gill plates of a large Mahseer can be made
up into Menu-cards, or memo, tablets, as pencil marks
on them will wash off quite easily.
Then the scales. T a k e several, immerse in
boiling water, and clean well. T h e y make excellent
name cards " for a dinner party; if slightly stained
with red ink, the result is rather like a piece of pink
mother-o'-pearl. T h e natives also use the scales of
big Mahseer, as playing cards, in some part of India.
T h e large teeth in the throats of bigger Carp
make quaint paper-weights, etc.
Cut off the tails of big fish, pin out till dry,
varnish well and mount on a board, and they make |
quite nice trophies to remind you of by-gone battles.
This sounds allright, but you'll find you'll never do
it!
O r stuff a fish. This is rather a business, and I
would refer you to the instructions laid down in that
excellent book " T h e Rod in I n d i a . "
T o clean the teeth and gill plates,—boil them
in water.
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And keep a diary on your trips, bothfishingand
shooting. It is always interesting to refer to, and it
is a pleasure tc write up after a real good day ; while,
after a real bad day, well, there is nothing to write.
At the end of the book are a few pages ruled
or diary, etc., which may be found useful.
And if you are a keen sportsman may I recommend you one more form of diary to keep ? To save
you trouble there are a few ruled pages at the end of
this book. This is for the purpose of noting down
any information one may hear about different spots.
It often comes in useful, not only to remind oneself of
good places, but to tell one's friends that are going
to new stations that such and such a place is worth
trying; and it also helps to improve one's knowledge
of the geography of India! !
For weighing fish a Salter's spring balance is
useful, and some fishing knives have spring balances
weighing up to 20 lbs. fitted in them.
Say, you
catch a 30-lb. fish and have a balance only weighing
to 20 lbs. Take the handle of your gaff or landing
net, and having passed a stout cord through the gills
of your fish, hang him exactly in the middle of the
stick. Make two loops of string, and fasten at each
end of stick, make an attendant hold up one loop,
and lift other with your balance.
Double what it
shows.
Say that you get a 50-lb. fish, and have only
a 20-lb. spring balance or a 20-lb. fish with a 7-Ib.
/balance; I have known men rack their brains over
what they would do in such a case. There is a way
of surmounting the difficulty.
Cut the fish in half,
and weigh the two halves ! ! You must calculate
what weight you lose in loss of blood. Also one
last method that is generally fairly accurate with small
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Mahseer. If you have absolutely no means of weighing your fish, use the following f o r m u l a : —
Length plus £• length x by girth squared §
by 1 , 0 0 0 = w e i g h t l b . , i.e., a fish 3 0 inches long,
with girth of 2 0 inches would weigh as follows : —
3 0 + 10 x 20. -f- 1 , 0 0 0 = ^ = . 6 B s .
A n d a word as to packing fish. It may occasionally happen that your fishing grounds lie w i t h j | B
fairly easy reach by rail or road of your station, and
you may like to send in your fish to friends, or the
mess.
A s soon as the fish is caught, it should be
killed and then disembowelled and cleaned out with
dry grass (water should not be used). Then sprinkle
charcoal and salt inside and pack the fish carefully in
long grass, keeping it in the shade till it can be sent
off.
A very good tip if you want to keep your fish
fresh, and nice to look at is to wrap each fish up in
a sheet of newspaper, as soon as ever they are killed,
tie round with grass or a piece of creeper and let the
cooly sling and carry them as usual.
A s to the time of year to fish. This so much
depends on the river, its locality, etc. In the North
one may take it that October, November; and then
March and April are the best general months, though
some rivers give good sport in January, February and
December.
In South India from the end of September to the
end of April. A l l these months are good for fishing,
except just during December or January rains, but
these are uncertain, so you must chance t h e m ; also
it is a curious fact that in several South Indian rivers,
the fish will not take, during the middle of the cold
weather, especially is this noticeable when the wind
is from the East. I have heard of places good for
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they are difficult to get at and you must make up your
mind to continuous rain.
But as I said before so
much depends on the locality of the river. Some of
the big Southern rivers, like the Cauvery, are not
fishable sometimes till after Christmas;— 1903 was a
year for instance when the Cauvery, Cubbany and
many other eastward flowing rivers never cleared properly till well on in January 1904. Then the rivers
of South India flowing westward down the Ghauts
are in good condition very soon after the cessation of
the monsoon, some of them early in September,
though they are frequently temporarily discoloured by
thunderstorms among the hills.
By Christmas time
some of them are so low, as to be hardly worth fishing
except in the pools.
As regards tank-angling the
best tijne is supposed to be the hot weather and the
rains, though fish like murral and lots of the smaller
fry appear to take impartially at any time of year.
A good idea is to cut in a scale as follows on
your gaff or landing net handle. It comes in useful
for measuring fish.

.i

o
*

A

'
x

Sfffa
x

And just a word as to your boots. If you get
them very wet do not let your servants put them in
the sun to dry, just as they are, or they will get hard
and crack. But have mutton fat or other grease well
rubbed in, and then put in the sun, when they will
dry nice and soft. Crude castor oil is also a good
thing to use, and it is cheap and generally procurable
in this country.
Also if cheap boots are required for shooting or
fishing, very good patterns are the 4t Sepoy's or
!' Swaj's " boots, turned out by tw? or. three firm?
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in this country. A good plan to adopt with these
boots, and one that I have always found answer well,
is when new to soak them for two days in water, then
removing them rub in crude castor oil freely till the
boots are well saturated, after which put in the sun
to dry.
This makes the leather soft and pliable, a
great consideration if one does much wading.
Remember if you get your hands verv stained
with cobbler's wax or water-proofing mixture;
ordinary kerosene oil will take it off quite easily.
Also some of the soaps sold now under the heading of " Motor sundries " are excellent for removing
grease, etc., from one's hands. " Lasso " soap is a
good article.
Also Lyxavon. W h i l e cuttlefish—to be picked
up on most beaches—is an A-1 thing for removing
stains.
I have before laid stress on the great importance
of drying one's line before putting it away.
Occasionally, however, one may fish on till late, and then
having a long ride or drive home, may not find it feasible to dry the line before starting. In that case* a
good idea is to have an old woollen sock or flannel
bag in which to put one's reel; drop the reel in, and
drawing off all the wet line, wind it round and round
over the cloth cover.
T o twist wire or gut. T a k e your two or three
pieces of wire according as to whether you want trace
double or treble and proceed as follows—(gut may
be twisted the same way, but must be thoroughly
soaked first). Say you wish to twist 3 strands of
wire. T i e the 3 strands to 3 separate nails, t h e nails
should stand well out from the wall. T a k e a piece
of cardboard and cut 3 eauidistant holes in it. Pasr
the 3 free ends of wire through the holes, and then
tie the 3 loose ends together and fasten to them a.
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fairly heavy weight. Now you are ready to begin.
Get some one to twist the weight rapidly round, keeping it always moving the same way, and you yourself
gradually raise your piece of cardboard (which should
have been near the weight to commence) as the wires
beneath it become twisted.
This all sounds complicated, but let anyone try, and its simplicity will at
once become apparent.
In most cases if you tell them to anneal your wire
in the bazaar before sending it up they will do so,
but often you may buy some in a hurry, or you find
what you have is not sufficiently pliable; in that case
you can anneal, it yourself as follows :
Take your
wire, whether brass or steel, and put in a hot fire,
placing the coil so that the heat will be as uniform
as possible over it. When the wire is thoroughly
heated, take out and plunge into a basin of cold water.
I have been told that the wire should be gradually
cooled in ashes or earth; but I have tried both ways
and the water-cooled wire has always seemed as
strong, besides being if anything more pliable. Care
must be taken that the wire does not get burnt away,
as this will happen if the heat becomes too intense.
And another hint; nothing to do with fishing
you'll say, but still it has to do withfishingtrips, and
it is such a useful tip that I must give it anyway. If
going on a 10 days' trip, and you want to take fresh
butter with you, do as follows : Soak clean muslin
in a solution of borax and water (roughly say 2 tablespoonfuls of borax to a tea-cupful of water) and then
wrap up each pound of butter in a moist rag. Even
in the hottest climate it keeps the butter beautifully
fresh and hard.
When using fly-spoon or flies, some men carry
a smallfilein their pockets. This is useful to sharpen
up hooks occasionally. Personally, I have generally
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managed to break my hooks either against a rock or in
a fish before this stage arrives.
Remember that in speaking of right or left banks
of a river, the observer stands facing the mouth with
his back to the current.
S n o w water.—Now, the following short explanation may appear too obvious to be worth inserting, at least to those who have served more than a
year or two in North India. But the matter is by no
means obvious to the new-comer to this country, and
I have met many men whose service has all been
spent south of the Nerbudda, whose ideas of snow
water were of the vaguest. For between the great
rivers of the south and those of the north, there is a
vast difference.
July and August are common to
both, in that the heavy rains that fall practically over
the whole of India during these two months affect
the waters of every river in the Peninsula. September sees the big rivers of the north beginning to clear,
and also those smaller streams of the south that flow
into the Indian Ocean, taking their rise all down the
Western Ghauts.
But the eastflowingrivers, such as the Cauvery,
Godavery and Kistna do not clear till much later, the
N.-E. monsoon sweeping across India, till the heavy
rain-clouds are caught and hurled back by the
Western Ghauts, keeps their waters coloured and at
a high level, till sometimes more than half way through
the cold weather. But it is as the hot season progresses that the greatest difference becomes apparent.
In May, for instance, when the vast Cauvery is running crystal clear, with its dwindling waters useless for
purposes of irrigation, then the great rivers of the north,
the Jhelum and the Sutlej, the Ganges and the Jumna,
are sweeping down in mighty flood, filling canals and
cuts and spreading the precious fluid all over the sun-
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parched plains of the Punjab and U. P.
For at a
height of anything over ten to twelve thousand feet,
in the Himalayas, the snow lies thick in the winter,
and towards the end of March the sun, gradually
attaining a heat sufficient to melt the accumulations,
starts to do so, slowly at first but more rapidly day
by day, till the white waters filling every rocky tributary, pour down to swell the big river with their
opaque and turbid floods. And this would mean the
end of all fishing in the north, were it not for the
innumerable smaller streams, such as the Giri, Ramganga, Sohan, and such like, which take their rise
in the lower ranges under 10,000 feet and whose
waters are, therefore, not affected by melting snows.
Also it is a curious thing that while in such big rivers
as the Sutlej, Beas, Chenab and Ganges, as soon as
the snow water has fairly started to come down,
fishing is absolutely at an end; in smaller rivers such
as the Poonch and Sir an, fishing may still be got in
April and May.
With these big rivers that flow
'neath the most mighty peaks in the Himalayas, the
melting snows are a constant factor, but with such a
river as the Poonch the accumulations of snow up
above the head-waters are not vast, and often a bleak
day or two, with cold wind, may check all melting for
a short period. And then at nights with the temperature down below freezing the same occurs, and for a
few hours next day, the time depending on the distance
of the angler from the Hills, the river may be almost
clear.
And while on this subject I have noticed a
curious fact: in some of the smaller rivers of the plains
that hold Mahseer, when they are running very low,
the water in occasional pools assumes a certain opaaueness. When this happens I have always found that
it was quite useless to spin in such pools, and never a
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fish rewarded one, while often the next pool would
seem clear and fresh looking, and the fish therein
would generally move to a spoon bait.
A fisherman, about whose skill there is no question, gives me the following notes : —
T o fish .a still deep pool, in which one can
see the fish, or which one knows by experience to hold
them. Mount a spoon of about 1 Yl to 2 inches.
This spoon should not be too bright, and should be
made of very thin metal and semi-hogged.
About
2 feet above it, put on such leads as may be required
seeing the depth of water. Sling in your bait, and
letting the leads sink almost to the bottom work your
rod top round. T h e spoon being much lighter than
the leads, will sink much slower, and then the weight
of the latter being dragged along the bottom, will
cause the spoon to spin almost as well as if it was in
a rapid. T h e two secrets are, to have sufficient
weight to fish deep, and to have the spoon thin enough
to ensure its spinning. T o this end the mounts must
be small and light.
There is no doubt as to ihe
success of this plan on occasions, but one must b e prepared to lose a certain amount of tackle through the
leads getting hung u p . "
" A tip for catching murral which I adopted
with extraordinary success in the Bhatta river, a tributary of the Jumna. Fish in the deepest pools with a
small natural bait, and leads, so that your lure sinks
right to the bottom. Spin s l o w l y . "
T h e above is rather wonderful, and against all
one's ordinary theories as regards the murral, who is
JO essentially a surface feeder as a rule.
A n d as regards the first of these two hints, it is
curious that Mr. Brooker in the H a b River (vide his
notes) adopted practically identical methods using
small fish as bait.
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HINTS, MEDICAL.

F i r s t Aids.—Now, the following few hints
on this subject, I feel, call for but little apology for
their insertion.
On a fishing trip, especially in the
Himalayas, or in the vast 4 jungles of Central and
Southern India one is often several marches from
civilisation, and though accidents luckily are not of
common occurrence, still they do occur. And it has
been the author's misfortune to be present on three
occasions (two of which ended fatally) on which a
little medical skill or information would have been
most welcome; therefore it is useful to have some
knowledge, however small, to guide one on such
occasions.
S n a k e b i t e s .—Immediately put tight ligature, see under haemorrhage, round limb above wound.
Then cut out the bitten part with a sharp knife.
Squeeze, and rub in well permanganate of potash.
Give stimulants, not enough to inebriate, and allow
patient to rest. It may be as well to remark here,
that while there is no objection to suction being applied
to such a wound, if mouth is well washed out with
antiseptics after, suction should never on any account
be applied to wounds caused by bite of rabid animals.
In latter case the poison is live, and no washing of
mouth can make you safe, whereas the poison of snakes
is what is known as dead poison.
HBBmorrhage .—Bleeding from small cuts
is usually easily stopped by washing with cold water,
and tying a pad over the place. If, however, a vein
or artery is cut, the case is not so simple. Arterial
blood is a bright red pulsating jet; veinous, a steady
stream of darker colour. First lay sufferer on ground
and raise limb in air to check circulation. Then try
fastening a pad on wound, very often the blood tubes
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contract and the blood clotting ceases of itself to flow.
This failing, apply a tourniquet above the wound.
T a k e a handkerchief, fold up and tie loosely round
limb; insert a stick and twist till bleeding s t o p | | H
Avoid stimulants. If wound in hand or lower forearm, it is useful to remember that a pad in fold of
elbow, then forearm bent and tied by bandage, will
generally stop flow of blood.

Fractures.—Nothing can be done withthese except to bind the injured limb as loosely and
comfortably as possible, and then get the sufferer to the
nearest doctor as quickly as can be. T h e greatest care
should be taken to avoid moving the limb more than
necessary.

Concussion or h e a d injuries—Lay
patient on back with head a trifle raised, and loosen
clothing. D o not attempt to raise patient while unconscious.
S u n s t r o k e . — R e m o v e into shade and lay
flat, loosen clothing and pour cold water on head and
body. This, however, should not be continued too
long.
A p o p l e x y . — P l a c e in recumbent position,
head slightly raised and loosen clothing. If head hot
apply cold, but if extremely cold apply warmth.
Keep patient still.

D i s l o c a t i o n s . — D o not attempt to rectify
these, best make patient as comfortable as possible and
take straight to the nearest doctor.
If a single hook gets buried in the skin do not
attempt to pull it out. Better not cut, but if possible
push point through and cut off barb with pliers.
D r o w n i n g . — T h e treatment of the apparently drowned consists in the persistent use of artificial respiration, so long as any life remains.
Before commencing movements mouth and nostrils should be freed
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from froth and water by holding head somewhat low,
face downwards for a few seconds. Artificial respiration should then be immediately proceeded with.
At the same time remove clothes and wrap up body
as warmly as possible, use hot bottles or bricks if
available to induce warmth. Also apply continued
friction to extremities. Two points to note, do not
press on stomach at all, and tongue must be kept out
of mouth (if alone it might be necessary to pin it to
chin, or bind it with string, so important is this).
When patient can breathe, administer stimulants in
moderation. To induce artificial respiration, place
patient on back with a pillow under shoulders and by
grasping the arms above elbow pull them upwards
firmly and steadily till they meet above head (this is to
draw* breath into body).
Keep in position two
seconds against sides of chest (this to press air out from
lungs). Pressure on breast will aid this.
Repeat
these measures alternately, deliberately, about fifteen
times a minute, until a spontaneous effort to respire is
perceived, upon which immediately stop, and proceed
to produce warmth and induce circulation.
Later,
give stimulants in moderation and encourage sleep.
Since writing above, my attention has been drawn
to the treatment mentioned below, which it seems
is the latest method of restoring apparently drowned.
TREATMENT OF THE APPARENTLY DROWNED.

The two methods which, up to the present time,
have been mostly used for performing artificial respiration on the apparently drowned, or on those suffering
from the effects of suffocation by any noxious gases,
have been those known as the Marshall Hall and the
Sylvester methods, and through their use very many
lives have been saved. The disadvantage in the case
of both of them has been the labour involved.
In
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the Sylvester method, with the patient in the supine
position, the muscles would be relaxed, and the tongue
very apt to fall back and block the entrance to the
pharynx, while if any water had got into the air
passages it would be less likely to escape, and would
interfere with the proper entrance of the air. The
same objection to the supine position obtains in a third
method, the Howard, to a certain extent. The
supine position is not maintained all through the treatment, however, in the Marshall Hall method, but the
labour involved is very considerable, and a certain
amount of room is required, which is not always
available.
The method advocated by Professor Schafer,
and now officially recognised by the police authorities,
has two very great advantages. In thefirstplace, the
patient is laid in the prone position, thus obviating the
danger of the tongue falling back and blocking up the
pharynx, and at the same time helping in the escape
of any water remaining in the lungs; and, secondly,
far less labour is necessary. The whole procedure
is exceedingly easy, and there is no risk of any injury
to any of the internal organs, and it has this further
advantage, that no time need be lost after recovering
the patient from the water while removing clothing.
The patient should be at once placed face down-

FIRST POSITION OF THE OPERATOR.
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wards on the ground, with a folded coat, or rug, if
obtainable, under the lower part of the chest, the arms
extended in front, and the face slightly on one side,
so as to keep the mouth clear. The operator should
place himself athwart or on one side of the patient's
body in a kneeling position, and facing his head; his
hands should be placed flat over the lowest part of the
back (on the lowest ribs), one on each side, and the
weight of the operator's body should be gradually
thrown forward on to the hands, so as to produce firm
pressure—which must not be violent—upon the
patient's chest.
In this way the air (and water if
there is any) is driven out of the patient's lungs.

SECOND POSITION OF THE OPERATOR.

Immediately afterwards the operator's body is raised
slowly, so as to remove the pressure, the hands being
kept in the same position. This forward and backward movement (pressure and relaxation of pressure)
has to be repeated every four seconds, fifteen times a
minute, so as to approximate to the natural process of
breathing. These movements should be continued,
according to Dr. Schafer's instructions, for at least half
an hour, or until the natural respirations are resumed.
Among the advantages of this method of artificial
respiration are that it can be carried out by one person,
and that if any assistants are obtainable they can
devote their time to the preparation of warm blankets
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and aids to the restoration of the circulation after respiration has been established. Professor Schafer's
method is, as already intimated, to be adopted by the
Metropolitan Police in preference to the older methods
now in use and also by the Royal Life Saving Society.
Ammonia is an excellent remedy for bites, and
stings of scorpions, wasps, etc., Scrubbs' solution
will do. Also a little rubbed on to mosquito bites
allays the irritation at once.
A c e t i c Acid.—This is more a shooting than
fishing tip, but it is very useful to know that Acetic
acid is an excellent remedy for kujli, or jheel itch, a
complaint that can drive one almost crazy unless relieved early. Put a little Glacial (i.e., pure) Acetic
acid in a saucer and add two parts water, wash one's
legs or part affected in very hot water (after which one
can indulge in some most pleasant scratching !) then
with a small wad of cotton wool dab each of the
little swellings in turn. This kills the small parasites,
incidentally it makes one sit up, but it's not an unpleasant pain after the itching that has gone before!
The treatment seldom need repeating more than
twice. Kujli is an extraordinary complaint, only certain jheels seem to give it to one. A good preventive
when wading in a jheel known to produce the complaint is to rub mustard oil well into one's legs before
starting out.
For keeping offfliesand mosquitoes, oil of lemon
grass (or citronella) is good, also it has a pleasant
smell. Bamber oil is the same thing: (n.b. if B. oil
is procured from a Military hospital it costs -about 2
annas, if you call it Citronella and get it at a Chemist
about Rs. 2—Verb. sat). !) Another good but rather
messv solution is as follows :—Sweet oil 4Vj oz.,
Oil Tar Yl oz-» Oil Peppermint Y2 oz., Kerosene
oil Yl oz -
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VARIOUS.

K e r o s e n e Oil.—It may be useful knowledge that one gallon of this should amply suffice for a
Lord's lantern for over three weeks, burning it on an
average three hours per night. As these lanterns use
as much oil as perhaps any lamp that would be taken
into camp, this would give any one a rough idea of
how much oil to take on a trip.
Your servants
should say beforehand how much is required for their
lantern, and this should be given them separately,
otherwise they use yours ad lib, pouring it over their
fire-wood when latter is damp.
Flour.—About 1 lb. per head per day should
be taken on a trip, this allows for a certain amount of
waste. One small tin of baking powder per 7 lbs.
of flour.
"Sllgar.—Depends so much on how fond of it
your domestics are, most of them have a passion for
it. If you carry 4 lbs. per week, assuming you take
it in your tea, there will not be a very big surplus on
your return.
E g g s . — T e n or 12 dozen can easily be carried, packed in a box with bran, and will see out a
three weeks' trip, and longer, without going bad.
M u d d y W a t e r . — T o clear, put in a pinch
of powdered alum, and leave for a short time, or stir for
one minute with a lump of alum, then take out and
leave water to settle.
Re T e n t R a p e s .—A hint to newcomers to
this country. If it looks like rain see that the ropes are
not too tight. If rain is heavy, they will tauten, and
either the pegs will pull out, or the canvas tear.
A good idea is to have a shallow trench dug
round the tent just under the eaves, this keeps the inside
from getting flooded.
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If you rise early and wish to lie down in the
middle of the day, often the glare prevents one getting
a sleep. It is a good tip to put a bit of black silk, a
sock would do, over the eyes. It has a wonderfully
restful effect. Remember with bedding cold strikes
up, so have plenty under you in camp. If short of
bedding a hint worth knowing is that sheets of newspaper spread as a mattress are wonderfully warm.
If you shoot a mugger or a gharial, the following
is a good concoction if you want to keep the skin soft.
I would add though, that a saurian's skin does not go
bad quickly like the skin of a tiger or deer. This is
but natural. Wheatmeal—2 lbs.; Alum—1 lb.;
Wood ashes—2 lbs.; Skimmed milk—4 quarts;
Water—4 quarts. Make above into a paste and rub
in morning and evening. The only skin worth removing is the underside, at least for making up into
dressing cases, etc.
I have seen quite a handsome
rug, however, made of a mugger's back.
Don't let your ambition run away with you, the
really big mugger does not yield nearly such a nice skin
as the 5 feet to 9 feet one.
Soldering.—There may be some who would
like to solder their own mounts, rings, etc., but are
deterred by the trouble of using a soldering iron. But
there is a very good soldering paste now on the market
by the name of Tinol. All that is necessary is to
clean the parts to be soldered, then spread on some of
the flux, and when heated a good joint is obtained.
To heat use a small blow lamp. At home these can
be bought very cheap, for one or two shillings one can
be got auite good enough for this work.
if. B —Tinol can be procured from G. Adams, High Holborn,
London from •whom also a blow l a m p s u i t a b l e for use can be
got Cor I s . 3rf.

For those who like to play about with tackle,
chemicals, etc., I give the three following hints:—
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Silverplating—without a battery. This may
be useful to those who would like to try plating spoons,
Devons, etc., and who are not great believers in
(Argentine cream and the like. Make a concentrated
solution of chloride of zinc, dilute with equal volume
of water. Place in plating vessel (copper or porcelain will do) and heat to boiling point. Now add
sulphate of nickel till solution is green; also a few
fragments of zinc and a teaspoonful of powdered zinc.
Boil articles to be plated in this for 20 minutes. Then
burnish in usual manner.
T o r e m o v e r u s t . — T h e following hint may
be useful to shikaris of any genus, and also to such as
are motorists. Make a solution of one part sulphuric
acid to ten parts water. Hold rusted article in this for
kj^hor/time. Then remove and dio into a bath of hot
lime water, holding them there till they become so
heated that they will dry immediately on being taken
out. Then rub with some dry bran, and rust should
have completely disappeared.
T o b l u e steel.—rlf the above treatment has
removed the colour, or if as a preventive of rust it is
desired to blue any steel article, the following hint
will be useful. Immerse in the following liquid and
then let dry. One part water to 20 parts hypo-sulphide of soda. Action is almost immediate.
C o s l e t t i z i n g Wire.—First, if rusted clean
in hot alkaline solution such as bicarbonate of soda
and after rinsing, boil in a solution of phosphoric acid
and iron filings (1 oz. phosphoric acid plus 1 Yl oz ironfilingsto 1 pint water). Thin steel wire is done
in 10 minutes, th'ck in half an hour, heavier materials
up to 3 hours. But lift out and tell by colour. Add
water occasionally.
N. B.-Difficult to solder after coslettizing.
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And before closing this chapter, I should like to I
make a few remarks anent the marking of fish, for
there is no doubt that if a few keen anglers would do
it, especially at such places as Tangrot, many interesting facts might come to light, and our knowledge of
the Mahseer be increased considerably.
It is much done at home, and if only a few more
sportsmen would try it out here some interesting data
might eventually be obtained about Mahseer and other
Indian fish, which would add very materially to the I
general knowledge on the subject.
Of course; out .
here the enormous size and length of rivers, the few
English anglers, and the great number of Aryan
brothers whofishby fair means and foul, are all considerations, and would probably mean that not 1 in
5,000 (and that is taking a far too sanguine view of
the case) would ever be re-caught, by any intelligent
observer.
Still one here and there might be so
caught, every little helps in the way of information
on such a subject. Anyhow, this might well be tried
in Kashmir and in tanks, especially where these latter
are more or less private and preserved from netting by
natives, and here data might fairly easily be collected
concerning rohu, labeo, murral, wallago attu, megalops and other such fish. By the courtesy of the
Angling Editor of The Field, and the Secretary to the
Fishery Board of Scotland, I was enabled to get some
plates made up similar to those in use at home, and
am trying them out here. So might I make an appeal
to readers:—Should any one catch a'marked fish
(bearing one of my plates) would they kindly note the
following particulars for communication to me. Also
if possible they might once more return the fish to the
water. (1) Species. (2) Where caught. (3) Weight.
(4) Length, tip of nose to centre of fork in tail fin. (5)
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Girth, by a tape passed round body just in front of
dorsal fin.
The plates, either silver or brass, are marked
with L and a number, (i.e., L 1, L 16) and are
fastened to base of dorsal fin. In England silver
plates are used, this being done as other metals would
corrode from the action of the salt water when the
salmon migrated to the sea, in India, however, there
is no danger of this latter with the Mahseer, anyway
personally I am experimenting .
with both brass and silver.
The plate is as per diagram,
and is fastended by the wires
being driven through the base
-tr—3"
of dorsal fin, then twisted together and ends cut off.
I may here remark en passant that it is no easy
job to mark a fish, on a real hot day by a rocky river.
Two hints.
First, play and land any fish to be
marked as quick as possible. Second, while marking, measuring, etc., occasionally hold fish in water
right way up, and do not let them turn on their sides,
or belly up.
Particularly do this when you have
finished marking them, and see that the fish is pretty
strong before leaving go of him."
Now, since writing the above I have marked a
good many fish, but so far with no result I regret to
say. I have placed marked fish in the following
rivers:—Cauvery, Pykara (near Ootacamund), Kalanadi (Canara), and Nerbudda, also in Bircha Lake
near Mhow and Puna-hama tank near Muttra. And
in Kashmir (trout) in the Bringhi and other streams,
also the Ghaggar river near Ambala and the 2
Ramganga rivers in Kumaon.
If other anglers would try marking a few fish,
"•-ach with their own distinctive plates, I am sure that
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the courteous Editors of the leading papers in India
would willingly lend their columns to record any
captures, and thus keep anglers in touch with each
other.

CHAPTER XVI.
O D D S AND ENDS.

I once took a Jesuit priest out shooting with me,
and we started in a little boat on the back-waters.
He did not appear to be happy so I asked him what
was worrying him. He said, " I am big', the boat
is small, if we upset, the little crocodiles will eat us."
So we landed—and he shot me in the leg with
a charge of No. 8. Then I thought the crocodiles
were the lesser risk.
And I do not think that you need fear crocodiles
much either, even when you wade in fairly deep. I
remember one day, bathing in a delightful pool in the
Tunga Bhadra, I barked my toe on what I thought
was a rock, and cussed it accordingly. -But when I
was drying on the bank, the rock came to the surface,
and started off down stream; so I shot it, an 8 feet
crocodile, which was rather returning evil for good.
And, the difficulty we had to get him out, he wasn't
quite dead, and what little life he had left in him he
made most excellent use of.
My shikari shoved a
large stick in his mouth, while I hauled him out b)'
the tail, and if you want to know the power of a
Saurian's tail, just try catching hold of a wounded
one by that appendage, but don't omit the precaution of the stick applied at the business end.
The mahanas in Sind, by the way, assert that
the mugger is only dangerous in the hot weather.
1 know when first I came out I used to cut open
every crocodile I shot, in the hopes of finding gold
bangles and turauoise rings, and a few other trifles,
but I never found anything but bits of brick and such
like. Once though I did find something—30 eggs
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— a n d I tried blowing them ! ! ! Let us draw a veil
over the fate of eight and twenty ! !
O n e of the
two left, I believe a lady has still m her drawing room,
the other which got cracked, I gave to one of the girls
& loved, and she broke it up later, when my fickle
fancy wandered.
You can shoot or fish for crocodiles if you like.
If the former—aim just where the head joins the body
and break his spinal column. If hit in the right spot
he will spread out, as if galvanised, and never move.
O r you can try for his heart—if you think a crocodile
has one—just behind the forelegs. But if you do not
kill them outright you will lose 8 out of every 10 you
hit, as they have a marvellous faculty of regaining the
water.
Perhaps the best way to fish for them and the
way which gives most sport, is to take a long hollow
bamboo, say 8 or 10 feet, and to one end, 6 inches
from the end, tie a stout piece of cord about 2 feet
long, with a large hook fastened to it.
T a k e the
precaution to open out the strands of your cord near
the hook, or the crocodile will promptly bite through
it. Then fasten a big chunk of meat on the hook,
and set the bamboo adrift in any large pool, in which
you know there are mugger, and get away well out
of sight. If a mugger takes the bait, the buoyancy
of the bamboo drives the hook into him and then
when he sinks to the bottom, as his instinct is to do,
up goes the free end of the bamboo. T h e n you can
finish him as you think best.
Get into a boat and
" ride him " with hog spears, this gives the best fun.
But go canny, as there is generally room enough left
in his mouth for your leg, if available.
Before leaving crocodiles let me quote from an
article that I wrote some time ago, on the different
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kinds to be found in India.
I remember one dear
young lady, hailing from the States, if I err not—
saying " My, ain't he just the cutest little alligator !''"
And He mind you wasn't even a crocodile, only an
iguana (or monitor, I should say). In India there are
no such things as alligators, in fact the true alligator
is found nowhere out of America. Crocodiles differ
but slightly from alligators, the chief points wherein
they vary being, that the latter has a broader and
shorter head, with snout more obtuse, and the toes of
the hind feet only partially webbed. Now our
friend, the crocodile, or mugger as he is often familiarly called in this country, is interesting in this, that he
shows an approach to warm-blooded animals, in
having a four-chambered heart, quite different from
the fish tribe, with the exception of the Cetacea or
whales, and the dolphins. His limbs, being short,
are unable to bear his heavy weight, therefore he
drags his body somewhat, though for all that he is.
capable of making very fair time across country. The
crocodile has many vices, but no virtues, at least up
to the present not one has been discovered, though
certain ones have been claimed for him by good kind
people, who cannot bear to hurt the feelings even of
a dormouse, but none of these virtues will bear the cold
hard light of day. He has a pleasant habit of floating down stream with only just the tip of his snout
showing above water, till he sees some thirsty animal
drinking unsuspiciously, then comes a rush and a
splash, and that unfortunate beast has taken his last
drink on earth. He never, or very seldom, attempts
to kill his prey with his powerful jaws, but drags it
down under the water, holding it there to drown;
then proceeds to carefully bury it on some island till
ihe meat shall suit his refined palate. The jackals
and hyaenas know of this little peculiarity of his, bury-
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ing his food, and go round hunting for the mugger's
larders like so many tramps hunting for a Tit-Bits
treasure.
T h e crocodile also eats fish, but not so many as
are generally attributed to him, since he is distinctly
lazy and does not care to hustle round for his dinner
like the vulgar crowd.
N o w to survey him again
from a naturalist's point of view.
His dentitionf|M
peculiar, consisting of one single row of formidable
teeth, each one of these is hollow and contains the
germ cf a larger tooth, which grows till it ousts the
worn-out teeth, so that the fortunate mugger has
always a mouthful of nice sharp teeth.
But when
he gets toothache, he gets it in two teeth instead of
one. Hence his vile temper! T h e r e are three distinct families of crocodiles. First come the Garials;
secondly the true crocodile; and thirdly the alligators.
T h e latter, as I mentioned before, are only found in
America. T h e Garials, who may be known by their
very long and narrow snouts, frequent generally the
larger rivers, in which they sometimes run to 1 7 feet
in length. There are altogether about 1 1 species of
true crocodile, of which only four are found in Asia,
three hailing from Africa, and four from America.
It is interesting to remember that some cities—
notably Memphis—in ancient Egypt, looked on
Crocodiles as Gods.
However it was not all peace and joy for the
mugger.
If some cities worshipped them it was the
reverse with others.
Apollinopolis, in particular,
gave them a real bad time, the inhabitants holding
that they were incarnations of " T y p h o , " the genus
of evil, and the city got up a yearly crocodile hunt,
in which thousands of the animals were slaughtered,
and everyone had a slap up good time, with the ex-
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ception of the crocodiles, who voted the whole show
a relic of barbarism.
The mugger loves to bask in the sun, on a sandbank or rock, and lying there he looks exactly like a
log. He never seems to sleep; no matter how wilily
you may approach him, immediately he perceives your
attentions are directed to him personally, there is a
splash, and he is non est. Should the crocodile be
taken unaware he feigns death, and does it so realistically, that failing any lethal weapon such as a good
'sized hatchet, you concede the palm of victory to the
mugger and leave him in peace. In dry seasons they
have the power of burying themselves in the mud, and
aestivating for long periods, an accomplishment shared
by the murral fish also. (The alligator does not do
this, but hibernates in a hole in the ground during the
winter.) The mugger lays eggs, each batch numbering from 20 to 60; these the female usually buries in
the sand to be hatched out by the heat of the sun.
On the appearance of the young, Mrs. Crocodile
looks after them, feeding them with food which she
disgorges herself.
She has to guard them, too, or
their fond papa would have them as an entree for
dinner were he given half a chance.
The eggs,
which are about the size of goose's eggs, are eaten by
some natives, though their flavour is distinctly musty
and unpleasant.
The flesh of the crocodile is very
seldom eaten, though the negroes of Central America
consider the tail of the alligator to be a delicacy.
The crocodile has five toes behind and four in front,
all more or less webbed. Only the centre three have
claws. His eyes, nose and ears have lids or valves
which enable them to be closed at will,—hence his
uncannv smile. The valve in his nose is of immense
use to the mugger, enabling him to hold his prey under
wetter for a sufficient time to drown it, without him-
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self being suffocated.
But the mugger is of a shy
and retiring disposition, so let us leave him now, to
return to that oblivion which his soul loveth.
E e l s . — E e l s I hate, both to look at, to catch,
and to eat. If you really want them for food for
yourself or servants, the best way to catch them is to
set night lines or give your servants lines and let them
fish for them with worm, prawn or bits of fish. A n
excellent bait for eels, is eel. Cut up the first you
catch and bait with small bits, and all his brothers
and sisters will be eager for mementos of the dear'
departed.
H e is a hateful brute an eel, the nasty way in
which he takes your bait, and then curls his tail round
a weed, deluding you into unholy and boisterous glee
under the impression that you have got a 4-lb. fish
on at least. A n d then when he comes up, he isn't a
bit apologetic. H e ties your cast into knots, makes
your landing net into a horrid mess if you are foolish
enough to use it, and when you do get him on the
bank, you find that he has got your hook so far down
into his internal anatomy, that you generally leave it
to him to digest at his leisure. Therefore my advice
is that unless you can at once swing him clear to your
henchman behind, out with your knife, and let him
go hook and all. N o , on second thoughts always
slay them, as they are great fry and spawn eaters.
T u r t l e s . — T u r t l e s are dealt with in chapter
X I , and I have little more to add. If a tank angler
vou will grow to dislike turtles so intensely, that the
less said about them the better.
F r o g s . — R e a l l y I could pity frogs, if onlv
they had not such raucous voices and such a total
absence of shame in using them.
Every man's hand seems to be against the froq.
W h e n he sits on the bank and sings merrily, the paddy
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and other birds eat him. When he betakes himself
to the water for refuge he is immediately pounced on
by Murral and various other fishes. And he is a
friendly little animal.
In Madras especially, the
little house-frogs make themselves quite at home.
They sit on your pillow, in your tooth glass, and even
in your hat, and when you indignantly oust
them, they jump with a flop on to theflooror into your
boots, all spots are alike to them.
It is a curious fact that the lower class natives,
whose tastes their staunchest advocate cannot call
refined—never seem to eat frogs. The Chinese do,
and it's most amusing to watch them catching them,
or take a hand at it oneself.
Their methods are
primitive but effectual.
•They go out in pairs. One of the pair, usually
a diminutive boy, holds in his hands a pair of grandfather's trousers, each leg tied at the bottom with a
thinnish piece of string. He doesn't take father's
nether garments, as father is probably too active, and
would catch him.
This is the creel. No. 2 has a 6 feet bamboo,
with a piece of string 6 or 7 feet long tied at one end.
At the end of the string by way of bait, is tied—
simply-^a dirty piece of rag, no hook or anything.
Then the fun begins; the rag is dangled down a bank,
into a paddy field, swamp or canal, and pulled slowly
up the bank. The rag seems to annoy froggie, as he
jumps at it, and grabs hold, being swung up and
deposited into the waiting trousers, before he has the
presence of mind to let go.
I never could understand why the frogs took the
rag, but it always seemed a sure bait with them, and
! used to spend hours watching the Chinaman catching them after any heavy fall of rain. The only skill
in the game lay in swinging the frog instantly into the
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trousers, as immediately froggie's astonishment was
overcome he let go promptly, often with the result
that he went happily flying into the water on the
opposite side of the bund.
A n d one more thing concerning frogs, and that
is the tadpoles. Really they are rather fascinating to
watch sometimes, quaint little creatures all head and
tail and no body, and then the utterly aimless way
they crowd together, heads in, for all the world just
like a scrum at Rugby. A n d the varieties there are :
Big black chaps, pale yellow ones, and bright orange
hued little fellows, all wriggling happily about in the
shallow water at the river's edge. A n d though to
you they appear to be ugly shapeless little animals,
this is by no means the case; catch one and examine
it, and really the marking and colour though weird,
has a distinct beauty of its own, and shows that Dame
Nature's artistic touch extends even to the least among
her myriad children.
C o r m o r a n t s . — A n d just a few words as to
a method of fishing much in vogue in parts of Japan.
Unfortunately when there I could not find an opportunity to see it, though I should much have liked to.
T h e fishing is carried on by means of cormorants,
large numbers of which are captured every year round
rhe coasts of Japan.
T h e birds when caught are
handed over to trainers whose first act is to place a
ring round their necks, which permits the birds
swallowing any small fish they may catch, but effectually precludes their bolting the larger ones. The
fishing always takes place at night and is carried out
as follows. Each boat starts out with a complement
of 3 or more men according to size. N o . 1 manages
the boat entirely. N o . 2 holds a bamboo with which
he continually strikes the water to keep the birds excited, whilst he also attends to a torch hung in the
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bows of the boat. Nos. 3, etc., look after the birds,
one man managing 4, 6 or even 10 birds. To the
leg of each bird a string is attached, though some
birds become so well trained that this precaution can
be omitted in their cases.
As soon as the fishing
grounds Me reached, the birds are lowered into the
Water and the torch kindled.
The reflection of the
latter in the water attracts thefishtowards the surface,
and down go the cormorants time after time, after each
dive bird and fish are pulled back into the boat, when
thefishis added to the basket, the bird being replaced
for another dive. And cormorants are used for fishing in various parts of India, on the Manchhaar Lake
in Sind for instance.
B p L e e c h e S . — A n d these delightful little animals
you Will probably meet with, anyhow you are sure to
if you fish the Western Ghaut streams after the monsoon. They are hateful pests as you will discover to
your cost. Even in the most thrilling moments when
close on the trail of an old solitary bison, your trackers
will stop with exasperating nonchalance to calmly
pick off the leeches with their knives. If you are in
good health you have not much to fear from their bites,
only do not scratch them; good advice easily given
but almost impossible to carry out.
If you are not
particularly fit the bites are apt to fester rather hastily,
this being the case it is as well to wear leech drawers
made of calico and tied above the waist. They
should be made like wading trousers, feet and all
with no openings. Even then you must look out for
the little brutes getting down your neck and up your
sleeves. If firmly stuck on do not try and pull them
off, but touch them with a drop of salt or gunpowder
and they will fall off.
C r a b s . — A n d these you may catch occasionally. I caught a monster once,fishingin an old moat
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known to contain large fish, but fish that could not be
tempted anyhow. It was just at dusk; we were trying bottom-fishing with lumps of raw meat, when my
float started slowly to move away.
I struck and up came a huge thing all legs and
claws. He was not hooked at all, but was only
hanging on to the meat, which he let go of just as he
was successfully steered into the landing net. And
then the joyous time we had trying to secure him,
made more difficult by the gathering gloom. But we
tied him up at last, and handed him over to our
servants to eat; they were anxious that we should
try him as soup, but we decided not. The above
only refers to freshwater crabs, of course some of those
caught in salt water are A-1 eating.
Prawns.—Here we have another denizen of
the deep whom I cannot abide. If you are float-fishing, and there are many of them about, they will nearly drive you to distraction. Down goes your float,
slowly, slowly, varied occasionally by a short bob,
and time after time you will strike, with no result,
except that your temper wears thin.
The natives likefishingfor them though, as they
grow to 6 or 8 inches long. They use a small hook,
and give the prawn plenty of time to gorge the bait.
All the slow pulling of your float at first is the prawn
drawing your bait down, with his long arms.
Prawns are said to be good as bait, but you
must shell them first. However I do not think any
bait is so good as a small red worm, unless you are
fishing for Labeo or Carps, when paste is the bait
to use.

Dolphins also Whales.—Now with
justice you will say; " what are these paragraphs doing in a book of hints to beginners on Indian fishing?"
and may be you are quite right. Neither dolphins nor
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whales arefishes,if one calls them anything they come
under the head of Mammalia; but they look like fish
and ought to be fish, anyhow as you may possibly
meet the former some day in India, disporting themselves in one of the larger rivers, they may as well
have just a passing notice here. You will not catch,
unless by an extraordinary accident, a dolphin with
rod and line, but you may see them caught occasionally by fishermen in their nets in the Ganges or
Hooghly. I will quote here briefly from Sterndale's
excellent notes on the subject.
There are three
species of dolphin found in the rivers of India and
Burma. They are as follows :
(1) Platanista Gangetica.
(2) Orcella Breviostris.
(3) Orcella Fluminalis.
No. (1) is the porpoise of the Ganges, commonly called Soosoo in Hindi, and is found in the Ganges,
Brahmaputra and Indus rivers.
This dolphin confines itself entirely to the fresh water and never goes
near the sea. It runs from 6 to 8 feet in length and
has a formidable mouth full of teeth. It is only in
evidence as a rule during the cold season, the rest of
the year it appears to confine itself to the deeper waters
of the river. It has to come up to breathe about once
a minute.
No. (2) the round-headed river dolphin inhabits
the estuaries of the Ganges and Brahmaputra.
No. (3) also round-headed river dolphin, is only
found in the Irrawaddy in Burma, and like the Gangetic porpoise confines itself entirely to fresh water. It
runs to about 7 or lYl feet in length, and can stay
under water from 1 to 1 Y2 minutes. It lives exclusively on fish, and the Burmans have a quaint idea that
each river village has its guardian dolphin who drives
the fish into their waiting nets. In fact so strong is
24
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this belief that lawsuits even have been instituted by
one village against another, to recover a share of the
fish, which one dolphin has driven into the rival's
nets.
1 will only touch upon the marine dolphins, just
to mention that there are several different sorts round
the coasts of India; for instance,
The Black Dolphin—is found in the Bay of
Bengal.
The Lead-coloured Dolphin—on the Malabar
Coast.
The Freckled Dolphin—on the Madras Coast.
The Spot-bellied Dolphin—on the Madras
Coast.
77ie Spindle-shaped Dolphin—on the Madras
Coast.
And one or two other sorts are also found on the
Madrao Coast. The Long-snouted Dolphin is found
off the Coasts of Ceylon and in the Indian ocean.
Then whales (Snub-nosed Cachalots) exist in
the Bay of Bengal; but this is too big a matter altogether for so small a book.
Kingfishers..—And as the angler so frequently meets these, perhaps the most daintily beautiful among birds, I will add a few lines on the subject,
gleaned from some notes by my old friend D. Dewar.
Brilliant plumage, which is usually alike in both
sexes, a big stout bill, feeble legs and an insignificant
tail are the distinguishing features of the kingfisher
family.
The massive bill is, of course, an apparatus bSm
for excavating the nest and for securing fish which
form the staple food of most species of kingfisher.
Although India can' boast of more than 20
species of kingfishers, only three are at all common
and need be touched on here,
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The commonest kingfisher in India is undoubtedly the beautiful Halcyon smyrnensis, the whitebreasted species. This is rather large for a kingfisher,
being nearly a foot in length. It occurs abundantly
throughout the plains of India, Burma and Ceylon:
nor is it confined to jhils and rivers; it is often seen in
gioves and gardens at a distance from water. This
particular species lives chiefly on insects, which "t
seizes on the ground, as a roller does, by diving from a
perch. The head and neck and all the lower parts
except the white breast are deep chestnut or chocolate ; the back, wings and tail are glistening blue of
various shades, there is a broad white band on each
wing, as conspicuous during flight as that on a myna's
wing. The bill is dark red and the feet are coral
red. •
Nearly as common in India as the white-breasted
species is the common . kingfisher (Alcedo ispida).
This is an Indian race of the English bird. It is a
small variety, being only seven inches long.
The
blue -wings and back, red shirt front, coral-red feet
and the red, white, blue and black markings on the
head are ready means of identifying this little kingfisher, that has spread itself throughout Europe and
Asia and that is so abundant in the vicinity of Srinagar,
finding the prow of a houseboat an excellent point of
vantage from which to watch for its finny prey.
We have now to consider those grand birds—the
pied kingfishers. Sir Edwin Arnold aptly calls them
pied fish tigers. I do not know whether to describe
them as white birds, boldly banded and blotched with
black-and-white bird, big as to the bill and short as
to the tail, the markings on the plumage of which are
intermediate between those on a great Dane dog and
a guinea-pig a bird of this description, that hovers,
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kestrel-like, twenty feet or so above the water and
drops into, it after its finny quarry, can be none other
than a pied kingfisher.
Most kinds of kingfisher dive ordinarily from a
perch, in consequence their hunting range is limited to
the margins of rivers and lakes where there are banks
or tall grass, or to parts of the water where there are
stakes, boats or other solid objects. T h e pied kingfisher disdains a perch when he is hunting and quarters
for his quarry after the manner of a kestrel, staying
his flight and hovering whenever he thinks he espies a
fish. Then, if there is a fish below, he drops into
the water, becomes submerged for a second and emer- ges, often carrying a small fish in the bill. H e then
flies to the nearest land to dispose of his victim.
I
have used the word " often " advisedly, because a
kingfisher does not secure by any means every fish
after which it dives. Fish can and do move with
great velocity and it is probable that kingfishers attack
only fish that are stationary or moving slowly.
It
often happens that a pied kingfisher checks itself while
it is descending to the water and flies away. ' T I 1 B |
change of intention must denote that the fish on which
the bird had designs has suddenly darted away.
S n a k e s . — A n d another good friend Colonel
J. F . W a l l , I . M . S . , has kindly written me the following notes, which cannot fail to be of great interest to all
such anglers—the vast majority—whose fishing trips
are not mere matters of business, but an excursion into
the wild, where all that lives and moves makes apDeal
to him that has eyes to see, and ears to hear. And
Col. W a l l ' s name needs no introduction to any
sportsman-naturalist in the East.
" T h e snakes likely to b e encountered by the
angler in Indian waters will depend UDon the Province selected by him for his sport, and also the nature
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of the water chosen.
In some rivers he may find
snakes peculiar to that particular river system, and in
tidal rivers he is likely to be confronted with species
that are marine. It must be borne in mind that every
snake encountered in the water is not to be considered
a water snake. On the contrary a great many land
species will take to the water for a variety of reasons,
and all swim well, even such lowly organised forms
as the blind snakes, that spend their lives beneath the
soil. 1 have tested this in my bath on many occasions.
Many land snakes will take to the water readily if
pursued, many are impelled to the water by thirst, and
at the same time seem to relish the opportunity given
for a bath. Some will under stress of hunger pursue
their quarry into the water, and there seize, and devour
it. During floods hosts of land snakes will be seen
swimming about in search of cover, having been
swamped out of their natural quarters. Some so dislodged may be transported for many miles on flotsam,
and even washed out to sea. Many species show a
predilection for water though not water snakes, and
although that element is not likely to furnish them
with their staple food. The common ratsnake frequently haunts jheels, pools and rivers, and it is not
unusual to find the common krait, the banded krait,
the cobra and the hamadryad in water.
Even the
English viper has been met with swimming in trout
streams:
From these remarks it will be seen that it is impossible to say what the angler may meet in anguine
form, and that it is equally impossible to lay down
any hard and fast rule as to whether a snake he sees
or hooks is harmless or poisonous. With this reservation I may go on to say that the true fresh water
snakes, and therefore those he is most likely to encounter are all harmless.
They are completely
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adapted to an aquatic life, as seen by the valvular
nostrils which are placed high on the side of the snout.
T h e tail too is somewhat compressed, but not nearly
to the desired characteristic of the sea snakes. The
marine forms are all poisonous, and not only poisonous
but so far as their poisons have been investigated in
the laboratory, they are deadly.
T h e marine forms
live entirely on fish, and on the Indian littoral where
they are incredibly numerous, they very frequently will
swallow the bait offered to others.
A t Cannanore
on the Malabar Coast the sepoys in the 75th Carnatic
Infantry when I was with them, could be seen in
numbers every evening fishing with lines off the rocks,
and at any given moment, it was rather the rule than
the exception to find one or more sea snakes wriggling
on some of the hooks.
Sea snakes travel long distances up our tidal
rivers. I have had them from Rangoon and Watiya
4 0 miles from the sea, and even in T o l l y ' s Nallah,
Calcutta, 8 0 miles from the sea. It is advisable that
everv fisherman indulging his hobby in tidal waters
should know how to recognise a sea snake.
This
fortunately is extremely easy. A glance at the tail
will proclaim its identity, for this appendage is extremely flattened and fin-like. T h e fact that by far
the commonest of all our sea snakes has been ascertained to secrete a venom sixteen times more lethal than
that of the cobra, should be known to all fishermen,
who would be well advised to treat their car>tures as
the sepoys just alluded to usually did.
T h e head
was smashed to pulp, no attempt made to remove the
hook, the line was cut, and a fresh hook adiusted.
T h e snakes other than sea snakes most likely to be met
with had best be considered according to their relative
abundance.
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Nerodia Piscator. (The Chequered Keelback).
—This is perhaps the commonest snake in India, and
has a very wide distribution, ranging from Ceylon,
throughout the Indian Peninsula to Sind and Baluchistan, Assam, Burma, and further East.
It is not
uncommon even at altitudes up to 6,000 feet. It is
not a true fresh water snake but exhibits strongly
aquatic tastes.
Its staple food is frogs, but it frequently pursues and catches fish, usually holding them
as a dog does a stick until all struggles have ceased.
It is to be found abundantly in pools, jheels, and
rivers, and may be taken on a line. It growls to four
feet, and is a very active, strong, and extremely truculent snake, that will bite most viciously and sometimes
with -such determination that the jaws have to be
prized open to effect release.
It is not a poisonous
species. It is a very variable snake in colouration but
is usually an olive-green or olive-brown with six series
of black spots down the back, the spots alternating
draught-board fashion, and most conspicuous anteriorly. There are two black streaks on the face, the
anterior oblique, just below the eye, the posterior
more oblique and longer from behind the eye to just
before the gape.
Helicops schistosus. (The Olivaceous Keelback);—Though not nearly so common as the
chequered keelback, and not a true fresh
water snake, this species is fairly frequently
found in the vicinity of water, and it has
a fairly extensive range of distribution.
It is
found in Ceylon and in the Indian Peninsula to about
the 15th parallel, on the Coromandel coast, in the
Ganges basin as far east as Calcutta, and again
further east in Yunnan.
It does not ascend much
above 3,000 feet. It is a land snake which exhibits
a semi-aquatic habit on account of its diet.
Its
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staple food is frogs, but fishes are included in its dietary. It grows to about two and a half feet, and is
an active little reptile, with a placid temperament.
I
have never known one bite, and I have handled m a n f U
and picked them up in their native haunts. It is a
non-poisonous species so that its bite need cause no
alarm.
It is a uniform pale yellow on the belly,
these two hues being sharply demarcated in the flanks.
It frequently has a reddish line along the 5th and 6th
rows or scales above the belly shields.
T h e upper
lip is pale yellow and there are no dark marks on the
head.
Xenochrophis cerasogaster. (The Painted Keelback).—One of the most beautiful of our Indian snakes
is the painted Keelback, which is peculiar to the
Ganges river system. It is a land snake which manifests a strongly aquatic habit. I found it a very common snake at Fyzabad in the United Provinces. Its
food seems to consist entirely of shrimps. It grows
to about two feet in length, and is an- active creature
that erects the forebody when excited, but only bites
under considerable provocation. Being a non-poisoncus snake no ill effects would follow a bite. One
of its most striking features is its ruby coloured eye.
T h e back is olive-green of various shades, with sometimes some inconspicuous dark spots. A more or less
distinct pale stripe on the edges of the 5th and 6th
rows of scales above the belly, is frequently present.
A well-defined line, white in the young, bright yellow
in adults, runs along the edges of the belly shields,
from the neck almost to the tip of the tail. This is
bordered by a red or cardinal line. T h e belly in the
young is black behind, and becomes more and more
mottled with white towards the head. In adults the
black frequently merges to a bright mahogany, and
the white mottling is heavier than in the young. On
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the head a chocolate or cardinal stripe behind the eye,
abruptly demarcates the mOss-green hue of the crown
from the white or bright yellow of the lip.
Zaocys mucosus. (The Common Ratsnake).
—This is one of the commonest snakes in India
with a very wide distribution. It occurs in Ceylon,
throughout Peninsula India to Sind, Afghanistan and
Transcaspia, Assam, Burma, and still further East.
It is common in the plains and in hills up to 6,000 feet
and over. Its staple food is perhaps rats, but it also
victimises bats, birds, and reptiles of all sorts, and I
once found a young tortoise in the stomach. There
is no record of its eating fish. Though strictly speaking a land snake it frequently takes to water and
swims strongly. I have encountered it when bathing
at the mouth of the Kelani River at Colombo, and
also in the Jhelum River above Srinagar and on many
other occasions. It grows to seven or eight feet, is
very active and strong, and will bite if provoked.
Usually however it flees from any human encounter.
Its bite is not poisonous. It is usually an olive-brown
or olive-green, and has many of the scales on the
posterior part of the body and tail edged with black,
so as tc form a reticulated pattern with a tendency to
form crossbars. The posterior edges of the shields
on the side of the face, chin, and throat and on the
forebody are bordered with black, and this forms a
very characteristic trait in the colouration.
Hurria rhynchops. (The Dog faced Water
Snake).—This is a very common species which is confined to our Indian coasts, creeks, estuaries, and tidal
rivers.
It occurs from Sind to the Burmese Coasts
(including Ceylon) and still further East. It is one
of the true fresh water snakes. Its staple food is fish,
and in Burma it was no infrequent event in my walks
abroad to see one hooked by nativesfishingwith rods.
25
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It grows to about three feet, and active as it is in the
water, it is remarkably lethargic when removed from
that element. It does not usually bite, but will do
so under sufficient provocation.
The bite is nonvenomous. It anchors itself by wreathing its tail
round submerged branches, stakes, etc., and sways
about in the current. As the tide recedes it is frequently seen lying along the branches overhanging the
water. It has a very repulsive and somewhat doglike physionomy.
It will be known by the belly
which is boldly dappled with black and pale yellow
blotches. The back is greyish with darker crossbars
and the dorsal and ventral colouration is sharply defined in the flanks. A blackish streak passes from the
eye to the forebody.
Hypsirthina enhydris. (Schneider's Water
Snakes).—This must be reckoned among the common
snakes of India though its numerical strength is considerably less than some of the foregoing. It is a true
fresh water snake. Its range of distribution is considerable, occurring as it does along the Coromandal
coast north of the Godavery River, in Bengal East
of about the 84th meridian, Assam, Burma, and further East.
It is not confined to rivers, but inhabits
jheels and marshes. It is said to live onfishesbut I
have no personal knowledge of its diet. It grows to
a little over two feet, and is reported a timid and inoffensive reptile. Being non-poisonous its bite need
cause no alarm. It bears considerable resemblance to
the last species, being an olivaceous-brown or green
on the back, but differs in that a pair of more or less
conspicuous, narrow, yellowish streaks pass down the
body. The belly is yellow, and is abruptly demarcated from the dorsal brown in the flanks. A cha^S?
teristic, linear, zigzag brown stripe passes along each
side between the broad belly shields, and the last row
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of scales, and there is usually a narrow linear line
along the middle of the belly which may be interrupted especially anteriorly.
The upper lip, chin, and
•broat are yellow.
Hypsirthina sieboldi. (Siebold's Water Snake).
—This somewhat uncommon species is confined to
rivers on the Malabar Coast, the Ganges and Brahmaputra systems, and the Rangoon river. It is a true
fresh water snake. It feeds on fishes and frogs. It
is active in the water, and frequently buries itself in
mud and soft debris. On land it is active and has a
curious progression, appearing to move sideways.
By nature it is truculent, and it will snap at one smartly if provoked, but being harmless no ill consequences
will follow the bite. On the back it is brown with
three series of dark brown black-edged spots, the
median series being the largest, and the spots alternating with those of the lateral series. There is a more
or less distinct, dark, linear, bracket-shaped mark on
the nape. The belly is coarsely dappled with black
and white.
Hipistes hydrinus. (Gray's Water Snake).—
One of the commonest of the true fresh water
snakes in Burma and further East, is this species. It
is to be found in estuaries and tidal rivers. It is said
to subsist almost entirely on fish. It grows to nearly
two feet, and is reported very fierce when roused,
attacking everything. Its bite would not be attended
with any toxic effects.
It is a striking looking
creature, the back being grey or yellow, with, numerous black cross bars, ending high in the flanks, and
the scales present a remarkably glazed appearance.
The belly is white.
The few remaining true fresh water snakes are
so rare that they do not call for special remark,
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Chersydrus
granulatus.
(The
Rasp-skinned
Water Snake).—This curious reptile is fairly
common around our coasts, in estuaries, and
creeks, and is completely
aquatic.
Its diet
consists of
fish.
Its range of distribution is
from Bombay to Burma
and
further
East.
It grows to about four feet.
Fishermen who catch
them in their nets report them of a quiet, inoffensive
disposition. A bite would cause no ill effects apart
from the punctures inflicted.
T h e most notable
feature about the snake is its rasp-like skin which
differs from that of all other snakes. If the hand is
passed over the skin towards the head the surface feels
like a coarse file. T h e nostrils too are quite peculiar
They are perched on the top of the snout and so closely approximate that they look like the end of a double
barrelled gun. T h e tail is compressed, but not nearly
to the degree seen in sea snakes. In young life it is
zebra-like, being coloured with dirty buff, and deep
adults the colour becomes a uniform dark brown.
brown stripes.
T h e buff deepens with age, and in
Phython
molurus.
(The Indian Python).—
This reptile deservedly renowned for its beauty
and its strength though not a true water snake, exhibits
a strongly aquatic habit.
It is fairly common and
has a wide range of distribution, occurring as it does
in Ceylon, throughout the whole Indian Peninsular to
the further borders of Sind (Habb river), Assam,
Burma, and further East. It is commonly found in
rivers, and sometimes in lakes and jheels. Its diet is
extremely varied, mammals, birds, and reptiles being
preyed upon.
It frequently lies submerged in the
water like a crocodile, with nothing but the snout
above water, and its presence might easilv be overlooked.
It will take refuge beneath a log on the
river's bank or establish itself on a raft or boat moored
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to the river bank. It is not an offensive reptile, but if
attacked would prove a very formidable adversary.
It will bite viciously if provoked but its bite is not
poisonous. A large specimen might easily overpower
a man. It kills by wreathing itself round its victim,
and by subsequent constriction.
A human being
would be asphyxiated in a few minutes.
In such
circumstances the only chance one would have in a
contest of strength is to seize the snake by the tail, and
expeditiously with the utmost strengh strive to unwreath it, before its folds have tightened. The young
when hatched from the egg measure from two to two
and a half feet and it may attain to twenty feet. A
twenty foot specimen would weigh from fourteen to
fifteen stone. It can be distinguished from all other
snakes by a subtriangular depression on each of the
first two shields bordering the lip, and a pair of similar
depressions on the shield in front of the snout, just
above the arch through which the tongue is protruded.
This is the most certain way of identifying the snake
so that remarks on its colouration are unnecessary."
S h o o t i n g Pish.—Murral may often be
shot, though this is rather a poaching dodge. Still you
may be out shooting with your rifle and come on-a
tank in which they abound. If in the heat of the day
you will probably see the fish basking on the surface,
or a few inches below. If under water remember to
allow for refraction, i.e., aim below your mark.
The head is usually the best spot to aim at. If the
fish are under water, you will only stun them, so have
a man ready to go in and retrieve.
Another poaching dodge, but justifiable occasionally, is as follows: If you are fishing in a fairsized tank which you know holds big fish, get an ordinary country bladder and blow it out tight, tying the
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mouth up with string. T i e also to the string a small
stick like a pencil, about 6 inches long. O n to this
stick tie tightly the end of a piece of line and then
wind some 6 feet round it. T h e n make a small slit
at the bottom, and pass the line through, to prevent
it unwinding.
Leave 1 foot hanging clear.
To
the end of this tie a piece of stout gut, about a foot
long, with a hook attached. O n the»hook put a dead
frog. T h e n send it adrift so that it will float across
the tank with the wind.
If a fish takes your bait,
the line is jerked from the slit and unwinds, and the
fish plays itself.
You meanwhile watch from afar,
and think out the best way to get at the bladder.
" A n d this is your boasted British jurisprudence," as the Babu said when the transport mule
kicked him. So, a word in season, be careful when
making an extra fine cast, to see that the country is all
clear behind. I remember once fishing on the steps
of a temple tank and meaning to daintily drop my fly
over a rising fish. But all that happened, was a
venerable old Indian gentleman's spotless puggrie
came bounding down the steps, to his intense indignation and disgust. A s I could not extract the flv^H
broke, so perhaps he remembered me again, one day
when pressing it more firmly on his head.
Again, three men were fishing a rapid for
Mahseer. T h e scream of a reel brought two excited
men to the third, but where was the big fish dashing
madly hither and thither?
No, a moment's calm investigation revealed all.
A w a y across country sped an unfortunate pariah dog,
giving tongue, in a manner that would have caused
half the Peshawar pack to die of envy, and out rushed
the line, and the reel screamed merrily, 8 0 yards, 100
yards, 120 yards, only five more yards, what will
happen, and on the air, pregnant with the breathless
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suspense of three watching men, came back a weird
howl, and slack line, as the unfortunate pye made
tracks for the eternal snows with the hooks of a 2-inch
spoon buried deep in his tail.
And be careful of one thing. It is best to kill
any fish of over 2-lb. weight before trying to extract
your hooks, especially if they are treble ones, as very
nasty accidents have occurred through the fish plunging, and the hooker becoming the hooked.
There are more ways than one of killing a fish.
If a few smart blows on the head have no effect,
thump the fish vigorously with your fist in the middle,
having first laid him out flat. This will burst his
bladder.
With small fish squeeze them in the
middle^ or flip on the head with your finger.
And now there will be some I'm sure who will
say, " But he never tells us.whether the fish are good
to eat or not!" Well, one doesn't go tiger shooting
or pigsticking with a view to a meal in one's head,
nor ought one to go fishing in such a manner. But
certainly it is a great thing to feel that one's captures
are of some use after death. You don't get a skin or a
pair of tushes as trophies off a fish.
Well, first you can rest assured that your servants
and camp followers will eat all and any fish you may
give them.
Mahomedans will eatfishtoo, without the necessity of " halal karoing " it.
They say Allah has
already "halal kiya " fish, referring to their gill
openings.
As regards the fish for one's own table, so much
depends on (i) the species of fish; (ii) their size; (iii)
the water you catch them in; (iv) their condition; (v)
their cooking, and last, but not least, what sauce in
the way of hunger you can bring to bear on them.
Personally I do not think the Indian fish (exclud-
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ing Seer, Pomfret, and one or two other sea fish) come
up to their confreres at home, like the Salmon, Trout,
Sole, etc.
Batchwa are very good to eat, so are Barilius
B o l a ; and Chilwa, if caught in running water.
The
Indian Gudgeon is said to be nice : he doesn't look i t !
Mahseer depend very much on the river, they are
best to eat when weighing between 3 and 8 lbs., below 3 they are too bony, and above 8 they get coarse.
Some turtles are good to eat, some are not.
Experientia docet.
Megalops are too bony to be good.
Carnatic
carp are not good to eat—nowise—they are absolutely crammed with bones and their flesh is about as tasty
as paper. T h e n the murral, he perhaps is one of-.MiKB
nicest fish of all to eat, especially if he is caught in a
river (if caught in a tank he is improved by being kept
m clear fresh water, running for choice, for a day or
two).
T a k e out his bones however before serving
him for table. Mahomedans like murral particularly, and the presence of these fish in fort-moats and
isolated tanks is often said to b e due to the old
Mussalman conquerors of India.
T h e siluroids
mostly are good to eat, at least Silund and Wallago
Attu are, the latter perhaps being the nicer of the two,
the smaller they are the better the eating, since when
they grow big their flesh becomes coarse. W i t h all
the siluroids the large central bone should be removed
entire. W h e n my larder has been running low, I
have occasionally in the jungle poached some small
stream with my mosquito net and eaten the fry thus
caught, trying to think they were white-bait but failing
lamentably in the attempt.
A n d let me say a word here against selfishness in
fishermen, I mean in the matter of keeping pet places
dark. This, I think, is quite legitimate in the way of
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shooting, where perhaps your place if made public Is
visited just before your leave, by two or three so-called
sportsmen who slaughter every thing they see and ruin
that place for the year, or perhaps for several years.
But fishing is different, new fish come up every year;
and out here there are not nearly enough anglers to
overcrowd the good waters.
" D o unto others as
you would be done by." Tell about the good places
you know, and then when you are transferred, others
will tell you of good spots near your new station.
Occasionally it will happen that though you have
fished patiently from 4 P.M. till dusk, no luck will
reward you; till, just as darkness falls thefishseem to
start feeding. Then you will find it rather good fun
sometimes to tryfishingwith a lamp. I also tried by
moonlight, but never seemed to have as good sport as
on the darker nights. The best lamp you can use is
an ordinary acetylene bicycle or motor lamp, and i'
you paint your float with luminous paint you will find
it a great improvement. The luminous paint by itself
seems useless, but with a light shining on it shows up
very much better than ordinary white paint. I have
really only tried this night fishing seriously with
Megalops, and have had one or two excellent hour's
sport. There is a certain fascination in playing a fish
in the dark, the brilliant flash of silver as the light is
reflected from his gleaming side, then the rush out into
the inky darkness beyond the pale of light, all lends
a charm to the sport which is lacking in the clear light
of day. One thing, do not have the light too near
you, because of the thousands of mosquitoes and
midges that collect round it.
Train one of your
servants to sit with the lamp near the water's edge and
to keep your float in the centre of the circle of light.
Dress and Outfit.—On neither of these headings
have I anything to say; men out here very soon get to
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know what's what in the camp furniture line; and as
regards shikar dress, if a man is going to wear a white
coat and blue breeches,—then a Cook's tourist guide
is the book for him—as it is no use writing words of
wisdom about shades of shikar cloth for such as he.
Only one thing I would a d d ; excellent shikar cloth
can be got and at very reasonable cost, from any of
the Basel Mission stations at Calicut, Cannanore, etc.
T h e following cutting will be of interest to all
anglers; as only recently has this record been
beaten:—
A record in Mahseer fishing.
Mr. C . E . Murray Aynsley, who was able to
chronicle in the Field of the 10th November three
years ago the capture of a 1 0 4 pounder Mahseer, has
now had the extraordinary fortune to take another fish
turning the scale at 100 lbs.
T h e account of the
event is given in the current week's Field (13th
November), and runs as follows : —
O n the 20th September, a friend and I went to
the Hutty and Cauvery rivers for a four days' fishing
excursion. W e found the river a bit big, but clear.
T h e first day on the Hutty my friend moved one fish.
T h e second day w e fished the Hutty to its j u n c t i j U
with the Cauvery, and then went on into the Cauvery.
A little before 3 P.M., in the second run in the Cauvery, when I had given up all hope of moving a fish
and at the end of the run, as I was making my last
cast, I got a tug at my line that fairly astonished me.
T h e fish at once went up-stream for about forty
yards, then turned and came down at a frighful pace,
passing me in my coracle about thirty yards away, and
taking out about eighty yards of line before he stopped.
H e then made across the river, and then up-stream
again, and got under a rock. I got up above him and
then dropped down-stream to the rock, reeling up as
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1 went. When I was within twenty-five yards he
came out and went down-stream once more. I then
made for the middle of the pool (which had a good
current on it) and signalled to my friend who was below me, to come up. This he did after some trouble
as the current was against him. I tried to keep the
fish in mid-stream as weir as I could, but he insisted
on making runs all over the pool.
After about an
hour of this I got him fairly close to the coracle arid he
kept going round and round me, while I put on all the
pressure I thought my rod and tackle would stand.
This went on for over thirty minutes, but do what I
could, he would not come to the surface. When at
last he did come up a little, and I got a glimpse of
him, I worked away and managed to get his tail up,
but he* kept his head very low in the water.
After
two hours at him I found it was no go; I should never
get him up, his weight was too much. So I made
up my mind to get him to the side of the pool and try
to shelve him. It was an awkward job, as the bank
was difficult, with trees and roots around some nasty
bushes below, and only one small clear space of about
fifteen yards. However, I managed to get him there
and my friend followed in his coracle. We both
stranded our coracles, my friend's below mine, and I
succeeded in getting the fish up close to his coracle;
in fact, more than half the fish was under it when he
gaffed him. Then, with the help of our two boatmen, we dragged him on to the bank, and could see
what a beauty he was ; I began to think I had broken
my record of September 1906, when I killed afishof
104 lbs. But when we weighed him we found that
he scaled 103 lbs. We then got the tape, and
measured him, and found his dimensions as follows:
—Length, 64 in.; girth, 39 in.; mouth across, &Yl
in.; tail across, 19 in.
The dimensions were very
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much the same as those of my record fish, which was
104 l b s . ; length, 6 6 i n . ; girth, 37 i n . ; mouth and
tail the same, i.e., $Yl *n- anc ^ 19 in.
I was using a 16 feet
H a r d y ' s H i Regan
salmon rod, cane built, steel centred (the second joint
had a nasty bend in it just above the joint after the
fight, but I am glad to say it is now straight again), a
N o . 8 spoon mounted by myself with a swivel and one
treble hook, a Punjab wire trace (also made by myself), a H a r d y ' s silex reel, and a tanned flax line.
N o w just 11 years later the above fish has to give
pride of place to a perfect monster, a Mahseer of 119
l b . caught in the Cauvery, less than 3 5 miles from
Mysore. Col. Rivett-Carnac kindly sent me photos of
the fish and concerning its capture I cannot do better
than reproduce his account, published in the Pioneer
of 5th February 1920. Truely a gift of the Gods,
not many of us exiles can boast of such a red letter
Christmas!
THE

RECORD

MAHSEER.

H O W IT W A S C A U G H T .
COLONEL RIVETT-CARNAC'S

ACCOUNT.

[Lieutenant-Colonel Rivett-Carnac in sending
us the following account of the big Mahseer he killed
at Xmas informs us that at the suggestion e>f our
correspondent " A . W . " he has sent some scales to
the editor of the " F i s h i n g G a z e t t e " in the hope
that he may be able to determine the age of the fish—

Ed.]
Before starting on the yarn of how the big
Mahseer was killed, I must own to being a novice at
the game.
My previous biggest fish was a 14 lb.
coosh caught in Kashmir, my previous biggest Mahseer
10 lb.
A l l I can claim is beginner's luck Mr,
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Bowring's hospitality in inviting me to his camp, Mr.
Van Ingen's coaching whilst I fought the fish, Mr.
Bowring's skill in gaffing him, and finally the fish for
being fool enough to think my lure was what it wasn't.
I had looked forward to my Xmas leave. I had
arranged to go out to Mr. Bowring's camp with
Major Jackson, R.A.V.C.
We had leave from
the 24th—28th December.
On arrival in camp Bowring who was a day
ahead was pleased at the prospects, having landed a
42 and 25 before we turned up.
Bowring, the skilled fisherman of the party,
showed us how to do it, accounting (besides those
mentioned) for 70, 45, 42, 28, 25 and some 15's.
The second day Jackson killed his first fish, 56
lbs., amongst great rejoicing.
I got broken four times and was beginning to feel
hopeless till Van Ingen turned up the last evening but
one of our leave. Like a good sportsman he lent me
a spare reel with 150 yards of heavier line than mine.
We were due to leave for Bangalore at 11 A.M.,
on the 28th. At about 8-30 A.M.
I thought an
earthquake had got hold of my lure.
His first rush took out all but 5 yards of line.
He had the butt from the very start. Something had
to be risked.
Having no brake on the reel I stopped the rush
with the palm of my right hand on the reel handle.
As soon as he checked I began to fight him and try
and get back some line. Some 60 yards eventually
came in. I could feel him struggling but trusting to
a stout line I was determined not to give him an inch
till forced to do so. The strain was so great that the
line came back so tightly packed as to create an automatic brake for the next rush that took out almost as
much as I had got back.
On checking the second
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rush I had recourse to the same tactics.
T h e whole
time, every rush after the first one was at right angles
to where I was placed on the bank so I calculate that
this gave me a good advantage. H e got in, in all,
four rushes, the last being about 4 0 yds.
By this time I was feeling very tired, my hands
and arms almost numb. Amidst the expostulation of the
party I took hold of the rod as high up as I could with
both hands over the line and rested a bit. T h e fish
still struggled, but seemed to be getting as tired as the
man at the rod end. Another period of reeling in, and
at last we saw a swirl some 30 yds. from the bank and
5 0 from the rod. It was still a case of fight as he was
a gallant chap. However the end was near. Very
shortly he showed a fin. By this time my right hand
refused to function, so the last 2 0 yds. or so, all I
could do was to walk backwards.
T h e fish was well shelved when Bowring gaffed
him beautifully in the throat; even then the gallant
fellow fought and V a n Ingen had to help with a
second gaff. H e appeared to b e a real monster compared to what I had seen landed.
However I was
too dead beat to take much interest for a few minutes.
T h e hundred-weight spring balance was produced and
to our astonishment the needle flew right off the dial;
so w e had to wait till we could get to camp to cut off
a bit and weigh him by sections. His measurements
taken individually by the whole party were : —
Length 6 4 inches.
Girth 42 inches.
W i d t h of tail 2 6 inches.
Circumference of mouth 2 6 inches
Point of gill to mouth 2 4 inches.
Shortly after the death of this monster, we heard
Jackson's reel screaming. H e must have had 160
yards of line out before the fish stopped. But it was
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a case of bad luck; after over 2 Yl hours'fightingand
sulking the fish got round a snag. And broke the
line.
We had to get away now by car, go back to
camp and weigh the big one by bits. We removed
the tail from just below the vent, a 10 lbs. chunk.
The balance of thefishscaled 109 lbs.—1 1 9 in
all, not counting any loss after 3 hours drying and the
blood lost in removing the tail.
The rod used was a brand new 14 foot greenheart Imperator manufactured by Alcock and retailed
by Manton and Co., Calcutta.
Line No. 2 undressed flax plaited line.
Also I think the following, culled from an old
Field, "might prove useful to some anglers who are
keen on studying fish, as well as catching them. >
AUTOPSIES ON F I S H .

Although this subject is unattractive to most, and
antipathetic to many, nevertheless the interest in and
importance of the information thus obtained, in my
opinion justifies this article.
Contrary to popular
opinion the internal organs of animals are, if examined
the case of clean-feeding fish like trout and grayling,
fresh, perfectly clean and inoffensive, especially in
An autopsy is made, from an angler's point of view,
to ascertain the gullet and stomach contents, but note
should also be made of any parasite of disease, the sex
and condition of the fish.
An autopsy should be
made as soon as the fish has been killed and weighed, because digestion continues after death, and a fish
that has been cleaned at once will keep very much
longer. Two instruments are required to perform
this operation artistically, a pair of blunt-pointed
scissors and a pair of small forceps; a knife is a very
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useless weapon. O p e n the fish by cutting with the
scissors from the vent up to where the gill covers meet.
In the upper end of the incision will be seen the triangular pink heart, which, if the fish has recently been
killed, will be found beating; do not be alarmed, for
the heart of any cold-blooded animal will continue to
beat for many hours, even after it has been removed
from the body, provided it be kept in a damp, cool
atmosphere. Just behind the heart will be found a
dark red organ, the liver, and behind this the stomach,
usually somewhat hidden in fact; the intestine, which
occupies the space between the stomach and vent, is
usually a short, straight t u b e ; on either side of the
stomach in the case of a female fish will b e seen the
roes.
A l l these organs*except the heart, but with
the swimming bladder, which lies beneath the
stomach, should be removed together in this w a y :
holding the stomach with the forceps, and pulling it
downwards will separate the liver and heart, and between these will be seen deep down a white tube, the
gullet; cut through this : now the whole of the abdominal contents will come away, and snipping through
the intestine close to the vent will complete the removal. T h e fish may now be placed in the basket.
D o not wash it, as by so doing most of its blood,
which is a very good preservative, will be lost.
N o w to examine the contents of the stomach.
T h e larger descending or cardiac limb will contain the
more recently taken food; the gullet, if any, the most
recently; the ascending or pyloric limb food which
has undergone partial digestion, and will seldom repay examination. T o display the contents : with the
forceps hold the cut end of the gullet, then slit up
with the scissors both gullet and stomach.
Usually
the nature of the contents can be at once recognised;
but if the contents are of much interest, or of such
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small insects, etc., as not to be easily recognised,
some or all of the contents should be put into a small
bottle of dilute formalin, which should be carried for
this purpose, so that a more careful examination may
be made with a lens at home.
Also an extract from The Scientific American.
The age of a fish can be determined with accuracy by inspection of the otoliths or bony concretions,
which are found in the auditory apparatus.
The
otoliths increase in size during the entire life of the
fish, each year adding two layers, a light coloured one
formed in summer, and a dark one formed in autumn
and winter.
The alternate layers are sharply contrasted and very distinct, so there is no difficulty in
counting them.
The number of pairs of layers is
equal to the number of years the fish has lived.
Remember, never ask a native "' Does this road
lead to
?"
He will wave his hand forward
instantly, and his joy at seeing vou pass on so peacefully will be pathetic.
Needless to say, he never
grasped what your question was. No, ask patiently
andfirmlyseveral times " Where does this road lead
to?" and if meanwhile he has got no clue as to where
you wish to go, you may get a reasonably truthful
answer.
And it is useless asking the ordinary wayfarer if
the river is clear. To him snow water would be (he
height of clearness. All he asks is to escaoe, and he
is a poor man, and he has seven sick children, and
undoubtedly the water is clear, is dirty, or whatever
your Honour desires.
And when hot and angry at having received five
fames in the last hour the answer four kos, when asking
the distance to your next camp, do not turn angrily on
the tiffin cooly. He will say immediately ' ' We are
there, just round the comer," and when the next
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passer by says ' 6 kos ' will drop the tiffin basket and
flee swiftly.
A kos may be its legitimate two miles. More
often it is a kutcha kos 1 Yl miles, though occasionally
it means 114, and even one mile.
In the jungles of Central India, they have
delightfully nebulous ways of expressing time and distance :—1 So long as the leaf takes to fall " ; or
" As far as a shout goes," neither really satisfactory
replies to the meticulous enquirer !

CHAPTER VII.
LOCALITIES.

T h e I n d u s River.—Rises in Thibet, behind
the great mountain wall of the Himalayas, and springs
from the sacred mount of Kailas, 22,000 feet high.
It is an enormous river, and runs 812 miles, before it
enters the N.-W. Frontier Province. The chief
features of interest in this portion, lie in the immense
gorges by which it breaks through the Western
Himalayas. Near Skardu in Baltistan, the cliffs are
said to be 14,000 feet sheer descent. Almost
opposite Attock, it receives the waters of the Kabul
river, a stream nearly as big as itself, and when both
nvers are in flood, the junction is a magnificent sight.
It is a river much given to sudden floods and freshets,
in one of the biggest of which, 1858, it is recorded
that the river rose 90 feet in a few hours, carrying
away a part of Nowshera cantonment.
Its total
length is about 1,800 miles. Its delta is enormous,
covering over 3,000 miles, and occupying 125 miles
of coast line. It must not be forgotten that the Indus
receives the waters of the Panjnad, i.e., the. united
river formed by the joining of the waters of the five
rivers of the Punjab—the Sutlej, Beas, Ravi, Chenab
and Jhelum.
The following brief note is in my Diary, I am
afraid that I can no longer hope for the particulars
promised, but I give it as it stands " Caught Mahseer
in Ladakh (up to 8 lbs. on mutton) in glacier streams.
At Leh, on Indus, no rain in July—water seemed
clear. Zamshur good river, also nearer Hanle, in
tributary of Sutlej caught fish."
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Also afinepool near Bhakkar, on left bank of
Indus, nearly opposite D.l.K. caught a lot of seetul."
(See note on this under Tank-Fishing.)
Also at Ghazi Ghat for anyone forced to remain there for their sins any length of time, there is
afinepool off the Indus due west of the level crossing
up near distant signal and 100 yards below clump of
trees and hut. It is about 15 feet deep and very
clear, even when river is in flood. There were a lot
of black partridge round here. This was in 1918
and of course whole river bed may have altered.
THE KABUL AND INDUS RIVERS.
By Bt.-Col. W. Norman, 22nd Cavalry.
T H E KABUL RIVER.

This rises in the mountains some 45 miles west
of Kabul, and just below the latter place takes in the
Logar river. The main stream then passing through
open country for some 16 miles, enters the Tangi
Garu Gorge, and at about two miles further on there
is a magnificent waterfall, fully 100 feet in depth,
where the whole stream careers over through one
narrow channel. This fall is called the Mahi Par or
place where " fish leap." From here the river flows
through a series of rapids and gorges, till some twelve
miles above Jalalabad it forces its way into the plain
through the Darunta Gorge. Hence it widens out
and continues in deep pools and rapids past Jalalabad,
Girdi Kats to Dakka where it again enters a gorgsc
and passing through the Mohmand Hills enters the
Peshawar valley at Warsak, above Michni, and then
after-taking in the Swat river at Nisatha eventually
joins the Indus at Attock.
Nothing is known as to its fishing capabilities
above Michni, but the sight of the river about Girdi
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Kats is enough to make an angler's mouth water.
Unfortunately, at the time I saw the river it was intensely cold and somehow I never took up a rod with
me. T o fish in the Afghan portion of the river will
not be given to many, but it is as well to know that
there is good water, and to be prepared to fish it.
From Peshawar as a centre there is very fair
fishing obtainable when the river is clear, but unfortunately this is seldom the case.
T h e river runs in
several branches of which the principal, starting from
Peshawar, are the Shah A lam, Naguman and the
main stream. T h e best road to take is that leading
to Charsadda.
Riding or driving along this, reach
the Shah A l a m at eight miles, the Naguman at nine
and a half miles and the main stream at sixteen miles.
There'is good fishing at each place where the road
crosses the stream.
T h e r e must b e big fish in the
river, but it is seldom any above 10 lbs. are caught.
T h e river is really very little known, this is probably
due to the fact that it is somewhat disappointing to
find it so constantly dirty. Given favourable weather
and clear water it would be worth while to take a
boat at Michni and reconnoitre the river as far as the
Charsadda crossings.
Then Capt. T a t e of the 8th King's writes me as
follows:—
Peshawar
District.—There
is really no fishing
worthy of the name in the district. After the 1915
show a$?ainst the Mohmands my Repiment with the
rest of the 1 st B d e . were in camp at Naguman on the
banks of the Naguman river from the 1st November
to 15th December.
W i t h the exception of 6 days
when I was on duty, Sprott of the 72nd Punjabis (since
killed in Massood) and I went out every afternoon and
every Thursday and Sunday and our total bag was
two fish resembling the choosh of Kashmir and about
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a dozen chilwa. The biggestfishweighed 2Yz lbs.,
and I got him on a worm cast just about him as he
rolled and he was foul hooked just above the gills.
During the whole of that time I had out eight lines
baited with worms, ata and chicken's " interiors "
they were never touched. The water was in perfect
condition the whole time which made it the more
annoying.
Many of the men of my Regiment are
keen anglers and they alsofishedthere every day with
equally bad luck.
Near Shabkadhar in the Hafiz Khor stream there
is fishing to be had—fish small mahseer and a small
carp I've not identified and tengra but speaking generally one is not allowed there at all.
The Bara is a complete wash out now-a-days
there's not enough water in it for a decent sized chilw^H
Sprott and I fished the Shah Alam for a month
and got nothing. We also have done the boat trip
many times in 14, 15, 16 and 17 at all times of the
year and never caught a fish. It is said that above
Michni thefishingis good but to the average soldier or
civilian this is forbidden water."
Col. Norman's Nores continued.
THE

INDUS.

" T h e Siran enters the Indus at Torbela and the
junction looks a capital place, but I was there only
once and then the river ran in red flood and I was unable to get even a bite, but according to ' ' The
Angler's Handbook " there is splendid fishing to be
got. So far as I know it is never fished now, but
should be easily accessible from Nowshera and the
new cavalry cantonment at Mardan Road. The way
to go would be by road, while the return journey
might be by boat to Attock. At the latter place t r | |
Kabul river enters the Indus, There is good fishing
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above the junction, at the junction itself, and below
the railway bridge. Nizampur and Dooga are other
places in the vicinity. Besides the Mahseer a kind of
Salmon-trout called Pooa is taken; these run fairly
large, I heard one of 1 6 lbs. having been caught. It
is not uncommon to take Mahseer from 15 to 25 lbs.
Khushalgarh, some 30 miles from Kohat, is a
favourite fishing place for the garrison at the latter
place.
Prior to the construction of the railway it
used to be the custom to write to the Darogha at the
bridge of boats for information as to when the water
was clear and the chilwa running, but this useful
official has probably now disappeared.
Another place is Shadipur, some fifteen miles
above Khushalgarh.
Here there is a village with
supplies. The plan is to take a boat from Khushalgarh and fish up and down between that place and
Shadipur. The boat should be of sufficient size to
carry camp kit and servants, then one canfishand camp
anywhere.
The best time of the year is March, when the
chilwa are running. Allfishingis by spinning chilwa
or spoon, not by trolling. You locate the mahseer as
they feed on the chilwa and then warily stalk them.
I have never heard of anyone systematically
fishing the river from Attock down to Khushalgarh,
but this is distinctly a thing to do if time can be spared.
At Attock, boats can be easily arranged for to carry
tents, servants, etc. The trip would include, besides
the above places,fishingat the junction of the Hurroo
and there are prot>ably other places, virgin spots
hitherto not known.
FISHING ROUND KOHAT.

The Kohat Toi rises near Hangu and there is a
little 'fishing at Raisan, seventeen miles up the line,
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but it is not worth much unless combined with shooting. At Dodah, some twelve miles down the river,
there is a very nice little rest-house complete with
crockery, etc. Here some good fun can be got at
times with a small fly-spoon. I have heard of a sixpounder being caught, but usually nothing bigger than
two pounds comes to hand. In all probability there
are better pools some distance below Dodah, and the
natives declare this is the case, but I do not know of
them myself.
T H E KURRAM.

By Bt.-Col. Norman, 22nd Cavalry.
This rises.in the mountains beyond Parachinar
and flows down what is known as the Kurram valley
to a point just below Thai. Here the river enters a
gorge in the Waziri hills, and again enters British
territory at the Kurram post, about five miles from
Bannu. From the latter place the river flows on till
it eventually joins the Indus.
The gorge in the
Waziri hills being transborder and hence not fishable,
the river is practically divided into two portions, that
above Thai, and that below the Kurram post.
There is capital fishing in the upper portion,
though much destroyed of late years during the construction of the road up the valley. From Parchinar
to Sadda fish up to three and four lbs. can be taken.
Below Sadda the bestfishingis from Mandori to Thai,
here fish up to six and eight lbs. can be taken. In
old days much bigger fish used to be taken, but there
can be no doubt that road contractors and others
dynamited the pools, and once this has been done to
ariverit seldom recovers its formerfishingcapabilities.
Thai is connected with Kohat by railway, and Mandori is some twelve miles up the Parchinar road. In
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regard to poaching, it should be a standing order of
the Thai post that this be prohibited.
A little
thought given to fish preservation would do much, but
now and then a regiment turns up, the sepoys of which
run riot with casting nets and blankets.
Turning now to Bannu the fishing is poor as a
rule, though there are some good pools. I have seen
mahseer up to 20 lbs. brought into cantonments for
sale but these were taken by nets in the gorge above
the Kurram post, they do not come down to Bannu,
probably because they prefer the rocky pools in the
gorge. Still some fun can be got out of the stream
below the Kurram post if one will be content with fish
up to two and three pounds with the possibility of a
larger one on exceptional occasions.
FISHING IN WAZIRISTAN.

There are a number of small streams in Waziristan, but two only are along routes held by our troops
or militia. These are the Tochi and Zam. The fishing in both is practically the same, with small flyspoon, atta and now and then with fly. The fish
average one to two pounds, though now and then
some just over three pounds are taken.

Swat a n d Panjkora Biver. —Very fair
mahseerfishingis to be had in both these streams, and
the fish run big. The snow trout begin to run up in
October, when the mahseer fishing goes off.
Spin
with natural bait and use atta. Good fishing is to be
had near Chakdarra on the march into Chitral.
When the river is in flood, try live and dead bait
picketting of the mouths of small tributaries, the
Mahseer run from 2 to 50 lbs., big ones predominating.
The Swat river is very strong and one is liable to get
hung up a lot. The snow trout will take spoon up
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here, and run to 12 and 15 lbs., they do not give
much play however.
There is fishing to be had at all the following I
stages on the march into Chitral, Sado, Robat,
W a r a i , Darora, all on Panjkora river, mahseer and
snow trout.
A t Dir, fish (snow trout) are fairly
numerous, to be caught with worm.
A t Drosh on
the Chitral river, there are small mahseer, though in
other parts of the river they run big. Snow trout are
to be caught up to six pounds in Lut Koh stream,
fifteen miles from Chitral.
A correspondent sends
me the following : —
Fishing in C h i t r a l . — T h e best time is from the
middle of March to the beginning of May,
e.g.,
when the water is not too dirty, and again about the
end of September to beginning of November.
Worm
is the bait used; fish won't look at a spoon.
The
fish (snow trout) run up to about five pounds and are
caught as a rule near the junctions of small streams
with the Chitral river. T h e side streams Turico river
for instance, holds fish when the water gets very dirty,
and in May this year about 2 0 0 lbs. of fish were
caught in ten days, largest being about five pounds.
I am told that there are no Mahseer in Chitral
river. T h e best place for snow trout is Mogh, on Lut
Koh, 2 3 miles above Chitral.
Grasshoppers are a
killing bait on this river.
In the winter when the river is clear as a rule fish
don't take at all, and apparently run down-stream.
T h e best rod is a ten foot one, with light tackle
and a small h o o k . "
A correspondent sends* me the following additional information concerning the Swat river near
Chakdarra:—
" Mahseer have been caught from March the
1 st till October the 31 st, but the months of April and
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May are best. The fish run up to 40 lbs. but mostly
from 10 to 20. The baits used are spoon and dead
bait. A small black fish with a large head (Ophioeephalus Gachua) was found to take best, but chilwa
or any other fish would do. Personally, I prefer gut
traces and all silver spoons, and caught nearly all my
fish with that tackle, but other men used Killin wire.
Mahseer were also caught with atta.
Snow trout
were caught all the year round with spoon.
The
water a mile above and below Chakdarra used to be
preserved. I should not call the Swat a very good
river, and I think it was because we did nothing else
but fish, living as we did right on the river, that we
were fairly successful."
NOTES ON FISHING IN THE SWAT RIVER.

By Contain H. C. Kay, 8th Cavalry. (1910?)
I The Spring fishing is much better than the
Autumn fishing. Dead bait is the thing to use, and
the best you can use is the Ophiocephalus Gachua,
which looks like a diminutive murral, and can be'
caught in a net in any of the small tributaries such as
the Chakdarra stream. It is very strong and lasts a
long time on the hook. Pickle some in formalin and
they will last for years, and are equally good as the
fresh bait. As there are many small streams running
into the main river, and this bait abounds in all, it
follows that the mahseer are generally on the look out
for them at the junctions, but they are killing bait anywhere in the Swat river. Spoon is not much good,
unless when the water is very thick then use a 3 or 4inch one. The following are the best sites:—
(i) The pool immediately above the Fort along
the right bank, this is about the best spot in the river.
Throw well out, when the water is very clear the fish
seem to stay in centre of pool, and a very long cast is
required, \_
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(ii) A good run which often holds a fish, is just
below bridge on right bank.
(in) Under the bridge on left bank, a pool which I
always holds mahseer. Good place for atta fishing,
(iv) About 100 yards above this, cast out into
junction, and the bait if well leaded will swing round
' to a deep hole, where mahseer lie well. Have
caught all my bestfishin the river here, and have been
broken several times.
(v) About 100 yards below the bridge a small
streamletflowsin the from the fields. Here mahseer
often lie.
(vi) On right bank, the junction of the Chakdarra
stream, a very good casting place. Throw from upstream into junction, and as there is generally a good
depth of water you may expect fish of any size.
(vii) Not manv <Tood places up-stream, though
there are several sma'l junctions; however, thefi«hare
netted regularly and it is not worth making a pilgrimage far up. I have beenfivemiles up-stream and did
no good.
fviii) Half a mi'e down-stream from Use Fort
there is a good pool, best place, a strong swirl round
a large, rock, often a big fish here. Remainder of
pool disaonointing, though it looks excellent.
(ix) Down-stream about two miles, just near
where the river runs at the foot of some cliffs on right
bank. A very good iunchon. Her<* lar^e mahseer
are often to be seen after the fry. If before casting
you go up on the cliff, you can see what fish are
moving. Cast from the centre spit of shingle into the
junction, not from the shore where^you can't reach the
right place.
(x) About one and a half miles below this there
is a deep pool under the cliff where, early morning
and evening, monster mahseer can be seen near the

surface. I have never heard yet of one of them being
caught, though I and others have tried many times with
every kind of device.
(xi) Khar junction, about two miles from Khar
village, which is four miles from Chakdarra. One
of the best places on the river. Very big fish have
been caught here about three-quarter mile up-stream,
just below some large rocks on left bank. Fish from
rock, but keep out of sight, a favourite place.
(xii) On right bank, nearly opposite this is a deep
fast running pool; fish from rock which juts out, with
a 6 to 8 oz. lead. Hold hard if you get into one
here, the water is extremely heavy immediately below
this.
(xiii) About one mile below Khar junction,
another small junction.
(xiv) Below this point I have not done much
good, though I have been four or five miles downstream on each bank, but had very little luck. Chief
points to remember when fishing the Swat river are;
weight your trace sufficiently to keep the bait about
one and a half feet from the bottom, and the water
usually being very clear, you mustfishvery fine. For
dead bait one small treble only, up the vent. Spoon
has very little success on this river.
Regarding the above, the following interesting
note were sent me by Major T. D. Mackenzie, 41 st
Dogras.
Notes on Swat R. Chakdarra, 1917-18.
(i) This is presumably where Chakdarra turn
enters river. Still applies. A large stone bund has
been made on left bank here which I think is bound
to deepen the water and may make it better tofishfrom
other bank. See vi, if this place is (vi) then (i) no
longer exists.
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•.ft • (ii) Garden Reach.—Fish from bank by Fort
garden. I never got a touch here but* Sgt. Coleman,
R . A . , who has fished the river for about 16 years
does well in this pool with live bait.
(iii) This is the place to fish for snow trout in
winter. From the bridge a mass of fish (rather like a
miniature Jungoo) can be seen. Fish from left bank
and reel in slowly immediately after casting. Letting
the bait swing round to one's own side one doesn't
touch a fish.
(iv) Owing to the wire binding of the bunds, one
is broken here time and again. A sure cast for flyspoon or flv. fished from left bank under the trees. .
(viii) This pool now ruined owing to a new cut
made below it for a canal.
I landed five fish,
mahseer, 1 5, 14, 6, 3 , 2 in an hour in M a y 1 9 M
in this place on spoon.
M a y improve again later,
but I fear the main volume of water will be diverted
to left bank here.
In addition to the above one gets snipe, chikor
and seesee and there is a seven hole golf course with
greens, so really Chakdarra is no bad place !
O n e has to be careful wading across the Swat.
T h e water is very heavy and being so clear is very
deceptive. However by facing up-stream
always
one can get across doubtful places. T h e mahseer
leave the river in the cold weather, I fancy.
Owing to the canal works lower down the fishing is I
fear deteriorating yearly.
Dargai.—There is a small stream about 4 miles
down the Skakot (Mardan) road. If hit off when
there is water in it would be worth trying with flyspoon and fly.
C a n a l . — T h e canal itself is useless, although
one sees fish UD to a lb. trying to get up the falls just
opposite the Fort.
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There is a stretch at the head of the valley towards Malakand before the pucca canal begins which
is worth trying with fly. Nothing big.
T h e S i r a n R i v e r . —There are two points
from which this river can be reached. First Hassan
Abdal station, drive 20 miles to Harripur,* the half
way halting place for tongas on the way to Abbottabad. There is a nice dak bungalow there, well
furnished, with a khansama who will cater for you
From Harripur drive to Thapla village, seven miles,
in a turn-turn, charge Rs. 3 per day.
For first six
miles the road is metalled, then comes the crossing
over the Sokker Nadi, across which there is no pretence at a road. Walk this bit. The place to begin
fishing is either at the junction of the Dore and Siran
rivers, or go about three-quarters of a mile beyond
Thapla to where four trees stand on river bank, near
a small ruined cemetery. There are two A-1 pools
just below this. From here right down to the junction with the Indus, all the water is good. The road,
a species of hill track, driveable, starts again at
Thapla and follows the river five miles to Torbela, a
small town on the left bank of the Indus, crossing the
Siran, a little before the bigger river is reached. A
ferry here crosses the Indus, on the opposite bank,
the road dividing, the north branch running to Derband and south to Attock.
Fly-spoon and natural
bait both seem successful, and I have a note of a one
pound mahseer caught on a blackamoor fly. One
must wade to fish properly ; in a normal year the river
can be waded without difficulty at intervals.
The
Siran is affected by snow water, but not badly.
April and May are the best months, and then September and October, though I had fair sport when I
visited the river in June. May and June, however
* A Railway Station here now.
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are vSry hot.
T h e junction of the Siran with the
Indus should be fished, vide the bag made by General
Dandridge in 1887, noted in " T h e Angler's Handbook."
I had not leisure to visit Torbela myself,
nor was I very successful in gathering any definite
khabar about the place.
T h e second spot on the Siran to make for is
Sheri Shah village, 22 miles from Abbottabad. The
road goes via G a d d a 13 miles, and is nothing but a
rough stony track, barely rideable in places.
It is
all up and down across the mountains, rising at one
spot to over 6 , 0 0 0 feet.
Some fine views of the
snows are to be had, and once or twice a distant silver
streak betokens the Indus. T h e only place to pitch
a tent is in the bed of river, which is here about onequarter of a mile across here, opposite to Sheri Shah
village.
T h e Mangal stream runs in here.
The
heat in May and June is something terrific, and a visit
to the river is not recommended at this time of year.
There is a lot of very good water, and I fancy one
could fish all down to Thapla, but there were signs
that the river is very badly poached here; I saw one
man with a net who disappeared as if by magic, also
a boy with a string of small snow trout in his hand.

The Kalapani Stream.—Near Abfet^M
bad has been stocked by the Gurkha officers of the
station with English trout (Fario). They were first
put as fry into a tank near Abbottabad in 1 8 9 5 , and
in 1896 3 5 6 yearlings were turned out into stream.
Thanks to the untiring energy, backed with th^ requisite knowledge, of Lieutenant-Colonel Kernball*
of 5th Gurkhas, the trout have done well the last few
years, and of the fact that thev have bred freely there
is no manner o; doubt.
It is just possible that the
* T I M o l i ^ s - w i s k i l l - l in P - a w in the 3rd y e ir of the
war, to the great regret of his many friends.
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extraordinarily heavy rains of 1908 may have done
some harm, but it is to be hoped not.
In the hot
weather of 1908 the stream was abnormally low and
there were few big fish to be seen, probably these
had taken refuge in deep holes, and were not to be
tempted to feed during the day. But fish of up to
three-quarters of a pound were fairly plentiful, and
rose well to the fly, fighting most gamely when hooked. The Kalapani is a small mountain torrent rising
under Thandiani, 9,000 feet, the summer hill station
of Abbottabad, and falling into the Dore river under
the Abbottabad-Murree road.
The best fishing is
from the Kalapani staging bungalow down to where
the road from Abbottabad first approaches the stream.
Above the bridge near the bungalow, a tributary, the
Safedpani, runs in, and the fish work a short way up
this also. Higher up lie the spawning beds.
To
reach the stream, drive four miles to Newershahr on
the Gali's road, after this one must ride or walk up
the Thandiani road. The staging bungalow is at the
tenth milestone from Abbottabad, and possesses a
khansama who can provide meals at short notice.
Below the fishable portion of the Club water, snow
trout are to be caught, but the stream here falls so
rapidly that it is almost impossible to follow its course
down. It could be fished up from the Gali's road,
but the bag would not repay the .labour.
Since
writing the above, I hear that the Club have successfully imported 3,000 ova this year, from Cashmere.
One sincerely hopes that the fry will hatch out satisfactorily.
T h e D o r e R i v e r , which is crossed near
Sultanpur, on Hassan Abdal-Abbottabad road by a
big bridge, and again on Abbottabad-Dungagali road
by a second bridge, is simply one continuous shallow
rapid, and holds, I fancy, practically no fish.
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Though I have vague recollections of a man who
told me that somewhere in its course the Dore was
fishable!
I should like to add here some extracts from a
letter written me by a fellow angler, under the nom de
plume of De Mere. " Can you do anything for
Fisheries Protection in N.-W. F. P.? The
Gurkhas, wherever they go, net everything from an
inch upwards, the mill men turn the streams and
handle thefishout, and the Zamindars* boys are nearly as bad. Why the Gurkhas should be allowed to
kill all thefishI do not understand. There ought to be
certain stretches in every river, strictly preserved for
anglers, and the system of poisoning and dynamiting
made a penal offence. A tax on nets, and that heavy,
might do good, but some waters should be preserved
and no nets ever cast across them.
" If only the splendid streams of the N.-W. F.
P. would have the deep waters and falls strictly preserved, we could have fish up to any size and plenty
for every rod and line. As it is the Gurkhas,
Zamindars and hill men are allowed to destroy all
the young fish and ruin the pools. I havefishedthe
Kurram, Towey, Rakhni, Indus and the Dore, and
never anywhere have I seenfisheriesso ruined as the
Dore and Abbottabad streams, that ought to hold
tons of young fish.
I have pegged away at the Government for
years to dam and weir and horse-shoe fall all the tangis
or rocky passes; and the places where strata c^oss the
river bed at a suitable dip and thus prevent the scour
and cutting away of the hills and valleys, and also
give fine pools for fish and maintain the rivers at a
constant steady run, besides filling the valleys with
rich forest and jungle.
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1 It has been said the weirs would silt up. What
if they do ? It is just what you want, raise your weir
till you get a big flood level and backwater, and then
the amount of herbage and timber that would grow
in the soaked land would pay the Government treble
and quadruple the cost of the weirs, in a few years'
time.. What is the use of letting all the waters go
back to the sea at 15 to 20 miles an hour?"
- My correspondent also sends me several interesting sketches of his ideas, and also designs for ' fish
passes ' up the falls.
Possibly the N.-W. F. P.
will some day turn their attention to fish preservation,
following the example of the Punjab, but like so
many improvements it is long overdue, and the damage
being done will never auite be made good.
I can bear out all of what De Mere says about
the Abbottabad streams, the poaching that goes on is
absolutely wicked. I yield to no one in my admiration for the Gurkha, and have many relations and
friends in those regiments, but a more thorough going
poacher than Johnny Gurkha I have yet to meet.
NOTES ON THE FISHING ROUND RAWALPINDI IN THE
RIVERS SOHAN, KORUNG AND CHIBLAT.

By C. Boyce, Esq., S. and T.
The rivers near Rawalpindi are the Sohan
and Korung, the nearest points on each river being
about five miles distant from cantonments; then there
is the Chiblat near Hassan Abdal Railway Station,
30 miles from Pindi on the main line to Peshawar.
I would here like to point out to anyone intending to fish any of the above rivers, that they are preserved by the North Pumab Fishing Club whose
headouarters are at Rawalpindi; the subscription to
the Club is only Rs. 16 per annum, and anyone fishing
these rivers should feel it a duty to send the subscrip-
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tion to the Honorary Secretary, care of the R a w a l pindi Club, who will forward maps, e t c . *
T h e S o h a n . — T h e nearest point to cantonments is five miles down the Jhelum road where the
Grand Trunk R o a d crosses the river from here right
down to Moorga, the river is a series of runs and
pools and fishable all the way. There is a large pool
immediately below the old Railway Bridge piers,
which holds enormous fish but they are seldom caught.
I have three times taken fish of over 10 lbs. from it
and in April 1 9 0 8 one of 1 6 lbs. There is a Club
boat kept near this pool at the village of Koond, and
if anyone cares for it, there are several pools large
enough to troll in. Lower down the river at Moorga
one must troll and there is another boat kept here.
Unfortunately, the water of the Sohan seems to take
a very long time to clear and a very little rain or a
dust-storm makes the river quite unfishable; this is, I
think, chiefly the reason that the fishing here is run
down.
T h e baits I recommend for the Sohan are, for
trolling a one inch or one and a half inch silver and
brass spoon, or a two inch brass Devon M i n n o w ; and
for fishing from the bank a three-quarter inch all gold
fly-spoon, or best of all a small natural bait, this latter
is deadly, particularly late on a hot weather evening
when I have sometimes taken fish of over 10 lbs.
T h e morning up to midday and then from 5 P.M., till
dark, seem to be the best times for the Sohan.
I
have often fished during the early afternoon but never
did much until it was nearly sunset.
T h e K o r t i n g . — t h i s is, in my opinion, the
best of the rivers near Rawalpindi; the fish seem to
take the bait better than in the Sohan, they will often
iince died a natural death.—S. D.,
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take, the artificial fly well and sometimes ravenously,
and one occasionally gets quite a heavy fish.
The highest point on this river where I have
fished is in the Rawal pool eight miles along the
Murree road and the river is 100 yards to the right of
the road. At the upper end of the pool above the
dam the fish take a small Coachman very well, and
although the average weight will be under half a
pound one can get 20 or morefishin a day, with here
and there a one-pounder among them, then below the
dam good fish can be killed on parched Indian corn,
a handful is thrown in to attract the fish and then a
single grain threaded on a bare hook is thrown in
among the feeding fish, much as a fly is cast.
The
best fish I got in this way was 4Y2 lbs., but I have
heard of much larger ones being taken.
The next point where the river isfishableis from
just below Khanna village, five miles from Rawalpindi. This can be reached by driving or riding
along the Murree road to the Parsee Cemetery, and
then branching off to the right, one can drive right up
to Khanna; another and shorter way is to go past the
Jail and Military Dairy, fording the Leh, across the
railway crossing and on to Chota Gangal; from here
the fishing is only half a mile distant, and the total
distance from the Club is only four miles, it is possible to drive but the road is rough.
The reach from A to B on the map occasionally
affords splendid fishing with the artificial fly. The
fish average one pound but on the 16th May 1908 I
took 31 fish weighing 104 lbs. here, all on the artificial fly; my next best day was 30 fish weighing 37
"lbs., but these were exceptional days and I have never
approached these bags since. In the spring of 1908
this reach fished very badly, partly owing to dirty
water, and I did not get a decent bag but took one
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nice fish of 5 | 4 lbs., on a Jock Scott in March. If
the fish are on the feed they seem to take the two
following flies as well as anything—(a) Jock Scott on
N o . 8 Limerick hook, (b) Grey Drake on N o . 10
Limerick hook.
T h e larger fish, i.e., from three
pounds to five pounds take the first named fly best, the
largest fish taken by me from this reach was 5 % lbs.,
and was caught on the first named fly in May 1908.
Below this bit of the river the spinning bait is a
better lure than the fly; however, it is occasionally
worth while trying the fly, specially in the morning
about 9 A.M. In May 1908, I got a fish of 7Yl lbs.
in the Pir Sohaba Pool on a Durham Ranger (grilse
size). After the monsoon when the river first clears,
is the very best time for the Korung and the best bait
is a small Chilwa mounted on Lacy's spinning tackle.
T h e best way to make this is as follows : take a small
double ringed treble hook, a N o . 1 Limerick-eyed
single hook and a length of gut, tie one end of the
gut to the single hook, pass the other end through the
lower eye of the treble, take two turns round the shank
and pass through upper eye, the end of the gut is made
fast to the trace. T h e method of baiting is to pass
the single hook through the mouth of the bait and out
of the gill and embed it firmly through the tail, the
treble hook is then maniDulated down the snood to
give the bait a curve and one of its hooks passed
through both lips of the bait. This is a very simole
flight and verv effective in hooking a fish as well as
spinning the bait; another preat advantage is that the
snood need not be detached from the trace to re-bait
and no baiting needle is necessary.
T h e Korung is fishable from the village of
Gangal right down to its junction with the Sohan: and
although the general run of fish taken will b e under 4
lbs. one occasionally gets into a fish of over 4 lbs.

I From# Pindi City
Bnveable

~"""^%_"%~,7
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R. Korung *
Scale Roughly
4"«= 1 mile
Letters show best
fishing Sites
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particularly when spinning a Chilwa late in the evening, and as the river bed is all rocky ledges I recommend the use of traces made of Killin wire. From
below the Railway Bridge the pools cannot be commanded from the bank, and it is advisable to bring up
the Club boat from Koond and troll with a one inch spoon. In the late hot weather when the river is very
low and clear, the spinning bait is not of much use
during the heat of the day, but fish will then take
parched Indian corn well and one occasionally gets a
good fish.
Thfi C h i b l a t . — T h e nearest point to fish is
under a mile from Hassan Abdal Railway Station,
30 miles from Pindi; from this point to its junction
with the Hurroo the river is fishable all the way, the
distance being about four miles. The junction itself
does not appear to be worth fishing, at least I have
never heard of anyone doing any good there.
The best bait for this river I found to be a one
inch or one and half inch brass Devon minnow and a
Chilwa late in the evening; with the latter bait one is
certain to run a good fish about 7 P.M., if the water
is in good order. Parched Indian corn and bits of
melon are also good baits for this river, I am told, but
I do not speak from actual experience.
The Chiblat is a disappointing river, as although
it holds quantities of fish, they sometimes go off the
feed in the most aggravating way.
I have noticed
this more in the Chiblat than in any other Indian river,
in most of which the fish will take, though perhaps
not well, if the water is in order.
For any of the above rivers a rather stiff twelve
foot fly rod is sufficient but I would recommend 100
yards of line, which on a three inch aluminium reel
Weighs very little, as one may at any time find one's
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self into a game fish of over 10 lbs., which it would
be a pity to lose through want of a little more l i n e . "

T h e H u r r o o R i v e r rises in the Murree
hills, and is crossed by ford between Hassan Abdal
and Abbottabad. It has a broad shingly bed here, and
its only claim to notice is the great inconvenience to
which it puts tonga passengers between the above
named places, whenever it chooses to be in flood.
There is no fishing to be had in the river till below
Hassan Abdal, where the Chiblat joins it, and then
it only really becomes a river by courtesy of the latter
stream, which, except in the monsoon, supplies practically all the water there is. Below the junction for
two or three miles, there are some excellent pools and
runs. Also the natives say that there is good fishing
at the junction of the Hurroo with the Indus.
T h e C h i b l a t * R i v e r rises north of Kala
Serai, and joins the Hurroo river south of Hassan
Abdal. It is a wonderful little river for its size and
length, and holds quite good fish. It is largely fed
by underground springs, which well up as fully fledged streams, and pour sudden volumes of water into
the river at unexpected places. Two of these there
are, just north of the Panchakkies by the camping
ground, at Hassan Abdal, and it behoves one to walk
carefully on the cliffs here, as there are a couple of
open shafts, at the bottom of which can be heard the
running waters of these underground tributaries. The
higher waters of the Bahoodra river (which joins the
Hurroo some way below the Chiblat junction, and
holds fish of 3—4 lbs.) run just below the bungalow
at Janiki-sang, the half way camp between Pindi and
Hassan Abdal, and here can be had quite pretty sport
with fly using a small rod and very light tackle, soon
after the rains, catching Mahseer up to half pound in
•Pronounced Chiblart.

*

I
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weight. Just after the monsoon the stream seems to
be full of fish. The Chiblat is an exceedingly pretty
little river, twisting and winding over a shingly bed
among yellow sand cliffs, the banks in places being
lined with reeds. The best place to fish it from is
Hassan Abdal, two or three stations beyond Pindi
on the line to Peshawar. By the Grand Trunk Road
it lies 30 miles from the former cantonment, and with
the aid of a motor a very pleasant day's picnic could
be made to the river. There is a nice dak bungalow
at Hassan Abdal, between the station and the Grand
Trunk Road, and within half a mile of the river. The
fishing begins at the first road bridge, two miles
towards Pindi and is good the whole way
down to the junction with the Hurroo river,
which lies about one and a quarter miles below the
second road, and railway bridges. Fly-spoon and
fly seemed to meet with success, and I was told that
melon seed was the lure to use towards the end of the
hot weather. To bait with the latter. Take an unripe melon, and scoop out the seeds together with
some of the pith. A piece of this about an inch long
should be fixed on the hook, tying with thread if
necessary, and the lure gently slung into the river. I
believe fish of up to 20 lbs. have been caught in the
Chiblat, though not recently; nowadays they seem to
run between one and six pounds with an occasional
fish up to 10 lbs. The pool by the Panchakkies near
camping ground is one of the best in the river, both the
junctions of the two small streams being likely spots.
Just below the second road bridge is a good pool, and
below this again comes some broken water and an
excellent rapid. A little further down is a long deep
pool, above which tower some high sand cliffs, where
one can get some pretty sport shooting blue rocks.
Below thefirstbridge is a lot of nice water, especially
30
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good if tried with fly, and half a mile down comes a
splendid pool, where two small streams join from left
bank. There are a lot of eels in the Chiblat, also I
fancy there are Kalabanse. The river is liable at
times to temporary discolouration owing to numbers of
buffalo and cattle being driven into the water. For
this reason, very often the river is crystal clear below
the upper bridge, whilst almost unfishable further
down at the second bridge. After rain the Chiblat
clears extraordinarily quickly.
What effect the new Punjab Cement Factory,
under erection at Wah will have on this stream it is
impossible to say.—S.D., 1922.
T h e L e h R i v e r lies within easy reach of
Pindi. Drive up past the Jail along the Khanna
road till you reach the Military Dairy Farm. Nearby is the village of Topi. Below this are some falls,
and from here right down to the junction with Sohan
is all grand water that ought to hold any number of
fish. It is nothing but great rocky pools and runs,
some of the former deep and large enough to shelter
fish of up to 100 lbs. But it struck me that the river
was very destitute of life. Below the road bridge,
some four miles from Pindi, and just above the Sohan
junction, when the water is clear, large numbers of fish
can be seen in the Leh, mostly Kalabanse. Possibly
the fact that the Leh helps to drain Pindi bazaar may
have some bearing on the absence of respectablefish!
T h e L i n g R i v e r is a small tributary of the
Sohan, and is seen from the railway, on the right of
the line as the train approaches Rawalpindi. It is
best reached from Riwat, ten miles from Pindi, down
the Grand Trunk Road. From here it is about three
miles across country, lying a short distance the further
side of the railway.
En route to it a small rocky
stream is passed which holds quantities of fry. The

Ling is hardly worth making a pilgrimage to. but to
anyone on the march down the Grand Trunk Road,
with nothing better to do, it might be worth the ride
out for an afternoon's fishing. It is a pretty little
stream, with occasional nice runs.
I fished it one
afternoon in September, with very indifferent success,
though I saw one fish of ibout 10 lbs. and moved one
or two smaller ones. I was told however that about
two miles down, at its junction with the Sohan, very
fair fishing was to be had.
And only the other day a man told me that
about ten miles up, there are some big pools in the
Ling, which hold quite decent fish. This I presume
would be where the Pindi to Kahoota road crosses
the river.
NOTES ON FISHING IN THE SOHAN RIVER (1910).

By Bt.-Col. W. Norman, 22nd Cavalry.
• It is not generally known that the Sohan can
be reached from Murree with but little trouble, but
to any one whose leave expires about 15th October
it will be found a pleasant trip. The first march is
some 20 miles to Kotli, where there is a good civil
rest-house situated on a hill and surrounded by pine
trees. The first four miles from Murree are along the
Kashmir tonga road, after which there is a riding path
through the woods to the right just beyond the first
tonga stage and below Lower Topa. Thence
through the woods to Kotli.
At ten miles from
Murree is a place called Bani where there is a bania's
hut, and where, if required, a suitable camping
ground can be found. From Kotli it is about ten
miles to Pihot where the Sohan is first reached.
Here there is a shady camp. The next march is
Chirah. The next Khangota or Sihala. At the
latter place the N.-W. R. is struck, Sihala being a
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station on the line.
From Chirah, Rawalpindi is
sixteen miles distant. T h e river is fishable from Pihot
with small fly-spoon as far as Chirah; there are some
very fine pools, and they may hold larger fish, but I
only got them myself up to four pounds.
From
Chirah downwards the fishing is excellent at times.
About one or two miles below Chirah the river runs
through a gorge, passing the old Ghakkar fort of
Farwala. There are some splendid pools in the gorge
especially near Farwala. O n e pool in which I was
not successful, was crowded with fish up to ten and
fifteen lbs., and I believe there were two or three of
nearly 2 0 lbs. Nearing this pool 1 saw a large tail
fin cruising about in a shallow rapid. I cast forward '
but there was a swirl and nothing more. Climbing
over the rocks, after several fruitless attempts to entice
the owner of the fin, I saw the pool below the rapid
simply swarming with fish. From behind a rock I
cast into the rapid and allowed my bait, a Chilwa,
to float down the pool. Time after time I repeated
this and each time with the same hopeless result. As
the bait entered the pool the fish simply bolted as if
terror-struck. W h e n I withdrew the bait they again
moved up en masse to the head of the pool and lay
like a flotilla of submarines, heads towards the rapid,
only to bolt when the bait came down again. This
is an example of what happens when one cannot see
into a pool. Several of the pools had a weir trap
at their lower ends where the shallows began. There
is no doubt that the stream is badly poached, but there
is also no doubt that it is well worth preserving being
so near R a w a l p i n d i . "
T h e J h e h i m R i v e r rises in a spring called
Verinag in Kashmir territory, where a pool of deep
blue water wells from the bottom of a high scarp of

a mountain spur, at the foot of the Banihal Pass, and
flows into a fine stone tank which with the gardens
and building round it were built by Jehangir.
From here the Jhelum runs under the name of
the Sandrin River, till some 20 miles lower down,
below Islamabad, it receives the waters of the Bringhi
and Achibal (or Arput) rivers.
Below the confluence is Khanbal, the mooring
place for houseboats and doongas, which do not
ascend the river above this.
A few miles down the Veshau from left bank,
and Liddar from right, two big tributaries pour in,
and the Jhelum becomes a river of fair size, and passing through the Wular Lake in its course, is navigable
right down to Baramula.
Here it ceases to be a
placid, broad stream, and leaving the valley plunges
headlong down a deep gorge between lofty mountains
of the Kazinag range on the north and Pir Panjal on
the south.
At Kohala its bed is only 2,000 feet
above sea level, while at Baramula 130 miles higher
up it is 5,000 feet.
KASHMIR.
As regards shooting andfishingall particulars are
given in the " Rules " which can be had, price 8 as.
from the Motamid Durbar, Srinagar, and which every
visitor to Kashmir should write for in advance.*
But as some of these are none too clear to any
one making their first visit, and others will bear amplifying, I append the following notes which may be of
some help:—
M a h s e e r —The only place in the Kashmir
valley where Mahseer fishing is at all reliable is from
Ningle at the southern outlet of the Wular Lake to
Sopor bridge. The best time of year is August, but
the conditions as regards heat, flies and mosquitoes are
*~The Rules quotert~iiT following pages are those of 1913.
Some changes lhave occurred in later Rules, m r " -'•••••••"-••
opened as " Trout waters," etc.
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roost unpleasant. One requires to be a very keen
fisherman to put up with all the discomforts.
Occasionally however Mahseer run up and give
fair sport at Sumbul (below the bridge) and Shadipur
(at the junction) where the surroundings are much
more enjoyable. One can cast, butfishingis mostly
trolling; spoons, Devons and natural bait are all
successful at times, while on occasions a frog is
deadly.
But it is worth no one's while to come to
Kashmir for " Mahseer" fishing especially, but
anglers passing up and down the river, and willing to
brave the aforementioned discomforts (no light ones
be it mentioned) may try a day or two's sport as
Mahseer of fair size are occasionally caught.
I n d i g e n o u s F i s h . — O f these there are
five that call for note, i.e., the Chirroo, Choosh,
Koont, Labeo Diocolus and the snow trout.
The two former run big, up to 20 lbs., are common throughout the rivers and streams of the valley,
and at certain times and places they afford good sport.
They will take a fly—a white one is much favoured
—and during the mulberry season, a good basket of
Choosh, about three to the pound, may be caught
under almost any mulberry tree.
Choosh are frequently called Cheshoo, and I have heard many manjis
speak of Chirroo as " Rohu," so do not be deceived
by this latter into thinking you are going to catch
"Labeo Rohita."
The Chirroo and Choosh are
both barbels, and may be known apart, by the former
being spotted, whereas the latter is not. The Choosh
also has his mouth underneath.
The Koont (Oreinus Sinuatas) may be known by
his mouth placed right underneath, he .runs to about
2 lbs. and fills the waters between the habitat of
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snow trout and the Chirroo and Choosh. He also prefers fast water.
Labeo Diocolus is practically the only one of his
family to inhabit the waters of Kashmir. Runs to
about 2 lbs.
The snow trout inhabits the higher waters of the
various streams and the humble worm is the best bait
for him.
A worm, or piece of meat is a good bait for any
of the indigenous fish, and small ones can be frequently caught off one's doonga, when moored in the
" Chenar Bagh," or any of the canals. The Dal
Gate, just above Chenar Bagh, is a good spot, for
country fish, and here a spoon may be used.
Now as regards Licenses.—A Rs. 5 one will
cover any ordinary fishing, for country fish, and allows
one to fish practically anywhere, except in certain
specified ' Trout Waters,' though in some of these—
see rules—a special permit can be obtained to angle
for country fish only, the others no one would want
to visit for this purpose.
A Rs. 1 5 license is required for Mahseer fishing,
as clearly stated in " Rules."
A Rs. 60 license covers everything, and allows
one to fish anywhere and everywhere (except as noted
below) for the whole season.
A Rs. 25 license is for " one week's trout
' fishing " and a Rs. 5 for one day's ditto.*
As mentioned above the Rs. 60 license covers
everything, but one cannot wander and fish " Trout
streams " at one's own sweet will; these are allotted,
usually for one week at a time, and generally to two
rods.
As the best streams are applied for well in
advance, it is advisable to settle early where one
• » The~Ks760 license is now -Rs. 100. The Rs7~25 one was
lowered*o Rs. 20 for a time; but I hear thai this year (1923)
Itesh alterations will be made, naturally " upwards " 1
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wishes tofish,and to write to Secretary, Game Preservation Department, on the subject.
Now as regards Trout, it might be of interest to
put in a few notes re their earlier introduction, so below is a brief precis of some notes I have by me.
Report on Trout Culture for season 1900-01.
Since thefirstreport of the Kashmir Fishing Club
last year, we have made a very great advance and
have proved this year satisfactorily that trout ova can
with care be safely imported and hatched and the
young trout reared here.
We have also every reason to believe that they
will breed as the extracts from letters from Col.
Unwin and the late Capt. Kitcher of the 5th Gurkhas
(Appendix B) give evidence of the fact that 356
yearling trout turned down in the Kalapani at
Abbottabad in 1896 have bred there.
There is
little doubt that the conditions for trout life here are
more favourable in many respects than at Abbottabad.
This is a grand advance on experience in Ceylon
and the Nilgherries where the winters have not been
found sufficiently cold to enable the Salmo Fario to
reproduce its kind.
Our object in future must be to get our trout to
spawn under artificial conditions such as are adopted
at all the best trout farms in England and Scotland,
as otherwise the expense of getting out ova from home
and the difficulty of procuring steamer carriage for it
in sufficient quantity must make the stocking of the
fine fishing waters of Kashmir a long and costly affair.
So far the expenses incurred have been small,
but should we find that we can spawn trout'successfully in the course of the next 2 or 3 years, hatcherries
on a proper scale should be established so as to stock
the Kashmir waters within a reasonable period of
time.
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The first lot of 10,000 ova kindly presented by
the Duke of Bedford arrived by the Caledonia and
reached Srinagar under the care of Mr. J. S. MacDonell on 19th of December 1900. They were at
once transferred to the hatching boxes which were
ready for them, all dead ova being rejected.
The
hatching was slow owing to the low temperature of
the water, but by the 8th January all the alevins had
hatched out.
By the 7th February it was found
necessary to commence feeding the young fish, and
from that date to 21st March rapid progress was
made.
On that and subsequent nights 6,000 healthy fry
were successfully transferred to Panchgam where
suitable water had been prepared for their reception.
A second lot of 10,000 ova, also presented by
the Duke of Bedford, arrived by the Egypt in March
1901, but apparently owing to its having been exposed to the air in Bombay for a short time, it was not
in such good condition, and only 1,800 healthy fry
were obtained from it, of these 1,000 were transferred
successfully to Panchgam, and 800 were put into a
fry tank at Dilawar Khan Bagh.
A grant of Rs. 2,500 was then made from State
Funds, and arrangements were at once completed for
getting out a new supply of ova. After consultation
with Mr. Burt of the Surrey Trout Farm by letter,
with the approval of the Resident, it was decided to
order one case of 15,000 Salmo Fario ova and one
case of 15,000 Salmo Iridius ova. and these are expected to arrive in Bombay by the P. and O. Steamer
Victoria about 21 st March.
The risk of carriage to the ova of rainbow trout
is very much greater than to that of common trout, as
they hatch so much more quickly, but the "fish is so
eminently suited to the lakes of Kashmir that it has
3:'f
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been determined to take the extra risk to the extent of
one case of the ova.
Should these hatch successfully, an application
will be made to His Highness the Maharaja for the
use of the A h a n water at Sumble, where the young
trout would be transferred in the Autumn, should ali
go well. T h e consent of the P . and O . Company
to carry our two cases of ova in the cool room of the
Victoria was kindly obtained for us by the Duke cf
Bedford, to whom our heartiest thanks are due.
Thanks are also due to Mr. Dhanjibhoy for the great
help he has given us in the carriage of the ova.
A P P E N D I X B.
Copy of a letter from United Service Club, Simla,
dated 28r/i August 1 9 0 1 , to Mr. F. ) . Mitchell.
I was talking to Barlow, 5th Gurkhas, doout the
Abbottabad trout yesterday. They were hrst put as
fry into a tank at Tharmtant near Abbottabad, a very
suitable place, in 9 5 , and when big enough turned out
in the Kalapani stream which runs through two of
the higher ranges and has a fairly cool climate in
summer.
H e r e they have since been caught up to
1 Yl lbs. weight, which seems to me small considering they have been in the stream for 5 years.
Possibly deficient suitable food may account for
this.
Their having bred however since first turned
out, seems to be satisfactorily proved by the capture
in the Kalapani stream of late, of fry smaller than
the original ones were when first put into the stream.
This seems fairly conclusive, and I think w e may regard it as very encouraging for our experiment.
T h e Kalapani is a fresh little river of about the
same volume as, or less than, the river at Panjigam,
and its elevation would be from about 5 , 5 0 0 in m
highest part to 3 , 5 0 0 to 4 , 0 0 0 feet in the lower.
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Copy of a letter from S. D. Kitcher, Parachenar,
Kurram, dated 30th June 1900.
'' At the beginning of this month I was at
Abbottabad, and, while I was there, nine fish were
seen in part of our water, of which five were caught
and put back again. The biggest was 14 inches long
and must have weighed about 1 Yl lbs. These fish
have bred (for two last years, I think). I mention
this as I have no doubt it will interest you."
j the " Salmo Huchen " the less said
about these the better; they were shipped by a
German, which explains everything, and none .are in
existence in the vale.
Concerning the trout streams, the list in the
"Rules " is clear.
Several of these streams are
very good, some suffer vicissitudes, like the Erin
nullah which was poached, and the Ahane water
which is now no good, but streams may pick up, or
come on, and it is no use entering into a dissertation
on their comparative merits, Major Wigram is the
Secretary, Game Preservation Department, and from
him and his office one can always expect—and receive
—the utmost courtesy and help.
The Bringhi, Veshau, Nowboog, Achibal and
Arput, Madmati, etc., are all good streams and
delightful fishing. On practically every river one
must camp, a doonga can be taken to within usually
8—20 miles, and often a motor car nearer.
For instance a doonga can get to '' ghat '' within one mile of Bhandipur for Madmati riyer (3—4
miles' march to camp Sonarwein, etc.), and for Erin
nullah (5—7 miles to camp Sumlar, or 7—9 miles to
Tsuntimul, where is a small, practically unfurnished
forest rest-house to use which ask permission from D.
F O., Bandipur). Khanbal is the mooring place for
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Achibal, 7 miles (here a motor can come direct from
Srinagar, 4 0 miles. From Sungum below Khanbal
the Veshau can be reached, doongas ascending
Veshau to Kaimoo, thence 6 miles by road to
Kulgam. Camp at Istihal, 1 Yl m ^ e s h°m Kulgam.
Motors can go right to Istihal.
From Achibal to
W y l camp, or Bandipur camp on the Bringhi is 1 5 —
1 6 miles and the same to Kriti or the Nowboog.
Coolies can always be got in numbers, four annas a
stage, and personally I think are preferable to ponies.
Supplies such as milk, eggs and fowls are available at almost all camps.
Registered shikaris at 8 annas a day can be
picked up on most rivers, though an intelligent cooly
at 6 annas, who can be taught the use of a landing
net (one is necessary) in a few minutes is often to be
preferred.
Fly fishing is the only method generally permitted, though in certain pools spinning baits may be
used, the " R u l e s " state this clearly.
However
' lures,' i.e., large flies with t w o or more hooks,
count as flies, and some of these, such as the
Dandy ' ' and ' ' Wigram ' ' lure are often very
effective in evenings or in heavy water.
Anglers
should always see and study the " Watcher's B o o k , "
as soon after arrival on river as possible. T h e usual
limit of trout allowance to be kept is four per diem,
quite a generous one as a rule, as anglers will discover.
A l l fish below 9 inches must be returned to water, 9
inches is about Yl lb. A 2 lb. trout measures 1 5
— 1 7 inches, a 4 lb. about 2 0 inches and a 6 lb.
2 3 inches. It is chiefly in girth that trout show increased weight. T h e water is generally heavier than
. in Scotch streams, and it is all wet fly and mostly
down-stream fishing, though the rivers can run down,
and become very fine indeed, so that it must be under-
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stood these notes are all very general.
It is better
not to have water too clear, like one wants it for
Mahseer, pale ale is an excellent colour.
The
streams clear remarkably quickly, 12—18 hours,
even after a very heavy spate. Some stout, and a
few fine casts should be taken.
Flies various,
different men swear by their own fancy. All following are quite good—Alexandra, Watson's Fancy,
Coachman, Durham Ranger, Teal and Green, March
Brown, Blackamoor, Jock Scott, etc. ; assorted sizes
should be taken, 6—10 Limericks are all suitable.
The main trout hatchery is at Harwan, 1 1 miles
from Srinagar, and should be visited; a smaller one
is at Achibal.
The Arrah river runs past former,
and if holding water (the reservoir occasionally takes
a heavy toll from the river) is worth running out to
occasionally for a day's fishing. This costs Rs. 5,
but the Rs. 60 license of course covers this. Above
the reservoirs the river lies in the Dachigam Rukh, this
is the Maharaja's private preserve, but he will often
kindly give anglers permission for a day's fishing.
Trout in the valley are now beginning to run big, a
14 pounder was caught last year, and one frequently
gets 6, 5 and 4 pounders. In the Bringhi I marked
several fish (vide Marking Fish in a previous chapter)
and if any angler ever catches one of these, perhaps
he would kindly note information required, and let
Game Secretary know.
The new one inch to mile maps are just out,
these are splendid, and required sheets should be
bought (from Survey Office, Calcutta, or Cockburn's
Agency, Srinagar). They are beautifully coloured,
cost Re. 1-2 each, on paper.
Srinagar sheet is
No. 43 J/16, shows the Arrah, etc., 43 J/12 continues Jhelum River north to Manasbal Lake, and shows
nearly to Tangmarg. 43 J/11 shows Wular Lake,
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the Madmati, Erin nullah, etc., 4 3 0 / 2 shows Achibal, lower portions of Bringhi and Veshau, etc., 43
0 / 6 , the Bringhi, Nowboog, etc., and so on. Also
every one should possess Arthur Neve's excellent
" Tourist Guide to K a s h m i r , " etc.
A n d the
Motamid Durbar ' ' has also brought out a small but
useful Kashmir guide book. A n d to all anglers
visiting the V a l e , 1 would recommend Col. Wilson's
excellent little book " Trout Fishing in Kashmir."
For those at Gulmarg an amusing fishing picnic
can be had by going to the Ferozepore nullah. Take
road to Tangmarg, and a little over half way down
a road branches off to right to " Toshamaidan,"
follow this till it crosses the Ferozepore nullah by a
bridge, between one and two hours' walk from
Gulmarg. T h e river here is full of snow trout, three
or four to the pound, but sometimes bigger.
Use
worm, no float and weight your line well, strike for a
tug. T h e scenery is delightful and the trip makes a
pleasant day's outing.
A n d here I will add a few cryptic notes taken
from my Shikar Diaries as they may fit in with other
literature and possibly be of use. T h e Wicker stream,
a branch of the Liddar, ten miles from Achibal,
near Eishmakan, promises to be an A 1 stream.
T h e Madmati River, 1 9 1 6 . — A river more
of shallows, but many deep pools. Camp Sonerwain
or above at K a h w a ? — o r Bunkot.
In June
snow water.
U p Sonerwain 4 , 2 , 2 , 2,
lb. ; getting good river.
September 2 0 — 2 8
lot
of
good
fish
above
Badkot
bi^dge.
Dandy Lure, Coachman, Watson's fancy all
good.
Fair n o : fish caught September. No
notes for May.
1917, May good but river b i g ; June,
very few fish, August good, nothing very big,
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September good—one man saysfishcaught Badkot to
Sonnarwain; another water at Atwaloo best, should
camp there.
Kishenganga River, 15-16.—Gurais branch not
so good, but Burdwan branch quite good. June snow
water at 4 P.M. daily, but fair no : fish caught.
August lot of fish caught but weeds bad.
June,
July, August quite a lot of fish in Burdwan branch.
Bringhi River, 1 6.—May lots of logs. June to
September all good months, 1917. Lot of good fish,
one of 14 lb. ; by Percy Brown. May to September
all months good.
1919 early April Col. Cyril
Murray caught a 12 lber., on No. 8 hook, Dandy.
In June Bringhi and Naoboog were good, yielding
several 5 and 6 lb. fish.
.Achabal River.—Camp Sansuma. Not very
good in 16 but yielded some big fish in August. In
17 also did not fish well, one or two 4 Ibers. early
.May and ditto end June. One man hooked 4 fish
on Silver Doctor dapping it on weeds and dragging it
off!
Veshau.—(Tahsil Branch) private water, some
good fish each month, best in spring.
(Istahal
Branch) best route from Sungum, H. B. can go up
Veshau to Kaimoo, thence 6 miles to Kulgam, camp
at Istahal, 1 Yl miles from Kulgam. Motor can go
whole way. In May, June, July and September 1 5
fished well, August fair; in 17 April good several 3
lbers. ; May good; lune to September very few fish
showing, tho' early September two 6 lbers. caught.
Wangat.—Camping at village. Very indifferent river 16, tho' in 1 7 improved a bit, and a few fish
of fair size caught in August and September.
Erin Nullah.—Poached out, restocked again?
Ahane Water.—Small lake, no good.
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A r r a h . — ( O n e branch called Dara). Some excellent water near Reservoir.
Lolab and Pohru.—Accounts b a d , no trout.
Liddar R i v e r . — F e w notes, but in June, July,
occasional good fish 2-4 lbs., caught, on minnow or
worm.
Coming into Kashmir, there is a stream joins
Jhelum near Kohala, I believe junction of this affords
quite good sport at times. A t Domel the Kishenganga joins Jhelum, the two rivers of almost equal
size. Fish off angle between rivers, or just below the
dak bungalow with atta, some good fish have been
caught here.
E x Kohala at 48th milestone a big tributary
from the right bank makes a clear splash, suspension
bridge close below, and 79th m.s., another tributary
. ditto, though I don't know how one would get at this.
These notes might b e useful to anyone running in on
their own car, fishing tributaries en route.
A t Uri the Hajipur stream joins Jhelum from left
bank, and at Rampur a very nice tributary runs in, its
junction (half a mile from bungalow) well worth a
trial, if two or three hours to spare in evening.
At
Garhi one can use atta under village, on opposite bank,
not a nice spot this, though, a better place is below
some gerats, a couple of miles up. A t Garhi Habibullah on the Abbottabad route, one can try with atta
or worm for snow trout in the Kunhar River, below
bungalow.
A s regards shooting, it is worth while mentioning for those up on last leave that R s . 2 0 covers a
license to shoot snipe, duck and chickor, the seasons
commencing on 1st, 15th and 22nd September, respectively. | There are a great many jheels scattered
about lower portion of valley, and the chickor shooting is excellent in places.
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I append here some brief notes from Mr
Mitchell's 1917 report (at present under preparation^
which he was so kind as to let me extract:—
• The past year has in many ways been an unfortunate one.
The outturn of yearlings was the
smallest on record, in spite of the new fry pond
arrangements.
Of the rivers visited during my tour of inspection
last summer there is not much to report.
The Upper Liddar is still unsatisfactory—I could
hear of no captures later than 1915.
The Tricker, a branch of the Lower Liddar, had
been stocked with ova in the preceding winter, and
these were reported to have hatched out well.
A
good deal of care will be required with this stream
which is largely used as an irrigation canal. Herons
and kingfishers were much in evidence.
The site
where the ova had been hatched at Kantiepore seemed
excellent and the pools and gravels below looked
promising.
Achabal, next visited, seemed to have provided
fair sport, but on the scarcity of small trout, I see that
I have noted that " careful watching will be required." Possibly this may be obviated by a reduction
ii$Srthe number of Chirroo and Choosh, and of ducks in
the villages referred to in a previous report.
In the Upper Arrah trout were undoubtedly
breeding.
The Bringhi was next visited, but the
upper river was suffering badly from scarcity of water
in the ranges above.
One branch was blocked by
timber, stranded on its way down, but below the junction fish were showing well, and a monster trout was
reported to be in a pool near Wyl.
In Panzet Nag-Wampoora—nothing could be
seen but native fish, some of goodly proportions. The
river below is too shallow, but might be made into an
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excellent trout stream, if a few pools were excavated.
In the Veshau, the only trout I saw was a blind
one of 1 1 inches. The weather was unfavourable,
but good sport had been obtained earlier I understand.
The Madmati was a pleasant surprise to me,
after having been so poorly reported on. In the short
visit I paid, the showing of trout was excellent. My
best twofishwere 4 and 3J4 lbs.
The Burdwan stream proved to be full of trout,
over a length of about 2 miles. The Kishengan«a
was coming down brown.
The result of stocking
some of the high lakes at 12,000 ft. seems most promising and further efforts in this direction are desirable.
Rivers issuing from well-stocked lakes should eventually be stocked automatically."
Extract from Despatches of Ova and Fry:—
" Achabal, 100,000 ova Brown trout; Manisbal,
8,000 Rainbow fry." So from the above it is to be
seen that Rainbow trout are in the valley, though
their numbers are infinitesimal compared with the
Brown trout.
Further extract:—" Ten trout weighing 67%
lbs. were sent to H. H. Maharaja as present."
I append two articles, one from Civil and
Military Gazette and the other from A sian which will
be of interest to those going to Kashmir to fish.
From Civil and Military Gazette.
KASHMIR TROUT FISHING.

Some of the Drawbacks.
A correspondent has sent the Field cuttings of
letters which recently appeared in our own columns on
the subject of Trout Fishing in Kashmir, and our contemporary has an interesting article on them. With
reference to " Fisherman's " complaints our contemporary observes;—*
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Without actual experience of thefishingit would
be presumptuous of us to deliver judgment on a letter
of this kind, but, speaking generally, we should certainly have said that, in thefirstplace, anglers ought to
think themselves lucky to have any trout fishing in India at all; in the second place,
15 rupees per week does not seem a high
charge for what must be a real luxury;
and, in the third place, mischances by snow water o;
rice, field drainage are all in the day's work. You
get natural drawbacks enough, wherever you fish for
trout and whatever you pay for the privilege, for them
to be regarded as a sad but inevitable part of the sport.
The Field then quotes from the letter by |' RedSpinner " and proceeds :—
We have recently seen a letter from another
angler describing a day on the Arrah in the State Game
Reserve. This river can only be fished by special
permit, but it evidently yields fine sport. Besides
smaller ones the writer of the letter got four trout of 3
lbs. or more, five averaging 1 Yl lbs., and five
pounders.
Kashmir is evidently going to be afinetrout country, but of course it has its difficulties.
" Fisherman " touches on a legitimate source of anxiety when
he alludes to the returning of fish in considerable numbers. This is a necessity in many places, but it never
improves fishing. Perhaps when trout get more fully
established in Kashmir the number that may be killed
by each angler will be increased.
Perhaps some
system of extra payment according to the number or
fish killed might work, the funds to be used for restocking. We do not know if such a scheme is in
force anywhere, but we know that it has been seriously
considered in one well-known London club.
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FOUR CLASSES OF STREAMS.
As to the other difficulties, our correspondent
sends us the following interesting notes on conditions in
Kahmir. Perhaps readers of the Field might be able
to suggest possible remedies for some of them :—
The streams of Kashmir may be classed under
four heads—(1) those that have spring sources at an
elevation little above that of the main valley (5,300
ft. above sea level); (2) those that take their sources
from the high lakes and glaciers over 12,000 ft.; (3)
snow-fed streams which are permanent from lake or
spring sources but carry no glacier water; (4) snow-fed
streams which have no other permanent source, and
often run dry in winter. This last class may practically be omitted, as it is no use to us from a trout point
of view.
The first is the most important class of stream
in that it is the earliest fishable. The Achabal is a
fair example of this class. It comes straight out of
the rock, and would be a finer stream forfishingpurposes than it is if a great deal of the water were not
taken off at once for irrigation purposes. It is full of
feeding—insect, native fish, frogs, etc.—and the trout
are not to be beaten anywhere for condition, which
they take on very early in the season. A fish of 7 m
lbs. caught on June 1 5th gives a fair idea of this.
The measurements were 24 inches length, 7J/^
inches girth, and the cut as red as a salmon. About
the end of May the cultivators on the banks of the
Achabal streams flood their fields for rice crops with
water from the stream itself and from ducts ;from
streams with higher sources.
This irrigation water
flows steadily from field to field, lying at a depth of 2
inches and 3 inches in each and the warm surplus water
comes back into the Achabal stream laden with insect
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life of all sorts, but almost devoid of oxygen. Trout
will He where this water is coming in and gorge themselves with the insects till the oxygen in their systems
appears to become exhausted, and the fish have to go
back into cold water again. I have been given several
instances of fish in grand condition caught in these
places that have put up nofightat all, and one can only
account for it in this way as thefishhooked in the cold
water is a strong game fish. During the period when
the rice crops are being weeded the water from the
fields comes in very dirty, and naturally the whole
stream is more or less discoloured, few fish being
caught. Later on the trout again take the fly well in
the evenings, and sometimes also in the early morning
but the fishing is never so good as in the early part of
the season, when the trout are still making condition.
"•Of class 2 the Wangat River, coming from
Lake Gangabhul and the glaciers, is a fair sample.
From November to March it looks the most perfect of
trout streams, but with the melting of the snow the
water rises six to ten feet, and becomes a raging torrent.
That the trout hold their own in it I have every reason
to know, but no one can catch any number. Occasional fish have been caught on fly and by spinning,
but more have been hooked by anglers fishing with
worm for native fish in the small backwaters. In
October and March no doubt very prettyfishingcould
be had, but no one goes there at these seasons.
Probably the only way to deal with the fishing will
be to allow worming for trout during the spate period.
Perhaps some one with experience of similar Alpine
streams may be able to suggest something.
" Class 3 consists of streams from which
the snow water disappears about the end of
June or early July, and they become thereafter
perfect fly streams, benefited much by every
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fall of rain, and fishing well after.
The
Arrah River (Dachigam Reserve) and the Liddar
are fair examples of this. The former being now
very fully stocked can be fished with success tor big
trout all through the run of snow water, but the lure
during that period must be the minnow. In the Liddar
this year, also during the run of snow water, good
trout of lYi lbs., 31bs, and 3 j/^lbs., have been taken
by anglers fishing with worm tor native fish. This
stream, however, is so far only partially stocked. In
the Arrah at this time of the year the evening rise of
trout from 6 oz. to 8 oz. is phenomenal in places,
fish rising at every cast—three tofivedozen could easily
be caught with fly only when the bigger fish are not
moving. The Veshau also belongs to this class of
stream, but comes into condition earlier, as so much
of the snow water is taken off for irrigation purposes."
Then the following are extracts from an issue of
the Asian 1910. Most unfortunately the first few
paras had been cut off, together with the name of the
author but I trust he'll forgive my using his article,
and accept my thanks for same.
Now it is not an easy matter to obtain specimens
of the fly found on the water, or to recognise therhVj^K;
obtained, and especially so of those on which the fish
are feeding; but there is no doubt that in Kashmir
Mahseer, trout, and country fish, from March onwards
are seen feeding on two flies, which appear to lie more
commonly on the waters than others, and both of these
have fluffy bodies, the one is a rich brown, and the
other is black (or black with rather conspicuously white
glossy wings). The size of these natural flies varies
from Y% of an inch to Yl inch- As has been stated
above both Thomas and Lacy recommend black or
any dark coloured fly (for Mahseer); but if one also
considers the lists given above offliesused for trout and
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country fish (in Kashmir), it will be admitted that the
great majority might be described as rich browns, or
blacks; or a mixture of black and white (or silver), and
very few indeed are bright coloured flies.
The main channel of the Jhelum above the
Woolar Lake is liable to flood, and the water is seldom
clear—if at all—and a good deal of weed and other
refuse comes down. Curiously enough there would
appear to be nofishingsites of any value, on the Ions
stretch of river lying between Srinagar and Bijbahara.
The Woolar Lake receives the flood-waters and acts
as afilterand regulates theflowout of the lake. The
river is navigable from near Islamabad to Baramulla.
The Mahseer is a summer visitor to Kashmir, it
passes Domel upwards during May and June, and
passes down again by October. It is sought for in the
main waters of the Jhelum. Last year perhaps more
than the usual number of anglers tried this sport, and
some good fish were had, including the record fish
taken for some time—a 43 lb. fish.
At Domel, a native fisherman fishing with atta
and a hand line, catches a good many fish from May
to October, his largest is 44 lbs., and this place seems
worthy of more attention, though doubtless the volume
of water is very considerable, and there are other
difficulties.
Baramulla is thus, perhaps, the first site in
Kashmir reached, and it is a convenient one, as a strong
cool breeze blows through the gap during the summer
months, and good drinking water and supplies are procurable. There is also a dak bungalow: one can
drop down 3 or 4 miles in a small boat (shikara) to the
1 Chenars," on the right bank, opposite the 95-96
mile, here is a " swim " in which the Mahseer can be
seen " breaking the water " at daybreak. Some fish
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of about 9 lbs. in weight were had during July-August
here last year, and nine Mahseer ranging from 36 lbs.
to 9 lbs. were had in July, a little lower down at the
95th mile, where are some rocks. Dredging operations are altering the bed of the river greatly at these
points, however, and until they are completed it cannot be said what effect, beneficial or otherwise, they
will have on the fishing. Large Mahseer can be seen
on the surface of the water at times opposite the
I Chenars," and in the broken water over the submerged ruins of old Baramulla Bridge, just below the
present Bridge. At all these points one canfishfrom
a boat (95th mile excepted).
Should one tire of Baramulla one can move one's
boat to Sopore. It is a dirty town, and mosquito nets
are advisable. Local professional fishermen, who
own small boats, are available here. Onefishesfrom
a boat, spinning with dead or artificial bait, under the
two left arches of the bridge, or trolling in the swirl
over the ruins of old Sopore Bridge just below the
present bridge. Mahseer up to about 9 lbs. are occasionally had here, also Cheroo of 3 to 4 lbs., also by
spinning,.or trolling; and in the summer months small
" Choosh " take a fly at the bridge. Sopore, however, is of more importance, as one's head-quarters
for " Ningle." Ningle is a pool on the edge of the
Woolar Lake, 1 Yl miles' row above Sopore. Mosquitoes make residence there impossible, and whilst
fishing the pool cow-dung fires are kept alight
in earthen vessels at the end of one's fishing boat.
During July and August, some
twenty-four fish of 43 to 9 lbs. were* haJ
here last year, and several mahseer in August
this year, largest about 31 lbs. At Ningle one trolls
backwards and forwards from a boat across the pool,
commencing at the top and being carried gradually

2>7
down. A 2 oz. lead is required and the bait (dead
bait or artificial by daylight, frog during the dark
hours) is kept close to the bottom. Early morning 4
A.M. to 10 P.M., and the afternoons and evenings
(from 4 P.M., to dark), and moonlight nights are best.
At Watlab Ghat (Woolar Lake) Mahseer and Cheroo
of good size take freely, including the fly. The
Mahseer up to about 20 lbs.findtheir way up the river,
as far as Shadipore and occasionally to the Chenar
Bagh Canal (Srinagar), but do not travel apparently
above Srinagar, and as one was taken this year at the
Dal Gate, and several have been seen lying there both
this year and last, it would appear-that the Dal Lake
is one of the spots they make for, and if so it is reasonable to infer that the Anchar Lake is aslo an objective, as the Shadipore pool is at the exit from the latter
lake. " The ' Cheroo ' is the most important to the
angler of the Kashmir fish proper, which are classified
as ' country fish ' ; up to about a size of 3J4 lbs., the
cheroo is beautifully spotted but afterwards becomes
silvery all over. The largest fish, 23 lbs., taken by
rod and line known to the writer was had at the mouth
of the Ningle Nuddie at the edge of the Woolar Lake.
Fish of 18 lbs. to 6 lbs., and under are had above
and below the Anchar Lake, at Gandarbal and Shadipore (Sindh River), this river from about a march
above Gandarbal (including its course through the
Anchar Lake) is described as one of the chief spawning grounds for country fish in Kashmir, and a close
season is established during May and June in this area.
The Cheroo appear to ascend certain side streams to
spawn in the Spring returning very shortly : thusfishof
4 to 8 lbs. are reported to travel up the Ningle Nuddie
to Kontra, on the Gulmarg-Baramulla riding road.
Again, during April and May, the spearmen practically found that the Dal Lake was empty of Cheroo
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of about 3 to 4 lbs., but fish of this size were being
taken in the Arrah stream up to the end of M a y , when
they left, and their departure was simultaneous with
their re-appearance in the Dal Lake, into which the
Arrah flows. A s has been said above, fish of similar
size, 3 to 4 lbs., are usually to be had at the sites of
certain town bridges, and in the Vishu from March^ffi
October. T h e Cheroo has the reputation of being
wanting in gameness, and this appears to be true of the
larger fish, as a whole, but the smaller fish of 1 to 3
lbs. in the streams, taken on lighter tackle, behave
better. T h e largest fish are had spinning in the main
water with dead and artificial baits, but the smaller
fish in the streams take both fly and spinning baits. In
the Arrah this year, in May, several Cheroo were
taken, in the rapid water just above T a i b a l village,
above which they do not appear to ascend. In the
lower Vishu last year they were had by the dozen,
but are reported not to be so plentiful this year. In
the Liddar in October last year log rolling was m progress, which may possibly have frightened away the
fish, whilst in the same month the water was low at
Bijbahara, and the fish of 3 to 4 lbs. was reported to
have left this spot, although they were still to be had
in the Vishu close by. A t this time fry of various
kinds of country fish apparently were ascending the
Vishu near Korwein and the Jhelum at Bijbahara. In
October, too, the water was low and clear at Shadipore, and the Cheroo were stated to have left.
On
the whole, perhaps, it would be in the iaterest of the
angler, if a longer close period were introduced for
country fish and made applicable elsewhere than in the
vicinity of Gandarbal, always provided that steps be
taken to prevent the fish being taken by natives during
this period. This measure would of course limit the
country fish angling to the spring and autumn months,

which would not be a great disadvantage if it improved
the sport.
' Choosh of 3 to 4 lbs. are taken at Domel
(April to October) with atta, and by spinning and fly
in the valley in Cheroo waters. Thisfishhas peculiar
thick lips and a snout-like nose. They are found in
trout-waters also.
The snow trout are had on a worm, in great
numbers and also take mulberries when ripe, in the
vicinity of mulberry trees. In the Liddar they run up
to about Y$Y2 inches.
The markings of this fish
differ, but most fish are well spotted. The lips and
nose resemble those of the ' Choosh.' Thisfishwould
not apparently take an artificial fly in July, although
it was feeding on the natural fly.
The above are thefishusually sought for. Now
a word about tackle.
In Kashmir the strongest Mahseer hooks, traces,
and lines are not required, and, as a matter of fact,
% inch trebles, single Punjab wire or double put
traces, are sufficient (except perhaps at Domel). For
Gandarbal, in the strong stream of the Sindh, double
wire or gimp is advisable. Leads mav be of 2 oz.
and 1 oz. weight. Artificial spinning baits need not
be larger than 3 inches, or smaller than WA. inches.
An excessive length of line is not reauired.
For
stream fishing a trout fly rod serves, but for the river
fishing a SDmning rod of sorts is desirable.
As a
matter of fact, the record Mahseer for some years was
had on a 11-foot rod.
There are two firms at
Srinagar. one EuroDean and one native of long standing, which suoolv all fishing rods and tackle, etc.,
required in Kashmir.
As visitors come to Kashmir from long distances,
a few hints may be of use. The train portion of the
journey terminates at Rawalpindi, and if the angler
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has a few hours to spare, a short drive from the station
will enable him, during April to October, to try for
Mahseer in the Sohan, which is one of the waters,
watched by the North Punjab Fishing Club, the Hon.
Secretary's address of which is Rawalpindi.
From Rawalpindi to Srinagar, the journey is performed by road.
T h e most economical conveyance
is a Bareilly-carf, which costs about R s . 4 5 , accomplishes the journey in five days and takes one servant,
and a reasonable quantity of personal luggage. Surplus baggage can b e sent ahead by bullock train
through the agency of the Imperial Carrying Company. Mahseer can be had at the 4th milestone on
the Murree R o a d , and sometimes at Kohalla, also at
Domel.
A t Baramulla, the visitor can arrange for a residential boat, and make it his home during his stay.
T h e old-fashioned Doonga with matting roof and sides
is the cheapest and costs about R s . 3 2 a month only,
including the services of the crew, the latter being held
to include women and boys. T h e visitor has placed
at his disposal two or three compartments of the boat.
His servant and the crew occupy the rest.
Cooking
is done on the boat and the visitor supolies his own
kitchen and table necessities and furniture.
The
Doonga House Boat has a wooden roof and sides, is
furnished as drawing-room and dining-room with two
bed-rooms and bath-rooms - lamo*. kitchen-utensils
and table requirements are also supplied. T h e rent is
R s . 6 0 a month, but a cook-house boat has to be
engaged for cooking, but is also used by the owner of
the Doonga House Boat and his family, and by one's
own personal servants; this cooking boat costs another
R s . 15 a month. T o move a Doonga House Boat,
however, five additional boatmen have to be engaged
at a cost of eight annas each day.
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The proprietor of the Doonga is an unassuming
individual; but the owner of the Doonga House Boat
is of another sort. When overtaken by age, and no
longer able to perform active work, he by custom
hands over his property to his sons, and sits a motionless and pathetic figure, in a corner of the cook-house
boat, or when the sun can warm his cold limbs, on the
bank. The old lady, his wife, has either been left
at home, or has departed to her long Home ! The
active owner is a very much married man, talkative,
versatile, ubiquitous, ready to turn his hand to anything from showing one the fishing sites to contracting
for one's food, including bearer and khitmatgar's
work. When one alights on the land for a stroll, he
follows one, and one's bed-room even is not safe from
his inquisitive intrusion when on board.
There are
generally two active owners, who with their wives and
families reside, as has been said, in one-half of the
cook-house boat, a curious arrangement sanctioned by
custom.
The boats can take one to the chief fishing sites
on " reserved-water," such as Baramulla, Sopore,
Sambal and Bijbahara, all on the Jhelum; the Dal
Lake Gate at Srinagar; Shadipore and Gandarbal on
the Sindh; and Korwein on the Vishu, Koolgam on
the Vishu trout-water is onlv 7 miles distant from
Korwein by road. Achabal on the Achabal troutwater is a similar distance from the boat terminus at
Kambal (near Islamabad), and has a dak bungalow.
The Arrah " trout-water " is about an hour's drive
from Srinagar, the road traverses the margin of the Dal
Lake and passes the Nishat and Shalimar pleasure
gardens, and the Trout Hatchery at Harwan village.
Should the visitor prefer it, he can go right
through to Srinagar, not taking boat, and can go to the
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hotel there, or hire camp equipage and road transport
as required.
The following is of interest.
A Record
Trout.—A correspondent writes to
the Pioneer :—While fishing in the river Bringhy,
Kashmir, on the 22nd May, Mr. Percy Brown succeeded in landing a magnificent trout, weighing 14
pounds, its length being 31 inches and its girth 19
inches. This fish undoubtedly constitutes the record
for Kashmir, and probably for India, as heretofore the
largest trout captured has not exceeded 10 pounds.
T h e fish was caught on an artificial minnow, and put
up a wood fight before it was eventually grassed.

The Kaghan valley.—To any jaded
travellers who are tired of Kashmir and wish to strike
out some new route for themselves, the Kaghan valley
has many attractions to offer. T h e climate is delightful and the scenery glorious. It is one of the routes
from India proper into Chilas and Gilgit. Down the
centre of the vallev flows the Kunhar river, a swift
mountain tributary of the Ihelum, which rises in a lake,
the Lulusar lying 31/2 miles above Basal, the third
camp beyond Narung. Its water seems to vary a lot
in colour for no apparent reason. There are plenty
of snow trout in the river, running up to 5 lbs. and probably bigger. N o Mahseer have been seen or caught
as far as I could gather. About Narung is one of the
best soots. T h e trout will come for a flv-sDoon occasionally, but are best caught bottom fishing. Use
worms if you can get them, but they are not easilv
procured, otherwise use a small white cateroillar found
under stones. For anyone who might be interested in
this trip, the marches UD the vallev are as follows:—
Abbottabad to Mansehra (B. and P . O . ) 16 miles,
along a good road fit for wheeled traffic. Next staoe
is Jaba, 3 , 7 5 0 feet high, thirteen miles, road still
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driveable for first nine miles, where main road is left
at Uttarshisha village and a track eight feet wide goes
off to left leading to Balakote (B. and P . O.) eleven
miles beyond J aba. Balakote could be reached by
driving if the main road was not left at Uttarshisha,
but by this route it is 30 miles from that village. Balakote is a large village on the right bank of the Kunhar
river, crossed here by a suspension bridge.
On to
Kawai 5,000 feet (B.) is twelve and a half miles and
from there thirteen miles takes one to Mandri (B). The
bungalow here is half a mile this side of the village
and is situated at the junction of the Manur nala with
the Kunhar. On to Kaghan itself is eleven and a half
miles, the road continuing an eight feet track, good
with all streams bridged.
Kaghan is a big village,
elevation 6,750 feet. Narung 8,000 feet is the next
stage, and lies fourteen miles on.
Supplies such as
sheep, eggs, fowls, etc., are procurable the whole way
up. The views of the snows are grand, and once the
first few marches are past the rainfall in monsoon is
trifling.

TANGROT.
How to get there—
Train to either Dina or Jhelum and diance by
road.
Dina is 16 miles from Tangrot. Jhelum 2 2 %
miles.
Two Up Trains (from Lahore direction) and two
Down Trains (from Rawalpindi direction) stop at
Dina daily.
There is no waiting-room at Dina, but there is a
Railway subordinates' rest-house within a few yards
of the station.
Jhelum station has refreshment and waiting
rooms.
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There is a dak bungalow about half a mile from
the station.
The Up and Down Punjab and Calcutta Mails
stop at Jhelum and two Up and two Down local trains
stop daily at Jhelum.
Transport from Dina can be obtained by communicating with the camel chowdhri, though it is well
first to write to the Thanadar or Station-master at Dina
a few days before arrival, stating one's requirements.
At Jhelum one should give the Tehsildar previous
notice of one's requirements.
There is on the road to Tangrot a pretty little
bungalow at Shekhopur (permission to occupy it should
be obtained from the Deputy Commissioner of Jhelum)
situated on the banks of the Jhelum. This is a good
place to break one's journey. Distance from Jhelum
12 miles, from Dina about 4Y2 miles.
The following were the charges for transport;
but these have probably gone up !

Coolies—
Tangrot to Dina
Tangrot to Shekhopur
Tangrot to Jhelum

...
...
...

As. 8
,, 6
Re. 1

Ponies or mules—
Tangrot to Dina (Riding or Baggage) Re. 1
Tangrot to Shekhopur
... As. 10
Tangrot to Jhelum
Re. 1 -8

Camels —
Dina to Tangrot
Jhelum to Tangrot

...
...

Rs. 2
,, 2-8
to Rs. 3.
(apparently nofixednerrick).
One can also reach Tangrot Via Mangla, see
later on.

Tangrc

J Q Upper
Hancbakbies

A = C h a k sue
6 > U p p e r A QO
C <*Tbe K a n
D » T b e O t t e c Pool
E = Low er A t lie
F - K a l 1 Poo
G " Mill Hiea a r V
H : Q o t (.rev rapid
J = Juot
p.d
K - • Jvi> COlOO rap.d
L - JuQ u o u
M « C b . kker
X « Pos O t h

WMi.

v ^
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Accommodation—
There is a four-roomed bungalow at Tangrot.
Charge for occupation Re. I per diem. A certain
amount of crockery kept.
The chowkidar, Mohammad Ali, can cook a
simple meal and, if he is given notice beforehand, will
have a meal ready for one on arrival. No regular
khansamah is kept, and one ought to bring all one's
stores with one. On the bank of the river near old
site of Post Office, where the boats are moored, there
is room for three or four tents. Some kikar trees and
the cliff give a certain amount of shade; also there is
plenty of room in compound of D. B. to pitch tents.
If one should run short, stores can be obtained from
Hazura Mull and Ram Chund, General Merchants.
I,would add that the new Forest Rest-house at
Jangoo (opposite Tangrot) has now been completed
and will shortly be furnished (1921). The Kashmir
State authorities have been approached with a view to
permission being granted to sportsmen to make use of
the bungalow. If this is granted it will be a great
boon tofishermenas the dak bungalow at Tangrot is
very often crowded and much inconvenience is caused
at times owing to the number of people stopping there.

Boatmen and Shikaris—
The following is a copy of the rules hung up in
the bungalow regarding boatmen and shikaris :—
" The proper charges to pay for boats is Re. 1
a day, when plying in the Poonch in Kashmir territory.
This is the charge for a boat with three men including
a qualified steerer. If the steerer acts as shikari and
is a registered man, he is entitled to four annas extra.
If only two men are taken the charge for the third
man, reckoned at two annas, may be deducted if the
employer wishes.
34
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A charge of four annas a day extra may be
charged, if the boats are taken up the river beyond the
limits of the Tangrot fishing. T h e proper price of the
registered shikaris at Tangrot is eight annas a day, or
twelve annas when away from Tangrot up the river."
T h e boatmen and shikaris came before me on
March 1 5th and accepted the above agreement.
T h e following shikaris are registered under the
Kashmir State Game Laws, Fisheries: —
SHIKARIS.
Fukroo, Fakira, Mahomed A l u m , Ghulam
Mahomed, Nek Mahomed, Ghulam Hussain,
Mankta, Ghulam Flassan, Khutab Din, Hassan,
Sakkhi Mahomed, Sher, Satar Mahomed.
BOATMEN.
Hassan Din, Sakkhi Mahomed, Mankta,
Mahomed Alum, Fateh Mahomed, Mahomed Hassan
(son of Fakira).
March \5th, 1909.
(Sd.) H . R . W I G R A M , M A J O R ,
Secretary of Kashmir State Game
Preservation Department,
Fisheries.
L i c e n s e s — T h e cost of licenses are as
follows : —
For any period up to ten d a y s — R s . 10.
For any period exceeding ten days up to one
year—Rs. 2 0 .
These licenses include fishing in the Poonch
River as far as Leri, and any of the licensed waters in
Kashmir (exclusive of Trout waters, for which,
special licenses are required).
If a person goes to Tangrot for ten days and then,
in the same year, returns for a two months' fishing
trip, one would first pay the R s . 10 for the ten days
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and on coming back for the two months' fish, would
pay an additional Rs. 10 converting the original Rs. 10
license into a Rs. 20 yearly one.
L o c a l S u p p l i e s —Fowls, eggs, sheep, milk,
etc., are obtainable locally at Tangrot. There is a
bazaar at Mirpur in Jammu territory, where fruit and
vegetables are usually obtainable.
P i s h i n g . —The usual method employed at
Tangrot in the Junction and Jungoo pools is '' chuckering " or trolling from boats (though trolling in Jungoo
is bund after 15th October). There are also one or
two good places for casting at the head and tail of
these pools.
The junction is the best place from spring up to
the rains. From October tj the middle of February,
Jungoo is the best. A nice bit of water to fish is the
Lower Panchakkies and One Tree Reach, as a rule
the fish run small here but if the Chilwa are running,
one has the chance of hooking a big one, and he gives
one plenty of fun for the stream is very strong there.
The best times are from the middle of September to the middle of November, March, April, May
and June are good. During the end of March, April,
and May, however, one has to take one's chance of
the river being unfishable owing to snow water.
The places for big fish are—in the spring up to
June, the junction; in the autumn, Jungoo.
As to baits, when the fish are properly on the
take one bait is as good as another. From the records
in the Angler's Books the following appear to be the
most successful.
Natural bait, 2Yi inches spoon (silver or gold
and silver) and Devon minnows.
An Angler's Book is kept in the bungalow for
anglers to record their bags, a study qi this book, and
the two old ones giving records as far back as 1873.;
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is the best guide as to what baits one ought to use at
various times of year.
A staff of watchers is kept up by the Kashmir
Game Preservation Department, consisting of a head
watcher, assisted by four or five under-watchers.
Fakira is the head watcher.

How to r e t u r n from Tangrot.—The
best way to return from Tangrot is by boat to Jhelum.
T h e journey on an average takes about six hours.
T h e charges are as follows : —
Large boat for over 8 maunds of baggage,
R s . 10.
Middle-sized boat capable of taking 8 maunds
of baggage, R s . 8 .
Small-sized boats (similar to fishing boats),
Rs. 6.
R s . 5 to Shekhpur, and thence 4 miles to Dina,
but N . B . the V . T . C . may take all the water in
which case your boats cannot get below Mangla.
C h o W L l O O k . — T h i s place is 10 miles above
Tangrot on the Poonch. There is a furnished bungalow there, consisting of two beds and bath-rooms and
a dining-room. N o lamps, crockery or stores. The
charge for occupying the bungalow is 8 annas a day.
ChowmoOk is a good place to go to if Tangrot is overcrowded. There are some nice runs at Chowmook,
but one is not likely to get the big fish there that one
may get at Tangrot.
R e c o r d . — T h e record fish was caught by the
late Captain Lacy and weighed 6 2 lbs.
F U R T H E R N O T E S ON T A N G R O T .

A s there is no doubt that the point most of interest
to anglers visiting a place, is how others fared there;
when I visited Tangrot in 1908 and again in 1918

J \oo\i tj)e opportunity of culling the following extracts.
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from the Angler's Book there. They are prefaced
with one or two notes that may be useful.
The road Dina to Shekhopur is quite undrivable.
Dina to Tangrot, 1 7 miles, camels, mules or ponies,
Rs. 2 each. Camels very slow, ponies very tiny.
Boats from Tangrot to Jhelum, Rs. 6 and Rs. 8,
small with no awnings, take 5 to 8 hours but note remark on previous page.
Post Office, delivery and
collection every day.
There are some exceedingly
fine illustrations of big fish on the walls of the bungalow ; a 45-pounder, caught by Fred Orchard in February 1908 being a real work of art, as is a 62-pounder
caught by the late G. H . Lacey.
But in 1918 an act of the most appalling vandalism occurred, the bungalow was white-washed and
nearly all the illustrations have been wiped out at one
fell sweep. It is almost inconceivable how such could
have happened, and words fail one, it is only left to
pray that the S. D. O. concerned may not die peacefully in his bed.
And as if Fate had not dealt hardly enough with
this ancient Mecca of Indian anglers, one or more of
the Books of Records have disappeared ! ! *
After the Poonch has come down in flood, the
shikaris as a rule seem to be able to make a fair guess
from which tributaries the dirty water is coming, and
the following is the number of days that must usually
elapse before the river comes down clean again.—The
Rhanghar and Bhan, known by their red waters, eight
to ten days. The Nari three or four days; Mendla
two, and Chakan Bagh one day.
The following notes are taken from among many
as being the most interesting : —
On Wh March 1903—Four rods got 384 lbs.,
40,40,30, 28. 28 lbs., etc.
* But have siuce been foun4 1 bejieve, 1923,
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On 1 7th March 1903—Four rods got 3 6 3 lbs.,
4 0 , 4 0 , 3 1 , 25 lbs., etc.
On \5th November 1905—Colonel C . Anderson caught, in Jungoo on single gut and 1 inch-fl^M
spoon, strong breeze blowing, 2 4 , 3 8 , 4 0 , in morning, and 4 2 , 5, in afternoon.
On ]st January 1 9 0 6 — O n e 12 lbs. Mahseer
and a 2 lb. Kalabanse, caught in Jungoo on phantoms.
On 4th February 1 9 0 6 — W a t e r very dirty, lots
of fish showing, caught a 29-pounder in Junction on
spoon.
5r7i to 9th March—Twelve fish all in Junction,
biggest 18 lbs.
Rain set in 21st March till end of month.
Pooncb rose 2 0 feet on 23rd.
2nd to ]3th March—Twenty fish, biggest 22
lbs., all below Upper A r n o ; a good deal of snow
water in Poonch. Caught on 2Yi inches and 3 inches spoon. (15 couple of snipe on Mirpur jheel.)
]&th to 25ih March—Weather
most unsettled,
both rivers full of snow water.
1st" to 7 th March—Twenty-one fish weighing
2 4 8 lbs., biggest 2 9 lbs. Mostly at Junction. On
silver spoon, silver Devon and dead bait on Crocodile
spinner.
\7th to 23rd April—Thirteen fish, weighing
123 lbs., biggest 37Y? lbs. Mostly Junction. On
brass spoon and brass Devon.
24th May to 2nd June—All between J. and K.,
54 fish, weighing 2 4 0 lbs., biggest 2 2 lbs., 24th to
27th, Poonch rather dirty, Jhelum in flood. Fished
with 2 inch spoons and 2 inch and 2Yj inch Devons.
Water getting a bit too clear, 2nd lune.
7th to lOfn June—Six fish 81 lbs., b i g g e s t ^
lbs. River clear, Poonch dirty on 9th, rain in hills.

14th to 20th June—Twenty-four fish, 176 lbs.,
biggest 21 lbs., nearly all about Junction; all on 1 Y2
inch to 2y2 inch spoons. Wonderfully cool for time
of year. Poonch red but clearing on 15th.
On
20th again came down red.
26r7i to 30th September—Eleven fish, biggest
14 lbs., one 1 lb. Butchwa. All below Arno.
Storm in hills, 28th. Poonch clear all 29th, came
down dirty, 30th. Jhelum dirty whole time.
27f7i to 30th September—Eight fish, biggest 8
lbs. Arrived Junction Swan, September 14th, to fish
down to Tangrot.
It immediately rained for 24
hours and Poonch came down, roaring flood. Even
after cleared, fish off feed. Only got one decent fish
14J^> lbs., on 1 inch brass sooon at mouth of Mendla.
Arrived Tangrot, October 5th. Total fish, 57—
]]] lbs., mostly got in tributaries and trolling pools
on way down. Very few got spinning.
6th to ]6th October-—Nine fish, 90 lbs.
Mostly about Jungoo.
Got one Mulley, on
natural bait, spoons and Devon. Poonch dirty on
6th, seven rods, some of time, some got nothing.
1 7th to 28th October—Seventeen fish, 380 lbs.,
biggest 44, 3&Yl, 18j/ 2 , 33, 34 and 2 Mulleys.
Mostly Jungoo, natural bait and phantoms. Poonch
dirty 22nd, clear evening 23rd.
29th to 3 ]st October—Poonch very low and
clear.
. ' 21sf to 25th October—Ten fish, 97 lbs., biggest 39 lbs. Natural bait and Devon in Jungoo.
First two days (3 fish) then fly-spoon in Jhelum.
5r7i to 25th November—Poonch dead low,
Jhelum right but cold. Got 249 lbs. fish. Fishing during day useless. Got fish at Junction, early
morning and evening. Fly-spoon or tiny phantom.
Bigfishall caught in Jungoo after dark.
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18r7i to 20th November—Poonch
very low and
Jhelum clear and too cold. Bag nil.
26th
November
to 2nd
December—Five
Mahseer, 5 3 lbs., one 35 pounder, all on natural bait
in Jungoo. Also one Mulley 5 lbs., one 35 pounder.
Water not favourable, too clear and cold.
24th to 27th December—Eight fish, 3 4 , 32,
16, water clearing after recent rain. A-1 sport on
Christmas Day, 101 lbs. Casting 3 inch phantom
in top corner of Jungoo.
January 1907—Weather very bad all through
this month. O n 7th, Poonch very l o w ; heavy rain,
8th and 9th and both rivers in flood 9th to 14th and
again 24th to end of month. In addition, wood contractor closed Jungoo with rope bunds to catch
sleepers. However, got a few fish and think January
not a month to be despised.
N. B.—Strict injunctions have new been given to wood
contractor that Jungoo is not again to be bunded.
2 3 r J February to 6th March—Up to Kotli and
back. Thirteen fish, 19, 7, 7, on small Devon.
9t7i March—Arrived
to find both rivers dirty.
O n 10th heavy rain fell, and also on 11th.
No
fishing till 14th.
Snow water followed rain and
sport till 18th, when I left, was poor.
6th March to 3rd April—Got
a 3 0 lb. fish,
tail end of Jungoo rapid first evening on spoon. After
a few up to 1 1 lbs. Broken in Junction one day by
a fish. T w o days after this fish a 9 pounder was
caught in Jhelum with my spoon and trace still in
him.
24th to 2Sth February—Nine fish, 8 0 lbs., 19,
1 5 ; mostly Junction on 3 inch brass Devon.
Isf I 20th March—Ten fish. 110 lbs.. 3 1 ,
2 2 , \7Yl'i mostly Junction on 3 inch Devon; 7th to
13th, unfishable.
clear.
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21sf fo 30th March—-Ten fish, 110 lbs., 31,
22, 17]/ 2 ; 7th to 18th, unfishable.
5r7i April—Heavy snow water rendered Junction unfishable.
31sf March to 6th April—Seven fish, 6, 6, 6,
5, 3, 2, 2 lbs. All caught, Panchakkies, on phantom and dead bait. Could do nothing elsewhere.
5th to 12th April—Went up to Chak. Poonch
very high and coloured, heavy snow water, caught
only few small fish. Hooked a 30 lb. fish on frog
in Upper Arno, he broke me. On return Tangrot
12th, Poonch very high and fishing hopeless.
' 6th and 7th May—Poonch rather high, Jhelum
snow water. Got a 1 0 ^ pounder, Junction rapid
on spoon.
Fished Poonch down to Tangrot 23.5 to 18.6,
and stayed Tangrot till 26th. Coming down poor
sport, only 1 1 fish 22 Yl lbs. Good deal of rain at
Tangrot, 29 fish, 24, 12, 12, 9, all at Junction
on
?
Fished Poonch to Tangrot 23.5 to 18.6, only
10 fish—18% lbs. Stayed Tangrot 18th to 26th.
Jungoo full of rafts; bag at Tangrot, 38 fish—298
lbs., 22, 21, 10, nearly all Junction on 2 inch silver
Devon.
On 21st Poonch unfishable in morning, on 23rd
Poonch came down red.
7th to \0th July—Nine fish, 17, 9, 8. Poonch
rather too clear.
29th June to \7th July—Ten fish, 59 lbs., and
one 25 lbs. turtle.
23rJ September—Tangrot to Chak, 13 fish,
21J4 lbs., on 1 inch flv-sooon.
24th September—Chak to Palak, 16 fish, 30Yl
lbs., fly-spoon.
35
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25th September—Above Palak, 20 fish, 69j/2
lbs., fly-spoon.
26th September—Above Palak, 5 fish, 26 lbs.,
fly-spoon.
27th September—At Palak, 4 fish, 10 lbs.,
fly-spoon.
28m September—Redan to Pirmal, 26 fish,
102 lbs., fly-spoon, an 18]/2 pounder, large spoon.
29th September—Palak, 10 fish, 38 lbs., flyspoon.
30th September—Palak, 4 fish, 31 lbs., flyspoon.
1 st October—Returned to Tangrot, no sport on
march down. Fish apparently very plentiful about
Pirmal, and less and less down river. (Lt.-Col.
Russell and Lt. Underwood.)
21 st September to 3rd October—Poonch to
Tangrot, 129 lbs. of fish. Water clear the whole
time, weather hot and dry; mostly spoon, all smallish
fish.
7th September to 9th October—Twenty-three
fish, 93 lbs. Poonch to Tangrot.
3rd to ]2th October—Tangrot to Palak and
back, about 38 fish, 71 lbs., on spoon. Poonch
very low and clear.
N. B.—It must be remembered that the rains of 1907 were
very scanty.

6th to ]2th October—Eleven fish on natural
bait and phantom, mostly Jungoo, 37Yl. 29, 20,
20, 15, 13, etc.
Poonch as low as December.
Fish taken in lungoo 5-30 to 6 A.M., and again6-30
to 7 P.M. Could not move fish anywhere else.
2nd' to 4th December—Two small fish, Panchakkies. Poonch very low and clear, Jungoo full
of rafts.
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Wthto \3th December—Nine fish, 77 lbs.,
i7, 13, 10, Jungoo, fishing under difficulties as pool
full of sleepers.
lUh January 1908—21, 12, 19, 15, top end
Jungoo, J inches blue phantom.
Poonch slightly
dirty, strong wind blowmg.
I2f7i to LSrd January—River dead low, fishing ort.
24th January—Twenty pounder Junction, 3
inches blue phantom, river pale coffee colour.
26th January—10, 10, Junction, dead bait.
3rd February—Twenty-three pounder, Bihari
Junction, 3 inches brown phantom, the only decent
nsh 1 got in three weeks, from Tangrot to Kotli and
back, though I did not fish much, as river so low.
P.oonch hopeless all February, dead low and
clear and cold, north wind every day. Hardly a fish
taken below Jungoo whole month. Plenty of fish
showing in Chukker, but could not catch them.
Jhelum dirty whole month.
3rd February to 12th
March, 52 fish, 425 lbs. 45, 28, 25, 22, 18, almost
all in Jungoo on dead bait. Hardly a blank day.
Water slightly coloured and low. Lost two or three
in Chukker.
Arrived Tangrot, March 8th.
Jhelum in red
flood, Poonch so low that only 2 ft. of water at Junction. Jhelum cleared on 11 th, and between 13th
and 18th we caught fish in Chukker 36, 35, 27, 23,
20, 20, 20, 19, 15, 10, H
6, 4 lbs. All on
3 and 2Y2 inches spoons. On 17th and 18th
Poonch rose a little. The 36 pounder caught casting from stones half way down Chukker.
(Mrs.
Cawford caught a 27 lb. Mahseer.)
March 3\st to April \st—7, 13, 6, 6, 9,
Jungoo to Junction, on 2Yl an<^ 3 inches spoon;
water coloured.
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- March 22nd to April ]st—Twenty-nine fish,
224 lbs. From Jungoo to Chukker.
Arrived Tangrot, 16th February, to find river
very low, at last melting snows from early and unusual
heat began to tell, but fish could not get up PoOnch
and began to collect and show in reach in Jhelum below Chukker. This gave some fishing, but many
blank days, owing to wind and storms making the
Jhelum dirty.
2\st February to 3rd April—Forty-four fish,
907 lbs., 48, 46, 43, etc., all on dead bait and
spoon.
The above interesting note is by I. Z. Allan,
and I would recommend the study of the full record
in Angler's Book.
3rd to 6th April—Five fish, 110 lbs., 48,
25Yl, 191/2> at L. and K. on phantom and spoon.
18rn to 25th April—Twenty-four fish, 255
lbs., 25, 24, 181/2, etc. Fish taking well.
3rd April to ]st May—Ninety-six fish, 521
lbs., 31, 29, 20, 15|/ 2 . River unfishable 7th to
19th April.
Towards end of April Poonch too
clear. Nearly all caught at K. on spoon.
Mth to 2\st May—Twenty-three, 230 lbs.,
30, 25, 23Yl, on 2Yl and 2 inches silver spoons.
Nearly all at K. River, muddy but clearing.
21 st April to June \st—One hundred and one
fish, 549 lbs., 42, 34, 22. One Kalabanse and one
Tengara. May 20th to 26th, had 96, 321 lbs. May
10th to 16th, water too muddy to fish. Biq fish
caught early morning and evening.
All on spoon,
mostly at K. (J. D. Inverarity).
\9th April to 29th June—Eight hundred and
sixty-six lbs. fish, between Tangrot and Swan river,
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Thompson.)
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(G. N.

N. B.—Above is a most interesting bag and should le

1 5th to 1 Sth June—Water good order, 6 fish,
16 lbs. at Junction; silver spoon.
25th to 29th June—Five, 32 lbs., water clearing after 27th.
2\stto 29th June—Fourteen, 144J/2 lbs., 37,
27, at K. and L., all on Chilwa.
After a careful study of the Anglers' Book for
the last six years, the following is the conclusion I
arrived at.
/May and June, and September and
October seem to be as good months as any. March
seems very uncertain, April even more so. December and January have occasionally given good results.
The Jhelum and Poonch seem to be as uncertain as
any river could be, but given one month on the rivers,
one might expect, say, 13 blank days, 15 indifferent
to good days' fishing, and 2 A-l days. And it is
those two red-letter days, that make Tangrot such a
Mecca, to the Indian Angler.
1913.—January. First run began 24th, fish
showing in Chukker in great numbers, going up river.
On January 1st 8 fish in Jungoo on atta. Between
19th and 29th a few nice fish on spoons.
March
15th a 53 lber. lower Arno, otherwise March indifferent, though one angler (Miles) did fairly well on spoon.
10th to 23rd May river mostly in spate.
15th
April to 25th May only fishable 7 days, 38 fish, 187
lbs. 22nd May to 15th June, river in bad order.
5th September to 11th October, fishing very poor.
Very hot.
Started up Poonch 10/9 noticed fish
very late coming down river, all pools Palar-Nar
packed fish. A lot of fish caught mostly on E. and
U. 2Y2 inches spoon, all hours of day.
31 days
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fishing, 111 fish, 441.lbs., biggest 20, 18, etc. M
to 23th October, 2 rods, LOO IDS., 41, 24, etc. 14th
iNovember to 3rd December, one rod 36 fash, bUU
lbs., all in Jungoo on atta 1 several I / lbs. and over.
I his bag adversely commented on by several sportsmen,
i agree, such systematic atta fashing to pe
condemned at 1 angrot, especially as Jungoo bund to
all hshing except casting ! otb October to 3th INovember, 430 lbs., mostly on Hy-spoon, between Upper
Arno and the Rapid, best Z2 lbs., could not touch
anyfashon Devons or natural bait.
1914.—15th to 27th February.
Both rivers
in high flood. Saw a great number of fish in Chukker but rivers unfashabie. 2nd to 13th March, both
rivers in rain flood. 19th February to 31st March,
worst time on record. 3th to 13th April, bad snow
water.
16th to 30th April Poonch unfishable,
snow water. 1st to 11th May, rivers hopeless.
May to June, snow water. -4th to 8th October, nothing much. A bad year.
1915.—20th January to 28th February, a lot
of blank days. 19th to 27th February, fair number
of fish on Devons, nothing very big. Fair number ol
snipe and few Mallard and Teal off Mirpur jheel.
May 1st, Poonch heavy snow water. 5th to 10th
June, 50 fish, 211 lbs., Poonch low and clear. 7th
October to 13th November, 320 lbs., mostly on
spoon. 1st to 8th October, rivers unfishable.
1916.—All January Poonch hopeless, like
glass and very low, in February few fish but Poonch
very low. March 4th to 8th, few fish on spoon,
Chilwa running in large numbers on 7th, 8tK*and 9th.
15th November 1915.to 13th March 1916—F.
Orchard's bag, mostly on spoon, 26 blank days,
an average of 23 fish on other days, in Jungoo or H.
several of 20 lbs. and over. 8th to 1 7th March,
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snow water. 2nd to 9th April, fair, no fish under
8 lbs. 10th to 19th April, ditto with some bigger
fish. 20th to 26th April, few fish, water in fair
order. 7th to 10th May, good, no fish under 5
lbs., on Devon in Jungoo and Junction.
24th to
28th September, river cold, no sport. 26th October
to 5th November, few fish. 6th to 18th November,
very few fish. 4th to 28th November, 108 fish, best
8Y2 lbs., all fly-spoon, 7 blank days.
1917.—20th February to 5th March, 4 fish in
Chukker, both rivers low. 17th November to 16th
March 11, \7, 105 fish, 724 lbs. (F. Orchard),
best 534, 45, 44, etc. All big fish caught in rapid
head of Jungoo on a 3Yz inches E. and D. silver
spoon. Rivers exceptionally low.
Junction silted
up. Fish began to show in Chukker, 12th February.
21st February to 23rd March, 10 blank days, 14
fish, 255 lbs., 3 of over 30 lbs., mostly on spoon.
18th to 23rd March, blank, water very clear. 1 7th
September to 1 5th October, Poonch in flood till 27th
September, on 6th October another flood. Hardly
any fish at Kama! and above, different to all former
experiences. Total 48 fish, 204 lbs., nothing very
big, all on 2 inches s. and g. spoons and fly-spoons.
12th to 16th October, little sport though conditions
good. 19th to 26th October, 28 fish, 138 lbs., all
casting or trolling with E. and D. s. g. spoons, water
gin clear, river high for time of year. 19th to 26th
October, 41 fish, 1 \7 lbs., remarks as above.
1 918.—(Orchard) 20th November, 1 7th—24th
March 18. Worst fishing I have ever known. Coldest
of winters, Jungoo full of fish, would not take. 5th to
12th March, both rivers coloured, big flood 16th
March. 125 fish, 811 lbs., river only fishable 7
days in March. Manyfishbegan taking, 12th few fish
caught. 23rd to 29th October, very few fish. 30th
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October to 7th November, 95 lbs. of fish, sport very
poor, water in perfect condition. 28th October to
8th November, 7 rods, poor sport. Shikaris say fish
early and late, but all myfishcaught between 9 A.M.
and 5 P.M. ! 11th to 18th October, 37 fish, 108
lbs.
About eight miles up from Tangrot the Casi
stream joins the Jhelum, and might be clear if the
latter was dirty. However, it does not carry much
water and is almost impossible to fish near the junction without a boat, as it flows in down a glen with
perpendicular cliffs.
There are a lot of wild pigeon in the rocks up
the left bank of the Jhelum above the bungalow.
And Mirpur jheel 4 miles distant is generally
good for some snipe. Also I am told Chikor are to
be got 2 miles up Poonch on right bank.
At Shekhopur there used to befishingaccording
to " T h e Angler's Handbook," and one October,
I knew of two rods who had A-1 sport with flyspoon, just catching the fish running up.
T H E POONCH RIVER.

This river can be reached either from Kashmir
or from Jhelum. To reach it from Kashmir a start
has to be made from Uri whence the stages, Vide the
Kashmir route book, are—
Miles.
Hyderabad
...
... 10
Aliabad
...
... 7
Kahuta
...
._•. 8
Poonch ,
...
... 9
Total
... 34
A new road has, however, been lately made
which is slightly longer,

Map of Poonch R. not to Scale
/ R. Mehdla
A roiim
Tangrot to Chak
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• 14 „
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58
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Q
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* ^ ? =
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Uri to Aliabad
Aliabad to Poonch

Mile
18
19

Total
... 37
-There is a rest-house at Aliabad, and also one
at Hattar about seven miles frdm Aliabad. These
are available to travellers but only after application
to the Governor of Poonch.
No matter which route is taken into Poonch, it
is customary to obtain the permission of the Raja of
Poonch to enter his territory and fish in the river.
Fishing in the Poonch is permissible only by license,
under the Kashmir Fisheries Act, the fee being
Rs. 20 per season or Rs. 10 for one month. Licenses
are obtainable at Tangrot from the water bailiff or
from the Superintendent, Kashmir Fisheries, Srinagar,
Kashmir.
In regard to the best time forfishingthe Poonch,
there is no doubt that March, April, September,
October and November are the best months, but there
is often very good fishing at other times in the year.
The following precis taken from the Angler's Book
in the Tangrot bungalow, shows the number of fish
of 30 lbs. and upwards taken from 1875—1895,
and it is perhaps the best guide as to the best time for
fishing.
January
3. 1 in Jungoo, 2 at H , all on 2Yl
inches spoon.
February 2. 1 at H, 1 at L, on 2J4 and ^Vl
inches spoon.
March
68. 1 in Jungoo, 4 at H, 4 at J, 7 at
K, 21 at L, 26 at M, and 5
up the river.
Of these 44
were caught on spoon mostly
36
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S and G, and 3 to 3J4 inches.
Five were taken on natural
bait.
1 in Jungoo, 6 at J, 6 at L, 1 at
April
M and 1 at N. Of these, 5
were taken on spoon, one on
bait and one on 4Yl inches
"Glass Bait" (?).
A 62
lb. was taken at N, on 3J4
inches G and S spoon.
7. 2 at J, 2 at K, 3 at L, all on
spoon.
June
2. Place not stated. One being a 50
lb. on natural bait.
Nil.
July
2. Up river at Mendli.
A ugust
Septem
13. 1 at "K, 2 at L, 1 at M, 1 atN
Nearly
and 8 up the river,
all on large spoon.
38. 1 at K, 2 at L, 1 at M, 1 atN
Ocrooe)
and 8 up the river, at places
not stated.
November 25. 9 in Jungoo, 1 in Arno, 5 at J, 5
at H, 1 at M and 4 at Nar.
Of these, 8 were on natural
bait and 10 on spoon.
December 1. At L on spoon.
Total
176 in 20 years.
The above cannot be considered a perfect record
of every fish caught during the period stated/ probably many anglers did not enter their catches,
certainly not those who, starting from Tangrot, fished
up the river.
From Tangrot to Poonch the distance is 74
miles, and this can be divided up into as many stages
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as there may be leave available, but the following
may be taken as the most suitable:—
Tangrot.
Miles.
Chak
... 6
Chowmook
... 4 (Rest-house.)
Palak
... 4
Kirmal
... 5
Par
... 6
Chak
... 8
Thatli
... 5
Hil
... 3 (Good junction.)
Kotli
... 3
Leri
... 9
Mendli
... 7
Madaarpur
... 6
Poonch
... 7

Total

... 73

• Supplies are now and then difficult, so a good
stock should be laid in according to fancy.
The
best place to camp in at Poonch is in the Raja's
gardens, for which permission is of course required.
There is no postal arrangement up the river, though
a post does go through to Poonch, arrangements to
bring along one's post must be made personally with
the Postmaster at Tangrot, who will forward letters
if coolies are arranged for.
It is useful to take a boat up the river from Tangrot, and the boatmen at the latter place will do so as
far as Kotli for an extra charge.
It is well to know that if the Poonch comes
down in flood it takes a good five days to clear at
Tangrot.
This year (1921) from all accounts the autumn
fishing at Tangrot and up the Poonch was very indifferent,
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J h e l u m C a n a l . — H e a d w o r k s at Rasul,
eight miles on trolley from Bahadari station, Canal
bungalow, permit required from Executive Engineer
of Canal. Like at Rupar, the dam here is constructed across a gap between low hills, with weir
4 , 1 0 0 feet in length and canal can take 3 , 8 0 0 cubic
feet of water per second. I am told that the fishing
here is indifferent, as it seems to b e a matter of much *
difficulty to find the water clear.
T h i s is a pity,
since with a good flow of surplus water (see note on
Chenab Canal) always going down, the fishing here
ought to be better than at most of the other headworks.
Mangal—The
headworks of the Upper
Jhelum Canal. Station Sarai Alamgir.
This is
only a tiny station, and it is well to remember that
trains do not stop for more than about 3 0 seconds,
so all kit should be ready to unload immediately train
stops. From here a construction line runs to Mangla
2 7 miles distant, and a trolly can be arranged by
courtesy of the X . E . N . U . I. Canal. T i m e taken
5 / 6 hours. T h e headworks here are interesting, the
canal of fair size ( 9 , 0 0 0 cusecs) and it carries the
waters of the Jhelum across into the Chenab above
Khanki. T h e fishing here is very disapoointing, there
is no really nice water, and no one would spend much
time here with Tangrot so close. About 3 miles down
the canal are some falls, where I saw a lot of fish
moving, some Mahseer among; them. I caught a fish
here, local name Luss, of 1 % l b . , which I did not
recognise. I picked up some coolies at Mangla and
marched the 8 miles to Tangrot, the route up left
bank of Jhelum crossing by ferry at end of march.
O n return journey my boat could not get as far as
Shekopur, as nearly all water was going down the
canal at Mangla (and for 5 hectic minutes my boat
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wanted to ao the same ! !). It took 1 % hours to
reach Mangla and while breakfasting there I sent a
man on to Shekopur, to bring up the camels I'd ordered to meet me there, from Dina.
At Jhelum itself there is, I believe, some fishing
to be had in the river, using atta for Mahseer and a
fly-spoon for Butchwa.
By driving about four miles up the river from
Jhelum, to where some saw-mills stand, there are two
or three good rapids, and if fished from a boat, by
spinning either before the snow water comes down,
or in the autumn, occasionally one gets a couple or
so of good Mahseer in an afternoon.
The following few notes are by Major T . D.
Mackenzie, 41 st Dogras (1919).
Shekopur, Tangrot, Jhelum.
Jhelum.—Fish for Butchwa with clotted blood.
Best place, reach just above railway bridge and down
under bridge to near Church.
Shekopur.—Very disappointing. No water
in river when upper canal is running. Got nothing
bigger than 2 lbs. here.
Tangrot.—Went up by boat from Shekopur in
November 16th. Got 2 fish on way up. Lots of
fish showing but didn't strike anything.
Nothing
altered at Tangrot except that river P. has altered
its course above the Chak stream and not for the bettei
from what the shikaris say. Time taken now by
boat from Tangrot to Jhelum is whole day when
canal is being used, as one is continually getting hung
up on sand-banks. I was rather late in the year and
had to be content with small fish. Got nothing
bigger than 8Yl lbs., but the fish are there all right.
The Bagh or Mahl river rises in Kashmir, and
passing through Poonch joins the Jhelum at Dhal-
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cote, 2 0 miles below Kohala.
It can b e reached
from Murree (24 miles) in 2 marches, Via Thanda,
but the second march is difficult going with a lot of
up and down. A better though slightly longer way
is Via Phagwara, 1 5 miles down the Kashmir road
from Murree, thence descend about 3 , 0 0 0 feet i n l M
miles to a ferry over the Jhelum, continue from here
down right bank to Dhalcote ferry, which is about
12 miles distant. A t Dhalcote there is an old fort
above the junction, and a bungalow with some furniture. T h e Mahl is a most uncertain river, and is, 1
fancy, a good deal poached.
It is a small stream
and easily fished by wading. Frog is a great bait.
There are camping grounds up the river, about 8
miles apart at Thandi-Dun, Mangh and Bagh, above
which place the river becomes too small to fish.
From here if one wished to push on into Kashmir the
marches are : — t o Kwaja 8 miles, Kilana 17 and Uri
3 1 . T h e Mahl is a typical Himalayan river, its bed
some 4 , 0 0 0 feet up, with hills rising to 8 , 0 0 0 feet
enclosing its basin. Supplies can generally be got,
and I am told May and June and immediately after
the rains are good times for this riyer.
T h e Goon or Goimal river rises in Poonch State
and joins the Jhelum at Patan, 25 miles below the
Mahl junction. This is only a small stream, and the
fishing is at the junction and for about ty miIes<UBB|
It can be reached from Murree via Dhalcote. the
marches being D . to Rampatan 14 miles, and Patan
another 10 miles.
Supplies difficult here, also
coolies, hardly worth a visit unless anyone is nfarching down the Jhelum to Tangrot.
T h e C h e n a b R i v e r . — R i s e s in Lahoul and
is formed by two streams; one, the Chandra, issues
from a large snow bed on Bara Lacha, 1 6 , 0 0 0 ft.
high, the other the Bhaga, which rises on the north-
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vvest slopes of the pass. Both streams unite at Tandi,
and the river now known as the Chenab sweeps
through Chumba into Cashmere territory. All along
this portion it flows between immense cliffs, and high
mountains. At Akhnur it becomes navigable.
The Chenab is undoubtedly a river that will
repay exploring. In itself it is a large river, with
heavy and deep rapids, and like so many Punjab
rivers, difficult to hit off with the water just right. Its
chief disability up to now has been its inaccessibility,
which has prevented both it and its tributaries being
much more fully exploited. The larger portion of
its fishable course runs through the territories of His
Highness The Maharaja of Kashmir and Jummu,
and to fish anywhere in Jummu a parwana should be
obtained, by writing to the Resident, at Sialkote.
The best known tributaries of the Chenab, are the
two Tawi rivers, mentioned later on, the Ans, Radd
and Bichlori.
There are certainly others, any of
which might be a real discovery from an angling point
of view, but I can get no details about them. The
Chenab, though becoming more accessible, is still a
very difficult river to get at, and the following notes
are mostly culled from my own Shikar Diary, and represent information picked up on two brief trips to
the Ans tributary and other spots on the river. The
new motor road being now built from Jummu into
Kashmir will cross the Chenab at Ramband, some
80 miles from Jummu.
This is progressing well,
and by the end of this year (1917) should be fit for
traffic up to Ramband. The river here will then be
well worth a trial in February—March or October—
November. Eight miles below Ramband the Bichlori joins on the right bank, and this stream has very
great possibilities in my opinion.
Knowing the
country, however, I am of opinion that this would be
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no light trip to attempt in a hurry. There must be
some fine water between Ramband and Riassi but it
would be a very difficult trip to attempt, as the country is wild, and the local villagers decline to attempt
the passage down on drais, or surnais, for any consideration whatever. Below Riassi the river begins
to break up, and from Dera eight miles further down
it becomes too big to be fishable, though right away
down to the plains are spots where fish have been
caught fishing from boats.
Between Kantan and
Dera there are several magnificent rapids, and a few
small junctions all worth a trial. To get to this portion of the river at all, Riassi must be one's objective.
This place is a Tehsil head-quarters, and I may add
here that one meets with the utmost assistance and
courtesy from all the State officials. Riassi may be
reached (i) from Jummu via Akhnur, but this is not
recommended as track is vile; (ii) from Jummu via
Nagrota. There is a railway station at Jummu, on
Sialkote side of Tawi river, whence a conveyance
could be hired to drive to Nagrota, eight miles. But
if one motors from Sialkote, one saves both time and
trouble. A word here might not be out of place, to
those who might wish to motor from Lahore. Grand
Trunk Road from Lahore to Gujranwala, 42 miles.
From here the best route, and therefore quickest in
the end, is to continue up Grand Trunk Road to
Wazirabad, turn right at 61 miles from Lahore and
run 27 to Sialkote.
From Gujranwala, however,
one can turn sharp right over railway (41 Yl) a "d run
to-Daska 14, and Sambrial another 11 miles,''strike
Wazirabad-Sialkote road (one mile short of Sambrial)
exactly midway between those places. If preferred,
the road can be left at Nanidpur, nine miles ex
Gujranwala, and the canal bank followed till the
Sialkote road is crossed near Sambrial. Sialkote to
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Jummu 25 miles, at 20 cross- an unbridged nala, by
' ford, might be troublesome after heavy rain.
At
24 miles pass Cantonments, and at 25 railway
station, immediately after this cross Tawi by a toll
bridge, with ancient and very bad roadway. Then
climb steeply up into the. city, winding through
bazars, till one emerges on Nagrota road.
Here
there is no bungalow, only a tiny overseer's hut;
mules or coolies must be arranged for beforehand.
Nagrota to Riassi is 30 miles. I was told 20, but it
is quite useless to try and delude oneself over these
hill marches, the map naturally can be made to lie by
measuring in a straight line, and the passing wayfarer
lies cheerfully without in any way being made to, but
no hopeful juggling will make the march anything
less titan a stiff 30 miles.
The road Jummu to
Nagrota follows up the valley of the Tawi, and from
an angling point of view the latter stream did not impress me at all favourably.
Leave Nagrota and
follow up the large nala, near side of village, via
Pongwali 5, Shiba 6, Tanda Pani 9, Gundial II
and Bamial 15 miles. At all these spots are wells,
with beautifully cold water, a fact appreciated in
March or October, as most of route is up glaring and
hot water courses. It is advisable to have a guide
with one, as it is quite easy to miss the track in three
or four places.
At Bamial join a large nala that
runs direct into the Chenab ; leave nala one mile short
of river and ascend to Dera, 22 miles, a small village
with an important temple.
Pabbar, 24, a little
beyond village cross stream of that name, junction of
which with the main river is worth trying. Then to
Riassi (30 miles). Riassi is a fair-sized hill village,
clean and well built, sheltering under a fort "that
towers some 200 feet above it. Two miles short of
the town, the Anji tributary is crossed, a big stream
17
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unfortunately split up at the junction to fish which
means a wearisome walk of one mile, but is worth it
if time allows. Two or three other small streams
are crossed, one of which has (or had in 1917) some
enormous pools near junction, full of fish, these can
be seen from the road, and are worth trying with a
fly-spoon.
At Riassi is a small State rest-house,
with two sets of rooms, with beds, etc. Here one
can stop and fish the Chenab if so desired, but if
on anything more than four day's leave, the thing
to do is to push on and fish the Ans river. Leave
the rest-house which is away on far side of village
and cross a small plain, then a dip into a nala, followed by a stiff ascent to Bida, four miles on a high
plateau. For three more miles road ascends gently
till the old fort at top of pass is reached, 2,500 feet.
Thence past Salar, half way, a long descent of six
miles to the Chenab, crossed by a suspension bridge
just below the village of Kantan on the opposite bank.
Track very fair, and suitable for pack animals.
Kantan to Arnas, three miles along passable track,
following down Chenab valley. At Arnas I pitched
my camp in a delightful spot, near ruins of old fort
and overlooking a small plateau, just above the Ans
river, junction of which with the main stream lies a half
mile down. The Ans is a glorious stream, bigger
than Giri, but it suffers from two unfortunate disadvantages. First, it is almost everywhere unfordable, and second it rises under a circle of snowy
peaks, and is as badly as, if not worse affected by
snow water, than the big river. But it is a wonderful stream, and must be full of fish. Unluckily when
I visited it, both it and the Chenab were full of snow
water, and utterly unfishable.
It forms a glorious
junction, and 1 heard rumours of very largefishbeing
caught therein. To anyone who had the like mis-

fortune, to find the Chenab and Ans both unfishable,
the Radd Nadi may save the situation and give one or
two days' very pretty sport. It joins the Chenab half
a mile below the Ans, and is a delightful little stream,
, .carrying a good flow of water, and running through
wild and picturesque scenery. About four miles up
are some excellent pools, and the stream is full of fish
from 3 lbs. downwards, with a sprinkling of larger
.ones. The junction varies, but is always worth a
trial. I took an 8 pounder out my first cast with a
fly-spoon. Supplies are scarce, except from a large
village like Riassi, and it is as well to take all stores
with one.
In 1919, early in April Col. E. B. Lang visited
the Ans on a flying trip, had rain and found river in
flood. * Crossed with great difficulty and caught lot
of fish over 5 lbs. (one 12 Iber.) in the Radd.
THE CHENAB (OR CHANDRA BHAGA).
By Captain L. Fortescue (1922).
This river has proved the most grievous disappointment during my angling experience.
In
November 1916 1 spent two week-ends at the canal
headworks at Marala and had excellent sport trolling
from a canal boat above the headworks catching several fish of 10 lbs. and over a good deal bigger than
the average—which made me very keen to explore the
river higher up in the hills.
I never had time to
reach. Riassi but one afternoon 1 had half an hour's
fishing at the junction of a branch of the Tawi Khad,
a few miles below Riassi, and caught several small
Mahseer. My object was to fish the junction of the
Ans and Chenab at Arnas (above Riassi), and in 1921
I was at last able to go there. I was lucky in finding
a friend to accompany me and we planned an ambitious three months' itinerary combining sightseeing in
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the high mountains followed by fishing in the lower
valleys, and jumped off from Dalhousie at the end of
August.
In September we travelled down the upper
course of the Chandra Bhaga through the Pangi*
district of Chamba amid superb scenery, and through
Padar (Jammu Province) to Kishtwar. Kishtwar to
Ramban (on the Jammu-Banihal-Kashmir motor road)
we learned was a troublesome hot journey with no
prospect of Mahseer, for the upper reaches of the
Chandra Bhaga are said to be entirely fishless and
only snow trout are found from the junction of the
Wardwan river, near Kishtwar, down to Ramban.
We accordingly decided to give the KishtwarRamban section of the valley a miss, made a loop
through Kashmir by the Sinthan Pass route and doubled back by the Banihal road to Ramban.
(Both
sides of the Banihal Pass were teeming with chikor.)
We arrived at Ramban on 2nd October to find the
Chenab had fallen rapidly since we left it at Kishtwar on 20th September and was already sufficiently
clear to be fishable. There is some nice open water
with fine pools below Ramban, but we failed to see
or catch any Mahseer, and the Bichlari tributary a few
miles below Ramban (which the map shows as draining a large catchment area of the Pir Panjal) turned
out to be a small shallow torrent, so on 4th October
we started to march down the valley towards our El
Dorado at Amas. The tahsildar at Ramban had
received instructions from the Governor of Jammu to
assist us and provided a chaprassi and 20 coolies to
* Pangi is a great place for red bear and ibex. Shooting
divided into blocks. Each block is let only once in a season.
Blocks allotted by priority of application after January 1st.
Apply Pte. Sec. to H. H. Raja of Chamba. Excellent bandabast
in Chamba. No trouble about coolies, and reasonable rates
here fixed by State. Supplies in Pangi, including sheep,
fruit, vegetables, very good. No monsoon.
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accompany us all the way to Arnas. Without this
assistance the journey would have been impossible as
voluntary transport would not have been forthcoming
and we could never have obtained relays of coolies
en route, Animal transport was of course quite out
of the question as the tracks are much too difficult.
The march down the south side of the valley
was interesting and quite pleasant except for a fearsome gorge at Mundidhar.
The Chandra Bhaga
flows through a canyon a few yards wide between
cliffs rising 3,000 feet to 4,000 feet above it.
A
good track had at some time been blasted out of the
cliff above the left bank, but had been allowed to
fall into disrepair, and some of the decayed wooden
galleries precariously suspended hundreds of feet
above the chasm are really very perilous, and it was
a marvel how the coolies managed to edge their loads
round the narrow rock ledges—a few inches wide—
without an accident.
(Mundidhar abounds in
gooral.)
We fished the junctions of all tributaries we
passed but without success and it was not until we
reached Kansar (Survey sheet 43/16) that the natives
began to hold out any hopes of Mahseer.
On 8th October we reached Arnas, where we
Were met by a munshi and chaprassi from the Riassi
tahsil and released our Ramban coolies, and entertained great expectations of sport.
The Ans was
low and clear and looked most enticing with a succession of good pools; the Chenab too was in good order
and the junction pool ideal.
In addition to the
brightness of the angling prospects Arnas affords a
delightful shady camp above a level cultivated plateau
between theriverswith beautiful open views of jungle
clad hills and valley and we were looking forward to
a halt of several days in these delightful surroundings
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after a long and arduous journey, the weather too,
though still a little warm by day, was very pleasant,
and mosquitoes, which make this place very malarial
at the end of the rains, had vanished.
Alas ! Our hopes were doomed to disappointment. The Ans seemed almost devoid of fish—oui
total bag was 4, one of 20 lbs., and 3 little ones—
and I only sawfishlying under the waterfall of a small
tributary. 1 explored the Ans thoroughly for about
2Y2 miles (there is a footpath along the hills above
the right bank but a guide is necessary) and fished
some lovely water, including 2 junction pools, one
with tributaries joining on each side, and am quite
convinced the fish were not there. The junction of
Ans and Chenab, which is the finest looking pool foi
Mahseer I have seen, only yielded 2 brats. The
villagers all say that great numbers of Mahseer run up
the Ans during the rains, but that they had left it and
returned to the Chenab a fortnight or more before out
arrival. In any case, however the Ans can be small
use as an angling river. In spring it brings down a
big and early flood of snow water from the Pir Panjal,
and it is not likely to be any good early in March
before the snow water start, during the rains it comes
down ' red '—as the result of storms in the middle of
October it discoloured the Chenab for several days—
and in autumn the period between its clearing and the
departure of the fish must be very short, the climate
in September would be hot and malarial jand the
river is not a nice one for fishing under such conditions. The water is splendid, but itflowsat the bottom of a deep valley and frequently comes against
a cliff on one or other bank; it was fordable in the
shallows with difficulty in October, but would be
quite unfordable at the end of the rains, so steep and
difficult detours would be necessary around the cliffs
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and in the heat these would be very trying. There
is of course plenty of water for big fish at all seasons
and their migratory habits supposing they really are
plentiful in summer—are presumably due to their dislike of the icy water from the Pir Panjal springs in
winter. At the time of our stay at Arnas the Ans
water was still much "less cold than the Chenab and
not unpleasant for wading, although there was a very
marked change between the 9th and 14th October.
The only sport which came our way at Arnas
was in the Radd tributary, which flows into the
Chenab less than a mile below the Ans—also on the
right bank. In 2 Yl days we accounted for 100 fish
with fly-spoon, but none were over 5 lbs. A 20
pounder escaped after a long tussle at the junction but
that was all. The Radd is a nice warm stream rising
in low hills and the number of fish in evidence was a
striking contrast to the Ans.
It is a small swift
stream with no very big pools, so if large fish go up
during the rains they are probably either netted or
return to the Chenab. We went some 4 miles up
the Radd, but did best in the two miles above the
junction. The Radd has a very clean bottom and
probably clears and falls very quickly after the rains.
The Chenab above and below Arnas is a series .
of magnificent pools, but after our failure at the junctions we decided to tarry no longer. On the 14th
October we left Arnas sadder and wiser men and
trekked on to Riassi.
On the morning of the 15th we went to the
junction of the Anji nala, about 3 miles from Riassi,
and to our delight caught 10fishonfly-spoon,biggest
13 lbs., until driven off at midday by a terrific thunderstorm and rising river. More thunder, hail and rain
followed, but buoyed up by hopes that we had at last
found the fish we waited for the river to clear, which
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it did by the 22nd. T h e dak bungalow at Riassi
was a welcome refuge from wind and wild weather
from 15th to 20th, and the tahsildar and local officials
were very courteous.
From Riassi we moved down to Jeri, near the
T a w i K h a d , as being more conveniently situated foi
fishing, and thence to a delightful site under a huge
peepul tree below the T a w i K h a d with charming
views of the river and the Pir Panjal, white with fresh
snow in the background.
T h e fishing, however,
again proved a disappointment, and w e caught few
fish and these only at the junctions of warm tributaries.
These w e r e : —
1. A brook joining the right bank one mile above
Pandhal, under a khad. (1 of 2 0 lbs.)
2 . T h e T a w i K h a d . (20 lbs., 18, 7, and 2
or 3 smaller ones).
3 . T h e Pei K h a d . (14 lbs. and 6 smaller
ones.)
4 . A brook joining a branch of the river on
the right bank about a mile below peepul tree camp
and less than a mile above Dera.
(8 small fish.
Missed 3 big chaps.)
5 . T h e Balan nala below Dera.
(3 small
ones; rose 2 0 pounder but didn't hook him.)
T h e Anji junction revisited was a failure; 'he v
Anji flows into more or less of a rapid, but 100 yards
downstream is a fine pool with water percolating
through the bank, so that one would expect fish to lie
there.
There is another small tributary on right bank—
a couple of miles above Anji just where the Chenab
comes out of the hills into the Riassi ' maidan.' I
surveyed it from a distance as it was discoloured by a
storm and being difficult of access did not merit closer
acquaintance. It is a fine pool, but shut in by cliffs
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and only accessible at a fanshaped delta formed by
the tributary, and one has to climb up over a spur and
down again to get to it. The natives say big fish are
sometimes visible here from the cliffs.
The Tawi Khad junction—is a nice one and'
easily fished, but it is a semi-rapid and the Mahseer
seem only to lie just at'the mouth of the Tawi, so it
was soon fished out.
The Pei Khad—flows into a small arm of the
river holding very little water, but at the junction of
this arm with the main river is an enormous pool where
several streams unite and I did see some big fish
moving right out in the current. It is the only pool
in this part of the river fit for a boat and might repay
careful fishing. (In September 2 monsters of 70 to
80 lbs., each were said to have been left stranded in
the Pei Khad.)
We also fished some way up the Tawi and Pei
Khads, but only saw a very few small fish. The
Tawi about 3 miles above the junction looks a glorious
stream with fine big pools and the absence of fish was
remarkable. The Anji nala we did not try, but it
did not look promising.
By the 25th October we were thoroughly disgusted with the Chenab, and on 26th and 27th travelled down on a log raft to Akhnur.
' Dreins ' (inflated buffalo hides), which are used on the Sutlej,
Beas and Ravi, are not in vogue on the Chenab and
we made various experiments with rafts. The crew
consisted of 4 ' tarus ' with ' sarnais ' (inflated goat
skins); our first experiment was a raft of 3 little logs
lightly corded together—a horrid mode of progression as in the rapids the waves washed right over it
and the passengers perforce sat tight and shivered in
the bilge. Experiment No. 2 was no better.
It
consisted of .4 ' sarnais ' (instead of 2 ' dreins ') fas-
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tened under a ' charpai.' This was much too low in
the water, afforded a wet seat and was unsteady into
the bargain. For our journey to Akhnur we devised
a more ' pucca ' bandabast of 5 large logs (stranded
logs can be collected anywhere along the banks of
the Chenab) and a ' charpai ' for ourselves lashed on
top of them. The logs were occasionally immersed
in a heavy rapid but the ' charpai ' kept us high and
dry.
From I mile below Dera to the plains at Akhnur
the Chenab flows for 10 to 15 miles through canyons
and is narrow and very deep. There are some long
still pools, but the natives say that fish do not stay in
thin part of the river and it is probably too cold and
dark for them. It has no tributaries through the
canyons. We tried one or two of the most promising
places without success.
The journey by water from Tawi Khad to
Akhnur is a very pleasant and at times thrilling one,
when the raft narrowly escapes a rock or, as happened two or three times, grounds and bumps on the
bottom when careering full tilt down a rapid.
A
raft travels slower than a ' drein ' and took 1 Yl days,
going easily.
We camped at Piyan on the way.
At Akhnur we abandoned the Chenab and took boat
down the canal to Jammu, which we reached in 6
hours, en route for the Jammu Tawi at Udhampur,
where our luck changed and made us rue having wasted the best month of thefishingseason on the Chenab
instead of going straight from Ramban to Udhampur
at the beginning of October. It is so easy to be wise
after the event—may the reader profit by our folly—
and after all the very uncertainty offishing,constitutes
part of its charm, and all's well that ends well.
C o n c l u s i o n . — T h e Ans and Radd have
been sufficiently described. The Chenab is a puzzle.
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I have seldom visited a river where the inhabitants so
unanimously assert that there are lots of fish, and
caught so few. At Jeri (near Riassi) we heard that
one Sahib in pre-war times used to go there every year
early in October and get excellent sport. We started
well at the Anji junction on 14th October, and it is
just possible that the subsequent storms may have
ended the fishing season prematurely.
Our informant at Jeri did say that we were late and the water
too cold.
On the other hand the Chenab must
always be a very cold river. It is snow fed as tar as
Kishtwar—about 1 50 miles above the plains—and as
it continues to flow swiftly through a narrow channel
of rock, often only a few yards wide and of great
depth (much deeper than it is wide) the sun and
warmth can have little effect on it. - From Kansar
onwards it becomes a good deal wider, but still is at
the bottom of a deep valley, and it is not until it
comes out into the Riassi ' maidan ' that it becomes
really wide and open. There it is indeed a sea of
waters; its average width is about 200 yards and it
is never fordable at any season anywhere, which
makes one reflect what must its depth be in the narrow
ravines above !
There are some fine pools in this ' maidan '
though at rather long intervals, but unfortunately the
tributaries all run out into semi-rapids.
Below Dera the river again flows through canyons to Akhnur.
It is noteworthy that with the exception of the
Radd none of the tributaries held any fish worth mentioning. I personally should never care to revisit the
4 p | as it is too far to go on a goose chase, and I am
distinctly sceptical about the Chenab.
One rod
might be lucky and have a week's good fishing at the
small junctions around Riassi, but he should be pre-
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pared for a disappointment.
There is not enough
room for two rods, as the junctions are all very small,
and none of them compare with the Biyani junction
on the Ravi, which has the further advantage of being
more easily accessible, or with the Jammu Tawi if a
longer trip is contemplated.
Were I going to the Chenab again I think I should
go via Akhnur to the Tawi Khad and camp by the
big peepul tree to fish the Tawi Khad junction, the
small junction lower down, on the same (right bank)-,
and the Pei Khad and Balan (below Dera) on the left
bank.. Should the Tawi Khad junction prove a
failure I should go back at once to Akhnur and not
waste time with the others.
If sport were good
enough to persevere, from the peepul tree I should
move camp up to some mango trees on the left bank,
which afford a good camping ground close to the
river about 14 ""i^ below the Anji junction. From
Tawi Khad to Anji bv the right bank and crossing
the river by raft just below Anji junction is less than
two hours* walk. Mules and kit would continue
along the right bank as far as the ferry by the river
gauge, about one mile above Anji, cross there, and
come down the left bank.
On the way up one
passes the small junction under the Khad a mile above
Padhal, which is worth a cast.
From the Anji
camp one can move camp up above Talwara and try
the junction where the river leaves the gorge. This is
a nice camp and has fair shooting, birds, and gurral
in the mountains at the back, but fishing is uncertain
GENERAL NOTES.
Season..—Spring, 1st to 15th March (Ans
snow water appears about this date).
Autumn, 8th October or soon after, when the
pold on the mountains (this glacier water continues to
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discolour the river freezes the glaciers and stops the
dirty water for some while after the effects of the
monsoon rains have ended).
(The X. E. N. Marala has a river gauge and
telegraph two miles from Riassi, whence one could
probably ascertain the state of the river in advance.
A friend of mine went all the way to the Ans at the
end of March and found both rivers unfishable owing
to snow water.)
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n . — J a m m u Territory (see
notes on Jammu Tawi about permits. Riassi, Waziri-Wazarat and tahsildar. Post and Telegraph).
(Riassi tahsil extends up the Chenab to above Arnas
and down to the Tawi Khad on right bank and to
Dera on left bank, where it meets Akhnur.)
Akhnur tahsildar, post office, State telegraph
office for official use.
Boats.—None obtainable except at Akhnur.
Pool below the Pei Khad is the only pool near Riassi
whe;e a boat would be of much use, as the volume of
water from above is so great that, although the drop
is only 10 to 15 feet to the mile, the current even in
the pools is very strong. At Akhnur bank fishing
is hopeless. Boats are obtainable, but they appear
too cumbrous for fishing purposes and it would certainly be quite out of the question to have one hauled
up the heavy rapids above Akhnur. They are only
fit for use from Akhnur downstream.
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s . — 1 . Mule track Jammu
to Riassi about 40 miles.—A hot and tedious journey.
First 8 miles to Nagrota passable for motors and carts
along the Udhampur road, no wheels beyond Nagrota. Reach Chenab at Dera, 30 miles or a little
more, near the Balan junction.
2. Jammu to Akhnur about 17 miles.—Cart
fogd. q\ong Jammu, canal? passable for small motor
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cars, but bridges are very awkward and narrow.
Boats ply along canal, but Jammu to Akhnur is very
slow as the stream is contrary. Akhnur to Jammu
takes about 6 hours. For outward journey take turn
turn from Jammu.
3. Akhnur to Tawi Khad.—A pretty vile mule
track, stony and many dry hot nalas to cross, but by
making an early start from Jammu and having mules
ready at Akhnur it would be just possible to get
through in a day. I should be inclined to go this way
as the main Jammu-Riassi route seems to be unpleasant
too and is longer in point of time though not in distance.
4. Riassi to A mas.—Good mule track 16 miles.
Not a hard march.
5. Riassi to Akhnur.—Mule track, see 3.
Cross river at ferry by river gauge. There is also a
ferry' above Pabbar (near Pei Khad), but this is not
always working at any rate for animals and there is
likely to be delay unless the ferry man has been warned in advance.
Send kit by mules and go down river on raft.
(The mule track goes into the hills above right bank
and there is no way through canyons except by water.)
Survey Sheets.—1 inch to 1 mile (season
1914).
43/K/16 Arnas and Riassi.
4 3 / L / 3 Dera to Akhnur. Akhnur is just off
this sheet on sheet No. 43-L/9.
Supplies.—Scarce. Atta, milk, ghi, barley,
fodder. Kerosene oil and a few eggs in Riassi and
Akhnur bazaars, but no fruit or vegetables except
potatoes.
Transport.—Mules at Jammu, Riassi and
Akhnur. Boats at Akhnur and lammu. Coolies only
by ' bigar ' and then with difficulty.
Mule hire
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Re. 1-4 a day when moving, As. 12 when halted.
Coolies As. 6. ' Tarus ' with ' sarnais ' can be got
from several villages, especially from Gasan in
Akhnur tahsil. Pay Re. 1 each per day. Two or
three ' tarus ' required per raft. Personally I should
be inclined to import two men with 4 ' dreins ' from
the Ravi (q, v) as they are much handier and convenient both for crossing river and travelling down it.
Climate.—Arnas and Riassi are very malarial
at end of rains. Villagers were still fever stricken in
October, but there were no mosquitoes. Riassi was
distinctly hot on 14th October before the thunderstorms broke, and perceptibly warmer than Arnas."
At Marala.—are the head-works of the
Upper Chenab Canal, built of recent years. Reached
from Sambrial station, by trolly 1 8 miles. There is a
nice canal bungalow here, for permission to use which,
and for trolly arrangements, application should be
made direct to the X. E. N. or through S. D. O.,
Marala. This spot is very like Rupar. The canal
is large, 1 1,000 cusecs, but is often shut down, to
allow water to run down river to Khanki.
Fishing
varies, if water is running down canal and river is
banked up and clear; some excellent sport can be had
trolling above the weir. The Chenab is a huge river
here, and breaks up into several streams.
A flyspoon gives pretty sport sometimes in evenings, in
large pool below weir, over towards the further bank.
The Bhimber Tawi runs in from right bank, about
four miles up, but this is a longish pull; the river is
so broken up here that several small branches make
junctions with main stream and one can try a cast or
two as a change from trolling. February and March,
and October and November are the most likely
months for sport.
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The following are extracts from two letters
written me in 1916, by Captain, now Lt.-Col.
Dean:—" I have had four days on the Chenab,
riding out from Sialkote to Kuri Patan, near Marala.
I got 7 , 7 , 3 and 4fishon the four occasions. Largest
7, 8, 5 and 6 lbs. on the four days. Yeats and his
wife had a good day trolling from a canal boat from
Marala, early in November, getting eight fish one
morning, about 5 lbs. average; 15 lbs. was the biggest caught this autumn in the Chenab from Sialkote."
I got 13 fish weighing 102 lbs. in five days
fishing during the Christmas holidays. On the 28th
instant I got a 25 lbs. Mahseer on a Chilwa, much to
my surprise and delight, as the general run of fish
caught this year has been under 8 lbs. This winter
has been an exceptional one forfishinghere, as usually one does not get much at Christmas. I fancy that
the making of the bund at Marala may have had
something to do with it."
Captain Fortescue in January 1917 caught
several fish, best 11 lbs., trolling in the Chenab above
Marala.
And Christmas, 1917, Kemball of the Police
caught a lot of big fish, trolling with spoon, just above
the gates at Marala.
A.t K h a n k i . —Eight miles from Wazirabad are the headworks of the Chenab Canal, where
I am told goodfishingis to be had. Probably, it is
much the same and governed by the same conditions
as the headworks of Sirhind Canal at Rupar.
Reached via Wazirabad and Mansurawala station,
whence it is two miles by trolly. Canal bungalow,
for use of which permission should be asked from
Executive Engineer in charge of canal. The rivet
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runs in a very broad sandy bed here, nearly one mile
across, and the canal takes all the water in the cold
weather, its capacity being 11,000 cubic feet per
second. Fishing is in the canal, or in pool in river
below.
The following note was given me in 1916 :—
From Khanki eight miles further down stream is
Chennawan escape. It is one of the new sanctuaries.
Supposed to contain murral, but the bund broke down
this year in rains and let in river, so contents might be
anything or nothing. Permission from Warden of
fisheries, Punjab, would have to be got before fishing
A t Chilliot.—Sixteen miles from Chiniot
Road station, road indifferent, the Chenab runs
through an outcrop of rock. Good fishing, I am told,
to be got here. A dak bungalow.
Khusawal, next station to Chichiwatni. There
are some falls on an escape canal, about 22 miles
from station, where I'm told fish are to be caught.
Write to the S. D. O. on the subject.
N e a r W a z i r a b a d . — I n the Chenab itself
somefishingmay be had by anyone who marches up
or down the Grand Trunk Road. The river generally seems dirty here, so use atta or worm. Go two
miles back along the road to where the road and rail
bridge crosses the river. Fish under the bridge itself,
and also about 200 yards up off some rocks is a good
place. The Pulkoo-stream, half way to the Chenab,
could also be tried, it is about 15 feet deep near the
bridge of boats and a lot of fish were moving the day
I crossed it. Also, in the smaller runs of the Chenab
near Multan, quite good sport is to be had with
Butchwa, using, as a bait, clotted goat's blood.
39
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NOTES ON THE CHENAB (1910).

By Bt.-Col. W. Norman, 22nd Cavalry.
The river rises in Kashmir and enters the Sialkote district some nine miles above Beni Sing, where
it takes in the Jammu Tawi. And concerning this
river—the Jammu Tawi—a correspondent writes me
' I have only tried it once, without success, and from
what I saw of the river, was not much impressed with
it, from an angling point of view.'
Some twenty
miles north of Beni Sing is Riassi, Kashmir territory,
and now and then reports are circulated of wonderful
fish taken here by the villagers with nets. It is improbable that, allowing for exaggeration, there mav
be some truth in these reports.
From Riassi to
Akhnur the river flows through the mountains and
there must be some good places, but so far as is
known, these have not yet been visited by anglers.
Below Akhnur, the river breaks up into a number of
channels which eventually form junctions with the
main stream. Beni Sing is thirteen miles from Sialkote, by the Chaprar road, which is drivable but
rough. There is a fair camping ground and supplies
from a village close by. Thefishingis from boats
which can be got from the Guzar Pul ferry, about a
quarter of a mile down stream. The next place to
fish at below Beni Sing, is Sikka. The latter is a
group of hamlets opposite the Gangwal Ferry. The
latter is some thirteen miles from Sialkote via the
Gondal road, also drivable but rough. Crossing the
river at the Gangwal Ferry, camp should be pitched
on the high bank just below the junction of the Miran
Khor nala.
Some six hundred yards above this,
there is another junction where the Bhag nala comes
in. Fishing is from boats at the two junctions, and
from the high bank below the Miran Kher junction.
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About one and a half miles below this the Khano
Bhao nala comes, also on the right bank, and before
joining the main stream it takes in the Bhimber T a w i .
Here again the fishing is from boats which can be
obtained from the Kooree-ka Pattan Ferry.
The
latter is the ferry by which one crosses the river in
order to reach Minaor on the road to the T a w i . A b o u t
a mile below the latter junction is Marala, the headworks of the Upper Chenab Canal, which, it is believed, will be completed in 1 9 1 2 .
W h e n completed, the weirs at Marala should rival those at
Rupar.
A b o u t thirty miles below Marala is the
Alexandra bridge, over the railway, and here there is
fishing from the bank. Lower down stream again is
Khanki, the headworks of the Lower Chenab Canal.
Here there are undoubtedly fine fish but they are very
shy.
Alexandra Bridge is some two miles from
Wazirabad station, from whence one can bicycle
along to the bridge on the Grand Trunk R o a d .
Khanki can only be reached with the assistance of the
Canal Engineer, who would provide carriage by rail
or trolly.
In regard to the fishing itself.
T h e r e is no
doubt that there are good fish in the river, for they are
constantly caught by the natives with nets, but do not
so easily come to hand by rod and line. T h e river is
undoubtedly poached in all directions, especially near
Wazirabad and at Khanki. so that it is hardly worth
while going to these two places. A t Beni Sing and
Sikka some good fish have been taken by rod and line.
The capabilities of the river are undeniably great, but
they want consideration, and this should be paid when
the Marala canal is completed,
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T H E N O W S H E R A OR B H I M B E R T A W I .

By Bt.-Col.

Norman,

22nd Cavalry

(1*910).

I have not fished this from Nowshera, and can
only give an account of the lower portion of the river,
accessible from Sialkote. Leaving Sialkote cross the
Chenab about 12 miles from cantonments at a ferry
just above Marala. T h e latter is the headworks o*
the Upper Chenab Canal, which is in process of construction and should be opened in 1 9 1 2 , and then perhaps, if proper steps are taken, Marala may become
a second Rupar. Crossing the Chenab ride to Minaor, about nine miles, here there is a lovely camping
ground in a mango grove. T h e next ride is to either
Chokla, or Baro, the former being on the right bank
and the latter on the left bank of the Bhimber. The
preference should be given to Baro, distant nine miles
from Minaor. Leaving Minaor, the road strikes the
river at Chamb and here near some panchakkies, a
small fly-spoon can be used.
Fording the river at
Chamb, ride to Samoo and then re-cross to right bank
till opposite Baro, when re-cross.
It is not worth
while wasting time at Baro, though there is a little
fishing both above and below. If horses are previously sent across the Chenab the day before, it is advisable to ride the 3 0 miles to Baro in one day. The
going is capital the whole way. From Baro the next
march should be Seripla, about eight miles, but over
very stony country. Seripla is not marked on the
map and, as a matter of fact, it is~ almost impossible
to recognise any of the places named on it, the inhabitants profess utter ignorance of the places named.
T h e camp is on the left bank of the river, opposite
a small village on right bank. From here there is no
further road up the river, and the kit would have to
make a long circuit over the hills to the next camp at
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Kaholian. The natives say that in parts the road
is so bad that mules would have to be unloaded, this
being the case it would be necessary to send coolies
along with the kit. Above Seripla, the river is one
succession of long deep pools, some of which are over
800 yards in length and flanked by difficult hills and
cliffs. The scenery is magnificent, and the passage
up the pools and rapids on mussuk rafts most exciting.
The inhabitants are Dogras, a wonderfully cheerful
and willing lot of folk.
There is no difficulty in
getting coolies and arranging for rafts. Each raft requires four men to propel it, and they are well content with four annas a day.
There are absolutely
no supplies to be got except milk, so one should take
a supply of fowls. A short distance beyond Baro,
is a village called Ausirn, there is another just below
it, and from these two the shikaris and coolies should
be obtained. From Kaholian the next march would
be Nal, but I have not been up as far as this.
Now, in regard to the fishing there is a capital
little run above Baro where the track crosses the
stream, and from here on to Seripla there are a succession of runs and pools, though we only got small
fish up to two and three pounds, there are in all probability very much larger ones. I was broken, when
fishing with single gut, by a large Mulley, about 10
lbs., who simply took mv spoon like a Mahseer.
Above Seripla the two biggest taken by anglers from
Sialkote, were 14 and 20 lbs. About half way between Seripla and Kaholian is a difficult gorge called
Machi Bawan, where there are some grand pools but
full of rocks, and one has to be skilful in playing one's
fish. The best lure is silver and copper spoon, but
the fish take natural bait also.
To anyone fishing from Sialkote on a ten davs
trip, the thing to do is to make straight for Seripla,
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make that a centre and on occasions, leaving the :amp
there, move up some three miles to Kaholian. Here
there is a nice camp, plenty of shade and good water,
a couple of blankets and some washing materials will
have to suffice, for the rafts cannot well carry more
in addition to one's own weight.
T h e Khansamah
-ovould go on another raft, and he can only take a
couple of cooking pots, teapot and a minimum of
supplies. In case it is desired to stay at Kaholian
more than one day, coolies can go back to camp for
supplies.
THE

N O W S H E R A OR B H I M B E R T A W I

By the late Lieut.

Lindsell,

RIVER.

37th Dogras (1910).

T h e best way to get to this river is to drive from
Gujrat to Bhimber, a distance of 30 miles.
Ekkas
and tongas can be got at Gujrat station.
A t Bhimber there is a good dak bungalow.
T h e Tehsildar at Bhimber will arrange for coolies or
ponies to take your kit on if given previous notice.
From Bhimber on, the road is passable for
ponies, but the going is bad.
T h e marches are Bhimber to Saidabad D . B.,
12 miles.
Saidabad to Nowshera D . B . , 12 miles.
A t Nowshera you strike the river and both
above and below Nowshera there are some excellent
pools which hold good fish but personally I found
them very difficult to catch.
Another way to get to the river is to turn off three
miles beyond Saidabad at a place called Kori (there
is only a path through the fields but it is rideable on
a pony) and march 1 8 miles to a spot on the river called Beri Pattun.
Above and below Beri Pattun
there are some lovely runs and pools, some of the

pools being long and deep between precipitous banks,
but to fish this part of the river a folding boat of some
sort is a necessity.
I fished this part of the river in the middle of
April 1910, the water was very clear and I did not
get any big fish but got a few fish on a fly-spoon, the
biggest 10 lbs. I hooked one fish of about 20 lbs.
on a dead bait but lost him.
From Beri Pattun I marched to Kar but on
arriving here the river came down thick and I was
unable to do any fishing but I met an angler who had
been there for six days and he had been catching fish
from 6 to 10 lbs. on dead bait.
From Kar I marched to Nowshera seven miles
and then on to Chor 4Yi miles. On April 29th the
river began to clear and I got a fish of \8>Yl lbs. on
dead bait and I heard of one of 22 lbs. being caught
at Nowshera.
From April 29th to May 14th I
fished the river gradually working upstream to Rajaori;
there are places to camp all the way along the river.
Although the water was in.excellent condition
the fishing was most disappointing. I got most fish
on a dead bait. I only very occasionally got a fish
of any size on a spoon.
Beyond Rajaori the liver is not worth fishing.
I give below the detail of my bag which was
very poor, considering that most of the time the water
was in excellent condition.
April 16f/i—20fn.—Beri Pattun, 23 fish,
weighing 45 lbs., biggest 10 lbs.
April 20th—28th.—River too thick for fishing.
April 29th—7th May.—Between Nowshera
and Chengas Serai, 20 fish, weighing 95 lbs., biggest

18/2 lbs.
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May 8th—14th.—Chengas
1 1 fish, 15 lbs., biggest 4 lbs.

Serai to

Rajaori,

T h e river I think has been ruined by natives who
net every pool above Nowshera. Below Nowshera
the pools are too deep to be netted and I saw lots of
good fish.
A brother angler told me that he had excellent
sport, with big fish, in the Bhimber T a w i , during
May and June, using live bait in the large pools,
where fish would move to nothing e l s e . "
Another correspondent sends me the following
notes : ' ' T h e Bhimber T a w i is a wonderful river.
Lots of fish of over 50 l b s . " H e fishes Rajaori and
the two branches above that place. Does a lot of flyspoon work.
Says can fish end of February to
October, practically any week during that time,
though in 1921 there was too little water till August,
but in this month the rivei was simply crowded with
fish.
A n d I am told t h a t : — F r o m end August to
October the river above Rajaori simply swarms with
big fish, but conditions are not pleasant. There is a
lot of malaria, and occasionally cholera; there u no
doubt that excellent sport can be had, but whether it
is worth the heat and discomfort is a matter for individual consideration.

THE JAMMU TAWI.
By Captain L. Fortescue (1922).
General.—Survey sheets Nos. 4 3 / P / 1
and 4 3 / L / 1 3 scale 1 to 1 mile (obtainable from Map
Record and Issue Office, Survey of India, Calcutta.
Price one rupee, or with boundaries coloured, one
rupee two annas). T h e district was surveyed 191314 and these maps are most useful.
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The Jammu Tawi at Jammu is wide and shallow
and looks most unpromising to the eye of an angler,
but in its upper reaches it is a delightful stream, fed
mainly from the foothills, and its " warm " water is
very suitable for Mahseer. According tc the
villagers' statements it is not discoloured by snow
water in spring and remains clear.
Except during
the rains the Tawi does not bring down much volume
of water, and is easily fordable, but it is a succession
of huge pools. Some of these are veritable lakes and
many fish from 50 lbs. downwards are visible from
the khads above them. In November however, these
ironclads were congregated in shoals and lay right out
in the pools out of reach of a fly-spoon, and in slack
water with no perceptible current, which rendered
fishing very difficult and the fish very shy.
The Jammu Tawi has two good tributaries, the
Duddar Khad and the Suloh (pronounced locally as
Sile) Khad, both of which join it a few miles below
Udhampur. The Jhajjar Khad might also be worth
fishing at the end of the rains.
The Tawi and its tributaries flow through
Jammu Territory, and the State Durbar unfortunately appears reluctant to issue ' parwana ' and permits
forfishinganywhere in Jammu except for the Poonch
river, which is controlled, I believe, by the same
Preservation Department of Kashmir and no special
permission is necessary. There is of course no preservation except of sacred pools, which are mentioned
below—but my application for permits was refused
until the Resident very kindly interested himself on
my behalf, and I know of two similar cases in which
permission was refused, one for fishing in the Chenab
and the other for fishing in the Bhimbar Tawi.
In
the latter case an officer who had visited that river 15
times during the last 20 years was informed in 1921
40
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that the Durbar was most unwilling to grant permission.
Once in possession of the parwana one
meets with the greatest courtesy from local officials,
and I experienced no difficulty of any kind.
DIARY OF VISIT T O THE JAMMU TAWI.
Ocfooer 29th—November 20th, 1921.
29th October.—Hired motor lorry from
Jammu to 2 miles beyond Udhampur, where the road
comes near the Tawi. Total distance 44 miles. Left
Jammu 8 A.M., arrived 1-30 P.M. Steep descent
of 400 feet to 500 feet from road to river. Tawi
low and clear. No big pools but nice water, deep
and rocky: Fish very scarce and very small.
During rains Mahseer are said to run upstream as far
as Chineni, and these upper reaches would be probably worth a trial at end of September.
30th October.—Transport (4 mules) turned
up from Udhampur with a chaprassi in the afternoon
and we marched down the valley. Awkward 'going'
for first mile, then a fair mule track through cultivation above right bank. Camped almost opposite tc
Jinghanu. River here has left the higher hills and
flows through a ' cut ' about 200 feet deep through
undulating country. Saw some nice pools but decided to push on to Raun near junction of Duddar Khad.
There is one sacred pool near Jinghanu. Good camping grounds about here.
31st October.—Walked down to Raun
along easy mule track. Very jolly verdant country.
Lots of jungle fowl, pigeons and partridges. Camped
in field above Duddar Khad. No shade here, heavy
dew at night.
No pool at junction.
Fished in
afternoon. One rod on Tawi from junction to Yi
mile upstream, 5 fish, 14 lbs., 7, 4, etc. 'One rod
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on Duddar from 1 mile to 1 Yl miles above junction,
8 fish, 18 lbs., 10, etc.
1st November.—Walked along easy footpath on high ground above left bank of Duddar to point
about 3 miles from junction and fished down for about
1 Yl miles, when we were stopped by cliffs on both
sides with a deep pool between them at bend near
Kaleal ( 4 3 / P / l square 2B).
Scrambled up from
left bank, but cliffs prevented us getting back to
stream.
Total bag 31 fish, biggest 7 lbs., average 3 lbs.
one of about 14 lbs., broke my tackle.
Duddar is full of fish, and after rains would probably be worth trying for several miles.
Above
junction* of Biruh nala it should clear within a few
hours after each fall of rain.
The three miles we
explored were all good water, but from a big millpool at mile 1 from the junction (the millpool is just
above a dotted footpath marked on degree sheet
4 3 / P / l crossing Duddar between Gudhar and
Khoren) to mile 2 are some enormous pools, which
hold big fish all the year round. No current through
them in November. ' Going ' is all right from the
Junction up to the millpool but difficult for next Yl
mile to bend under Kaleal (right bank), (where cliffs
stopped us from following the stream down), which
is the best fishing reach.
If possible take guide.
Follow left bank for about 150 yards above millpool
then cross to right bank. Steep cliffs make left bank
quite inaccessible.
Right bank consists of nasty
steep sandstone and is difficult but quite passable.
Detour is necessary round cliff near Kalear above right
bank (left bank still impassable). If camped near
Tawi best way to fish this part of Duddar is to walk
up easy footpath through cultivation ab°ve right bank
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passing Gudhar to Kaleal and work back along
stream.
2nd November.—Walked about 1 % miles
up Tawi and fished down. Excellent water all the
way.
In some places river flows against cliff and
must be forded several times. No climbing necessary.
Total bag (2 rods), 18fish,biggest 7 lbs., average 4—5. Saw 2 or 3 big ones and had one breakage.
3rd November.—Fished down to Dursuh.
Between Duddar junction and Dursuh river breaks
through hills. Spent more time climbing than fishing
and villagers with us had no idea of the way. From
junction to bend, two-thirds of a mile below it (near
Kathil), right bank is quite inaccessible. We kept
above the cliff and came down at bend at tail of fine
pool with big fish. This pool might befishableperhaps from left bank, which doesn't look so difficult.
From bend for next Yl miles water is capital. Some
climbing but nothing formidable. Thence to short
distance above Suloh Khad is reallv bad and lather
dangerous. I left the river, scrambled uo the Khad
from the left bank and rejoined it near Suloh. My
friend took the right bank, didn't climb so high, but
narrowlv escaoed a fall. Caught a 15 nounder in
fine pool in Suloh iust above iunction. From junction- to Dursuh awful scramble around, over, and
under hu^e boulders which made fishing very difficult. River full of fish.
Total bag (2 rods). 1 2fish„15 lbs., 8. 7, 7, 6, j
5, 5, 5, 4, 4, etc. (Mules went over hill at some
distance from right bank; kit had to be man-handled
in ope or two bad places.)
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4th November.—Nice camp at Dursuh
under peepul tree near village about 300 feet above
river. Lambardar very efficient.
Camped at Dursuh and fished down about 1 M
miles towards Kishanpur. On the whole this is the
best reach of the Tawi. Splendid water and full of
fish and no climbing. 36 pounder caught in big pool
just below Dursuh in evening. About 1 mile downstream is enormous pool Yl m il e l° n g with fine run at
head of it, best fished from right bank with 2 inch
spoon under rocks. Saw shoals of huge fish two
thirds down the pool, but couldn't get at them.
Total bag (2 rods), 22 fish, 36 lbs., 19, 12, 12,
7, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, etc.,
one breakage. All on fly spoon.
5"th November.—One rod, Dursuh to
Kishanpur, 7 fish, from 9 lbs. to 4 lbs. One rod in
evening at Dursuh, 4 fish weighing 12 lbs. (From
Kishanpur my friend left for Jammu.)
6th November.—Went UD Suloh KhadCrossed Tawi at Dursuh and climbed up to a good
mule track on hillside above left bank, which lead
to Ramnagar, and followed it to point where Suloh
Khad divides about 1 Yl miles above the Tawi.
During rains Ramnaaar branch comes down red, but
the other branch looks as if it would clear in a few
hours after each fall.
Mlpuloh is a nice stream, but pools are not so big
as in Duddar. Biggest pool is sacred.
Rough
' going ' round big boulders but stream can be followed to within Yl m^e or" Tawi, where a troublesome
detour is necessary unless one swims down a deep still
pool between cliffs. Too cold for this in November.
Total bag, 21 fish, weighing 42 lbs., biggest 5
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7th November.—Walked straight to Kishanput along good mule track. Nice camp under
peepul near river. Kishanpur is first village in Jammu
tahsil. (Upstream was Udhampur.) Lazy lumbardars
and people not out to help. Small and poor bazaar.
Big pool next to ferry pool below mill is sacred.
Did no good in next pool, but caught 4 fish in the 2nd
pool in the evening. 4 fish, 7 Y l lbs., 5, 4 , 3 , and had
two good rises.
8th November.—Camp remained at Kishanpur.
Fished down a couple of miles. River
more open and shallower, and said to be netted.
Fish smaller and not nearly so plentiful. 8 fish, weighing 22 lbs.
9th November.—Crossed river at Kishanpur, walked straight across country and struck river at
lower end of big loop. Lots of fish in good pool at bend
but saw nothing in two or three good looking pools
below it. Below them is Y> m^e °^ shallow open
water not worth fishing. Tedious hot walk over
stony waste. Below this reach 1 caught 8 fish in an
excellent pool, where the river comes under a cliff on
the left bank, | 4 mile above Kathar nala (not marked
on map). Junction of nala shallow but a fine run
into a great still pool below, below it is worth fishing.
It isn't as good as it looks and I only bagged a brace
8 and 5 lbs. out of it.
13 fish, weighing 5 0 lbs.
10th November.—Walked UD to Dursuh
and fished down to Kishanpur.
This reach had
already been fished twice and the fish were not having
any spoons a third time, 4 fish, 8V2 lbs., 8 , 5 1 />, 5.
12th
November.—Fished
from
Kathar
nala to Thanni.
Quite nice water but fish
seemed scarce for first mile or more as far
as a huge still pool under Patiari.
Good
peepul
tree
and
spring
on
high
ground •
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above right bank, whence I saw shoals of at least 200
Mahseer; the smaller fry over a sandy bank, and monsters lower down in the centre of the lake. Water
quite dead and fish hopelessly out of reach.
Run
into pool wide and shallow.
Lots of duck. In
different water for next y2 mile to another great pool
Y2 mile long at junction of Gambir Khad. Missed
two big fish in good run at top of it (one got off, and
the other, a 20 pounder, took away the mount),
pambir is a wide stony nala with no pools, but makes
a fine junction flowing into deep water half way down
this pool.
Shoals of fish lying in junction, but
Gambir too low to cause much current and fish were
shy. Caught one of II lbs.
Mules crossed river to left bank below Patiari
(awkward descent) and back to right bank at Thanni.
6 fish, 11 lbs., 5, 4, etc.
13th
November.—Fished
down
from
Thanni to a- little below Balahar.
Excellent water all the way, but didn't do much
good until I reached bend in river below
Balahar. Caught 21 pounder in rapid at head
of this bend at midday and 23 Y2 pounder in
same place at sunset. Nice camp on level ' maidan '
200 yards from left bank of this pool, but rather far
from a village. 6 fish, 2 3 / 2 lbs., 2 1 , 4 ^ , 4 ^ ,
4, 4 and had some good rises.
14th November.—Fished from Balahar
to 1 mile below Nugola and returned to camp at
Nugola. There is another huge pool below where
I caught the two big chaps, but top of it is sacred.
Yl mile of dead water followed, then a good run and
pool by a mill. Caught 18 pounder here in heavy
water on 2 inches spoon cast by Silex.
Mules wandered, but Unnecessarily as direct
track was all right.
Nice camp under mango tree
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close to right bank under Nugola. 3 fish, 18 lbs.,
5, 4.
15th November.—Nugola to Jhajjar junction.
Several good pools but apparently not many fish.
Jhajjar junction is sacred and crammed with big fish.
Caught 6 out of nice run below it. At head of next
big pool slung out 2 inches spoon with Silex in heavy
water and hooked a whale of 30 to 40 lbs., whilB
snapped a wire trace round a rock after 10 minutes
play.
Camped on sand at Jhajjar. Mules came without difficulty. 8 fish, weighing 28 lbs., biggest 8
lbs.
(Jhajjar is a fair sized nala with wonderfully
clear water and a limestone bed, but pools are small.
Only small fish in evidence. Might be worth fishing
just after rains, as fish from junction pool probably go
up to spawn.)
16th November.—Jhajjar to Chilla.
Valley narrows below Jhajjar and river must be
forded two or three times. Another sacred pool Yl
mile below Jhajjar. Lost a 10 pounder at top of
long pool below it. Then Khads along both sides
of river, but there is a footpath along left bank.
Good pool for small fish at ford between Chilla and
Kern, then another sacred oool. Next Yl ^ ^ n o t
much good and villagers take toll of fish.
Mules came round by a long and rather awkward track. 9 fish, weighing 29 lbs.
1 7th November.—Fished down to Bathala, a
little above Kathel.
Fish plentiful but rising short for first mile as far
as sacred pool at bend between cliffs. Cross to right
bank at head of this pool as left bank becomes im-

passable. Difficult ' going ' for about a mile, but
excellent water holding large fish. Caught 16 J/2
pounder in bottom pool.
Below this, where map
shows cultivation on left bank river is sacred for about
1 Yl miles until it comes out into open country, where
it becomes wide, shallow and not worth fishing.
Mules made a longish detour along good track
Via Atoom. 7 fish, I6J/2 lbs., 8, etc. and 5 more
got off.
18th November.—Walked into Jammu,
about 8 miles, by direct cross country route. Crossed
river about 1 Yl miles below Bathala to left bank to
avoid following its bends, and re-crossed close to
Jammu. River not worthfishingexcept one long pool
with nioe run into it under cliff near Sidra, about 4
miles from Jammu.
Saw several good fish in this
pool, but had not got rod with me.
CONCLUSIONS.
In the upper reaches from Jinghanu to Kishanpur
the Jammu Tawi is full of fish, and the size and depth
of the pools and a rocky bottom protect them from
netting. The best reach of all is from Dursuh to
Kishanpur, but the whole of the river repays careful
fishing and % to 1 mile a day is as much as one rod
can cover. The Duddar and Suloh Khads also afford
very pretty sport with fly-spoon. The only drawback
is the difficult nature of the country between the Duddar junction and Dursuh.
Below Kishanpur there
are fewer rocks and more gravel and I fancy a lot of
netting goes on, especially during the rains, and the
villagers all seem experts at handling fish 1 On the
whole fish were certainly not so plentiful as in the
upper reaches except in some of the very big pools,
and one rod can cover 2 to 4 miles a day.
It is,
however, well worth fishing.
41
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T h e Sacred Pools—have been mentioned in the
diary. Most of them are from Jhajjar downwards;
any villager will point them out and their limits, and
as a rule they are not sufficiently numerous to be a
nuisance. They are crammed with tame atta fed fish,
and the Maharaja is said to take a personal interest in
their preservation.
In any case they are not fair
quarry and no sportsman would wish to catch them.
From an angling point of view these pools are a great
asset to the river as they keep up a large stock of
Mahseer for spawning.
The best season—is probably immediately after
the rains in the latter part of September, when the
volume of water would be sufficient to put some current into the big pools, and the fish might be lying
more in the rapids. T h e Duddar and Suloh Khads
should clear sooner than the T a w i , which comes
down very ' red ' ! T h e whole district is, however,
extremely malarial in early autumn.
In November
the climate was delightful, but fever was still rife
among the local inhabitants and in some villages it
was difficult to find an able-bodied man to act as
guide. (1921 was a particularly unhealthy year.)
Tackle.—Water
was mostly too still or too
rocky for casting with Silex, and I only used a 2 inches
spoon in a few heavy rapids, and fished principally
with a fly-spoon " 1 inch to 1 Yl i n c h . " T h e Tawi
was not transparently clear like the Ravi and rather
large spoons seemed best. In September and October
a Chilwa ought to be the bait for the big fellows. For
fly-spoon I used 11 feet rod. A longer one might
enable one to cover a little more of the big pools, but
on the other hand the short light rod is much more
handy where rocks have to be dodged, and besides
enabling one to cast more deftly saves breaking so
many hooks and spoons on rocks at the back. The
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greater impetus given to the backward cast by a bigger
rod causes many casualties of this kind !
Boat.—The big pools are so still that a collapsible boat could be used with perfect safety and would
be most useful on the lagoons from Dursuh downwards. There are several places between Jinghanu
and the Duddar junction where a boat would come in
very handy, but one does not feel the need of one so
much as lower down. In the difficult country between Duddar and Dursuh a boat would be out of
place. Only a collapsible would be suitable as the
rapids are too steep and rocky for any other type of
boat to negotiate and the labour of carrying a wooden
boat would be excessive.
An alternative would be to import two men with
2 ' dreins ' from the Ravi (q.v.) and two paddles.
A ' charpai' on 2 ' dreins ' and an empty box for the
angler's seat serves as a substitute for a boat on still
water for fly-spoon fishing. It is very light and can
be guided with a double paddle (two of the short
paddles ordinarily used by ' drein ' men lashed to a
stick between them) and draws so little water that it
creates very little disturbance and does not scare the
fish at any rate in the evening, which is the best time
forfishingthe lagoons.
The ' dreins ' would also
come in useful for travelling down deep pools between
cliffs in the difficult reaches and so avoiding climbs.
It is often difficult on the Tawi to obtain men to come
and carry tackle, fish, etc. and the ' drein ' men
would come in very handy. They would orobably
be quite willing to go to the Tawi, provided they were
not wanted at sowing or harvest seasons. Pay of 1
rupee to 1 Yl rupees per diem would probably attract
them.
Communications and Transport.—The upper
reaches of the river are easily accessible from Jammu
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Via the motor* road to Udhampur and lorries and cars
can be hired very cheaply at Jammu. The charges
for kit by lorry were the same as by turn turn.
For moving along the river mules should be hired
for the whole trip from Jammu or Udhampur, but at
Udhampur at any rate a few days' notice should be
given to the tahsildar. Rate of hire is Re. 1-4 a
day when moving and Re. 1 or As. 12 when halted.
In some places the tracks are rather bad for
mules, but they can get along by making detours.
Coolies would of course be best, but a permanent gang would be out of the question (they are not
to be had in Jammu town), and stage to stage coolies
are difficult to obtain even by ' bigar,' and in the
autumn people are so enervated by malaria that they
are quite unfit to carry loads.
Post and telegraph offices at Udhampur and
Jammu.
(Udhampur tahsil as far as Kishanpur, thence
Jammu also Wazir-i-Wazarat at Udhampur.)
Supplies.—Atta, milk, ghi, barley, fodder only. Eggs very scarce even in Udhampur, which
has a bazaar, as the people are Hindus and don't keep
poultry.
One cannot count on getting them in
Jammu in any quantity. Kerosene oil and potatoes
in Udhampur.
Sh.OOtin.2J.—Jungle fowl, pigeons (blue
rock and green) and partridge very plentiful in the
Udhampur district, also a number of duck on some of
the big pools lower down in the neighbourhood of
Jindrar.
T h e R a v i River.—Rises in Kulu, passing
immediately into Chamba.
It runs for some miles
* This road leaves
Jammu, and does nc
beyond Udhampur.
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along the Jammu boundaries, the mountains here
rising straight from the river bank.
At Shahpur it
leaves the hills but still continues to run through high
cliffs.
There isfishingto be had below Dalhousie, but
one must go before the snow water comes down, or
in autumn.
This river is singularly little known, but it is
worth exploring, and holds lots of fish. It is the
smallest of the five Punjab rivers. There are one or
two tributaries, junctions of which are worth fishing,
.and there is more than one pool out of which several
excellent fish have been taken. From Dalhousie to
Simalau (where quite a large tributary joins from
right bank) nine miles, by fair track first six
miles, then tremendous drop to river. Last three
miles no animals can' go; only coolies, Chowdry at
Dalhousie can arrange for these. Must camp here,
but there is a native's bungalow, with a verandah in
which one can spend the night.
Rope jhula here, but not always in order. This
tributary is large after the rains, and might repay exploring a few miles up. If one is going to stay more
than a few hours, it is as well to ask the ' Vakil of
Chamba ' who lives in Dalhousie, to kindly make
arrangements, as this is Chamba territory.
I have the following note given m e : — " A t
Sandhara, ten miles below Simalau, is another good
pool, but one cannot get down the valley unfortunately. From Dalhousie, 10—1 1 miles, good track for
pack animals. Bungalow (Chamba rest-house). A
very small junction, but fine pool above junction.
One could arrange for drais at Sandhara, and could
get down to Madhopur in two days, or three days if
feaggage coolies accompany one down bank."
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A t Biyani, where a tributary joins from right
bank, is another pool. This could be reached from
Dhar bungalow, or leave road half way between
Dhar and Dunera bungalows, and go 8 — 1 0 miles by
indifferent track to Basaoli on Ravi.
Bivani is six
miles below this, where tributary comes in on right
bank. Tahsildar of Pathankote can fix up ponies
and tonga, etc., at Madhopur, good track for mules
all down river.
Following is an extract from a letter re R a v i : —
' ' I should be inclined to strike it at Basaoli (six miles
from Dunera) and come down by Khatnao to Shah :
pur Kandi. There is a nice bungalow at S. K . and
some tempting pools above and below.
Thence
drop down to M a d h o p u r . "

THE RAVI.
By Captain L. Fortescue,

(1922).

Survey Sheets. —43/P/l 1, 43/P/14.
4 3 / P / l 0 (for upper part of Biani nala). 4 3 / P / l 5
which includes the Ravi valley from Biani to Basohli
is not yet (1921) published.
T h e Ravi like the Chenab, is a very cold river,
and, judging from my experience on several short
visits, only the junctions of " warm " tributaries are
of any angling interest. O n e of these, the junction
of the Biani nala (at top of right hand corner of
4 3 / P / l 1), is a splendid pool, which never fails to
afford capital sport for one rod for two or three days
provided the Ravi is clear and the weather sunny and
favourable.
It is only 16 miles from Pathankote
railway station and easily accessible but appears to be
very little known and hardly ever visited by anglers.
T h e season is from the clearing of the river in the
aytumn—in 1916 this was after the 15th Qcto-
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ber, but in 1921 several days earlier—
and the sooner the better as the water rapidly becomes colder, until the end of November, and in the spring during the first fortnight
of March before the advent of the snow water.
I
have never fished it in spring, but provided the weather is clear and sunny, sport should be good. From
mid-March until October the Ravi is full of sand
and silt and the Biani nala does not bring down sufficient clear water to make any impression at its junction.
There are two routes from Pathankote to
Biani: —
I. Via Shahpur Kandi, 8 miles, Srinagar ferry
to the rjght bank of the Ravi, 12 miles, Biani 16 miles.
The first six miles by this route are just passable
for turn turns, and it is a level and good bridle track
as far as Srinagar ferry, where the river emerges from
the hills through a gorge. From the ferry there is a
tiresome hot stony ascent of about 3 4 m^e UP ine hill
above the right bank, but the view at the top makes
up for this. The road is then downhill and level to
Biani. These last 4 miles are all right for pack animals, but indifferent for a riding pony, and it is almost
as quick to walk. The scenery is very jolly. Pack
mules can be hired through the tahsildar at Pathankote for Re. 1 per diem. No riding ponies available
for hire.
II. From Pathankote take a seat in the postal
lorry, or hire a car, from the Clive Motor Transport
Company, to Dhar rest-house about 25 miles along the
Dalhousie road.
Dhar to Phungoteh near the left
bank of the Ravi is less than 5 miles by a good mule
track. Phungoteh is I ^ to 2 miles above Biani and
the journey by ' drein ' (raft of a ' charpai ' with inflated buffalo hides) takes about 20 minutes.
The
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' drein ' men live a few miles upstream near Basohli
and a ' bandobast j must be made in advance to have
2 men ready with ' charpai ' and 4 ' dreins ' at
Phungoteh, as without them there is no means of crossing the river. Gulabu and Dinu, of Patta village,
Pathankote tahsil, Dunera Post Office, are good and
reliable and generally glad of employment.
The
tahsildar was always very obliging and used to arrange
for these men to meet me wherever required. (I paid
them R e . 1 a day each for a fortnight in 1921 and
used them as gillies, but I think this was a minimum
and they would want more for a quicker journey necessitating exposure to the water for longer hours. They
are very useful for releasing tackle hitched up on the
bottom, though this does not often happen at Biani.)
T h e best way to return from Biani is by ' drein '
to Shahpur Kandi (about 4 hours) or Madhopur, the
canal headworks (about 6 hours), and thence to
Pathankote. Turn turn can be hired to Pathankote
from Madhopur.
T h e journey down the river by
' drein ' is a very interesting and pretty o n e ; its duration depends on the amount of water and does not take
so long when the river is full.
I have made this trip
down from Biani several times and fished in likely
looking pools on the way, but never saw or caught a
Mahseer.
If in doubt about the condition of the river inquire about it beforehand from the S. D . O . , Madhopur.
Now about the fishing at Biani.
I paid it 4
hasty week-end visits from Lahore and Dalhousie in
1916, between 15th October and 7th December.
T h e 7th December was cloudy and cold and a failure,
but on each of the other occasions I had good sport.
I do not remember details except for 20th November
when I caught 7 fish, 2 0 lbs., 18, 12, 8, etc., all ex-
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cept the 12 pounder on fly-spoon. I revisited Biani
in November 1921 and found the course of the river
unchanged and the pool as good as ever.
My bag
from 21st to 23rd was 17 fish, 20 lbs., W/2, W/2,
14, 10, 8, 7, 7, etc. All except the two biggest
were caught on eleven foot Hardy split cane fly-rod
and fly-spoon. In addition the Biani nala turned up
trumps and on the three evenings I caught a total of
30 fish, biggest 7 lbs., average 2 lbs., on fly-spoon.
B i a n i J u n c t i o n P o o l —Ravi transparently clear but very cold and my catch would
probably have been larger a month earlier.
Mahseer were lying in shoals at the junction
and about 40 yards below it where some
more # " warm " water percolated.
Hundreds
of fish, but the shoals were easily scared, and on the
fourth morning scattered as soon as the spoon touched
the water. The natives say they adopt this shoal formation in the cold weather but in early autumn and
spring are cruising about—much better for the angler
then.
It is a delightful open pool to fish with a nice
rippling current. The water along the left bank is
deep and the fish come out from it and bask along the
right bank from the junction down. They lie close
to it and within easy reach of fly-spoon. • I found the
best plan was to start just above the junction and fish
itfirstwithfly-spoonright down to the tail of the pool,
and then walk up to the head of the rapid, 100 yards
or more above the junction and cast carefully with a
Silex all the way from there to the tail of the pool.
This means about 3 or 4 hours' fishing, when the fish
are taking, after which it is advisable to give the pool
a rest for the remainder of the day. If the Mahseer
come short don't make them wary by continuing to
fish. I tried from the left bank (crossed by ' drein ')
42
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with a heavy spoon but without success; this side, however, might be worth a trial for big fish earlier in the
season when the water is not so cold.
Casting is
rather awkward as khad and rocks are very steep.
T h e next pool below the junction is worth fishing; the
road runs along the khad above it and a good many
small fish (4 to 6 lbs.) were in evidence. I stalked 3
of them with fly-spoon.
T h e best time of day for fishing in November was
from about 11 A.M., until 2 . In.the early morning
the sun is hidden behind the opposite khad and the
fish lie low, and in the afternoon it came full in one's
eyes and was very unpleasant with the glare off the
water.
Small spoons are best; fly-spoon % inch, and for
casting with Silex 1J4 i n c h thick brass or copper with
a weight to take it near the bottom, which is gravel
and small stones and does not foul hook or lead.
T h e current is sufficiently strong to spin the heavy
spoon. I found these small spoons were taken much
better than larger ones.
T h e Ravi is so brilliantly
clear that the flash of a large 2 inches spoon must be
too great. (I always have my spoons made up in the
. bazaar of brass and apply perchloride of mercury
before use. It should be wiped off and polished at
once and then it silvers them instantaneously. It has
the advantage of being convenient to carry in tabloid
form, and a couple of tabloids dissolved in a dessert
spoon of water in a small bottle will be sufficient for
several days.)
" If left on the spoon to dry it has the opposite
effect of turning it b l a c k . "

Biani
43/P/l1.

Nala.—Survey

sheets 43/P/10,
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In November this stream held a mere trickle of
water and near the junction looked no good at all,
but from Yl mile above it there are at intervals enormous pools—usually by a mill—which swarm
with shoals of small Mahseer.
I saw a
couple of 10 lbs., caught one of 7 lbs
and several of 5 lbs., but the average
was L—3 lbs. The water was dead still but nevertheless they took a Yl inch fly-spoon with avidity
fecialiv at sunset until dark when the tun was iav
and furious.
On 3 evenings (21 st, 22nd, 23rd November) my
bag totalled 30 fish. Subsequently on 2nd and 3rd
December on my way back from the Oojh I fished it
down from Mandpur (on the Basohli-Oojh Road) to
Biani and caught 20 fish each day although the weather turned cold and unfavourable.
Mandpur
is about 12 miles from Basohli and 10 from Biani
junction, but nearly 1 6 along the windings of the nala.
Mandpur is a large village with bazaar. Good shady
camping grounds on cultivated plateau above nala,
but none close to stream.
Mandpur to Mandli, where I camped on 2nd, is
capital water. Easy walk down nala, no scrambling.
Mules went along Basohli road and turned down tributary nala to Mandli. Good shady camp by dharamsala on right side of tributary.
Below Mandli water is shallow with few pools
until near Bareta, from a little above Bareta to the
open country below Gangi is good, then 1 or 1 Yl
miles without pools until the valley again narrows and
there are several huge pools to within V-> mile of the
Ravi. Last Yl mile is wide and shallow.
The
pools are much too big for the natives to net, and they
can only catch fish during high water, when they ave
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moving up or down and can be caught by weirs or cast
nets in the shallows.
During the rains the Biani becomes quite a respectable river and the locals say that it is then full of
Mahseer up to 2 0 and 30 lbs. It is no doubt the
spawning stream for the big fish at the junction and
preservation of this stream might do a lot for the Ravi.
If one could just hit it off at the right time—
probably at the latter
Yl °f
September—
when it is clearing but still
holds plenty
of water and the fish have not returned to
the Ravi, it should afford wonderful sport. I heard
at Mandpur that two Sahibs had once camped there
for 10 days and caught a quantity of fish. Malaria
is not so prevalent as in some valleys. Lots of jungle
fowl. Supplies, etc., see below.

Oamp at Biani Junction —Junction is at
bottom end of Basohli ' maidan ' just above where
the Ravi re-enters hills, and ground is flat, but sandy
and shadeless. Delightful camp under a mango tree
on cultivated land above left bank of nala, V2 mile
from junction, provided it is not under crops, with
pretty .view of Dharamsala hills.
The Biani junction is far and away the best pool
on the Ravi.
Other localities are : —
B a s o h l i . — T h e r e is a fine pool at the ferry,
where the towns people do their washing, etc., and
big Mahseer are said to be seen from the rocks on the
Basohli side in October and March. I saw none at
end of November.
Good bridle path Biani to Basohli—distance
very nearly 8 miles—also from Dunera on Dalhousie
road, also 8 miles. Nice camp under big trees on
river bank below ferry. Bazaar, Post office (address
Vic Dunera).
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Gruni Khad Junction. —This is on left
bank by Khairi village (Chamba territory)
about 4 miles above Basohli.
Fished this
pool on 15th October 1916 on way from
Dalhousie to Pathankote and on 27th November 1921, each time without success, and only
saw a few brats. Ravi is swift and deep at junction
and doesn't look very promising. Nala is swift and
shallow; no pools near junction and the natives say it
is no better higher up.
Nice camp under big trees. Good mule track
from Basohli ferry (where my mules crossed after
coming up right bank from Biani) to Guni Khad.
u h i r i l J u n c t i o n . — 3 miles above Guni
Khad. Chiril unfortunately runs into a rapid, caught
one 7 pounder on 28th November and saw some
small fish moving close to bank on my return journey
two days later.
Chiril stream is not a torrent like Guni Khad,
but is wide and shallow and doesn't appear to have
any pools. Neither Chiril nor junction look promising, and I have not heard much in their favour from
locals.
Sandhara rest-house (Chamba) is J4 m^e above
junction on left bank.
Guni Khad to Sandhara is rather bad going for
mules. Nasty descent 1 mile beyond Khairi, and a
difficult detour (shown on survey sheet) round and
above cliff about 1 )A miles beyond. Pedestrians can
avoid it by crossing the river on a ' drein,' where the
track turns off uphill, and re-crossing above the Chiril
junction. 2 men and 2 hides are sufficient for crossing, the passeneer sits on one hide with feet on over
the other, a little awkward but quite safe.
Good mule track about 9 miles from Sandhara
to Dalhousie. A pleasant route from Dalhousie to
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Pathankote is to go to Sandhara and then by c drein'
down the Ravi to Shahpur or Madhopur. There are
some bad places between Sandhara and Basohli which
must be circumvented on ' terra firma,' but fiom
Basohli down nearly all the river is navigable for
' dreins.' Above Sandhara ' dreins ' are useless
except for crossing the river as it is all rocks and rapids.
O n e man with a ' drein ' is useful when fishing at
Seawa. (See below.)
S e a w a J u n c t i o n .—1 0 miles above Sandhara, 9 miles from Dalhousie.
From Sandhara a track goes up the left side of the
Ravi via Chun to Simbleu and on to a
rope jhula at the top of the Seawa junction
pool. There are one or two rather b a d places and
it is marked on survey sheet ( 4 3 / P / l 4) as a footpath,
but I took hired country mules up it without much
difficulty.
T h e Seawa can be reached in one day
from Khairi (Guni K h a d junction, possibly from
Basohli, but this would be a very stiff march).
Seawa to Dalhousie via Banikhet is 9 miles,
awful climb up precipitous footpath for 3 miles,
thence easy mule track.
Nice shady camps at Seawa within | 4 m ^ e °^
junction either on left (Chamba) or right (Jammu)
bank of Seawa.
If in a hurry or late it is better to
camp on left bank a little below the junction pool and
avoid crossing the jhula with kit.
T h e Seawa River makes a fine junction
with a big pool on the Ravi. Tackle often gets fouled on bottom and a man with a ' drein ' to swim out
and release it is very useful. I caught my first Mahseer
here in 1 9 1 6 ; three week-end trios from Dalhousie
each yielded one to three fish of about 1 0 lbs., biggest 16 lbs., in the patch of clear water at the mouth
of the Seawa. T h e Ravi was still very dirty,
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The Seawa is a good sized river, it is crossed by
a rope jhula % mile above the junction during high
water but it clears very quickly in autumn, and
September and early October is probably the best
season.
I revisited this pool, I went up the valley from
Biani on November 26th, 1921, both rivers were
glass clear, but weather and water were much too cold
(the sun was hidden behind a cliff on the left bank
and never reached the junction) and I only saw one
fish. The Seawa was almost as cold as the Ravi;
Mahseer were not lying in it as in the mouth of the
warm nala of Biani, and I doubt whether they stay
so far up the river during the cold weather.
I heard that 4 Sahibs from Dalhousie had camped here for some days in the middle of October for
fishing and shooting, but only caught 4 fish, but these
were big ones—30 to 40 lbs.
In the spring the Seawa brings down a snow flood
and begins to rise sooner than the Ravi.
I have not explored the Seawa for more than
Yl mile above the junction. This bit was no good.
The natives speak of big pools holding fish about 2
miles upstream, but the ravines up there are said to be
difficult to negotiate. It certainly looks pretty difficult country.
These valleys do not seem to be malarial—the
people look healthy—and camping in September at the
junction is not unpleasant. The sun, however, is very
strong and scrambling up the Seawa ravines would be
very arduous, and I should be inclined to think twice
whether the results would justify the effort. Mahseer
probably do run up the Seawa during the rains, the
snow water is out of it by June or July and from then
until autumn it is much warmer than the Ravi, but later
on it becomes very cold, and the absence of fry and
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small fish in November, which swarm in warm streams
like the Jammu T a w i or Biani nala, suggests that the
Seawa never holds very much.
A t Seawa my knowledge of the Ravi ends.
T h e Seel joins it a few miles higher up on the right
bank (no track up through the ravines from Seawa to
Seel), but is a snow fed torrent and the junction is not
likely to be good. Above this again at Chamba the
Ravi is never worth fishing.
T h e Seawa junction is certainly worth a weekend visit from Dalhousie in September or October but
personally I very much doubt whether any part of the
Ravi except the Biani junction is ever good enough—
or shall I say sufficiently reliable—to attract an angler
from a distance. Leave is too precious and the best
part of the fishing season too short to risk a failure.
T h e Seawa, except from Dalhousie, is very inaccessible, and I should never care again to work all the
way up the valley from Biani.
From Dalhousie,
however, it is a nice trip for a week in October to go
down to the Seawa and along the valley to Sandhara,
and thence by ' drein ' to the plains.

GENERAL NOTES.

Administration.—Right bank of tht
Ravi from Madhopur to the Seawa is Jammu Territory. (In 1 9 1 6 , however, I never had a ' parwana,'
and being so close to British Territory it is probably
unnecessary)
Seawa is the boundary between
Jammu and Chamba. Biani nala is the boundary
between Kathua and Basohli tahsils.
Post office at Basohli (via Dunera).
Right bank of the Ravi is British Territory as far
as a short way upstream of Basohli, where it adjoins
Chamba. Population is Hindu.
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Supplies.—Bazaar at Basohli, for Kerosene
oil, potatoes and indifferent meat (generally goat).
Atta, ghi and milk in villages, also barley and fodder.
Eggs only at Barota, a couple of miles up the Biani
nala (not marked on the map and to be distinguished
from ' Bareta," 2 miles upstream of it) where there
are some Muhammadans. fc
T H E OOJH.
By Captain L. Fortescue (1922).
Feeders of this stream rise very near the Biani
tributary of the Ravi, and on 29th November I was
tempted to go to it from Mandpur. Kishanpur on the
Oojh was a long, but a very pleasant march along a
good bridle path through pretty country.
One day'sfishingwas sufficient, as I only caught
6 Mahseer, largest 6 lbs., and on 1st December I returned to Mandpur.
Just below Kishanpur the Biani nala joins the
Oojh. Above this junction both streams are split up
in enormously wide current beds and look quite hopeless for fishing. Below the junction the valley
narrows through hills, and there is some quite nice
looking water.
The pools, however, are not very
large and I fancy the natives catch most of the fish.
At any rate they did not seem at all plentiful.
There is said to be a great pool holding big fish
about 4 or 5 miles below Kishanpur, where the Oojh
leaves the hills, but I did not think it worth while to
go so far, as I intended to return to Biani.
A mule and camel track leads down the valley
past Kishanpur to Kathua, and thence to Pathankote
or Gurdaspur.
The Oojh flows into the Ravi some distance below the Madhopur headworks of the Upper Bari Doab
43
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Canal, which during the greater part of the year divert
the whole river, so presumably the Oojh cannot be
stocked like the Biani nala by spawners from the Ravi.
A t M a d h o p u r —About eight miles from
Pathankote is the head of the Barin canal, with weir
2,370 feet long and taking 8,000 cubic feet of water
per second.
Fishing here is sometimes very good, and right
up to May I have heard offishbeing taken here. Fish
in river above weir.
Tahsildar of Pathankote can arrange for tongas
or ponies.
Permission to use the bungalow here,
which is a nice one, must be got from canal authorities
at Madhopur.
There are one or two breeding ponds here for
Rohu, etc., under Warden of Fisheries, Punjab.
NOTES ON FISHING AT MADHOPUR.

By Tempy. Sergt. S. Coates, S.T.C. (1917).
Madhopur is a small town near the headworks of
the Lower Bari Doab Canal off the river Ravi just as
it leaves the hills. The Railway runs as far as
Pathankote Terminus, a station on the North-Westem
Railway, from thence tongas and turn turns are available for conveyance to the town, in fact right up to the
weir of the canal, a distance of about eight miles.
The fish obtainable are those generally found in
the Punjab rivers, but Mahseer and hill trout are most
prominent. The chief months for fishing at Madhopur are from the 1st of February to the end of April,
and from the 1 5th of September to the 15th of
December.
• The best Mahseerfishingis obtainable above the
weir in the deeper pools of which there are quite a
number upstream. The finest and largest of these

pools is from the weir to about 2,000 yards upstream
on both banks, and the fish range up to 30 lbs. in
weight.
Luscombe's Nos. 5, 6 and 7 Hogback spoons or
Punjab spoons equal in size, silvered inside and brass
outside are most effective, but must be" fairly dull; a
dull all brass spoon is sometimes preferred and should
be tried when the silver and brass ones fail.
' The fish rise best to the spoon between the hours
of 10 A.M. and 5 P.M., but before and after this time
ordinary float or ground fishing with paste or worms
in the still water affords great fun."
B a l l o k i - —Head-works of new Lower Bari
Doab Canal. Reached from Changa Manga Railway Station eleven miles by trolly (motor Rs. 5 per
head return). There is a canal bungalow here, for
permission to use which, and for trolly application
should be made to S.D.O., Balloki.
There is a
large weir across the Ravi here, somewhat like Rupar.
Fairfishingis to be had at times, and there are large
numbers of Gharial below the weir. A certain
amount of small game shooting in the cold weather.
Between Shahdara and Lahore, the Ravi used
to be crossed by a bridge of boats. There is a small
ruined P. W. D. rest-house here on bank. Opposite
it is a mud flat, off which several boats are kept, and
there is quite good fishing here in spring and autumn.
The old bridge of boats has gone, replaced bv the new
iron road bridge, half a mile upstream. There is a
deep backwater just below old bungalow. Approaching from near bank, the road runs close up to river
bank and ends in a mulberry wood, a pleasant spot to
bring out a tea basket, and while away a few hour?
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in fishing. A large number of students appear to
. enjoy boating here, and there are always a good many
anglers. Rohu, Mohi and Mirgil can be caught, but
the Butchwa afford the best sport. One can generally hire a boat here, and there is an old one-armed
fisherman who for a consideration will procure one
some shrimps, and another insect like a water centipede. These are an excellent bait for Butchwa,
which can sometimes be caught in large
numbers, generally about 3 to a pound, but
occasionally a Yl lb. or 1 pounder will find
his way into bag. Do not fish too deep,
and if one fishes just out of main current one
can use a float. The Butchwa are most excellent
eating. Lower down are one or two other good pools
in Ravi, where Rohu can be caught early in season, but
like so many other places, these are netted to death
immediately river falls.
One mile north of Shalimar, along bund of old
canal (a car or trap can go if first 100 yards negotiated
very carefully) is a deep pool in bed of little Ravi,
called Lohi-ki-pul with a small weir across it. This
holds some large fish, and native anglers are often to
be found here. In this same stream are one or two
other pools, notably one just near Badami Bagh
station, and one a quarter mile up, that might be good
in autumn.
It is a curious thing, but I have never heard of
fish being caught in Bari Doab Canal, as they are in
Sirhind, Western Jumna canals, etc., probably the
reason being that it is so frequently closed down.
T h e B e a s River.—Rises in Kulu on the
south side of the Rohtang Pass, at an elevation of
13,000 feet above sea-level. In its higher reaches it
is an extremely swift stream, its fall being something

like 125 feet per mile.
me the following :—

A correspondent kindly sends

I Always use him if you can get him. Sadharu
of the village of Sansarpur, Post Office Tal Wara,
District Hoshiarpur. He is a high class Rajput, and
quite a decent native and companionable. A second
man (a shikari) in some ways a better man, but a sycophant and beggar, but knows the river well, also a
. good class Rajput is Mian Changan, Post Office Pandain, District Hoshiarpur. Best months for fishing—
(/) end of September, or in October when water is
clearing (but not too clear); (it) in March after winter
rains.
Places on river—1. Dera Gopipur. 2. Nariara
Paltan. 3. Purana Paltan.
4. Gul Bahar.
5. Duk-ki-Paltan.
6. Cherra.
7. Bainta.
8. Khetra. 9. Sathana. 10. Simle (Sadharu
lives close here). 11. Hora (near flour mills).
12. Rey. 13. Bogrwan. 14. Suruwan. 15.
Bahadarpur. 16. Nowshera (quite close to
Gurdaspur). Recommend telling Sadharu to meet you
at Gopipur; get mussak raft (Kutnao), and go down
river gradually fishing best places, ending at Nowshera, thence by ekka to Gurdaspur.
Best part of
nver from Cherra to Bogrwan; 6, 7, 9, 1, 12 are
excellent pools and pay best when hurled from a boat.
This would have to be brought and a man arranged to
work it, very few on river. Sadharu knows names.
Jhanda at Rey, and Chowratta at Nowshera are excellent boatmen and know the river. Alternative way
would be to go by ekka or tonga to Nurpur or Kotla
and across to Katrah by road with mules, crossing the
river at Duk-ki-Paltan. Katrah is two long marches,
a small police bungalow is at Chandari about half
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Supplies.—Milk, butter and fowls not goti
easily: you can get sheep in most places. Grain,
g, also, generally dear. Live bait also difficult to obtain.
Spoon is easiest and most used, also Devon minnows,
the weighted ones being best. For bait I always use
the Crocodile spinner. Small fly-spoons and fly-rod
give excellent sport. Excellent run from Sathana to
Simle. Must have tent. Bungalows only to be got
at Dera Gopipur (dak bungalow, no supplies); Talwara near Hora, district bungalow; Nowshera, forest
bungalow. Road alongriverbest for mules. Camels
can be taken but, above Bogrwan, give trouble, grazing, etc. Must use Malloch or Hardy casting reels
to get best results if casting from bank, but in any case
to be preferred to ordinary reels. Pay of fisherman
should not be more than 8 annas a day, or Rs. 10 to
Rs. 15 per month.
Bazar Chowdry at Pathankote or Gurdaspur; or
by Kangra, by tonga and ekka to Dera Gopipur.*
Another correspondent sends me the following:
" The Beas near Hoshiarpur, used to be one of the
best rivers in India, but for the last six years the netting
and poaching that has been going on is appalling.
The formation of the bottom, all round smooth stones
makes it quite easy to net. There used to be no netting or poaching in Bruere's time, when he was D. S.
P., Hoshiarpur, but now they have wiped the river
clean!!!"
Then again, the Beas river is crossed lower down
by the railway bridge and road ford, half wav between Girana and Raya, two stages on the Grand
.Trunk Road. Good sport may sometimes be had,
fishing under the railway arches.
The two pools
nearest each bank, are, or, were the best tofishin, as
* Ataer-Bera.Gopipur is spelt Deihreh on Ordnance maps.—S.O,

through both there was a fair current in 1908. Use
a fly-spoon. Fish Mahseer up to 5 lbs. (and probably
much heavier) and Butchwa." In October, if river is
clear, one might make quite a good bag of the latter.
I do not know if the new bridge for second line of rails
will improve or spoil the fishing, probably the former.
The second bridge (road) is now in use (19 i 7)
and the bestfishingis below it, and also between it and
railway bridge. Lots of Butchwa and some Mahseer.
River varies a lot every year. There are one or two
boats here, belonging to railway.
There is also a
most delightful little rest-house, perched on a bluff on
right bank of river, permission to use which can generally be got from Executive Engineer, N.-W. Railway, Lahore District.
The following note by Yuba Bill, on the Beas
River appeared in the Indian Field of July 4th, 1907,
and is reproduced here by kind permission of the Editor
of that paper :—
• Strange to say, the river which stands first"fn
my estimation as a Mahseer river, is barely mentioned
in books on the subject, perhaps because owing to the
difficulties connected with carriage and supplies, it is
less frequented than other well-known rivers. I refer
to the Beas, which flows through Kulu, and later on
forms the natural boundary between the Kangra and
Hoshiarpur districts, Punjab.
Some years ago, I
supplied Mr. G. H. Lacy with some brief notes on
this river, which he included in his book * The Northern Punjab Angler's Handbook,' and, as far as I
am aware, this is the only book which contains any
mention of this charming river. The best place to
make for, in order to start fishing, is Dehra Gopipur,
and the easiest way to get there is to go to Jullunder
by rail; thence to Hoshiarpur, 25 miles along
a metalled road by dak ghari; and on to
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Dehra Gopipur by docly or ekka. 1 forget
the exact distance of this part of the journey,
but a dooly takes about 13 hours to accomplish it, and it is most conveniently undertaken
by night. A t Dehra Gopipur there is a dak bungalow just above the river. For about ten miles above
this, the river is fishable, but the best fishing is for some
four or five marches down, as far as Surawan. Below this, the river gets into flatter country and breaks
up into several streams, in which only small fish will be
taken.
Doolies can be obtained on application beforehand to the Deputy Commissioner of Hoshiarpur.
Mules are necessary for carriage, for the marches along
the river, for which application should be made to the
Deputy Commissioner of Kangra, and also for
' drais ' or ' kutnaos,' which are the only means
of getting at the best water. These consist of country beds tied on inflated buffalo hides, which only draw
about two inches of water and can be taken over almost any rapid. Tents are necessary, as there are no
bungalows below Dehra Gopipur. T h e most comfortable way of travelling is to send your tent and luggage off on mules when starting in the morning, send off
a servant on one kutnao, and take another yourself,
stopping to fish all the likely places on the way. You
can thus arrange to have breakfast ready for you on
arrival at your next camp, 8 to 10 miles distant, at
about midday, and your luggage—bedding, etc., will
arrive during the afternoon. T h e best fishing place on
the river is the Sitana pool, which contains monsfers,
and where you can camp under a magnificent banian
tree on the cliff above the river on the right bank. A
gold and silver spoon is the best bait, with a change
to a fly-spoon in the smaller runs. Supplies should
be taken. From Surawan go across to Pathankote
Railway station."
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Concerning the upper waters of the Beas, I hav&
not been able to find out as much as I could wish, but
as it is a river of big tributaries in the higher reaches,
there should be.some good fishing to be got. However, it is a curious fact, related to me by more than
one angler, that above Mandi the Mahseer appear to
cease altogether taking a spinning bait.
When the
recent Mandi expedition was on, the troops found the
Suketi Nullah to be full of fish, but owing to lack of
tackle were not as successful in catching them as they
could have wished.
The natives, however, at
Mandi,fishwith rod and line. The Suketi, as the hot
weather progresses, becomes a chain of deep pools,
practicaljy still water, and overgrown to a great extent
with weeds.
In the pool below the suspension
bridge, thefishcould be seen in large numbers, and of
all sizes. They took atta, and if a big one was hooked, it was generally a case of being broken in the
weeds. Also, they soon got shy, but this was only
to be expected in still pools. Several of the stiearns
in Kulu are now being stocked with English trout; the
experiment is new, but from what I hear, gives every
promise of being a great success.
Mahseer in Kulu seem to be rather a doubtful
quantity, but a correspondent writes me that they are
certainly present in May and October at the junction
of the Parbati and Beas rivers. The same correspondent kindly gives me the following information:
" Below come the Tirthan and Sainj rivers, and lower
down the Pandoh Nullah and the Ool river. No one
has everfishedthese systematically. But the Beas all
the way is full of good pools, and should be worth trying. Use live or dead bait, but atta is the thing in the
Beas anywhere above Sujanpur-Teerah.
The Ool
River would appear to be affected by snow water. At
SultanpuT, fish of three and four lbs.
(Himalayan
44
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Barbel) have been caught in May, on atta, and in the
rains, worming with trout tackle is good fun-. '<%m
T h e following are notes kindly given me by the
late L t . - G e n . W . Osborn, whose knowledge both of
the Sutlej and Beas was most comprehensive : —
" T h e two most accessible rivers of the Punjab,
for Mahseer fishing, are the Sutlej and the Beas, but
before noting the fishing localities on either, it is well
to say a few words as to their respective merits. 1
will take the Sutlej first as being the larger of the two.
T h e Sutlej is of immense length as compared to
the Beas, and its great length is a positive disadvantage to it as a fishing river. • It rises in far off
Tibet in the Mansarowar Lake, and, from its long
course, it is much subject to those small floods of discoloured water, which are the bane of the Mahseer
fisherman.
For if upon any section of this river, high
up or low down, storms of rain, sleet or snow shouiri
occur, down comes a small flood which spoils the fishing, and the constant nature of these floods is very tantalising, for, generally speaking, when they come
down the river takes a long time to clear. More than
once I have lost nearly a whole fishing season while
Wearily waiting for the Sutlej to get into order. This
is bad enough for a man whose time is his own, but tc
a fisherman whose leave is limited, it is fatal to hi:
prospects of sport. Of fish of course there are many,
for the river is well stocked with Mahseer of all sizes,
and, while the water is clear, sport is certain, but th<
fickle nature of the Sutlej as I have described makes r
a disappointing river.
T h e Beas in its nature as a clear water river is ver
different from the Sutlej.
I consider this to be tb
very best fishing river in the Punjab. Compared to thi
Sutlej it is quite a short river, taking of course it
length where Mahseer fishing may be practised, M
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it holds grand fish of all sizes. The Beas rises in a
clear pool on the very top_ of the Rotang Pass, the
Pass over which runs the road to Ladakh, Yarkand
and Central Asia.
From its source, which is a
sacred spot among Hindus, it takes a southerly direction, running down the face of that range of the
Himalayas known as ' Beas Khund ' till it reaches
the head of the Kulu valley at Rahla. From here
the river winds through the whole of the Kulu valley,
its volume increased by very many tributary streams.
Of course some of these latter are glacier fed, but
many are not, and those that do come from the glaciers
do not in any very great measure affect the colour of
the main stream of the Beas, which remains in a fishable condition for a much longer period than the
Sutlej.
Fishing localities on t h e river Sutlej .—Those that I have personal knov/ledge of are
as follows : First five miles to the south of Bilaspur as
you approach that town from Kalka, there is a tributary of the Sutlej known as the Gumbar Khud or
Gumbar Nullah; this stream is much affected by
Mahseer during the spawning season, and, at its mouth
where it enters the Sutlej, there is good fishing to be
had. The next place is at the town of Bilaspur itself. The straight run from above the dak bungalow,
up to where a large tributary stream debouches from
among the low hills, is good fishing ground, but only
from the bank where eddies occur. The next march
from Bilaspur as you approach Suket and Mandi, is
Dihur (as spelt on Ordnance map). There is good
fishing ground all about the right bank above the ferry
here. The left bank is precipitous, there is a very
good fishing place and a good pool surrounded by
large rocks at about 1 Yl miles below the ferry. It is
close to some temples and a grove of trees known as
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I The Ram Bagh.' In fact there are many fishing
places in the vicinity of Bilaspur and Dihur, where a
fisherman, who knows his way about, can easily find
sport, but of course the Sutlej must be clear.

Fishing localities on

t h e river

B e a S .—The first and highest point on this
river where Mahseer fishing may be tried is
at Largi, about 11 miles from Bajaura in
Kulu, on the Simla Road. Here where the
tributary river, the Sainj enters the Beas
is a goodfishingplace, between the mouth of the Sainj
and the Largi Bridge, close to some large rocks, below
which there is an eddy and a pool. The Sainj itself
is a good small Mahseer river, when its waters are
clear.
The next fishing place that I have any knowledge of, is on the Beas at Mandi, in the large pool
above the suspension bridge, where the Suketi Nullah
enters the pool. This used to be a splendid pool,
but it has been ruined as a fishing place by frequent
dynamiting, which was permitted of course, and
could not be stopped as Mandi is a Punjab Hill State
under its own Raja. Just above the bridge at
Mandi, the Suketi Nullah enters, the Beas. This
small river, considering its size, was the most remarkable river for good Mahseer running up to 30 lbs. and
over that I ever knew. It used to abound in good fish
for two miles or so up in the direction of Suket, but
this river, too, and its many good pools, has since been
ruined by daily dynamiting. The river Beas at
Mandi, and its tributary, the Suketi, will take at least
three years to recover from the damage done to them
by poachers and dynamiters of high position.
The next fishing place that I have any know-,
ledge of, is at Dera Gopipur. This is a well-known
sppt renowned for good sport, though rather too mucn
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frequented nowadays.
There is a dak bungalow
here. It is the headquarters of the Tehsil, and the
fishermen shikaris of the town will show visitors the
best places to fish. There are now, I believe, cne or
two boats on the river. It may be taken for granted
that every point on the river Beas, where tributary
streams from the Himalayan range (right bank) enter
the river, good fishing is to be found near and about
the mouths of these streams.
Proceeding down stream now we come to ' Dada
Siba,' the headquarters of Raja Jye Singh. There
is a good camping ground here but no fishing that I
know of quite near. About half way between Dada
Siba and Sunsarpur, both on the left bank of the
river, the Beas runs close below some high cliffs, at
this place there is a large pool which holds good fish.
It would be a good plan to encamp in its vicinity as
I once did. From this pool going down stream we
arrive at Sunsarpur, a good place for a camp, and
about a quarter of a mile above Sunsarpur there is a
very good Mahseer pool. Sirdaru, the Shikari of
Sunsarpur, is a very good fellow, and a great ally
of mine. He knows all the good fishing places on
the river in his neighbourhood and, while at SunsarDur, it would be well to cross the river and fish at
Satna on the right bank, not far off. About a mile
or so below Sunsarpur is Talwara, where there is a
nolice or district bungalow. There is no fishing at
Talwara that I know of, except in the bulrush swamp
below the right bank, close to the bungalow.
In
this swamp there are deep weedy pools, which are
full of Murral. which can only be caught if you know
the Southern Indian way of catching them called
'TaDtana.' A Ion? bamboo rod is used, almost
any dry bamboo will do if it tapers and is light
enough. About two yards of strong line hangs from
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the point, the end of this line should bear a mediumsized hook snooded with Hercules wire gimp.
I
mention this snood as it is the strongest.
Hook a
small live, or even dead, fish on to the hook through
the back fin, a Chilwa is best if you can get him.
Then go dapping between the weeds as you would for
Chub. W h e n you get a run strike, and hewe the
murral over your head into the next parish behind you
or he will dive into the weeds, from which you will
find it difficult to dislodge him. Fastidious ' Record
Breaker,' I won't call them fishermen, who turn up
their noses at anything less than a 5 0 lb. Mahseer,
would not soil their hands with this style of fishing,
but there is fun to be got out of it, and a Murral is a
good fish to eat.
For how to cook him see
' Thomas's R o d in India.' O n e march below Talwara w e come to R a y , this is a good fishing place.
I have known a 5 6 lbs. Mahseer landed here. I
don't know the Beas below R a y , so that as far as
fishing localities within my own knowledge goes, my
fishing notes of the river Beas end here.
T h e Ool (this is the spelling on Ordnance map)
river is a good-sized tributary oj the Beas. It enters
the main river some five or six miles above Mandi. 1
have never caught in it anything but Himalayan
Barbel. Mahseer, I should sav, run up the Ool to
spawn, but it is probable that they do not remain in
it, as the Ool is cold, being a glacier fed stream."
T h e following are more recent notes on the river
Beas. There is no doubt whatever that the appointment of Mr. Howell, I . C . S . (followed by Mr.
Donald) to supervise pisciculture in the Punjab generally, has had an excellent effect in saving the Beas
from being utterly denuded of fish. T h e Beas is a
river in rather a class by itself, a great deal of itsJ&shable length lying almost in the plains. It is best fish-
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ed from a boat, though a certain amount of fly-spoon
work can be put in wherever there are small junctions.
There are not very many of these however, and a 2
inch spoon trolled, or harled, from a boat seems generally effective in producing sport.
There are several methods of reaching the Beas,
all of them touched on previously, but new lines and
roads have slightly altered some of the details given.
Starting from the plains, the river can be reached from
Gurdaspur.
Here is an excellent dak bungalow,
fully furnished, with a khansama who produces meals
at short notice, and who will always arrange for
tongas or ekkas. From here a pucca road leads to
Nowshera on the left, or further, bank of river, ten
miles. There is no need to cross ferry however, if
boats, etc., are meeting you here, it is better to arrange
for them to await you at nine miles ex Gurdaspur,
where roadfirststrikes river. Thefishingdown as far
as this is not worth wasting time over, the first good
place to make for is Biyanpur eight miles up (distances given are very rough).
Here the Chakki
stream joins, it is an excellent pool, and can be fished
with fly-spoon, and casting from bank, also by trolling and harling from a boat. Mirthal lies about four
miles up, here is a good pool at the pattan (ferry).
This is another route to reach river, from Pathankote,
where the Tahsildar will make arrangements for
tongas, etc., and a fair road leads to Mirthal 10—1 2
miles. It is as well to note that road ends abruptly, •
about one mile from ferry, the remaining distance is
simply a sandy track. Nice site for small camp just
where the road terminates. About 1 Yl miles above
Mirthal, under right bank and below some cliffs with
a ruined village hanging precariously on edge, is or
was in 1916 a good pool, it is not on main branch of
river however.
But it is hard to write of all this
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portion, as river bed is immensely broad, dead flat,
and continually breaking into channels.
It is very
hard to find one's way along, and the inhabitants of
this district seem the most singularly unintelligent type
I have struck anywhere in India. In fact generally
speaking the Beas is hardly worth muchfishinganywhere below Rey; it is very hot and scenery is dull,
and good pools and runs lie very far apart. There
are some very large Gharial just above Mirthal, fairly
easily shot, but the difficulty is to get them carried to
camp and skinned, one can hope for no help locally.
There is a very nice pool | 4 mile above Suruwan
ferry.
Concerning the Beas above Rey, sufficient
has been said in previous notes on river. Rey can
now be reached from Mukerian station, and ekkas
can drive right up to the river at Hajipur (7 (?) miles).
Old Jhanda Singh still lives here, and owns a boat,
he is a splendid old fellow, knows the river well and
does not talk too much.
Boats can be had from
§ Changan Singh,' Ferry Darogha, Dera Gopipur.
At this latter spot is a bungalow, and it is probably
the best spot on river to make for. Can be reached
from Hoshiarpur, but it is a 41-mile drive across two
low ranges of hills. Tahsildar will arrange for
tongas and ekkas, he quoted following rates in
December 1916:—Ekka Re. 1-2-0 per stage=
Rs. 4-8-0; tongas Rs. 2-8-0 = Rs. 10; bullock
carts Re. 1-8-0=Rs. 6. Kutcha road, ekkas and
tongas two days, doolies 1 Yl days (no rate quoted)
Dera Gopipur can also be reached from Kangra, to
which place there is a motor road from Pathankote,
and an unmetalled road on which ekkas can run continues to the river at Dera Gopipur.
K u l u .—In writing of the Beas, one must now
mention the upper reaches, into which trout have been
introduced.
The following extract from the Civil
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and Military Gazette for 22nd February 1910 will
give some idea of initial work carried out.
Among the many schemes for the improvement
of indigenous industries in the Punjab, which are
engaging the attention of the Lieutenant-Governor,
not the least important or least interesting is that concerned with pisciculture. In hisfirstexperiment, that
of introducing brown trout into Kulu, in which he
had the advantage of the assistance of Mr. Howell,
Assistant Commissioner, a considerable amount of
success was achieved. Mr. Howell entered on the
experiment with the greatest interest, and recorded all
the various phases of the trial with the most minute
care. In February last year thirty thousand Ova
reached Kulu of which ten thousand were placed in
a nursery pond and the other twenty thousand were
placed out in various tributaries of the river Beas.
The experiment was thus a double one, comprising
the direct stocking of the streams and the formation
of a breeding nursery. In thefirstcase the Ova were
placed in hatching boxes in clear quiet streams with a
gentle current, and a few days later the little fish
began to emerge tail first from the eggs.
At this
period they are provided with a transparent umbilical
sac, require no food and lie onvtheir sides, but the sac
is gradually absorbed, the fish obtain their poise, and
begin to seek their food, leaving the hatching boxes
and swimming away upstream. As a matter of fact,
it was found that the young fish for some time used
the box as a nest, returning to it for safety after a
foraging expedition, but by the beginning of May this
stage had been completed and the boxes were empty.
Thesefishhad been nursed through the helpless stage
in absolute safety, though no doubt frogs and other
predatory animals had taken toll, so that, assuming
that 50 per cent survived, ten thousand fish now
45
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exist in the Beas and its tributaries. They have been
seen in the Chakki Nullah, the Maili Behal stream,
the Haripur " r e d , " and the Beas itself, some of
them over 7 inches in length.
In British waters it
usually takes a trout two or three years to reach a
pound weight, but in India it will probably be earliei
and as a 1 lb. female produces a thousand eggs,
assuming the continued success of the experiment, it
is a fairly safe calculation that by November 191 \,
there will be three thousand ' * wild '' females spawning in Kulu waters and three million eggs laid.
The history of the nursery ponds was somewhat
chequered. The ten thousand Ova were all hatched
out by the beginning of May and began to feed, their
diet being on thefirstday fresh Barbel, on the second,
liver, and on the third dried prawns from Bombay,
in regular rotation. Before this some 2,000 Alevins
had been removed from the pond on account of deformities of sorts, so that 8,000 Alevins were left in the
nursery pond till July 1 st when stock was taken. It
was then found that the differences in the size of the
fishes were almost incredible, and seventeen very
large fish, who were undoubtedly Cannibals? were removed and let loose in the stream, while over two
thousand fry were placed in a stock pond. In the
middle of October another stock-taking was held.
Again the same differences in size were discovered,
twenty-eight fish being much too big, and it is believed that these big fish and the seventeen other
criminals, which were exiled in July, had accounted
for over 4,000 young fish. At the close of the
season it was found that, excluding the 2,O0Qllp"
pled in the egg stage, 2,743 yearlings had been reared from 8,000 Ova, or an average of 38 per cent,
which compares well with the best results obtained
in trout farms in England. In the nursery pond fifty-
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two large fish were kept apart. They were distinctly bad dispositioned fish, sulky, lurking, bottom-feeding brutes, but efforts were being made to educate
them into better manners by keeping them out of the
way of temptation in a very heavy stream. Various
experiments were made regarding the food of the
young fishes, the last being a poultry diet.
It was
found that they relished raw minced crow immensely,
and when crows are scarce they have no objection to
chopped monkey once a week.
The experiments
have shown that trout will thrive well in Kulu rivers,
and that consequently it will be well worth trying the
introduction of rainbow trout, the American trout, the
Char and Grayling, as in many respects these are better
than the brown trout for the purposes in view, which
are primarily to stock quickly the upper Punjab
streams with fishes which are good food for the
million, and indirectly with species which will afford
good sport to the angler.
The following notes on the subject are reprinted
from 1st edition :—
I Some few years ago, Sir Louis Dane, now
Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, was Resident of
Kashmir, and being much interested in pisciculture
and the acclimatisation of trout, he persuaded the
Kashmir Government to try the experiment of introducing trout into the waters of the valley.
The
amazing success of that scheme suggested to Sir Louis
the idea of trying a similar experiment in the valley of
Kulu, in which part of the Kangra district he always
took the greatest interest since he was Assistant Commissioner there in the early days of his service. This
ideafinallytook shape last year (1908) during which
Sir Louis Dane caused to be sent down to Kulu a
batch of 30,000 trout Ova, which, under the able
superintendence of Mr. Howell, the Assistant COIR*
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missioner. assisted by General Osborn, an old fisherman and naturalist, were distributed, some in hatching boxes in various suitable streams near Naggar,
Kulu and certain proportion of the Ova kept for hatching out at the Naggar trout breeding ponds, situated
in a most excellent site where the Naggar Trout
Hatchery now stands. During the month of February 1909, the above-mentioned batch of 30,000
eyed trout Ova were purchased from the Kashmir
Government Trout Fishery, which is under the charge
of Mr. Mitchell. This batch of Ova was sent down
in charge of the Kulu Hatchery Keeper, who had
been sent to Kashmir to leam their methods and an
expert from the Kashrnir Hatchery who had
been lent by Mr. Mitchell. The Ova arrived safe
and sound in Naggar, Kulu, and in the same month,
namely, February, distributed in hatching boxes, as
follows, in certain tributaries of the Beas close to
Naggar:—
No. 1. In the Saran Stream, 9,000.
No. 2. In the Hurripur Stream, 6,000.
No. 3.'In the Naih Behal Stream, 2,000.
No. 4. In the Chakki Stream, 3,000.
No. 5. In the Hatchery trout pond, 10,000.
The Ova thus placed in all the above streams
was inspected daily, and all hatched out well, with
no more casualties than might be expected, and in
due course the fry liberated themselves through holes
in the boxes left for the purpose, are now in their
respective streams, and are doing well. The Ova
hatched out in the Naggar trout ponds are also doing
well; should all proceed satisfactorily, it is proposed
to keep as many trout in the ponds as may be required for breeding purposes, and to distribute those
not required for breeding among other streams in the
Kulu valley, which are not yet stocked. The ex-
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periment is being carried out by Mr. Howell, Assistant Commissioner, Kulu, and General Osborn, now
resident in the valley."
It is most sincerejy to be hoped that this scheme
will prosper, and there is no reason to anticipate
failure. And in time to come, there can be no doubt
that the angler in this country may rise up and call
himself lucky, for not only will the Mighty Mahseer
be his prey, but also the speckled favourite of his
boyhood will be with him, running far bigger than
at home, and to be caught amidst ideal surroundings.
NOTES ON KULU FISHING.

By J. G. Brooker, Esq., 1917.
I fished from May 1st to June 5th. I got 50
trout, average size just under 1 lb. Several were 2
lbs. and over, the best I got was 22 inches in length
though he only scaled 4 lbs. I also got 400 Barbels,
average weight 1 lb. The largest Barbel was about
4 lbs. and 1 got many of 3 lbs. There are no trout
below Sultanpur. Commencing at Sultanpur I got
a few fish of % lb. but nothing much bigger. Seven
or eight miles further up, near Aramgarh and Raisan
there are some nice pools. Then a couple of miles
further on at Dobi the fishing is excellent, and from
Dobi to Katrain very good.
From Sultanpur to
Katrain is 12 miles. Above Katrain I never got a
fish, though I fished to Manali* 12 miles from Katrain. The main river at these places is very big,
and is nothing like the ordinary trout stream, you only
fish along the edges, in pools behind stones, and in
bays where the water is slack. In June the snows
begin to melt and the river is in flood. I understand
... *|Possibly owing to snow water coming down theij.
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that it remains so till the rains are over about September.
The weak part about Kulufishingis that the fish
will not rise to a fly. The fishing is wholly worm
fishing. Occasionally the water is clear, but the fish
do not appear to know what a fly is. They rise at a
spoon, an artificial minnow, or aflyingspoon, but they
rarely hook. They only rise and follow it. I am
convinced that live bait would get the big fellows,
but while I was there I never succeeded infindingany
fish small enough for bait.
There are a few side
streams running into the river, but I never raised a tiou|C
in any except very small ones in the stream from the
Babhur- Pass. A great proportion of the fish, particularly the Barbel are marked by otters.
And in 1922 Mr. Brooker writes me the
following addition:—Since writing the above I have
never revisited Kulu, but I have heard from a correspondent there thatfishingconditions have improved.
The fish are much bigger, and one may average
over \y2 lb. in quite a big bag. Fly fishing now
appears to be the rule, and large lake trout flies are
generally used, and sometimes the smaller salmon flies.
The difficulties regarding supplies and transport
still exist however, and a trip to Kulu is still an expensive business.
PUNJAB F I S H E R Y

D E P A R T M E N T : (AND T R O U T IN

K U L U , KANGRA, E T C . ) .

(Reprinted from 2nd Edition of the Angler in
Northern India.)
As the Warden of Fisheries in Punjab has been
kind enough to let me have the last three annual reports, and details concerning trout, etc., I cannot do
better than give full extracts from these documents,
as a great portion of the reports will be of absorbing

Reduced Map
Trout. Culture
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interest to anglers generally. And I would like here
to apologise freely to the Punjab Government, for any
remarks re preservation—or rather non-preservation of
Fish that may have crept into my notes, or those of
others. There is no doubt that in the last few years,
the authorities have taken the matter seriously in hand,
it is certainly an enormous problem, but will not fail
of results for lack of sympathy from those responsible.
Now (1921) the present Warden has very kindly sent me the 1919, 1920 and 1921 reports, so I will
comply a few brief extracts from Reports 1912 to
1921. Unfortunately space forbids too extensive a
precis, but I will endeavour to pick out those items of
most general interest to anglers.
/.—Fisheries Legislation.
On 15th January Act II of 1914 (The Punjab
Fisheries Act) received the assent of His Honour the
Lieutenant-Governor. It may be well here to epitomise the law relating to Fisheries in this Province as it
stands:—
(1) It is absolutely illegal to dynamite or poison
any water with intent to kill fish (sections 4 and 5 of
Act IV of 1897): and the penalty for either offence
extends to imprisonment for two months or Rs. 200
fine.
(2) Under section 6 of Act IV of 1887 the
Government has forbidden the use of all fixed engines
and traps and of all dams and weirs in the Beas and
its tributaries. The only trap allowed is the
chhip,*' and its use is confined to persons whose
ancient right of user is recorded in the Record of
Rights. A chhip is a withy platform set obliquely
to the flow of a mountain torrent in such a way as to
catch descending fish. By ancient and recorded
custom the space between the slats in this platform
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must be at least one and a half inches. This condition is (after a lapse of many years) now enforced.
Chhips will only catch spent fish on their way down
stream, and will certainly not hold up a fish of less
than a pound in weight.
They are comparatively
harmless engines. All methods hitherto so commonly used for stopping the upstream run of fishes on their
way to the spawning grounds are illegal, under penalty of Rs. 100 fine.
(4) Under section 3 of Act II of 1914, Government may in any public water—
(a) prohibit fishing except under license, and
regulate the granting of such licenses, the
license fees and the conditions to be inserted therein;
(6) prescribe close seasons for particular species;
(c) prescribe a minimum size or weight below
which nofishof any prescribed species shall
be killed.
(5) Under section 4 Government may prohibit
the sale of fish caught out of season or below a minimum size and weight.
(6) A public water is any water which is not the
exclusive property of any person, or in which no person has for the time an exclusive right offishingwhether as owner, lessee or in any other ^capacity. I
have not as yet found any important breeding ground
which is not public water within the meaning of the
Act. So the Punjab Government is strongly armed
for the defence of its fisheries.
///.—Species in the head waters.
There are Mountain Barbel (Oreinus Sinuatus)
Mahseer and the 3 Labeos Behngan (micropthalmus),
Kunni (dypcheilus) and Gid (diplostomus). The
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smaller species have been observed, and their habits
noted, but we are chiefly concerned with food fishes.
The Mountain Barbel is practically the solitary
indigenous inhabitant of the head waters of snow fed
streams rising in the mid and outer Himalayan ranges.
X.—Plains Species.
Thaila (Catla buchanani), Mori (Cirrhina mrigala), Kallian (Labeo calbasu), Dhambra or Rohu
(Labeo rohita) being the '' prime '' fish in this category.
XIII.— Begar.
An ancient but evil custom from which fishermen have suffered is that by which Tahsildars, village
officers and other people think it incumbent upon them
to provide touring officers and other visitors with fish.
The visitor of course pays somebody for his two or
three fish, and, though the money never reaches the
fishermen, the amount of fish thus consumed is not inconsiderable. Unfortunately underlings seldom lose an
opportunity like this.
I have in my possession a
written order to a single fisherman from a zaildar to
bring in 16 lbs. for the camp of a Punjabi gentleman
(not an official). Five other fishermen (I was told)
received orders for the same amount for the same camp
on the same day. They were doing their best to
carry them out when I met one of them, who was
amazed when I asked him what they proposed to
charge. I am sure the nominal recipient knew nothing of this order, and would never have seen a tithe
of the fish. But one old fisherman once told me " J
don't mind paying for a license, but I am taxed
already; we pay more than 100 maunds of fish into
the house of the Sarkar a year in this village." He
may have exaggerated, but I doubt it. I have tried
^o induce Beasfishermento '' hawk '' fish in Gurdas46
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pur where there is a very large and unsatisfied demand.
T h e reply has always been that it was not safe;
chaprasis would seize the catch, and it was better to
sell at once on the river side. T h e remedy lies largely in the hands of officers—Punjabi and British alike.
XIV.—Close
time.
A l l fishermen are agreed that the capture and
sale of " prime " cyprinoid fishes and of Murral
should be forbidden in the plains from July 1 5th to
August 1 5 th. Proposals will shortly reach Government to this effect.
I am not prepared to recommend
any close time for hill districts. Many hillmen practically never taste fish except during the breeding season, and as long as a fair proportion of spawners
reach the spawning beds, as they will under our new
regulations, no great harm can be done.
The Suketi and its tributaries.
T h e whole of the Suketi valley is a vast breeding ground for fish. During the reign of Raja Bhijje
Sen no fishing of any sort or kind was allowed in the
lower five miles of its course from the Suket boundary
to the confluence with the Beas. Fishermen down
the river as far as Nowshera have told me that so long
as this order was enforced the Beas was full of fish.
T h e n came a period during which this stretch was
dynamited regularly and openly, and all restrictions
on fishing were withdrawn. T h e effects were felt at
once all down the river, and it is quite certain that
the falling off in the stock of Beas Mahseer, which
every angler and netsman noticed, was due to the
violation of the only useful sanctuary on the river.
XXI.—Fish
Ladders.
Mr. Dunsford and other authorities have laid
stress on the provision of adequate fish ladders in all
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irrigation weirs. Mr. Mellor, Executive Engineer,
has, during the period under report, built an adaptation of the " Improved Cail " fish ladder in the
Khanki Weir. The special features of this ladder
are that it is practically self-cleaning, and does not
get silted up; and that it enables fish, who do not
care to jump from one compartment to another to
ascend by sub-surface holes at the bottom of the
partitions. I watched little fish, 1 Yl inches long and
over, ascending the ladder in thousands this spring.
The Executive Engineer has kindly promised to see
that the ladder is placed under supervision of a responsible person.
The design is quite satisfactory and may be
adopted as a standard design for the Punjab. There
is some reason to believe that beldars and others frequently use existing fish ladders as fish traps; and I
hope that the attention of all Executive Engineers in
charge of headworks will be drawn to this danger.
There ought no doubt to be a fish ladder at
Madhopur, but, as the headworks are to be remodelled there, action has been postponed.
The Executive Engineer, Ludhiana, has drawn
attention to the fact that the Rupar ladder is comparatively useless, as has been pointed out also by
Mr. Dunsford.
Now that we have our standard
pattern this question will be taken up at once.
XXII.—Enemies to Fish.
Otters and Cormorants abound in both the Beas
and the Ravi from the highest points to which the
mountain Barbel penetrate to the plains. Crocodiles,
apparently as they find the harnessed rivers less and
less stocked with fish, are increasing annually in the
Beas. During the rains at Bianpur, for instance, they
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IV.—STOCKING NAMMAL L A K E .

W e left this lake to stock itself with food before
putting any fish in. I examined it this March, and
tound that it held Laleo diplostomus (gid) Cirrhina
latia and a species of Barbel new to science which
Mr. Chaudhuri is at present at work upon.
These are all species which spawn on gravel,
and (slow though the process must be) the best species
to introduce will be Mahseer.
W e have sent up 837
Mahseer fry one-year old : and are holding up at
Madhopur another 1,620 for despatch in the autumn.
T h e food supply is excellent.
I have never seen so
many snails in any water. There is a little gravelly
stream at the head of the lake which runs down from
L a w a and which will make excellent spawning
ground in the rains. My fear is that many fish will
find their way through the undersluices : and that the
lake will silt up.
T h a t the upper seven reaches will carry thirty
rods I do not doubt for the river is so broad and torrential that no one will be able to fish both banks on the
same day and the 4 0 miles of water will work out at
6 0 in practice. I was inundated with enquiries last
year and have no doubt that applications for rods will
exceed thirty—if the war is finished—by 1916.
T h e total income from anglers and netsmen should
reach R s . 1,200 easily.
T h e cost of hatchery,
maintenance and stocking will be below R s . 800.
Colonel Elliot and Colonel Lane kindly tested
Results of stocking
the water for me last year.
observed.
\n fourteen days fishing from
26th May to 24th June they caught 344 fish
weighing 3 2 Yl lbs. on worm, minnow and spoon.
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Most of these were caught in Reach No. 6, but 3
came from No. 5 and 2 from No. 4. Fish lie chiefly
in the most torrential white water, and men who have
fished in Switzerland, or in glacier streams in the
Rockies or New Zealand will be more likely to make
bags than others.
In August Captain Woodruff a
and Colonel Elliot caught three trout of one lb. each
above Manali Bridge (Reach No. 3). And subsequently Colonel Elliot caught a good many more fish.
He killed two at my request weighing 1 Yl a n d 1 W
lb., and their scales have gone home to be " read "
by the Fishing Editor of the Field.
Both officers
write emphatically that the stocking is a complete success. I am in favour of worm spinning tackle and
fly on these waters. There may be an outcry. But
many of the best fish in American waters like ours are
caught on bait, mice impaled on single hooks are
deadly on some glacier streams; and few big fish will
be caught on the fly, for all fish caught and killed for
examination have been feeding on barbel.
Major
Ferrar however caught a Yl lb. trout on fly at Dobi
in Reach 6 on 9th June.
That the fish are spawning naturally is proved
beyond
dispute. I have myself
Natural spawning.
, J
*<•
i £ i
.i
L1
been able
this week to show the
Assistant Commissioner and Deputy Conservator of
Forests large numbers of fry at Katrain which could
only be the progeny of " wild " fish. They are a
good deal bigger than our domesticated fry. Wild
fish undoubtedly reach 1 lb. weight and over in their
first year in Kulu and breed in their second year.
This is so far as our knowledge goes at least equal to
the growth of any indigenous species.
(H)—Trout in Chamba.
The Chamba brood trout in the hatchery came
to an untimely end in July 1914. This is a pity as
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the Raja had taken the greatest interest in them, their
growth was extraordinary, and post-mortem showed
that they would have spawned last autumn.
The
Sarain Gharat Hatchery lies rather far down stream,
but the water never rose much above 54 degrees which
is well below danger point.
Apparently during
heavy rains surface water containing . 0 6 of ammonia
per 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 found its way into the tanks. But I do
not think this would have done much harm, had they
not been otherwise weakened, though I may be
wrong. There were 1 2 deaths among 1 75 fish up
to July 1 8th. T h e keeper then became alarmed, and
most unfortunately took all the survivors out and
placed them in three bath tubs on July 21 st, while he
cleaned the ponds. No trout could stand this treatment in summer, and by the 31st all were dead.
T h e 4 0 , 0 0 0 fish planted in the streams above
Chamba, however, remain and will have spawned in
the Ravi last autumn, and I am absolutely confident
that His Highness will be catching them fairly freely
by this time next year for the water is as good as Kulu
waters, and has been nearly 50 per cent more heavily
stocked.
(iii)—Trout in the Simla

Hills.

I have had no opportunity of i examining these
streams, and owing to the war anglers have not been
forthcoming to test them for me.
(iv)—Trout in

Kangra.

Last May we examined the Uhl River which
drains Chota Banghal and then joins the Beas in
Mandi State. It is by far the finest trout stream in
the Punjab, and Mr. Banon successfully carried 240
fry over the Sari Pass from Kulu and planted them

out.
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Meanwhile the Japanese Government had promised a consignment of O v a , and Mrs. Peacock very
kindly sailed from England via Washington and San
Francisco to fetch them for us. W i t h characteristic
generosity the United States Bureau of Fisheries presented her with 4 0 , 0 0 0 rainbow eggs to supplement
those from Japan.
W e hoped to hatch them out in
Palampur : keep up a few fish in H o l t a , and plant the
rest of the fry in the U h l .
Mrs. Peacock left
Washington on the 5th December.
W h e n she
reached Japan she found that the Japanese eggs were
not ready, but she came on with the rainbows.
The
story of 1913 was repeated.
T h e eggs reached
Pathankote on February 2nd after a journey of eight
weeks and two days. T h e y were quite healthy up to
January 27th, but from that day started decomposing
and were nearly all past praying for when they reached Palampur. W i t h great difficulty we hatched out
19 fish out of 4 0 , 0 0 0 and planted them in the U h l .
Thus failed or Dractically failed a gallant effort, for
Mrs. Peacock had nursed the eggs with the utmost
solicitude, and had spent hours in the refrigerating
rooms of ships.
O u r thanks are due to Mrs.
Peacock, and once more to the United States Bureau
of Fisheries who presented and packed the eggs (an
expensive business) free of cost. It is clear—and our
experience is one of many—that rainbow eggs should
not be more than six weeks at sea in tropical waters.
All future consignments should come from England.
Note.—In November 1915 Mr. d. C. L. Howell, I.C.8., who
till then had been Director of " Fisheries," vacated the post
and the appointment was abolished, its place being taken by
that of " Warden of Fisheries," Mr. C. H. Donald being the first
incumbent.
All anglers in the Punjab owe a very great debt to Mr.
Howell, for the wonderfully good work—shown by results—
that he effected in so short a time. And it s°ems to me we are
going to be equally fortunate in his successor. —S,D.
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period October
1914.

1912 to 31s/ March

P A R T I . — T R O U T IN K U L U .

Brown trout have been introduced by two
methods. By hatching out Ova in pahari boxes,
and by laying down fry reared at the hatchery.
O n December 24th, 1 9 1 3 , Mr. Banon diverted
a small side stream at Katrain.
H e caught three
males all ready to spawn, measuring 12 inches long
by 7Yl inches, girth, 7Yl inches by 4Yi inches and
6 / 2 inches by 4Yi inches and three females nearly
ready to spawn measuring 7Yl inches by 5 Yl inches,
6 inches by 4 inches, and 1 0 inches by 6Yi inches. He
found the stream full of small fry, 1 5 of which he
measured and found to be 4 / 2
inches, 5
inches and 5Yl
inches long.
In April Mr.
Banon found the three miles of river between Rahla and Z a g a t Khan simply " full 1
of trout which
were no doubt those laid
down in 1 9 1 3 . T h e y measured four to six inches
in length and are naturally smaller than yearlings found
in warmer water down stream. These data show—
(i) that some of the 1909 fish grew rapidly in the
the B e a s ;
(ii) that they spawned in autumn 1911 and again
in 1 9 1 2 ;
(Hi) that the fry from the 1911 O v a were themselves ready to spawn in 1 9 1 3 ;
(iv) that the 1912 Ova had produced fish now
measuring 4 to 5 inches long; who will
spawn themselves next autumn.
W i t h these conclusions Mr. F . J. Mitchell,
Honorary Director of Trout-culture, Kashmir, with
whom the data have been discussed in detail, fully
concurs.
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The girth of the fish indicates that the Kulu
breed is likely to be a fine one : and the fact that a
trout has been landed at Mandi shows that trout fishing
is likely to extend from the mouth of the Suketi Khad
in Mandi to the source of the Beas. That is to say
roughly from the point where Mahseer fishing stops/
and above which only the insipid mountain Barbel
(Oreinus sinuatus) is caught. There is no reason in
fact why the Naggar hatchery should not fill over 1 50
miles of water, at present practically useless as a
fishery, with one of the most valuable of fresh-water
species.:
PART II.—TROUT IN THE SIMLA H I L L S AND
SIMLA H I L L STATES.

In Simla waters about 7,000 fish have been
successfully hatched in Mr. Mitchell's pahari boxes
which protect them through the larval stage until the
fish are big enough to look after themselves.
The
plants which were due to Mr. Kettlewell's initiative
have been as follows :—
1910

Ova planted.
9,000
"3,000
2,000
2,000
"•1,000
10,000
5,000
10,000
, 5,000.

.

F r y hatched.
Place.
7,000
In
Nauti Khad
be 1 o w F a g u
bungalow.
?
I n a feeder of the
Aswini stream.
?
I n Nauti Khad.
* "4$-l Xs;' I n the Giri above
Kot Khai.
I n a tributary of
the
Giri near
Junga.
9,800
In the Guas River.
I n the Sakli River.
4,370
9,750
In the Nogh River.
In the Machhada
4,200

•' River.

W&
47
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It should be possible this year to see some results
from Mr. KettleweH's 1910 plant in the Nauti Khad
where the survivors should have bred in the autumn of
1912 and again in 1913. Of the other plants it is
too early to speak. It is fairly certain that no trout
will survive in the Giri tributaries near Junga for the
Aswini water near Junga reaches 76 degrees F. in the
rains, and must be 80 degrees and more in May and
Time. This means that the two plants marked* probably failed. For the remaining 38,000 there is a
fair chance of success though the Nogli box was certainly placed too far down stream near the confluence
with the Sutlej, and the Machhada plant should also
have been higher.
PART III.—TROUT IN CHAMBA.

The Ravi is the coldest of the Punjab rivers.
Even so low in its course as Madhopur the summer
temperature never rises above 76 degrees F. From
this point to the sources of the main river and of the
two main tributaries in the Chamba and Gadderan
Waziris—the Tundahen and the Budhil—there are
well over 150 miles of water in which trout will
live. The lower 40 miles contain a sparse stock of
Mahseer, Gid and other good cyprinoids. But
there are more than 1 10 miles which contain nothing
more valuable than mountain Barbel and which are
capable of being turned into valuable troutfisheriesin
these two Waziris.
His Highness the Raja accordingly decided to
introduce the species in 1913 and to breed it.
PART IV.—TROUT IN KANGRA.

Thanks to the initiative of Mr. Ross, I.C.S.,
30,000 brown trout Ova have been hatched out in the
spring of 1911 in three streams—the Bauer, the Awa

and the Bhinnu.
The Baner and Awa plants are
known to have succeeded as trout running to 12 inches
long were caught in 1912.
But this experiment is on a totally different footing to those in Chamba, Kulu and Simla. All three
streams contain water cold enough for brown trout,
in which at present only mountain Barbel breed.
There are about 14 miles of such water in the Baner,
7 in the Awa and 19 in the Bhinnu and its main tributary, the Luni. But there is no interconnection between them. Fish will only be able to drop down
to the Beas after spawning to the beginning of April,
and we have stocked individual streams not a river
system.
PART V.—RAINBOW TROUT IN KANGRA.

Though the Kangra tributaries of the Beas are
too hot over most of their courses for brown trout it is
probable that Rainbow Trout will establish themselves in them, and in the Beas below Lamagraon,
that is, below the probable down stream limit of the
brown trout introduced into Kulu.
Unfortunately
the Ova of this species do not travel well.
Extract Reports, 1918-19-20.
There were 9 angling licenses issued during the
year, but unfortunately only a couole of anelers were
good enough to report their experiences. One officer
who was there for a month accounted for 150 trout
varving from 6 lbs. downwards, and one which he
hooked on a salmon fly got away, he estimates at running well into double figures. He was seemingly
very fairly successful with fly.
In the Kangra District, our efforts during the last
three years, have at last borne fruit and aoart from the
steady revenue which has been coming in, I have at
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last seen the effects of the regulations in the improvements as regards fish life in all the streams.
In
October, I personally inspected several streams and
was gratified to see that in every one I examined, a
tremendous increase of small fish, specially young
Mahseer.
From fry about Yl a n i n c b long to those between
5 to 6 inches long were to be found in thousands in
every stream.
Right away from east of Palampur to Nurpur,
every stream in which I had hitherto found a certain
number in the past, now teemed with small Mahseer.
This led to the assumption that either 1919 was an
abnormal year in the matter of spawning or that our
activities in the district were at last bearing fruit and
fish had been able to get up to their spawning grounds
in appreciable numbers.
Licensing in Native

States.

Doctor Adamson, Chief Medical Officer of the
Kapurthala State and Honorary W a r d e n of Fisheries,
has already submitted a very interesting report of his
department since its inception, last year, and shown
what the benefits have been to the State and to the
fishermen since the State rules came into force. Dr.
Adamson had a laree crowd of fishermen collected
for my benefit, and I questioned them at some length,
on various points, and elicited the fact that they were
perfectly satisfied with the new rules and were all
aqreed that the new order of things was a great
advance, so far as they were concerned, on the old
contract system. Dr. Adamson and his able Assistant had already won the confidence of the fishermen
who were quite alive to the advantages of co-operation
with the State officials in keeping the fishing for the
licensed fishermen.
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.-. The Nammal Dam (Mianwali -District) has
met with a disaster and henceforth need not be considered as fit for stocking with fish.
The Khaur Lake (Attock District).—The small
fry that were planted here two years ago have evidently done well, as Mr. F. J. Mitchell, Honorary
Director, Trout Culture, Kashmir State, informed
me this winter that Murral of 1 foot and over had
been seen in the lake.
The Lahore Railway Tank.—400 Murral fry
were sent to Lahore and safely planted in one of the
railway tanks.
The Superintendent of Fisheries will now be
placed in charge of all farms and fish cultural operations, and with some one specially interested supervising them I hope for better results than ever we have
had in the past.
He will have the big fish farm in Montgomery,
for which Rs. 4,628 have been sanctioned and the
Madhopur Farm, together with the Chhennawan
and Sirkian Escapes.
He is being sent down to
Bengal for two months to see the methods of carp
culture in that Province.
I spent over a month in Kulu last year and fished
in various streams to ascertain, if possible, whether
trout kept more to the upper reaches or were fairly
evenly distributed throughout. In the Tirthan we
found trout each time we went out above Manglour,
but below that point, with two men netting every likely looking pool, from the bridge at Manglour to within a couple of miles of the confluence of the Beas and
Tirthan rivers, not one single trout was caught in the
nets, though we accounted for a certain number of
Barbel. The Sub-Inspector of Fisheries, Kulu,
under orders from me tried the same experiment, in
the same stream, at two different periods of the year,
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with the same result. This goes to show that trout
planted in the Tirthan and Sainj rivers do not work
their way down to Beas in any appreciable numbers.
A fisherman wrote to me as follows on 28th
May 1920:—
" Owing to the reports published in various
books on the subject we did not come prepared for
flyfishingand wasted a lot of time on bottom fishing
with worm. In a lot of tackle my friend had were a
number of salmon flies so I thought I would try one
or two of them and I was surprised at the result. The
first day they were in use I got one fish of about 3]^
pounds and two or three more over a pound in weight.
The following evening I landed another about 4)4
lbs. and three more which aggregated over 3 lbs.
Yesterday I tried six different flies and landed a fish
on each. You might kindly contradict the various
reports that Kulu trout will not rise to fly. It was
that sentence which almost deterred us from the trout
fishing in this district."
RAINBOW TROUT.

Five thousand Rainbow Ova were imported from
Kashmir this spring but out of 5,000 only 992 arrived
to hatch out in Kulu and over 4,000 eggs failed on
the way. Why this should have been the case I
cannot think, as the arrangements were adequate and
snow had been collected at Shahpur and Palampur,
and, the journey proved cool enough for very little
to be required. Out of the 992 which hatched out
only 845 were alive in the hatchery on 6th Mav 1920.
Another 2 lb. trout was caught in the Ravi this
spring near Chamba.
The Chamba Hatcheries
have been abandoned owing to their unsuitable position, but plants in the Ravi and its tributaries will be
continued, as it is obvious from the well grown trout
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that are periodically taken out of the river, by fishermen, that the few survivors of the original plant have
at least done well, and even if not an ideal angling
river, it is still capable of holding a good head of trout
as a food supply.
Extract from Kapurthala Fisheries Report.
With regard to the anglers they have not been
forgotten. No less than 1 11 private persons took out
licenses at Rs. 2 each, many coming from Jullundur
District and other places. I have specially reserved
about two miles of the best fishing grounds for them,
where no netting is permitted.
This procedure has
given great satisfaction, and some excellent catches
have been made. I myself in one afternoon catching
60!4 pounds of Rohu, two fish being 14J/2 pounds
each. It has not been deemed necessary to fix a ciose
time for angling besides every angler becomes an unofficial game watcher.
A curious anomaly-exists, during the months of
July and August there is a great invasion of Khaggas
(Senus Rite) into Beyn, they come in enormous numbers and on one occasion I saw eleven maunds taken
in one haul, these fish sell freely from Rs. 5 to Rs. 8
per maund and are looked upon by the fishermen as
a sort of harvest. These fish drive all. others away
and are only found below the great Kanji River,
above which they cannot penetrate. I have personally seen these fish netted on several occasions and nothing but Khaggas are caught. We issue a certain
number of licenses during these close months, only
in that part of the river where no breeding takes place.
These licenses are Rs. 5 each, about 800 maunds
were caught last year.
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Extract Report, 1920-1921.
(vii) F I S H LADDERS.

Almost all the Canal Head Works* were
visited by Mr. Donald, and a note left by him about
Fish ladders is given below in original : —
" Sirhind Canal, Rupar.—The weir at Rupar
is now fitted with two ladders, one at either end of
the weir. The second was not completed when I
visited Rupar, early in February, but little work then
remained. This will meet a much felt want and the
Sutlej River is now amply catered for.
Western Jumna Canal, Tajawala.—I visited
Tajawala early in March, and two sites were selected.
One through the shutters between the Western and
Eastern Jumna Canals and the second at the sluices
of the former.
It is proposed to construct ladders
here when the new work on the weir is taken in hand.
Upper Bari Doab Canal, Madhopur.—This
work has been abandoned. It is not now possible to
construct a ladder through the gates without endangering' the foundations.
Upper Chenab Canal, Merala and Lower
Chenab Canal, Khanki-—Both head-works were
visited by me in March, and I regret to say that neither
of thefishladders were of the slightest use except as
fish traps. In the former case there was merely a
trickle passing through the fish pass, and unless steps
are. taken to increase the flow, earlier in the year, K
will- not serve the purpose for which it was built.
At Khanki the crest of the weir has been lately
raised and theflowthrough thefishpass, even in the
end of March, was only a matter of inches.
This attracted smallfish,which clung to the sides
inilarge numbers, in the evenings* and could be picked
up with the hand.
.,.., v :.::". :--ft ^ > | P &
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Lower
Jhelum
Canal,
Rasul.—A
type ol
ladder similar to Merala, i.e., undersluice gates,
should work excellently, but in reality of no avail
except as a fish trap for lack of water.
Upper
Jhelum
Canal,
Mangla.—Here,
oi
course, there is no weir so no ladder is necessary. I
understand that a number of fish find their way into
the canal itself and are killed during closures, but this
point was discussed at the Fisheries Conference, held
under the Presidency of Sir John Maynard, K . C . I . E . ,
C . S . I . , and it was then decided to leave the question
of canals alone for the present.
Lower Ban Doab Canal, Balloki.—I
visited
Balloki in January, and selected the site and approved
the plans.
This fish ladder is a great desideratum
and the only one in which great pains have been taken
to eliminate poaching, by a system of re-inforced concrete beams passing over the top of the compartment.
By next year every canal head will have its fish
ladder except the two above mentioned, and once
made, a little experience of their working, at different
seasons, will very soon rectify any defects there may
be.
It may be noted that fish ladders become ineffective once there is sufficient water to pass over the
Weir crest as the volume of water through the ladder,
then becomes literally " a drop in the ocean " and
fish are naturally attracted by the bigger flow.
Thus fish ladders can only be effective during
the season when every drop of water in the river is
going into the canal and at this season it cannot be
spared for fish ladders. This being so, the ladder is
only of use for a very short period indeed and I would
suggest that (1) every ladder be extended to reach
the pool below (where one exists) so that no water
going through the ladder spreads over the intervening
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space and so goes to waste, and (2) that enough water
tofillthe compartments, say 40 cusecs be passed down
the ladder for say 6 hours every four days or so and
thus thefishin the pools have a chance of escaping up
into the river. Say from 6 P.M., to midnight.
(via) ENEMIES OF FISH.

For Otters, the Department will have some
traps made and will issue them to various SubInspectors for use in their respective beats, to headworks of canals and to a few fishermen. The reward for each Otter skin brought in will be Rs. 3.
Cormorants are perhaps our worst enemies.
They swarm over the rivers andflocksof 200 to 300
may be counted at various points.
The rewards for crocodiles range from
Rs. 2 to Rs. 5 but until we can invent some means
of trapping them on the sands, there will not be much
headway made in this direction.
LICENSING IN NATIVE STATES.

Suket.—Twenty-six licenses were issued during
the last year under the Suket Fisheries Regulations. The working of the Department was quite
satisfactory. There is nothing special worth mentioning.
Khaur Lake.—The Murral fry put in the
Khaur tanks in 191 7 and 1918 have done very well.
The Manager, Attock Oil Co., reports that fish from
2 to 3 feet in length have been seen in the tanks. ;
Lahore Railway tanks.—No definite results
have been reported about the Murral fry put in the two
tanks at Lahore in 1920 and the few. railway officers
who fished in these tanks did not report the details of
their catches. They say there are fish in the tanks
and they have caught some, but they do not know
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what species. It is proposed to stock the 3rd tank
this year.
Ten Angling Licenses were issued in trout
waters in 1920, two for the season and eight for short
periods. Only three licensees reported their catches.
Two of them caught 128 trout in 36 days out of
which 54 were caught on flies and the rest on worm.
The biggest caught on fly was 4Yi lbs.
In addition to the above they caught a lot of
smaller trout which were returned to the River.
Another angler, who possesses great experience of
fishing >in trout waters in various countries and who is
at presentfishingin Kulu has caught 194 trout weighing 154 lbs. 10 oz. in 26 days during April and May
1921, all on fly. He reports that Kulu trout take fly
as readily as any trout when the water is clear enough;
if the flies are of the right kind and size. It is now
conclusively proved that the previous anglers who reported that Kulu trout would not take fly were mistaken.
Naini Tal Ova.—3,000 Ova of brown trout
were imported from Naini Tal Hatcheries this year in
exchange for an equal number sent by us from Kulu.
The Ova began to hatch on the way, and only 1,585
arrived in good condition. Out of this 85 died in
the hatcheries. The remaining 1,500 hatched out
well and the fry are in good condition. The object
of the experiment was to infuse new blood into the
stock.
Rainbow Yearlings.—Out of 845 Rainbow
fry left in the hatcheries from the Ova imported
from Kashmir last year 786 died one after the other
last summer. Only 59 yearlings are left and are ir
fairly good condition.
KlThe frv in the Gaj stream were examined bv me
911 the 5th June 1921. They have grown to about
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2 inches in length.
T h e Baner and Luni streams
were netted last October to ascertain the results of
previous plants. Four trout varying from 6 J 4 to 8%
inches in length were caught in the Luni and only one
about 6 inches in length in the Baner. Another trout
about 3/4 lbs. in weight was caught in the Baner near
Cart R o a d Bridge last winter by a fisherman. These
results were not very satisfactory and the streams will
again be netted next autumn, and if results are not
very hopeful the experiment will be discontinued and
Rainbow trout, which are hardier and can stand
warmer temperatures than the brown trout, will be
tried in its place.
Chamba.—30,000
Ova were planted this
year in various tributaries of the Ravi, out of which
4 , 5 2 8 went bad, and the rest hatched out all right.
O n e 4 lbs. trout was caught in the Ravi in 1920.
Mandi.—30,000
Ova ,were planted in the
Uhl River, out of which 15,000 fry were collected
from the Hatching Boxes and replanted in various
small suitable rivulets, where they will stay on till
they are washed down into the main river in the rains."

T h e two Beyn rivers pass one on each side of
Jullunder, and in both, bottom fishing is to be had.
T h e western I fancy is the best, being dammed into
deep pools in places, it is necessary, however, to be
on the lookout for quicksands. T h e Tommies from
Cantonments visit these streams occasionally.
Both
rise in the Siwaliks, the Eastern (or white) Beyn passing within five miles of Jullunder, flows into the Sutlej,
the Western (or black) Beyn, distant 18 miles from
Cantonments, runs into the Beas.

T h e W e s t e r n B e y n passes under the Grand
Trunk Road and railway near Hamira, in the pool
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below road bridge, I have heard of several good Rohu
being caught.
About 10 miles below Hamira it passes Kapurthala, and here it has been dammed up by a well
constructed weir, allowing of a small canal to be taken
off and forming a long deep backwater, rather like a
reach of the upper Thames, on which excellent boating can be had. This is full of fish, and also enormous turtles. Below the weir is a deep pool, full of
weeds unfortunately, and a certain amount of stream
flows into this through the gates. Here I saw a 6 lb.
Mahseer caught on paste, and I touched 2 or 3 Mahseer on fly-spoon.
This pool, however, lies in Kapurthala State,
and permission to fish therein would have to be asked
for from the Maharaja.
There is here one of the
nicest and most comfortable guest-houses in India, and
one is treated with the outmost courtesy and hospitality.
T h e S u t l e j R i v e r rises in Thibet, near one
of the Manasarower lakes, at a height of some 1 5,000
feet. Before reaching Bilaspur State, N.-W. of
Simla, it flows through some immense gorges in the
Himalayas.
As a fishing river it is not very well
known, owing probably both to its size and the fast
volume of snow-water that starts early from its sources
up beyond the Himalayas, and to the fact that so
much of its fishable course in. India lies among the
higher mountains, inaccessible to the casual fisherman
with limited leave who must hit off the very brief time
when the river is in order, either in March or when
the rains have cleared off and before the icy waters
from Thibet have chilled the Mahseer's blood and put
them permanently off their feed. Down below Lori
bridge, about six marches from Simla via Narkanda
the natives tell of enormous Mahseer, and probably
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this portion is freely poached for the Simla market.
And for those who may be marching up the Sutlej,
or who, being stationed in the Simla hills, would like
to give the fishing a trial, the following few notes
about some of the tributaries may be of interest.
The Nauti Gad well known in connection with
Simla's new water-supply, flows in on the left bank.
A short way up above its junction with the Sutlej,
however, occur some falls which probably preclude
fish of any size being found higher up the river. In
the stretch below the falls there are one or two nice
pools that hold a lot of snow trout. This junction,
as well as all the junctions of Sutlej tributaries, is
worth trying for big fish. The best route to Nauti
Gad is probably either to follow the Suni Road direct,
or else go via Naldera, and one would have to find
one's way as best one could to the stream from the
nearest point the road passes by it. From Suni it lies
about three miles, and Suni from Simla is some 22
miles.
In this stream also trout Ova are being placed,
vide notes on previous pages in section devoted to
Punjab Fishery Department.
A stream,risingabove Jangi andflowingin from
the right, bank, about six miles below, is, I am told,
of fair size but dynamited to death.
Almost opposite a small stream runs in past
Senj, which sometimes hold fish of quite decent size
for a mile or so up, if the tributary is carrying water.
T h e L u n h a r K t m d —runs in lower down
on right bank from Kotlair State. This is a fair sized
stream but has a sandy bed with enormous pools,
which are probably netted in the hot weather.
I have heard of some good Mahseer being caught
in this stream on atta and anyone marching past it,
might find it worth stopping a day and trying it,
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Captain Standbridge, R.A., sends me the
following note re this stream. '' From Nangul to the
mouth of the Lunhar Khud in Kotlair State, is top
hole, a lot of it though is atta fishing. In two hours
in November I got 5 fish weighing 60 lbs."

The G-umrola and Ullay —Tributaries
on the left bank carry no water to speak of, though
from the map one would imagine them to be of fair
size.
The latter, however, I have seen holding a fair
amount in autumn, and might be worth having a look
at with a light rod.
T h e A m i River—Flowing into Sutlej on
right bank below Lori bungalow, should be worth a
trial, as it has a fair sized catchment area and receives
mother big tributary, the Bisna stream.
Also midway between Lori and Suni, a big
stream rising in Shikaradevi, over 11,000 feet high,
flows in on right bank.
About this I can get no
khabar, however, and it is off the beaten track,
and probably would not be known of unless a trip was
made to it deliberately.
There is a village marked
Barlog at junction.
The following notes, bearing on above were
kindly sent me by Col. Deane in 1917.
" S e n j K h u d — A rough path leads from
Tatapani bridge along the left bank of the Sutlej,
some 4 miles via Anu village. It meant a very hot
walk of two hours in September, so I did not try it,
as the stream was reported to be in flood. A local
man who often nets this stream told me that the lower
reaches form a rocky torrent for 3 miles, but that further up the water was better for netting and he got
lots of small fish from it.
N a u t i Khud.—Rjver falls some 600 feet
in the last 2 miles above the junction, so is rather a
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torrent. About a mile of water fishable with light
fly-spoon.
Easily reached from the bungalow at
Chaba via the reservoir. Junction cannot be got at
from the Power House, owing to cliffs on left bank
of Sutlej. Permission to occupy this bungalow must
be got from Electrical Engineer, Simla Municipality.
Another bungalow at Basantpur 1,500 feet higher
up, and 3 miles from Chaba and 2 from Nauti Khud.
This is cooler and I occupied it in September 1917.
While there the Lambardar told me that a 50 lb.
Mahseer had just been netted below the tunnel in the
Nauti Khud, so apparently big fish spawn in this
stream at the end of the rains.
I caught nothing as
the water was dirty.
A n u K h u d — T w o miles below the bridge
at Tatapam, on the right bank of the Sutlej. Looks
promising on the map but I found that only the junction and 6 0 0 yards above it were worth fishing. The
junction is difficult to reach. Half a mile above it
the stream passes between great cliffs, and the falls
here would probably stop Mahseer running up. For
some distance above I found the stream a mere torrent
almost impossible to ford, and I only crossed by getting the local men with a rope to help me, owing to
the flooded state of the stream in September.
These
men had cast nets but caught nothing while I was
there. I occupied the R a n a ' s Rest-house at Luni,
for which permission can be obtained from the
Superintendent, Hill States, Simla ; as also is the case
for Basantpur bungalow. I heard of Mahseer being
caught opposite Luni in winter, but fishing was useless in September and I do not think that the fishing
in this part of the Sutlej valley would be worth a trip
from Simla for that special purpose at any t i m e . "
T h e G a m b a r R i v e r . — P r o b a b l y the best
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known and most accessible tributary the Sutlej receives. Though its course is short it has a large
catchment area, and, if the winter rains are good,
carries quite a large volume of water, equal to if not
greater than that of the Giri at Kharganu. It can be
reached both from Simla or Sabathu. If from Simla,
one can make for either the upper reaches or the junction. In the former case proceed via Jutogh to Sairi,
10 miles, the road leaving Simla at Boileauganj and
passing by Jutogh on the right drops steeply down to
Sairi, which is a small village with a bazaar and a
bungalow. Thence through Haut to the junction of
the Kani and Gambar rivers, being about 9 miles,
leaving the Kakarhatti and Sabathu road at about two
miles from Sairi. In latter case go via Jutogh (five
miles) to Erki bungalow, 16 miles from Simla, this is
a large village with a bazaar.
Thence to Namuli
bungalow is 14 miles. From here to Bilaspur is 12
miles, a lot of climbing being necessary at the start,
and then road makes a long descent to Bilaspur. The
track is some seven to eight feet broad with some very
steep gradients. Bilaspur is a town on the left bank
of the Sutlej and there is a bungalow here. From
Bilaspur quite a good road runs to the junction of the
Gambar river, about 3Y2 miles.
If going from Sabathu, proceed down the road
through Kakarhatti, two miles, and continue along
the Erki road leaving this at about seven miles from
Sabathu and asking your way to the village of Bagara.
From thence below the junction of the Kani stream,
theriverbegins to hold fish. Some few miles down
below Bagara a stream runs in on the left bank,
corning past Nari. Though this only carries apparently a trickle of water, there are somefinepools holding quite big fish for a short way up. Camps c=m be
made at intervals anywhere down the river, whenever
49
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any suitable place occurs. T h e Gambar appears to
be rather heavily poached in one or two of the small
States through which it passes. There are some good
pools down near the mouth, and the junction with the
Sutlej is A - 1 . T h e water of this latter is heavy, and
it is hard to do it justice from the bank. I heard
of a 52 pounder and a 4 0 pounder being caught here
not so long ago. T h e water of the Sutlej below the
junction is glorious, deep and rocky, with one magnificent run just below the junction itself; and should
you, fishing from Simla side of Gambar, hook a big
fish in junction and he elect to plunge down this
rapid, your few seconds of leisure, while reel screams
out its frenzied protest, may well be employed in deciding the next trace and lure you mean to mount,
meanwhile, lowering your rod to save the top joint.
T h e following article which I wrote for the
Pioneer in 1913, is fairly comprehensive, and I
think amplifies the previous information on this river:—
T H E GAMBAR R I V E R . -

Having lately treated of the Giri river, it may
not be amiss to turn to an equally fascinating but far
less known stream, the Gambar.
Though not so
accessible to residents in the Simla hills as the Giri,
still a visit thereto is quite feasible on ten days' leave,
and affords a pleasant alternative trip to that down
the Jumna tributary.
Despite its short course, it
carries a surprising volume of water at times, the catchment area is large and the main stream is fed by innumerable springs and tributaries.
T h e Gambar proper rises below Tara Devi, the
road from Simla to Sabathu, crossing it by a bridge;
the only one on the whole length of river. Here it is
but a small stream and holds no fish of any size. It
is a wild and picturesque little river; personally I
think it is the prettiest Himalayan stream that I have
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ever fished. Fish of over 10 lbs. must not be expected in profusion, but down at the junction, anything
between 2 and 60 lbs. may be hooked, so that it
behoves one to have good tackle. The Sutlej here
is a large swift river, the Gambar also at the junction
is unfordable; so that a lively time may be expected
if a big fish is hooked above the meeting of the rivers.
From Simla there are two or three ways of reaching
the river; No. 1 striking it at the junction, Nos. 2 and
3 in the upper reaches. To take No. 1 first. Simla
Via Jutqgb five miles, to Ghani-ki-hatti—nine miles in
all. Up to here the road is good and suitable for
rickshaws, after this it is terribly stony in places and
a rickshaw would arrive at Bilaspur in pieces, at least
such is my opinion. But to controvert this is the fact
that the Raja of that place has actually got a small
motor car there; certainly it is a venerable wreck, but
how it got there at all is a mystery. At Ghani-kihatti there is no good site for a camp, but a quaint and
tiny bungalow, practically unfurnished, is put at your
disposal by the Tehsildar who lives here, this being a
Tahsil of Dhami State. Erki is the next stage, 12
miles of bad-surfaced road, with some fairly stiff
climbing in and out of Kuni stream valley.
This
place is the capital of State of the same name, and
permission can be got from the Raja to use the excellent rest-house.
This is nicely furnished, wallpapered, etc., and the chowkidar is most obliging.
Some of the remarks in the Visitors' book give one to
smile; one knows those '' shoots ' ' so well ! One
couple remark, " Shooting prospects magnificent, but
birds invisible !'' From Erki to Namuli is 15 miles,
road somewhat better, but a most heart-breaking
climb has to be faced at the outset. The country is
extremely bare and uninteresting, no shade, but luckily there are many springs en route, at which to slake
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one's thirst. At Namuli, which is in Bilaspur State,
there is a rest-house, to use which permission should
be obtained. It is not a bad little bungalow with
sufficient furniture. Next day 1 3 Yl miles of undulating track, with a big drop at the end, take one
into Bilaspur where is a State guest-house. However, it is unnecessary to enter the town, as at 12]/^
miles one strikes the Bilaspur-Nalagarh Road, and
turning sharp to left, 5 miles along this track (crossing Gumrola stream en route) brings one to the Gambar
river below Jagat Khana and % mile above the junction. Here one camps.
The above route is usually taken the reverse way,
and used to return to Simla at the end of a trip.
Routes 2 and 3 are as follows. Simla, Via Jutogh,
to Sairi 10 miles, here there is a dak bungalow.
Thence follow the Simla-Sabathu Road for two miles,
after which branch off and find one's way to junction
of Kuni and Gambar rivers, a short distance below
this being Bagaru-Hatti.
Route 3 is via Sabathu
(8 miles from Dharmpur station on the Kalka-Simla
railway, where turn turns can be got to drive to
Sabathu). At Sabathu is a very nice rest-house,
under the Garrison Engineer, Simla Hills, Dagshai.
Sabathu to Kakarhatti is two miles, here there is an
old and rather dilapidated dak bungalow, belonging
to Lawrie. From Kakarhatti proceed one mile along
the Simla road, till on a col, with Gambar below
you on right and Kothar stream on left, take a oath
leading down into the bed of the latter stream. Half
a mile down, this joins the Gambar. a respectable
stream being the result. The track is quite good
following the bed of the river the whole way.
Bagaru Hatti, which is about eight miles from Kakarhatti, is a delightful little spot situated at the junction
of Erki stream with the Gambar.
There is a nice
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little camping ground with shady willows and one or
two bania shops where one's coolies can buy atta,
etc. If the river is holding a fair amount of water one
can startfishinghere with light tackle. Kusri can be
made the next camp, this lies about eight miles down
and lies on the right bank of the river. Not such a
pleasant spot as Bagaru Hatti though a nice place
would be two or three miles back, where a track from
Erki to Nalagarh crosses the river. But, as a matter
of fact, there is a good choice of camping sites, the
only question being the procuring of such supplies as
milk, etc. About three miles below Bagaru Hatti
the river'seems to have increased a lot in size, and one
can start to fish in earnest. This description is of the
river in spring, in its normal state; after heavy rain or
in autumn conditions may vary considerably. Opposite Kusri the Kohaj Nullah runs in; this stream varies
in an unexplained way, sometimes being but a mere
trickle, at other times holding quite a large volume
of water and with fish of two or three lbs. running up
it. From Kusri to Si is eight miles; some very good
water in this bit. Panchakkies are fewer and river
wilder, but nowhere is it a real gorge. The scenery
is delightful, scrub jungle of brilliant green with
masses of sweet smelling korunda and pink oleander.
The hills rise sharply from both banks, and one gets
frequent glimpses of Malaun fort towering above the
stream, its silent ruin a grim reminder of Ouchterlony's
fine advance in the Gurkha warSi is a nice camp on the left bank with some
small mango trees under which to pitch one's tents.
A certain number of chikor, peafowl, grey partridge
and jungle fowl can be heard calling up the hillsides
as onefishesdown, but one or two good dogs would
be essential to make anything like a decent bag. Si
to Jagat Khana is seven miles.
In the first three
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miles are several A - 1 runs and pools, then the bed of
the river opens out and the fishing is not so good till
near the junction. Jagat Khana itself lies about one
mile away and 1,000, above the river, a most toilsome climb up, so be careful to warn servants to pitch
camp near the river bank under a fine mango tree, '
close to where the short cut Jagat Khana to Bilaspur
crosses stream.
This is a very nice camp, within
easy reach of the junction. Just above the junction
come two or three A - 1 pools, deep with nice runs
into them, but somehow I never had any luck in these
and the same has been told me by other anglers. The
junction varies, but is always worth fishing, there is
no doubt that a large humber of fish invariably lie here,
though at times they lie deep and not even the most
seductive of lures will cause one to stir. It is curious
how and why they do move occasionally.
On one
occasion I fished the junction for one hour, using first
natural bait and then a large spoon. T h e Sutlej at
this time was running high with snow-water, the
Gambar crystal clear. Not a sign of fish rewarded
me. Then having still half an hour to spare of daylight I changed back to a fly-spoon and my first cast
hooked a fish of about 4 lbs. Almost immediately I
rose another good fish who, however, came short, and
then a very long cast right out into the opaque waters
of the Sutlej produced a catastrophe.
A monster
seized the fly-spoon, broke me incontinently and then
turned down stream, making a wave that nearly washed me from my precarious foothold on a small rock.
After that not another fin stirred.
From Jagat
Khana, if a little excitement be desired, one can cross
the Sutlej on a drai, and fish the junction of the Sher
Khud which joins from the right bank about one mile
down.
In the late spring, or early autumn the Gambar
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valley can be very hot, though as often as not a
pleasant breeze tempers the mid-day sun. It is essentially a river forfly-spoonand fairly light tackle. As
regards length of rod this is very much a matter of
opinion. Of course there is no doubt that the 1 1
feet or 12 feet rod is pleasanter to use andfishfight
better when hooked thereon; but there is also much
to be said for the 14 feet rod. The aforesaid wind
makes it often very difficult to get out any length of
line with the smaller rod, and again it must be remembered that it is a river of small proportions, and
with the water crystal clear it becomes very necessary
to exercise caution about approaching too near the
bank. Tents must be taken as there is no such thing
as a bungalow anywhere on the river.
Mules can
follow the bed the whole way, though sometimes in
autumn the fords are deep and very swift in the
middle reaches of the river, and after any exceptionally heavy rain one might even find oneself held up
altogether for a time. The river, especially the
lower portion, is very much poached, all along its '
banks are panchakkies innumerable and outside most
of these nets were hung up to dry. But it is a wild
and lovely little stream, running through the lower
hills as it does, the vegetation is far more luxuriant
and there are far fewer bare hillsides than some rivers
show. Villages are few and far between, and one
Would see little sign of human life, were it not for
the innumerable tributaries that run in, each marked
hy its tiny panchakki situated at the junction. It is
a warm river, and an ideal one to bathe in, so that
even failing a heavy bag of fish, one cannot but help
enjoying the time spent on its banks.
The following two letters were sent me by an
excellent sportsman, with the express request that his
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name should not appear, but the notes are interesting
and give many useful hints concerning the Gambar.
NOTES

ON T H E

GAMBAR.

(i) T h e river takes from 4 to 5 days to clear after
a hill shower, and from 10 to 2 0 days after the rains.
If you go to it a fortnight after the rains you will find
the fishing good, but the fording heavy.
(ii) Fishing is all with % inch to 1 Yl inch
spoons, brass or half silvered, gut traces grilse or
salmon size. You can also catch fish on the fly, loch
trout or grilse size, but it is not much use except on
the upper waters when they are clear. Personally I
always used a 10 feet rod and found it sufficient,
except at the junction where at least a 14 feet rod is
necessary; 7 0 or 8 0 yards of fine salmon line is ample
till the junction, where 150 yards should be used.
A large landing net with a longish staff to assist when
wading is useful. You practically have to wade all
day.
(iii) W e a r and tear of boots is very bad, and
you can get no repairs done, except at Bilaspur.
(iv) T h e water is very heavy as a rule, and mosjt
of the fish are caught in the stiller water on the side
where you are fishing, probably because the spoon
is whipped round too fast when in the stream. It is
best to cast across stream at about 4 5 degrees, and
when your spoon is straight below you let it play
about for 1 5 to 2 0 seconds in the stiller water on
your own side before casting again. T h e still water
of the pools is not much used as the water is too clear.
(v) T h e biggest fish I know of caught above the
junction was 15]/? lbs., fish of 6 to 8 lbs. are not
uncommon, they play strong for their weight.
(vi) It is impossible to get down stream between
camps, without fording a good many times, and
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some of the fords are stiff
A riding mule or sturdy
pony would be useful.
Jng; (vii) Take one jhampani to accompany each
fisher, it is as well to take a basket, with an American
cloth cover sewn on, except for a small opening, otherwise your fish are dried up and discoloured after being
in the sun all day.
(viii) Thick stockings or bare legs are much
better than loose trousers, the latter act as a thermantidote and are apt to make you cold in the evenings.
A good dodge is to cut the feet off an old pair of
stockings and put on a thick pair of socks first. It
keeps out the little pebbles to a certain extent, which,
otherwise, find their way into one's boots.
(ix) Ladies' kit on the same principles, but a
skirt coming below the knees would be rather a
nuisance. I think that knickers and a long skirted
loose tunic would be most comfortable, and the
chances of meeting anyone down there are small.
(x) Fishing at the junction is said to be very
good, a 52 and 38 pounder have been taken there so
report says. It all depends on how far the Sutlej is
banking up the Gambar's waters. Personally I have
never caught anything over 6 lbs. there. The last
time I was down the junction pool was full of small
fish and I could see nothing large. In the autumn if
you could catch the psychological moment—or days
—when the Gambar has cleared, and the Sutlej is
still bringing down snow-water. (Sutlej turned clear
in 1911, on 9th October.)
(xi) Transport.—Coolies are a nuisance and
very expensive, if you take men on for the whole trip
from Simla half of them desert. Bazaar mules are
better, but I have always been supplied with poor
beasts not up to much more than 120 lbs. on the rough
going. However, when once you get started with
50
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them you can get along all right.
T h e best and
quickest transport are Government mules from Jutogh
(4Yl annas per animal per diem, including attendants). You might be able to get a riding mule
from there also.
(xii) Supplies.—You
have to take practically
everything with you for yourself, but there are little
bania's shops along the stream where your servants,
etc., can get atta and so on.
(xiii) T h e best time of the day for fishing is after
the sun gets on the water, till after it gets off about
5 — 5 - 3 0 P.M. T a k e lunch out with you and feed
on the banks. T h e fish do not take so well between
12 and 2 , but you can still catch them. If there is
a moon, it might be worth while to try a few casts
by moonlight in the junction pool.
(xiv) Camps.-—From Simla to Sairi via Jutogh,
12 miles good road, you can rickshaw along D.
B . but let khansama know you are coming.
One
can get there after office hours on the day before one's
leave begins.
B a g r u H a t t i (vide sheet 2 9 8 S.E.).—
From Sairi baggage has to go via Kunihar ten miles
and then on about four miles, but there is a short cut
from behind Sairi D . B . down the khud and along
the bed of the Kuni river, but you can only walk and
it is very rough going, continually crossing the stream.
If you go that way take a guide. Start fishing just
at the junction of the Kuni and Gambar, and fish down
to Bajou (?). There is a bania's shop here, and a very
small camping ground.
You are not likely to get
anything very big so high up. (Note.—If you start
from Simla in the morning I should recommend that
you go through to Kunihar that day, and down to
Tanseta next morning.)
Be careful that your
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servants do not take the Kasauli Road, which branches
off to the left between Sairi and Kunihar.
Kusri.—Explain to your servants that to
reach the camp they must go to the place the Kohaj
Nadi joins the Gambar, and where there are a lot
of panchakkies.
There is a road which takes off
some miles down and goes up the hill by which they
can arrive, but they must be careful to ask their way,
or they will get lost like our bearer did. Fish down
the river but do not waste too much time at the higher
reaches. The best water is from about two miles
above onwards. There is a small camping ground,
and a bania's shop where your servants must lay in
supplies for the next day.
B a l (the 1st) (289 N. E. Ordinary ^map)
a very short march.—Balk means I believe a " small
flat place by river," and there are any number of
places so named. Tell your servants the first open
flat place on their left. There is a panchakki there
but no supplies. A bad march for the baggage if
the river is high, it is as well to take 4—5 extra men
to help the mules and show the way. (One or two
hairy bits for laden mules.) This is the best bit of
water there is.
B a l k (the 2nd).—Tell your servants opposite
Neri village for camp. This is a fairly good going,
there is more open fishing and reaches are longer.
There are some good pools just opposite camp.
K i n d (Kund) (map 288 S. E.) a short
march.—You can miss out this" camp if time presses,
going and fishing as before.
J a g a t k h a n a . — V i l l a g e itself is on top of
a high hill, but you camp below under a big banyan
tree by the river. Going is good. The river opens
out a lot and fishing is not so good as higher up.
f\exe you must halt if you wish to fish the junction.
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It is rather a scramble to reach it (1 % miles) and hot
here. From J. K . it is 4 or 5 miles on to Bilaspur.
There is a guest-house there belonging to the Raja
but write beforehand if you want to use it. It is not
necessary to do so, as the road back to Simla takes off
a mile before you enter the town.
Bilaspur to Simla, this all along a good road,
but it is rough in parts and would knock a rickshaw
to bits.
T h e marches are Namoli, 13 miles, a
bungalow belonging to Bilaspur State—no khansama.
Road fair and good enough for a bazaar rickshaw.
Erki, 14 miles or more. Raja lives here, and there
is a guest-house. R o a d very rough in parts, I generally do the above two marches in one day, halting
for an hour or two at Namoli, but it is pretty stiff
work.
Ghain-ka-Hatti, 12 miles, no bungalow here.
Simla 10 miles.
From Erki one generally does the journey in one
day, as far as Ghain-ka-Hatti road is indifferent but
passable for rickshaw. Thence to Simla very good.
If you think of taking your wife or family, I
recommended you to arrange for bazaar rickshaws to
meet you at Bilaspur. There are a good many peafowls, but one should not shoot them.
I have
always taken a gun but never let it off.
I have heard
of chikore being shot. There are panther about, and
though they do no damage, might walk off with A
dog. T a k e a tent for servants and one for stores, or
a paulin.
T h e little rod mentioned above was split cane,
steel centred, no greenheart rod could stand the
strain. I used a ]2Y?. feet greenheart loch trout
rod, and it got strained and finally broke. Nothing
to do with the fish, but due to throwing a very light
% inch spoon to some extent but mainly due to the
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strain of the heavy water. I have fished much in
Scotland in fast waters, but have never seen water
like the Gambar runs, and if one wants to use a light
rod it must, I fancy, have a steel centre. I used
80 yards loch trout line, and grilse cast and fly and
lightest spoons. At junction bigger tackle.
This autumn tried the Gambar for nearly
three weeks, a few days too late for the best conditions as the water was very low, he reports " Ford
anywhere quite easily." He got about half a dozen
every day averaging about 2 lbs., biggest at junction
3Y2, using a small split cane fly rod.
He found
above description sound, and says, " I t is a grand
river and I hope to have an opportunity to try it again.
He reports a net across Gambar half mile from
mouth, but owner states that nothing over 4 seers had
come down (15th October 191 1) owing to shortage
of rains, very few fish had run up during rains.
In April, after late winter rains, and at just the
right state of water, two rods—six days' fishing—
caught 120 fish, averaging 1 Yl lbs., biggest 6Yl lbs.
Nights pleasantly cool and mild to sleep out in
April, distinctly cold in October. Fish fought every
bit as well as sea trout, especially those with thick
probosis, these are, I believe, said to be f males,' I
doubt it.
No other fish but Mahseer are known about,
snow trout probably exist at all events near the Sutlej,
but I have heard of none in the Gambar. I alone
used fly (Grilse size Jock Scot) and did well with it
in upper waters, but changed to spoon after two days.
The Gambar clears quickly, the bed is clean
rock shingle and sand, up to pretty high monsoon
level. No snow-water, purely spring fed. The
hardest trip upon boots imaginable, wading shingle,
rock scrambling all day. Delightful surroundings,
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entire absence of interruptions or interference. River
too small for three rods marching down but just right
for two, taking alternate pools, mostly about 200—
3 0 0 yards from pool to pool. In few cases were
two fish got in one pool or run.
It appeared that the river was heavily poached
after monsoon and in spring, as the fish can now he
got from Bagru and junction ends to Simla market,
but not, I think, from best water between these
places."
H e r e end the notes which I give in full. Some
few of his remarks and inferences slightly differ from
my opinions on the river, but its as well to have as
many views as possible on all such waters which are
fairly accessible. I trust now this river will benefit
by the protection against poaching afforded by the
new Fishing Laws of the Punjab.
Then the
Sir
Khad,
a truly beautiful
little river. I frankly admit that it goes to my heart
giving this river away, but after all its only very keen
anglers who will visit it, and they are all good sportsmen. This joins the Sutlej from the right bank about
1Y2 miles below the Gambar junction. It runs
almost entirely in Bilaspur State, and, as a matter of
courtesy, permission should be obtained from the
Raja, before fishing therein. It is—fortunately!
— a n extremely ungetatable little stream, otherwise I
fear that it would soon be overfished.
I do not
think—in a good hour be it spoken—that it is poached overmuch, the fact of there being no market easy
of access, Drobably accounting for this.
It forms
only a small junction with the Sutlej. though big fish
b'e here, and for the first mile up is insignificant. But
thence upwards it improves every mile and is fishable
for probably over 2 0 miles. T o reach the Sir Khad
one gap go direct from Simla to Bilaspur (vide routes,
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to Gambar river) and cross the Sutlej by suspension
bridge 3 / 2 miles upstream, then nine miles down
bank to Matala. A nice camping ground here
under a banyan tree, on high ground overlooking junction. One can also get here, if fishing down Gambar, as follows :—Send off one's kit early from Jagatkhana to Bilaspur, five miles, and thence as above to
Matala. Oneself cross col, going up nullah behind
panchakkies, just above junction, picking up drai men
(who should have been warned some hours beforehand) at Jaori-ki-patan, a village on top of further side
of pas4.
From Jaori one drops down to Sutlej,
about | 4 mile above junction of Sir K h a d . A hot
little march this, and best tackled early in morning.
The drais, consisting of charpoys bound on inflated
buffalo skins, will take yourself and your light kit
across not without some excitement if the Sutlej is
running high.
T h e Sir K h a d makes immense zig
zags, with but few nice pools, till at 1 Yl miles u p —
marked by small temple—comes Reti pool. Some
nice fish in this and in runs below, but fishing liable
to be spoilt by sleepers congregating here.
From
Matala to Bulgar, 7 miles, the river winds tremendously, and is a series of enormous pools. T h e runs
are not very strong, but the pools are packed with
fish, and one can catch them even in the still water,
all down pools especially under cliffs.
A fair number of blue rock in these cliffs.
At
Bulgar, only a small village, camp in a field under a
mango tree. T h e two miles above this, up to where
Sirali stream runs in, a tiny trickle, is splendid water,
and probably the river goes on improving for some
miles up. T h e end of rains is undoubtedly the time
to visit this river, though probably after good Christmas rains, very fair sport might be had in the spring.
There is an alternative route to plains, from
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Jagatkhana to Rupar, via Suharghat, seven miles.
A delightful little Bilaspur State rest-house here,
clean and well furnished and prettily situated overlooking plains. Bad water here though, but some
excellent cold water can be procured by sending a
cooly down the khud to a baoli below. Three old
ruined forts, exceedingly picturesque, situated on hill
tops round. N.B.—If visiting one do not by mistake fall into one of the old oubliettes, one might lie
here for years without discovery ! A delightful road
and spot this generally, with some kaleej pheasant
round. Suharghat to Kundulu, 7J^ miles, all descent. Two miles can be saved at end, by following
paghdandi straight to K. village, leaving lake on right
immediately latter is sighted. This lake is an enormous landslide pool, formed by several streams, there
being no outlet apparent. Kundulu bungalow is half
mile beyond the village and lies on a lower spur.
Belongs to Nalagarh State, and is a superior, nicely
furnished rest-house. Chikore here, also dogs should
be tied up at night because of hyaenas. Rupar is 21
miles from here, via Bharatgarh, 11 miles; or 24 miles
if one goes by Nalagarh (where is a nice State resthouse), road heavy and sandy last portion.
T h e S i r s a R i v e r —is crossed in this march.
This is the stream that is seen below Kasauli. It
carries quite a fair amount of water, but is unfortunately split up into innumerable channels, otherwise it might yield quite good sport. But there is a
tributary of Sirsa, which is worth a trial to anyone
stationed in Kasauli, and bored with that spot. It
must be visited during a break in the rains. I never
went myself though I fully intended to. Herewith
the note as given me by Captain Standbridge, R. A.»
a keen and good fisherman. " Mahlog 7 miles (probably more ! !) from Kasauli, in State of that name.

40!
' ' I believe in break in the rains you would get fish
up to 2 0 lbs. here and as you could sleep in the resthouse, you could easily get a couple of days' fishing.
The stream is the Sirsa ' ' (tributary thereof ?) ' j and
the fish run up from the Sutlej, but it is not fishable
before the rains. T h e Mahlog people told me the
fiJM|m up, they said they saw fish of 2 0 seers (meaning lbs.) sometimes. I think they are right, as there
is a little junction below the bungalow, and panchakkies there, and they told me the fish came to feed
upon the atta, which shows they know something.
They do not net (long may that last), nor have they
hooks. T h e river is rocky. T h e bungalow belongs
to the State, is for the use of visitors, furniture but no
crockery.'' But before visiting this place one should
ask permission from the Raja of Mahlog, and also
find out about the bungalow, as in 1912 I discovered
this was non est.
Several informants have told me of quite good
fishing in the Sutlej near Anandpur, where Sohan torrel|§pins from right bank, some miles above Rupar,
and I gather that this place if hit off at the right time
is well worth visiting. But it is off the beaten track.
It was in the great gorge, between this spot and
Bilaspur, that there was an idea of constructing a huge
dam across Sutlej, to hold up water for use in cold
weather. I do not know if this scheme is entirely
dead, or only overshadowed by the war.
(This
scheme is now taking shape, 1922.)
And in my Shikar Diary I have the following
n o t e : — " R e Anandpur on Sutlej from Hoshiarpur
40 (?) miles. Hoshiarpur D . C . ' s rest-house, furnished here, 3 miles from fishing. Could camp. Sohan
biggish here and holds fish. Can fish from bank.
All down Sutlej for 12 miles good spots, October,
November, February and March.
5i
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Next comes Rupar .—The headworks
of the great Sirhind Canal, and a truly delightful spot
to put in a few peaceful days. There are two canal
inspection bungalows here, to occupy which leave
should be asked from the Executive Engineer, Sirhind
Canal, Rupar. T h e larger bungalow is fully furnished with lamps, crockery, cooking utensils, etc., the
smaller one is furnished but has no accessories. There
is also a police bungalow fully furnished, to use which
permission might, perhaps, be got if other two bungalows are both occupied, but if the canal people have
lent their bungalows to parties coming to fish, you
would only be de trop to say the least of it. There
are two ways of getting to Rupar, by water or road.
T h e former is by house-boat up the canal. There
are three boats, to use which permission must be asked
as above. Nos. 1 and 2 , at R s . 4 and R s . 2 per
trip, are fully furnished with lamps, crockery, etc.,
and fitted up most comfortably.
N o . 3 is R e . 1-8
and is not fully furnished.
Railway station is
Doraha, on N . - W . Railway, here two trollies will
be found awaiting you (provided of course you give
full information when you want house-boat) one for
yourself and other for your kit. These take you to
Rampur, about two miles away on canal bank, and
here you board the house-boat.
W h i l e this latter
can come down of itself with the current, to go up,
bullocks or coolies are necessary, the former are best
and cheapest. Four relays are required at R e . 1 per
pair, and are wired for at Garhi Bhilolpur and Muzra.
But the head boatman arranges all this for you. By
leaving Rampur between 3 and 4 P.M., one should
reach Rupar next morning by daybreak. Your kit is
taken from the house-boat to bungalow by a bullock
cart belonging to canal authorities. It is very pleasant moving quietly up the canal, and each house-
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boat has a nice platform in front where one can sit.
Going up in the cold weather, one often gets a shot
at duck or teal in the evening. T h e second way to
reach Rupar is by road to Sirhind station, and then
tonga 3 0 miles, which takes about four hours and for
which a charge of R s . 6 is made. T h e servants and
kit can come out in ekkas (Rs. 2-4 each) taking about
twice the time the tonga does. For the benefit of
those who might wish to motor out, a class to be
reckoned with in future, I give the following notes:
Ambala to Sirhind 3 3 miles along the Grand Trunk
Road, parts of which are very bad. From Sirhind
to Rupar bungalow is another 33 miles via Morinda
and Kurali. T h e latter is seven miles from Rupar,
and in this last bit are three bad chohs (or sandy
river beds), generally necessitating the help of coolies
to pull one through. T h e middle one is a long way
the worst, but usually a sufficient number of wayfarers
can be got together to help. Most of the road from
Morinda to Rupar is considerably better than the
Grand Trunk R o a d . After crossing the bridge near
Rupar town, turn sharp right and follow the canal
road, round to bungalow.
A n alternative route
which might be used coming back, is to get permission
from Executive Engineer, Rupar, to use the canal
road, which runs along the left bank. Here only two
chohs have to be crossed, and the canal authorities
can usually arrange for plenty of willing helpers to be
ready to give a hand across.
But these are now
usually grassed. T h e road, unmettled but quite ?.
fair track, runs to Garhi 2 4 miles (N. B . to 2 5 mile
stone, as canal miles are only 5 , 0 0 0 ' . )
Here you
strike the metalled road from Machiwara to Khana.
Garhi to Samrala three miles, the road is very bad,
thence ten miles to Khana, it is good.
T h e latter
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place is 4 4 miles from A m b a l a by the Grand Trunk
R o a d . Or one can continue direct to Doraha, 36
miles by canal road and thence 57 miles by Grand
Trunk R o a d to A m b a l a . This would probably be
the best surface. If going north, leave canal road at
Nilon bridge 3 0 J 4 miles, thence good pukka road to
Ludhiana 18 miles, striking Grand Trunk Road at
about ten miles, near Sanawhal.
A third route is via Chandigarh, leave main
Ambala-Simla R o a d about 1 Yl miles short of Chandigarh (somewhere near 28th mile stone I think) and
go Via Kharar (Tehsil head-quarters) 16 miles, and
Kurali 2 4 miles to Rupar canal bungalow, 3 6 miles.
Cross chohs at 6, 12, 2 6 , 3 0 and 3 1 ^ miles, but
usually all grassed. Just short of Kharar is a large
marshy tank, off which one can usually pick up a duck
or two. Rupar is a big town and all usual supplies
can be got there.
There is also a nice vegetable
garden belonging to canal authorities from which they
kindly allow the mali to supply visitors. T h e time to
visit Rupar is in February and March, and again in
October and November.
Towards end of March,
the snow-water begins to come down, and fishing becomes hopeless.
T h e canal is closed usually from
15th April for one month for cleaning purposes, and
is of course shut down in the rains.
It opens again
about 1 5th October and then is the time to catch fish,
if only the water is clear.
A s gate after gate is
closed, the fish seem to know, by instinct, that they
are being cut off from above, and a regular rush takes
place, especially up the fish ladder, which, during
the day, is packed with shoals of small fry trying to
run up. T h e weir here is 2 , 3 4 0 feet long, and the
canal can take 8 , 0 0 0 cubic feet of water per second.
T h e places to fish at Rupar are—(i) in the canal itself i

(ii) in the pool below gates; (iii) in pool below shutters
under opposite bank; and (iv) up at spur N o . 3 .
(i) T o fish in the canal, spin with natural bait
both from the platforms on each bank and off the
bridge itself walking along and drawing one's bait
through the eddies by each arch. T h e fish, Mahseer
only as a rule, lie everywhere both close up under the
spans and away down to opposite the house-boat
moorings. W e used to think the evenings the best
time but much depends on the weather. It is worth
trying a fly-spoon off the bridge if you see any fish
moving and they will not touch natural bait.
One
evening two men using the latter did not even move
a fish while a lady using a fly-spoon and fishing in the
same water caught two Mahseer and had another run,
from fish up to 5 lbs.
(ii) In the big pool under the gates.—This is a
splendid pool and holds enormous fish. Despite the
fact that it is practically still water w e managed to
catch lots of fish therein, and this at the end of March
when canal had been unfishable for nearly a week with
snow-water.
In the early morning up till 8 or 9
o'clock, use a fly-spoon from off sloping stones below
the road, or off the two spits of sand that reach out
or; did do so in 1 9 0 8 and 1909—from the opposite
bank. T h e fish are Mahseer, Murral and Mulleys and
run big, another man fishing there with me, was twice
broken in one morning by real big ones. W h e n fish
stop rising here, go up on roadway over gates and spin
between the arches. Mulleys are the fish that will
respond most freely here, they seem to haunt the foot
of the piers in large numbers. If they show a reluctance to take your spoon, try with live bait.
We
caught lots of the latter by letting down a basket the
other side of roadway between it and gates, as, usually where a trickle came through, small fish jumped
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freely at certain times of the day. If not jumping
here, send a man across canal bridge to lock to see if
any Chilwa are jumping at the trickle that comes
through the lock gates, very often large numbers can
be caught here. Use a gut cast and not too big a
single hook, drive it gently through back near dorsal
fin and let down your small fish between two piers and
let him play about, and you should not be long without a run. W h e n hooked, you must go along roadway and climb down by fish ladder, where a man will
have to reach down and net your fish. Which, by
the way, reminds me that a long-handled, big landing
net is a most useful and, one might almost say, necessary article at Rupar. Also, I slung my live bait over
roadway into Sutlej above gates and hooked a 3/2
pounder here. There are a lot of Kalabanse in this
pool, and I have seen some enormous Mahseer.
A
4 0 pounder was caught on gut and fly-spoon here in
October 1 9 0 7 . All down this pool fish lie, though
one does not catch many in the narrows.
All the
water, from the sluice gates down to the peepul tree
about 2 0 0 yards down on left bank, is protected, below this it is leased annually to a contractor.
But in March 1917 1 never touched a fish in this
pool. Enormous new gates are being put into position, and I am afraid this pool is no longer what it was.
But it may improve again later. N o . (iii) following,
however, has not changed.
(iii) T h e pool under opposite bank is almost still
water, though sometimes when river is rising a good
trickle escapes through one or more of the shutters,
making a small run into the pool. Very often when
this happens, you see the small fish in shoals trying to
run up, and the bigger ones feeding on them. This
is the time to drop in a fly-spoon and your first cast
generally hooks a fish. This pool is packed with
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Mahseer, Kalabanse, Olive, Carp and Mulleys. In
March 1909 I caught an 18 lb. Mulley here on a flyspoon, just below the high bank.
(iv) Lastly spur No. 3, about 2Y2 miles up the
river. There is a good run off this with a nice backwater, and this must hold fair fish. I have often
heard it talked of, but have known of no really decent
fish caught here; 4 lbs. was the best I took, but I did
not give it a really fair trial.
(v) One can also troll in pool above weir, there
are some monsters here, but no one seems able to catch
them. The Sutlej here does not seem to lend itself
so successfully to trolling, as the Chenab does at
Marala.
Rupar is a very favourite spot for parties to go
for Christmas. This is not a good time for fishing,
however, though I caught a fair number of fish there
in December 1908.
In old days, when the canal
was not so big, a lot of water always ran down river,
but nowadays the canal takes it all, and only the
trickles that pass through gates and shutters go to form
the small stream that passes on down the Sutlej.
The one great drawback to Rupar in March, is
the terrific wind that so frequently rages. It generally
seems to travel up the Sutlej valley, and brings clouds
of sand with it. The peepul tree with a bench underneath it, between bungalow and weir, is called
Bishop Heber's tree, and it is said that beneath its
shade he composed " From Greenland's icy mountains." If written in April or May, one can imagine
the haunting refrain of that first line !
One mile below Doraha road bridge, the canal
branches into two. When one set of gates is closed
the pool below is often filled with fish, and there is
no reason quite good sport should not be obtained
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A t P h i l l o u r . — T h e N.-W. Railway crosses
the Sutlej by an enormous bridge. Under some of
the arches big pools are left when the river subsides
after the monsoon. One of these pools is usually
deeper than the rest, and through it the current of the
river passes. In thisfishare to be caught, as is mentioned concerning the bridges over the other big rivers.
Anyone on the march up Grand Trunk Road in
October, November or March, might get quite good
sport here. During some big manoeuvres—in 1912,
I think it was—a large number of fish were caught by
officers and men of various units. In autumn this was.
Also I am told that one can catch fish in the
marshes that are caused by the overflow of the Sutlej
near here, my informant added that one could spin in
some of the pools.
T h e G h a g g a r River—rises in Sirmur
State in the lower Himalayas. Was once an affluent
of the Indus, but now loses itself in the sands of
Bikanir. It is not a perennial stream (at least lower
down) but depends on the monsoon rains.
In its
upper reaches it is largely tapped for irrigation purposes. Curiously the Ghaggar water in the hills is
said to produce bad results if drunk, causing fever and
goitre. Within 40 miles of its source it passes near
Ambala city, a dry sandy bed without the veriest
trickle of water. However, it does hold a few fish
higher up; near Mubarakpur, half way between
Kalka and Ambala, there is a pool known to the
Tommies of the latter's garrison, and also there are
places where native contractors catch fish for the cantonment market. Also in a break in the rains, I have
known of Mahseer up to 3 and 4 lbs., caught below
Chandigarh, quite pretty sport. Some few miles east
of Chandigarh is Morni, in the hills. There is an
old fort here, and below a long pool in the Ghaggar
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that used to be full of Mahseer up to 2 lbs. There
is also good shooting here.—Later notes : —
Here is another stream, wonderfully little known,
though capable of affording sport for a delightful 3 or
4 days' trip from Ambala or Simla.
For a single
day's excursion, quite pretty sport may be had during
a break in the rains, or immediately after their close,
in the river opposite Chandigarh.
T h e fish are
Mahseer, with an occasional MuIIey, and average
about a pound. But the best fishing is (i) where the
river leaves the foothills and (ii) below Momi.
To
reach (i) Chandigarh is railway station. Take road
towards'Kalka and leave it just short of Chandigarh
police thana, cross Ghaggar below junctions and find
a track that runs under foothills on left bank of Ghaggar.
Some quite good shooting along here, but
mostly in Patiala State.
This is far the best way,
though one can find tracks anywhere up the Ghaggar
valley, however mules might have to leave this track
and debouch into valley occasionally. Pass Kuabine,
a big tree and well (the usual camping ground) about
eight miles, here cross to right bank of Ghaggar,
immediately after cross a very large tributary joining
it out of the hills and half a mile on come to Thapli
village.
Delightful spot to camp here, on a level
piece of grass by a small palm which gives a patch of
shade all day, a tiny canal runs past tent door and
provides unlimited water for cooking and washing.
The Ghaggar, which below this is a broad shallow
stream, broken into rivulets, is united here and is a
most glorious rocky little river crammed with fish,
Mahseer, MuIIey and Kalabanse. There is heavy
jungle all round with a fair amount of game, kakur,
sambhur, panther and an occasional bear, while on
more than one occasion a tiger has been known to pay
a passing visit. For about two mi'es up there are
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A-1 pools, then the valley opens out and there is no
more good water till below Morni. This latter is one
of the most ideal spots in existence, an old fort perched on a eminence 3,500 feet high, well wooded hills
and two lakes. The fort has been converted into a
picturesque and comfortable bungalow, with quite a
nice garden, roses, honeysuckle and vegetables.
Kuabine to Morni is ten miles, a stiffish climb to start
with and then all along hill ridges, looking alternately down into Ghaggar valley and out over plains. A
few hare, peafowl, kaleej pheasant and chikore to be
got, and about two (?) miles away is a bare cliff, result
of a huge landslide on which a few gooral are to be
found. To the lakes it is four miles, a stiffish descent,
passing the landslip en route. These are fine sheets
of water, the larger, more or less circular, some 2,300
yards across and very deep. The smaller is weedy,
and when I saw it there were a lot of waterfowl thereon including aflockof teal. Years ago rumour has it,
some Mahseer were brought up from Ghaggar and
put into larger lake, but no signs of them now. But
there should be fish in them, and villagers say there
are fish of 2 to 3 feet long, however I could see
nothing but tiny fish and some enormous turtles. A
fascinating spot to camp near these lakes, amid jungle
with peafowl, grey and black partridge and kaleej all
calling round. A few huts here, and one can raise
a beater or two.
Jungle very thick in October.
From Morni Fort down to Ghaggar is a real steep
climb. Road leads down about |4 mile to police
station and village, thence a track zig-zags down to
river some 2,000 feet below and 1 Yl miles distant.
But it is worth the climb. About |4 mile up the
Ghaggar emerges from a small gorge in hills, just below which the Hathawar nullah, a biggish tributary
joins it. The going up through the gorge is very stiff,
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but the pools are glorious, and crammed with fish up
to 10 lbs. and over. A path crosses Ghaggar below
gorge, and with a small rise takes one to a point higher
up the river, it would be worth taking this and working down stream, as there were lots of pools I could
see above the gorge all looking A - 1 , but I had no time
to try these. From Morni an alternative route back
to the plains, would be down past lakes, about a 1 5
mile march to Garhi Kotaha, fine big furnished bungalow here, but ware kraits, thence 12 miles to
Mubarakpur station.
There are dandies at Garhi,
which could be hired to take a lady up to Morni, but
before visiting this place leave should be asked from
D. C , Ambala, as it is partly in native State.
Having on one occasion four hours to wait at
Kalka, I rode across to the large nullah due east,
which joins the Ghaggar at Chandigarh. This is the
stream one gets glimpses of from Kalka-Simla R o a d .
Distance two miles, road which runs to pumping station
on banks of stream, execrable. Water was clear
(September) and plenty of it, with some nice pools
capable of holding 4 — 5 lbs. fish, but river seemed
very destitute of life generally. Tried fly-spoon for
half an hour, but never saw a fish.
T H E JUMNA.
T h e Jumna rises near the lofty mountain of
Bandarpunch ( 2 0 , 8 0 0 feet high) and passing by the
sacred shrine of Jumnotri flows some-80 miles through
the Himalayas before emerging into the Dun.
Just
before it cuts through the Siwaliks it is joined by the
Tonse, a stream as large as itself. T h e Jumna is not
so big or important a river as the Ganges, and has insufficient water for its own canals receiving, therefore,
through a cut into Hindan, some of the Ganges water
which was formerly surplus.
Now, however, thfi
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latter river is calling for more water for its own canals
and a scheme is on foot to supply this from the Sarda
river. T h e Jumna passes between Missouri and
Chakrata, and to Mr. H . S. Dunsford I am indebted
for the following notes, concerning fishing below
Missouri:—
Among the many sportsmen, who visit Missouri, there must be some who are keen brothers of the
angle, and who will be interested to hear that there is
a certain amount of Mahseer fishing to be obtained
within a fairly easy day's walk of the station. There
may also be some who are going across to Chakrata
by stages, and who would be glad of the opportunity
to wet a line en route.
It is for the benefit of these
that the following brief notes are written.
The
Jumna river is 12 ^ miles from Missouri by mile posts
on the first stage out towards Chakrata, from which
at least a mile may be taken off by those living in the
Charleville Hotel and its vicinity. T h e march is an
easy one, being all down hill with varying gradients
with the exception of a short ascent on approaching
Sainji bungalow, which is visible from the corner
where the road passes above the Kempti falls, and
another mild ascent for a short distance beyond Sainji.
From the mile stone at this corner, a short cut runs
down to the bridge over the Kempti stream, which
saves nearly two miles of winding road, but he who
attempts this path must be surefooted and supple of
joint. Another short cut between the 1 1th and 12th
mile stone brings the wayfarer on to the road again at
a hut with a small patch of sloping ground, just above
the river where there is room for a small tent, and from
which a track down the hillside brings him to the head
of the Jumna bridge in a couple of minutes.
The
journey can be done by a fairly active man in three

hours, from the junction of the Simla road with the
Mall down to the water's edge.
There are five pools within easy reach of the
bridge, Viz., one immediately under it, two higher up
and two lower down.
During prolonged fine weather, the river is very fine and clear, while during the
rains it becomes a muddy torrent; at both of these
periods the fishing is at its worst, but in dry weather
an occasional fish may be taken on fine tackle between
6 and 8 A.M. or from 5 P.M. till dusk, i.e., before
the sun gets strong on the water and when it disappears
behind the western hills. T h e writer of these notes,
who put* in a day on these pools on 8th April 1 9 0 9 ,
when for want of rain the river was probably as low
and clear as it ever is, took one fish of 7 lbs. in the
morning and one of 3 ] ^ lbs. in the evening, but when
the river is clearing after rain, the sport should be
better both as regards numbers and size.
A trip
worth trying would be to go on to Lakhwar dak
bungalow (where there is a most obliging khansama,
who can knock up a decent meal at short notice) in
the evening—2 Yl miles—sleep there and start fishing
back to the bridge in the early morning. T h e river
runs under the road for this distance, and mental notes
can be made of likely places on the way up. This,
however, is only an undertaking for an active man
willing to work for his sport, as it involves a steep drop
down to the river by hillside tracks in the first instance
and good deal of climbing off and on' subsequently.
The river bed is hot, as is the camping ground above
the bridge, and at the latter flies are troublesome, but
these are drawbacks which attend most fishing expeditions. T h e Mahseer take a small spoon fairly well,
and would doubtless take natural bait equally well,
perhaps better. V e r y large fish such as one would
expect to get at Raiwala must not be expected, per-
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haps one of 10 lbs. would be the largest taken during
three or four days' fishing, but for any one requiring
a change from station life, an excursion for a day or
two would be worth t r y i n g . "
T h e highest point that I myself have fished the
Jumna, is at Kalsi, just above its junction with the
Tonse. T h e water is A - 1 here, and the river should
be very full of fish, but it is not. T h e Jumna is «ae.
of the most perfect rivers imaginable from the anglers
point of view, but to those who know it, one of the
most depressing.
Of course there are a fair number of fish still in
its waters, but year by year they have visibly decreased. For the last 2 0 years a certain angler has fished
it, one of the best of fellows and an A - 1 sportsman.
H e has visited the river, always in company of other
anglers both in spring and autumn, and he bears witness
to the extraordinary diminution of fish life generally
For the six years before the war, I fished the Jumna 3
or 4 times annually, and where in 1908 w e got six
fish (1900 would have produced 20), in 1913 if we
got two fish w e considered ourselves lucky.
But
enough said here, more of this subject later on.
Kalsi lies on the Jumna, 2 8 miles from Chakrata, from Dehra Dun about 2 6 miles, and Saharanpur 5 0 , all by good roads.
If motoring from the
latter station the drive is a very pleasant one, road
good mostly, pass Ambari canal bungalow 13 miles.
' Badshai Bagh forest B . 2 8 miles, at foot of Timli
Pass, and at 3 3 / 2 miles cross top of pass about 750
feet high. A long descent throucrh jungle, till the
Asan is crossed by a bridge at 3 9 y ? miles, beyond
cross main road from Dehra Dun to Rampur Mandi
on Jumna.
From here onwards through cultivation
and tea gardens, till Jumna is approached opposite
T w s e junction and Yl m^& o n *s crossed by a fine
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bridge. Another Y2 mile ascent and a kutcha road
leads off on left to Kalsi D. B. and also a Mily
Works B. The D. B. is a nice one, and the khansama can procure meals if so desired. There is a
canal bungalow at Ambori, near Kalsi, under Canal
Officer, Dehra Dun. Some difficulty here in getting
coolies. One can work up about 4 miles from
bridge (some excellent water above Umloya tributary
from right bank, below this runs too swift), thence the
river emerges from a gorge and some stiff climbing
would have to be done to get up further. The Tonse
joins about % mile below bridge, a beautiful junction, but as regards Tonse itself, see under that river.
Fished this both in spring and autumn, but results very
disappointing, seeing every condition perfect. Some
panther about here. Some miles below this the Giri
joins from the right bank near Rampur Mandi ferry,
and a short way down the Asan runs in from the left
bank. One could work down this bit, and so home
by Pounta and Tajuwala.
The Asan is a pretty
little river, but it is one of those leased by Dehra Dun
Fishing Association.
The junction is a good spot
and several largefishhave been taken here. There is
a forest B. at Rampur, and another at Kulhal, also
a B. at Dholipur.
If it is decided to cross the river at Rampur and
return to Tajuwala, it is well tofirstascertain that the
ferry boat is there, one year it was washed away, and
not replaced for eight months! And secondly to ask
re using the road, which runs for about 10 miles in
Nahan territory.
The ferry crosses from Rampur
Mandi on left bank of Jumna to Rampur Ghat on
right. From this latter spot it is a walk of 1 Yl miles
up to the Giri junction. This river usually breaks up
into several stream in its last few miles, but see under
Giri for this. There is a splendid grove of trees near
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the ferry, under which one can camp.
Hence to
Pounta 3 miles, a bungalow here belonging to Nahan
State.
This a fair-sized, clean village with a
picturesque temple- I received much courtesy here
from a priest, whom I discovered later had served
under me once as a mule driver ! ! sic transit gloria
mundi.
There is a magnificent pool in the river here I
which is said to hold monsters. From here a motor
road runs to Nahan (capital of that State, also called
Sirmoor) 25 miles. A t one mire leave Nahan road,
and 2 miles brings one to the Batta river. A lot of
jungle here, and several nice sites for camps.
The
Batta is usually bridged.
It is a delightful little
stream, and its junction with Jumna, and run in the
river below, in one of the most promising spots 1 know
of for fish. In the Batta itself there is one marvellous
pool, under a high cliff, about 100 yards above
bridge. It is always packed with fish, Mahseer (up
to 2 0 lbs.) and Murral, and used to hold a couple of
mugger, one a man-eater, but the late Captain Leslie
Cheape, oneof the best of sportsmen, disposed of this
during one of our visits. Out of this pool, and the
run above, w e always managed to take toll of a fish or two.
Higher up there seems no decent water.
Across the bridge lies the small village of Batta
Mandi. T h e opposite bank of lumna is all jungle,
thickly wooded hills and bluffs; Government reserved
forest.
From here 8Yi miles to Hathni Kund,
leaving Nahan State at about 3 miles, at a picturesque
spot that used to be called the Plague Camp.
Pass Kalesar forest B . and Hathni Kund Canal B.
on a bluff overlooking river, and from this latter 2
miles brings one to Tajuwala.
R o a d is, or was,
quite good the whole way. Hathni Kund is a
charming little bungalow, overlooking a magnificent
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ipool in river, but unfortunately pool cannot be properly fished from this bank. T h e only trouble about
this bungalow is the water question, it all having to
be carried up from the river. Some jungle fowl round
here.
Kalesar B . is in Government forest reserve,
and no shooting there is allowed without permit.
Almost opposite Hathni Kund is Faizabad canal
bungalow.
T a j u w a l a . — 1 3 miles above Dadupur, is
the head-works of the Jumna canals. You can ride
up either bank, but the proper road is up the left bank
and is passable for wheeled traffic. T h e Some is
crossed at Dadupur and the road runs more or less
alongside the canal which here is more like a river
(running as it does in one of the old beds of the Jumna).
There are occasional runs which should hold good
fish and which it might be worth while stopping to try.
There is a furnished canal bungalow at Tajuwala, for
permission to use which apply to Executive Engineer,
Jumna Canals, Karnal.
Places to fish are in the
cahal heads, and in the runs in river above. It is an
interesting fact that Tajuwala is one of the oldest
canal works in Northern India, originating in 1356
when Firoz Shah III utilised the water to irrigate the
royal gardens at Hansi and Hissar.
T h e present
weir is 1,700 feet long, flanked at each end with a
scouring sluice, the Eastern Jumna Canal on left bank
taking 1,300 and W . J. on right bank 6 , 3 8 0 cubic
feet of water per second. This latter, one may remark en passant, has thus a maximum discharge of
more than three times average flow of the Thames at
Teddington lock.
From Tajuwala one can fish right up to the
junctions of Giri and Asan rivers : 3 Yl miles tip the
river lies Hathni Kund where there is another bungalow on cliff. T h e road, which though not good, is
53
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fit for wheeled traffic, follows along the river, passing
into low hills almost immediately after leaving Tajuwala.
T h e water varies considerably each year,
sometimes the deep channel lying one side, and sometimes the other side of river bed, while occasionally
the river is shallow all over. But this is unusual and
good runs and pools occur the whole way to Pounta,
some 15 miles from H a t h n i Kund. En route Kalesai
is passed. T h e Batta stream flows into the Jumna
from right bank some way down from Pounta; this
stream is always worth a trial, both the junction and
some way up, as I heard of a 2 0 pounder being caught
in it. It is also a wonderful stream for Murral, and
one or two extraordinary bags of this fish have been
made in the river. T h e Pounta pool holds very big |
fish. T h e time to fish here is after the rains or else in
March before the snow-water comes down, which is
usually early in April.
T h e above account was written some years ago,
but holds good still. This is a very delightful spot,
quite the pick of the canal head-works in Northern
India. T h e bungalow is large and very well found,
the river is pretty and rocky and the country round
well wooded.
There are several spots to fish, the
run opposite the bungalow, just above the big pool
being excellent the whole way down. A n d the pool
itself holds some grand fish. Many times have my
wife and I visited Tajuwala, nearly always with
Johnnv Hearn (now Captain and S. S. O . , Ambala
—such is w a r ! ) and his wife, and generally one of a
cheery party of anglers, and I think that no place in
India has pleasanter recollections in that respect. In
this pool were three large fish w e knew well and we
christened them Little Willie, who was the biggest
Sister Anne and Cousin Jane, and we guessed their
weight at 50 lbs. It took three years, before one wet
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cold day I had the extraordinary luck to hook Sister
Anne, with a small very dirty Chilwa my syce had
picked up, and protesting vigorously she came to the
scales, 4 8 lbs. A n d next year I hooked, and lost
alas, Cousin Jane, Little Willie was never taking
$ny. I should much like to hear if any angler ever
catches either of the other two. Then in canal itself,
is some excellent water, spinning from bridge.
Up
both banks of river, left the best; there is a very good
run just below the E . J. canal, and in this head-work
pool are one or two enormous fish. In E . J. canal
we somehow never saw or moved a fish. Further up
the water is not so good, till Faizabad is reached,
concerning which see later on. If river is dirty, the
run across road from bungalow is good for atta,
especially below the hut, as is also lower down, in
big pool, off opposite spit of land, if one can get
across to it.
T h e road from Tajuwala to Dadupur, 13 miles,
is quite good. A very pleasant way, however, of
going down, is to travel by raft; this can be arranged
for one by S . D . O . , Tajuwala, if rafts are running
down at time.
D a d u p u r . — F a l l s on Western Jumna Canal
Railway station Jagadri, 12 miles distant.
Ekkas
can be got at station. R s . 1 - 8 per diem. T h e road
is fair but liable to get out of repair. Nice bungalow
at Dadupur to occupy which permission must be obtained from the Executive Engineer. W . fumna
Canal, Karnal. Time to fish is in February, March
and April, i.e., before the snow-water comes down
and again in October and beginning of November
when water has cleared after the rains.
Fish are
Mahseer, Goonch and Trout (B. bola). Fish in the
heavy water off two angles of bank, and down to the
well on each side. Best lure natural bait (of which
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plenty can usually be got by hanging a basket just
above rough water when Chilwa are running up), also
spoons.
A casting reel is an advantage here, as a
good long cast is required to touch all the centre water
from the banks.
Pretty sport can also be had in
October by using a fly-spoon below the dam in the
Some river, where Trout and Mahseer up to 2 lbs. can
be caught. This makes a variation from the continual
chuck and chance it game one has to keep up in the
canal. Also by going a mile up the Some river, near
right bank is a small jheel, off which a few snipe and
a couple of duck are sometimes to be picked up in
cold weather. A pleasant way to return to Jagadri
is to borrow a canal row boat and drop down canal.
Takes three to four hours. It is worth taking a gun
as below the bridge which carries the AmbalaSaharanpore road across the canal are hundreds of
blue rocks, and very pretty sport can be had for ten
minutes or so shooting them off the bridge while the
boat retrieves the birds. It does not appear to matter
what time of day one fishes, one hour seems as good
as another. But when the chilwa are running then is
the most hopeful time.
Rafts coming down and
shooting the fall on left bank are apt to be annoying
sometimes.
Further notes on Dadupur.
There are two
canal bungalows here, a large and a small, both quite
nice ones. There is little to add to foregoing notes
re this place. If canal is very dirty, a good place to
try atta, is off small steps, on left bank, a little way
below water wheel. Dadupur is a very pleasant spot
to spend a few days, if time or circumstances do not
permit of one pushing on to Tajuwala.
P a i z a b a d is a canal bungalow, on left
bank of Jumna, some 2 — 3 miles from Tajuwala.
Pyj; jt can only be reached from this diregtjon on foot;
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If one wishes to approach it by road, one would have
to go to Saharanpur station.
Thence by Chakrata
iroad, which leave at 2 9 miles, before crossing canal
at Mirpur-Gandapur B . follow indifferent road along
canal 5 miles to Nowshera, then 3 to 4 miles heavy
sand to Faizabad. I have taken a motor over it, but
do not recommend the practice. This is an Eastern
Jumna canal bungalow, not much used now apparently.
Khara F . B . lies about two miles further up
river. There is an old canal that takes off here, and
several outlets and sluices round the bungalow.
In
river are some large piers, and though we never had
much luck spinning from here, several good fish were
caught on atta, including a 41 pounder caught by
Lieut. R e a d of the K . D . G . ' s . Hathni Kund lies
just opposite, and one can fish the H . K . pool from
here.
A t J a g a d r i itself bottom fishing can be had
in the canal just below the railway bridge, quite close
to the station. There is a small furnished (no
crockery) canal bungalow here, called AbdulIaDur
bungalow. Fish with atta and weight your line well
to prevent it drifting into the side.
T h e canal
here is full of snags and one is constantly getting hung
up. Fish occasionally run big, but are not plentiful
and sport is not very exhilarating.
A better spot though is just below bungalow, off
the bank above where sleepers are stacked. I have
caught, and known of many fish caught here, but is
hardly worth a visit unless en route up the canal.
From Jagadri station one can take train to
Ambala or Saharanpur. But if one wished to motor
from Delhi or Ambala to Tajuwala, one could do so.
is from Jagadri a good road runs via Radaur 13 and
Ladwa 19 miles, to Pipli 28V2•
Pipli is on G . T .
road 25 Yl miles from Ambala. A t Radaur Mah-
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seer can be caught on atta, best spot just below lowest
temple near village. Nice C . B . here.
A t Munak lower down canal, a sporting D . C.
told me that in May, using live green frog, thrown out
and allowed to sink, he had runs and caught a 10 lb.
Mahseer and some Mulleys.
For the following notes concerning Karnal I am
again indebted to Mr. Dunsford : —
" I happened to be at Karnal in the middle of
March, when one of the periodical canal closures took
place, and I tried the pool below the bridge regulators
with a small spoon expecting to get some Mulleys or
possibly a small Mahseer.
I had no offers for about
an hour, when shortly before dusk I had several bids
from what were evidently small fish. I then put up
a very small fly-spoon and took several trout.
On
the following evening I put up a white fly and took
several more. I have no doubt that all the pools left
under canal regulators during canal closures are full
of these sporting little fish, from the canal head as
Dadupur to five miles below Karnal, after which the
canal gets smaller and the pools are insignificant. I
was rather surprised at finding these fish so plentiful at
such a distance (45 miles) below the canal head.
There is a good pool at Indri, 1 2 miles above Karnal,
where Mulley up to 7 or 8 lbs. are taken, and in some
of the silting reaches at the side of the canal there are
plenty of Murral up to 9 or 1 0 lbs. which take a small
natural bait freely; and at Abdullapur, 12 miles below Dadupur, fairly large Mahseer have been taken
on paste bait when the canal is running fairly clear,
though the largest I have taken myself was only 8
lbs."
Where the railway bridge from Ambala to
Saharanpur crosses the Jumna, good fishing may
sometimes be had under the spans, especially after me
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rains. T h e course of the river changes frequently, so
that it is impossible to lay down under which arch to
fish. Nearly always however it is one of the end
ones. Fish are Rohu, Mulleys and Butchwa; I also
caught a Kuggah and two turtles and possibly one
might hook an occasional Mahseer here.
Try flyspoon, but if not taking use worm altering the depth at
which you fish till you find them biting; generally 2
feet to 3 feet for Butchwa and Mulleys. T h e main
pool through which current passes is usually deep and
holds some big fish. Bottom near arches is stony and
one is liable to get hung up.
Bridge is under one
mile from Kalanour (small wayside station) and about
four from Sarsawa.
Hearing good accounts of this spot on 23rd
June 1910, three rods caught 85 lbs. of fish (several
Mahseer, one of 13 lbs.), mostly on paste. I visited
it more than once. It is a nice spot, and a pleasant
way of spending a day in May or June, if stationed
at Ambala.
If one can get a rope, and climb down
one of centre piers, there is shade all day long and a
nice breeze generally off water. Some days it is a
wonderful sight to see the Silund and Mulleys feeding
on fry. They were doing this one day at noon, and
spinning with natural bait off the bridge, I had run
after run, only managing to hook two however, both
silund, biggest 13 lbs. But there are some monsters
there.
T h e pool held that year, to my knowledge,
Mugger, Turtles, Mahseer, Rohu, Kalabanse, Paran,
Goonch, Tengra, Silund, Butchwa, B . Bola, Seetul,
Kuggah, Chilwa, Eels, Snakes, Mullet and a few odd
fry! T h e only danger now is whether it is absolutely netted to death. T h e Butchwa at times give very
pretty sport, and are A - 1 eating.
From Sarsawa station on the N . - W . Railway if
one goes back along the line towards Ambala after
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a mile you will come to thefirstbranch of Badi nala,
this is quite a good spot, continue for another mile to
second branch where is a big pool on south side of
line. In this I believe bigfishhave been caught, and
there are, or were, one or two machans built out into
the water. I tried here for a short time one day (too
late in year) and had no luck, but I saw some fair fish
rising and also some big turtles.
But the first mentioned branch, one mile from
station, yielded many a good day's sport. We chiefly
tried it in September and October, but probably other
months would have been good also. The pool held
some enormous Turtles, Rohu, Mirgil, Paran, Mohi,
etc. One day four rods got 22 fish, mostly Rohu,
weighing 40 lbs., while next week two rods got 37
lbs. biggest a 7 lb. Rohu. Unfortunately not much
shade here.
At Drazpur, a few stations from Ambala, the
N.-W. R. crosses the Rakshi nala, a small stream
usually almost dry. But just where railway crosses
it by a bridge is a large pool, very deep and teeming
with fish. The pool lies some 200—300 yards from
station, unfortunately but little shade. We used to
fish in it, October and November and usually caught
a few Rohu and Mulleys, former up to 9'lbs. Concerning this pool I had an object lesson which is worth
relating. When I visited it one day, I found a gang
of about 30 men, from Mustafabad, netting it. In
two days they took out 60 maunds of fish. This
from a pool approximately 20 by 20 yards, and
averaging six feet deep. Say fish averaged 2 lbs.,
this means that 2,400 fish (and qf course this was
nothing like total) came out of that one pool. They
were mostly Mulleys, some Rohu and one or two
Cutla. For one or two years we got the railway
authorities to stop its being netted, as it was railway
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property, and the men had no license to net it, in fact
they were preparing to bolt when I appeared.
O k h l a . — O n the Jumna river and headworks of Lower Jumna Canal. There are two ways
of getting to Okhla—drive from Delhi 8 miles, ghari
hire for day R s . 5-7-0, and ekkas R s . 2 - 3 - 0 ; or go
by G . I. P . Railway to Okhla station which is 1 Yl
miles from trie bungalows. Coolies can be procured
from a village almost opposite station, after a short
interval, to carry your kit across ; an ekka can be hired
at Okhla to bring it back. There is a canal bungalow at Okhla for permission to occupy which some
notice should be given to Executive Engineer, W .
Jumna Canal, Delhi. It is a fair bungalow but used
to be indifferently furnished, no baths, crockery, etc.
All the fishing is in river below sluice gates, it is no
use trying in canal. T h e fishing begins as a rule in
April, when the snow-water, which does not dirty the
river here as it does at Dadupur and Tajuwala begins
to come down in sufficient volume to admit of some of
the sluices being opened after canal has received its
due quantity of water. Again after the rains when
Jumna clears is good; in November usually too little
water. There is an enormous variety of fish, Mahseer, Mulleys, Goonch, Butchwa, Tengra, Rohu and
Kalabanse all to my knowledge, and I am told that
there are Mohi, Cutla, Murral, Silund and many other
sorts. I believe that the canal is closed for a week
sometimes in April, for cleaning purposes, and this
should be ascertained before visiting the place, as
during this period the river would be unfishable owing
to the silt carried down. Try natural bait and flyspoon, also fly for Butchwa, and if former fails try for
the Mulleys with live bait which can usually be procured without difficulty here.
W h e n I first visited
the place on 1 st June it was a bit late and thunder-
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storms had started to discolour the water.
Also 1
visited Okhla, November 21st; this also was too late.
In June it was a fine sight seeing the Mulleys jumping
three or four fish of 2 0 lbs. and over in the air at the
same time. There are in the hot weather enormous
numbers of gharial and turtles here, and trying a fly
for Butchwa one day I hooked a turtle of 30 lbs.,
managing to land him eventually. T h e places to fish
are under the sluice gates, in big pool, in river below
fish ladder, and in the runs that may be made by any
shutters which may be open.
Under the opposite
bank is a very fine pool, and when any shutters are
open that side, it affords about the best fishing. It
may be fished from the high bank. T h e pool under
sluice gates can either be fished from near bank, or
fiom the lower end of fish ladder. In this pool I
saw a native, who was fishing with worm for small
fry such as Butchwa and Tengra, catch a 2 4 lbs.
Rohu, which was netted in the tiniest of nets amid
great excitement.
Some short distance down the
river is Pier No. 5 (panch N o . toka) where there is a
deep pool said to hold big fish. It is hardly worth
visiting however and is said to be netted to supply
Delhi market with fish. After the monsoon, when
the river falls, it is extraordinary to see all the pools
left in the fields along river bank, simply teeming with
fish, all doomed to die. T h e bigger ones are soon
netted out, or hit on the head with lathis.
I saw innumerable rohu fry in some of these pools. In April
and May it is as well to remember that the place is
very hot.
T h e above notes were written in 1909 but mosM
hold good, though the advent of the Capital to Delhi
may have altered matters somewhat in the way of
prices, and Okhla has probably become more popular
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as a week-end resort. But I have heard of good bags
being made there this April (1917).—Further
notes:—
Okhla, about 8 miles from Delhi, the headworks of the Agra Canal. T h e railway station on
the Agra-Delhi Chord Railway is about 2 miles from
the h^ad-works. There is a nice canal bungalow
which may be occupied with the permission of the
Executive Engineer, Agra Canal, Muttra. Netting
is prohibited from the junction of the Hindun Canal,
about a mile above the weir, to a mile or more below
the weir.
This water is however much poached,
especially the pools below the weir, for the Delhi
market, and until this is effectually stopped the fishing
will not improve. A l l the fish run up and remain in
these pools, where a few years back some good catches
of Mahseer and Rohu could be made with worm in
May and June before the floods came down. A l l this
has now gone and a revival awaits the advent of a fishing canal officer. From about the end of February good
catches of Silund are possible by casting from a boat
in the deep water above the weir for half a mile or so
above the weir. Shoals of Silund are to be seen at
times rising after Chilwa. They will take spoon or
Chilwa but are very shy. T h e boat should be moved
slowly up and down stream and the casts made with
a casting reel as far as possible from and at right
angles to the boat.
Silund uo to 40 pounds have
been taken in this manner, but it is hard work and not
very exciting. Trolling does not appear to be much
good. W i t h a light spoon a few Butchwa may be
taken. On the far side between the off bank and the
first protection rib is a good place, just above the
shutters provided the water is not too low.
Little or no water is passed down the Jumna at
Tajuwala owing to the demand in the Western Jumna
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Canal so that Okhla is not effected by the snow-water,
but as the weather warms up the best time for the
Silund is confined to the early morning and late in the
evening. T h e Indians then catch them at night.
T h e best time at Okhla is during the early part of
the rains when the first flood comes down and some of
the shutters are opened.
Fishes of all description
then come up and great fun may be had, especially
with the Butchwa with fly, fly-spoon or natural bait
—in fact they will take anything. A number of Mulley
may also be taken with spoon and Chilwa if one has a
fancy for them.
T h e best years are those with a
gradual advance in the monsoon as this allows after
the first rush of water a run of fairly clear water over
the weir. Silund are then to be had above the open
shutters where they wait for the Chilwa and Mullet
passing up. They are however much worried by the
Indian tactics of a bunch of live Chilwa hooked
through the tails that are slung in and allowed to float
down towards the open shutter, and move off, so that
one wants to get down early.
In the runs into the
larger pools below the weir wonderful bags of Rohu
can be made by baiting with the green weed or slime
found floating down and on the pitching. It should
be wound round a medium size hook and allowed to
pass down into the pools at all the smaller runs caused
by an open shutter at intervals, or the escape of water
between the shutters.
This will also be taken al
times in the pools when no water is coming down.
T h e Kalabanse are particularly fond of it and may be
seen sucking it off the stones. It is the natural food
of the Rohu, Kalabanse and Cutla—also turtles. It is
taken very readily by the fish, but the difficulty is
getting them to suck the hook into the mouth. They
suck it off the hook into wicks, so that the size of the
hook has to be considered. T o o small a one would
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not hold a 2 0 or 3 0 pound fish and a large one will
not be readily taken into the mouth. W i t h a hook
mounted with double gut begin by passing one end of
a good length of the weed between the two strands
of gut just above the hook shank, then wind the weed
carefully round and down to the point of the hook
covering it nicely and return up the hook in the same
manner to the shank passing the end of the weed between the strands of gut again. This prevents a loose
end and the weed being washed off the hook.
With
this I have had excellent bags of Rohu and Kalabanse
getting .in one day several fish including Rohu of 2 0 ,
19 and 14 lbs. I have first baited with worm and
then covered it with weed and I think this is an
advantage. T h e bite is only the action of sucking
felt or noticed on the line so that a fairly light line that
will not sag too much is an advantage.
O n e strikes
to the sucking action indicated on the line or felt, as
it is rarely that a fish does more than move off very
slowly with the bait in its mouth. T h e weed should
be removed rather often as the fish do not take it so
readily after the substance had been sucked out of it.
When any of the shutters are down good heavy
boots well studded with nails are absolutely necessary,
to enable one to cross the runs, as the stone pitching
becomes too slippery for ordinary boots.

The Tonse and Pabar Rivers.—The
Tonse joins the Jumna just below Kalsi. This is a
very lovely river, and I think as far as appearances go
impressed me more than any other river I have seen
in India, though for some utterly unexplained reason
it holds hardly any Mahseer.
T h a t this is a true
indictment is unfortunately only too true.
I have
fished it at the junction, also from the Shallu junction, at Kurla to above Tuni where the Pabar ioins
in, and have only hooked one Mahseer, though he
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was a good one. There are a fair number of snow
trout in the river, and I caught these up to 4Yl lbs.
It is unusual to get snow trout so low down a big river,
and that and the coldness of its water, probably
account for the absence of Mahseer. For it is a most
extraordinarily cold river. I quote some extracts re
temperatures, taken from a book in a forest bungalow.
Temp : Tonse 7 A.M.
February 5 0 degrees, May
52 degrees, September 57 degrees, October 58
degrees, November 4 4 degrees, Pabar, October 59
degrees. Tuni, where the Simla-Missouri Road
crosses the river is a delightful spot, though at the end
of a long march the suspension bridge causes one to
say many wicked words, being too narrow for pack
mules to cross, laden, and all loads had to be taken
off and carried across, just when we thought we had
arrived, one very hot day !
There is a dear little
forest bungalow here (Chakrata Circle), near the
bridge and overlooking a most magnificent pool in the
river. Supplies can be got here—at a price.
Fifteen miles down the Shallu tributary runs in on
right bank. A beautiful little stream, carrying lots
of water, and should be full of fish, but practically
not a fin in it. Below junction is a suspension bridge
over Tonse, the road however runs down right bank
of river, about 12 miles to where a tributary called
the Mendi joins, then crosses Tonse by another suspension bridge and goes to Chakrata. No road continues down Tonse to junction with Jumna they say.
If one wished to reach Tuni from Simla, marches
would be—Fagu B . 8 , 3 0 0 feet, 1 1 Yl miles; Sainj
(State B.) 4 , 0 0 0 feet, 20 miles; cross Giri—Dhar
(State B.) 6 . 8 0 0 feet, 3 0 miles; Patamala 'lovely
camping site) 9 , 3 0 0 feet, 37 miles; Chopal (camp)
7 , 6 0 0 feet, 47 miles; Piuntra (camp) 4 , 5 0 0 feet, 58
miles; thence via Tikri B. to Tuni 86 miles, or via
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Karlu (camp Shallu junction) 73 miles; and up Tonse
valley to Tuni 8 8 miles. There is an alternative
march from Sainj 2 0 miles; to Kotkhai B . 5 , 0 0 0 feet,
34 miles; Deorha (capital Jubbal State B.) 6 , 4 0 0
feet, 4 6 miles; Hathkoti (camp) 5 5 miles; down
Pabar valley to Arakot F . B . 6 4 miles; to Tuni 73
miles; to Chakrata, vid Kathian, another 31 miles.
At Arakot there is a nice little well furnished forest
bungalow, on right bank about % mile higher up
than the village, which itself is on further bank of
Pabar. No sweepers ever to be got for these forest
bungalows. I got a villager here with a net, and he
toiled for half an hour and caught one small snow
trout. H e swore these were all he ever caught, and
I believe he spoke truth. T h e Pabar did not impress
me very much, being too swift with few nice pools.
It joins the Tonse about one mile above Tuni. Both
at Tuni and Arakot is an unpleasant type of fly, called
1 P o t o , " like a sand-fly but bites swell up. Worse
apparently in cold weather. A n entry in Arakot B .
book, stated that a servant sleeping in verandah of
godown had his head clawed in night by a panther.
The scenery is gloriously wild here, with Chachpur
Peak over 11,000 feet towering above the bungalow.
I know several years ago, a man told me that he had
caught a few Mahseer in the P a b a r ; he also told me
that in that year hundreds of dead fish came floating
down the river. A t Hathkoti a small tributary comes
down from Kuper P e a k — t h e source of the G i n —
this was full of snow trout when I crossed it.
THE GIRI.
The following notes were written in 1909, and
corrected to 1917.
First and foremost how to get to the river. T h e
point to make for is the junction of the Ashni, Ussan
or Simla stream with the Giri, Kharganu village lying
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nearly a mile beyond this and up the river.
Two
ways are open to one. First leave the train or tonga
at Solan, where one can get breakfast at the dak
bungalow, and passing through the bazar and under
the R a n a ' s palace, the road wanders round the wooded spurs of Bonfire hill, and then for some three miles
runs along a high ridge with fine views of a deep
gorge with a small rushing stream several hundred feet
below one. Then a steep climb down some 600
odd feet to the bed of the Ashni and one comes to the
fair sized village of Tikri.
From here the path
follows the bed of the stream, the remaining 4 or 5
miles to the junction. By this route the distance is
about 10 miles.
T h e second way is to alight at
Salogra station, no refreshments to be had, and then
walk from here about half a mile along the road to
Simla.
Just beyond a small cutting through which the
road passes, a path leads off down hill to the Ashni
stream; along the bed of the river. through some
fine miniature gorges, the track leads joining No. (1)
route after about two miles just above Tikri village.
This route is about seven miles. There is no doubt
that N o . 2 is decidedly the quicker and pleasanter
way. Both ways considerable wading of the Simla
stream is necessary, and possibly just after the monsoon or a day or two's continuous rain it may be
necessary to wade rather deep when passing through
the gorges on route No. 2. Neither way can the road
be called good, it being but a mere stony track.
Ponies can be ridden, and all along the river-bed a
lady could be carried in a dandy. T h e Ashni itself
is a nice little stream, and I have seen fish of 2 lbs.
and over more than a mile above the junction. Now
formerly the spot to camp at was Kharganu village,
and possibly it may still be advisable to go there if
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you require much in the way of supplies or many
coolies to move your camp on downstream.
The
village is in Sirmoor territory.
But this year on the hillside above the junction,
in Patiala territory, the Durbar of that State have
built a most convenient little bungalow, fully furnished, and with the greatest kindness have put it rent-free
at the disposal of members of the Giri Club, provided
permission is first asked from the Superintendent at
Chail. March till June, and again immediately after
the rains till end of October, are all months in which
it is worth paying a visit to the Giri. Like most
Indian rivers it is uncertain, late winter snowfall may
affect it in March and April, and a deficient monsoon
of the previous year may mean too little water in May
and June, while late continued rains may spoil the
autumnfishingto a certain extent. Now for a short
description of the river above and below the bungalow.
Make the junction your starting point and first work
up. In 1908 the junction changed its site, and gives
now very indifferent fishing. However if using a fly,
a couple of one pound fish will often succumb to you
here. Above comes a shallow gravelly rapid, then
a small pool. In the rapid at the head of this pool I
caught a 4 lb. fish on fly, who fought most gamely.
The pool and rapid above this, though water looks
nice, I have never been able to move afishin. Then
below a bluff of the high hill opposite, which turns
the water abruptly, comes almost the best pool in the
river hereabouts. The rapid is very swift and the
pool deep and it holds to my knowledge big fish.
Stand well up in the rapid itself and fish just where it
drops into the pool, thefishseem to lie right up at the
head of the pool. For a quarter mile above this the
stream runs fairly swift and of uniform depth, quite
a good reach this for fly as a great manyfishbetween
55
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1 and 3 lbs. lie behind the rocks in this stretch. From
here to the corner, though there are one or two good
pools, I have never managed to catch a fish. But
above this corner, where the river makes two almost
right angled turns, lies an excellent pool.
If the
water be clear wade up along the left bank till you
can climb the great shale slope that comes abruptly
down into the pool, from the footpath that you will
see about 5 0 feet above. Make your way along this
and gaze down into the pool and several fine fish
should reward your view.
In fact this is the best
spot to fish from. True, your position is a bit precarious and casting difficult, also landing your fish is a
feat not easy in the performance, but there is a great
fascination in watching the big fish follow up your
bait, and they do not seem to notice one so high above
them on the dark background. From here you must
climb up to the path, and descending can fish the head
of the rapid by standing well back on a big rock that
juts out over the water. A n d in the rapid below this
rock good fish often lie, but to fish it the river must
be waded higher up and the spot approached down
stream. Then just below the ford to Kharganu
village, some big rocks jut out into a fair pool;
especially at the head where two channels meet is a
likely spot, in fact a certain one with fly for smaller
fish. Above this again the river sweeps right away
in a great bend, and in late years none of this water
has been worth toiling round to fish, though next year
the river may again alter its course here considerably.
T h e best way is to pass through Kharganu village,
and out the opposite side to where the path crosses an
irrigation cut. G o along here to the river, and below
you is a good bit of water and from here up to where
the Peroo stream runs in is all worth fishing. Above
thi~ again for about two miles is indifferent water,
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though higher up again comes an exceedingly nice
rocky bit of river. Back to the Ashni junction and
below, the first pool and rapid are nice looking,
though personally I have never been lucky here.
Then there come one or two fair pools though not
many fish seem to lie in this water. Lower one comes
to the path leading to Maj ere on the right bank and
here is a long good reach extending almost down 10
the Koal junction.
Several quite decent fish lie
under stones in this portion, although it does not
appear very d e e p ; the last bit just before the path
debouches on to a level piece of green is worth a trial.
It is best fished from off the rocks below the path and
not from the opposite stony beach. T h e Koal stream
junction is disappointing, but this stream itself is well
worth investigating for a few miles up. O n e would
not think it, to look at water above junction, but that
is so often the way with these Himalayan tributaries.
Below the Koal comes a long stretch of shallow
stream, then an A - 1 pool. In this pool the bigger
fish lie deep round the large rocks in the centre. O n e
evening standing at the head of this pool, in half an
hour I caught 13 Mahseer on fly, averaging over %
lb. each. This was in June, and the water very low
and clear. From this pool an irrigation cut is taken
off and the river dammed almost across. Below here
come several nice runs and rapids right down to where
the piers of an old bridge stand desolate amid the
rocks on either bank.
T w o particularly good spots
there are. One is a rapid and pool just below where
a small tributary makes a perpendicular fall of some
20 feet on the left bank. T h e second place is a long
deep reach full of good lies. T h e river becomes a
sort of miniature Suez Canal here, making a broad
curve, both banks open the right a good bit higher
than the left. T h e right is the bank to fish from;
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commencing at the top stand on the high ground and
casting across watch your bait swing round with the
current and draw it slowly past the many big rocks
that lie submerged in the stream.
O n e cannot but
move fish even if one fail to hook them in this reach.
Then below the old piers of bridge the river still continues to fall fast, and about | 4 mile lower down
where it makes a big curve comes some very nice
water. About one mile below this, where there is a
small wood on left bank, are some fine pools and
rapids, though river here is liable to shift its course
each year. Majere camp has nothing to show it, one
pushes on past two lots of cultivation on right bank,
to an open spot on the same side just before the stream
enters into another gorge. No shade here but a nice
enough camping ground, with one or two small
natural caves useful for your coolies if it rains.
Village some way back. There is a very nice run
about a hundred yards above camp, and a splendid
one just below. N o spring actually near camp, but
a small one about | 4 mile back, just above path.
5y2 miles this march.
Leaving Majere the sttgam
continues to fall fast and for half a mile there is some
A-1 water.
About 2Y2 miles down, two small
tributaries run in, one on each bank, but do not however form junctions worth fishing. A t about 3J4
miles comes a nice open spot on left bank, with a
good spring on opposite cliff; this might make a good
camping ground, if one was not dependent on the
usual villages, or if one wanted to do Koorkna in two
marches.
Just below this is some very fine water.
Newar is six miles, and the camp is on open ground
by a single willow tree on left bank, village being
some way off on hill. N o spring very near. Valley
opens out somewhat here, and for a mile up and a long
way down there are no really good pools or runs.
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According to the booklet the usual path between
Newar and Majere is across the hills; mules can however be taken along river, but if water is at all high
some of the crossings are a bit difficult as the scream
has to be forded some 12 or 15 times.
Newar to
Koorkna is six miles good. T h e track is excellent
between these places and mules can be taken comfortably. T h e river has only to be forded four times,
the last crossing above Nait stream being the only
one liable to be deep.
If weather is very hot, it
might be nice instead of camping at Newar to come
on down half a mile and across stream to an open
place where one could pitch a tent under a fig tree,
quite a nice spot for a camp. A t 3Yl miles a nice
stream joins from right bank. For five miles down
though the ground falls fast there are no really nice
pools or runs, but below this where the hills close in
the water improves a bit.
A t six miles the Nait
brook runs in on the left bank, a lovely little stream
welling from springs out of the heart of the Chur,
a hill nearly 1 2 , 0 0 0 feet high showing snow on its
summit almost the whole year round.
Unfortunately the Nait, or Lojla as Ordnance Survey has it,
usually breaks up into two or three streams at its
mouth and so does not form a good junction with
the Giri, but occasionally I believe it does form one
mouth, and then as there is a good volume of water
in it, excellent sport may be had at the junction.
But the great merit of the Nait brook is that it holds
quite big fish for some distance up, and in the event
of the Giri being dirty very pretty sport may be had
in it fishing with light tackle and a fly-spoon. Also
it never dirties except after exceptionally heavy rain,
in which it differs from all the other tributaries of the
Giri. In the first half mile there are but two decent
pools in the stream, then it gets good. About one
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mile up there is a splendid little pool with a sliding
waterfall some 5 — 6 feet high falling into it, also it
may be known by a small shingly island at tail of
pool. Twice when I saw this it was packed with
fish from 5 or 6 lbs. down, and is evidently very deep
though quite small.
It can be fished by climbing
cautiously on to the rock at head and lying down on
this cast into the white water, and especially just
across in a small bay, and also away at tail of pool.
Your first two or three casts are certain to produce
whirls. O n e day the Chilwa were running up and
trying to jump the fall and the big fish were keeping
the pool in a boil chasing them. W h i l e I sat there
in the middle of day fish after fish up to half a Dound
cleared the fall and continued upstream. In a tiny
pool among the rocks I caught two frogs and put
them on alive, both were snatched off the hook at
once, but a third they refused having got suspicious
apparently. I saw one fish in this pool that must
have been nearer 15 than 10 lbs., he showed clean
out of water in the shallows chasing a small fish. I
tried natural bait also but they did not seem to fancy
it like a fly-spoon. I was told that three miles up a
landslip had formed a deep kund (pool) in which
were lots of fish, and up to this I toiled one day. I
found the kund (and they told me of a second another mile up), and though it was deep enough and big
enough to hold anything, I never moved or saw a
fish in it. I do not think it worth anyone's while
to go up so far, as above the first two miles I caught
very few fish and none over % l b . , and what is
more I saw none looking down from the rocks above.
But in case anyone wishes to go up I will just give
particulars. T h e kund is about 3Yl
miles up.
After first 1 Yl miles going is very difficult in places,
too hard work for a lady. Continue to where the
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stream makes two tremendous bends, and where a
lot of cultivation on plateaus. Then the hills close
in. Above the last patch of cultivation cross below
a deep cut where by the way is an A-1 raspberry
bush, to a quite good path you will see opposite.
You will know you are right by a glimpse of a forest
clad peak framed in the gap upstream. Follow this
path about a % mile to two huge rocks on top of
one of which is a boundary mark like a chimney.
Kund is just below this. I saw an 8 lb. Mahseer
that had been taken from a trap a long way up this
stream, "and I also took a 2 lb. Kalabanse out of
another such contrivance. Just across the Nait and
on a plateau lies Anu village. Push on past this for
half a mile and crossing another small plateau under
cultivation on which stand two huts of Koorkna
village you come to the camping ground of that name
situated in a very pretty little wood. This is in my
opinion the nicest camp on the G i r i ; there is a lot of
jungle on the hill at back, and it is no uncommon
thing to both see and hear kakur, hyaena and jungle
fowl. Koorkna to Seun is five miles, the ground
falls fast and all this is good water. T h e track is an
excellent one most of the way, though in places
landslips have wioed it out, and one has to go rather
by guesswork. In the first two miles a good deal of
climbing is necessary for the baggage.
A t about
1 V? miles a good track leads off over the hills to
Nahan. River has to be crossed four or sometimes
six times and two of the fords are a bit deep, especially No. 4 , and if river is high and coloured some care
must be exercised. Seun camp is in a nice little
mango grove on a plateau, below the village, the
only fault to be found with it being the flies which
are bad. Just above camp is a white hut with tiled
roof, a landmark for some distance.
Below the
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camp are some large rocks, and a good pool in river
in which are generally some decent fish. Not a
hundred yards beyond camp the Palar burn flows in.
It, like the Nait, rises from springs in the Chur, and
brings down quite a large volume of water, being
in fact the largest tributary the Giri receives.
It
makes a splendid junction with the bigger river,
quite a la Poonch at Tangrot, with miniature chucker
and all. In the mango trees at Seun camp are generally to be found some green pigeon.
A n d if the
Giri is unfishable one may have some fair sport fishing up this tributary. I do not think that it is quite
such a fascinating little stream as the Nait, and it
has sometimes an annoying habit of being coloured
the same as the Giri. About 2 0 0 yards above the
junction comes the first good pool with a big rock
m centre, and thence up are good pools at intervals.
Some of the runs hold quite nice fish, and out of one
not 2 feet deep I took a 3 pounder one day. A
mile and a bit up, the left bank of the stream suddenly falls back in a hollow sweep and two Panchakkies
are built here. U p to here the going is very easy;
above this spot commence a series of grand pools
for so small a river, in the first of which a fish
of over 10 lbs. followed my fly-spoon right across to
my feet. About two furlongs up where some immense boulders have fallen into the stream, one large
square rock is held up and forms an excellent little
cave in which one can have breakfast under shelter
from sun or rain. I fished the stream up some three
miles, catching Mahseer all the way, and from
appearances one could fish on up another three miles
and more.
A very large number of fish, some of
them running to 3 or 4 lbs., came short but the water
was a bit coloured and the weather unutterably
beastly, cold, thundery and wet. I enter thus minute-
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ly into the fishing of the tributaries, as nowadays, I
am sorry to say, it is no uncommon thing in the spring
to find the Giri unfishable for days, in 1909 it was
weeks at a time. I fancyflyfishingmight have met
with success in the Palar and Nait, but I did not try
it, as a 34 inch fly-spoon produced such pretty sport
that I did not care to change. And if all else fails,
and both the Giri and Palar are so dirty as to be
quite unfishable, rather than waste day after day in
watching a hopeless river, get some worms, easily
procurable at Seun, and fish the junction, when you
are almost certain of a run or two from fish up to 4
or 5 lbs. From Seun to Sattibagh is ten miles, via
Mythoo six miles. The latter is usually missed out
now as it is a bad camp down by the water's edge,
and would not be known for a camp unless one was
very much on the lookout for it. Below the Palar
junction no very tempting water comes for about %
mile, so if making the fairly long march to Sattibagh, it would be better to follow the path up over
the hill. Where it again descends to river there is
a good run just below, and further on under opposite
bank comes a fine crossway rapid.
In the bends
that follow this come some A-1 pools and runs.
The ford here is deep and difficult after rain. The
valley opens out a bit, but about half mile lower
down come 3 or 4 splendid pools. If a camp was
wanted between Seun and Sattibagh, it might be
made here, about half way, where the track for the
second time drops to river. A small open place
among the rocks is suitable, as all this water is too
good to be hurried over. A |4 mile down comes
Badaria village on left bank, on a plateau, and
below this is another very difficult ford when the
river is high. Hence for some two miles or more
down, though there are some occasional good bits,
56
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the water cannot be described as very good. The
track after this keeps zig-zagging across river, but the
next seven fords are easy enough. T h e 10th ford,
from right bank, which is some way below Mythoo
(which is on left bank by the way), may be known
by a tiny hut and wood on right bank, is crossed
much easier by going 100 yards further down stream.
After the junction of the Joger stream, which joins
on the left bank within two miles of Sattibagh, the
water improves again and is good down to the latter
camp.
Between Seun and Joger, Giri is crossed
ten times, and between Joger and Sattibagh three
times, the middle one of which is a real bad ford if
river is at all high, being more than waist deep and
the stream very swift.
Coolies could avoid it by a
very steep path over hill, but mules must cross here.
T h e Joger is not a big stream but would have a fair
junction if it did not split up at the mouth though
in 1912 it formed one stream, and was good. A
lot of water, too, percolates underground and wells
out through the bank into the Giri for a distance of
about 5 0 yards, clearly to be seen when the latter
is dirty. Soon after leaving this stream the river
swings round two corners, and then opens out, a
large shisham wood blocking the end of the valley.
Just round this last corner the Sirmur State is building
a pukka bridge to replace the temporary one, which
gets washed away every year. But it is not known
when this will be finished, in fact I did hear its construction was to be abandoned. Sattibagh is above
the river on right bank, a small ruined temple and
some mango trees marking site of the camping ground.
Sattibagh is only the name of the C . G . from the
temple (Satti) and garden (bagh).
A serai was
under construction here, and one room was going to
be set aside for Sahibs. A s the old Giri booklet
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put it, Sattibagh stands at the meeting of the waters
of the Giri and Jalal, but the latter is an utter fraud
in its lower reaches and never has any water at all
in it except in the monsoon. Even after heavy rain
when the Giri was in high flood, very little water
was coming down this tributary. There is a little,
higher up in pools, but some of this is used for cultivation and rest runs away underground, which only
proves one cannot go by maps. On the Ordnance
Survey if one looks at the Giri tributaries, one would
at once fix on the Jalal as the biggest by far. As a
matter of fact they vary, but all the following hold
fish:—Koal, Palar, Nait, Sattawan and Mandal
tributaries, and Jalal. The Ashni, Toger and Peroo
are inferior streams.
About ten miles up (where new pipe-line,
Nahan water-works crosses stream), as is so often the
way with these Himalayan tributaries, the Jalal is
quite a respectable stream and there Mahseer up to
5—6 lbs. can be caught.
All the water in Giri
opposite Jalal delta is A-1 fly-spoon water. Above
the camp lies the village with Tehsil and Post Office,
the post arriving daily via Nahan and Barara about
8 P.M. and going out at 11 A.M., but it is as well not
to put too much faith in it, and have nothing of importance forwarded to you.
There are two or three
bunniahs' shops, and atta, inferior kerosene oil and
cooly rations can be bought here. Over the river
across a temporary bridge often washed away and
about one mile away through the hills lies the Ranka
lake, a lovely piece of water set deep amid the hills.
The path thereto leads one at first through an old
orchard that must have been planted many years back
by some former Raja. Then one comes to a small
circular pond full of weeds in which are large numbers of Murral and three or four muggers. Over a
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small bridge and past a temple one arrives at the big
lake. Here are some steps, the men's bathing place,
with a closed in place beyond for the ladies. Throw
in some bread here, and heaps of Mahseer up to 6
or 7 lbs. will rush for it. A path leads along to
the further end of the lake, which is thickly wooded
down to the water's edge.
It swarms with fish,
mostly Mahseer, though one sees occasional Murral
and holds some big mugger. Peafowl abound, also
kakur, monkeys and jungle-fowl and a good many
tracks of pig are to be noticed. If only the Raja
would put a boat on the lake and open it to fishing
like Bhim T a l and the other Kumaon lakes, very
pretty sport could be had. There must be enormous fish in the l a k e ; by climbing out on to the. overhanging branches of a big tree I saw Mahseer of 12
to 15 lbs. cruising in the deep water.
From Sattibagh the river runs in a wide bed,
the stream zig-zagging across, making a fair pool or
run at each corner. Myuth carrip, three miles, is
usually missed out now, and one can either camp at
Chandni two miles on (before reaching this camp
river is crossed by track seven times) or go to Ambone,
seven miles from Sattibagh. This is the nicest camp,
as at Chandni a large number of mules kept by a
bunniah there wander over the camping ground at
will, and make it very dirty. Ambone camp is nice
and shady and is situated 50 feet immediately above
the river. There is a village on the opposite bank,
and it may be a convenience to some to know that a
local mochi can do small repairs to boots, etc. In
all this bit the river occasionally breaks up into
branches, which rather spoil it from a fishing point
of view. Ambone to Kuna is one mile, no fords
where a camp could be made, while Mandal is again
another three miles on. no fords.
This is a nice

shady camp high above the river and way back from
;t behind a shisham wood.

From Kuna to below Sattawan the water is all
A-1. Mandal to Sattawan is two miles, with two
fords, and the camp is down near river with village
some distance away or can camp on plateau. Or a
camp may be made in shisham wood below Sattawan. All the water here is good. Below here,
high up-in the hills on the right bank, lies the site of
Sirmur Tal, now dried up and under jcultivation.
There used to be a big pond near shisham wood
separated from Giri by a high bank, but this is now
dry, the bank having given way, but in 1912 all this
was changed. Goorkawala, five miles below Sattawan, is a nice shady camp with village close by.
There is an excellent run immediately below camp,
then below this for about two miles is no really good
water.
Goorkawala indifferent, camp lies about
five miles from the junction, and from here down the
river breaks up a lot, however fair sport is to be had
in March and April in the branches. One can either
camp near the junction with Jumna, or can occupy
the forest bungalow at Rampur Mandi near the ferry,
which is J4 mile below where the Giri joins the
bigger river.
Charge, four annas daily. It is a
nice little furnished bungalow, with chowkidar and
sweeper.
Routes
t o t h e Giri.—From Simla
about the best way to get to the river is to start the
afternoon before your leave commences, drop down
into the bed of the Ashni, go seven or eight miles and
then camp for the night. This means a climb down
of some 3,000 feet, all right to come down (there
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is no need to return this route as it is quicker to march
to Salogra and train back).
Then the next morning continue to march to
Kharganu, which is 22 miles in all from Simla.
This means that you are on the water earlier your first
day than if you trained and marched from Salogra.
From Solan or Salogra the route has already
been described.
From Dehra Dun, 22 miles by ekka, to Rampur Mandi. Cost Rs. 2-12-0 each. Ekkas procurable at short notice at Railway station or by previous application to the Tehsildar. The road is very
good except the last four miles after it meets the road
from Saharanpore. Rampur-Mandi is on right bank
of the Jumna, the ferry crossing here from Rajghat
opposite.
Or rail to Saharanpore and drive Via Badshah
Bagh and Timli Pass to Rampur Mandi, 44 miles.
Write Tehsildar for bullock-carts and tum-tums.
Arrive Saharanpore early morning, and send off kit
in carts to Badshah Bagh, at foot of pass, about 30
miles. Sleep here (getting permit to occupy bungalow from Executive Engineer, P. W. D., Meerut).
Next day remains the 14 miles to R. Mandi, to use
which bungalow permission should be obtained from
Deputy Conservator of Forests, Dehra Dun.
From Tajuwala Via Jagadri the route is described under former heading.
From Ambala Via Nahan is 53 miles to Sattibagh. First seven miles to Handesra are fair and
drivable, but after that the road becomes very heavy
and sandy as far as Naraingarh, 22 miles from
Ambala. Nahan is 13 miles on, road becoming a
superior hill track. To Sattibagh is another 18
miles, road being none too good. Coolies can be
got at Nahan, where also Europe stores can be pur-
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chased, the place being the capital of Sirmur State.
There is a motor road to Naraingarh from Barara on
N.-W. Ry., but by an irony of fate Barara cannot
be approached by a motor from any direction owing
to an entire absence of metalled roads leading to the
place.
The routes via Fagu and Junga are mentioned
later on.
As there is nothing more instructive than knowing how others have fared I append a few extracts
from two of the watchers* books:—
21-11-05.—Have fished Giri down, leaving
Kharganu 25th October andfinishingRampur Mandi
19th November. Result 72 fish weighing 247 Yl
lbs., best 25 Y2, 25, 21, 12, all on dead bait. Lost
four others through tackle going.
Very few fish in river, will never be any use till
Kalabanse are netted or thinned out. (Note.—I
hardly think scarcity of Mahseer due to Kalabanse;
the writer of above apparently forgets that the greater
number of Mahseer would have returned to Jumna
by November, the Kalabanse not being so migratory,
more of them stay up in Giri in cold weather.—
S.D.)
4-4-06.—Sattibagh. Snoi water, river discoloured, caught a few fish at junctioi , 14, 5, 1, 3,
lj 1 lbs.
9-4-06.—Fished Kharganu to J
> sport,
river too thick, a few fish at junctic
24-4-06.—Have been on riveir since 31-3-06.
Has only just cleared nicely. Sport poor, only about
150 to 160 lbs. between the two of us. Best fish
34 lbs., this does not include a 58 lb. Goonch.
Other fish 16, 12, 10, 8, etc. Small fish taking
well now. Should have had much better sport if
for three weeks river had not been filthy.
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5 - 5 - 0 6 . — C a m e to Kharganu 29th April,
caught one Mahseer of 7Yl lbs., and 4 of 2 lbs.
Lost a big one through rod breaking in pool two miles
above Majere. Water in good order.
18-5-06.—Caught a 2 0 and 12 p o u n d e a B K
day near Majere.
2 7 - 4 - 0 7 . — M a r c h e d up from Rajghat to
Newar, starting 28th March. River practically unfishable whole time owing to storms in hills. A big
snow year on Chur seems fatal. Done fairly well at
junctions, 2 0 fish with an average of 12 lbs.
At
Nait junction I caught in one day, 18, 3Yi, 4Yi>
1 9 Y l , 4 , and 31 lbs. A l l taken spinning natural
bait.
2 8 - 4 - 0 7 . — F i s h e d with C . at Kharganu for
1 Yl days. Did best at Asan junction. Bag 12
fish, biggest 11 lbs.
3 - 5 - 0 7 . — C a m e down to Kharganu for one
day. Caught one fish 2 0 lbs., and four others
weighing 24 lbs., also lost one good fish. Lot of
snow-water coming down and am afraid river will not
clear this season.
1 3 - 5 - 0 7 . — T w o of us fished Giri for three days
between Asan and K o a l . Weather cloudy and
thundery, fish not on feed. Each got an 8 pounder
and some small ones.
13-5-07.—River very clear, caught 7 fish,
biggest 25 lbs., all on natural bait, in four days, between Kharganu and Newar.
16-5-07.—Kharganu.
River low and fish
shy.
25-5-07.—Kharganu.
River very dirty,
caught nothing.
3 1 - 5 - 0 7 . —Kharganu. River dirty and in bad
order. In three days caught three fish, 7, 6, and 5

lbs-
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10-6-07.—Think it's too late. River very
thick for three days. Few fish 1 lb. down in Nait
stream. O n e fish 3 lbs. Giri.
- 2 0 - 9 - 0 7 . — C a m e down on four days' Itave.
First day river clear, caught 15 fish, none over I Y2
lbs. Then river came down dirty; storm in hills.
9 - 1 0 - 0 7 . — W a t e r dead low. In five days
between Kharganu and A n u only one fish of 7Yl lbs.
and a few small ones. T w o trout on Zulu fly.
10-10-07.—Fished for nine days Kharganu
to Seun.
River too low, all fish gone back to
Jumna. Caught 9 or 10 fish, one of 2 0 l b s . ; two
between 5 and 4 lbs., others under 3 lbs. Lost two
good fish.
1 2 - 1 0 - 0 7 — R i v e r too low. Best fish 10 lbs.
between Majere and Newar.
1 8 - 4 - 0 8 . — H a v e fished down from Kharganu
to Sattibagh. River coloured and low, very poor
sport. Best fish 10 lbs. all on dead bait.
20-4-08.—Fished from Jumna to Kharganu.
Sport poor, though river in order for some days.
Best fish 19 lbs. and a 3 0 lbs. Goonch.
19-4-08.—Fished Sattibagh to Kharganu.
Bag 7 fish, 7Yi, 9, 6, 9, 2 5 , p f and 5 lbs. , possibly river too low this year for fish to have run up from
Jumna.
2 5 - 5 - 0 8 . — T h r e e of us fished here Kharganu
for three days. River very low and clear, and hardly any fish of over 5 lbs. to be seen. Caught 57 fish
between us averaging just over Yl lb. using fine tackle
and flies. Blackamoor, Zulu and Alexandra lake
trout size all seemed good. Tried natural bait and
fly-spoon without result.
T h e following note is interesting : —
16-4-03.—Yesterday after fishing a pool a mile
below Mandal, with natural bait I commenced with
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a small spoon, and throwing it into white water at
head of pool, a few feet from me, a Goonch o» between 4 0 and 6 0 lbs. swallowed it as it reached the
water. After hanging on for half an hour without
moving him I put on a little extra strain and broke.
T h e following two brief accounts may perhaps
be of use to those who visit the river in the hot weather, and find it either high and dirty or low and very
clear. In April I went down for two days, followed Salogra route descending and Solan returning.
T h e former took just three hours from the Tonga
road, the latter a good four, the ascent up from Tikri
being pretty stiff. I found the Ashni clear with
plenty of water, the Giri high and very dirty, the
result of heavy storms we had had earlier in the week.
1 camped on the bluff on opposite side of the river
to Kharganu owing to difficulty of crossing the ford.
I could get no supplies of any sort, the Sirmur villagers declining to supply anyone in Patiala territory.
I decided that the water was too thick to fish that
evening. Next day I moved across to Kharganu and
camped this side of the village.
T h e river had
dropped nearly two feet in the night and was beginning to clear, though still very dirty.
Anyhow I
was determined to start fishing. A s Gokal, the local
shikari, was absent with his cast net, I mounted a
small preserved fish, a 5 inches Baril and fished down
from the village, in the first hour moving nothing. I
was just beginning to think it was hopeless when in
pool N o . 3 above Ashni junction a big fish rolled
over my bait. T h e water was so thick that for a
moment I did not know if he had even seen the small
fish, and continued to reel in slowly.
Suddenly
came the welcome tug, and with one great swirl the
fish was off. ' Straight down the pool he went,
through the rapid below and was half way across the
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next pool before he consented to call a halt.
For
nearly 30 minutes he fought doggedly, never resting
for a second, then at last he gave in and was lifted
out by a cooly. T h e weight was just over 2 3 lbs.,
but he was a disappointing fish, for by his length and
size of fins he should have weighed a good 10 lbs.
more. H e was the nearest approach to a spent
Mahseer I've seen yet, however he fought splendidly
and gave no sign of his condition till he was landed.
In the afternoon I tried the same pool again, immediately-rose another nice fish. However he came
short as did two other smaller fish. About 2 0 0 yards
below the Ashni junction stood a rock in mid-stream.
I dropped the small natural bait behind this, and
almost before it touched the water a 6 lb. fish sprang
to meet it, was hooked and duly landed. T h e next
day the river was still clearing, though by no means
clear yet. I tried the Ashni junction, but with no
success. I went up and tried Peroo junction, no result, but below the village I got another 6 pounder
and two smaller fish. T h e next visit I paid to the
river was in the end of May. T h e water was very
low and crystal clear. I tried natural bait and flyspoon, but the big fish would not move. Only a few
minutes of excitement did I reap with these. In the
pool below the village where the great shale slope
descends to the water, I balanced myself and tried
for two 10 pounders I saw. Time and again they
followed the bait, then suddenly they shot away as
a huge fish who could not have been less than 4 0
lbs. sailed out somewhere from the depths. Twice
he came, then retired to his lair, and I saw him no
more.
Abandoning the big rod I put up a small
trout rod with fine tackle. My first two flies were
an Alexandra (lake trout size) for tail fly and a Zulu
for dropper.
Both seemed to find favour, though
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five out of six fished got hooked on the tail fly, no
matter what combination I mounted. My bag the
first afternoon consisted of 10 fish, a 4 and a 2
pounder among them. T h e next morning I caught
eight more, two or three Yl pounders the best, and
that afternoon had to leave or should have made a
bigger bag. T h e fish, all Mahseer, fought splendidly, some of them jumping just like trout. There is
no doubt that small Mahseer do fight well when
hooked on fly, and when there is no punishing treble
or flight of hooks to interfere with their breathing.
Another fly I found very successful was a small
salmon size blackamoor, and I have one minus the
barb with which I landed 3 9 fish in the Giri, losing
only one. So that the Giri is well worth a visit for
a keen angler, any time between March and June,
as long as the fisherman is not too ambitious, and if
he finds the river too low, will content himself with
light tackle and small fish.
A few notes are appended below, which concern the Giri.
T h e Giri rises from the Kuper Peak, south of
Jabal, and gathering in several tributaries, the largest
of which flows down from below Narkanda, it pursues its way passing 10 miles east of Fagoo on the
Simla to the Chur road.
From here downwards
small fish are to be caught, though it is not considered to become a really fishable river till it reaches
Kharganu.
From here to its junction with the
Jumna the Giri runs through the territories of the
Raja of Sirmur, whose capital is at Nahan, and
from him the Club rents the fishing rights of the river
and its tributaries.
T h e yearly subscription is
Rs. 50.
A s regards tackle, a 14 feet rod and a reel to
bold 100 to 1 50 yards of line, some fine steel traces
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and spinners or mounts for dead bait, single gut
salmon casts, and an assortment of spoons 1 Yl t o %
inches, also some fine casts and lake trouts size flies—
dark for choice—for smaller fish, this will be practically all you will want.
Fish the mouths of all the tributaries, as there
are generally one or two fish about waiting to run up,
or who have just come down.
W h e n the river is
coloured with snow-water, these junctions are then
the spots to try, as the fish congregate In the clearer
stream to warm themselves after the colder waters of
the main river. But when the Giri is coloured by
storms only, this does not apply, as then the waters
of the tributaries appear to be the colder of the two
if anything. W i t h regard to the clearing of the Giri
it is hard to lay down any definite ruling, it can clear
most extraordinarily quick sometimes, but watching
the stream down below, one is rather in the dark on
to what may be happening in the higher hills, and
though the weather at Sattibagh be fine, disturbing
factors in the Baghi range may check the rapid clearing of the stream. Four days may be taken as a
general rule, after it has come down very thick and
on the third day one can fish, as often the best sport
is obtainable when the water is just clearing.
Coolies sometimes seem to be a cause of difficulty on the Giri, especially in the higher camps, and
a good many men take their own from Simla or Solan.
(The Sirmur coolies, I regret to say, I have always
found very indifferent.) Though this is a bit more
expensive (5 or 6 annas a day or even more being
paid), yet personally I think it is worth it, if one
means to keep on the move, as it makes one quite independent, and allows of halting anywhere or moving
off at a moment's notice,
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There are a great many Kalabanse in the Giri.
This fish is of the Genus Labeo, to which also belongs the Rohu. They take no bait in rivers as a
rule, though sometimes you will catch one on your
spoon, but this is uncommon. Goonch also run to a
large size in the lower waters. There are trout (B.
Bola) and also Murral in the river, though I have
heard of but few of the latter being caught lately.
Practically no supplies for yourself can be got
along the Giri, but from most of the villages atta for
coolies can be procured, and also an inferior brand
of kerosene oil. No fowls or eggs to be got, but
milk can generally be obtained.
T h e Giri in all the higher reaches, and as far
down as Sattawan, will be found a very easy river
to wade, as the bottom is mostly shingle, very differently to the slippery boulders of the Ramganga and
Kosi.
T h e foregoing notes were written in 1909, and
they are reproduced almost as they.stood.
I feel
little apology is needed for this, as they are not in
any way out of date, or where this is the case they
are corrected by the following pages. And when
a man means to take a trip to a river, he cannot get
too much literature on that said river, and the Gin
is, by virtue of its situation in the Simla Hills, and
the number of months it is fishable by anglers, one of
the most popular and accessible of rivers. But since
these notes were written, the Giri Club has died the
death, and now the fishing rights in the river, below
Kharganu, have been renewed by Sirmur State.
T h e following notification will explain the situation : —
In supercession of the previous notifications on
the subject His Highness of Sirmur is pleased to prescribe the following rules, under section 2 5 , clause ;
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(I) and section 3 1 , clause (J) of the Indian Forest
Act (VII of 1878) as to fishing, the poisoning of
water and the erection or use of dams and weirs, etc.,
in the Reserved and the Protected Forests of the Sirmur State which will come into effect from the
1st Aso] 1967
16th Sep. 191U.

I. A l l the words used in these rules and defined in A c t V I I of 1878 (The Indian Forest Act)
and Act V of 1890 (an A c t to amend the Indian
Forest Act) shall be deemed to have the meaning
respectively assigned to them by the said Acts.
II. T h e following Acts are absolutely prohibited in the rivers and waters of the State : —
(a) T h e poisoning or dynamiting of waters.
(b) T h e erection or use of dams, weirs or traps,
the diversion of streams, etc., for the purpose of
catching or the driving of fish.
(c) T h e capture or killing of fish during the
spawning season which will be as follows : —
From the 1st July to 30th September, both days
inclusive.
(d) T h e use of nets exceeding 2 0 feet in diameter with meshes smaller than 1 Yl inches square in
the case of perennial streams and of nets with meshes
below one inch square in other waters.
Note.—The o r d i n a r y l a n d i n g n e t and bait-net is permitted
to be used, provided t h a t t h e ovcner holds a license for rod
fishing.

III. T h e capture or killing of fish is prohibited in the rivers or other waters of the State except
with the written permission of His Highness of
Sirmur.
IV. T h e fishing permission referred to in Rule
3 will be given as per discretion of His Highness of
Sirmur in the form of a License or a Season Pass and
the rate of fee will be R s . 2 per day for a license
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and R s . 3 0 for a Season Pass. Fees in either case
will have to be paid in advance. T h e season will
be reckoned from 1st March till the end of December. Spawning season excluded and the issuing of
the Season Passes above alluded to is, unless His
Highness will desire otherwise, restricted to sportsmen coming down the Giri for fishing from Simla,
Jutogh and other Cantonments in the Simla District.
V . On getting the requisite permission, referred to in Rule 4 , the license-holder shall have to
adhere to the following conditions also : —
(a) Every license will be personal and shall be
used only by the person in whose name it is granted.
(b) T h e fishing will be allowed simply by rod
and line, keeping in view the concessions referred to
in the note to clause 2 (d), except in those cases when
any river or stream, etc., is leased out for fishing by
a public auction.
(c) Every person to whom a license has been
granted shall have to produce it if called upon to do
so, by an officer of the Police or Forest Department.
(d) T h e license granted shall only be valid for
the river or water mentioned therein.
(e) T h e license can be cancelled at any time
by the order of His Highness of Sirmur.
(/) T h e person to whom a license has been
granted will be personally responsible for an^infringement of its condition and in addition to the
punishment for which he renders himself liable under
the Forest Act for the breach of any provisions of the
forest laws or any of the conditions of the licerSgpill"
also be liable to have his license cancelled and shall
have to leave the river or other waters immediately
when requested to do so by the forest authorities.
(g) T h e license-holder, on his leaving the river
or other waters, shall return his license to the Forest
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Branch of the Head Office, Nahan, after entering
therein the period for which he carried on fishing.
[The Sirmur Durbar were kind enough to send
me copy of latest rules 1922 (January) and they
are identical word for word with above.]
S. NARAIN SINGH, S. B.,
Chief Secretary to His Highness of Sirmur.
Also an article—here reproduced—sent by me
to the Pioneer in 1913, adds some further details.
T H E GIRI.

As a certain amount of doubt still seems to exist
concerningfishingin this river since the old Giri Club
ceased to exist, perhaps a few notes regarding the
present state of affairs may be of interest to residents
in the Simla hills.
The Club's career ended some two years ago,
and gloomy predictions were not lacking that the
river would soon be poached to death, and that a
visit thereto would no longer be worth the journey
necessary to reach it. These anticipations have by
no means been fulfilled, I am glad to say. The river
though undoubtedly poached to a great extent still
holds large numbers of fish, but like so many Himalayan rivers is very uncertain in the sport it yields.
The whole of its fishable length, some 70 miles, lies
in three Native States, i.e., Keonthal, Patiala and
Sirmur, the latter State owning practically 9-10ths
of the river, and it was this water that the old Giri
Club leased at a yearly rental of Rs. 1,000. On
the Club ceasing to exist, the Sirmur Forest Department took up the preservation of the river, introducing
a close season and arranging a system of licenses for
those wishing to fish. Undoubtedly good work has
been done in checking wholesale netting, and the
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Sirmur State watchers appear to be always at work
patrolling the water. However, a large amount of
poaching goes on in the upper waters, concerning
which the Commissioner of the Umballa Division interested himself last year with the results that the
Rajas of Keonthal and Patiala promised to take
steps in the matter. The former has certainly taken
action to good effect, as this year his waters hold
large numbers of fish, but in the pools near Kharganu
itself fish were few and far between, while nets
added a pleasing variety to the scenery. At the request of the Commissioner, Sirmur State changed the
dates of the close season from 15th May—15th
September to 1st July—30th September, thus opening their waters for another six weeks at perhaps the
best period for fishing the Giri. Rs. 2 per day is
the license fee, but the Raja has now decided to
issue season passes at Rs. 30 to residents in the Simla
hills.
Taken at its best, the Giri is one of the most
delightful rivers in India, a typical Himalayan stream,
rapid and pool following one another in quick succession, the scenery is grand, climate good, and fish
fight well.
But—the inevitable but—the Giri is
(like the Poonch) an extremely uncertain river, while
. it is almost a unique stream in- that though not a snow
river, it has a most disconcerting habit of being
coloured by melting snow at unexpected times.
This is due to its sources being mainly in the
Kuper Peak and the Chor Mountain, both approximately 12,000 feet high. Now these peaks, while
too low to carry snow in the hot weather, are yet high
enough to be covered with a temporary pall after
heavy storms both in spring and autumn. I have seen
the Giri thick with melting snow in April, in October, and in November; especially in October, when

a last thunderstorm or two sweeping over Simla leaves
the Chor with snow lying to quite a low altuude,
and immediately the weather clears, the hot sun will
melt a continuous stream of dirty white water, to
sully the waters of not the Giri only, but which
affects the Jumna right down at Tajuwala, though
both the Jumna and Tonse below Kalsi are running
crystal clear. Like in all rivers excellent sport may
be had when fish are on the take, and at those times
they appear to be plentiful, running to good size, as
20 lbers. are by no means uncommon in the Giri, while
a fair number of fish over 3 0 lbs. have been caught
in the past few years. But there are times when one
would be prepared to swear that there was not a solitary fish in the river, and it is at such times that dark
thoughts of poaching and dynamiting pervade one's
mind but fish are mysterious cattle and it passes the
knowledge of the ordinary mortal; why they cease
from feeding and where they go to rest. T h e shooting on the Giri is good, a separate license however
must be got for this : and it is usually the close season
for birds when one is fishing on the river. A n d if
I may be allowed a remark whenever a sahib is on
the river, a chaprassie or watcher will invariably be
in the offing, but is it the roar of the river that afflicts
these good gentlemen with deafness?
Continual
and loud banging on the hill-side affects them not one
whit, though it be the merry month of M a y .
The
limit was reached when a gentleman strolled into our
camp and presented us with one hare, one black
partridge, one kaleej cock and one chikor !
One
could hardly look a gift chicken in the mouth, but
we pointed out with some heat that it was now the
close season. Our sporting friend beamed acquiescence, but said that he shot them all in his own field.
I fancy that most keen anglers on the Simla hills
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know the Giri fairly intimately, but for those that
do not a few remarks on how to reach it, etc., may
not be out of place. Tents must be invariably taken,
as with two exceptions there are no bungalows on the
river. T h e exceptions are the small bungalow at
Gaura, about one mile from Kharganu village and
on the opposite bank of the river; this belqngs to
Patiala, but permission to use it can usually be
obtained from the superintendent at Chail.
The
other bungalow is at Sattibagh, and is I presume
ready, as construction was to start last year. The
nearest point to make for on the river, is Gaura bungalow. This lies seven miles from Salogra, on the
Kalka-Simla Railway or ten miles from Solon. The
road is not good, in fact if a lady wishes to visit the
Giri, she must make up her mind to marching the
whole time. A rickshaw cannot be got near the
river, a dandy would make uncomfortable and difficult going, and riding, though possible, is not pleasant, as there is no real track up and down river, but
to progress means continual fording and picking one s
way over boulders. However, there is a road about
1 2 miles from Solon to Gaura, via. Ojghat (a Patiala
State bungalow, on crest of hill) which is quite rideable practically the whole way. Other routes from
Simla are to Fagu bungalow, 12 miles. From here
one road leads down to Senj (bungalow) nine miles,
this is on the upper reaches of the river, and practically no fishing. Another road leads down, 12
miles, to Digtali, crosses the Giri by a wooden bridge,
and continues to the Chor. Just above the bridge
the Basari, a very big stream rising in the Chor,
joins the Giri from the left bank.
Below this the
river begins to hold fish, though usually nothing over
2 lbs. This is 20 miles above Kharganu. A third,
and very little known route to the Giri, is from Simla
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to Junga, about eight miles thence take a track which
brings one into the Koti stream valley, and leads one
to a camping ground below Turay village at the junction of Koti and Giri, about eight miles from Junga.
For four miles above this, and for the eight miles
down to Kharganu, there is any amount of A - 1 flyspoon water; the best fish that I caught in this stretch
was 8Yl lbs., but I saw several bigger.
Above
Kharganu the Peroo stream joins while below Gaura
bungalow is the Ashni—or Simla stream—junction,
and again 1J4 miles down the Koal or Dagshai
stream—runs in. From here downwards the pools and
rapids are deeper and heavier, and natural bait or a
big spoon can be allowed to share the work with a
fly-spoon. If one stays a few days at Gaura bungalow, there is quite a lot of water one can fish,
though there is no doubt that fishing is better and
pleasanter if one moves camp frequently.
The Giri changes its bed a great deal, and this
year it has altered a lot as compared with 1911.
The Peroo junction is only a shallow run and useless.
Below this the river breaks into two, with some good
water in each branch then joins 2 0 0 yards down and
immediately breaks again into two channels, the further one sweeping round under line of cliffs holding
no good water, though the nearer channel has some
nice fly-spoon runs. T h e pool where they join just
below Kharganu village is a nice one and can always
be counted on for a rise or two. Below this the big
rocks that used to form centre of a fine pool now lie
high and dry on the left bank, the A - 1 pool under
shale slope below this has also been ruined.
The
next four or five pools ftill one reaches the two pools
above Ashni junction) though they look nice, never
have yielded to me, or anyone I know of, any sport.
Number 2 pool above junction is a nice one, and very
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often holds a big fish. T h e junction itself is generally safe for a small .fish or two on fly-spoon, while
should the Giri be dirty and the Ashni clear, it is
worth fishing this at frequent intervals with natural
bait, as nice fish often run up from the pool below.
A n d if these latter conditions prevail, this pool below
is worth a patient trial with natural bait, and certainly with atta if the river is too coloured for spinning.
T h e next four pools I have never cared about, but
the three long runs before reaching the Koal junction, always hold fish. T h e best way to fish these,
and I have found the same thing with most runs of
this type, is to fish them from right bank, casting your
fly-spoon across, so that it falls within three inches
of opposite edge. It musf" fall close to edge, one
foot away is by no means the same thing, in all flyspoon work it is. a fact well worth remembering this,
that you cannot drop your spoon too close to opposite
edge, in fact if it were not for damage to hook, etc.,
it would be better always to drop your lure on opposite bank, and then draw it gently into stream. Below Koal junction there are two A - 1 spots, a long
run ending in a pool with an immense rock in it, and
pool where stand the piers of an old bridge. Remembering above advice, fish the former from the
right bank and the latter from left b a n k : this lower
pool always holds shoals of fish between 4 and 8 lbs.,
though often they decline to show themselves.
About two miles below Koal junction come two or
three of the finest pools in the whole river. These
are unmistakable, a shisham wood stands on left
bank, and an immense landslip of olden times has
oiled a profusion of enormous boulders in midstream.,
It is worth working these pools down first with a
natural bait and then after a short rest trying them
with a fly-spoon. T h e shisham wood makes an
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ideal spot for breakfast. Majere is the first camping
ground, six miles below Gaura. Exactly opposite
camp is a long run, with several excellent lies tor fish,
work it from near bank, again remembering to cast
right across. Below camp is another very fine run.
This is probably as far as anyone paying river a flying
visit would get; so the rest of the river I will only
touch on briefly, as various books contain full description of it.
Six miles below Majere, comes Newar the next
camp, 4}/2 miles below this is A n u , where Nait brook
runs in, camp however is generally pitched 1 Yl miles
further on at Koorkna, in a most delightful little
wood, one of the prettiest and nicest camps on whole
river this. T h e Nait brook carries a lot of water and
sometimes makes an A-1 junction with the Giri.
Should latter be dirty, excellent sport with light rod
and tackle may be had up this stream which holds
fish up to 5 and 6 lbs. Another six miles to Seun,
where the Palar joins, the biggest tributary this that
the Giri receives ; it generally forms a very good junction. Sattibagh is eight miles (Mythoo at four miles
is usually missed out). T h e Joger stream generally
small, joins about a mile above camp.
Sattibagh
(or Ranka) is a tahsil head-quarters and boasts a post
office, etc. It is a pleasant spot to halt at. O n e
usually camped in a mango tope situated above the
junction of the Jalal and Giri but a bungalow was to
be built here by the Sirmur State.
T h e lake on
opposite bank is well worth a visit, it is full of fish,
but one is forbidden to angle therein.
T h e Jalal
brings down but little water at its mouth, some miles
up, however, it is a large stream and excellent fishing
may be had in it at times. Myuth two miles,
Chandni two, Ambone two, Kuna two, Mandal t w o ,
Satawan three, Ghoorkawala five and Rajghat six,

J
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are alternative camps down to the junction. The
river as a rule breaks up a lot in the last ten miles
which rather spoils the fishing. T h e junction with
the Jumna is sometimes A - 1 , it is always worth fishing anyhow. From Rajghat, or Rampur Mandi
there is a ferry across the Jumna and 2 2 miles.of pukka
road takes one to Dehra D u n ; 4 4 miles ditto to
Saharanpur. O r by keeping on right bank of Jumna,
one can go via Pounta, three miles, to Tajuwala 13
miles, and thence to Jagadri on N . - W . Railway 24
miles. An immense amount of wading must be done
on the Giri. Practically all supplies for oneself
must be taken, though servants and coolies can usually obtain atta, etc., from villages near camping
grounds. T h e Giri can be fished both spring and
autumn, but the former is far and away the more
certain of the two.
In none of the foregoing pages, however, is
much said about the fishing above Kharganu. So
that a few words concerning this may not be out of
place. There are some very nice pools in this bit,
though of course few fish over 1 0 lbs. could be expected as high as this. For anglers from Simla, this
is the most pleasant way to approach the river if time
allows. But one must ascertain first that the river is
not in flood; if very high mules cannot follow the
track down river bed. In which case N o . (ii) would
be better route, (i) Simla to Fagu B , 1 1 miles.
Fagu to Digtali, a steep descent of 1 1 miles. Camp
about one mile before reaching Giri, and 300 feet
above the stream. T h e road from Digtali to the
Chu'i ciosses the Giri here by wooden bridge. About
14 mile above this the Basari nullah from left bank
joins in, seeming to carry almost as much water as
Giri itself. From here to Gaura bungalow is 20
miles down valley of river, (ii) Simla to Junga 8
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miles, and thence something over 8 miles, following
a track under Chail, towering above on one's right
hand, which leads down a tributary to the Giri,
striking latter at 8 miles above Gaura and 12 below
Digtali. There is a delightful spot here—Turay—
for a camp, about J4 mile up river above tributary
junction, where is a gerat with some nice willow
trees. For four miles above this, up to where two
tributaries join one from each bank, the river continues
good, the last eight miles up to Digtali it has begun
to get'too small. From Turay down a lot of the
water is A-1 .with some delightful pools till about
one mile above the Peroo junction, when valley opens
out and water is mdifferent till one strikes the Kharganu pools. This portion of river is mostly in Junga
(Keonthal) and Patiala States, but it is difficult to
know where one begins and other ends.
Then in 1921 Col. D. Deane writes:—I had
a very successful little trip up the Giri, and in ten
days landed 109 fish—509 lbs., best fish 16 lbs.
The water was very low and clear. Dust streams,
heat and flies made things uncomfortable at times, but
with the fish on the take one forgot the drawbacks.
On April 22nd, 23rd I tried the Jumna without success. The riveuwas low and clear, and numbers of
fish were showing at the Giri junction but would not
take. Logs and rafts were coming down the Jumna
which may have put the fish off. On May the_4th
the Jumna was white with snow-water, and again I
did no good. The heat and dust storms in the
Jumna valley do not encourage one to try there after
mid April. I had to march back hurriedly from
Sattibagh on May 1st to keep ahead of the logs,
which are now coming down the Giri and which may
spoil thefishingfor the rest of the season.
My best days were: April 27th, 1 7 fish 74
59
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lbs., best 13 lbs. April 28th, 20 fish 88 lbs., best
13 lbs. May 1st, 13 fish 67 lbs., best 14 lbs.
I lost some good fish through breakages and had
a lot of trouble through hooking heavy Goonch on
natural bait. I landed one of 13 lbs., but the others
only wasted my time and eventually got away with
valuable tackle. I had some good sport with flyspoon, but seemed to get better sport with natural
bait, so I used that more than spoon. The river teems
with small fish, but I saw very few over 20 lbs."
T h e G a n g e s . — T h e Ganges river issues
under the name of the Bhagirathi from an ice cave
below a snow bed, nearly 14,000 feet high, situated
in the Himalayas above Gangotri, and runs a course
of 1,500 odd miles. After the junction of the Alaknanda, a very large tributary, at Deo Prayag; it flows
onwards under the name of Ganges emerging from the
hills through a gorge in the Sewaliks near Hardwar.
As far as Allahabad, 668 miles from its source, the
river in the cold weather is a succession of pools,
rapids and shoals, but after receiving its mighty confluent the Jumna, the two streams flow on a broad
steady river. The tongue of land at the junction
near Allahabad, called the Prayag, is one of the most
sacred spots in India to the Hindus, and here every
twelfth year (last 1906) is held the great Kumbh
Mela, attended by over one million of pilgrims.
Though a big river where it runs alongside the pilgrim
road from Gangotri to Tehri, it is believed that not
many Mahseer ascend far above the latter State.
Snow trout are caught in the higher reaches, probably the icy waters issuing from their cavern of snow
are too cold at first for other fish, till runrlmg two or
three hundred miles of its course, the sun has had
time to infuse some warmth into the tossing river.
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The Barlganga River.—This tributary
of the Ganges is quite one of the most delightful of
Himalayan streams, only unfortunately cultivation is
spreading on each bank and I fancy the river is a good
deal poached. If only however the Raja of Tehri
could be approached with a view to his putting a veto
on the building of a dam across the mouth of the river
each cold weather, the fishing would continue to be
grand. Why they build this dam is not quite clear
to me, except for a trap or two in it to catch descendingfish,because it prevents enormous numbers of fish
from ninning up, and surely it would be better to
leave half the river open? But the native poacher is
an incomprehensible type of man. Occasionally
heavy winter rains wash the dam away and then no
betterfishingcould be wished for. The first time it
jgap yisited thus the river was literally swarming with
fish, from 40 pounders downward. In June 1906,
however, when I visited it the dam was in existence,
and there were comparatively few fish in the river,
though still our sport would have been quite good but
for continuous thunderstorms. It runs a comparatively short course, under 30 miles, but the volume
of water is large and the river is a continuous string
of glorious pools.
To reach it, Mussoorie to Jalki 11 miles, next
stage to Dunolty 12 miles. The first stage is uninteresting and by starting one's kit a day ahead could
be missed out, since one could ride or go in a rickshaw the first half of ioumey next dav. At Dunolty
are two bungalows, furnished, but I would advise
the avoidance of beds in the old one 1 Next stage
is Kodvar, 14 miles, where also » bungalow, road
up to this runs along a ridge 8,000 feet high, and
after leaving Dunolty glorious views of the snows are
obtained. The track is fair for foot traffic and mules.
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T h e fourth march is 14 miles all down hill to Tehri,
the capital of the State of that name.
just before reaching the town, the Ganges (or I
rathi as it is here called) is crossed by a suspension
bridge. T h e Bhelung, a very large tributary, snow
fed, joins the main river here. From Tehri follow
the Paohri R o a d alongside the Bhelung as far as the
10th milestone, where a bridge crosses a big stream,
then follow a track through Dul to Ushanna village,
the march being altogether 14 miles. Camp here in
some small fields, near a splendid mango tree, looking right down on to the Bhelung river. Next march
is only 6 J 4 miles. Pass Pilki five miles and half a
mile up cross the river by a suspension bridge, 100
yards above which the Barlganga pours its crystal
waters into the white flood of the Bhelung. The
place to camp is about one mile up on a small bit of
level ground on right bank. This junction pool is a
glorious one and always holds some big fish. Next
nice spot to camp is about four miles up on the left
bank just opposite where the Arlgud tributary runs
in on other bank. There are some nice trees here
and a splendid spring. T h e flies are rather bad in
all these camps, even away from villages. There is
quite good shooting on the hills round, Gooral, Serao,
bear, etc. ; a permit required from Tehri Raia.
Coolies can b e got at Mussoorie at six annas
each daily: it is advisable to have a tindal or headman as well at R e . 1 ; also it is a good scheme to
write for a State chaprassi frorn Tehri (to whom it is
the custom to give 2 annas daily for ration money,
and a tip), as his presence obviates any difficulty in
procuring sUDoIies.
The Jalkour
R i v e r . — R e a c h e d from
Mussoorie, first two marches same as for Barlganga
river. Then from Dunolty, instead of continuing to~
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Kodyar, leave the road about ninth mile and camp
on hillock about half a mile further on above small
village of Kanatal. Next day a march of 12 miles
down hill takes one to a delightful camp above a suspension bridge over Bhagirathi, just below some
ruined huts, under shade of a huge cliff of rock, quite
an ideal camping ground. Above the camp on a hill
is Balyan, a stage on Tehri-Gangotri road. Opposite camp the Jalkour river flows in. Though not
nearly so big as the Barlganga, it holds some very
fair fish, being a direct tributary of Bhagirathi and
unaffected by melting snows. A camp can be made
some seven or eight miles up Jalkour river on left bank,
on a bluff some 300 feet above the water, where the
Pertabnuggar stream runs in and below village of
Beganta. (Pertabnuggar is a high hill, on which is
summer palace of Tehri Raja). There is a good
spring here, also a fine spring well up in a pool in
the river below.
.
A cross march can be made from the Barlganga
river to the Jalkour river. Follow the Arlgud tributary up the valley, past the big village of Dalla, over
the top of pass. About 12 miles and a pretty stiff
pull up, only redeemed by a pretty wood one passes
through near top, and by a delightful little stream that
brawls for some miles by side of track. Camp
Jalkour side of pass, near Kanadekal, some 8,000
feet up and near a nice spring. Flies very bad in
this camp. Gerao, Serao, Gooral and bear up here,
to say nothing of pheasants. Then next day march
down to Beganta camp on Jalkour, a pretty awful
march about 1 5 miles, with what seems an unnecessary amount of climbing up and down.
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NOTES ON THE WESTERN NAYAR RIVEFI

(1910).
By C. Boyce, Esq., S. and T. Corps.
" This is one of the tributaries of the Ganges
and flows into it, some 20 or 30 miles above Tapobun, on the left bank. The best way to reach the
river is by rail to Kotdwara, the station for Lansdowne; from here the nearest point on the river is
Bang-ghat, 29 miles distant. It is advisable to do
this in two marches, first march to Dharamandi, four
miles beyond Dogadda, where the road branches off
from the Lansdowne Road, and the second day to
Bang-ghat; this is a long and tiring march, the first
nine miles being up hill, then the road goes over a
pass and one drops down six miles to Bang-ghat.
There is a bridge at Bang-ghat and from it one
can see hundreds of fish lying below, but they are
seldom caught here. There is a grand pool with a
magnificent run into it about 200 yards above the
bridge. I have not fished the river any higher up
than this pool, but it must hold large fish for a considerable distance up. Then below the bridge are
some very deep runs and pools, in fact therivermust
befishableto its junction with the Ganges, but I have
notfishedit more than a mile below the bridge.
The fish here run large; the largest taken by me
was 29 lbs., but I heard that very much larger fish
had been taken bv officers of the Gurkha regiments
stationed at Lansdowne. One must fish fine and I
found traces made of the finest killin wire, the most
satisfactory. By the way the only good method I
know of to make traces of killin wire is to make a
single loop round the swivels, twist the short end
round the main link and then solder the joint. At one
time my wire traces were continually breaking
through the joint slipping down on to the swivel, when
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the wire would break through being given too sharp
a bend. Since I have soldered the joints I have never
had a wire trace broken.
T h e only bait I found to be of any use for the
Nayar was a spun Chilwa. There used to be a man
named Buchoo, who owned a cast-net at Bang-ghat;
he was well known there and always accompanied
any one fishing ; if he is still there one could easily get
hold of him by asking in the village. I believe there
is a. bungalow now at Bang-ghat on the left bank of
the river near the bridge, and there are some good
sites for camping on the right bank below the bridge
on high ground.
The best times for this river are April and I hear
October, but I only fished it in the spring. A 16foot rod is necessary to properly command the pools
and runs."
Some miles from Kotdwara, and below Lansdowne there is a small river which would probably
afford pretty sport to anyone shooting that particular
block of jungle in spring or autumn. I only saw the
river at Christmas, it seemed a nice little stream and
full of Mahseer up to 2 — 3 lbs. Station Saneh
Road. Saneh R o a d F . B . 5 — 6 miles, thence another 6 miles to Kolachaur F . B . River lies between
these two bungalows, and road follows and crosses
it at times.
R a i w a l a . — O n the Ganges, lies about
two miles from Rikkikesh R o a d station. This is
only a small wayside station and carts and coolies are
not procurable. Also it seems a matter of chance if
a letter posted ever reaches the station-master, so if
visiting the place it would be as well to send a man
on ahead. Ekkas can be got from Hardwar six miles
south, Rikkikesh R o a d station being eight miles from
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Rikkikesh itself. Coolies and carts can be got with
infinite difficulty from Raiwala, but it is only a small
village. R o a d fair from the station to where it crosses
the Hardwar-Rikkikesh R o a d , then only a cart track
through jungle to the river. Nice camping ground on
high bank, under some shady mango trees, and there
is a beautiful spring just near camp.
Monkeys are a bit of a nuisance. There is
about three miles of good water that can be fished
from here. T h e best way to describe the fishing is to
start from furthest point up, conveniently reached—
concerning fishing above this see later—and then to
work back to camp.
Leave Raiwala village on your right and follow
a track till you strike Hardwar-Rikkikesh Road.
Almost immediately you cross a small stream and pass
between two shops beyond. Here take a track that
branches off half right. Following this through some
scrub jungle you cross another small stream, then a
short half mile on you cross a branch of the Suswa
stream, and soon after the main stream itself. Beyond
this the going becomes sandy in places, and a sandy
bed of another stream is crossed, dry in 1908, but
liabje at any time to become one of the channels of
Song or Suswa Rivers. It must not be forgotten
that these two streams belong to the Dehra Dun
Fishing Association, so that unless a member you
should not fish in them. Another mile on and the
Song is crossed. Follow this down to the Ganges.
Immediately above the junction is a fine rapid m the
Ganges, the river splitting into two and forming a big
* island. Start fishing here and work down. The
Ganges is a big river here and not- easily fished from
the bank unless you can get out a very long line. If
procurable from Raiwala it is as well to hire a surnai
(raft on inflated skins), or, better still take your own
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boat if you have one. T h e Song junction depends
en year how it fishes, sometimes it is very good. Just
at tail of island comes some very good water which
can be fished by wading. Opposite Gaori Ghat
forest bungalow (on left bank) the water is slow, but
a little below comes another nice run. T h e Suswa
junction is the next spot, indeed all the small junctions
are worth trying; even if the Ganges is coloured the
water from these streams generally keeps the right bank
warm and more or less clear. Just under the camp
water is dead and deep, and some very large fish lie
here, but are not easily caught. I heard of a 51
pounder being caught here recently, and also a 72
.pounder a little higher up. Down towards Hardwar
at a place called Bhungoda I have heard that the
fishing is good. A b o v e Hardwar the Ganges is split
up, and the best fishing is to be got in the branch
furthest from the city. Best time to fish is in March
before the snow-water comes down, in April and
May fishing also can be had, and then in September
or October as soon as the small streams have cleared.
Then the fishing above Raiwala. From Rikkikesh eight miles up you can fish the whole way down,
but the river is very big and strong, and only a small
portion can be covered without a boat. A t Rikkikesh there is a bungalow. From here up to Lachman Jhula, where there is a suspension bridge and a
small bungalow, is four miles, but the river seems to
be considered sacred this portion, and one is liable
to have trouble with the fakirs belonging to numerous
temples along the bank if one fishes it.
T o the junction of the Huil river is again four
^ l j t f c : A t the junction and below are some very fine
oools, but here the river is still so big that only a
very small portion can be got at without a boat, but
the fish run big, and if the right time is hit off, i.e., .
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in March or after rains, one is sure of fair sport. The
Huil itself which flows in on left bank is but a small
stream, and not fishable itself except perhaps in the
rains. Here the road leaves the river, rejoining it
some 12 or 15 miles further up, cutting off a tremendous bend in the Ganges. Some miles south of the
Alaknanda junction at Deo Prayag, the Nayar River
joins the Ganges from the left bank, this tributary
being formed by the junction of the Eastern and
Western Nayar streams, which unite a few miles north
of Lansdowne. I believe the garrison there fish it
and have fair sport. The junction with the Ganges
is a good one. The Nayar itself is probably like
.the Giri, thefishonly running up it at certain seasons.
A correspondent tells me that he visited it at the end
of October—certainly in a year of deficient monsoon
—and then there were no fish in the river except in
a pool near the junction.
A trip that I should say would be well worth
making, for any angler who could get away early in
March, would be to start at Deo Prayag, and give
a fair trial to the Bhagirati and its still bigger tributary
the Alaknanda above the junction before the snowwater comes down.
Also I was given the following memo., rather
sketchy ! ' ' Rikkikesh to Phoolwari 7 miles, trout
only; 11 miles Mahadeo, best of Mahseer fishing;
12 miles Neogaon—Deo Prayag, good fishing."
And in 1921 Col. Commandant L. C. Jones
wrote me as follows :—To tell you about my fishing
trip. Got out of train at Rikkikesh Road, self and
another, lots of tongas, drove with kit to just beyond
Rikkikesh (Hindu Library) there with a little difficulty
got coolies to Lachman Jhula, 1 Yl miles, Camp near
bridge on right bank.
March 31st, ideal fishing water above bridge
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for 3 miles, path along both banks, I daresay you
couldfindlots more water higher up, but no path and
movement exceedingly difficult and slow without
track. Another man had fished this just before us
and done splendidly from accounts of his coolies.
We could touch nothing, wasted two days in exploring and trying. Then tried down stream from bridge
and at once began to get into them! Pools longer
and not much good, streams further apart but excellent. No trouble from Sadhus (had an interview
with one in English, an ex. S. and T. babu !) but
avoided" the immediate neighbourhood of temples,
opposite bank seems all right. Had a terrible lot of
grief which is unavoidable I suppose in such heavy
water and big fish. Many places you can't follow and
then a big one does with you as he wills. But we
had a lot of bad luck in running fish for first run and
then hook hold coming away. I played seven fish
one morning between 7 and 10 A.M., landed
one, broke one, and lost five ether. Cannot
account for it. The same time my companion caught
two and lost three similarly. One whacker gave me
a nonstop run for 200 yards, me after him as fast as
I could run and scramble but he took me round a
boulder in midstream and left me hung up. Water
began to rise on April 4th, we left on 6th for the Song,
water had gone up about 12 inches and was slightly
milky but fish taking well. We went to the Song
River as we wanted to explore and thought with the
snow-water starting in the Ganges that the fish would
go up the Song. Stayed in Dehra Dun Fish
Association Bungalow near Rikkikesh Station.
Lovely river, lots jungle but caught nothing in remaining three days of our" trip. Another two fishers
were there, one had taken 11 and 16 pounders (two
fish), one morning on natural bait but nothing further,
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I'm off the Song—its fished a good bit and according
to the book kept at the bungalow, bags very poor
though now and again a big one is t a k e n ; —
Bag. 2 rods, 31st March 7, 6, 1.
1 st April

2nd
3rd , ,
4th
5th
6th

,,
,,
,,

nil.
16, 7, 6, 6, 5, 4, 4
3,3,3,2.
25, 16.
6.
8, 3, 2y2.

7th—9th April Song River blank.
All the better ones on 2Yi inch brass-spoons by
spinning. Some of smaller on fly-spoons. Did nothing with natural bait. T h e result was not very
much but with better luck and management it might
have been a red letter trip.
Shot a few jungli Murghi, pheasant, and peafowl round Lachman Jhula to eat. Sadhus didn't
seem to wind. A t t a and ghee procurable at Lachman Jhula, also a very few eggs, nothing else. Milk
in plenty at Rikkikesh R o a d . "
A t Hardwar itself there is a certain amount of
fishing to be got in the river, especially in the further
branch. If passing through a visit should be paid to
Hari-ka-pari pool, to see the sacred fish, which will,
if one's patience runs to it, actually feed out of your
hand, and to have a 2 0 to 3 0 lb. Mahseer sucking
atta from between one's fingers is an uncanny sensation. Above the canal head and below the overflow sluice opposite the sacred pool, are 3 or 4 crated
piers to check flow of river, all on left bank. The
water swirling round these makes fair runs, but personally I have always found Hardwar itself a disappointing place.
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But a short distance down the canal come four
falls, all worth a visit; indeed this Ganges canal
seems to be a marvellous one for fish; as tar down
into the plains, wherever there occur falls, Mahseer
;re to be caught in it. A good canal road runs t o —
Raipur falls—bungalow, 5 miles from H a r d war.
Bahadurabad falls—bungalow, 6 . 6 miles from
Hardwar.
Salempur falls—bungalow, 7 . 4 miles from
Hardwar.
Parthri falls—bungalow, 9 . 5 miles from Hardwar.
To use these bungalows permission should be
asked for from Executive Engineer, Ganges Canal,
Hardwar.
A t Roorkhi again come falls on the canal, but
it is not worth making a pilgrimage there as the local
fishermen levy a full toll from them.
Further notes on Hardwar by Mr. M . J. Macdonald, March 1922.
T h e conditions at Hardwar have changed for
the better since the Bhimgoda dam was completed
and a continuous flow channel has been put in there
and another at Mayapore, ensuring a good flow of
water below the regulators or dam.
Unfortunately
at the latter place the pool below the regulator silts
up and nothing much can be done there before the
water rises preparatory to the snow flood. But at
Bhimgoda excellent bags may be taken when the
Chilwa are running in the run below the continuous
flow channel. About a mile above the Bhimgoda
dam all along the stone bund for the first supply
channel, there are small runs which afford excellent
sport with a fly-spoon. There are monsters here but
owing to the poles along the bund casting with any-
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thing but a fly-spoon can hardly be managed; and a
heavy fish would soon run down into the remains of
previous bunds. Below Bhimgoda there is one good
run into a large pool, but from this point to about a
mile below the bridge-of-boats there is no good water.
Then a couple of runs under the far bank of the river,
and below this two nice pools with good long rapids,
the last one into a big pool holding nice fish. A mile
or so lower down and above the junction with the
stream from the Mayapore regulator is the best run
below the bridge-of-boats. From this spot to below
the bridge-of-boats leading to Kankal no fishing should
be done. Lower down there are some rapids in all
the branches of the river—usually three—worth trying. T h e best time to fish the place is when water is
being passed through the regulator at Bhimgoda. A
record of a catch in 1921 may be of interest:—
i s ; S, 6,' %
24ih

6, 6

25th
26th
27th

5 small fW

G".

5', 4,

18,9, 4 v'aiv

T h e catch might have been much better but for
the arrival of others when the water was over fished
and the regulator closed down on the 24th. On the
27th new water was tried.
T h e smaller fish give
great sport but I think it is a pity to keep them when
better fish may be expected. In this instance I kept
only the 3 1 , 1 5, 2 0 , 1 1 , 1 8 and 9 pounders, the
others being returned to the water to increase and
multiply much to the disgust of the shikari! On three
previous occasions good catches were made but the
best fish there was only a 13 pounder. A n d on one
occasion when a dam had burst and very little water
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passing down the canal only one fish of 17 pounds was
taken in 5 days fishing. But this is the only occasion on which Hardwar has not proved worth a visit.
The bait undoubtedly is the stone loach and spoon.
A t Bhola, about seven miles by good road from
Meerut, come more falls, but again it is no use making
a pilgrimage to these, and if you are a member of the
garrison there, a few questions to some brother angler
will very soon put you in possession of all facts required to be known. A correspondent wrote me that
he had only tried there once, catching three fish up
to 8 lbs., but adding that Mahseer were caught there
up to 2 0 and 25 lbs.
A n d Mr. M . J. Macdonald adds the following, March 1 9 2 2 : —
Bhola.—I have never visited this place but a
friend who went there for a couple of days got a 2 0
pounder and lost some smaller Mahseer. It was
much fished before the war from Meerut.
A t D a s I I a a station near Gaziabad, there
is fishing below sluices in Ganges Canal 1 Yl miles
from station.
There is a canal bungalow here
situated between the two branches of canal which
unite about a mile lower down.
Water is always
dirty here. Bait to use, atta, and one can fish in either
branch either below sluices and off piers, or below
Panchakkies in other branch. I have known of some
enormous fish being caught here, and there is a tale
of one well known Mahseer said to be over three
maunds in weight, who broke one man three times one
day though he was using the strongest of tackle ! ! !
You may find some difficulty in getting a cooly at
station, so if going from Delhi it would be simpler to
take a man with you.
A n d a good sportsman sends me the following
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notes ( 1 9 1 8 ) : —
D a s n a . — I know this place well, and
I've done a lot of fishing here. In September fishing
is good Tengra, occasional Mahseer and most of all
a kind of dark carp running up to about 12 lbs. This
fellow isn't in either your book or Thomas's but is
called by the natives here " Bhains-ka-bhai " from
his habit of collecting wherever the buffaloes are
wallowing in the canal. Bait atta and worms—spinning useless
In March fishing good, till snow-water comes
(came this year on 1 5th March). After that hopeless. H a v e tried paste and live bait regularly every
day since without success, having as many as twenty
lines' out at a time without any bait being touched.
Additional notes in March 1922 by Mr. M. J.
Macdonald.
A t Dasna, a station near Gaziabad, there
is fishing below sluices in Ganges Canal 1 Yl miles
from station. There is a canal bungalow here situated between the two branches of canal which unite
about a mile lower down.
Water is never really
quite clear owing to the sand worked up by the current,but the place holds some good fish and if visited at
the right time say end of February till about the middle
of April before the mow-water comes down there is
every chance of a fish or two. O n one occasion when
the Chilwa were moving 1 lost 7 fish one day—
a bad day when nothing went right and
two days later took Mahseer of
16, 14,
8 and 2 lbs., each, losing a couple more.
T h e y were taken on Chilwa behind and up
against the piers where the water is somewhat slack
and where the Chilwa and other small fish collect and
keep jumping in their efforts to get up the fall. On
subsequent occasions I have taken fish on the spoon.
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A good place is along the wall on the right bank
fishing deep with a Chilwa, but one wants to be careful of snags. T h e best bait in this canal is undoubtedly the stone loach which may usually be secured by
letting down a basket to where they are seen jumping.
A net over the basket prevents the fish from jumping
out again. I have never caught anything on atta in
the main stream here, but in the mill channel this is
the best bait, fishing above the panchakkics or below
from the steps leading down from the bridge. This
latter is the better place.
A t Dehra about 3 miles or more below
Dasna there is the next fall with a small canal bungalow on the left bank. This is a good place where
one can under favourable conditions, usually count on
a fish.
Cast from off the road bridge and bring your bait
as close up to the arches as possible. It is a good
plan to watch for the Mahseer rising and fish there, as
they appear to prefer different places with the changes
in the regulator just about the road bridge. T h e bait is
the same as for Dasna. O n e usually gets a Dehra Dun
trout or two, and at times the much loved Goonch.
When one is tired of this a try down the left bank of
the canal with atta in the places where cattle are in
the habit of drinking will produce a run or two.
There are several such places up to about half way
between the Dehra and the next bridge.
Then
again just below the next bridge. I have tried as far
as 12 miles lower down but never touched a fish or .
saw a Mahseer. T h e Dehra bridge is the best spot
on the canal down here. O n e has to use a lead, but
not too heavy as the kunker pitching is easily caught.
The water is hardly more than about 3 feet deep below the bridge, and the Mahseer appear to see the
spoon easily enough if it is kept about 8 or 12 inches

6i
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below the surface. Without a good deal of care one
can leave a tackle shop in the kunkar pitching in a
day I In 1921 I took Mahseer of 15J/ 2 , 15, 10,
7Yi, 7, 7 and 5 lbs. each, also some trout and a
Goonch on the seven occasions I tried the place before
the snow-water came down in the middle of April.
T h e year previous was considerably better when the
best fish was a 1 6 pounder. Like all other places the
fishing is falling off, probably due to the netting which
is done in the boat channel during the closure by the
canal menials.
T h e method is to open the sluices
into the channel at night for the fish to run up and then
in the early morning to shut the lower gate and the
sluices above, when all the fish in the channel are
netted.
T h e Executive Engineer has tried to prevent this, but a telegram of his coming makes the net
vanish.
During the closure and before the canal
runs down too low good sport can be had with a light
spoon in all the small runs and pools for about a mile
or more below Dehra and again for a short way below
the next bridge. O n e afternoon a party of three took
Mahseer of 12, 12, 1 1 ] ^ , 10, 7 and 2 lbs. each.
T h e three best were got on spoon; the others on atta.
It was a case of suicide on the part of the fish. Next
day the water was discoloured which put us off, but
a man who came out for the day got a 25 pounder on
atta. W i t h atta the best places are among the buffaloes lying in the water, but I preferred trying just below them.
During these closures which begin as
soon as the rains are fairly established, hundreds of
Mahseer and other fish can be seen in all the larger
pools, but they are too scared to be caught. They
might be caught late in the evening or after dark."
N a r o r a . — H e a d - w o r k s of Lower Ganges
Canal. Station Rajghat on O . arid R . Railway,
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Via Aligarh or Chandausi. T h e anicut lies four miles
from station, but the canal authorities will send a
trolley for yourself and kit. Several bungalows here
belonging to canal, to occupy which permission should
be asked from the Executive Engineer, Lower
Ganges Canal, Narora, via Rajghat.
There is a
rillage at Narora where such supplies as milk and eggs
can be got. T h e bed of Ganges is broad and sandy,
the length of the weir being 3 , 8 0 0 feet. It is rather
hard to know when to fish here, a n d i t is advisable to
write to* Executive Engineer for information re state
of water before deciding to come and fish. T h e
river below weir in hot weather is practically dry and
empty of fish nowadays, till either rain or snow-water
comes down in sufficient volume to cause some of the
sluice gates to be opened; as soon as this occurs and
a flow commences to go down river, the fish begin to
work up. In October also, before the gates are
closed down and the pools in river below begin to
dwindle, is a good time to come. T h e snow-water
apparently does not affect the river here till many
weeks after it has ruined the fishing in the hills. In
May when I visited Narora the water was clear, or at
least as clear as one can ever expect to fin^ the waters
of a bic river so far down in the Dlains. T h e place to
fi«h is below th^ slin'ce gates in the Oance* itself.
The gates here differ from those at Okhla and Rupar.
There are * ver" 'ar<re number of them between twn
stronor bunds. T h e sluices are worked from ton wall
which forms a bridge across portion of river. Below
comes a long passage a little above level of tops of
gates when closed, and between the arches one can
sit in shade and fish in the water below. But if one
hooks a fish larger than one can haul u p by brute
force, fishing off the sluice gate barrier seems to be no
use, as it would b e quite impossible in lower passage
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and almost impossible off upper bridge, however
acrobatically inclined one w a s , to hold on to a fish
and pass one's rod round corner tower and down on to
bank below.. It is a curious place too. When any
gates are opened the water rushes through covering a
platform the whole breadth of barrier, some 4 feet
deep and 50 yards long, divided to a certain extent
by two piers about 3 feet deep and 3 feet broad, that
run out across platform parallel with flow of water
(these piers inaccessible from .above) and then the
water hurls itself over a sheer 4 feet drop rushing on
down an inclined stony slope till it flows away in a
channel of the Ganges, some 5 0 — 1 0 0 yards wide.
W h e n some of the gates are open, this platform is
simply alive with fish, Mulleys, Mohi, Rohu, Kalabanse, Butchwa, Trout, and some Mahseer, to say
nothing of countless Chilwa, Barils and other small
fry. Below the fall, when rush is heavy, are to be
seen several enormous Goonch, swimming calmly in
the wall of white water that rises at a distance of from
5 to 2 0 feet from the fall according to the flow of
water passing over. Below too may be seen an
occasional big Mahseer, and also quantities of Murral,
Of course one can fish off either bund, but as large
quantities of natives seem to flog the water off these it
is hardly worth it. If rush of water not too great
one can wade out beloW the fall and fish in broken
water, where if vou use a big enough bait there is no
reason why you should not hook a Goonch of from 80
to 1 50 lbs. There, too, morning and evening when
the Butchwa are on the feed, which will soon be
apparent by the water seeming to boil as they chase
and scatter the fry, verv good bags may be made by
using a flv-spoon or a fly flake trout or small salmon
size). If the near or far gates are shut down,
and you can get along the top of fall, and mount on
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to one of the aforementioned piers, this is an excellent
place to fish from, and very pretty sport may be had
with the Butchwa and trout, especially the latter,
using a light rod and fly-spoon. Nowadays the big
fish seem to refuse all lures. W h y it should be so
I cannot say, unless it is that they soon get shy, and
as the fry are so countless their food supply is amply
assured without necessity for any hustling. A lot of
netting goes on too, and also the natives told me that
a great many fish were speared. Below the further
bund is the fish ladder, and beyond this comes over
half a mile of shutters. It is difficult to work along
these, and almost impossible if any were open except
by walking through river bed some 50 to 100 yards
below; if any shutters were open it would probably
be worth fishing in the runs so made.
Also if the
gates are closed it is worth trying off bridge into pool
above, using a small dead fish and a float about 8
or 9 feet up. This pool is full of fish, and one evening I had two runs from quite decent fish. About
half a mile up a barrier marked I. R . juts out into the
river, off this is a very deep pool full of big fish and
muggers, but bottom fishing one is liable to get frequently hung up on the kunkar bottom. There is no
reason apparently why fish should not be caught in
the canal head, as at Rupar (personally I moved
nothing, but that is no proof that fish could not be
caught), since I am told that when the canal is closed
down, large numbers of Mahseer are taken from the
pools so left. There seems to be an idea that there
are no Mahseer at Narora, but this is quite erroneous;
there are a certain number which are caught in nets
and on atta but never by spinning as far as I could
gather. T h e splendid bags made in 1 8 8 7 by Captain
Maycock & C o . , do not appear possible of repeating
nowadays, I am sorry to say, excepting the Butchwa
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and trout which can be caught in equal, if not greater
quantities. A n d catching Butchwa and Barilius bola
thus side by side, one is able to make a very fair
comparison of the two fish, and there is no doubt that
weight for weight the trout puts up the finer fight.
But from an edible point of view he is a very bad
second. Using a lake trout size fly is really the best
sport, as the fish take it greedily, and thus lightly
hooked made a great fight of it. Since this canal,
like all others in India, is always demanding from the
river more water than the latter can supply, I hear
that a canal is to be taken, off the Sarda River and
run into the Ganges above the railway bridge, a mile
or two upstream. Perhaps some of the Sarda
Mahseer will descend and infuse a more sporting spirit
into the Mahseer of the lower Ganges !
N O T E S ON FISHING A T N A R O R A

(1910jl^H

By Contain R. W. Middleman,
S. and T. Corps.
N a r o r a is one of the big gathering places in
the Ganges for all kinds of fishy beasts, pleasant and
unpleasant. A l l the most sporting kinds of fish are
there, Mahseer, Silundia Gangetica, Seetul, Butchwa, Rohu and Lanchi, and the lesser lights down
to the humble vet sporting little Chilwa. There are
also there, bad luck to them, shoals of huge hideous
Goonch. brutes that take anything and everything as
food. Turtles, Mugger and Gharial are also
wandering round, but as thev usually fioht shv of
human beings they don't much matter. T h e fishing
lasts, as in other parts, from March till the rains, the
best period being from May till the water is discoloured and the river swollen bv rains in lulv. Bait
in the shape of Chilwa, Mngil, small Butchwa,
Shrimps, etc., are easily got from the fish ladder.
T h e portly tindal at Narora can work the trick of
producing small meshed nets to catch bait; of cours?
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the importance of a judicious application of bakshish,
for services rendered, must not be lost sight of.
You will probably find an enthusiastic crowd of
youngsters ready to follow you wherever you go.
Disperse them at once or they will spoil your sport by
playing the fool round you, and while you are not
looking snaffle hooks, traces, etc., out of your bag
if left for a moment. They are keenfishermenthese
boys, and have to steal their tackle, and consider all
Sahibs as legitimate game. Whenever possible use
one of your own servants as carrier, as all the local
people are prone to steal. A few days' leave spent
here is something to remember, as apart from the
actual sport, life in the hot weather is made more
pleasant by the cool breezes off the river. The best
way offishingthe place is by boat in the pool below
the falls. You don't want to fish too close to the
falls, because for one thing the water is very turbulent
and dangerous to take a small boat into, and also
because in the heavy white water lie rows of those
beastly Goonch, who would promply pinch your spoon
or other bait, or if you happen to hook a smallish fish,
yourfishas well. As they run up to a great weight,
the chances are you would lose your tackle and your
hair. If you spin in the main stream with a large
spoon or dead bait, you may expect Mahseer, Silund,
Butchwa and the inevitable Goonch. The two most
likely to take are Silund and Butchwa, as Mahseer
are rarely caught, for what reason no one seems to
know there. The Silund, however, makes up for
the lack of enterprise on the part of the Mahseer.
They are grand fish to catch. If you want to make
a big bag of Butchwa, with an occasional Silund, fish
with a small spoon or Chilwa. The big Butchwa
are shy and you must fish far out or you will only get
small half pounders. In the quieter water below the
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fish ladder you can have a go at the Seetul, spinning
slowly a small dead bait, deep down. Look out
lest you take a firm hold of the Indian Empire. By
the way, never forget to take with you and wear
smoked glasses, you will get a headache from the glare
which you won't forget in a hurry. Fishing from the
shore, the best place is in the pool of the right bank.
T h e natives nearly always fish along here for Silund,
as all the big fish seem to lie along these parts. The
reason I think is that there are always natives about on
this bank, and the Mugger and Gharial don't come
near in consequence.
T h e bait used by the native
is the tail half of a fair sized Butchwa, and is most
effective. They cast out as far as possible across the
current and let the bait swing round with the rush of
water. It is usually taken when just at the end of
the swing, and must appear to the fish like a stray
Butchwa making for the edge. W a t c h the natives
fishing; what they don't know about the best places,
and the most effective bait, is not worth knowing.
Another place is off the pier above the fish ladder.
But this is a difficult place to fish, as you are perched
high up on a pier and no place to land a fish, until
you go round and climb down, a precarious proceeding with a big fish to deal with. Below this is the
slaughtering place for Butchwa up to a pound in
weight. You can kill two or three hundred if you
like to stay there all day. There is no doubt that the
fishing is greatly spoiled by the Goonch. The size
and number of these must be seen to be believed.
They mess up your tackle, and the number of fish
they destroy must be enormous.. It would be a great
thing if everyone who went to Narora helped to keep
their numbers down. W e tried shooting, spearina
and fishing for them. T h e most effective method
appeared to be the Ia$t named. Get a line of some
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50 yards of cotton rope, about the thickness of your
little finger, and tie a hook about the size of a meat
hook, or a couple of very large and powerful trebles
on to it. Bait with a half pound Butchwa, and
hand the line over to your servants or a group of small
boys. If they cast into the heavy water where the
Goonch can be seen lying, the bait will soon be taken.
This appeared the best way as it did not interfere
with one's own sport. See that the end of the line
is secured to something, or a big Goonch will walk
off with the whole show. The hooks should be very
sharp and powerful, as a goodly number of the
Goonch must be as heavy as a man. If every angler
would do something of this sort, thefishingwould be
greatly improved. Take a rifle to Narora with you,
as you can have a pot at Mugger and Gharial when
weary of fishing. As these janwars eat fish in large
quantities it is as well to blaze at them.
And in 1918 Captain A. W. R. Tate of the
8th Kings wrote me the following very interesting
letter, from which I quote in extenso : —
' ' N a r o r a . — I went there with my wife.
Perrin (in charge there) and his wife were
most awfully good to us.
Both of them
are keen fishermen and far better at the
game than I am and I feel that in comparison
with them I've no right to write about the fishing.
Really for Narora April was much too early but I
had quite good sport. Broke two sea rods and considerable tackle trying to catch a big Goonch but I was
revenged. The third day I was there, Perrin had to
open the canal so he closed all the gates and gOt a
number of canal people with a net and we went in
with spears and slaughtered the Goonch. It was
about the best sport I've ever had. We were in water
up to* the waist and when one got a spear into a Goonch
62
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it had one off one's feet at once. W e got thirty-one
all told but unfortunately could not weigh them.
T h e biggest which very nearly drowned me before
anyone
else could get a spear in was a
foot longer than the big one Thomas speaks
of.
T h e natives who re wrights an usually
pretty
accurate
put the
bag
at
over 18
maunds.
The
curious thing
was
that we
saw nothing under 15 lbs.
W e also speared by
mistake a fish, the natives called a Bonsni. It was
about 2 0 lbs., but only two feet long, a kind of carp
I should imagine, very deep and thick and with a
small mouth but tremendously powerful jaws. The
natives say it takes no bait. Perrin also had not seen
it before. T h a t slaughter should improve the fishing
I hope. T h e fishing at Narora has very much
deteriorated as unlimited netting,
dynamiting,
etc., has been permitted. Perrin put it down but from
this month is transferred to Meerut to make way for an
Indian—(who will I hope carry on the good work,
S.D.).
It is the greater pity as the Mahseer there do
now take a spinning bait—Mrs. Perrin taking twenty
during March on a mother of pearl spoon—that is the
spinning bait at Narora.
I also tried for the Seetul—Mohi as they call
them there. Everyone told me that I was wasting time
as none have been caught for years. I read up
Thomas but after trying for a bit I want one better—at
least / think so. Instead of a dead bait I rigged up
a small live bait of 3 inches on suitable " Parson s
tackle and drew that the way he advises for dead
bait that is with long waits on the bottom. It seems
to me that a dead bait looks too unnatural when it is
still. Any way it paid and I got six in a day all
between twelve and fifteen and a half pounds. 1
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used a 10 foot Hardy trout rod and an aerial reel of
3 inches and they gave superb sport, fought every inch
of the way, constantly jumping.
There is very littlefishingdone by the natives at
Narora nowadays and there is only one man who
knows anything about it. He catches Wallago Attu
and I have not seen his method in any book. He
uses a large hook No. 4 / 0 or 5/0 and strings two,
three or even four live small Mullet or Chilwa on to
the hook passing it right through the body a little
above the tail fin. It seems a most unnatural bait but
it certainly pays and even Mahseer are occasionally
taken on it.
The Silund is no longer known at Narora.
Perrin did not know it—had never seen it and none
of the natives knew it by name or anyfishwhich would
correspond to it.
Luscombe in his catalogue gives a note about the
Butchwa. You doubtless know the note I refer to
but I roughly quote it. It is to the effect that the
fish commonly known as the Butchwa is really the
Baikiri and the Butchwa is a bottom feeder, a filthy
feeder and should never be eaten. The good eating
surface feeder is very common at Narora but while
I was trying deep for Mohi I caught 9 fish which I
mistook for the ordinary '' Butchwa '' but very big
ones. They varied from 3 to 6 pounds in weight
and fought very well. We ate one of them by
mistake and it made us very ill so Perrin and I carefully examined thefishwith the book and right enough
they agreed with the But(:hwa of L uscombe.
I think that these are all the notes that I c in give
you at present. I hope that they may be of use to
>uu The Mahanad R i v e r a tributary of the
Can 'es. Good fishing near Chan dia station. Be^
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spots near railway bridge. This river is best fished
soon after rains cease, as it runs down very quickly.

The Song. Suswa and Asan.—The
following are extracts taken from the latest reports
(December 16) of the Dehra Dun Fishing Association : — A l l anglers will be sorry to hear that the Club
has fallen on rather hard times, but that was almost
inevitable these days, and it is to be hoped that after
the war matters will tend to right themselves. The
reDort contains no fishing results, this is in accordance
with a resolution passed some years ago. The two
best fish killed this year (1917) were in the Song,
a 4 8 pounder by Major Gatherer and a 34 pounder
by H . E . the Viceroy. There are several large fish
in the Association waters, but they are educated, and
seldom on the take. T h e majority run from 1 to 5
lbs., except in the rains when fish of all sizes run up
from the Jumna and Ganges. But most drop back
at end of monsoon.
D E H R A DUN FISHING A S S O C I A T I O N ,

LIMITED.

T h e following paras, are taken from the Club
rules and bye-laws, and also from some notes most
kindly sent me by the Secretary. Should any angler
be in these parts and wish to join the Association he
cannot do better than write to the Secretary at Dehra
Dun for the Club booklet.
1. T h e Association is a registered Liability
Company under the Indian Companies Act VII of
1 9 1 3 , and called the Dehra Dun Fishing Association.
2 . For the purpose of these rules the financial
year consists of the period between the 1st of September in one year and the 31st of August in the next.
T h e fishing year for which a license is granted con-
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sists of the period between 1st of January and the
31st December annually.
3 . Subscriptions are payable in advance and
are due on the 1 st of January in each year.
The
Secretary will issue a printed notice to all members
on 15th November for their subscriptions or the
ensuing fishing year. A n y member whose subscription is still due on the 1 st of January after the issue
of such notice shall cease to be member of the Association. T h e maximum strength of the Association
for the fishing year 1917 is not limited.
4 . T h e rate of subscription is R s . 2 0 per annum
or for any portion of that period. T h e maximum
number of days in any one month which this annual
subscription entitles members to fish the Association
rivers or occupy a fishing rest-house is ten. A n y
member wishing to fish for more than ten days in
any one month will b e charged R s . 5 per diem for
each day that he or she fishes or occupies a fishing
rest-house in excess of that period. Lady members
may occupy a fishing bungalow only on such occasions as it may be vacant and must remove from it on
the arrival of any member of the opposite sex. W h e n
payment is made by cheque on Banks other than
Dehra Dun it should include 4 annas, cost of commission for cashing it.
5. Members are allowed 12 days fishing in one
year for guests who are not residents of the Dun.
Saturdays and Sundays excepted on payment of
Rs. 2 per rod, per diem. Guests may not fish for
more than four consecutive days at a time and there
must be at least a week's interval between each period
of fishing. Application for a guest permit must be
accompanied by a remittance covering the period of
jjshing. Guests must return their fishing permits to
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the Secretary on the expiration of their fishing limit
which will be stated on it.
19. Guards are employed on the Association
waters. Those employed on all water leased from
Government are under the direct control of the Divisional Forest Officer. Any complaints made against
these men should be sent to the Secretary for transmission to the Forest Officer for such action as he may
deem necessary.
20. Members must produce theirfishingtickets
or license on demand by the Guards and fill in particulars under specified heading in the Guards' record
books,
21. Any member or other person who infringes
the following rules on the Association waters will
render themselves liable to be expelled from the
Association, or to afinenot exceeding Rs. 50, at the
decision and option of the Committee:—
(1) Fishing without first having obtained a
license.
(2) Fishing with hand lines, setting them for fish
or catching fish by any other means than with rod,
bait and line, except as provided for under (5)
(for dead bait).
(43) Using atta, gram, or worms, asfishingbait,
except when the rivers are so discoloured that no lure
or spinning bait can be used with any chance of success.
(4) Permitting servants or attendants to fish.
(5) Using nets for any purpose other than landing hookedfishor for catching such small bait as may
be actually required for the day's dead bait fishing.
(6) Retaining Mahseer weighing less than 1 lb.,
and Indian trout weighing less than % lb. Mahseer
a,nd trout under these weights respectively must be r<?'
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turned to the water immediately after being landed
unless required for dead bait.
22. The Association waters are notified by D.
D. F. A. notice boards.
I NOTES."

Four guards are employed on allotted beats on
the Song and Suswa Rivers and
one on the Asan river. These
guards are under the direct control of the Forest
Officer, Sewalik Division, through whom the Government waters are leased. They are paid by the Association, but the Committee or Secretary have no power
to deal with them except through him. All reports
or complaints should be submitted to the Secretary
who will lay them before the Forest Officer for such
action as he may deem necessary for the better protection, etc., of the Government waters.
The guards are supplied with Association tickets.
For comparison, and to prevent poaching, members
are requested to produce their tickets on demand by
the guards, also to fill in the information under the
column headings in the books with which the guards
are supplied. To prevent a recurrence of irregularity
the guards are supplied with post-cards addressed to
the Secretary and their reports usually reach him the
day after they are made. The guards are posted as
under:—
One on " Asan " river at " Khulhal."
f One at Kansrao.
.. o
,,
,
| One at Khairi.
.. £° n g „ an .
«{ One at Rikkikesh Road Bungaouswa rivers.
,
I low.
I One at Gohri.
" Song " river at Luchiwalla, one temporary
from 15th June to 15th November.
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O n e fishing rest-house on the ' ' Song ' ' river at
As ociition
water Rikkikesh R o a d bridge about
houses Fl "7a 8 § t e'r n" ' Vl ™les from Rikkikesh Road
Dun."
Railway Station. T h e Association hold the fishing rights of about the last 13
miles of the ' ' Song ' ' and ' ' Suswa ' ' rivers to their
r.junction with the Ganges.
O n e on the Asan river at Kulhal near the junction of the Asan and Jumna. This part of the Association water is only get-at-able by road, the approximate distance to Kulhal being 2 9 miles. The
Association own the fishing rights of about the last
1 Yl miles of the Asan River to its junction with the
Jumna. There is a Post and Telegraph Office at
Herbertpore, about six miles from Kulhal bungalow.
Both above bungalows are furnished.
T h e Association waters are notified by D . D.
F. A .
Notice boards, and maps of the rivers are
available from the Secretary at R e . 1-8-0 a copy.
No servants of any sort are employed by the
Association in the fishing bungalows. Members using
them are held responsible that the bungalows, cooking and bath-room utensils, etc., as used by them, are
thoroughly clean, and in order before leaving. They
. are also responsible for any breakages or deficiencies
caused by them or their servants.
Supplies.—Butter,
ghee, milk, dal, rice, gram
and occasionally fowl are the only provisions obtainable in the vicinity of any of the Association waters.
Sernais can be hired for fishing at the junctions of the
-Song, Suswa and Ganges, and Asan and Jumna, but
members must make their own {arrangements for the
use of them. A s coolies are not always available or
procurable, it is advisable for members to take such
attendants as they may require with them.
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Fishing tackle.—Direct from the leading makers
at home, and specially suited to the Dun fishing, is
stocked by the Secretary, and available at reasonable
prices.
The Association holds the fishing rights under
lease from Government of all the Song and Asan
rivers where they run through Government lands or
forests.
The former is a tributary of the Ganges, the
latter of the Jumna.
" F R O M 1909

NOTES."

The Suswa River has now broken into the Song
about two miles below Khansrao, and about seven
miles up from the Song and Ganges junction.
The last 1 y2 miles of the Song to the junction
is owned by zamindars, but the Association holds the
lease with right to renew it annually. Owing to the
rapid strides made in irrigation in the Dun, the Association waters may now (except during the rains) be
looked on more in the light of being breeding preserves, than affording good sport, in comparison to
what these rivers were some years ago. Grants of these
adjoining lands to retired Gurkhas, who have opened
up the country and irrigated it, has been the cause of
naking these rivers what they are now, most of the
ivater being taken off for irrigation purposes. However,, there is always fair sDort to be had in the lower
eaches of the rivers with fish of up to 7 lbs. When
he snow-water comes down the Ganges, which it
[enerally does before the end of April, it sends a lot
f nice fish UD the Association waters. Fly and
iother-o'-pearl spoons are the most killing bait from
^pril till the rains break. During the rains and until
ie end of October the big fish remain up the Assoiation waters, but get back to the junctions when the
63
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rivers go down a little. During this period 2 to 2)/^
inches and sometimes 3 inches silver spoons, or natural
dead bait kill equally well.
T h e junctions are fishable all the year round,
except during flood and dirty water.
Just as this goes to press I am told of a 23 lb.
Mahseer caught lately, on fly, in the Song.
A n d following is extract from 1916 Report.
Comment is needless.
A gang of poachers which the Secretary had
reason to believe were netting the Song River at
Rikkikesh R o a d and on whose track he had been for
some time were eventually run down and seven of
them convicted and fined R e . 1 each only by the
Deputy Magistrate, Dehra Dun. A s the award of
such inadequate punishment was more likely to encourage netting than to act as a deterrent, the Secretary asked the President of the Association to represent the matter to the Superintendent of the Dun.
A s may be seen from the correspondence placed before the meeting Mr. Turner did so with the result
that any such cases in the future are not likely to be
dealt with leniently, vide Superintendent of the Dun s
reply.
T h e Hon. Sec. has kindly sent me (December
1921) a copy of the latest " R u l e s , " but except in
one or two minor points they do not appear to alter
the above.
T h e following cutting from the Pioneer of 1913
will be of interest to any anglers whose fate may take
them to Benares, as this is not a station where one
could expect to get much river fishing : —
FISHING IN THE GANGES AT BENARES.
O n e morning in February, writes M . S. in the
Asian. I was standing on the Dufferin Bridge over the
river Ganges enjoying the magnificent view to be had
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from there of the temples and mosques on the river
front of the Hindu holy city, and ceased to wonder
at the great attraction that it has for tourists. My
attention was drawn to a lot of terns just below m e !
hovering over the water feeding on small fish, which
were breaking the surface in all directions, and I,
being a keen fisherman, lost all interest in the view,
for evidently the small fry were between two fires, as
is nearly always the case when these birds are feeding,
except in the shallowest of water. I could just make
out some larger fish darting about, and from their
gleaming white sides, which they occasionally showed, correctly guessed them to be Bakri, a very sporting
surface-feeding fish running to about sixteen inches
long; they have no scales, and have an extremely
sharp spine on their back fins, which must be carefully
avoided when handling one of them. These fish are
often spoken of as Butchwa which is a different soecies
of the same family, and is very alike in size and
colouring, but has several barbels and is almost entirely a bottom feeder.
I went on watching the small fish having a very
bad time of it. Now and then a successful tern would
fly off with its prey pursued by some others. Suddenly there was a furious splashing caused by the Bakri
jumping about in all directions, and a large black form
dashed through them and passed out of sight under
the bridge. This unbidden guest was close enough
to the surface to be recognised as the fresh water
dolphin Plalanista Gangetica, which is very common
in the lower Ganges, and is reported to grow to over
eight feet in length. In appearance and habits, they
seem to be very like most varieties of the sea dolphin,
but I have never seen them in shoals but always nngle.
After this interruption, I could see no more fish, thf
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terns left and were no doubt on the lookout for another
opportunity to continue their meal.
During the winter, it had often occurred to me
to try the river, although very few fish in India take
well during the cold weather; but I had always put
it off owing to the counter-attraction of small game
shooting, which though not particularly good here
filled up my spare time.
Moreover, local opinion
had it that the only form of rod fishing to be had in
the district was bottom fishing in the various tanks
and ponds, a form of fishing which has never appealed
very strongly to me. But I have done enough of it
to realise the amount of practice and skill that is required to make a successful tank angler.
O n getting back to cantonments, I looked out
my tackle, and that same evening went down to the
bridge, avoiding the shortest road which lies through
the city, which, although much to be admired from
a distance, is a great deal less pleasant at close
quarters.
Using a one-inch spoon with a single
hook mounted on the ring—this in India at least is a
much more effective way of mounting a small spoon
than with a treble, either fixed, or flying—I got a lot
of offers but only landed two or three Bakri; at this
time of day no fish or birds were ever to be seen feeding. T h e boatmen told me that Bakri were always
on the feed during the heat of the day, and they were
very numerous in this part of the river only, and that
they did not net them here as the river was too deep
in the middle and near the banks because of the
kunka or metal used for the foundations of the bridge.
A few days later, I went down about midday
and did a great deal better, but again missed too
many, so as an experiment put on an old made up
cast of wet flies which had been used in Scotland
about six months before; the gut being three X , anq
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the flies necked, I did not expect to land a fish, but
only wished to see if they would take fly: the result
was a rise the first cast, and the loss of the tail fly.
This encouraged me to make up a cast of stronger gut
with two trout and a sea trout fly. This turned out
to be much better fun, just as many fish offered and
many more were landed than with a spoon, but bar
one they were all caught on the tail fly. After this,
whenever possible, I went down after late breakfast
and the sport got better daily as the weather got
hotter. • It seemed that they preferred a large fly; a
number five on the point was not too large. It was
lucky that they were not particular, as their sharp and
numerous teeth played havoc with the flies, so I made
my own from any feathers and silk that came handy.
My last two days' fishing was in early May and
in three hours it was too hot to fish longer; the bag
was fifty-three and fifty-seven respectively.
These fish ran from a quarter to a pound and a
quarter, and as each shoal was composed of members of above the same size, one's average was liable
to vary very much. O n one occasion I got twentythree weighing nineteen pounds, and this included
two quarter pounders.
T h e fact that in all forms of fishing knowledge
of the water and habits of fish is necessary to make
the most of it, was well exemplified here.
One very curious thing was. that none were
caught or even seen above the bridge: here the river
ran nearly due ea«t. and as the shadow went doWn
stream so did the fi=h. T h e best place of all was in
the shade of the bridge, a most convenient thing for
the' fishermen considering the strength of the Indian
hot weather sun. T h e y were also plentiful below
the bridge, but got less so the further you went, and
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about two hundred yards down there seemed to be
none.
The fish collecting in the shade could be understood, but why below, and not above it? The small
fish they preyed pp were for the most part a sort of
small grey Mullet, two or three inches long, which
go about in shoals and swim with their eyes above
water; these shoals seemed to be always working upstream : there certainly seemed as a rule to be more
of them just under the bridge, but there were quantities above it but never a Bakri.
The best way to make a bag was not merely to
fish the best water, getting a fish here and there and
perhaps by luck running into a shoal only to get two
or more on and lose the place while playing them,
owing to the wind, current, of the slackness of the
boatmen : but to look out carefully, whilst moving,
for fish feeding; the terns were very useful pilots for
this, when too far away to see the fish themselves
breaking the water, and as soon as within casting distance drop the anchor, or, better still, if thefishwere
near enough to, make fast to one of the piers. By
doing this, I have pulled out a dozen as fast as they
could be landed, getting two, three, and even four
at a time. As soon as the flies touched the water
they were all over them; it struck me that generally
only one was hooked on striking, and that the others
hung on to the otherflieswhile thefirstfishwas going
away or being reeled in. They did not seem to be
afraid of the boat: there is a lot of traffic up and
down the river; once a fish got off a few vards from
the boat and I saw another take the samefly: but as
a rule they did not get off when hooked, owing to
their hard mouths wbich gave a good hook hold.
When the Mullet were in the shallows, one could

land and as long as they remained there, do even
better from the bank.
These Bakri are the most voracious fish for their
size that I have come across: all had the appearance
of being full of food, and one that was opened had
five small fish about three inches long in its stomach.
I don't suppose for a moment that they took my flies
for what they were meant to represent, but only for
something alive and good to eat. Twice while playing a fish in the middle of a shoal, the swirl of a
Dolphin put a temporary stop to my sport. O n each
occasion 1 felt nothing, and as the fish being played
was only one as compared with perhaps thirty all
round it, presumably he did not come at me. I was
badly tempted to have a try for one of these monsters
with a Bakri spun close to the surface, but my available tackle, especially as far as line was concerned,
put it out of the question. Fished for as for Tarpon
the river Dolphin might give grand sport, but as far as
I know it has never been done. During the whole
period that I was fishing only two fish other than Bakri
were caught: one of them a 7 pounder, one of the
less well known so-called fresh water sharks, whose
correct name has slipped my memory.
And Captain T a t e of the 8th King's sent me
the following note.
LUCKNOW.
T h e Goomti River runs through Lucknow and
holds Mahseer (few) and Palan. Fishing entirely bottom fishing—could not move a fish with
spoon fly or minnow—not even at the Falls. Bait to
use atta for Butchwa (and incidentally turtles) and a
small fish cut open turned inside out and tied to t h e
hook for Palan—very poor sport.
Near is the
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Kukrail stream full of Chilwa lanci and Murral but
the stream is chock full of weed and thefishare hard
to catch.
T H E KOSI, WESTERN RAMGANGA, SARJU AND
EASTERN RAMGANGA RIVERS.

T h e K o s i R i v e r rises up in the hills
beyond Almora, and flows down nominally to become
a tributary of the Ganges. But below Ramnugger,
where it issues from the hills, its waters are carried
off in several small canals, so that as a river it ceases
to exist. But this does not affect thefishing,as rivers
such as the Ramganga and Kosi are probably selfcontained in the matter of their fish, differing in this
from the Giri, Asan, Barlganga and others, since the
Mahseer are hardly likely to have ever dropped back
to the Ganges through many miles of slow flowing
river with sandy bed. There is a littlefishingto be
got I believe in the higher reaches of the Kosi, near
Khairna bridge, a spot equidistant from Almora,
Naini and Ranikhet, and 1 was told of a fine kund
full of fish, just below junction of Sual tributary,
latter crossed on march Naini via Ranigarh to Almora.
But the bestfishingis to be got between Kumeria and
Gurjiya, not a very big stretch of water but enough
to give a very pleasant ten days' fishing. Station is
Ramnugger, Via. Moradabad, thence to Gurjiya seven
miles along the Ranikhet cart road, a pucca road suitable for motors. At about five miles Dikhuli village
is passed on the right. At Gurjiya are two bungalows, the one on hill to left of road is a forest bungalow, to occupy which a permit must be got from
Forest Officer, Ramnugger, the other is a P. W. D.
bungalow for which a fee of Re. 1 daily is charged.
Both are nice bungalows, the latter being fully
furnished, with servants, etc. To fish in the Kosi
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river a permit is necessary, procurable from the D.
F. O., Kamnugger, for which a small charge is made
of 8 annas for less than 15 days, and one rupee if
over, below Dikhuli there is nofishingwhatsoever^
nor is there any really below Gurjiya except for a
couple of shallow runs out of which one might take
a small fish or two.* At the seventh milestone just
beyond theD. B., the road divides up, the left hand
following the right bank of the river round to Kumeria,
the right fork crossing the river by a large new sus*
pension bridge cutting straight across and lejoining the
other branch at Kumeria bridge five miles. The
best months for fishing are March, April and May,
and again after the rains, but it must be remembered
that May is very hot since Mohan is but 1,000 feet
above sea-level. The fish are Mahseer and run to
30 lbs., but though there are a lot of bigfishthey are
not often caught. Usually the ones captured
run between 1 and 6 lbs. The Kosi is also a great
river for trout, and this last April I knew of one
caught 3 % lbs., a very nice fish. A 14 ft. rod,
light tackle and fly-spoons are about the best outfit
for. this river. It is very well preserved by the
Forest Department and hardly any poaching goes on.
There is A-1 shooting in the forests round, but this is
at present denied to the ordinary humble individual,
as all the jungles along the Ramganga and Kosi rivers
are kept as a preserve for the L. G.'s yearly shoot.
(1909-10). Also the big pool at Gurjiya was netted
while I was there to providefishfor the L. G. s camp,
which does not tend to improve the fishing. From
Gurjiya to Mohan is 6V2 miles by road, less by river.
Here is a forest bungalow situated on a nice elevated
spot on right bank of river. It is a two-storeyed
bungalow, very old, and it is as well to keep an eye
* But re this see later notes (1922).
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open for scorpions and such like.* Mohan to
Kumeria is about four miles, and here is another forest
bungalow. One can either fish up or cut across by
the direct road, Gurjiya to Kumeria and then fish
down. Carts and coolies can be hired at Ramnugger,
by giving due notice to the Tehsildar. Supplies are
not easily procured, except at Gurjiya where there are
a couple of bunniahs' shops. INow to hsh. up. Below the bridge is a shallow pool, generally only holding small fish, but occasionally morning or evening one
sees a 10 or 1 5 pounder from the pool higher up, who
have dropped down to hunt the fry here. But the
best way is to follow the left hand road up the hill,
till, shortly before a new iron bridge is reached, an
old track leading off to right is seen. Follow this
but go canny over the old bridge! Drop down to
the water's edge here, and by climbing a big rock
just over river, one of the best pools lies below one.
If water is clear you will see it simply full of regular
ironclads and heaps of smaller fish. There is, or was,
a small shallow rapid into the pool. By going up
a short distance and then paying out line so that my
fly-spoon was carried into pool, I have had some terrific
tugs but no other result. The only time I ever hooked one of the ironclads was with live bait, my last
day and last half hour ! 1 had caught a half pound
Mahseer about a mile up stream, and nursing him
with infinite difficulty brought him alive to near the
pool, then hastily climbing the overhanging rock I let
him down. For five minutes nothing happened, then
at last swinging him into rough water at head of pool
afishof about 15 lbs. seized him with a violent bang,
and for one minute the pool was in terrific commotion.
Then—a slack line and empty hook came back!
Above this come several fair runs though not many
* Since rebuilt 1922.
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pools, and it behoves one to keep out of sight as much
as possible.. Below a village, and above where a
huge rock with flags on top stands in midstream, is
quite a good run and generally is full of small fish
with a chance of a 4 or 5 pounder. Also sometimes full of buffaloes. Then there is a good pool,
some way up, below where the big hill on left bank
comes down to river, the latter having bent in toward
the hill and away from road. After this the stream
takes an immense curve back to near the road and
swings round to meet the hill again further up. In
this bend below the hill lies Chaken village amid a
lot of cultivation, the opposite bank being covered
with thorn jungle not pleasant to walk through. It
is best therefore to take a short cut from this pool
under bluff right across to Mohan, the more especially
as all the water thus missed is indifferent, thefirsthalf
of curve being in 1909 .shallow open runs. Just
below Mohan is a ghat, and then above this is an A-1
pool quite close to bungalow, and in the next mile up
there are three or four good pools and runs. The
road which all this time runs back from the river and
a good height above it, turns in over the river at the
second milestone above Mohan. Half a mile on
beyond this towards Kumeria comes one of the best
pools on the river, and one full'of big fish, followed
by more good water, till 1 V2 miles from Kumeria it
ends with another pool holding ironclads, after wh'ch
the last bit to Kumeria is again indifferent. The
above account does not pretend to be in any way exhaustive, and of course may be stultified by the river
slightly changing its bed, still it gives a fair idea to
work on for anyone who may wish to essay the trip.
The Kosi is only a small stream and quite unaffected
by snow-water, it is waded easily almost anywhere in
a normal year. Sometimes logs floating down may
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affect the fishing for a short time. Following the left hand road, just beyond \0Y2 milestone
from Ramnugger (3 1 /2 from Gurjiya), a cart track
branches off at right angles to the left, leading to
Gairral on Ramganga river, 8 miles, Via Sultan forest
bungalow, three miles.*
Writing December
1 9 1 0 , Colonel Stokes
Roberts, R . E . , kindly sent me the following information : —
" I gathered that the Gurjiya pool is less than
half the size it was last year, and the pools near Mohan
had filled up. T h e best part of the Kosi is now between Mohan and Kumeria, but entails a troublesome
lot of climbing if water is h i g h . "
But reference above notes Mr. E . Smythies
kindly sends me the following corrections in 1918,
which only shows how wrong it is to dogmatise concerning anything to do with fish : —
Some of your notes are now slightly inaccurate,
e.g., the reference to the Mohan bungalow, which
has been rebuilt and is a very nice one now. Again,
you say, ' below Dikhuli there is no fishing;' I have
had some very decent fun in this stretch, with a 22
lber., just opposite Dikhuli, and a 14 lber., above
Ramnugger and plenty of smaller ones. I saw a very
interesting thing a week ago and am wondering if it is
at all common. In a beautiful run below Suraoduli,
where there is 2 0 vards of very heavy white broken
water between big boulders, I struck a migration of
small 3 inch to 4 inch fish, struggling up in thousands,
and stopoing exhausted in every little bit of s'»ck
water on the edge. H a v e you ever seen thi« ? The
bier fish were simply ramnant, and my dead bait was
taken every time immediately! It was most extra'iiltau remember to take lower road
r bungalow,
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ordinary sport while it lasted, but I rather made a
mess of it. One monster of at least 30 lbs., smashed
me up, 2 more big ones got off after a few minutes, 2
failed to hook themselves, and I only got in 2, one of
15 lbs. and one smaller. How long the migration
lasted I don't know, I was there over an hour, and it
had started before I arrived and was going on when
I left (I was on the march to Dikala, and could not
wait any longer). I hope I live to see another such
migration I

The W e s t e r n Ramganga

River

rises in' the Himalayas a long way north of Ranikhet,
and leaving the hills through the Path Dun by a gorge
at Kalagarh, flows on to join the Ganges north of
Cawnpore.
Yet even as these notes are penned
envious eyes are being cast upon its waters, and I hear
that there is a talk of using the river below Kalagarh
to feed small canals as has already been done with
Kosi. This would effectually cut off all communication with the Ganges, if the bigger fish ever do
drop down. In the lower reaches there is little fishing, the river flowing through the plains in a sandy
bed often broken up into many separate streams. But
above Kalagarh it becomes a typical Himalayan river
with deep pools and erlorious runs. The best known
portion to the angler lies between this latter place and
Gairral, a matter of some 23 miles. Gairral can be
reached from Ramnugger, Via the Kosi river, as described under the latter heading. Though the Ramganga has a fairly long course it is ouite unaffected by
snow-water, and can be fished till well on in June;
though in May and June the runs dwindle, the nools
become crystal clear and thefishvery wary. Also it
must not be forgotten that the heat becomes great in
these two latter months. Unlike the Giri thefishare
permanent inhabitants of the river, since the Gangef
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is too far for an annual migration. This fact, though
it has great advantages, is not also without its demerits. If even.in a year of deficient rainfall, the fish
are to be found in the river, when in other streams they
may never have run up at all from the bigger rivers,
on the other hand, it means that the water will not
stand the same amount of flogging and thefishsoon
become more cunning. As yet, however, the Ramganga is but little known, and as one is only human
I must admit it rather goes to my heart penning the
following notes :—To reach the lowest point where
fishing commences. Station Nagina on O. and R.
Railway between Saharanpore and Moradabad.
Here carts and coolies can be procured by writing to
the Tehsildar. The dak bungalow is just opposite
the station if one wished to halt here at all. Pass
through the town and make for Chamera Garhi (called
Raepur Garhi on Ordnance maps), eight miles.
Road very heavy sand, a mere cart track. One can
make this the first camp, halting in a mango grove to
right of road just before entering village, but it is
better if one can manage it to push on another eight
miles to Bhogpur, and striking off to the right, camo
on the banks of the Ramganga. But this is a stiff
march owing to the heavy sand that has to be traversed ; unfortunately owing to shortage of water there is
nowhere to camp between these places. The country in March is beautiful with the brilliant red blooms
of the dhak trees, and later the scent of the mango
blossom makes the road a pleasant one. The river
here is broad and shallow, and there generally are
some Brahminy ducks upon it. Between Chamera
Garhi and Bhogpur are a fair number of partridges
and jungle fowl, also peafowl and cheetah It is all
in some Raia's territory. From Bhogpur it is three
mile? to Lalbagh^ and another, three miles on to.
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Kalagarh, road still very heavy. About one mile
above Bhogpur the river curves and one can start fishing from here up, though I have never caught anything
of over 3 lbs. in this bit as there are but few runs and
these shallow. The track is all through jungle and
there is a lot of- game about.
At Kalagarh one
strikes the Government jungle, which is simply crowded with tiger, panther, sambhur, cheetal, small game,
and higher up wild elephant, but like the jungles on
the Kosi it is all looked on as a preserve for the L.
G.'-s yearly shoot, and one is not even allowed to kill
a hare in self-defence. At Kalagarh is a forest
bungalow, and there are bungalows also at Buxar,
Dikala, Surapduli (under construction 1909) and
Gairral, to occupy any of which a permit must be
obtained from D. F. O., Ramnugger. Also it is
necessary to get a license to fish in the Ramganga,
from the same authority, annas eight being charged for
under 15 days, and Re. 1 for over. The river is
most strictly preserved, as there are several forest posts
all the way up. Also the country is absolutely wild,
and there are practically no villages in all this portion
of.the river. Kalagarh stands at the foot of the great
gorge by which the Ramganga leaves the hills, and
from here up the river is full of fish. To Buxar the
next camp is eight miles, the road—still exceedingly
heavy in parts, in fact this is the most difficult portion
owing to the gradients, which, though slight in themselves, combined with the sand, impose a most heavy
tax on one's bullock carts—runs along a track high
above the river for two or three miles, then descending crosses it by a rough bridge. The pools in this
portion are deep, and from above one can often see
heavyfishin the clear water, but in only a few places
can one climb down to the water's edge, and for
some reason the fish are extraordinarily hard to catch
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in this lower portion of the river.
Also there are
large numbers of gharial and mugger, and if a rifle is
taken one or two can easily be bagged as they lie
basking on the banks. They are seldom shy, being
used to the continual passing of the carts and bullocks
bringing down logs from the bills, and besides one is
here a great height above the water. From this
bridge, the first of three between Kalagarh and Buxar
is the place to commence fishing. T h e rapid and pool
just below are A - 1 and the long run about 150 yards
up is another very good spot. Then comes pool after
pool, all glorious water, till the second bridge is
reached. Here the road makes a short cut to third
bridge, and the river swings away to the right. Foi
a bit the water is indifferent, then come three or four
pools, some of the finest on the river. Within sight
of Buxar bungalow, if one stands on a high cliff on
right bank one can see down into a great long pool
simply full of fish, and above there is another fine pool
with a shingly bank, through which the water percolates. T h e last bridge is just under the bank on
which stands the bungalow; the run below this bridge,
though not very deep, holds a lot of fish, and especially in the evening it is worth paying out a fly-spoon
down the run and working it backwards and forwards
across the river. A n d the pool which holds the biggest fish of all, but fish which no one seems able to
catch, lies 2 0 0 yards below the bridge. T o get to
it leave the bungalow and follow down left bank,
crossing a small tributary which plunges a waterfall
into head of pool. Stand on the high bank and if
the water is clear and light correct, you can anyhow
have the pleasure of seeing big fish. They seem to
congregate round a large rock about % way up the
pool; the first time I saw it there were three Goonch
On the rock, none of them less-than 6 0 lbs., and four
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or five Mahseer all over half that weight. From
Buxar to IJikaia is seven miles by road, though by
river it is longer, as the latter sweeps away to follow
under line of further hills, the next ten miles being
more or less an open plateau. The whole of this
portion of river is rather disappointing (though there
are one or two deep pools holding big fish below
Pillain junction), since there are not really more than
three or four first class runs in the whole eight miles.
A little over a mile up the Pillain stream runs in on
right bank, and holds fish up to 2 lbs. for a short
distance up. A track, leaving main road near Buxar,
leads to Tomriah where there is a forest hut situated
just above junction. About half way to Dikala a
side road leaves the main track and goes about a mile
to Gowdara, a small wood-men's village on the river.
Dikala bungalow is two-storeyed, and is nicely situated a short distance from, and above the river on a
bluff, the Ramganga here splitting into several streams.
From Dikala to Surapduli is six miles. The first
three are hardly worth fishing, though there are two
good spots. The best way is to follow the road till
at about three miles the hills suddenly close in on the
river. From here up to next camp the water is magnificent, pools and rapids alternating the.whole way.
The pool where you start is a grand one, the left bank
is all rocky bluff, and by climbing along it one can
see heaps of big fish cruising about. There is one
splendid pool with a great rock on right bank. Climb
on to this and cast far out into head of rapid, and then
across and down. I hooked and lost a monster in
this pool; he took a Mahseer of about one lb. that I
was olaviner, and though for a short time I had him
on, the hookhold gave somehow. There was^ no
bungalow at Surapduli in 1909, though preparations
for building one were under way. This is one of the
65
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wildest and most delightful camps. Just under the
camp itself, which is on left bank, is a deep pool
with a huge rock above it, on which one can sit and
watch the fish below.
A short way above the camp is the forest chowki,
and the run below this is a good one, generally holding 2 or 3 big fish. Surapduli to Gairral is four
miles, all fair water. This is another wild camp and
what with sambhur belling, cheetal calling, an occasional tiger roaring, or a herd of wild elephants trumpeting as they come down to drink on the far bank,
one's slumbers are liable to be disturbed. But even
if you could sleep through all this, the unwearying
persistence with which the night jars call will tell on
your nerves at last. Just above Gairral bungalow is
a run, and then for 2]4 miles up the river meanders
through a great gorge, in which there is absolutely
no fishing, as the water is all shallow, flowing gently
over a shingly bottom. Two and a half miles up the
Mendak tributary runs in, quite a big stream, and
above here the Ramganga leaves Government jungles.
From Gairral one can cut across as before mentioned
to the Kosi river. The road goesfivemiles to Sultan
forest bungalow, and thence three miles further on it
strikes the Ramnugger-Ranikhet cart road at 10 Vi
milestone from the former place. It is quite a fair
cart track all through thick jungle intersected at
intervals with streams of crystal water. Your carts
could be sent back from Ramnugger to Nagina by a
fair road, which is 27 miles to Kalagarh. The forest
bungalows are all nice ones, provided with the necessary articles of furniture, such as beds, tables and
chairs, but have no servants, the forest guard keeping
the key. The country is wild and no supplies of any
sort are to be got, except that at Buxar your coolies
can procure a little atta, etc. Eggs, fowls and such
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like must all be taken from Nagina, and tinned milk
and butter must be carried. There are a large number of otters in the river, also muggers, a few above
Buxar and quantities below. Kalabanse abound in
the river and there are a few Goonch and Trout. One's
fishing is liable to be interfered with by bamboo rafts
coming down, and in 1909 the fishing in April was
ruined by thousands of logs being floated from the
higher forests, but this was exceptional and was owing
to an accumulation of timber, due to sickness in the
previous two years. This river as well as the Kosi
badly needs two or three years of really good rainfall, to fill the springs that feed it, otherwise the fishing
will continue to fall off woefully. A 14 feet rod,
gut casts and fly-spoons are the things to use; if natural
bait is wanted a cast net must be taken with one and
even then it is not. always easy to procure. This river
and the Kosi are two of the slipperiest rivers to wade
in that I have ever struck, the boulders in the stream
also producing a great crop of freshwater shrimps. In
a normal year the Ramganga can be forded fairly
easily when fishing it, the kit never requiring to cross
it after Buxar, the road and all camps lying on left
bank. T o get one's letters, arrangements must either
be made with the Tehsildar at Nagina, to send out
special coolies, or the Forest Officer at Ramnugger
can be asked to allow the forest dak runners to carry
one's letters as they pass along the forest posts carrying official memos. T h e above notes were written in
1909, but hold good practically in their entirety.
Since then I have more than once visited this river,
and have fished it up to where it ceased even to hold
fry, and my admiration for this delightful stream has
increased if possible. It is entirely a spring river unfortunately. I have never tried it in autumn, but I
know several first class anglers who have, and append
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here one or two extracts from letters on the subject.
Major L. Jones, 5th Cavalry (now Major-General)
says " end October and beginning November water
big and greenish and slightly milky, we caught no
fish, river practically unfordable, and country smothered in jungle." Colonel Stokes Roberts, R.E.,
writes " Your forebodings as to the autumn fishing
proved correct, I could not get into the Path Dun, as
the direct route to Gairral was impassable, and when
later I worked down the Ramganga from Murchula
and Chaknakl, I got entirely hung up by a precipice
below latter place, and my shikari who got through
reported that the high grass was still right up to the
doors of Gairral bungalow. The river was unfordable the whole time I was out." He also kindly
despatched me the following notes : —
NOTES ON FISHING TRIP TO KOSI AND RAMGANGA
RIVERS IN OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 1910.

Reached Ramnugger on 16th October and found
the Kosi quite unfishable, being still full of mud owing
to the exceptionally heavy rains early in the month.
Met Trethewey (Inspector-General of Police),
who had returned from the Ramganga as hopeless,
and who showed me his diary of a fishing trip in
October 1909 from which it appeared that his sport
last year was on the whole poor, though he got a fish
of 25 lbs.
I got to the Ramganga on the 22nd October, and
camped about 1 Yl miles below the bridge, which has
been washed away, so that the regular Camping
Ground near the junction with the Deogadh river was
not accessible. The Ramaanqa was much clearer
than the Kosi, but was not really fishable until the
24th, when I ran a few fish but none o* them hooked
properly on dead bait on Luscombe's Chilwa hook.
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2 5 t h . — G o t four small fish.
2 6 t h . — G o t three fish (best about 5 lbs.) and
was broken by two good ones in heavy water, single
gut (stout trout) not being strong enough.
2 7 t h . — O n e small fish. No runs on spoon.
2 8 t h . — T w o small fish and lost another of about

10 lbs.
29th.—Blank. R a n one good fish but hook
drew from gilt. T h e local inhabitants say that the
fiver has altered a good deal in character and that
many fish were killed by the landslips during the rains.
30th.—Moved Camp to Chaknakl and got one
small fish. T w o terrific tugs.
3 1 s t . — O n e fish of 9 lbs. and a few runs.
1st and 2nd November.—Blank.
3rd.—Fish of 9 and 6Yi lbs. and small ones
below Mundal junction. T h e Mundal river quite
muddy.
4th.—Runs from small fish.
5th.—Finding that I could not get to Gairral 1
returned to old Camp below Murchula.
7th.—Fish of 10 lbs. and three smaller.
8th.—Goonch of 9 lbs., and small fish.
9th.—Marched to Mohan.
10th.—In a run three miles above Mohan got
fish of 9, 7 1 4 , 7, 31/7 and 21/ 2 lbs. between 12 and
1 P.M. but did no good anywhere else. River bottom
covered with fine sand and mud which stirs up very
1 1th.—Uostream aorain but only three snrail ««h.
1 ?th.—Thunderstorm and hea vy rain. Only
one smal' fish ar<d one orooc run.
1 3 t h . — W e n t down st ream belo w fMolian but
there is nractv* a 'lv no crnod water.
14th.—Three miles upstream again fish of
1114» 6, and smaller-

.
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1 5th.—Marched along river to Gurjia and found
no good water until about a mile above the bridge.
T h e river has much changed since last year and the
best pools are all filled up or partially so.
T h e water in the two rivers was never clear
enough to enable me to see fish by standing on a high
bank."
Sufficient has now been said about the lower
waters of the Ramganga, and I will add extracts from
my Shikar Diaries re the upper waters of this delightful stream. From Gairral do not waste time in fishing
up the gorge, but follow the road through the jungle,
leaving it at two miles and strike the Ramganga just
above junction of Mendak tributary. A good pool
this, and many a nice fish have I removed therefrom.
T h e road itself proceeds to Chaknakl on river, two
miles, and thence strikes across to Mohan on the Kosi,
seven miles distant. From Mohan
another /oad
crosses the Ramganga higher up at Murchula bridge,
eieht miles, and goes to Srinagar (Tehri). From the
Mendak junction to Chaknakl is glorious water, about
two miles of it. Just where road re-joins river near
Chaknakl is a pool full of monsters. Very jolly
camping site here, just opposite a grand pool with
huge rock in centre.
M u r c h u l a B r i d g e about six miles, pack
animals make a detour 9 — 1 0 miles. All this is A-1
water, especially just below Jamun village. The
river runs between high cliffs; innumerable tracks of
gerao and saw some gooral. Nice camp on right
bank, above bridge and below junction of Deogadh
tributary. A beautiful run below camp. Milk can
be got here, and a few supplies for coolies.
U j y a l a five miles, valley opens out more,
but river still full of splendid pools and runs. Camp
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in fields near nver, no shade, village high up on hill.
N e w a l g a O I l 6 — 7 miles, river not so good,
but about half a dozen absolutely magnificent pools,
packed with fish, some big ones among them. Camp
here one mile from river up a tributary, near road from
Mohan to Bikya-Sein. Some panchakkies below
camp.
P e e p u l C h a u r i a 5 — 6 miles, all jungle
finished, and hill sides getting very bare, more villages
and cultivation and river-bed getting broader.
A
few nice pools and rapids. Halfway river makes a
big bepd away from one, where Nehal tributary joins
near a temple. A most delightful camp this, under
an enormous peepul tree, and a large iron swing to
amuse oneself ! Lot of green pigeon haunt this tree.
. B i k y a - S e i n 5 — 6 miles, water not so
good though some fair runs. Gagas tributary joins
here, a stream of moderate size, and a road coes off
alongside it to Ranikhet 12 miles. A delightful
camp, under trees, above river and road and just past
village. A fair size this latter, some shops.
A
fine pool and run, just above camp, but villagers own
nets! Green pigeon.
Masi
12 miles, valley opening out more and
more, lot of villages, with mango and peepul groves.
A bridge one mile up. Some fairly good water to
where Bino stream joins from right bank, above this
river becomes much smaller, and in May 1910, was
full of green weed.
Innumerable panchakkies along
banks. A t Masi a suspension bridge crosses river in
middle of a deep gorge, said to hold big fish. Camp
near Post Office. A road leaves the river here for
Ranikhet, 28Y?_ miles, via Pali 3V? stiff ascent, and
# Dwarahat ( D . B.) 5 , 0 0 0 feet, 16 miles.
G a n a i seven miles. This place is better
known as Chowkattia. Not worth fishing up this bit.
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Dwarahat
\0Yl
miles, gradual ascent.
Quaint little D. b. here, and nice and cool after river
valley. Missions round here, and before I could
draw breath a youth with precious few clothes on, had
touched me for a subscription to local football club!
This ends the Western Ramganga river, but I will
continue description of this particular trip, as it includes
Sarju and Eastern Ramganga rivers, and makes a
delightful circular tour.
R a n J i i i e t is 1 2 miles from Dwarahat.

D«raranat to J J JI33a tfa.-D. B. 4,700
feet, is 12 miles, pass through a fertile valley and a
tea plantation, and cross Gagas stream en route. A
pleasant march, mid scent of wild roses. Nice little
bungalow, iron beds. Headwaters of Kosi here,
very small and no fish in it. A cart road passes
through Someshwar from Baijnath 11 miles to Almora
2 4 via Hawalbagh 14 miles. Also a mule track to
Majkala B . 16 miles. Hence nine miles to Ranikhet.
B a g e s a r B . 3 , 2 0 0 feet, up and over a pass
(7th mile stone at top) cross Gomti by a suspension
bridge and then Sarju by another, and D . B . a very
nice one lies On river bank. T h e town itself lies between the streams. This is a pleasant spot and frequented by parties en route to Pindari glacier. The
Sarju is a glorious river here, one magnificent pool just
above bungalow, full of fish. T h e junction is fair
water, but this is a very sacred spot and one's fishing
is liable to be interfered with by corpses, especially in
an unhealthy season. T h e fishing is not very good
just below Bagesar, but there is some A - 1 water about
four miles down.
H a r s e l a six miles, road follows up right
bank of river. About half-way the Ladhur joins
from right and Pungar from left bank. Both carry

quite a lot of water, and here for about 2 0 0 yards tnc
river runs through the celebrated Balighat gorge.
A
wonderful spot this, and above it the river runs
through a rocky ravine, all A - 1 water. I have known
of some good fish caught here, but had no luck myself;
except moving two big fish, despite the fact that I
hung over, tied with loading ropes, and precariously
fished most of the best water.
Camp by junction
of Kanal stream which makes a nice junction with
Sarju.
K a p k o t B , eight miles, the river here has got
much smaller and pools are few and far between.
N a u k o r i a 7 — 8 miles. A t one mile road
crosses to left bank of river by bridge and at Kaini
3Yl miles leaves the Sarju, follows for 2 J ^ miles up
a tributary, and here the Pindari glacier road turns
north over a bridge, Sama R o a d continuing up left
bank. Can camp at Naukoria, or if weather fine and
hot, push on another four miles to top of Sama Pass,
6,700 feet and camp there.
T e j a m 3 , 4 0 0 feet, from top of Pass is eight
miles. A t 3 miles cross a small col, and below this
suddenly a most magnificent view opens out.
A
great bare and rugged hill rises in the foreground,
whilst behind, looking less than a mile away tower
the eternal snows, an immense range of jagged peaks,
Nanda Devi 2 5 , 5 0 0 feet, Nanda Kot 2 2 , 5 0 0 feet,
and the serrated peaks of Trisul on the left, while to
complete all and to give that touch without which no
scenery is perfect, far below one lie the waters of the
Eastern Ramganga, a tiny silver thread, which merges
into an enormous pool, a miniature lake formed by a
recent landslide, a study in greens from lightest eaude-nil to deepest emerald. Above all the deep blue
of the sky with the sough of the wind in the pine trees
and the fragrance of wild roses in the air, a mortal
66
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must indeed be hard to please, if for a short space he
cannot forget the world and all its cares. Tejam is
situated on a small cliff on left bank of Ramganga
just below the junction of Jankool stream. T h e river
is of an extreme crystal clearness, with a whiteness in
absolute contrast to the black clearness of the W .
Ramganga and Giri, this is due to the composition of
the gravelly bottom, and it is a delightful river to wade
in, not a bit slippery like the Ramganga and Kosi.
A small village Post Office here.
Above this the
river is very small.
N a c h n i four miles, camp on bank of Bujgara
stream, about 2 0 0 yards above junction. This
stream like the Jankula brings down a lot of water,
and makes a nice junction, caught a 22Y2 pounder
here on fly-spoon while waiting for tents to be pitched.
Some kaleej pheasant here and kakur. If the Ramganga was dirty, one might work a mile or two up
tributaries with fly-spoon.
T h a i eight miles, camp under a nice tree behind a small group of temples and 2 0 0 yards below
jhula. T h e Berar runs in opposite, and a short way
up this tributary was a huge kund, full of fish. Unfortunately recent landslips have spoilt this portion of
the river a lot, silting up several of the best pools, but
there are still lots of fish in it. It is a curious fact
that in the E . Ramganga one sees very few smaller
fish, most of those seen in pools or moved by one s
casts are all fish of fair size and they fight magnificently. T h e road, Beninag (ten miles) to Askote (on the
Gori) 17 miles, crosses river here.
D a r t o l i five miles, camp high above river.
K a m p t o l i five miles, camp on a bluff overlooking river by one big pine tree. Some fine water
below camp, but heavy wading necessary. Lots of
wild raspberries about (in May), very excellent.
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Generally can get milk at villages, other supplies
scarce. Black partridge here, some gooral and lots
of langurs. Below here river runs in a deep gorge and
further progress becomes impossible except to a bird
or fish. One might work down in a boat, but one's
kit could never follow. T h e only thing is to leave
river and march to Pithoragarh D . B . , 5 , 5 0 0 feet, 19
miles, a good deal of climbing to be done. (Might
camp at Deol T h a i nine miles.) Nice little bungalow, and pleasantly situated. This is a village of
some size, with a Post Office and Civil Dispensary.
From Pithoragarh one can drop down to Rameshwar
at junction of Ramganga and Sarju, and thence to
Loharghat, etc., or one can strike back to Almora.
I will deal with this latter first.
O l a g h a t 11 miles, pass Bans D . B . at eight.
The last three miles is a steep descent to river. T h e
Ramnadi—so called locally—is crossed here by a
suspension bridge. This is one of the most perfect
spots I know, water is magnificent and full of big fish.
Camp just near road and by small bridge over a tributary under some trees. Not nearly so hot here as it
is at Rameshwar a few miles lower down. I hooked
a fish here who was certainly not under 6 0 lbs., he
went straight down three rapids before I could move.
After infinite labour I worked down to him, and then
he went straight back up the three rapids ! ! After
half an hour he sawed the line through against a rock !
About 1 Yl miles below here comes another impassable
gorge, which prevents one following the valley down
to Rameshwar. T h e Kalapani tributary joins three
miles up. Lot of nettles round camp, and no dock
leaves ! Panthers about here. Tiny tributary below
camp is perfect to bathe in, with one or two deep
shady pools and temperature just right, and 100 yards
up it on left bank, is a small icy cold spring.
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S h e r a G h a t 13 Yl miles, two steep ascents
to Gangolihat D. B., 7]^ miles, nice little bungalow
this, and a small shop where one can buy tea ! A
long descent from here to the Sarju, which is crossed
by a suspension bridge. Camped below bridge on
right bank. Hotter here, river more open, and not
such good water as Ramnadi, but lots of fish.

Panwanoula B. of 6,600 feet, 15 miles.
At four miles pass Nairn B. For nine miles road
climbs steeply till it reaches top of 7,000 feet ridge.
Pass Jagesar temple, 7,780 feet. One can see the
Sarju from here, at Upper Shera Ghat nine miles
above lower S. G. crossed here by a suspension bridge
on Almora to Beninag Road. Am told it is better
up here from afishingpoint of view. Two tributaries,
the Jiller and Goda join below bridge.
A l m o r a D. B. 5,500 feet, 14 miles. At
7 miles cross Sual stream, a large tributary of the
Kosi. This suspension bridge has the same maddening fault as so many of the others, the arches at each
end being just too narrow to admit a loaded pack
animal, which means carrying all loads over by hand.
From Almora one can go down Kosi valley via
Khaima, 19 miles, or to Naini via Peora B. 10 miles,
Ramgarh B. 191/2, Bowalli (Hotel) 26]/2 and Naini
34 or Bhim Tal 30 miles.
Pack mules can be used throughout foregoing
trips.
Pithoragarh to Rameshwar 16 miles, passing
Guna B., 7Yl miles, thence a further six miles to suspension bridge over Sarju. Here pack animals must
be discarded as road to junction is only fit for coolies.
Cross S. B., proceed up bank 2—3 miles and camp
opposite junction, under a magnificent peepul tree.
Heat is terrific here in May. Rameshwar consists of
a temple and some dharmsalas situated on a bluff be-

tween the two rivers. Both the Sarju and Ramnadi
are fine rivers here, generally unfordable unless low.
Shot three gadwall and a pintail here ! Plenty of
green pigeon about. T h e Pannar stream joins Sarju
from right bank one mile up, and if any dirty water
going it is generally coming down this stream ! Just
above its junction there is a long pool, and above this
there is some excellent water for miles up the Sarju.
Both rivers alter their formation somewhat each year,
so that it is no good specifically detailing pools, but in
both rivers one should have good sport if they are
clear. ' There is always a danger with Ramnadi that
very late heavy rain in spring may bring down a certain
amount of snow-water, the Sarju, however, never
seems affected this way. T h e junction can be magnificent, and there is a story firmly believed in locally
of a Sahib wading in and hooking a fish of about one
rnaund, then losing his footing and being dragged
down stream and drowned. Might well happen, as
Sarju is very swift and deep below junction. Returning to the suspension bridge, and still using coolies,
one can make an expedition to Panchesar, junction of
Sarju with the Kali, below which the united streams
continue under the name of Sarda. From S. B .
follow the road to Chira, 1 m miles down rivelr, and
where it turns off up the hill, leave it and'follow a
track to Bet. Might camp here, but better push on
another five miles to Netta. Nice camp here on
river bank, grass and sand, but no shade. In this bit
there are some glorious pools and rapids, one specially
good pool is at starting, just above bridge; and another
pool and short way below holds some enormous fish.
Panchesar
5 — 6 miles. Can camp anvwhere above the junction, which is a magnificent one,
opposite is the temple between the two rivers. 1 ran
nine good fish one day in this pool, two broke me, four
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got off and 1 landed three 1 7 j ^ , 15 and \6Y2 lbs.
That was a day of misfortunes ! Another day caught
fish of 2 6 , 2 8 , 3 1 , 14, 12 and 3 4 lbs., with no
contretemps. But the performance had a most
demoralising effect on the worshippers at temple opposite. There was a mela on and every time reel
screamed there was a wild stampede and priests lost
their audiences en bloc ! Unfortunately there is no
means of crossing the rivers here, though we did discover a crazy old boat J4 mile up Sarju, no oars and
leaked, but it got us across somehow. There is a
big tributary from Pithoragarh way, which joins Kali
some way up, but the going is very difficult to reach
this. Further above this comes Askete on the Gori
river, a glacier-fed torrent, and as a pal wrote to me
bitterly " its name and nature are the s a m e . " And
another man wrote me that it was dynamited, but by
w h o m ? ? Coolies are often a matter of difficulty in
these parts, and anyone wishing to visit the E . Ramganga or Sarju should ask the D . C . Kumaon, for a
chaprassi to accompany party.
Some 8 — 1 0 miles below Panchesar, is a place
called, I believe, Garmuktesar, near which a big
tributary from below Loharghat runs in, and another
the Tuli, from the Nepalese bank.
Again between 10 and 15 miles further down,
is a place called Chuka or Shim, where the Ladhia
river joins. I have heard some wonderful tales of
this place, hit off at the right time, but rather it is
difficult to reach it by following down Sarda. It
could be got at from below Miljari, as see later on.

From Panchesar to t h e Plains. To
D u d h p o k r i ten miles, all up hill, the first five
miles to Chamdeo are most appallingly steep, so don t
try it in the heat. Only a grassy ccj this, with an
iron swing, or one can camp one mile back, by a hut
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and spring.
L o h a r g h a t 5 , 5 0 0 feet, seven miles, at one
mile the road to Champawat leads off (see later re
this route). A t 6 J ^ mile the road from Chira joins
in. This is route up from Rameshwar, which is as
follows:—Suspension bridge to Chira (nice little
bungalow), three miles up 2 , 0 0 0 feet in a series of
zig-zags. Chira to Loharghat nine miles, P . O .
here but no bungalow.
D u n i g h a t (nice bungalow), 1 0 ] ^ miles,
lovely road through high level valley and along ridges,
fields, woods and streams.
D e b i d h u r a B . 6 , 8 0 0 feet, ten miles, delightful march and bungalow and grand views of
snows.
M o r n a u l a B . 7 , 4 0 0 feet, ten miles. This
place to me is almost the most fascinating spot I have
seen anywhere in the world. T h e view of the snows
from the bungalow verandah baffles all words, and to
see the sun rise or set, or to have gazed on those vast
sentinels of the world by the light of an Indian full
moon, is to have viewed a picture that time can never
wholly efface from one's memory. Straight before
one, so close seemingly that a stone could be tossed
on to their slopes, rise the eternal snows. T h e soft
green and blue of the lower ranges, lie hidden in the
haze at one's feet and nothing intervenes between one
and that wondrous white world. O n the extreme left
Kedarnath, Gangotri and the Badrinath peaks
(22,400 feet) lie away in the mist, then Daula
(19,500 feet) rises in the nearer foreground with next
the three peaks of Trisul, the highest 2 3 , 4 0 0 feet.
Almost in the centre the glorious Nanda Devi rears his
enormous mass 2 5 , 6 6 0 feet into the blue, dwarfing
on the right Nanda Kot ( 2 2 , 5 0 0 feet). Then peak
after peak, all over 2 0 , 0 0 0 feet till the mountains of
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Thibet are lost from sight away to the extreme right.
A n d no break in the line, except for almost invisible
gaps where the Gori and Dhauli rivers break their way
through the mighty chain. T h e hills round are well
wooded and hold kokhlass and kaleej pheasant,
chikore and kakur.
D h a r i B. 6 , 1 0 0 feet, 14 miles.
T o B h i m T a l ten miles, cross Kalsa stream
this march. (Note in Diary—Shot a hamadrvad in
glen beyond river). Another route Loharghat to
Champawat B . 5 , 8 3 0 feet, six miles, first three miles
through a very pretty valley Tehsil head-quarters here.
D i u r i B . 4 , 4 0 0 feet, 1 5 miles good road.
M i l j a r i seven miles. Steep ascent and descent to Ladhia river, which is crossed at four miles.
Coolies can follow down this stream to Chuka or
Shim, where it joins the Sarda 8 — 1 0 miles distant.
No bungalow at Miljari, though we were assured
there was one. However a new road is under construction, Tanakpur to Champawat, and this matter
may be rectified.
T a n a k p u r D . B . eight miles. Here is now
a railway station, canal works, etc., a very different
spot from the peaceful Tanakpur of old days. Bermdeo lies three miles up right bank from here. There
are several variations of above routes, as these rivers
can be reached from Naini, Almora, Ranikhet,
Tanakpur, etc., and anyone visiting them should procure the four 1 inch = 4 miles sheets 6 6 N . E . , N . W . ,
S . E . and S . W .
From Tanakpur a road runs
through the Terai jungle to Haldwani station 40
miles, via Chini F . B . 8Yi miles, Dogari 12, Joalasol
19andChorgaliaB. 28.
Below Tanakpur the Sardah flows past several
wooded islands, breaking up into channels, in all of
which fish are to be caught. Lower down it becomes
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the Chauka and joins the Gogra, the latter uniting with
the Ganges north of Dinapore.
T h e following are extracts from a letter written
to me in 1921 by Captain L . Fortescue.
" In 3Yi
weeks caught about 9 0 fish, best 22 lb. Went*
Almora-Panwanoula to Sarju, then down river to
Rameshwar. There is now a forest road, not very
good, but passable for animals from suspension bridge
to Rameshwar suspension bridge. Stopped night at
Ara, about half way. From S. B . to Ara water
medium, rather shallow and poached ! This year
both rivers very low and easily fordable at Rameshwar.
and also below right down to Panchesar. Lot of fish
in Sarju below Panaar junction. I went up Ramganga to Olaghat, coolies managed most of way, once
or twice they had to make detours over cliffs while I
swan pools. Sport in E . R . very indifferent though.
Found a very fine pool about one mile below Netta,
at Nakkira, a little way above large nullah joining
Sarju River bank. A n extraordinarily low water
year, and no views as heat haze everywhere. Fish
only took in day and it was very hot fishing. Did a
lot of fly-spoon work. Saw a few monsters.
N O T E S ON T H E

SARDAH RIVER

(1909).

By Major A. R. Saunders, 29lh Lancers, and
Captain H. W. Kettlewell,
85th King's
Light
Infantry.
" T h e best, if not the only route to the river
from the south is to Pilibhit by rail (dak bungalow
and Tehsildar), thence about 30 miles to Tanakpur
called more generally M u n d w a ' b y the natives, by
katcha road. This track is all right for ekkas, and
even bicycles, provided there is no rain, otherwise it
is a caution. A t Tanakpur is a bazaar, and a small
two-roomed bungalow, on the edge of the river.
We
67
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went to a place some three miles E. S. E. (fc&y
down stream) from Tanakpur ; here supplies to be
got were m7. The name of this place is not remembered ; there was a ford there. The riverfishesbest
from middle of February to beginning of April, that
is, till the snow-water commences to come down,
when it is useless to continue. The water is very
clear, rapid and shallow, and owing to the numerous
channels in which theriverruns, a portable boat or an
elephant is necessary to get from stream to stream.
About nine miles down it splits up into a series of
small, slow streams, no good for fishing. We tried
fly, phantom (neither any use), dead bait and spoons
of 1 Yl to 2 inches, these latter seemed the thing. A
man should be taken with a casting net to catch bait.
The fish average 10 lbs., our biggest was 27 lbs.,
though one was lost, a good 10 lbs. heavier. There
are numerous natural gravel weirs in the river, below
whichfishlie. A rifle should always be taken whilst
fishing, as numerous islands densely clad with sheesham coppices harbour all sorts of animals. There is
a lot of game in the jungle, from tiger to quail, and
there are a tremendous lot of otters in parts, and lower
down some muggers. Tanakpur is at the bend of
the river, on the right (south) bank, where it comes
down from the north from Almora. Permits to fish
must be obtained from the Divisional Forest Officer,
Kumaon, Division Haldwani, R. and K. Railway."
The following note is by Captain Kettkwell:—
Another river in which I have fished is the
Sarju, which flows through Bageswar (Kumaon).
Some three to four miles above Bage§war, a tributary
joins the stream on its right bank, and the river makes
a sharp turn north through a very narrow and precipitous gorge. The Pindari glacier road runs close by
the right hank here. The cliffs rise some 40 feet

above the water and overhang. Below, in a still
fathomless pool, lie some of the biggest Mahseer in
India. I brought one which might have weighed
anything from 8 0 to 120 lbs. right up to the very surface, by dangling my spoon from the top of the rock,
and saw every scale on his huge back. Soon after,
by dangling with a live Chilwa, I got one just under
30 lbs. there, and had to be let down to the water's
edge by ropes made of puggaris before I could land
him. . I think Dopping Heppenstall got a fish of 67
lbs. out of that pool. I saw the dim shapes of other
fish as big as my monster; he haunts me still, and
never will I forget his enormous proportions."
The following note Was given me about the
Sarda, but I do not guarantee its accuracy.
O n the Rohilkund and Kumaon Railway is
Mailani junction, and from here a line runs north to
Sonarpur. Fishing is where railway crosses river;
station Sarda South Bank. T h e pools are big and
runs heavy, as the Sarda here, nearing its junction with
the Gogra, is .big. Fish Mahseer, and run to a fair
size.
Captain North of the East Surreys kindly sent
me the following note : —
" In 1909 I did the trip Sarda-Barmdeo-ShimPanchesar—tried Gurjia (Gori river), thence over
watershed to T h a i and Tejam on the Ramganga,
having fair sport and I consider it a trip worth doing.
He promised me lots of notes, and these would have
been well worth having, but alas these days it is impossible to get into touch with p e o p l e . "
Also I have the following n o t e s : — "
of
Punjabis fished October—November from Bagesar
down Sarju to Rameshwar, then up E . Ramganga. to
Nachni. Water very high in both rivers, and only
three fish caught at Rameshwar, Thai and Nacbnj,
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Then he went to Chuka and got 22 large fish in two
days."
tried Sarju to Pagela (this from Bagesar
presumably) and four miles below in October but got
nothing over 7 l b s . "
N O T E S ON FISHING L O C A L I T I E S IN KUMAON.

By Capt.

W.

H. Lane, 94th Russell's Infantry
(1910).
This district is mainly renowned, so far as fishing is concerned, by reason of its lakes. Dr. Walker's
book is well known, and a description of the sport
to be obtained in Bhim T a l and its sister lochs is also
given in an extract from the Pioneer, dated 7th
December 1 9 0 3 , by " Juba B i l l , " which is reproduced in The Angler's
Hand-book for India. In
the same volume Captain W . T . Fairbrother deals
with the Kosi river below Khairna and the Sarju
rivers, south of Bageswar.
In the following few notes
any further mention of these localities will be omitted.
T o traverse old and previously well trodden ground
will b e of no benefit to the prospective angler in
Kumaon.
In 1896 the writer m|ide an expedition to the
borderlands of Tibet, and in the following year a
similar trip was executed, the furthest point reached
being the banks of the Sutlej. On each occasion the
Sarju above Bageswar and the Ramganga* at Tejam
were touched. Both rivers contained good sized
Mahseer. T h e following description of the route is
culled from the diary of 1896. A t this date it is impossible to state with any degree of certainty whence
the information was extracted, presumably it was
derived from a Government route book, but in the
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event of its emanating from the pen of a private author,
the present writer's apologies are herewith tendered
for its reproduction.
M a j h k a l i — K h a n s a m a ' s dak bungalow,
nine miles from Ranikhet.
S o m e s w a r . — A village and temple, and
traveller's rest-house. Height 4 , 5 7 2 ft. ; from
Majhkali 1 3 ^ miles.
B a g e s w a r is situated at the junction of the
Sarju and Gomti Rivers. T h e name is derived from
the temple which is dedicated to I V a k i s w a r , " the
lord of speech. It is a great mart for the exchange
of Thibetan produce between the Bhotiyas and the
Almora merchants. T h e road from Someswar passes
up the valley of a small feeder of the Kosi, half way
is the Papi ridge. Someswar is about 12 miles from
Bageswar.
From Bageswar upwards the bed of the river
Sarju narrows and forms more a gigantic ravine than
a valley, the entire floor being frequently occupied by
its bed. This channel is exceedingly deep and in
many places forms dark pools abounding in fish. A t
times the mountains rise precipitously on either side,
so that the road to avoid the cliffs has sometimes to
make a considerable rise, where it cannot be carried
along the face of the cliff. O n the right bank large
torrent feeders of the Sarju are crossed. Within two
or three miles of Kapkot the valley opens considerably
and gives place to several stony and uncultivated dells
covered with dwarf Zizyphus. T h e glen around
Kapkot itself is highly cultivated, yielding fair crops
of rice. It is about \Yj to 2 miles long, and Yj mile
wide, and about 4 , 0 0 0 ft. to 4 , 5 0 0 ft. high, enclosed
by a belt of gently swelling and diversified mountains,
covered with a beautiful vegetation, the " chir " pine
predominant. T h e village is on its western edge,
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close under the slopes of Dioli (5,471 ft.). On the
right bank the Chirpat Kot peak appears (6,637 ft.),
and up the glen the snowy range conspicuous among
which is the peak of Nanda Kot ( 2 2 , 5 3 8 ft.). The
picturesqueness of the scenery is no doubt in a measure
due to the limestone which from Bageswar to Kapkot
forms the most important rock. A t Bageswar the
Sarju is crossed by a new iron wire suspension bridge
of 147 ft. span and the Gomti by a similar one of 60
ft., elevation 3 , 1 4 3 ft.
K a p k o t , 14 miles from Bageswar, on the
main road to the Pindari glacier, which turns north at
Kharbugr, four miles from Kapkot. T h e road to
Kharbugr crosses the Sarju by a suspension bridge,
and again a stream coming down from Lamcholi by a
bad ford.
S h a m a — 1 2 miles.
T e j a m — - 8 miles.
Some personal observations relative to the last
two stages have also been recorded.
S h a m a . — T h e last two miles of the road
from Kapkot ascend abruptly. There is a dharmsala, and a small camping ground at an elevation of
about 6 , 0 0 0 ft. near the watershed.
T e j a m . — T h e road from Shama soon crosses
the watershed and descends steadily to Tejam, about
4 , 0 0 0 ft. Camp was pitched close to the left bank
of the Ramganga River, with " dharmsala " near at
hand. In order to furnish the reader with an idea of
the value of these two rivers from a piscatorial poin*
of view, excerpts from diaries will first be quoted,
and subsequently comments and» suggestions will be
offered.
31sr July 1 8 9 6 — River Sarju at Bageswar—
went fishing in the morning but the river was muddy.
About noon a native brought in to the dak bungalow
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a Mahseer which he had just caught. The spring
balance registered its weight as 12 lbs. I tried with
live bait in the evening but did not get a run.
)0th October 1896.—Marched into Tejam
[on the return journey to Ranikhet] in the morning
and started out fishing at 3 P.M. Fished one small
pool without result. At the next pool hooked a good
tish, but the split ring parted, and I lost both fish and
spoon. Put on a fresh spoon (No. 7 narrow hogged)
and a fe,w casts later distinctly saw a Mahseer of some
size make three separate attempts to seize the spoon,
but he failed to get hooked. Towards the tail of this'
pool at another time three Mahseer were seen following the spoon, but they refused to take the bait. I
then went down to the next pool. At the head a fish
came for the spoon but did not get securely hooked.
About half way down the pool got into a Mahseer,
which was successfully landed, and scaled 9 lbs.
The next pool was about a mile down so stopped for
the day as it was getting late.
21s/ May 1897.—Left Someswar early and
rode into Bageswar arriving there about 10 A.M. and
started offfishingabout 1 P.M. I fished till 5 P.M.,
but did not stir afishalthough I tried with both spoon
and Chilwa. Rained pretty heavily about 6 P.M.
which I hope will make it cooler in the night, for this
is a terribly hot place.
22nd May 1897.—The coolies left Bageswar
early and I followed fishing. I fished about four
miles of river carefully with spoon but did not stir a
fish. I then mounted my pony and rode three miles
to breakfast. After breakfast I againfishedtill about
5 P.M. covering another four miles of river. I tried
both with Chilwa and spoon and two fish took the
spoon, a narrow hogged No. 5, but they both got off.
I then rode into Kapkot and had dinner.
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23rd May 1897.—I tried fishing again in the
morning but did not move a fin, although Ifishedtwo
pools most carefully with spoon. After breakfast I
started off to Shama.
24th May 1897.—Left Shama early. Had
some fried bully mutton for breakfast, nothing else to
be obtained here (Tejam). After breakfast I went
fishing. In the first pool I had not had many casts
before I felt a fish, which was successfully landed and
scaled exactly 7% lbs. I then tried the next pool,
and a fish missed my spoon. I saw the swirl on the
top of the water. I saw several others following the
spoon now and again, but I got nothing in that pool,
and as it had begun to rain I stoppedfishingand returned to camp, time about 12-30 P.M. I then had
a cup of tea and as it cleared up I started out fishing
again, and continued till 5 P.M., but did not get another run. Fish several times followed my spoon and
Chilwa, but they did not get any further.
25fA May 1897.—Tried for Mahseer before
marching, but as it had rained very heavily during the
night the river was very much swollen; so after fishing
two pools without result I put pn a smaller spoon and
tried in the tributary river but caught nothing.
Comments, suggestions, etc.—The reader will
probablv remark that the results as tabulated above
are barely sufficient to warrant a trip to the Sarju above
Bageswar, or to the Ramganga at Tejam. There are
certain other facts also that must be taken into consideration. When the writer set out on his expedition
in 1886, he had attained the vast age of 21 years.
The Mahseer recorded on 10th October was the first
one that had ever been creeled ! Hence it may reasonably be supposed that extreine youth and inexperience tended very considerably to the want of success.
In the autumn of 1908 three months* privilege leave
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fell due. Negotiations were opened with the Collector of Almora for a third pilgrimage to these regions.
The plan formulated was first to camp half way between Bageswar and Kapkot, and to give the waters
in both directions a thorough trial. Thence to move
to Tejam andfinallytofishdown the Ramganga to its
junction with the Sarju and gradually to work up the
Sarju to Bageswar. In reply that official forwarded
a circular order, over the signature of the Commissioner, at Naini Tal, stating that owing to scarcity
passes at that season could not be granted for a tour
north of the Inner Line. A second letter was thereupon indited to the Collector of Almora pointing out
that special arrangements would be made to procure
all supplies at regular intervals from Ranikhet; that
thereby no extra burden would be forced on the
shoulders of the villagers, in fact under such circumstances a distinct advantage must accrue; for employment, within reasonable bounds, would be forthcoming, and money would be exchanged for manual
labour. An answer was received that after the 1st
September a limited number of passes would be issued
for travel beyond the Inner Line, and that early application was advisable. Whilst this correspondence
was in progress an agreement with the head of another
circle had been drawn up in consequence the visit to
Kumaon fell through.
There should be little hesitation in assuming that
the gorge between Kapkot and Bageswar must hold
Mahseer of considerable size. The numerous tributaries in this stretch must furnish food in abundance.
Some magnificent pools exist, but owing to the precipitousness of the cliffs in many places approach is a
matter of very great difficulty. The question as to
whether a light boat could be manipulated on this
portion is a matter for surmise. It would prove, if
68
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found practicable, an important adjunct, more
especially to enable the fisherman to move from one
point of vantage to another. Whether such an experiment has ever been attempted the author of those
notes is not in a position to aver or deny.
A s regards the Ramganga at T e j a m — 1 2 years
ago in its holts lurked Mahseer innumerable.
Whether their numbers have since been thinned
down is unknown to the writer. This stream is distinctly off the beaten track, and there is no adequate
reason to suppose that such should be the case.
T h e intending visitor to these parts should place
no reliance on local resources. Weekly supplies
could easily be forwarded by a runner from Bageswar
or Ranikhet. Rates are comparatively cheap, and
for the angler, who is not impartial to enduring some
slight discomforts, a very pleasant holiday should be
enjoyed say in October and November in these regions.
In addition to Mahseer fishing in the rivers, by dint of
perseverance both large and small game should be
obtained in the wooded slopes of the surrounding hills.
A 1 4 ft. rod should suffice for the Sarju above Bageswar, and for the Ramgunga at Tejam ; spoon bait is
the most killing lure and the sizes should range from
N o . 3 to N o . 7, but split rings, except of special
manufacture, should be avoided."

The Nandhaur River —A delightful
little river this, all through Government reserved forest,
;o a permit must be got from F . O . , Haldwani. This
is one of the streams that run through the Bhabar (the
dry belt below foothills where streams run underground) to emerge later in Terai where the waters
again appear in river-beds. Station either Kathgodam 1 4 miles, or Haldwani 12 miles. A nice
little bungalow here with iron beds. From bunga-

low a cart road goes three miles alongside a small
canal, which practically represents all there is of
Nandhaur river in Bhabar to where this leaves the
river. Here the road crosses by a bridge, again recrosses by another bridge 2 % miles up, and by a third
bridge a further two miles up. A l l this is A - 1 water
and crowded with fish. T h e Nandhaur runs up a
small jungle clad valley, with hills rising some 3 , 0 0 0
ft. on each side. February and March, also after
the rains (though jungle would be very thick then) are
the months for this river. Fish do not run very big,
though we caught several over 10 lbs., but it is a lovely
little stream, all fly-spoon water. There is a small
chowki on a hill, called Selakul, about five miles from
Chorgaha, where we camped. T h e river-bed is very
beautiful, pebbles being all colours of the rainbow,
like in the Gola river. Bullock carts can be hired
from Haldwani, and probably a pony could also be
arranged for. A forest bungalow at Unlakheri,
some ten miles up the river, but there is no good water
above third bridge.

K i c h a r i River.—Sitabhani B. 12? miles,
N.-E. of Ramnagar, fish about 2 miles of water down
to Kiari, 4 miles due E . of Ramnagar. Full of fish
up to 2 or 3 lb. This is only a stream for after the
rains. I give this note as it was given me, but there
seems something wrong with its arithmetic ! !

I am told that on the J a m p o k r a

nullah

near Haldwani, is a nice bungalow, and there are one
or two good pools holding Mahseer of fair size.
Concerning theGrOla or GrOWla River, I have
received rather conflicting reports. O n e correspondent has a very high opinion of the river and certainly
had good sport in it not so very long ago. For about
ten miles of its course it appears to be fishable, and
Yery large Mahseer apparently find their way mto it,
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Certainly it should hold fish, especially after a good
monsoon, since it receives as tributaries, both the Bhim
T a l overflow stream, and the Khalsa River which
passes through Malwa T a l . T h e Gola rises in the
hills east of Naini T a l , and joins the Ramganga north
of Bareilly, passing close to Ranibagh D . B . on the
Kathgodam-Naini T a l R o a d . Ranibagh by road is
two miles from Kathgodam station, seven miles from
Bhim T a l , and 2 8 miles from Naini T a l .
I fished this stream once in June, the heat was
too great then. I gathered that it was sadly poached, otherwise it would be an ideal little river for
March or October fishing. Nice bungalow at Ranibagh, on main road Kathgodam to Naini, and a suspension bridge crosses the Balia, a tributary of the
Gola, near the bungalow.
N O T E S ON ANGLING IN T H E K U M A O N L A K E S

(1910).
By Captain M. Trench, Duke of Wellington's
Regiment.
Although the fishing on the Kumaon lakes has
deteriorated steadily since Dr. Walker wrote his wellknown book.
" Angling in the Kumaon Lakes,"
still a good deal of amusement is to be obtained by the
lover of fly fishing, beautiful scenery and a genial
climate. T h e grandeur of Malwa T a l , and the quiet
beauty of Naukatchia are full of recompense for anv
shortcomings of the wily Mahseer. Dr. Walker in
his book gives full details and descriptions of the lakes
and their scenery, though the fishing and accommodation are out of date. T h e lakes worth fishine now
are Bhim T a l , Sath T a l , Naukatchia T a l and Malwa
• T a l . Naini T a l can be put out of the question altogether. T h e growth of that place and the boating
have quite spoilt whatever fishing there may have been
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there in the past. T h e four lakes mentioned above
are all fairly close together, and are within convenient
reach of both Naini T a l and Kathgodam, which latter
is the railhead of the Kumaon and Rohilkund Railway. Bhim T a l is the most central and popular of
the lakes, and the accommodation there consists of a
Hotel " T h e Lake V i e w " — * M r . Jones; a Boarding House " Kilmora House " — M r . Ruxton; and a
dak bungalow. Besides these there are a few private
houses, some of which can be rented for the season,
and most of them belong to Mr. Jones, I believe.
A
bachelor to my mind cannot do better, than put up at
the dak bungalow, where, if he pitches his tent, he
has no fear of being turned out when an influx of
travellers claim the accommodation. Arriving at
Kathgodam one can get coolies or baggage ponies to
take one's kit the eight miles to Bhim T a l , and a riding
pony for oneself, the first two miles are along the Naini
Tal cart road till it reaches Ranibagh, here one leaves
the cart track and proceeds past the spacious dak
bungalow to the suspension bridge over the Balia
stream, which a few hundred yards further down flows
into the Gola River. In earlier days the latter was
worth fishing between Ranibagh and Kathgodam, but
now it is hardly, worth wasting time over, and the heat
is considerable from M a y to September.
After crossing over the suspension bridge the
road starts to climb steadily the six miles to Bhim T a l .
The first two miles are very steep and the road, or
path as it really is, zig-zags up the khud through fine
jungle. O n reaching the lake the road divides and
goes round both sides of it, that on the right or east
side goes past the dak bungalow which is situated on
a slight rise. T h e left road passes Lake V i e w H^tel
* Mr. Jones h a i got a v e r y good d a i r y , a n d SIPO e»cel!ep,f;
apples and p e a r s can be got i n season.
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and Kilmora House which are both up the hill side
above it, and -on reaching the far end of the lake it
turns sharp to the right crossing a small stone bridge,
which, by the way, was partially washed away last
year (1908), and joins the right hand road again.
T h e continuation of this road passes through the
bazaar, and for about a mile goes through a flat open
valley, then climbs the ridge steadily to Bowali where
it joins the Ranikhet cart road.
If the traveller is coming from Naini Tal he
comes along a narrow path running along the precipitous flank of the Lyriakanta, keeping fairly level
till it dips down to the cart road and rising slightly
again before it reaches Bowali. T h e distance from
Naini T a l to Bowali being seven miles and from
Bowali on to Bhim T a l four miles.
B h i m T a l . — A t Bhim T a l there are a
considerable number of boats of varying quality.
They can be hired at R e . 1 per day, or if taken for
a whole month R s . 2 0 . Boatmen who will also act
as shikaris when necessary are R s . 15 a month.
Many of them understand the anglers' requirements
and are skilful in handling their boats ; the tackle they
try to pass off on you is to be avoided. Mr. Ruxton
of Kilmora House keeps a stock of good fine casts and
flies for his guests; and good tackle can be got from
Murray's in Naini T a l . T h e boatmen make very
good light ringalls and I have fished for three weeks
with one of these'when my rod was out of order and
found it very nice to cast with; and some men even
prefer the ringall.
Some anglers prefer a single-handed trout rod
but I think the majority find a light two-handed rod
about 14 ft. preferable. A fine cast is essential as
the fish are very wary, and one must cast deftly and
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lightly under the overhanging trees at the very edge
of the shore keeping the boat parallel to it.
T h e flies used here on all the lakes are those
recommended by Dr. Walker in his book, and are
known to most tackle-makers out here as Dr.
Walker's flies. They are Silver Doctor; Jock
Scott; Yellow Spider; Claret, and Alexandra lake
trout size, and my experience of these has been that
the Claret is about the best at mid-day, while in the
mornings and evenings the Yellow Spider is often
successful. From twilight till after dusk a white
moth or T a g O Towel fly will take, though it is not
such good sport; but my advice is to try every fly you
have in your book, sometimes a big gaudy salmon fly
will take, at others a tiny olive dun. There is an
irrigation dam just below the dak bungalow that controls the flow of the water to the Gola River, and
after the rains the lake is allowed to fill up till the
water is required in the plains.
This, I think, is inclined to spoil the fishing in
August and September, as the fish seem to lose their
bearings. A t this time the best part of the lake to
fish is in the reeds at the north end which become submerged, and in the nullah north of the stone bridge
where the stream comes in. T h e last few years
Bhim Tal was open for ground bait fishing, and the
natives and soldiers camping there cauoht not a few
that w a y ; but last year it was stopped and Naukatchia T a l , which had been closed to ground baiting,
was opened; the few natives that tried it, however,
pave it up as it was apparently not lucrative enough.
At the end of the rains when the lake water gets
reallv muddy, and the fly seems to be useless, I have
found a small silvered % inch fly-spoon take. O n e
can fish from March till the end of September or
middle of October, but I think the best time is May
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and June, though it is a trifle hot, and the house flies
a pest here, are bad.
S a t h T a l . — T h i s is really two lakes joined
by a cut; there is another small lake about 150 ft.
above the larger ones, but it is of no use for fishing.
For accommodation, there were four bungalows, now
" I believe increased to six, all fully furnished, and they
can be rented from Mr. Evans, who has a house and
resides there. There is also a camping ground.
Coming down from Bowali towards Bhim T a l , about
one mile out of the former place, there is a bridle
path which branches off to the right, marked by a
sign post to Sath T a l 2 Yl miles ; this path crosses the
valley, and passing through a cut in the hills descends
steeply to the lakes. From Bhim T a l a path from
the west side of the lake ascends the ridge, and passing at the back and above Kilmora House joins the
path from Bowali where it enters the cut in the hills.
Sath T a l is a pretty lake but not so grand as the
others, as it is shut in by low hills which obscure the
more distant heights. T h e evenings on the lake an
very beautiful and still, and the setting sun tinting the
back of the fir trees, and the clear dark reflections are
exquisite. T h e fishing is rather difficult as the water
is so often calm and the wind comes in gusts and varies
in direction; the water is very clear, and at mid-day
when it is very hot, the fish can be seen basking near
the surface lazily turning with a single flick of the
tail. ' T h e y may be tempted then with a red dragon
fly or grasshopper dangled on the surface from an
overhanging tree, but it is no easy matter to land one
from such a precarious position as it often is. The
nights here turn very cold after the hot mid-day sun
and there is a heavy dew, and if fishing late it is advisable to take a sweater or overcoat to put on. There
is a Government boat here as there is at all the lakes

which can be had at one rupee a day, and Mr. Evans
also has some boats to let his guests, but it is safer
always to take one's own boat from lake to lake as
the Government one may be in use. Eight coolies
are required and I think the charge is about 6 annas
a man, to Malwa T a l it is a bit more.
A fishing license is required for each lake, they
are four annas for one day, one rupee for any time
over two days and up to fifteen days and two rupees
that and up to one month. They are to be obtained
from Mr. Ruxton.
Naukatchia
T a l . — T h i s is the most
beautiful lake of all, and I can only refer the reader
to Dr. Walker's book for an adequate description of
its beauties of view and sound. Perhaps it is enough
to say that even a blank day with the Mahseer has
not seemed a wasted one by any means. T h e fish
here are, I think, inclined to run a little smaller than
the other lakes, and one is more likely to catch them
about a pound or less than over, and an occasional
two pounder is a great catch. There was a little
camping ground, dear to memory, which has since
been desecrated by an ugly stone building, built by
a Babu as a school for the village children, one would
almost think that he had planted it there to spite the
humble angler. T h e road from Bhim T a l branches
off by the dak bungalow, and runs along the slopes
almost due east bending to the right as it nears
Naukatchia Lodge, that charming angler's haven.
It can be rented from Mr. Ruxton furnished (and has
a small kitchen garden and two boats), from April to
August it is R s . 100 a month, but September and
October it is R s . 2 1 0 , or R s . 7 a day on account of
the chikor and pheasant shooting. Of all the lakes
Naukatchia seems to favour the Claret fly most. T h e
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water is a beautiful limped blue, and so clear that
one sees one's fish before he is at you, and it must be
fine and far off and no bungling.
There is always a nice breeze at mid-day, as
there is too at Bhim Tal blowing more or less from
the west or south-west, and this is the time to fish.
In the evenings the wind drops and the water becomes
like glass, then it is that all the beauties of the place
are at their best, and the deep dark reflections most
clear. At this time too the fish for about half an
hour rise at a small light fly, and I have found a small
yellow spider or an olive dun take them.
There is some fairly good chikor shooting round
here, and on the hill at the back of the house; also
over the far side one can get gooral, khakur, pheasant
and an occasional leopard. Supplies must be got
out from Bhim Tal, as one cannot even get milk here
at times.
M a l w a Tal.—This lake lies deep down
in a ravine between hills, which rise up sheer 3,000
feet; it is east of Bhim Tal, and the road to it
branches off to the left from the Naukatchia Tal Road
about two miles from Bhim Tal; from here for four
miles it gradually rises to the village of Langlia
6,400 feet which is on the crest of the ridge. The
views are magnificent overlooking Naukatchia, and
the plain beyond and on one's right hand the jungle
clad precipices sheer down 3,000 feet or more. At
Langlia there is a good camping ground for the
shikari, and the slopes covered with grand oak trees
to the north hold khakur, gerow, serow and gooral,
bear and leopard, then for a mile the road winds
along the north side of the ridge and descends the last
three miles 3,000 feet to Malwa Tal, a steep and
stony path, which after the rains is in very bad condition and unfit to ride along. As one descends one

looks sheer down on to the dark mysterious looking
lake below one, and the temperature gets hotter and
-hotter. The path emerges by the dak bungalow
which is on a rise at the east end of the lake, with the
Kalsa stream flowing on the right as you face the
lake. The bungalow is furnished with beds, tables,
etc., and there is a chowkidar there who lives in the
village on the far side of the stream close by. The
heat in this valley is intense till mid-September and
the mosquitoes are very bad. • A cold wind blows
down .the valley at night and one must be careful to
put on a coat or sweater if one wishes to avoid fever.
The last time I was there, there were two boats, but
one leaked so badly it was impossible to use it. The
jungle comes down to the edge of the lake on the
north and south banks, and in the evenings you may
see a gerow or khakur come to the water's edge to
slake his thirst. At the west end of the lake there
is a sandy stretch where the Kalsa flows into the lake,
this is where the biggest fish are caught and a small
fly-spoon takes well. Mr. Wright caught his 50
pounder here some 1 5 years or so ago on a white fly
in the early hours of the morning and a tracing of this
finefishis cut on the table in the dak bungalow. All
supplies must be got out from Bhim Tal, a coolie
can go in and back in a day for bread and daily requirements. You must take your own cooking pots
and crockery, and a cook, as there is no khansamah
there now. The flies here are the same as for the
other lakes. A yellow spider takes well at times,
no doubt the fish take it for a yellow blossom which
falls in the water and which they eat. The water
is very clear, and as at Naukatchia use afinecast and
long line and cast well under the overhanging bushes,
but hold your fish hard till you have him clear, as
there are treacherous sunken trees near the edge.
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Trolling with spoon or natural bait is successful I
believe, as also at Bhim T a l , but to my mind poor
sport, and though larger fish may be caught this way
they do not show the fight of a fly-hooked one.
Here again in the heat of the day the fish lie near the
surface and you must use your cunning and cast deftly
to avoid frightening them. For the angler who likes
to shoot as well, Malwa is the best spot of all the
lakes; the jungles abound with game and better
shooting ground can be got to easily within 10 or 1 5
miles east, though one will have to rough it more
than the other lakes.
T h e average fish caught on the fly in these lakes
run about 1 lb. to 1 YA l b . , anything over 2 lbs. is
rather exceptional, but they are good fighters and
with fine tackle and a light rod give you plenty of
sport. Last year the average weight of 6 0 odd fish
I caught was 1.2 lbs., no fish of which was over 2Yi
lbs. and there were a good few 1 V2 pounders. This
year in June (1909) during ten days' fishing, they
averaged about a pound, and I was fortunate to land
a 3 pounder in Bhim T a l on a yellow spider. There
was a gcod deal of rain about, the lake was very low
and I found fishing in the middle of the lake better
than the shore. T h e following are charges for
coolies and ponies from Kathgodam to Bhim T a l : —
Cooly—5 annas.
Riding p o n y — R e . 1-8-0. I
N O T E S ON FISHING IN T H E K U M A O N L A K E S (1910).

By C. Boyce, Esq., S. and T.
" T h e five lakes that hold Mahseer are Naini
T a l , Bhim T a l , Sath T a l , Naukatchia and Malwa
T a l . From a fishing point of view the first named is
practically useless, I have fished it occasionally for

the last six years and hardly got a fish with the fly and
only a few trolling with a small natural bait during
the monsoon in dirty water, which is the only time
the fish here appear to take a spoon bait.
B h i m T a l — i s sadly overfished, but there is
no doubt a very pleasant holiday can be spent here as
one can get very comfortable quarters either at Mr.
Ruxton's establishment or the Lake V i e w Hotel, and
sometimes the fish take very w e l l ; moreover the other
lakes are within easy reach and one can ride over in
the morning, fish all day and return to one's quarters
at night, Bhim T a l fished very well in 1 9 0 8 when
some very good bags were made, and whilst I was
there in June one angler took a nice fish of 9 lbs.
Bhim T a l is 12 miles by road from Naini T a l
and seven miles from Kathgodam, the terminus of
the R . - K . Railway.
S a t h T a l — i s about five miles from Bhim T a l
and 10 miles from Naini T a l . By many it is considered to be the best of the Kumaon lakes from a
fishing point of view. There are two furnished
bungalows here which can be hired by the month or
the week, but I prefer to camp down by the lake,
there are two or three good sites. T h e best lies for
fish appear to be along the rocky ledges opposite the
sluice gates in the small lake and then along the left
bank of the larger lake as one enters it from the
smaller. T h e n the top end of the large lake generally holds some good sized fish, and they seem to
lie just under the half-submerged willows.
N a u k a t c h i a — i s about four miles by road
from Bhim T a l .
It is a most lovely lake, but from
my own experience of it and from what I have heard
from others, to the fisherman it is a snare and a delusion. In 1908 hardly a fish was killed in it with the
fly. T h e waters of Naukatchia are as a rule most
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beautifully clear, possibly too clear for catching the
educated fish of the Kumaon lakes. However, this
lake has agreat reputation and possibly the present
humour of the fish is only temporary. I have heard
it is fishing a lot better this year than last.
M a l w a T a l —is nine miles from Bhim Tal.
T h e lake is really a very large and deep pool of the
Kalsa river; it is filling up rapidly and possibly before
very many years may cease to exist as a lake. When
the fish in Malwa T a l are on the feed they take
better than the fish of the other lakes, and I have
found the best time of all is just before and during
the first few days of the monsoon. T h e Kalsa
stream then makes a dirty streak across the lake and
all along this good fish are lying ready and keen to
take the fly.
Malwa T a l holds enormous fish, and I believe
fish of over 4 0 lbs. have been killed in it. 1 have
myself taken a fish of 121/2 lbs. from it spinning a
small fish at the mouth of the Kalsa when it was
coming down in flood. I believe this was the first
fish killed on this lake in 1 9 0 5 .
Malwa T a l is only some 3 , 5 0 0 feet above
sea-level and consequently very hot during the day
lying as it does in a deep valley, but the nights are
cool although mosquitoes abound and it is as well to
include a mosquito curtain in one's kit.
T h e best gear for fishing the Kumaon lakes is a
good 12 feet fly rod, a 3 inch reel with 8 0 yards line,
35 yards of which should be a good dressed double
tapered line, the remainder Backing, and fine1 trout
casts. I have only used the flies recommended by
Dr. Walker for these lakes, i.e., Jock Scott, Silver
Doctor, Yellow Spider and Claret fly. I have seen
other flies used, but when the fish were feeding I
used to catch as many fish as any one else, and I am

inclined to think these flies just as good as, if not
better than, any others.
It has become the. fashion to fish these lakes
after dark with an abortion of a fly, known locally
I believe as the " tag of towel " fly, it is made by
tying the tag of a white towel to a hook and looks
like nothing in particular. This after dark fishing is
a semi-poaching dodge and cannot but scare the fish,
and in my humble opinion is doing more harm than
anything else to the fishing on the Kumaon lakes,
which is deteriorating yearly; it would be a good
thing if an order could be brought in prohibiting fishing after dark as is done in K a s h m i r . "
• g r i d Mr. M . T . Macdonald kindly sends me the
following note, in March 1922.
T o those visiting Bhim T a l and desiring a change
from the lakes, a day on the Kalsa river about 3 miles
from Bhim T a l along the road to Dhari, is advocated.
As this stream runs very low it is only worth visiting
during a break in the rains or soon after the rains.
For about 2 miles below where the Dhari road meets
the river there are some nice little runs and pools with
fish of 6 and 8 lbs. T h condition of the water can
easily be ascertained by one's shikari from men passing through Bhim T a l . T h e fishing is with a flyspoon, or fly, and apart from the catching of better
fish than one gets in the lakes, there is more exercise
than sitting in a boat and also the charm of stalking
the favourable runs and pools.
A s the stream is
small it pays to keep well out of sight.
T h e following interesting notes were sent me
by a brother angler, Mr. E . Smythies, of the
Forests, and owing to the courtesy of another F .
0 . Mr. J. Oliphant I have had access to the annual
reports since then, so am enabled to bring the notes
up to date : —
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" In September 1910, an article was published
in the Indian Forester, giving an account of the initiation and start of an experiment to introduce English
brown trout (salmo fario) into the lakes and rivers of
Kumaon. It may not be without interest to record
the subsequent development during the past seven
years, the vicissitudes we have experienced, the difficulties overcome, and the success attained.
The objects of the experiment were, first to
ascertain if trout would thrive and breed in Kumaon,
secondly to raise a stock of breeding fish at the
hatchery so as to have a plentiful supply of Ova and
fry for distribution, and thirdly to stock or try to stock
any suitable streams, rivers and lakes in the neighbourhood. A reference to the previous article will
show that the trout hatchery was located in a very
suitable spot near Bhowali, and about 8 miles from
Naini Tal, that the first consignment of 30,000 Ova
was received from Kashmir early in 1910, and
hatching was very successful. We will now record
subsequent results.
In 1910 altogether about 8,000 fry were put
out in Naini Tal lake, Sath Tal lake, and various
streams near by, in September, while 2,000 fry were
kept in the hatchery for subsequent breeding purposes.
Unfortunately an enormous flood (resulting from
25 inches of rain in 2V2 days) early in October caused
great destruction in the streams, and the fry put out
were never seen again.
In 1911, it was not possible to do anything
except to look after the yearlings in the hatchery
ponds.
In 1912, a further consignment of 30,000 Ova
was received from Kashmir. These also hatched
out very well indeed, and about 9,000 fry were put
out in Naini Tal, Naukatchia Tal and various streams.

In the Naini Lake the original 1910 fry had flourished and it is recorded that several 1 Yl lb. fish had
been landed. It is also recorded that villagers were
busily netting out the small trout 6 inches to 7 inches
long from streams outside the forest reserves, and
from that time no further attempt has been made to
stock these streams.
In 1913, there were 60 three-year-old fish in
the hatchery and 500 yearlings. The three-year-old
fish produced good fertile Ova, which was successfully hatched out. This was very interesting as solving the question whether trout would breed in
Kumaon. Unfortunately while the fry were still in
the hatching boxes, one night the pipe supplying
water became blocked up with leaves, and in the
morning all the little fry were found dead.
I In 1914, we obtained 12,000 Ova from the
stock fish, from which 3,500 healthy fry were
successfully reared, and partly distributed amongst
the surrounding lakes and streams. A considerable
number of the older fish were attacked by a growth
in the gills (Carcinoma of the Thyroid Gland) and
died. Specimens of diseased fish were sent to
Mr. Southwell, Director of Fisheries, Bengal.
In 1915, the attack of carcinoma continued very severely and did considerable harm,
Mr. Southwell's report was received during the year,
and he described the disease, and suggested remedial
measures to check it. Very fortunately his invaluable suggestions proved most successful, and by the
end of the year, the disease was practically stamped
out. It had, however, made great inroads into the
stock of breeding fish, and threw back the development of the hatchery. However, 15,000 Ova were
obtained, from which 7,000 fry were hatched out.
70
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Of these 6 0 0 were, kept for stock, and the rest put
out in lakes and streams.
In 1916, we had another rather disappointing
year. Of the 1910 and 1912 hatching there were
only 4 3 fish left, while the O v a from the two-yearolds mostly went bad for some unknown reason.
However, about 9 , 0 0 0 fry were obtained.
In 1971, we have had an excellent year.
T h e stock of breeding fish in the hatchery is as
follows:—
Of 1910 hatching
1 (about 6 lbs.).
,, 1912
„
... 3 8 (from 2Yi to 4 ] / 2 M „ 1914
195 (from 1 to 2
lbs.).
,, 1915
,,
. . . 2 4 6 (from 6 oz. to 12 oz.).
,,1916
,,
(yearlings) 1 9 8 .
T h e Ova was obtained in very good condition,
and about 5 0 , 0 0 0 being obtained, of which 12,000
were sent to Tehri-Garhwal* where another trout
hatchery is being started, to try and stock the upper
waters of the Bhagirathi and Ganges system. About
7 , 0 0 0 small fry were put out in April shortly after
hatching, and another 7 , 0 0 0 will be put out after
the monsoon. Let us refer to the objects of the experiment and gauge the extent of the success achieved.
First to ascertain if trout would thrive and breed in
Kumaon. This is fully demonstrated.
Secondly
to raise a stock of breeding fish at the hatchery.
T h e hatchery is now in a most flourishing condition. It is entirely self-supporting, and with a good
stock of young fish kept for breeding purposes, at
least 5 0 , 0 0 0 Ova a year are expected in the future.
Thirdly to try and stock any suitable streams,
rivers and lakes in the vicinity. Here the results
* This consignment, of Ova, the first sent from the hatchery, arrived in excellent condition and hatched out most
successfully. .This is very encouraging.
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obtained to date have been rather disappointing, the
lack of greater success has not been due to any errors
of management, but rather to the unfavourable conditions of the local rivers and lakes. Of thefivelarger
Kumaon lakes Bhim Tal, Sath Tal, Naukatchia
Tal and Malwa Tal are all too hot for trout.
Temperature readings have shown that they all go
over 73 degrees F. in the hot weather, and never go
down to 48 degrees F. in the cold weather (the
necessary temperature for breeding). In Naini Tal.
the conditions for development are favourable, and
veryfinetrout have been caught (on atta). A fish of
4 lbs. is well authenticated, while there are circumstantial rumours of trout caught by native fishermen
in the cold weather up to 8 and 9 lbs., but these are
not really certain. However, the condition for
spawning in Naini lake are almost hopeless, as there
are no gravel beds, and no stream running in during
the cold weather, and it is difficult to see how trout
can propagate themselves. As regards the rivers,
the Kosi, the Ramganga, the Gaula and their tributaries, these are all far too hot for trout, except in
their uppermost reaches, where they take on the
charatcer of hill streams, and there the fish only
develop into burn trout. We have to date put out
about 28,000 fry and yearlings and two-year-olds,
but there is not very much to show for it.
The principal object of future management of
the hatchery will, therefore, be to provide Ova in
large quantities for stocking the snow-fed waters of
Tehri, of British Garhwal, and of Almora.
This
will probably lead to better results than attempting
to stock the local rivers and lakes. This is a rather
more ambitious scheme than the ideasfirstheld, when
the hatchery was started nearly eight years ago, but
the success obtained this year in despatching Ova
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gives every confidence for the future. The further
introduction of brown trout into Naini lake and the
best of the local streams will, however, not be altogether abandoned, but surplus fry, yearlings and twoyear-olds (i.e., beyond the requirements of the
hatchery for breeding purposes) will be put out from
time to time.
As an indication of the scope of future action,
it may be mentioned—given good breeding conditions—that large consignments of Ova will, we hope,
be sent in the coming cold weather to Tehri State, to
the Gonah lake in upper Garhwal (on the Birch
Ganga), and the Eastern Ramganga (above Tejam)
in Almora district, where the rivers are snow-fed.
With a plentiful supply of Ova which is now, barring
accidents, fairly assured, the prospects for the future
are excellent, but it will be three or four years before
we shall know definitely what success has been
achieved in the larger snow-fed rivers.
1917-18. Work at the Trout Hatchery was
continued, but the results have been disappointing.
About 41,000 Ova were obtained, out of
which 12,000 were sent to Tehri Garhwal State,
and 24,000 to Gauna lake in north Garhwal. The
remaining 5,000 produced 3,000 fry, but only 538
have survived up to date. The F. O. inspected Sain
Gad, Gangal Gadh and Del Gadh early in 1918,
but could find no signs of the trout planted in these
streams in April 1917. Mr. Wyndham, the Commissioner of Kumaon Division, writing a footnote to
the annual report, put hisfingeron the one weak spot
of " Kumaon Trout." " This hatchery is quite a
success as a breeding station. The only difficulty is
that" there is no suitable breeding stream near."
1918-19. Results again below expectation.
Mr. Wyndham's note is " I would recommend thi?
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keeping up of stocking in the head-waters of the
Malwa Tal stream, it is the only stream near the
hatchery which is hopeful." And Mr. Clifford,
D.F.O., writes :—"I examined the Siun Gad stream
from the source to Champhi very carefully last
February. A good many thousands of fish have been
put into it since 1911, but I do not think there is one
in it now. I fancy the torrent is too strong in the
rains, and pools too small and far between during
dry weather. There is a very small stretch of water
on which a fly could be used."
The question of introducing new blood was
under consideration during the year, and it was proposed to get 3,000 Ova from Kashmir. 30,000
Ova were sent to Gauna lake. Information was
received from Tehri Garhwal that our consignments
compared favourably with those sent from Kulu and
^rajpnir.
1920-21. 22,000 Ova were obtained, out of
which 3,000 were sent to Kulu hatchery in exchange
for 3,000 brown, eyed trout Ova received in return.
This year 19,000 Ova retained in Bhowali, cnly
produced 7,000 fry, out of which 4,000 were,
transferred to Naini Lake.
At Bavali there is a turpentine factory run by
the Forests, an interesting experiment; and factory
well repays a visit.
NOTES ON FISHING IN ASSAM (1909).

By Capt. W. H. Lane, 94th Russell's
Infantry.
" T o the angler this Province is a paradise.
To attempt to state with any degree of accuracy
what particular river is the best would seem a practical impossibility,"
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The Angler's Hand-book for India contains
liberal notes on many fishing localities in Assam.
It was a perusal of these notes that led the writer's
footsteps in the autumn of 1908 from Baluchistan
to the fairy tea-gardens of India. Being an utter
stranger to the land it was a matter of difficulty to
definitely settle upon a locality. The following few
words from Phoonghee's description eventually decided the question:—
" In the waters of the Upper Brahmaputra—
especially near Suddyah—Mahseer are very plentiful
and run to a very large size."
On the strength of the above quotation, it seemed that by making one's base of operations at Sadiya,
good sport would be assured. This plan was adopted, but from the very outset it must be acknowledged,
from an angling point of view, that the expedition
proved a failure.
Perhaps somebody who has
captured the monsters referred to by Rhoongee will
be magnanimous enough to come forward with the
requisite information, as to where they lurk. A
few miles below Sadiya three rivers unite to form the
Brahmaputra. From the east flows the Lohit, from
the north the Dibong, and from the north-west the
Dihang. Sadiya is situated on the Lohit. This
military outpost was reached at the beginning of
October, the Lohit was then in flood, and when this
vicinity was quitted on 1st December, that branch
had not sufficiently cleared to warrant spinning a
success. Between the 11th and 16th November,
the Dihang was visited, and it likewise was perfectly
useless for trolling. A good spot, or rather what is
supposed to be a good spot, is Sibiyamukh. Fish up
to 40 lbs., so rumour has it, have been captured at the
mouth of the Sibiya stream. When this locality was
Visited the extent of fishable water cannot have ex-
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ceeded 75 yards. The neighbourhood was abandoned without delay. The only fishable affluent
near Sadiya was the Dibong, and as this river lies
within the inner line, a permit from the Collector,
Dibrugarh, has to be obtained. The local Miris
are not overkeen on helping the visitor, and the prices
demanded as wages are exorbitant. When camping out five men are necessary, four to manage the
boat and one to remain in camp. Five boatmen at
12 annas per diem each and 4 annas for the hire of
the boat will amount to Rs. 4 per day. Servants'
wages have also to be reckoned upon, and extra boatmen and boats when camp has to be moved. The
total expenditure leaps up at a truly alarming rate.
The charge for hiring an ordinary country cart even
to go three miles is Rs. 2. From Sadiya a start was
effected on 7th October, but three days' rain without
a break produced a 10 feet rise, which rendered the
'stream unfishable for 12 days. Below is an extract
from a diary. It should be remarked here that to
tabulate the actual spots where each day's basket
was secured would be of no practical use. When
the Dibong River is sufficiently clear for angling,
from Deopanimukh to Keringpanimukh, a distance of
about four miles, which was the furthest limit of the
passport, the pools vary with the height of the water,
and after every rains fresh channels are excavated,
and new pools formed. Mahseer are to be found
in every favourable run. The angler must utilise his
own judgment and experience as to where the best
holts lie.
. .
Condensed summary of trip.
19th to 25th October 1908—4 Murral weighing 181/2lbs. (best 7 lbs.) and 9 Mahseer 36 lbs.
(best 8 lbs.). Mostly trolling with 3 inches S. and
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G. broad hogged back spoon, or 2/2 inches silver
ditto.
Weather cloudy with occasional showers.
Water too coloured to fish on two days.
26th to 31st October—1 Murral 5 lbs. and 8
Mahseer 50 lbs. (best 19, 8J/ 2 , 6). Four days'
fishing, only one to three hours a day, same spoons,
weather variable.
1st to 6th November—12 Mahseer 80 lbs.
(17, 12, 9, 9). Trolling, same spoons.
7th to 13th November—7 Mahseer 32 lbs.
(9, 6, 6), same baits, only 21/2 days'fishing,weather
variable.
17th to 20th November—5 Mahseer 30 lbs.
(14, 7). Trolling as above, only 2 days' fishing.
21 st to 28th November—13 Mahseer 108 lbs.
(19, 17, 15, 10). Bait as above; some days fished
only for an hour or so in morning and evening.
" The question will probably be asked—Was a big fish'
ever hooked and lost ? The answer is in the negative j as the
parliamentary saying goes. The present writer is still
wandering where in the waters of the " Upper Brahmaputra
those 601b. and 701b. fish are to be caught. Enlightenment
may perhaps come at some future date."

The following note was sent me by an officer
on the Abor Show :—
Without doubt, however, the Lohit and ths
Digaru, when it carries a sufficiency of water, are a
fisherman's paradise. As the pools have been so
little fished the veriest tyro can be sure of making a
good bag, and if he gets a boat and works the pools
in the Lohit below the point where the Digaru runs
in, he will be certain to get Mahseer of between 20
and 40 pounds. Above Temei Mukh, the rivers
are very doubtful from a fisherman's point of view.
I suppose Mahseer do travel up the rapids, but I
never saw any, and whatfishone sees caught are very

small, of the snow-trout variety. T h e rivers too are
full of Otters—in fact I spent an hour on the bank
one day watching five or six otters fishing.
Just above iemei Mukh the Lohit .finds its way
out of the hills through a gorge, the sides of which
are so impassable and steep that the road has to turn
inland, crossing a ridge at a height of about 5 , 0 0 0
feet and finding the Lohit again at the point where the
Tedding joins it.
A correspondent tells me that the finest fishing
in India can be got up the Subansiri River from the end
of October till the end of March. Some of the pools
in this river, even in dry season, are nearly 1,000
yards across, and the fish run up to 8 0 lbs. and over.
T h e following is an article which appeared in
the ' ' Journal of the Supply and Transport Corps
by Captain C . J. Boyce of the Corps.
T h e fish to be caught are Mahseer, the snouted
and ordinary varieties, Boka, a very game fish of the
Carp tribe, Goonch, Mulley, Tengra and the various
other siluroids met with in most large Indian Rivers.
Of the smaller fish to be caught on a trout rod are
the Bachwa and the game little Barilius Bola.
Fishing is to be had anywhere in the Brahmaputra above Dibrugarh wherever there is a junction
of a small tributary with the main stream. I have
not yet managed to catch a fish in the Brahmaputra
itself, and am told they are seldom, if ever, caught
there. T h e Dihang and Dibang are two large tribu-.
taries of the Brahmaputra running in between Kobo
and Sadia; in fact the former is said to be the Tibetan
Tsan P o and is a very fine stream, the discharge at
Pasighat, some twenty miles above the confluence
with the Brahmaputra, being 6 5 0 , 0 0 0 gallons per
second. T h e Dihang and Dibang are both grand
fishing streams, but here, again the fishing |
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junctions of tributaries. T h e water of both these
streams is very cold and fish collect in large numbers
at the junctions of smaller streams where warmer
water runs in. I have only fished the Dihang myself,
so any remarks on the Dibang are only hearsay, ft
T h e following places are good :—Poba mukh.—Four miles below Kobo. Junction of the Poba with Brahmaputra.
Sibia mukh.—Twelve
miles above Kobo by
river, turning up the Dihong. Junction of the Sibia
and Dihong.
Sikfi mukh.—One
mile above Pasighat on the
opposite bank. Junction of Siku and Dihong.
Pasighat is twenty-two miles by road above Kobo.
Kebang.—Three
marches above Pasighat.
Junction of the Yembung and Dihong. There are
several small junctions between this and Pasighat,
all of which are well worth trying. T h e path runs
up the river bank of the Dihong, and about twenty
miles above Pasighat on the left bank of the Dihong
the Yamne River runs in. T h e Yamne itself is a fine
stream and holds very heavy fish for a considerable
way up.
Yekshing.—Fourteen
miles above Kebang.
Junction of the Siyom and Dihong River. The
Siyom is one of the larger tributaries, and there is
good fishing for a long way up.
Twelve
miles above Yekshing there is the
junction of the Shimong River with the Dihong.
Here, in 1912, an angler made a wonderful bag of
fish, 1,400 lbs. in ten days. T h e Shimong is not
snow-fed, and there are enormous numbers of fish
lying in the junction. I have not yet had an opportunity of fishing this junction, but hope to get the
chance later.
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T h e best season is said to be February, March
and April, and in the autumn November, spoon is probably the best bait on the whole, in sizes from 3
inches to 4 inches, and silver and gilt, or all silver.
Other baits which will take fish are a 4-inch or larger
Devon minnow and a Caledonian minnow.
The
water is strong and deep, so heavy baits are required '
and a long line, 2 5 0 yards, is not too much.
A
casting reel is almost necessary and the Malloch is
recommended; the Silex is also good. If an ordinary reel is used, one must use a casting tray, as to
do the river justice one must wade. I have heard
that, when there is a bright moon, fish will not take
well,—one hears this everywhere, but I think there
are other conditions which have a bigger say in the
matter: for instance, fish are probably affected more
by rain-water than anything else, and whatever the
other conditions, good bags are invariably made when
a river is clearing after good rain.
I give my bag to date below, which, though
nothing great will give some idea of the fishing to be
had. This bag was made out of the proper fishing
season. Except where otherwise noted, the fish
were Mahseer: —
\2th
December.—Blank.
Fished for one
hour: touched nothing.
\3th Decemoer.—5 lbs., 3 lbs. In Poba
River. Barilius Bola. O n trout rod.
29th
D e c e m o e r . ^ 1 6 lbs. Poba
mukh.
Boka on trout rod.
\st January.—Blank.
A t Siku Junction.
2nd January.—3 lbs. A t Siku Junction.
8th January.—35
lbs., 3 ^ lbs., 15 lbs.
Poba mukh.
\0th January.—33 lbs., 65 lbs, Poba mukh,,
A Goonch,
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\2th January.—22 lbs., 1 7 lbs. Poba mukh.
A Boka.
18tfi January.—6Y2 lbs., 7 lbs., 5 lbs.
Rotung.
24th January.—30 lbs., 11 lbs., 2 lbs.
Poba mukh. Barilius Bola.
25th January.—33 lbs., 1 7 lbs. Poba mukh.
27f7i January.—12 lbs., 7 lbs. Poba mukh.
Total, 21 fish—376 lbs., in twelve days actual
fishing.
I hope, within the next three months, to be able
tofishsome of the upper beats of the Dihong. Sport
should be a good deal better then, as the proper
season begins shortly.
A correspondent sends me the following brief
note re Assam :—
The bestfishingthat I ever had in this country
was at Sadiya, by rail from Dibrugarh, on the
Brahmaputra. A very short visit. My two best
fish were 37 and 26 lbs., but the planters there think
nothing of a 50 lb. fish. Trolling tackle, viz.,
spoon and wire trace."
Darjeeling.—Concerning these rivers 1
have very little information, and would much have
liked more, as there must be some A-1 sport to be
had in them.
The Teesta is 18 miles from Darjeeling; D.B.
near bridge. Some good water here, especially at
the junction with the Rungeet. In this latter river
there is also good fishing to be had, a bridge crosses
it at 11th mile, and Badamtan D.B. is at the 8 mile
from Darjeeling. Also from this D.B. the Rangoo,
another stream, can be reached.
The Raman River too can be reached from
Darjeeling, 10 miles, Singla is at the junction of
j^aman and Rungeet Rivers.
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The Jaldhaka rises in Bhutan, and passes 2
miles from Ramsahai station. It is a fine fishing
river in its higher reaches.
The Buxa River from Kuch-Bihar holds Mahseer.
T h i b e t . — I find the following notes in
my Shikar Diary, though who gave me them I cannot remember. " There are three varieties of snow
trout to be caught up here, and they will take fly.
Also a fish like an English barbel, running to 7 lbs.
and caught on paste. A siluroid too—unlike any
Indian variety—caught to 6 lbs., on spinning bait,
these probably run much larger. Fish caught in
almost every stream and lake. The Tsang Po full
of snow-water, and only bottom fishing of any use
therein. In autumn it was getting too cold for fishing, but the shooting was A-1. The Thibetans did
not seem to fish much."
Udaipur.—Quite one of the most delightful spots in India, where both the sightseer and
angler meet on common ground. And most anglers
are lovers of Nature, and fishing in the beautiful
Pichola Lake, the surroundings leave little to be
desired. These notes are necessarily rather meagre,
as the author spent less than a week in Udaipur, and
part of that time the weather was inclement, and to
know the lakes thoroughly a good many visits at
different seasons of the year would be necessary. To
reach the place, R. M. Ry., either from Khandwa
on G. I. P., or from Ajmere on B. B. and C. I.
change at Chitorgarh, and if som£ few hours have
to be spent here the fort is well worth a^ visit.
Possibly, therefore, I may be forgiven a few lines of
digression on this subject. Go, or send to the
Hakim's house, and get the loan of the State ele-
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phant, kept for the use of visitors to the fort. It is
a most wonderful old place, the most striking points
of interest being the two Jain towers of Fame and
Victory both over 500 years old, but still in perfect
preservation. Also do not miss the Gaomukh waterfall.
T h e train used to leave Chitorgarh at 6-30
A.M., and arrived Udaipur at 1 1-20.
T h e old dak
bungalow 1 Yl miles distant from the station, has now
been turned into a hotel, quite comfortable and
charges reasonable. W h e n driving from the station
it is worth stopping to see the cenotaphs of the Udaipur Ranas, one or two of which are beautiful works
of art. Also while in Udaipur a visit should be paid
to the zoological gardens, which are fine ones for so
small a State. T h e museum too is quaint and worth
seeing. T o fish, a boat is necessary, and for this a
permit has to be asked for from the Prime Minister,
and this we had to do both morning and afternoon
or boat was not forthcoming. If this is still necessary it would be better to take a tiffin basket and,
warning boatmen you meant to stop out all day, land
somewhere in the woods the far end of the lake and
make a couple of hours' halt there. T h e usual lake
to fish in is the Pichola. Drive to Padre Ghat, on
a small l a k e ; embarking here you pass through i
narrow channel into another small lake, and thence
under a bridge into the big lake. Both the small
lakes hold fish, but one cannot get out a very long
line. T h e entrance to the Pichola lake is narrow,
and past rows of steps, then under palace, one sees
some big fish rising here, but if not careful is liable
to hook some, fair maiden taking her morning bath.
T h e boatmen will know where to take you;
some of the best ground is between the two palaces
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on islands,* and from each palace up to and round
a Chabootra you wil] see away at further end. Then
a good lie is from the further palace up an arm towards the Pig palace (a kind of hunting lodge round
which the wild pig are fed daily). Trolling is the
general practice. Parts of the lake are deep, but
you do not require to fish very deep as one is liable
to get hung up rather often whenever the water shoals.
A 14 feet rod with a short top, 160 yards of line
and wire traces are tackle required. W e found a
3-inch spoon, either all silver, or silver and gold, was
most successful, used without a lead. T h e fish
usually caught are Singhala or Tengra and Mulleys,
running from 3 to 2 0 lbs. There are Mahseer,
Murral and other fish, also turtles. Working along
the right bank on entering Pichola lake, about threefourth way up towards a palace, that can be seen
perched on a high hill, will be found a small stream
entering the lake. Here in the rains the Mahseer
congregate, previous to running up to spawn, and at
any time it is worth landing and trying.a fly-spoon at
mouth and a little way upstream.
I N.B.—The
big lake can be quite rough, and
if you are not a good sailor you may appreciate this
landing !
W h e n done fishing it is best to land at the Dudh
Talao G h a t , having previously ordered ghari to meet
you there, and thence home to hotel. Another
thing that is quite good fun, if you do not want a boat
for any reason, is bottom fishing off the Padre Ghat.
One morning through some misunderstanding our boat
was very late, and as we waited at the ghat, the fish
were rising in shoals all over the small lake. Hastily
sending to the Padre's house, not far distant, we got
* On one of these islands, it may be interesting to note
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a small piece of raw meat, and mounting a gut cast,
float, etc., we set to work. In the half hour before
our boat arrived we caught a 17 lb. Mulley, a 1 Yl
lb. Mahseer, beside smaller Singhala, Notopterus
Kapirat and two turtles of 10 lbs. each. Also we
hooked an enormous Murral who got off, and were
broken by another big fish.
T h e Fateh Sagar lake lies half a mile away
from Padre Ghat, but I am told it is not nearly so
good as the Pichola lake.
Then the Udai Sagar Lake, seven miles from
Udaipur by road, holds big fish and a large number
of mugger. A boat thereon might be arranged for
by the courtesy of the authorities if one was staying
any length of time at Udaipur and had leisure to fix
up matters.
T h e Dhibar (or Jaisamund) lake is 25 miles
south-east of Udaipur, and 70 miles from Neemuch.
There is no proper road from the latter place, and
from the former, the track is, or was, most indifferent.
This is a splendid lake and holds enormous fish.
It is a favourite resort of the Rana when he goes
tiger shooting, at least so I was told. There are
boats on the lake to use which I presume permission
would have to be asked from the Prime Minister.
There are plenty of duck, snipe, etc., here in the
cold weather and excellent shooting can be got.
This lake is one of the most beautiful spots in India,
lying as it does amidst wild and desolate scenery.
T h e dam is 1,000 feet in length, and 9 8 feet high.
T h e overflow of the tank is into the Mahi River, and
after the rains when a good volume of water is passing down, I have heard of Mahseer up to 40 lbs.
being caught here. This lake might well be worth
a visit from Neemuch on ten days' leave, if one could
travel light and go out on camels.
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All the lakes can be fished any time during the
year, excejptperhaps the first two months of monscon,
m e n water becomes too muddy. T h e best months
are perhaps the hot weather ones, and again September.
W h a t is now more necessary than anything to
Udaipur fishing is that we should have a couple of
years of really sufficient rainfall,* since it is I believe
about eight years now since the Pichola Lake has
overflqwed, and it is becoming imperative that a good
volume of water should pass down the overflow to
allow fish to run up from the lower reaches and restock the lake.
Thirty-fiVe miles N . of Udaipur lies the great
Kankroli or Rajsamandra Lake, built nearly 50
years ago as a famine work. T h e bund is over 1,000
feet long, 4 9 feet high in places. T h e town of
Kankroli lies S . - E . of the lake, and the big temple
here is worth seeing. There is a fair cart track out
from Udaipur.
I do not know whether this lake is
fishable or not, but it must contain fish I should say.
Fourteen miles N . of Udaipur is the Eklingi '
Lake, with its beautiful white marble temple, sacred
to the family deity of the Udaipur Ranas.
Just as this book goes to press, a correspondent
writing to me gives me the following information : —
" Re Udaipur Lake, do you know that now they
have restricted fishing to certain portions of the l a k e ? "
This only shows how changes occur nowadays, and
a book on localities should be re-written every year
to be anything like up to date.
Although the above information may stultify to
a certain extent the foregoing notes, it does not affect
them in the main.
*This.yBar 190.9, appears to have been thoroughly satisfactory in this respect.
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The

G-ambheri River.—Chitorgarh

railway station, dak bungalow nearby. There used
to be good fishing in this river here, some years back,
and certainly it is a nice looking stream with some excellent water. W h i l e I stopped at Chitorgarh however the river was in full flood and quite unfishable.
I extracted the following information though, from a
source which I believe to be perfectly reliable, and
this may help any brother anglers who may be visiting
those parts.
T h e dye works at Chitorgarh have now driven
all the fish away from here, aided no doubt by poaching, but lower down the Biluch river joins the Gambheri and seven miles from Chitorgarh at Nagri, good
trout (B. bola) and Mahseer fishing is trJ be h a d . "
I should imagine that after the rains would be
the time to visit the Gambheri River, or during any
prolonged break in the monsoon; though possibly the
hot weather would be all right as many of these C.
I. streams are fed by excellent springs.
I see the following note in my Shikar Diary
kindly given me by R . M . Thomason as a correction
to above. " T h e R . M . Railway crosses the Banas
near Hamirgarh station. T h e Gambheri River runs
in front of Chitorgarh station and the Branch goes
under bridge about one mile from Chitor and close
to Berach junction. These two rivers meet about
four miles from latter station, and become the Biluch
River, which further on joins the Banas from Hamirgarh about 25 miles east of that p l a c e . "
H e a d d s : — " T h e fishing down at Idai
Ahmednagar on Ahmedanad Prantij line is quite
good just now (April), though water small, fish run
Up to 4 — 5 lbs. Just after rains is quite good, also
caught fish beginning of July. Banas River where
Jeypore-Sewai-Madhopore line crosses it, and ditto

where Nagda-Muttra Railway crosses should be A-1
after rains."
Mr..
Abu.—There is a lake here, in which
there must be fish I should say, but I never saw any
rising in my visits there, nor did the one or two anglers
who tried it, have any success therein.
NOTES ON FISHING NEAR ERINPURA.

By Mr. G. N. Thompson.
The fishing round Erinpura itself is poor.
However, one can get plenty of fun with Chilwa,
other small fly takers. The following places are
within easy reach of cantonments :—
J o w a i River.—Best place from one to
two miles upstream from the railway bridge. Here
the river does not dry up and there are a few small
pools that always have a little water. The Jowai
is only a river in the rains, and by November a mere
trickle, and as a rule quite dry by February, with
the exception of the above-mentioned pools which
are eight miles from cantonments and two miles
from Erinpura Road Railway Station. Fish obtainable : MuIIey locally called Lansi (Wallago attu) up
to 5 lbs. Small Murral up to 2 lbs. Small Labeo
up to 1 J/? lbs. Crowds of Chilwa and small fly
takers. During the rains the river is crowded with
Wallago attu, where they all come up from I cannot make out, unless they come up from the Luni
which the Jowai joins after its junction with the
Sukri. When the river begins to run low in September the whole population turn out with tulwars, rounc*
the fish up and massacre them. The pools above
the railway bridge are very much poached, &
favourite trick being to poison the water with cactus
bushes.
K o l a r T a n k . — A very pretty spot situated among small hills. Fish obtainable: small
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Murral up to 2 lbs., heaps of Chilwa and Giri
(Barilius modestus)," a small fish about the size of "a
Chilwa that takes the fly well. Kolar also contains
Lansi though I have not caught any. T h e lake is
about six miles south of cantonments.
D u d t l i . — O n the Jowai about five miles
upstream from the railway bridge, contains a few
small pools holding numerous fly takers.
T h e following fish are also found in the Jowai:
" Singhi (Pseudotripus sykesii, family Siluridae). This
is a little beast that requires careful handling, since
his dorsal and pectoral fins are sharp as needles and
give a poisonous wound. H e is only taken bottom
fishing and lives under rocks in still water. The
Derai (Barilius barila ?) will take a fly and fights well
for his size.
I hear that the Western Banass, a river that
rises in the hills between here and A b u , and flows
in a westerly direction towards A b u Road and
Deesa, contains some decent sized Murral, Rohu and
Lansi. I have not tried it yet, but intend to do so
if I can get ten days' leave after the rains.
There are probably, I think, several places of
the beaten track that remain to be discovered, where
one could get quite good sport with Murral, Lansi
and small f r y . "
Reference above I have fished the Banass at
Deesa, in a very dry year certainly, but never had
much sport out of it. Then near to A b u Road I
am told of some quite good pools in autumn,
though the river always looked very small to me here.
This Banass runs into the Rann of Cutch, and is not
to be confused with the Banas mentioned below,
which is a tributary of the Chambal River, and which
runs into the Jumna South of Etawah, and holds
Mahseer, Paran, B . Bola, etc:

D e o l i . — T h e r e is quite good fish: Lg to be
had near here in the Banass River. T h e best spot is
at Rajmahal, about 12 miles, by kutcha road.
The river here runs through low hills and there are
.two excellent pools. In the palmy days of the
Deoli Regiment (now alas under orders for disbandment) the Mess maintained one or two boats on the
larger of the 2 pools, and quite good sport was to be
had trolling for Mahseer and trout. A very delightful spot for a week-end picnic was Rajmahal as there
Was quite good small game shooting all round.
Deoli is 57 miles by good road from Nasirabad, and
the Banass is crossed about 6 miles before reaching
-Cantonments. A b o v e the ford or ferry about half
a mile up is some nice water, where a tributary runs
p ' and fish have been caught here. There is also a
pool about 4 miles from Deoli, reached by a kutcha
road through the village, this holds Mahseer and
plenty of trout and is best fished by trolling from a
boat; a skin boat being kept in the Mess for this
purpose.
General Russell told me that he fished here
1920 (Christmas), and casting from the left bank at
upper end of big pool, where water is shallow and
rocky, he caught several trout on fly. H e also saw
Mahseer up to 15 lbs., and understood that fish of up
to 50 lbs. (not Mahseer, probably Goonch), were
caught occasionally. T h e river was very low and
clear then, as the 1920 monsoon was a bad one.
When I went later, after 1921 monsoon, which was
a bumper one, of course the river was unfishable,
high and coloured.
Then R . M . Thomason wrote me some years
ago 1 In the Banass River, near a station called
Isarda, on Jeypore-Siwai-Madhopur line, the Trout
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fishing is very good, and there are also some big
Mahseer; after the rains would be the time to try.

The

Sabeimati River flows past

Ahmedabad and runs into the Gulf of Cambay,
The only place that I everfishedit was near Ahmedabad, and here I had one day's quite good sport.
Fourteen miles up the river lies the village of Rayasan, the road is bad, being an indifferent cart track
The best way to go out is to hire camels in Ahmedabad. At the station, too, are sleeping and refreshment rooms. Below Rayasan village there is a ford.
Above this a tobacco field which runs down to a large
and almost still pool in the river. This pool—from
a well in field to where two rocks jut out into the
water—is simply crammed with fish, Mahseer,
Murral, Rohu, Paran and numerous other species.
WhenfirstI saw it my heart sank, but the local ruffian
who had lured me there was moved almost to tears,
and swore by all his gods that the pool held lots of
fish. For the current through it was very slight, and
the water was distinctly dirty, and almost I was in
a mind to pack up and go off home again. This was
in the middle of December; but having come so far
I determined to have a try, so started with a fly-spoon
and in one hour had on the bank ten fish weighing
.28 lbs., the largest being a 10 pounder. These
included Mahseer, Murral and Rohu. The pool is
best fished by crossing the ford, and wading in
opposite the tobacco field, though ofl the two rocks
is also a good place. The villagers told me that
further up by Indroli village was another good place,
but the river bed was sandy and tiring to walk over,
so that I tried nowhere else. For some reason the
villagers themselves are not allowed to net about here.
I only hope this wise prohibition still remains in force.
The . following correction to the above was
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kindly sent me by J. C. Holliday of 122nd Rajput
Infantry in 1911.
" A h m e d a b a d .—I was stationed there for
two years, and during my last year did a certain
amount of fishing.
In November of last year (1910) a party of us
made a pilgrimage to Rayasan, but found that the
pool mentioned by you had been swept away. The
two wells still remain, but there are only small fish
round them nowadays, and are decorated by a fine
array of our broken casts. We caught several fish
lower (three miles) down the river, hear a place
called Koha and also at a place called Radasan
about 1 Yl miles above. Here there is a long
still pool which should hold some nice fish.
Baits spoon, live Chilwa, atta and parched gram,
biggest fish 4Y2 lbs. Mahseer. Last year there was
a magnificent pool formed under Acher village,
almost opposite the old N. I. lines, it looks nothing
from the Ahmedabad side of the river, but on crossing over one realises what a beautiful piece of water
it is, fully 30 feet deep. Alas I only discovered it
just before we had to leave the station and pressure
of work stopped me trying it, but an old pensioner in
the bazaar told me that it was full of fish, and presented me with a 5 lb. Rohu?? that he had caught
there. He said that fish run up to 20 seers, and that
the best baits are worms and live bait. The biggest
Mahseer I have seen caught was 7 lbs. that was just
above the Commissoner's Ghat, which one can see
from the bridge crossing the Sabermati. Now and
then one may pick up a nice little fish there.
M e h m e d a b a d .—This is about 30 minutes
by rail, south of Ahmedabad. The river is crossed
about a mile before reaching the station. Though I
have never done well—2 lb. Rohu was my biggest—
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there are undoubtedly nicefishin the river, especially
in a big pool a mile above the bridge. There is a
railway bungalow at Mehmedabad, a line to the D.
T. S., Ahmedabad would, always obtain one permission to use it.
B a r o d a .—Twelve miles from Baroda the
railway crosses the Mahi River, there is a large pool
under the bridge, it is said to contain big fish, a boat
is necessary. (Authority Major Barclay of my regiment.) I found that it paid to ground bait pretty
heavily, a mixture of bran and parched chenna was
quite successful."
T h e M a h i R i v e r .—This river as mentioned elsewhere is swelled by the overflow of the
Jaisamund Lake, close up to which, after good rain
has fallen, I have heard of a 40 pounder (Mahseer)
being caught. At Sevalia on the B. B. and C. I.
are two bungalows, and good fishing could be had
here some years ago, but the place was then badly
poached, and it is impossible to say what the fishing
is like there now.
Also at Bhairongarh, a station on the RutlamGodra section of B. B. and C. I. Railway, the Mahi
is crossed by a bridge, there is some nice water, and
though I caught nothing the few hours Ifishedhere,
I have heard of others catching fish in this portion of
the river.
FISHING ROUND JHANSI.

The following notes have been k™dly sent me
by correspondents, and are up to date as regards thes
parts, in 1909:—
" There is some very goodfishingnear Jhansi.

The Betwa River about 7Yi ™^es al°n8

the Nowgong Road, teams with fish of all sorts.
The Mahseer run between 5 and 10 lbs. here, and
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may be caught with a spoon by spinning from the
banks or trolling, but one-will generally be disappointed to find a fresh water shark or other obnoxious fish
attempting to satisfy his hunger at the expense or one's
temper.
Further down-stream and about 15 miles down
the Cawnpore Road is Paricha, and here perhaps is
the best fishing in the river. Near the bund and
about half a mile further down there are swarms of
fish which can be seen from the banks. They run
up to about 30 lbs., but I doubt if anyone has caught
fish of over 10 lbs. lately. They are mostly 5 lbs.
and a spoon is as effective as anything else.
I Upstream towards Orchha there are some good
places, but fish over 5 lbs. are rarely caught. About
22 miles down the Lalitpur Road, where this crosses
the river, there is good Mahseer fishing, and there are
Trout here too.
The B a r b e r i N u l l a h , six miles along
the Nowgong Road, holds lots of fish during the
rains, but the best places are now regularly netted by
natives, and sport is poor. For about two miles from
where the Barberi runs into the Betwa, during the
first two months after the rains, the Barberi is alive
with fish, and large mixed bags can be made.
T h e P a h u j N u l l a h , about 3]/? miles
down the Sipri Road, holds trout, but this nullah too
is netted, and it is difficult to make a good bag.
T h e D h u r a r i N u l l a h is about 11 Yl
miles along the Lalitpur Road. About a mile from
the bridge upstream is a splendid pool which contains Mahseer up to 8 or 10 lbs., and Trout. It is
scarcely known and hardly ever fished, though it is
probable that the natives do so as the fish are very
shy.
73
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Burwa Sagar Tank about 13 miles
along the Nowgong R o a d , holds many fish which
may be caught with atta.
T h e above are the chief places of interest near
Jhansi, and with a little trouble, a keen angler should
have good sport.
T h e B e t w a R i v e r . — S t a r t fishing from
Paricha, head-works of Betwa Canal, 16 miles from
Jhansi and fish up. A large pool below the masonry
dam (below rocks) holds lots of fish, but the water is
light and fine tackle is necessary, a boat also is necessary and above all skill.
From Paricha to the road crossing at Nohat
Ghat, on the Jhansi-Nowgong Road, about 15 miles
in length, river is a deep pool. Lots of Mahseer and
Goonch; fine tackle and a boat necessary.
Further upstream and about 2 0 miles from
Jhansi, is the Dukwa weir. T h e water held up is
deep and about 13 miles long. Mahseer fishing to
be h a d ; fine tackle and boat necessary.
Further up beyond Dukwa weir, all the pools
hold Mahseer, but the water is light, and fine tackle,
a boat and skill jare necessary to be successful.
Mahseer above 10 lbs. seldom caught. Goonch can
be had from 3 to 4 0 lbs., trolling with fine tackle is
the best method.
A l l the other streams running into the Betwa
hold fish only in the deep pools, the Mahseer are
smaller in these streams.
For a skilful fisherman there is ample sport to
be had in the Betwa from October to June. For
Goonch the warm months are the best, commencing
from March to the setting in of the rains.
My own experience of fishing round Jhansi being
but of the slightest, I will not attempt to add much
to the foregoing. But the following few notes may
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contain one or two details not' enumerated above.
For any keen angler who has some few hours to wait
at Jhansi station, it may avail him to know that there
is an excellent waiting room with bath-rooms here
and a good refreshment room. Also tum-tums can
be hired at station at a rate not exceeding 6 annas an
hour, to take one out to any of the three following
The Betwa River is crossed seven miles along
the Nowgong Road by a ferry. It forms a large
expanse of water here, being held up some miles
lower down by a bund. I heard of a 50 lb. Goonch,
and a 32 lb. Mahseer being caught here lately, the
latter on a spinning bait cast from the bank.
At about six miles along the same road from
Jhansi, the Barberi Nullah is crossed by a bridge
under which is a good run. Then there are two or
three good runs in the next mile down, the last half
mile or so to the junction with the Betwa being broad
and still. In the runs Trout to 1 lb. and Mahseer to
3 and 4 lbs. are to be caught. In the lower reaches
there are a lot of big Mullet, and good fun is to be had
I believe shooting these with a rook rifle, an attendant
being ready to dive in and retrieve.
The Pahuj Nullah lies 3]/l miles from Jhansi
along the Sipri Road (distance is less than this from
the railway station), and there are some quite good
little runs in the % mile just above and below bridge.
The fish seem to run smaller than in the Barberi
Nullah, and there ate a lot of olive carp that will take
a fly-spoon. Everywhere along the banks are all the
signs of systematic poaching. I was told that there
weretwo bunds, one some way upstream and another
a mile or two down, and where the water is heM up
the fish run larger. But both the Barberi and the
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Pahuj Nullahs are terribly poached, and openly too;
it does seem a pity that some action cannot be taken
to check this, as both streams are being ruined for
sport. The time to fish them is during a break in
the rains and then in September and beginning of
October.
The following very interesting notes have been
kindly sent me as regards the Betwa River, by a
correspondent.
Certainly some of his bags make
one's mouth water, and a few such days make a
delightful change from the ordinary routine of a hot
weather life. 1 think though his methods apply
more to Central Indian Rivers. Curiously enough I
have tried his system exactly, quite independently of
the writer, in the Ramganga, Giri, Sir Khad and
with some success in the big pool, under far bank, at
Rupar. But the Himalayan Mahseer are more shy,
or more poached I think, and the formation of pools
do not lend themselves to such exact stalking. Anyhow the method is fully explained, and should offer
encouragement to those within reach of a Central
Indian stream, and the notes themselves are cheerily
written by a keen angler.
STILL WATER FISHING FOR MAHSEER.

Thefishermanwho gives away a favourite pitch
to all and sundry is probably a fool and may be
worse, for the pitch is very likely a favourite with
someone else also. But to explain to any who may
care to read a method of catching fish which is little
known if not unknown, and which makes an angler's
paradise of waters hitherto regarded as useless, can
I think injure no interests, especially in India where
there is so much elbow room for all. The method
much resembles the dry fly fishing of the southern
counties,
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I discovered it—to me at least it was a discovery
—when camping on the Betwa River in June. T h e
Betwa ordinarily ceases to flow in the hot weather,
and becomes—at this part at any rate—a series of
long deep pools. In these when there is no ripple
you can't help noticing numbers of Mahseer cruising
about or dozing near the surface. O n e such pool
was below my camp and I tried one evening, not very
seriously, to catch something in it. I began with fly,
both dry and wet. Of the first the Mahseer took no
notice" whatever. They would swirl at the second,
but it evidently suggested nothing earthly to them,
and they wouldn't actually take it. I then tried the
trick that I have seen work wonders elsewhere—of
pitching in a handful of minnows, and when you
have got the Mahseer boiling at them, casting a dead
minnow on a single hook into the brown. This also
was unsuccessful.
I fancy that, as in the case of
gram fishing on the Nerbudda, your Mahseer has to
be educated to this game. Next I offered a shrimp.
It didn't interest the Mahseer, though I caught a few
Indian trout on it. Eventually I fell so low as paste
and worms, both on the surface and at the bottom.
In the latter way I caught a fish or two probably of
the Baril family. But still no Mahseer.
Looking through my fly tin I found a Yl inch
bronze fly-spoon which I put on, more with the idea
of making my exDeriments complete than anything
else. I didn't take it off again. A Mahseer eventually did that for me.
I will describe as shortly as I can what I have
learnt about this method. There is still much to
learn, for I have only had a week-end and a single
evening at it.
You will find Mahseer cruising about near the
edge chiefly where there is a fringe of weed.
The
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best conditions are bright sun and no wind. If there
is a bank a few feet above the water so much the
better. This will make it easier to spot your fish,
but get down to water level if possible before you
cast. T h e villagers will tell you that fish don't come
near the surface when there is a ripple. This is inaccurate. They are difficult to see then. They
certainly keep down as a rule when there is no sun.
When you have marked your fish, stalk him
carefully and cast your fly-spoon at him. Don't let
it drop on his nose or just in front of it. H e will
almost certainly take fright. T h e best cast is across
and just beyond his back, and the next best is the
chub cast just by his tail. If he doesn't dash at it at
once draw it away from him just fast enough to make
it spin.
Most of the fish seem to cruise about within
comfortable distance beyond the fringe of weeds.
If you see a fish lying motionless a little further out,
with his head lower in the water than his tail—it
seems not an uncommon attitude—he is a gift if you
can get in the cast across his back. A n d if you see
a party of several cruising close together, plop the
fly-spoon boldly into the brown. William will see
that that blighter Clarence doesn't get there first.
I found a Yl inch bronze and an inch silver or
brass fly-spoon about equally successful.
Anything
bigger will not spin sufficiently in the absence of a
current, without being drawn much too fast. I used
a single hook attached to the ring and large in proportion to the spoon. Of course you must fish fine,
and fine tackle means a light single-handed rod.
There are certain niceties about this method.
I think I follow all good authority in saying that in
ordinary Mahseer fishing you must not and need not
strike. Here you must sometimes strike—gently of
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^ p j i f s e though firmly—and sometimes not. If the
fish comes at you with a rush he will do all that is
necessary himself. But sometimes he takes the
spoon lazily as it passes him. If you do not strike
then he will move off quietly with it and generally
get rid of it. I lost several fish before I tumbled to
this. Another point is that to make your fly-spoon
spin you have to draw in the line with your free hand.
If a fish takes you with a rush you must be very nippy
in getting your hand off the line. Otherwise there
will b e a smash. I lost a couple of fish that
way. I used an 1 1 -foot Trout rod with a large reel
lashed on. Owing to the light gear you are using
you need plenty of line for the first rush.
T h e week-end I spent at this game—two half
days and a whole day (morning and evening)—yielded me 31 Mahseer weighing 123 lbs., best fish 9
lbs., and 13 Butchwa weighing 10 lbs., best fish
1 % lbs. I fancy this is very fair weight for the
Betwa. I don't think I saw any fish bigger than
those I caught. It was working up for the monsoon,
and wind and cloud made the first day almost useless.
On the third day there had been a shower in the night
and there was a tremendous hatch of sedges. This
brought up the Butchwa which interfered badly with
the fishing for Mahseer. On the evening of the
second day—the only time when I had ordinary hot
weather conditions—I got 1 4 fish weighing 5 3 lbs.
including four of 6 lbs. or over each. For the whole
of that day my bag was well over a maund of fish.
This with a light single-handed rod is good
enough, and if anyone wants better I hope he knows
where to look for it. You have something very like
that cream of sport, dry flv fishing for chalk stream
Trout, with much heavier fish. Having to do your
own spinning instead of letting the current do it for
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you means very hard work, and as a thirst raiser this
game is second only to pigsticking. You need behind you a man with the largest make of chhagul.
My reason for describing this method at length
is that it opens up a prospect of sport in rivers which
are supposed to be unfishable in the hot weather.
There are many who, for want of anything better to
do, spend the festivals of the Church in May and
June pretending to sleep under a pankha. If these
take the hint I offer they can have the most magnificent sport and at the same time get rid of pounds—
or should I say pints?—of superfluous tissue.
I wrote what has gone before over two years
ago, meaning to send it to a fishing periodical: and
then forget all about it till Skene Dhu asked me for
a note on the Betwa a few days ago.'
I have had a good deal of experience of my
method since. I doubt whether it has taught me
much more than the uncertainty of fishy things, but I
will put on record such opinions as I now hold.
First as to the lure. T h e spoon should be very
light indeed: after using aluminium for some time I
now use the lid of a biscuit tin ! (or very thin brass for
the darker colour), except when there is a strong
ripple, when I revert to the aluminium.
Incidentally
I wonder whether any fishermen still make gratuitous
gifts to the tacklemakers by buying made-up spoons?
I reckon their profits on the sale of these articles to
be about 8 0 0 per cent. Also if mounted with a
single hook—and to me any other mounting is an
abomination—the hooks of dealers are always too
small. While on this subject I would warn such as
have not already suffered from it against the eyed
hook with the eye at an angle to the shank. Dealers
seem very fond of such hooks nowadays. This
shape brings undue strain on to the angle formed by
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the eye and invites a snap : which may, if you are
unlucky, occur before you realise that the shape of
the hook is also interfering with the spinning of your
spoon.
A s to the colour of the lure, if the fish are refusing the tin I show them the brass. A s a matter of
cold-blooded opinion I don't believe a fish cares two
pence whether a spoon is silver or gold, any more
than I believe that he rejects a Jock Scott in the hope
of being offered a Wilkinson. But the fisherman is
as illogical as anyone else, and a change of lure renews hope and energy. I am inclined to think that
when the fish are coming short at a larger lure they
will sometimes take hold of a smaller one—especially when the surface is very still.
If you are not striking by hand the check of
your reel should be appreciably stronger than when
fishing for similar fish in running water, and carry a
small sandstone pebble for sharping your hook from
time to time. Otherwise you will lose a good many
while playing them.
As regards tactics I have discarded the two casts
I described in my previous note for one about 1 5
inches in front of and 1 5 inches beyond the Mahseer's
nose; or if the fish is a long way out from the bank,
15 inches short of his nose.
I have found that my morning and evening fishings have been drawn out till they have met in the
middle, and on a free day I fish from dawn till sundown with an interval for breakfast under a tree.
To do this in a Bundelkhand hot weather you need
(1) to be in pretty hard condition, (2) to wear a substantial spinepad on your shirt, and (3) to drink gallons
of water all day. Even so you must expect an occasional dose of fever. But this is in a good cause.
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In spite of the longer day I haven't yet beaten the
maund a day of my first attempt. My best fish has
been 9Yl lbs. (twice). I don't think Mahseer run
bigger in the Betwa. The average is from 4 to 5
lbs.
The Murral affords an interesting variation.
He is much sharper sighted than the Mahseer (compare the position of the eye) and requires more careful stalking than a chub. The fly-spoon must be
thrown well clear of him and drawn very slowly past
him. If he follows it and the spoon has meanwhile
reached the weed fringe, let it rest a second on the
weed. He will sometimes pick it off. Give him
time and then strike firmly. He doesn't make for the
open water like a Mahseer but takes a beeline for
weed or a snag like a Trout. You must hold him out.
He is no contemptible fighter and I have known him
leap out of the water like a salmon.
I once caught a Silund this way, but that was
an accident. More annoying are the Butchwa,
Barils, and hoc genus omne who rush in and swallow
your spoon just as the father of all Mahseer is saying
grace before meat. These creatures are known to
all good and true men on the Betwa as Pahookas.
As to the feeding times of Mahseer in still
water, these are deplorably irregular. In the very
early morning there aren't many fish showing and
those there are are hard to spot. But they mean
business. Later, more show as a rule but their
shyness waxes with the day. The late evening is
useless: and, as a rule, you might as well go home
after four o'clock; except when the monsoon is working up. The Mahseer, whatever their mood, are
almost unanimous. Sometimes, especially early in
the day, they are all for taking your lure.

Sometimes they come at it with a rush and
swerve off at the last moment. Sometimes they bolt
directly, the spoon touches the water. Often they
follow the spoon at a respectful distance. A n d
occasionally though showing in great numbers they
take no notice whatever. Under any of these
adverse circumstances you can take comfort from my
old orderly's proverb Har ek ghar men bewaquf—
" T h e r e ' s a. b . f. in every h o u s e . " You'll find
him if you stick to it.
Generally speaking, the less a fish is travelling
the more likely he is to take you.
This form of fishing is at its best from the middle
of March till the rains break. I have caught a few
by it in the middle of the day as early as January. I
have no experience of it in November or December.
T h e J a m n i R i v e r lies in Lalitpur District, and holds a fair number of Mahseer and other
fish. It joins the Betwa about one mile below
Dukwa Weir, and the 3 miles above junction are all
good water. It is also crossed at Chaprat ( P . W . D .
B.), 21 miles by good road from Lalitpur. Just below the bungalow is a nice run and a fine pool full
of fish. Higher up the river holds fish, but its banks
are densely wooded with thorn bushes and difficult
of approach. I only visited the river at Christmas,
and did not get a chance of trying it.
T h e D h a s a n R i v e r too, where it runs
through these jungles has some beautiful pools, but
no runs.
THE FOLLOWING NOTES ARE BY " R . B . " (1910).
T h e D h a s a n R i v e r . — F i s h i n g is disappointing. Best places within easy reach from
Nowgong are—Macha village, 6 J 4 miles, where
fl^ere is excellent water from opposite the village to.
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one mile below. Mahseer and Barilius Bola, the
former up to 6 lbs.
Garauli village, junction of Seelap Nullah with
Dhasan, is good for Mahseer up to 6 lbs. and can
now b e got at by a metalled road, distance from
Nowgong Cantonment six miles. Opposite and
below Garauli is also good water. Best months are
February and early March, also September and early
in October.
Junction of Barar Nullah with Dhasan % mile
below Garauli is now readily accessible in rains, and
good coarse fishing can be had. Various kinds of
Carp, Tengra, Murral and also Mahseer. State of
Barar Nullah has to be watched, and a drive out when
the flood water has run off is well rewarded.

J a g a t Sagar Tank .—A large sheet of
water, excellent sport with Chilwa, also with olive
Carp using bored gram fished as with a fly, for bait.
Bottom fishing very disappointing. Usual seasons
for tank fishing apply.
GrOra T a l . — N o w accessible by a driving
road. Bottom fishing disappointing. Good sport
with Tengra can be had by trolling round the lake
—which is a very fine sheet of water—in a dug out.
No. 7 heavy pattern silver and gold spoon, with no
lead, and keep 50 yards or so from the edge cf the
weeds.

Ken

R i v e r .—Holds Mahseer ; 44 miles

from Nowgong by road. Also to be got at by road
(19 miles) to Halpalpur and thence by rail to Banda.
A very fine pool above and below the railway bridge,
holds large Mahseer and many other varieties of fish,
excellent Barilius Bola fishing at head of pool and
higher up. T h e natives catch astonishing auantities
of Butchwa bv using a stiff bamboo and baiting with
" k u l e e . " T h e bait only and not the shank of the
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hook must be in the water, and the strike has to be
made by hand and eye and not by touch. T h e fish is
flung out over head to hit the stone piers of the bridge
30 feet u p . A s many as 6 0 or 7 0 fish are secured
in this way by one man in an evening. The-fish run
to 1 Yl lbs.

The Beylun and Sone Rivers in the
Mirzapur District. Concerning these, a correspondent tells me that the fishing at Burroundah, in the
former, has fallen off sadly; only after the rains for
a few weeks is there much water below the Irish
bridge. In the Sone, a river of large sandy pools,
are lots of fish he adds, though he never caught many.
But in all these Central Indian rivers there must be
good fishing to be had, if only anglers who had tried
them would give the results of their experiences.

T h e H i r a n River.—Holds Mahseer, but I
can get no recent information concerning this stream.

Tons

River.—A tributary of the Ganges.

Rail to Maihar. D . B . T h e bridge over the river
is 3 miles from station, and 2 miles down stream
where the river makes a sharp bend is about half a
mile of nice water holding Mahseer. Also Mahseer
are to be caught in the Tons about 2 0 miles from

Riwah.
N e a r S a U g O r i n the river Bewas? A correspondent told me he had sport using gram, caught
small Mahseer in September and October.
T h e following very excellent notes have been
sent me by P . Kitchen, E s q . , July 1 91 7 . If only
a few more anglers would do likewise !
For anyone such as an Irrigation Engineer or
P . W . D . Officer whose work may take him there,
there is magnificent Murral fishing to be had at Fatehpur Tank in Fatehpur State, 2 2 miles from Mau
Ranipur Station on the G . I. P . Frog is the bait,
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Dapping between the lotus lily leaves, or a fiog on
a treble hook 2Y2 feet—3 feet from the float pay
well. From my notes I find that my wife and myself
landed 1 52 Murral, 2—1 1 lbs., and our servants 23
fish. A stiff bamboo rod and stout line are essential
as the weeds are very thick. Gut is not necessary.
T h e fish are not shy. Fishing in the tank is prohibited, but permission can readily be obtained from the
Zemindar or Raja of Fatehpur. There is also fair
fishing in Arjar Tank near Arjar Railway Station,
G . I. P . Both these tanks are in the Jhansi District.
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THE ANfiLER IN INDIA.
CHARKARI.

Now concerning the fishing to be had in the
lakes at the capital of this most delightful State, it is
not perhaps worth while giving much information for
the general public, since all fishing in the lakes is
strictly forbidden, except to His Highness the
Maharaja's guests, and as an invitation is necessary
to visit the State, the casual angler may eliminate
these lakes from the list of availablefishinglocalities.
But for those fortunate enough to be favoured'with an
invitation from the Maharaja of Charkari, to stop at
the State Guest House, the following information
may be of use :—Charkari is the capital of the State
of same name in Bundelkhand, and lies nine miles by
good road from Mahoba Station (on the JhansiManickpur section of G. I. P. Railway). The State
send a carriage to meet the train, and the drive out
is a pleasant one through varied scenery. The Guest
House is a most picturesque structure, built out into
the Bija Sagar Lake, it is two-storeyed, and very
roomy and comfortable. Visitors are treated with
the greatest possible courtesy, and no trouble seems
too great to make their stay as pleasant as could be
desired.
The Guest House is fully furnished down to the
smallest details, bedding, towels, mosquito nets,
library, writing tables, etc., etc., and all meals are
provided by a staff of most obliging servants. In
fact the guest need bring nothing except personal
belonging, evenfishinggear is provided, though perhaps anglers would do well to bring their own pet
tackle. Men are told off to accompany those wishing
to fish, and paste, live bait or any other fancied lure,
\s produced on demand. Of the various lakes, the
three most important are—the Jai Sagar (thefirstto

De noticed as one approaches the town), the Bija
Sagar on which stands the Guest House and the
Rattan Sagar lying about a mile away behind the
Fort. This last is on a rocky hill overlooking the
Palace, which stands near the Guest House. Probably good fishing could be got in either of the other
two lakes, but the attendants do not recommend this,
as though there are plenty of fish in them they do not
come to bait readily, since there are but few bathing
ghats along their banks. A n d it is near these latter
that the fish congregate, since the villagers wash both
themselves and their cooking pots here.
Therefore
the Bija Sagar may be considered as the lake for
sport. T h e following spots seemed the most favoured, though with a little ground baiting probably
many other sites would be discovered to be equally
good. T h e lake is divided by a bund, a bridge
crossing the waterway between the two portions.
First place recommended is under the large
peepul tree, which gives grand shade, just outside
and to left (i.e., west) of the bungalow.
Here,
however, the water lilies, which cover parts of the
lake, had encroached a lot in 1909, and the first day
I fished here, three good Rohu defeated me among
the stalks. However a polite request, and a large
space is cleared for one to angle in. Then in the
further lake, off the wall just this side of ghat in
middle of north face, this being an A - 1 spot for live
baiting for Paran. Other good spots are of the small
ghat at N . - E . corner of this lake and of the several
ghats along north face to east of Guest House, the
one under small temple at N . - E . corner being ^especially good. T h e best fishing months are probably
fuly, August and September, the last being a delightful month, especially latter half. However March
to June, and October are all months that would yield
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sport. T h e fish are Paran (Wallago attu), Rohu,
Labeo, White Carp, Olive Carp, Tengra, Murral,
Notopterus Kapirat, Turtles, Eels and innumerable
small fry. T h e Paran run enormous. I hooked and
lost one that must have been nearer 4 0 than 3 0 lbs.,
twice w e saw him, and as I had just landed a 21
lbs. Paran, comparisons were fairly easy to make.
H e fought magnificently, taking out over 1 50 yards
of line at a great rate. After ten minutes—during
which I could do nothing with him—he got off having
bitten clean through the shank of one of Hardy's
stoutest oval wire hooks (the loop-eyed spoon mounts),
one hook of which was left embedded in live bait and
the eye was still on wire mount, the bait coming back
attached to second flight. T h e live bait I usually
harnessed thus, i.e., two separate mounts both fastened to tail swivel on trace, one flight hooked through
bait just in front of dorsal fin, the second through
his tail. Even with this arrangement many Paran
seemed to get off. T h e best bait is a Rohu or White
Carp of about 1 lb. T h a t the Paran are voracious,
a note by R . B . in Visitors' Shikar Book testifies,
one taking a 7 lb. Rohu that was being played. The
Rohu run to 12 lbs. and over indeed the book chronicles two of 27 and 2 2 lbs., though during the last
few years none over 1 2 lbs. seem to have been caught.
T h e Labeo run smaller, the Murral to 10 lbs. or so.
T h e bait for the Rohu, etc., is undoubtedly paste,
while for the Paran live bait is the thing. T h e best
plan is to mount one of latter, and set him adrift,
giving the rod to an attendant to hold, while you
yourself settle down to paste fishing. A t times the
innumerable small fry will drive you almost crazy,
dashing for your bait, and worrying it to pieces before
it can reach bottom. O n e morning, however, the
Rohu joined the fry in this game, and in two hours
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I landed ten Rohu between 1 and 5 lbs. dangling
the bait just below the surface. An occasional
turtle too will sometimes nearly reduce you to frenzy,
giving you continuous bites and fruitless strikes; on
his removal, however, more peaceful times will again
set in. In the season duck and snipe are to be had
here; and there is also some jungle three miles off,
where black buck, Cheetal, Nilghai and an occasional panther can be had. It might be worth trolling
in the lake opposite the bungalow—both boats were
undergoing repairs during my visit, so I could not try
it—it has been done once or twice, Vide the Shikar
Book.
Near Mahoba, a station on the Jhansi-Manickpur section of the G. I. P. Ry., there are some fine
lakes, which hold large numbers of fish. There is a
small but nice waiting room at the station, and a
dak bungalow three miles away. The Madan
Sagar lake lies near this bungalow. The Tirwa
Sagar lies one mile from station, and the Bija Sagar
six miles away. There is, I am told, a bungalow
near this latter also. The fish arc Rohu, Labeo,
etc., and I was told on good authority that the lake
also held Mahseer.
Datia, and little Kosi tanks, both in Bundelikhand, also hold fish I believe.
T H E NERBUDDA RIVER.

T h e N e r b u d d a R i v e r , great rival in
Hmctity to Mother Ganga,* is a river, the charms of
I which have never been sufficiently realised from an
angling point of view. Rising in Rewa territory
| near Amarkantak, a huge flat topped hill 3,500 feet
high, it runs a course of some 800 miles to debouch
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into the sea below Broach. All round the source is
wild and desolate country, but a small body of priests
have raised temples to guard the sacred spot. The
Nerbudda bubbles up gently in the centre of a small
tank on hiliside. From here for about three miles
it gathers in waters of countless springs and then leaps
off Amarkantak plateau in a fall 70 feet high. After
this it continues to descend hundreds of feet by falls
and rapids till it enters the Central Provinces. Here
it runs in several channels broken by ledges of black
trap. Dense foliage stretches up from the water's
edge, and hills shut in the horizon on every side. At
about 100 miles from its source it passes under the
walls of the ruined place of Ramnagar and thence it
flows down to Mandi a an unbroken expanse of blue
water, the banks clothed with verdure, one of the
loveliest doks (reaches) on any Central Indian River.
Then comes Gaurighat where the Grand Trunk Road
from Jubbulpore to Nagpur crosses the river. Nine
miles south-west of the former place the Nerbudda
falls 30 feet and narrows from 100 yards to 20 flowing for nearly two miles through the Marble Rocks
gorge. From here onwards to the sea the river flows
through wide alluvial plains, alternating with wild
rocky gorges. It has three big falls in the C. P.—at
Umaria in Nursingpur District, 10 feet; at Mandhar,
25 miles below Handia, 40 feet; and at Dadri near
Ponasa, 40 feet.
Even in the dry season the Nerbudda is never a
small river, and its deep pools offer safe retreat for
thousands of itsfinnypopulation. • And the numerous
ghat streams that form its tributaries are ideal spawning grounds for the fish of the great river. Its Mahseer, too, mostly of the pale blue variety, seem to
have taken some of their colour from the glorious
blue of the waters. And what handsome fish they
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are—a 10 lb. Mahseer freshly caught in the Nerbudda could, f think, hold its own with any other fish
in the world. T h a t almost everywhere the fish will
take gram in perference to any other bait is to be
accounted for perhaps by the innumerable sacred
ghats that line the banks of the river, and that this
is so should give no cause for complaint, as it would
be hard to find any prettier form of fishing or one requiring more skill, than is called for from the successful angler with gram on the Nerbudda.
But it certainly is extraordinary this passion for
chenna, as there can hardly be sufficient gram poured
into the Nerbudda to feed the thousands of fish in all
its reaches; but no matter where you fish in the
Nerbudda or its tributaries (and even in tanks miles
away, and unconnected entirely with the river), the
fish always expect gr^im, and failing to get it, sulk,
and refuse to associate themselves with your hook.
And verily I believe, if one took a 2 lb. Mahseer from
Jubbulpore, and dumped him alive and kicking into
jungoo pool, he would go mooning about looking for
gram and making himself a general nuisance to all the
other fish, till a 4 0 pounder ate him, or he died of
starvation. But after all, as I said before, it is a
matter to be thankful for that the fish do like gram,
for it is a method of fishing that takes a fairly high
place in artistic angling, and certainly the fascination
of it grows upon one.
A n d one other fact about the Nerbudda Mahseer, they appear to have distinctly smaller mouths
than the Mahseer of other rivers. This may be a feature peculiar to the gram-fed fish one catches, or it
may possibly be only imagination that their mouths are
smaller. But it is not only that I myself have thought
so, but I have several times heard others comment
on the same subject.
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Jubbulpore.—This is about the highest
spot up the river, concerning which I have khabar,
and a correspondent most kindly favours me with the
following notes. But he prefaces them with this
remark (a preference I may add that one learns to
know and dread more and more in connection with
Indian fishing).
" I do not advise anyone to go to Jubbulpore
especially for the fishing. Of late years it has fallen
off shockingly. The fish are much shyer than they
were; touch or bag a fish from a run, and all the
other fish clear out into the pool below and there is
no getting at them. One does best with very fine
tackle. 1 have never caught fish with anything but
gram, but W. who was at Jub. with me was successful I know in catching several Mahseer on spoon."
Then the notes.
M
T h e GrOUr River.—Drive from Jubbulpore to KLuteaghat on the road to Mundal a, and fish
for a mile or two up and down the river. Also down
the river from the crossing at Kuteaghat to Khiraneeghat, the junction of the Gour and Nerbudda Rivers,
distance about seven miles. The best time to fish
this river is just after the rains, when the water is
commencing to clear, and during a long break in the
rains." *

** The Nerbudda River—Khiraneeghat, six miles from Jubbulpore, bad road, ride to
junction of Gour and Nerbudda and fish down to the
railway bridge."
" G o u r e e Ghat.—Six miles from Jubbulpore, good road for driving. Runs above and
below the ghat."
" T i l w a r a G h a t . — T e n miles, good driving
road. Runs above and below the ghat."
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Ghat.—Twelve miles, can

drive, road bad for the last six miles. Very good
fishing from • about two miles above the ghat right
down to the Marble Rocks about seven miles, the
left bank going down is the b e s t . "

I Biiera Ghat or Marble Rocks Thirteen miles, good driving road. There are two
runs below and four or five above this ghat. A n d
you can fish right up to Lumheta on both banks of
the river."
" I found April, May and June the best months
for fishing this river, it is also good after the rains in
September. T h e fish will take nothing but gram,
which should be freshly parched so that it may float
well, and a small hole carefully drilled through each
grain. These should be threaded on to mounted
hooks passing the gut through the hole in the gram,
and two grains should practically cover the hook.
Gram is nearly always taken by the fish when it is
allowed to float down a run as fast as possible by
letting out line after casting. It is hardly ever taken
when drawn up. Fish from 1 to 8 lbs. e a c h . "
T h e above notes should be taken in conjunction
with those in the " Anglers' H a n d b o o k , " they do
not add much to them, but they are up to date.

The Nerbudda near Mhow.—The
river can be reached at two places from this cantonment. First to deal with the more accessible—
Mortakka. H e r e is a station on the R . M . R . and
the railway crosses the river by an immense manyspanned bridge. A short way before the bridge on
the left hand bank is a furnished bungalow, to get
the use of which it is necessary to ask for permission
from the Executive Engineer of the line whose headquarters are at Mhow. T h e
best fishing is just
below the bridge from either bank, and greatest merit
'
76 "
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of all can be carried on at any month in the year
except when the Nerbudda is coloured by the monsoon rains. May and June however are extremely
hot, though on the other hand they are very good
months from an angling point of view. T h e fish to be
caught are Mahseer and Olive Carp, the latter running up to 1 l b . , seldom larger, and being very numerous. O n e ' s fishing may always be improved by
sending a man down a day or two in advance to
ground-bait certain runs by throwing in handfuls of
gram morning and evening. T h e best runs of all are
two just below the bungalow, and here we caught
most of our Mahseer. Below the bridge from either
bank is the place for Olive Carp, or you can fish out
of one of the big Nerbudda boats. If fishing below
the bridge, however, remember the extreme sanctity
of the river, and whenever a train passes over watch
for bones of deceased Aryans which occasionally
descend with unpleasant velocity; also cocoanuts and
other small offerings. There are lots of enormous
turtles in the Nerbudda here, and in an unhealthy
season also a fair sprinkling of corpses, which have
been brought to be burnt at the water's edge. Now
as regards tackle. A n 11 ft. or 1 2 ft. fly rod and
Trout cast. Use small hooks, somewhere about 8 or
10 Limericks. These can either be eyed or mounted
to gut, though in the former case more care will be
required to work the gram on to the hook. Fifty
yards of line should suffice, though no harm in having
7 5 . Parched gram (or chenna) is the bait, and to
prepare it for mounting an ordinary large headed
needle may be used, or it is better to have a small
triangular pointed instrument made up for the purpose.
Remember to take a large quantity of grains so prepared, one's orderly or shikari can easily do them,
for one loses an immense number, and the putting on

of fresh grains is the one trial of gram fishing. It is
better to have the hook on a separate looped snood,
and always to remove this and work the gram down
over the loop and eye of hook; trying to work it on
over the barb enlarges the hole too much, though
some men prefer doing it this way to save trouble.
Put on two grains at a time, since this helps to hide
the hook, and if one flicks off leaves you the other to
continue with if the fish are taking freely. Somerimes tljough they are extraordinarily canny, and will
rise all round the hook, taking the ground bait but
severely leaving your lure alone. T h e way to start
is to approach the run or pool you mean to fish and
then standing well back, throw in a handful of gram.
Almost immediately fish will begin to rise and feed,
and then watching till you see a bigger gulp than
usual cast your lure towards the spot and pay out line
slowly. But at a tug be ready to strike quickly, as
if the fish fail to hook themselves, immediately they
feel the steel they will eject your lure with great rapidity. In my shikar diary I see the following notes:
— T . and self, 4th November, 8-11 A.M.—Mahseer 5 and 2 lbs., and 18 Olive Carp weighing 11 lbs.
15th November, afternoon and early morning of 16th,
T . and self.—Mahseer 8 ] / 2 , 4 ] / 2 , 5Y4, 2%, 1 lb.
and also a lot of Olive Carp. 16th and 25th A p r i l . —
29 Olive Carp weighing 15 lbs., biggest 1 Yl, \ lb-,
etc. T h e biggest fish we got was an 11 pound Mahseer, caught by T.', a real beauty; and for pure sport
the playing of a Nerbudda Mahseer of over 5 lbs., on
a small Trout rod with fine gut, takes a lot of beating.
After this I was away from Mhow for a time, fishing
in the Himalayas, but I quote from some notes of
T . ' s : — " 1 8 - 5 - 0 7 . — I n the rapids below resthouse, 40fish, largest 3 lbs., weight 2 0 lbs. 3 0 - 5 - 0 7 .
—40 fish, several between 2 and 3 lbs., lost a lovely
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fish of between 10 and 12 lbs. when he was within
a yard of being netted owing to hook drawing from
the gut. 2 - 6 - 0 7 . — G o o d sport in the rough water.
Got 51 fish, largest 4 lbs., several between 1 and 3
lbs., lost one of about 5 or 6 lbs., which after about
ten minutes' play got behind a rock and cut the gut.
7 - 6 - 0 7 . — T r i e d fishing from the right bank, had to
wade a lot, stones very slippery, sat down twice in
the water quicker than I intended. W i n d very strong
and water slightly coloured, got 2 0 fish, largest 5
lbs., and three of 3 lbs.
9-6-07.—Sport poor,
water got more discoloured during time I was fishing,
only got about 10 fish, largest 3 l b s . "
I v/as told of a man who after the rains caught
several Mahseer up to 2 8 lbs. here on spoon, but
none of us ever seemed able to emulate his example.
T h e second place to make for on the Nerbudda
is Khalghat, 4 0 miles from Mhow,' on the Grand
Trunk Road to Bombay. T h e road is good in parts,
in others fair to bad. it makes a nice motor run with
the six miles down the ghats, which are encountered
about 2 0 miles out from Mhow. Here in the cold
weather are two or three temnorary bridges from
island to island across the Nerbudda, while in and
after the rains an enormous ferry boat has to be resorted to. O n the opposite bank, on a bluff overlooking the river, is a small furnished, dak bungalow,
where one can spend a couple of days fishing very
pleasantly. T h e best spots are below the bungalow
off a small ghat, and from here down to the rapid
below the bridge. This raoid holds some good
Mahseer, and can be fished either from the left bank
or from off an island where stands one of the old telegraph obelisks. Fish first of all from the ghat—no
one objects to this—and then when this is played out
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wade in either above or below as far as possible, and
casting handfuls of gram to right and left work down
river getting out as long casts as possible to either side
and down stream, letting current swing your lure
across. A great many nice fish lie behind rocks in
this run which varies from 1 to 3 ft. in depth as a rule.
Among other notes I see as follows :—January 14th,
8-11 A.M.—Mahseer 4 , 2 , 1 Yl lbs. and lot of Olive
Carp in lower rapid. On 4th February a 4 and %
lb. Mahseer in lower rapid. O n 26th, 27th April,
G . M . and self caught over 5 0 fish, Mahseer and
Olive Carp in reach off ghat.
Also one can fish in
the rapid under right bank, just below first bridge,
as a lot of small fish and occasionally one or two good
ones lie here.
About 25 miles above Mortakka railway bridge
lies a very little known spot on the Nerbudda, and
one which I fully believe would well repay a few
days* careful fishing. It is, I think, one of the most
fascinating places that I have ever seen; unfortunately I only visited it during my last fortnight at Mhow,
and then only got the inside of a day there ; since then
never having had an opportunity to revisit it. T h e
Nerbudda, a big river here, gathers itself together,
and swirling past three islands that bar its path,
plunges head foremost a descent of 4 0 ft. in two fine
falls and one great rapid. Below for some half a
mile it runs in a great gorge, rumoured to be over 8 0
ft. in depth, and then roaring out through another
neck it continues in a second gorge. Owing to
appalling roads and great difficulties in getting our
carts here at all, M . and I only got some two hours'
fishing. H e caught a 5 pounder and myself a 2]/?.
pounder in the upDer rapid, and I hooked a whopper
who broke me in lower rapid, and then our time was
up ! T o get there. Sanawad station on the R . M ,
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R . , thence 2 0 miles to Ponasa, a large walled
village. Track very indifferent, and about three
streams to ford en route.
Nice tank at Ponasa.
Carts hard to get at Sanawad.
(N.B.—If
got remember they are very small.) From Ponasa Road
leads due north to Dhari, seven miles all through
thick jungle, last half mile very bad. Dhari is a
small village on the opposite side, of the falls. This
side there is a ruined temple near which one can camp.
W e could only fish from this bank, so did not touch
the better water. They told us a boat was kept at
Dhari and would come across to a hail. This would
enable one to get at all the good water. T h e jungle
all round is dense, and we noticed innumerable tracks
of tiger, sambhur, hyaena, etc., and saw peafowl,
pigeon and a huge Mugger in the Gorge. This is
presumably in Ponasa block, so a permit to shoot
would have to be got from Forest Officer at Khandwa. Tarkari, which is seven miles by road from
Ponasa, is said to be only three miles by footpath
from here, and we were told that good fishing was
to be had in some rapids there. A t Ponasa is a dak
bungalow. Should this description tempt any one
to try the above place, I should be most grateful and
interested if they would write me their experiences.
T h e spot is absolutely wild and cannot be poached.
I visited it in November, but should think March,
April, May (hot) and October would all be better
months. W e only tried spoons. T h e best way to
get out is to arrive by the evening train from Mhow,
and then making your bed in a bullock cart—remembering their exceeding smallness however—go
out by night. There are villages every two miles,
and it is the custom for each village chowkidar to
show you on to the next village. This however
occasionally breeds delays,
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Captain North of the East Surreys, to whom
1 am already indebted for many useful notes, writes
me concerning above : — " R e the falls at Dharighat
on Nerbudda.
I thought you would like to know
that I gave the place two pretty good trials, in December 1906 and October 1907, and the fishing wasn't
particularly good. I got about 31 fish, going 100
lbs., biggest 8 lbs., very few with spoon, mostly on
gram and sometimes on atta, when they seemed off
everything else. I gave spoon, spinners and spun
fish a thorough t r i a l . "
Despite the above my belief in this place is not
wholly shattered, now I ' d like reports of it in March
and A p r i l !
Later Mr. W . P . Pechey wrote me from
Bombay.
" I have fished it twice, once in September and once in March. March was no good, the
water was low, and the pool below the falls full of
boats and bathers. But I got into something below
the gorge, which hauled me about the big pool in my
little collapsible boat, at the end of 1 50 yards of line
at times, for the better part of half an hour, and then
parted company. It must have been a Goonch I
think, but I have never known a Goonch play a game
• P i this one did. But in September the pools
below the falls were full of Mahseer. You could
see them nosing along the rocks sucking down innumerable Chilwa.
I could do nothing with them the
first two days. Spoon, atta, gram and trolled dead
bait all were useless except for the runs on fly-spoon.
But I eventually got some of my friends by the simple
method of sticking a treble through the middle of a
small Chilwa and chucking it into the still water. It
was rather chuck and chance it, not the high art of
fishing, but it was effective. O n e had to clamber
down the rocks to get the line in, and then when the
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fish took to hold the rod in one hand, with the line
tearing out and then clamber up again to the top, and
run along the cliff to a landing place lower down.
T h e fish were very game, I landed nothing over 8J/2
lbs., but was broken several times. W i r e traces are
necessary, I only had one and lost that the first day.

Unkerji

Mandhata.—Seven miles by

an excellent metalled road from Mortakka station lie
the sacred fanes of Unkerji. Apart from any idea
of fishing, these are well worth a visit from a sightseeing point of view.
There are innumerable temples and fakirs here
on both banks, though mostly on a hill on opposite
side. A large number of boats are continually ferrying pilgrims across. T h r o w in a handful of gram in
mid-stream, and it is enough to make any angler's
mouth water to see the shoals of fish that rush for the
bait from monsters of 2 0 and 3 0 lbs. down to small
fry of 6 and 4 ounces. It would be as much as your
life were worth to fish here though, but about half a
mile down there is no obiection, and there is a nice
rapid. D . and I tried in December but with indifferent success, but I have since met men who told me
they had good sport there.
I have a note—Nerbudda from Bir station, 1 7
miles. Good water and fish.

T h e Ohoral

River.—Soon

after the

small metre gauge railway, that branches from the
G . I. P . at Khandwa, starts to puff its toilsome way
up the ghats to Mhow, you come to Choral station.
Thence rumbling across a bridge the climb commences in earnest. If you look from the left hand
window, any day in the hot weather, you will see a
great boulder strewn gorge far below you, shimmering in the heat and innocent of any signs of moisture.
Just before you reach the summit a fleeting glimpse is
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vouchsafed of Patal Pani, a waterfall of some height,
a tiny trickle that hurls itself into a great green pool
far below.
This is the Choral River. W a i t however till
the first break in the rains, and a vast change takes
place. From being a dry bed of rocks, the Choral
River becomes a delightful little mountain stream of
some size and a favourite spawning ground for the
Nerbudda Mahseer. But like all the hill tributaries
of the latter river, it is necessary to fish in it the first
break in the rains, for though a certain number of fish
do remain up longer, by the time the second break
comes one seldom seems to have much sport. There
are two places worth going to from Mhow. First
Choral station reached either by rail, or 18 miles by
an excellent road suitable for motor. Start fishing
from, and off, the road bridge which is only a hundred
yards from the station and fish down stream. There
is a deep kund, or pool, higher up near Kalakund
station, which holds some big fish, but they are almost
| impossible to catch. This pool used to be a favourite
spot for Tommies' fishing picnics on Sundays, but I
don't think the fish ever suffered much harm.
Some
way down below the bridge, my memory unfortunately fails me as to the exact distance, is a very good
pool, with a fall above it, and a good rapid below.
Here one was generally certain of a run. I have
a few notes as follows in my shikar d i a r y : — J u l y
1 5 t h . — H a d 3 inches of rain first three days of-week,
so G . and self went to Choral; caught a few fish, 4 ,
2J/j lbs., etc., all on gram. July 2 2 n d . — G . , B .
and self went to Choral. Rained hard, river coloured, G . got a 3 pounder and G . and B . both got
| broken by big fish. August 1 s t . — T . went Choral,
river very low and clear, he caught a 4 pounder on
gram. A native on live bait got a 1 5 lb. Mahseer.
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T h e second place is from Barwaha station,
about 114 miles. W o r k off rather towards Nerbudda, not towards hills. Here there is some A-1
water, and if tried at first break in rains, one would
be almost sure of good sport. T h e junction with the
Nerbudda, a short way further down, is useless, the
Choral River being—or it used to be—simply a small
muddy canal the last quarter mile. My only note
concerning this portion of the river is : — A s we had
something like 1 5 inches of rain last week, and hearing that the Choral River had had a spate of about
36 ft., went to Barwaha and fished down. Water
glorious and conditions perfect, but very few fish
about.
Hooked a couple on spoon and one on
natural bait.

T h e K a n a r R i v e r .—Now this and the
following river are both finer streams than the Choral
river, but unfortunately are not very accessible.
Like the latter they are best tried at the first break in
the rains, though I fancy—in the Lohar River especially—some fish remain up all the year round. It
is quite possible that the junctions of either or both
these streams with the Nerbudda might be found
excellent places. Also like all the ghat streams near
Mhow, they start their course as rivers proper with
waterfalls. A n d some of these latter are fine beyond
compare, and were they more accessible would draw
sightseers from all parts of India. T h e waterfall
south of Telakheri is easily seen on the march to the
Lohar River, and is about 2 0 0 ft. high; it is one of
the tributaries of the latter stream, and is a magnificent sight after heavy rain, when the roar can be
heard five miles away. But the two main branches
of the Lohar River are the falls to visit, and if seen
after the first burst of the monsoon words utterly fail
to describe their beauties. T h e nearer one is 350 ft.
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and further 430 ft. high. Well to reach to Kanar
river. Mhow to Sirnrol dak bungalow is ten miles
along a pukka road. From here the difficulties of the
march commence. There is no need to go actually
to the dak bungalow. Just before the ten milestone
the Mhow Road strikes the Indore-Choral Road,
near the 14th milestone.
Cross this road and a
rough cart track will be found leading to the village
of Jumnia one mile distant. Thence the track continues, to Piplia two miles. From here there are two
ways to the river. The north track leads 3Y2 miles
to Tinchia, passing by a fine waterfall where one of
the main streams leaves the tableland. Do not try
and climb down here, we did with infinite difficulty,
only to find our way barred by a sliding fall some
150 ft. deep, down which the water makes a furthei
descent. This Tinchia route is longer and not so
good as the following. Take southern track and
proceed three miles to Birchia village. All these
distances, etc., sound small, but the difficulty lies in
the road being all through black cotton soil, and it
must be remembered one does not make these trips
till after the rains have commenced. From Birchia
push forward along a spur that leads out like a pier
towards the river. This is a nice place to pitch a
camp. The climb down to the water is easy enough
descending but is a fair grind up. About a quarter
I mile down stream the second branch joins, and from
the junction down is all A-1 water for some miles. I
see by my notes we caught Mahseer of 4, 2Yl lbs.,
etc., both on spoon and gram, and have also a note
of losing two considerably bigger ones as we were
fishing very fine. This was the beginning of August.
There is one particularly good pool, about half a
| mile if my memory serves me, below the junction,
in which I movedfishafter fish. It is a big pool with
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a good run into it and would be easily recognised.
W e took carts from Simrol to Birchia, but with a good
deal of difficulty, we tried camels, but after heavy
rain they were not a success.

T h e L o h a r R i v e r .—This is quite one ol
the most delightful of Central Indian hill streams that
I have seen, but its inaccessibility and the uncertainty of finding it clear make it a heart-breaking stream
to visit. Proceed from Mhow ten miles till the
Indore-Choral R o a d is met, and turn towards the
former place. Pass Goknia village and a bridge
over the head-waters of the Kanar River. After
five miles, you come to the ninth milestone (from
Indore). U p to here the road is all metalled and
suitable for motors. Then one's troubles commence. Leave the main road and turning to the right
along a cart track five miles brings one to the big
village of Tillor, road fair up to here. Thence three
miles to Murla, fording a tributary of the Kanas
River, track indifferent. Three more miles to
Khampel, passing a fair sized tank en route, road as
before. A.gain two miles of bad road to Telakheri.
Before reaching this village a big tributary of the
Lohar River has to be forded, and under half a mile
away lies a 2 0 0 ft. waterfall, which can be both
seen and heard afar off after heavy rain. (Two or
three miles north of this lies Undel where there is a
fair sized tank.) O n e mile more leads to Jetpura,
while a mile on lies Mojipura, road still.bad. This
is the last village, and three miles beyond one comes
to a ruined gateway, part of what must in days gone
by have been a very fine old fort. From here the
track pushes out alone a spur of the ghat and no fault
can be found with the scenery at any rate. The
whole road from Tillor is quite passable for carts in
the dry season, but very heavy and bad after any
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rain. Beyond the first gateway come two small
tanks on the right of the road and then a second gateway, near, or under, which a nice camp can be made.
This is between 18 and 19 miles from where one
leaves the main road, or 3 4 in all from M h o w .
From this camp a regular old ghat road, now only
fit for foot traffic however, leads down to the river
about one mile distant, and crosses over to Dhob• ghetta village. Lots of small game about here—
peafowl, quail, partridge, pigeon and some painted
grouse, also thousands of doves. A short way down
comes the junction of the two main branches, and the
water below this is glorious, all rocky pools and
rapids. One thing to remember is that after heavy
rain, one's carts may be held up for hours outside
Telakheri, or Tillor. O n our way back we found
the stream at latter place coming down in flood about
6 ft. deep and 2 0 ft. across. They soon run down
at the fords, however, when rain ceases.
F I S H I N G ROUND

MHOW.

T h e following few spots are mentioned, to help
anyone who wishes to while away an hour or two
with his rod, or who wants an excuse for an afternoon p i c n i c : —
Bircha
L a k e .—This is the water-supply
• H M h o w . and is a fine expanse of water. Seven
miles by pukka road from cantonments, but road
rather stony for motors or rubber-tyred vehicles. It
j is fairly full of all sorts of fish now, and as time goes
on these should increase in size and multiply. There
are one or two boats, to use which permission should
be got from the Garrison Engineer, Mhow.
But though several men tried trolling while I
was there, no one had any success. That there are
big fish who should take—like in the Oodeypore
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lake—there is no doubt, as 1 picked up one day the
head of a Tengra which alone weighed 11 lbs.
There are innumerable Olive Carp in the lake, who
on some days will rise freely to .gram. If float fishing the best place is off near bank about half way
down the bund, fishing among the rough stones.
Also at a break in the rains, if water is fairly clear,
a trial might be given to the overflow stream at the
far end of the bund, as I have seen quite nice fish
moving here. A worm seems about the most useful
all-round bait in Bircha. My notes show that fishing
in August, September and October we caught the
following species of fish :—Mahseer up to 2 J 4 lbs.,
Mulley to \Yl lbs., Murral (biggest 9 lbs., and
another of 7 l b s . — O . Leucopunctatus a very handsome fish caught off bank on a worm), Olive Carp,
Tengra. Eels and Turtles.
Curiously enough I have neither caught nor seen
a Rohu or Labeo in this lake, though there should
be some in it. Sometimes there is a high wind and
the lake is rough, which makes float fishing a bit difficult, but on those days the fish are often biting freely.
Again I am indebted to Captain North of East
Surreys for f o l l o w i n g : — " A b o u t B i r c h a *
panned out wonderfully good sport one year. I got
56 going 195 lbs. between 16th August and 11th
October 1 9 0 8 ; best day 7 = 3 6 , best fish 10 lb.
Mahseer (on a 9 ft. Trout rod), all on fly-spoon or
spun Chilwa. Of course there were some Murral
and shark in the above. Then a troller came along,
and the fishing went off and was not much good in
1909 except for trolling."
I add the following from his letter, as it's some
salve for the unkind remarks that I have had to listen
to occasionally on the s u b j e c t : — " I ' m absolutely
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with you about localities, the more published the
better, the really keen men are the only ones that
essay the really difficult trips, and there are not so
many of thse (keen m e n ) . "

T h e G h a m b a l R i v e r .—Eighteen miles
| from Mhow along the Neemuch Road, this river is
spanned by a high bridge. If what geographers tell
us is true, that the spring furthest from its
mouth is the source of a river, then here
we have the source of the Ganges. Crossing the bridge, walk up the left bank a short
way till opposite the village of Ghat Billod.
Here
is a deep still pool in which you can try bottom fishing. T h a t it does hold fair sized fish I know, it also
holds more than one Mugger.
I have notes only of
catching Eels and Notopterous kapirat here, though
I must say we never gave the place a fair trial. I
should much like to get news concerning the Chambal
in its lower reaches, as it flows through some fine
gorges in the latter portion of its course, before joining
the Jumna.
I hear rumours of good fishing down near the
junction of Chambal with Jumna; also at Bhind,
south of Etawah, on this river.

S i p r a River.—Mhow to Indore 14 miles,
thence continuing along the Grand Trunk R o a d 1 5
miles brings one to a long causeway crossing this river.
This is essentially a motor trip. Here a very pretty
afternoon's sport can be put in using a small Trout rod
and fine tackle, with gram as bait. T h e fish are
Olive Carp and run small, but bite freely and are
numerous. About 2 0 0 yards down stream there is an
ancient and some quite nice water. There must be
some Mahseer I should think, though we saw none
the only occasion we fished.
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Near Ujjain in the Sipra River fish are to be
caught, also in the same river near Dewas. But
sport most indifferent.
T h e same style of fishing could also be had in
the Chota Kali Sind and the Kali Sind Rivers 12
and 32 miles from Agra respectively.
Now a note in the " A n g l e r s '
Handbook"
gives it that fishing is to be had near Maundsaur.
Probably this comes under the " have b e e n s , " since,
when I was in these parts in 1905 and 1906, I tried
hard to discover any, but quite failed to do so. With
this exception, however, that there were two big still
pools about one mile below the railway bridge, which
held fish of various sorts. After the first break in
the rains appeared to be the time to go for them, but
the fishing was barely worth trying.
Near Mandal, a station half way between
Chitorgarh and Ajmere, and about one mile from the
line, is a big tank, wherein good sport may be had,
both spinning off the bund for Lansi, and also bottom
fishing for other species.
In Mhow Cantonment gardens there is a small
tank that holds a weird assortment of
fish.
A
sporting assistant C . M . and myself fished one day
with worm, to see what the tank did hold, putting
back all the fish, and w e got a most mixed bag, the
pride of place belonging to a gold fish of over 1 lb.
who fought most gamely.
Also a small tank in the fort use to hold quite
a lot of Mahseer, though what they lived on is beyond
me. T h e tank is only a small pukka one fed by rain
or pipe water, and who put the Mahseer in is a mystery. T h e tank when the Ordnance had it was
cleaned out about twice a year, the fish being carefully put into baths. I took the opportunity of one
of these periods to mark four fish, with silver plate
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fastened through dorsal fin, but now that the Ordnance
have handed over the fort I can get no particulars
about these fish. It would be interesting to know if
they are still there, the biggest was marked L. 18,
was 14 inches long, 11 inches girth and weighed 2
lbs. By the way there are a few such marked Olive
Carp in Bircha Lake. Just as this book goes to press
—a friend writing from Mhow tells me that on his
return to that station hefindsthis tank has been cleaned out, and all fish carefully transferred to Bircha.
It is a great pity that no note was taken of the marked
fish.
The two following are south of the Nerbudda,
but may just be mentioned :—
I K h a n d w a . — I f you should be hung up
here for any such reason as the trains missing connection, and want something to pass the time, drive out
to the reservoir, which is four miles if I remember
right, and below the dam you will find a small pond
which used to be full of Mahseer and Olive Carp,
some of the former quite big. Possibly by now they
have all been poached, but the pond was an old
pumping station and very deep, so may be not. I
caught six fish on gram in about an hour, the biggest
Mahseer 5 lbs., and was broken by a much bigger
one. There are some duck and snipe to be got here
in the season at the further end of reservoir.

The

Tapti

River.—One and a half

miles from Chandi Station, on G. I. P. A path
leads through jungle to the river. There seem to be
no runs or pools of any size here, but there appeared
to be no lack of fish on the move when I visited the
place in January. Lots of peafowl about and country very wild. I was told that a party of visitors
from Bombay side came here every Christmas, ana
7*
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always caught a lot of fish. I repeat rumour for
what it's worth.

The I n d r a v u t t y River .—This is a
beautiful river, and would repay a vast amount of exploring. All down its banks the shooting is magnificent, but it is reserved jungle and leave must be got.
The following note should be studied with a
map:—
Raipur by rail Dumbhokri 48 miles. D. by
made road via Kanhia to Jagdlepore on Indravutty
river. Banpuri is 30 miles this side of J.; 18 miles
from B. to Chitacote where there are falls on the
Indravutty. Good fishing and shooting, leave from
P. A., Chattisgarh Feudatories, Bastar or Raipur.
The Indravutty also flows through Chanda
District, can be reached as follows:—Rail to
Chanda, thence good road about 70 miles to Ahiri,
thence another 50 miles to Bhamragarh where the
Nibra and Kothari Rivers join. Some wonderful
water here, and country very wild, apply D. C ,
Chanda, re shooting rules. Here are Mahseer and
Carnatic Carp in virgin waters, our best C. C. was an
18 pounder. I shall never forget one morning, after
shooting a very fine buff, I was trying a few casts off
a rock near camp, with Kama the old shikari watching. Fish were small fry to him, and he scoffed, but
when suddenly afishof about 80 lbs. sailed out after
my spoon, the old man nearly had a fit in his excitement, and swore the fish was bigger than the buffalo.
The above are only rough notes, as a hint to
anyone intending to visit those Darts.

The

Brahmini River runs through

Bonai State, Chota Nagpur, fishing in this and good
shooting along its banks.
Also I am told that about one mile, above Panposh on the B. N. Ry., the Koil and Sunk rivers
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join, to form the Brahmini river. Broad and
sandy bed here, but some rOcks; lots offishare caught
for bazaar; a few anglers have tried, but done no
good.
SIND AND BALUCHISTAN.
NOTES ON FISHING IN BALUCHISTAN (DESCRIPTIVE
PORTIONS FROM DISTRICT GAZETTEERS) IN
T H E R A K H N I , ANAMBAR, B E J I , N A R I AND
. BOLAN RIVERS. (1910.)

By Major A. Jacob, Political Agent at Sibi.
T h e R a k h l l i R i v e r rises in the hills north
of Muhma. It has a perennial stream of good water
running almost continuously through the length of the
Rakhni valley. It runs generally speaking north and
south along the eastern boundary of the Barkhan
tahsil and receives the waters of a number of affluents
from the west, of which the principal are the Chang,
Churi and Baddhi. Up to its junction with the
Chang, which drains the country south of the Rarkan
plain, it is called Wandui. After traversing the
Rakhni plain, it flows through the Chacha country
south-westwards and near Mat is joined from the
north-west by the Gujhi Nullah, which carries the
'• drainage brought by the Malali and Karcha streams
from the Daula hills. After passing Mat, the river
runs south-west into the Kaha River in the Dera
Ghazi Khan District. The bed of the stream is
shingly down to a little below Mat at which place
it is very stony and impracticable. It varies in width
from 50 to 1 50 yards and its banks throughout the
valley to below Mat are low. This stream is
full of fish between Mat and Rakhni and fish up to
16 lbs. have been caught in it. The easiest way of
getting to this river is along the old Frontier Road
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running from Dera Ghazi Khan to Peshin through
Loralai. The marches from Loralai (56 miles from
Hurnai, N.-W. Ry.) are :—

There are rest-houses at all the above places.
From Dera Ghazi Khan to Rakhni the distances

The height of Rakhni is 3,600 ft. One horse
tum-tums are procurable at Harnai, Loralai and
Dera Ghazi Khan and the road is a carriage road
throughout.
T h e A n a m b a r is the principal river in
the Loralai District. It rises at Terai Momangai,
in longitude 67 degrees 46 feet at the watershed between the Shahrig and the Bori tahsils, four miles to
the east of Sperargha. Here it is a hill torrent and
has no perennial supply of water. It flows in an
easterly direction for about 32 miles up to its junction with the Dargai hill torrent, then turns south-east
and about 48 miles below the junction it is joined by
the Mara river from the north. This river rises in
the hills between the Bori and the Zhob valleys,
crosses the Damanghar range, and emerging through
the Mar* Tangi joins the Loralai river near Nawe
Obo. At about two and a half miles further east
the Loralai is joined by the Sehan and Watagan
Rivers from the north-east. Both these latter rivers
have permanent water. Uo to hr-re the river is known
as the Loralai, or Lorali, but after its junction with
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the Sehan it becomes the Anambar. T h e river then
takes an abrupt turn to the south, and passes through
the Z a t i Tangi, a gorge between the Kru and G a d a bar ranges. Flowing through the Luni country, it is
joined from the north-east by the Laki stream, and
further south by the Narechi which has perennial
water. A little below its junction with the Narechi
river and about four miles from Chotiali, the river
is crossed at Ghatipul by a masonry bridge and is
thereafter known as the B a j i .
It then enters the
Marri country retaining the name of Beji, is joined
s p a : Babar Kach by the D a d a and the Sangan streams
from the north-west and through the Nari gorge
debouches into the Sibi plain and is known as the

Nari
T h e best fishing in the Anambar is between
Shadiani and Misri Kach. Shadiani is some 16
miles from W a h a (20 miles from Loralai), a stage
on the Peshin-Dera Ghazi Khan Frontier R o a d .
Fish weighing up to 13 lbs. have been caught in this
part of the river. A t Ghatipul there is a very large
stagnant pool containing big fish which are very hard
to catch, and when hooked are likely to break the
line owing to the number of submerged logs, etc., in
this pool. Below Ghatipul the Beji runs in a succession of rapids where good fishing with a fly-spoon is
to be had. T h e fishing in the Beji is good right away
down to its junction with the Nari and it has a great
number of fine pools. Larce bags of fi«h between 4
lbs. and 10 lbs. have been made at Pa^ha on the
Beji in August, but the heat there is very great in that
month. T b " Nari h ^ 3 successioli "f excellent Dools
from Babar Kach ( N . - W . Rv.^ Railwav Station to
Nari Station and there must be fish running up to 2 0
lbs. in this stream.
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In the lower portions of the Nari River near the
plains the fishes found are those of Hindustan and
include many of the common sorts. T h e Mahseer
(Barbus mosal or tor) is plentiful throughout, and
large fishes exceeding 12 lbs. in weight have been
caught in the Anambar gap above the Duki plain.
In the highland portions of the Nari drainage system
the low country fishes give place to the mountain
barbels of the genus Oreinus, which have not been
satisfactorily classified and present a great individual
variation. Loaches (Nemacheilus) are ubiquitous.
In the lower reaches of the Nari and especially
in the neighbourhood of Babar Kach crocodiles
(vernacular Sansar) are occasionally to be found.
T h e B o l a n R i v e r rises near Kolpur, but
the water only makes its first appearance at Sari-Bolan
(36 miles from Quetta), and disappears again near
Abigum where, however, a small flat or thai is first
irrigated from its water. Near Bibi Nani, the Bolan
is joined from the west by the Sarawan River, known
locally as the Dardan, and also as the Kaur Bibi
Nani, and from this point a perennial stream appears.
After flowing through the Laleji plain past Kirta the
river cuts its way through the Afghan Ponzak, and
is joined at Kundalani from the west by the perennial
waters of the Kumbela stream and emerges into the
Dadhar plain near Pir Chauki. After passing
through Dadhar, where the water is largely used for
irrigation, the river is eventually dissipated into the
great plain of Kachhi.
T h e depressions where water collects in pools
are known as " dumb " and usually contain fish.
Among them are Sur Dumb about one mile to the
south of K i r t a ; Kauntrani Dumb, one of the largest,
between Touling and Kundalani; Kundalani Dumb
close to the levy post; Tosha-na Dumb about' a mile
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below Kundalani; and Drabbi W a l a Dumb, about
3Yl miles from Kundalani. A fish weighing 2 6
lbs. is said to have been caught in the Bolan River.
There are two ways of getting to this river.
First get out of the train at Nari Bank, a few miles
out of Sibi, if they will stop the train for you and
take a trolly from there to Rindli whence you can ride
to Kundalani rest-house. Second, ride from Panir
Railway Station to Kirta where there is a rest-house.
A 12 ft. to 14 ft. rod is sufficient for fishing in
Baluchistan, with a line fine to medium and 8 0 yards
to 100 yards in length. T h e volume of water in
most of the streams is very small and consequently
there are in many places hardly any runlets.
Wherever the latter exist good sport can be had with
a fly-spoon Yl i n °b to 1 inch. T h e fish in the pools
are mostly bottom feeders and the best catches are to
be made with dead bait or the entrails of fowls.
Chilwa are plentiful in most of the streams and when
used on Luscombe's Chilwa Tackle are very deadly.
Fishermen visiting any of the streams in Baluchistan
are advised to apply to the District Officer concerned
for local men to act as guides and escort. For the
Rakhni and Anambar Rivers apply to the Political
Agent, Loralai, and for the Beji and Nari Rivers to
the Political Agent, Sibi. T h e Bolan River is
K t h i n the jurisdiction of the Political Agent, Kalat,
at Mustung.
T H E FOLLOWING N O T E S R E L A T E T O A TOUR UNDERTAKEN

BETWEEN

SEPTEMBER

21ST

A U G U S T AND

29TH

1895.

By Lieutenant-Colonel
Cartwright and Major
Roome, Jacob's Horse.
Fort Sandeman to
Kapip ('bungalow)
8 miles.
Kashmir Villa (B.)... 12 „
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Anambar
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Loralai (B.)
... 14 ,,
Notes.—To i Sir a n d Palosin a r e gc
good; Mat to Vitakri, fair Mahmud
Wahar, good.
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But they are all far apart from each other, R .
and myself were doing a circular tour with rods,
guns and dogs, and we did whatever came to hand
by way of sport. W e covered 3 9 0 miles in 4 0
days. You have to have an escort, and carry your
own supplies. You can get atta, etc., at Musa
Khel, Khan Mahomed Kot, Kingri and Gumbaz.
Otherwise you are dependent on what you can pick
up in small villages.
-Rakhni to Mat would be worth trying from
Fort Munro, and W a h a r to Gumbaz is handy to
Loralai.
There is a good pool on the Beji River at Toong,
about 12 miles from Babar Kach Station on the
| Harnai R a i l w a y ; and also good water from Babar
Kach to Nari Bank Station (12 miles from Sibi) in
Nara River and Beji River near Babar Kach.
The
spring is the best time; it is now some years however
since I visited these places.
There are also Mahseer in the Bolan at Kundalani, and South Kirta and also at Kalat and in the
river close to Fort Sandeman.
I have also killed Mahseer in the Karezes at
Pangur, and in the Kej river, both in Mekran.
Usual lure fly-spoon and occasionally a frog or
grasshopper when available.
Ziarat (the Hill Station) is 4 0 miles from
Quetta, a fair road, though rough in parts, and could
be motored over. A t Kalan, half way, I am told,
small snow trout are to be got. T h e Harnai River
holds Mahseer. From Quetta down Bolan Pass 2 8
miles, road good, gradients easy, Mach half way
fishing, also Bibi Nana (old station) better.

79.
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NOTES ON FISHING IN THE RAKHNI, NILAG AND
MANJHRA RIVERS, AND ROUND FORT SANDEMAN.

By Bt.-Col. W. Norman, 22nd Cavalry. (1910.)
T h e R a k h n i .—This is one of the rivers
in Baluchistan and takes its name from Rakhni, a
small district and village on the Dera Ghazi KhanLoralai route. The stream rises in the Bozdar hills
some distance above Rakhni, but is very nearly absolutely dry from its source to a point about five miles
below the point where the Loralai Road crosses it.
The Rakhni camping ground and old post are at the
point where the road from Fort Munro crosses the
stream. Starting then from the camping ground one
has to ride some five miles down the valley to where
the stream enters some low hills. Here the stream
changes its character very suddenly, and instead of
being a dry nullah bed becomes a series of small pools
and rapids as far as the village of Chacha, some 15
miles from Rakhni. The next march is Mat, some
ten miles on. Below Mat the stream passes through
low mountains and eventually comes out near Harrand
in the Dera Ghazi District, through the Kaha Pass.
At Harrand it is known as the Kaha. From the
Kaha Pass to the Indus the stream again becomes a
dry water-course. Thefishingfrom Rakhni to Mat
is in a small way capital, fish running usually from 4
to 6 lbs., but a few 10 and 12 pounders have been
caught, and there was a report that in old days,
when Rakhni was occupied by troops, a 20 lb. Mahseer was caught below Mat. The fish take almost
anything from spoon and natural bait to atta. Between Rakhni and Chacha, there is also caoital shooting in the cold weather—sand-grouse, duck, houbara, quail, snipe, chikor, black and grey partridge.
There are also a number of small crocodile in the
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stream, but how they came there is a mystery, for the
stream has no connection with the Indus, into which
it flows, except during the sudden floods when the
rainfall in the hills tears down through the passes.
One march beyond Rakhni, en route to Loralai,
is Rankan, here there is a small stream not worth
fishing. The next march is Kingri where another
stream is crossed. This is better and gives fish up
to 2 and 3 lbs. The Kingri streamflowson to Khan
Mohamed Kot, an outpost held from Loralai. At
Khan Mahomed Kot the stream is joined by the Rod,
and the combined streams enter a very difficult gorge
about two miles below the post. Whether there is
anyfishingor not in this gorge, I cannot say, but there
are some lovely pools, waterfalls and rapids. Unfortunately whenever I tried this river it was badly
discoloured after rain, but given favourable water I
feel sure there must be some good fish here.
T H E NILAG AND MANJHRA.

These are both rather inaccessible for the ordinary fisherman, but since thefishingis capital I give
a short account. The Nilag enters the plains near
Sibi and the Manjhra, a tributary of the former, can
be reached, though with difficulty, from Rakhni on
the Dera Ghazi Khan-Loralai route. Possibly the
latter can also be reached from Loralai cantonments,
but of this I have no information. The marches
from Sibi are—
Nilag, 14 miles, no village. At eight miles
enter the hills. Camp on Nilag River.
Kaura Duff, 14 miles, no village. At eight
pfiiles the Kaura stream joins in and the road proceeds
up the latter. There is a bannia's hut here.
Boza Kach, 12 miles, no village. At about
three miles, there is a very fair gorge.
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Mahmud, eight miles, a stiff march, walled
village in Murree country. There is an alternative
road to Trichibun which is preferable.
Trimmin Suthanwali, 12 miles, no village.
A t one mile reach the Manjhra River.
Trimmin Mahmar, 1 5 miles, no village.
Neghoz, eight miles, no village.
Vitakri, 14 miles, walled village and old site
of cantonment abandoned soon after Afghan War,
1880.
Haji Kot, 2 2 miles, large Khetran village.
Bhoori Tangi, 15 miles, no village.
Rakhni, 15 miles.
It will be seen from the above that supplies are
necessarily a difficulty. T h e road by no manner of
means follows the course of the various streams but
often leaves them for some miles. But when one
does strike a stream it is worth while fixing up the
rod and tackle. From one pool on the Manjhra I
took out a 1 5 pounder, besides others, the second
largest being 6 lbs. In a pool near Neghoz I took
on a very small fly-spoon 1 9 fish, one after another
some of which were 3 to 4 lbs.
T h e marches given above were not arranged for
a fishing trip, and I had little time to spare to follow
the actual course of the streams, but from the look of
the Manjhra and the scrappy fishing I was able to
obtain, I feel confident that it would be well worth
while to march down the Manjhra. T h e 15 pounder
taken could not have been the largest fish, in the river.
O n e great point about these rivers are, that so far as
I know, they are never fished in and never netted,
they are virgin water for the angler. I believe that
I am perhaps the only one who has thrown a line into
them.

(Reference above, when I was on the Marri
Show in 1 9 1 8 , a certain number of fish up to 4 lbs.
were caught near Vitakri. A t Kandalung, 18 miles
on upper waters of Lehri River were some big clear
pools holding fish. Rakhni can be got at from Dera
Ghazi K h a n ; stages are Sakki Sarwar (B) 16 miles,
Rakki Gorge (ti) 3 1 , Khar (Fort Munro) 4 2 ,
Rakhni 5 6 miles. O n e can or could motor from
Dera Ghazi Khan to Munro, but it was a truely hair
raising motor trip ! S.D.)
F I S H I N G ROUND F O R T SANDEMAN.

In the immediate vicinity of Fort Sandeman
is the Z h o b River. Fishing commences at Viala
some seven miles out from cantonments and extends
down to Kajuri Kach where the Z h o b joins the
Gomal. It.is unnecessary to mention the marches
and rest-houses as those quartered at Fort Sandeman
will be well acquainted with them. Fish are caught
up to 4 lbs., but generally do not run up to more than
2 or 3 lbs. Viala is a charming little place to picnic
at from Fort Sandeman, and what is more, affords a
K i y suitable place for breeding and preserving fish,
for here there is a small tributary, only about a mile
long, where it would be the simplest matter m the
World to make breeding tanks. A little money for
initial outlay and a small monthly subscription by the
residents to appoint a chowkidar over the tanks would
suffice. T h e gain in improvement of fishing would
be immense.
T h e Gomal rises in Afghanistan and enters
British territory at Dobandi, some four miles above
the Gulkach Post. It enters the Gomal Pass in the
Waziri hills about four miles below the post and
passing the Toi Khula Post takes in the Z h o b at
Kajuri Kach. Thence it proceeds on through the
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pass till it enters the plains of the Derajat at Murtaza,
about two marches from Kajuri Kach. The best
fishing is from Dobandi to Toi Khula and here the
largest taken by me was a 10 pounder just below
Dobandi.
The Kundar joins the Gomal at Dobandi.
There is nothing big to be taken here, but on one
occasion I half filled a kerosene tin, which my servant
carried for bath water, with small fish of about 1 to
1 Yi lbs. They simply came one after another at a
small Yl m c h fly-spoon. The river runs past to the
Zhob Levy posts of Gustoi, Hosain Nika and
Chechoba.
The Sir-i-Toi is a very curious little stream. It
is reached via. Naia Oba and Ambara, along the road
which leads to Gustoi via Chukan. Though the
actual bed of the nullah is many miles in extent the
part containing water is only about four miles long
and in that portion known as the Ambara Tangi. In
this ridiculous little patch of water there are several
Mahseer of a splendid bronze colour running up to 3
lbs., they give good sport with light tackle.
The Musa Khel Toi is reached from Musa Khel
Bazar where it practically rises. It flows on down
through a long gorge to Drug. Here there is some
capital fishing and the story goes that a Mahseer of
about 15 lbs. was taken, but this must have been an
exceptional article, usually 2 to 3 lbs. are size
caught.
To anyone camping in Baluchistan I can recommend a dish of imitation white bait, by capturing the
small fry with which the streams abound. The plan
is to take a degchi, cut a hole about three inches in
diameter in a jharan and tie the jharan over the mouth
of the degchi, then make some atta into a cone and
place it inside, with the tip of the cone in the centre
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of the hole in the jharan. Place this trap in shallow
water, stand back a little and before long the fry will
tumble inside the degchi. This little game is not
without its interest and the dish obtained is first class.
N O T E S ON T H E Z H O B R I V E R .

(1910.)

By Capt. W. H. Lane, 94th Russell's
Infantry.
W h e n the follower of the gentle art has to protect his person with an armed posse of 6 to 12 men,
in the humble opinion of the writer it is preferable
to meditate on past and future glories than to wet a
line under such adverse conditions. Such conditions
rule at Fort Sandeman in the Z h o b valley. T h e
Z h o b River contains Mahseer, smaller ones in its
upper reaches, and below its junction with the Gomal
reports affirm that the fish run to a considerable weight.
Once, and only once, was an expedition attempted
in the Z h o b , though other anglers went out more frequently, and returned with some good Creels. T h e
B p u i t of this excursion is given below : —
27th June 1908.—lOf/i mile from Fort Sandeman to Brunj.
Basket, 3 Carp of unknown species, 2 8 Mahseer, 2 Eels.
Total weight—8Yl lbs.
Fished with worm. There were three good
pools in the stretch. T h e fish took freely.
T h e catch included 2 Mahseer of 1 lb.
each. I lost one cast on a fish.
28th June 1 9 0 8 . — S a m e water.
Basket, 2 3
Mahseer, scaling 15 lbs.
Fished with dough kneaded up with cotton wool
instead of worm. In the early morning
the fish were taking well, one of 1 Yl I g p
several of 1 l b .
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NOTES BY LIEUT. J. C. HOLLIDAY, 122ND
RAJPUT INFANTRY. (1911.)

Zhob District, Baluchistan .—From
Bruns down the whole river contains Mahseer.
Below Mosul Kot (42 miles from Fort Sandeman)
there are deep pools, and fish are said to run up to
20 lbs. There are bungalows at Brinj (13 miles),
Sapi (24 miles) and Mir Ali Khel (35 miles), also a
fort at the latter spot. The road out is fair. Fish
do not run large above Mir Ali Khel, the biggest I
have heard of is 4Yl lbs. The best, I might say
only, bait is a small frog hundreds of which are found
in the irrigation channels. I believe locusts do well
at times. It is advisable to use a stiffish rod, as the
constant casting combined with the force of the
current tends to strain a light rod. Though I used it
with a shortened top. 1 have ruined my fly rod.
K u r i a w i s t e (from Sandeman, 37 miles),
snow trout 8 or 10 to the lb., a tiny stream, but the
abovementioned and small Mahseer take tiny trout
flies freely. All kit has to go on camels. The great
disadvantage is that one must always have a guard
of from 6 to 20 men, this addition to one's party and
the extra bundobast entailed rather spoils sport.
And I am indebted to Major H. Martin, R.A.
(Staff College, 1921), for the following notes:—
"BALUCHISTAN FISHING."
I.

GENERAL NOTES.

(I) Seasons.—These waters are low lying and
rarely cold, so fish can be caught at all seasons,
except when the rivers run dirty owing to storms in
the hills. March—November are the best months,
but the heat between May and October is deadly.
(ii) Tackle.—The streams are nr': large. A
10-11 ft. split cane rod is the ideal. The water is
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clear and the fish shy. T h e best baskets are made
with a Chilwa mounted on a single hook Luscombe
tackle and a finish trace. T h e fly-spoon is not a
success. A weak solution of formalin to preserve
baits is invaluable. I have never found the smell to
have any deterrent effect.
(iii) Ghurmi.—Two
miles of water, 5 miles
from Harnai. Full of small Mahseer up to about
5 lbsL., they take freely. A great deal of the water
is taken off into the rice fields, so it is best to go there
after the rice is cut in October and the water turned
back into the stream.
Malik Dildad Aspanai is a good shikari and
knows all the water round Harnai. Get in touch
Twith him through the Tehsildar, Harnai.
(iv) The Bolan.—The fishable water commences about the 82nd M . S . on the Quetta-Sibi Road,
and extends for some 6 miles, parallel to the road.
T h e M . W . bungalow at Kundalani (83rd
M . S . ) is the best place to live. Supplies must be
arranged for from Rindli (9 miles further down the
road).
T h e Political Agent, Kalat, should be asked
to make arrangements for transport and supplies.
B i r e w o o d only can be obtained locally, but the bungalow is furnished.
Kundalani can be reached by car from Quetta
or Sibi, or by camel track from * station (12 miles).
Baggage should be sent by rail and camel.
T h e water is very clear, but is full of fish up to
10 lbs., and some large baskets have been made.
Chilwa can be procured at Kundalani. K . S.
Mian Khan, Kurd, of Kholpur ( N . - W . R y . ) , is in
charge of the Bolan Levis and is a great fisherman.
His help is invaluable, if he can spare time to accompany you.
* Forgotten.

So
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II.

RIVERS.

The Beji.—This is undoubtedly the best water.
It starts at Gumbaz in the Loralai District and runs
through the Marri country to its junction with the Nari
River close to Babar Kachh station on the Harnai
loop line.
Practically the whole stretch from Gumbaz to
Qat-Mandai (15 miles above Babar Kachh) is first
class light rod water. The Marris themselves do not
touch fish, and outside visitors are few. 130 lbs.
of fish have been killed by a single rod in a day, and
20 pounders are not unknown.
Below Qat-Mandai the fishing is most disappointing : probably owing to poaching and to the
presence of crocodiles in every pool.
Permission to enter the Marri country must be
obtained from the Political Agent, Sibi, who will
then arrange with the Marri Nawab to provide the
necessary safe conduct.
Few supplies are available.
NOTES ON FISHING AT SANGHI.

ByT.G.
Brooker. (1922.)
Sanghi is a small station on the N.-W. Ry., a
few miles up the main line from Rohri.
There are 4 or more very large tanks, possibly
originally borrow pits, at intervals of 300 yards along
the line, the first quite close to the station.
Every year these are netted and the fish sent
away for sale. I spent two days there in August
1920, the week after 40 bags of fish had been taken
.<§&!:&¥ the fishermen.
In spite of this I saw a number of fair sjlta
Rohu and other fish which had escaped the nets, a$q
I managed to get 35 small fish of different kinds in-

eluding Barbus, Sarana, Catla and Macrones Seeifcghala, mostly of about 1 lb. in weight.
I heard great tales of the big fish, Rohu chiefly,
to be had by anglers who are able to try the tanks
before the netters get to work.
N O T E S ON FISHING IN T H E N A R A , JAMRAO CANAL
AND M I T H R A O C A N A L IN M I R P U R K H A S
D I S T R I C T , SIND.

By T. G. Brooker. (1922.)
I have fished all over this district regularly for
the past 6 years. T h e best months are March,
September, October and November.
T h e Jamrao and Mithrao canals draw their
water-supply from the Nara River, a distributary of
the Indus.
During certain months when the river is low, the
clear fresh water from the dunds comes down the
canals at times and it is then that the best sport is
obtained.
A great deal depends upon the respective levels
above and below the regulators. If the water is
headed up and less by 5 or 6 feet on the down stream
side of the regulator, the fish, feeling the water fall*
ing, come up to the deep scour hole just below each
regulator, and this is the best place to fish.
A t other times when the canal is drying up, the
scour holes remain full of water and fish.
A t regulators in running water one generally
gets fresh water sharks (Wallagu Attu), and however much he is to be despised as a sporting fish in
still muddy water, when he is really on the feed in
running, and particularly in clear water this fish is a
fine fighter. In still water one may get Sincrhala,
Catla, Calabans, Mirgal, Murral, Notoperus Chitala
and Barbus Sarana. T h e latter particularly. Rohu
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are as common as elsewhere in India, but for some
reason or other they are rarely to be taken with rod
and line. Localfishermensay that the Rohu in this
part of the country lives by sucking food from weeds,
and not by feeding on the bottom. At any rate 1
have had no success with the usual methods.
There is a dund quite near here where Rohu
abound in such numbers that the whole population of
a small village nearby lives solely by netting and
selling this fish. The dund is kept full by fresh
Water springs, and is never, I believe, in connection
with the river. The fishermen erect nets in a semicircle, these nets stand up out of the water on poles
some 6 feet, and are made with pockets just above
the water line. The whole population get into the
water and drive the fish into the semi-circle and when
they are seen to be near the nets, the men dive under
water and beat their hands together and blow into the
water. The fish, frightened at the disturbance, leap
in the air and are caught in the pockets of the nets.
Fish up to 10 and 12 lbs. are quite common.
Another amusing method adopted at shallow
scour holes at regulators is followed by native fishermen. They disappear under the surface and feel
about in the mud, and catch thefishin their hands and
throw them out on to the bank. They get fresh water
Sharks, Murral, and other mudfishin this way. One
old man, for my amusement, once went in and threw
out 22 fish in about 3 minutes, getting 3 or 4 each
time he went under water.
The following is a list of some of the regulators I have fished at, with details of some of the best
days I have had.
I usually keep in touch with the Canal Departments and obtain information as to the conditions pre-

vailing at the nearest regulators, as it is useless fishing
when the canals are in full flow and the gates opened

full.
JAMRAO

CANAL.

T h e Head Regulator.—At
the numerous small
dunds in the vicinity of the H e a d Bungalow all kinds
of fish are to be had, but it is necessary to use strong
tackle as the weeds do not give one a chance to play
the fish. Murral are numerous. Ordinary float
fishing with atta or worm. Below the H e a d RegUr
lator and the Nara Regulator F . W . Shark with
; % inch fly-spoon.
Dolor Regulator.—F.
W . Shark, Murral,
•etc., in numbers.
Mithamachi
Regulator.—In
March I got one
day 25 F . W . Shark in running water with fly-spoon.
In November and December in one day 6 6 Barbus
Sarana, another day 4 1 , another day 2 6 . A l l up
to 1 lb. Great sport with light rod and tackle and
atta or worm.
Miramari Regulator.—In
March 4 2 F . W .
Sharks averaging 5 lbs. and 5 big Murral with spinning dead bait. Another day 25 ditto.
In April 32 F . W . Sharks of 6 lbs. each, and
•pfJotoperus Chitala of 17 lbs. on fly-spoon.
78th mile Regulator.—26
F . W . Sharks one
day with dead spinning bait. Another day a Notoperus Chitala of 16 lbs. and a F . W . Shark of 4 0
lbs. T h e latter had eventually to be taken out by
wrapping a casting net round him, as I couldn't hold
him with my light tackle while he was being taken
hold of by hand.
Jhilourie Regulator . — O n e day 4 0 F . W .
Sharks of 3 lbs. average and 26 Murral in the escape
pear the Regulator,
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THE MITHRAO CANAL.
The Head Regulator across the canal. The
Regulator across the Nara, various dunds and water
courses between the head and Gujri Bhit Bungalow,
-&W excellent at certain times.
Khanhar Regulator.—Several F. W. Sharks
of 16 and 18 lbs. above the gates in August.
30th mile Regulator.—A great place for
Barbus Sarana and small (4) F. W. Sharks, the latter
taking a very small fly-spoon the moment it touches
the water. A grand substitute for flyfishing,•
One day 101 Barbus Sarana with worm, and
frequently 50—60 and so on, in the day.
Bareji Regulator.—At times numbers of F.
W. Sharks and Murral.
Farush Bungalow.—The Thar Head Regulator and the Nara Weir. All near Dhoro Nara.
Excellent fishing at times, the fish being bigger than
ordinarily found. Notoperus Chitala very plentiful
but hard to catch.
Below J. B. R. Bridge crossing Nara near
Dhoro Nara.—A beautiful spot, plenty of fish,
especially Barbus Sarana, which feed close in below
*he banks.
Chor.—I hear of a railway tank at Chor
Station though I have never been able to get there
yet.
NEAR TANDO ADAM, N.-W. RY.
The Dund at Tando Adam, a tank near Allayar village and beneath the railway culvert bridge at
Karmani are all good at times, but some years they
^ e all quite dry.
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NOTES ON FISHING IN THE LARKANA DISTRICT,
SIND.

By A. S. R. Macklin, Esq., I.C.S. (1917.)
There are some half a dozen hill streams to the
west of the district, all plentifully stocked with
Mahseer. Of these the best, by far, is the Gaj Nai,
it is also the most accessible. I have caught as many
as forty Mahseer in a day here, on fine tackle, and
was then broken some seven or eight tin^s^kufefbjjl
fish Was 7/2 lbs., but this particular bag included
one of 6 and several of 4 and 5 lbs. I have always
done well in this river.
RfOUte.—From Dadu Railway Station,
tonga to Johi (12 miles). Thence camel to Drigh
(12 miles over ' pat ') and Kapoi police post (another
10 or 12—rather stony). Total journey about six
hours.
Camp at Kapoi, fishing begins at about three
miles below this, and extends to the gorge Qri Jhg
border of the districts and the Kalat State, six miles
further up the river. It is a fair sized river and has
a number of good pools, with short runs in between.
The surrounding hills contain plenty of urial.
Pigeon and hill partridge are very common all round
the camp.
O t h e r S t r e a m s . — T h e Kanji Nai, Sita
Nai, and Mayarani Nai all contain good Mahseer,
but are. not so long as the Gaj and are far more inaccessible.
Route.—Tonga from Larkana to Nambar
(14 miles) and from Nambar to Chonsul (cross roads
in the direction of Ghaibidero, about 12 miles).
Thence camel to Ghaibidero (about 14 miles).
Thence camel to either of the three streams. Mayarani about 25 miles, the others about 20 miles. The
lifHWtfry fr°m Ghaibidero onwards swarms with
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bustard and sandgrouse. In the hills by the streams
are hill partridge and pigeon; urial and ibex in sufficient numbers to make it worth while going after
them. Chikor at Dhariaro a day and a half furthei
on. The Kenji Nai has plenty of small crocodile
in it.
Arrangements for camels and supplies should
be made with the Muktiarkar of Johi (for the Gaj
Nai) and with the Muktiarkar of Nambar for the other
three rivers.
There are one or two other small streams holding Mahseer, but I have never fished them, and do
not know anything about them.
It is worth noting that the Kenji Nai takes some
time to clear after rain. The Kenji, Sita and Mayarani are all within easy reach of each other. There
are no superlatively bigfishin these streams, but what
fish there are—at any rate in the Gaj—seem to rush
at a fly-spoon. These other streams are all worth a
visit. The climate is good from the middle of
October to the end of March, but intolerably hot at
other times."
In 1920 I visited the Gaj Nai with Ommaney
of the Police, but we had a disappointing trip from
afishingpoint of view. The last four monsoons had
all been deficient, and the river was a mere trickle
compared to what it should be. Route Dadu Station
by tonga, 10 miles, by fair road to Johi. Thence
camel to Drigh 12 miles, and another 12—14 miles to
Kapoi, the last 5 miles being up the stony bed of the
Gaj. It is a curious stream, there is no sign of
water in the plains, but immediately one turns through
the gap into the hills, pools appear in the river bed,
and a short distance up the water resolves
itself into a perennial flow and the stream
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becomes a small river. At Kapoi there is
a police post, some small fields and a few
trees on right bank of river. In October it was
rather too hot to be comfortable, the country is very
bare, and the river bed shut in by hills which rise to
3—4,000 ft. There were a good many duck and
teal on the river, and tracks of magar were numerous.
From Kapoi one canfishup 6 miles to the Baluchistan frontier, where the river cuts through an extraordinary chasm in the hills. Rather like the Chappar
Rift in miniature. There are one or two fine pools
hete, we tried to push up further but there is no way
through the chasm unless one had a boat. In a good
year this is a wonderful little river, and full of fish.
No supplies of any sort can be counted on, and the
country is weird and desolate in the extreme.
SOME NOTES ON FISHING IN SIND.

By D. G. Ommaney, D. I. G., Police.
Thefishingin Sind deserves to be better known
than it is. Practically at every camp the District
Officer can get some fishing, except of course in the
desert, andfishermenconfined to Karachi or Hyderabad, canfindfishingat a lot of places near the railway.
I have fished in Sind for about 1 4 years now,
and the following are thefishmost often met with : —
Mahseer, Rohu or Dumbra, Olive Carp or
Pupri, Wallagu Attu or Jirka, Sital or Gundan,
Butchwa or Cheli, Singhara, Kugga and Murral.
PLACES TO FISH.

The Mahseer is only found along the Baluchistan Frontier. The Hub River from the tidal waters
Rpwards is the only place where I have caught them,
but there are other streams on the borders of Larkana
8l
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and the U . S. F . Districts where they are also found.
I have only caught one that ran into double figures,
and that was nearer 3 0 lbs., than 2 0 lbs. and was
caught in the pool where the bund has broken at Bund
Muradkhan, about 18 miles from Karachi. There
is a district bungalow there for which permission must
be obtained from, the Assistant Collector, Tatta
Division. T h e higher you go up the river the better
the fishing gets, but there are no roads and no bungalows, and very few supplies. Loharani, Khar and
Khandi are three good places where I have camped,
but anywhere along the river fishing can be got.
T h e next most sporting fish in Sind is the Rohu
with its cousins the Olive Carp and Kalabanse.
Wherever there is a tank with a permanent watersupply fed from the river there the Dumbra will be
found until he is cleared out every year by the
Mohanos with their nets. T h e best places where I
have caught Rohu are the tank at Radhan, about 1
mile from the station (Railway Bungalow) the 3 or
4 tanks within 2 miles to the North of Sangi Station
(no bungalow, but both Railway and P . W . D .
bungalows at Pano Akil next station along the line)
and the borrow pits near the district bungalow at
Tando Bago. These are the places where I have
actually caught Rohu, but there are many other places
where they can be caught. There are two big tanks
at Tando A d a m (Railway Station, Railway Bungalow and P . W . D . Bungalow), where I have caught
a lot of Olive Carp, but did not get any Rohu though
they are in the tanks. A t Jacobabad, Rohri and
Badin there are very good tanks, all of which hold
Rohu. These are all railway stations, and there are
bungalows at Jacobabad and Badin, and at Sukkur
lust across the river from Rohri. Then there are a
lot of big tanks to the East of the Nara River fa the
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T . and P . District which can be reached from the
Dhoro Naro Station on the J. B . Line, but there are
no bungalows. There are also good fish in the old
beds of the river near Sangrar and Salehput in the
Sukkur District. Sangrar is about 14 miles from
Rohri Station, and there is a P . W . D . Bungalow
near there. Salehput is about 6 miles further on, and
I believe there is a P . W . D . Bungalow not far from
it now.
T h e rest of the fish mentioned are all predaceous,
and can generally be got best in running water.
They are found in all the tanks mentioned above along
with the Rohu, but I generally give them a miss when
there is any chance of Dumbra. All the regulators
along the Jamrao canal are good places for Jirkas if
you happen to get there at the right time. T h e
regulator should have been closed from 12 to 2 4
hours before you want to fish. T h e most easily got
at regulators are at Jamesabad, Jhiluri and 78th
mile. T h e latter is about 1 V2 miles from Jamrao
Junction Station. Jamesabad and Ihiluri are both
railway stations and there are P . W . D . Bungalows at both places. T h e Executive Engineer will
generally tell any enquirer which of the regulators will
B e closed on a certain date. There is a very good
regulator ( P . W . D . Bungalow) at Dilor about 14
miles, from T a n d o A d a m Station. Jirkas are the
usual fish'caught at the regulators, but an occasional
Sital is caught and I have caught Murral and Kuggas.
There is a creat fishing place at fife Farash about 2
miles from Dhoro Naro Station. There is a P . W .
D . Bungalow there for which permission can generally be got. T h e Farash is a weir right across the
Nara River, and the Desert and Hiral c W l s t?^e off
from it. Both the canals are good for fishing, especially the Desert Canal. There is a large scour hole
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not far from the regulator which is always full of fish,
but chiefly Sital. O n account however of the brushwood put in to protect the banks it is very hard to
get them there, as if one fishes deep you generally
get hung up. T h e best time for the Farash is just
when the river is falling, say in September, October
and November. After that the water gets too low,
and not much good can be done. I have had aood
sport in December with Murral below the weir itself,
and lower down the Nara one can pull out Olive
Carp by the dozen, which with a light fly rod would
give real good sport. Then about 2 miles down the
Nara there is a very good pool below the railway
bridge. This is full of fish till cleared out by the
Mohanos. T h e Mithrao canal which crosses the J.
B . line near Shadipalli Station is also quite good for
Jirkas and Olive Carp. T h e same remarks apply
about the regulators here. I have had very fair sport
in the river itself at Kotri and Sukkur, and the Fuleli
head regulator near Hyderabad is a good place. A
new regulator has lately been constructed on the
Fuleli at Alipore. This is, I believe, near Talhar
Station on the Badin line, and should be a good place
to fish. Near Sukkur on opposite sides of the river
pur Mathelo Stations on the Lahore line. T h e headsuDpIy channel both of these are good at certain times.
There are some good pools between Sarhad and Mirpur Mathelo Stations on the Lahore line. T h e headworks of the Jamrao are good but hard to get at. and
I also had good sport with Murral in a pool at Guiri
M® (P- W . D . Bungalow), about 14 miles down
the Nara from the Jamrao head-works. There is a
verv fair tank at Tatta, but although full of Murral
and firkas, I never had much luck there. T h e
Bagarwah in the Mirpur Sakro T a l : of the Karachi
District is full of fish and Muggers too.
It can be
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got at from Jungshahi Station via Tatta. There are
P . W . D . Bungalows at Aghimani, Pir Patho and
Ghullamullah. T h e canal at Shewan which joins
the Munchar Lake with the river should be good, but
I have never had a try at it.
T A C K L E AND B A I T S .

I found the best bait in the H u b for Mahseer
was a small natural bait, allowed to run down the
runs, but there are no fishermen there so natural bait
are hard to get. I also found on one occasion a
locust quite good, but a lot of fish got away with the
locust without getting hooked. I was not acquainted with the fly-spoon in those days, but I believe that
would be the best all round. They can be got with
atta bottom fishing and with worms. I recommend
a light fly rod as the big ones are few and far between,
and the pools do not run large, so even if vou get into
a big one you have a fair chance of catching him as
long as you have enough line. 1 50 yards should be
enough.
For Rohu and such like practically any rod will
do, and here again I recommend a light fly rod.
Thomas' instructions must be followed most carefully, and if possible the place should be ground
baited for two or three days beforehand. A shot or
two on the gut are useful, as vou can then make vour
float sit up with only a small piece of atta. T h e
shot alone should not make the float sit up. Worms
are good for Rohu, but atta is quite as good and
more easily got.
I have found the flv-spoon auite the best bait
for lirkas and that kind of fish. I have never caught
a Sital with a spoon, though I have heard of it being
done. A natural bait is also good, especially for
Sital when you can fish deep and slow without being
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afraid of getting hung up. At the Farash the
Mohanos catch crowds of Jirkas with a live bait and
the hook put through his back just behind the fin, and
dabbed on the top of the water. I have been spinning with both spoon and natural bait, but never got
a rise, while the Mohanos were pulling them out fast
in their fashion. As soon as I changed to a live bait
put on in their fashion I was into them at once. I
have never found a spoon much good in a tank except
for Murral, and then you mustfishvery slow and near
the bottom. I have had my spoon taken by a Murral
when it was simply hanging in the water.
I have had some quite good fun legdering in the
river and the canals. The best bait is worms, but
entrails or anything of that sort will do.
Captain R. Tate (of 8th Kings) in a letter to
me gives the following interesting note, re Sind :—
" I struck a really good place which seems very
little known. It's at Bubak. My wife, one of our
fellows, and I went down there for the Armistice
leave. We wasted 3 days trying in the lake itself
(the Manchaar) and then by good luck tried in the
canal which runs from Bubak to the lake. The fish-1
ing was ripping, and though we stopped a week in one
place, we caught more fish every day. Nothing big
a Murral of 8Y2 lbs., the biggest, but my bag alone,
the last day, was 130, and my friend Collins who has
not had much experience went close to the 100 mark.
The fish were Murral, N. Chitala, Wallago Attu
and Olive Carp I think—but the latter ran up to 3
lbs., which is rather heavy for O. C. is it not? Best
bait prawns out of the canal, either spun for carp or
floatfishing.forthe others, but I also took fish, chiefly
Murral, on live bait. On a little 9V> ft. greenhearts
the sport was ripping." Very useful the above for
any keen angler doing a duck shoot on the Manchaar.
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T h e H a b River.—This is really a
wonderful stream, in that flowing through a flat and
sandy basin during the last 30 miles of its course, yet
it holds Mahseer to within 20 miles of the sea. With
a total length of 138 miles, it rises in the hills separating Sind from Baluchistan (close to the source of the
Gaj Nai), debouching into the sea at Cape Monze,
^Sme 30—40 miles west of Karachi. It is perennial,
a river of deep pools connected by shallow trickles,
in its lower portion the pools anything from 2 furlongs
to half a mile apart, while higher up they come closer
together, with occasionally a string of 3 or 4 good
pools consecutively. The river may be reached by
2 routes from Karachi. The new Hab (or Miani)
road, which when a crossing is made over the river
will run to' Las Bela, the capital of that State, and
finally through to Quetta, leaves through the City and
a run of 17 miles brings one to the banks
of the stream. Here for several months in
the year the river-bed is dry, what stream
there is percolating below the sand, so that no
fishing can be looked for at this spot. This is a good
pukka road. The second route is Via Mangho Pir,
10 miles by pukka road, and thence 8 miles by kutcha
to Band Murad where there is a bungalow on the
river. This last portion when in order can be motored over; I say when in order, as unfortunately it is
often blocked by sand, especially during the hot
weather when the high winds shift clouds of sand
backwards and forwards across th^ sqad. There are
however only 2 or 3 bad spots, aha sometimes a car
if not too heavy can negotiate these wrtb-s-Mttle help.
The bungalow at Band Murad is a small one, 2 sets
of rooms with some furniture. Permission to occupy
this must be got from the President of the District
Local Board. The river here runs through an old
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masonry bund, breached many years ago, and from
this spot commences to hold Mahseer. There is a
chowkidar for the bungalow, but no other servants,
nor can any supplies be counted on here. The pool
under the bund and the one below both hold good fish
—and magars—but the former are wary and not easily
caught. Just under the bungalow is a long pool,
deep under the bank, and then 1 Yl miles up comes
the Telegraph pool (where the line to Las Bela crosses river), there is also a small police chowki here, and
with some careful driving I have taken a motor up as
far as this. Occasionally at head of this pool I have
seen several nicefishon bar where the small run comes
in. Another % mile up comes the Landmark pool,
a very nice pool this, and holding big fish. I caught
a 9 lbr. on fly-spoon, and saw a monster of over 50
lbs. cruising about on the surface. If one has rime
to spare, by far the nicest way tofishhere is to motor
out one afternoon, arranging for camels (Rs. 4 per
diem) to meet one at Band Murad. Fish that evening the pools near bungalow. Then before daybreak, next day, start off and ride 10 miles (1 Yl
hours on a good camel) to Loharani where there is
another .small police chowki. Here the river is quite
pretty and ^ns under some high cliffs, while there
are a certain number of big trees about. Start opposite chowki where there are 3 or 4 good pools in quick
succession, and fish steadily down to within sight of
Telegraph pool, the camels following you down bed
of river (and by this rime you'll probably have had
enough, as its never cold! in the bed of the Hab)
when you can mount and ride back to the bungalow,
motoring into Karachi that same evening. This gives
one some 10 or 15 pools in which to fish; like all
rivers the fish are uncertain but there is no doubt that
there is quite a good stock of Mahseer in the Hab.
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The bait to use if you want big fish is undoubtedly
a small fish, spun slowly in the deep pools, but a flyspoon gives quite pretty sport, despite the fact that
there is a great deal of still water. Smallfishfor bait
are very difficult to come by. One canfishthe Hab
any time of the year, except after heavy rain in the
hills during July and August, but it is very hot in
• p a y and June, and the tearing winds that persist
during several months of the year are a nuisance,
though the early mornings are generally still. There
is good water from Loharani for 40—50 miles up
the river, but the country is wild and difficult, and
no supplies whatever can be got.
NOTES ON FISHING AT T H E H U B B RIVER.

ByT.G.Brooker.
(1921.)
The Hubb River for the last 50 or 60 miles of
its course divides Sind from Baluchistan.
It is accessible from Karachi either by the new
motor road to Mochko, or by the road to Mangho
Kir. Motors can go to this place and there the road
divides, branching off to Bund Murad Khan and to
Loharani. Motors can occasionally get to the former
place. Both are on the river andfishingmay be had
at either.
From September till June the river is teally a
series of pools, deep in places bounded by rock, and
shallow in those surrounded by sand, and all these
pools are more or less connected by runs a few inches
deep.
The river rises very rapidly with rain, and fishing is then impossible. I have found the best months
September and October when there is a fair flow of
water, and in March before the rains, I have had very
good sport. The pools abound with Mahseer up
82
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to 20 lbs. or over, and the further up the river one
goes, the better the sport, as far as my own experience
goes.
The best stretch of the river I have seen is between Khar and Khandi, where one finds a succession of rocky bends, each forming huge deep pools.
Fishing commences about a mile below the
Bund. Below this point the water more or less loses
itself in the sand and any pools remaining are easily
netted. The water in the neighbourhood of the
Bund is well fished, being easily accessible from
Karachi, and good bags are uncommon, though fish,
are plentiful.
The best morning's fishing I have ever had in
the vicinity of Bund Murad Khan, yielded, with
another rod, 83 ^ lbs. and the fish included one
16 pounder, four of 10 lbs., two of 5 lbs., and eight
smaller. All on dead bait.
In looking over my diary I find that the average
catch during an odd dozen visits is 9 fish, from 5 or
6 lbs., downwards, excluding the specially good
day described, but to this must be added an 18
pounder, in splendid isolation.
At Easter three of us camped at Loharani for
3 days, fishing three miles upstream and 1 down.
We got 14 good fish from 16 to 12 lbs. and a total
bag of 244 lbs. One of the party caught a number
of small Mahseer with fly, the largest 2 lbs.
The following notes of a month's trip up the
river may be of interest, for as far as I know, no one
has everfishedthe river so far up, or so systematically,
nor with the water in such favourable condition as regards the runs. The rainfall had been exceptionally
heavy, and when I started in October the runs were
so full that one could only cross the river in a very
few places. 1 camped first at Loharani, taking with

me one riding and 5 baggage camels, provisions for
the entire trip for myself and 7 men, and had no communication whatever with civilisation during the whole
month. T h e country round is almost devoid of
population, excepting for a few odd people tending
goats; and the two so-called shops were closed, so
all supplies had to be taken. I had expected to find
the heat in the middle of the day rather trying, but to
my surprise, and perhaps due to the volume of water
in the river, I found the weather quite pleasant, and
, fished in the middle of the day when moving camp
without any discomfort.
1 1 had counted on good sport in the runs and had
gone prepared with plenty of spoons and tackle suitable for this, and though I spent hours in fishing the
most likely looking spots with spoon, Devon Minnow,
and similar lures, I never got a single fish over 5 lbs.
in any run, nor caught a fish of any kind on spoon.
T h e runs held numbers of small fish which could
be taken on a fly-spoon, but I was out for the big
fellows and let these alone when there was a chance
of anything bigger elsewhere.
From the frequency with which I saw Mugger
moving about the lower ends of the runs I believe that
possibly this prevented the fish lying there, though
if 5 pounders, why not bigger fish.
There are numbers of Mugger in the H u b b , one
or more in each pool I think, and I estimate that I
] saw about 3 0 0 during the month, many of which it
would have been possible to have got a shot at,
though I left them alone as I had more important work
on hand, and moreover had no one to do the skinning.
They are quite small, about 5 to 6 feet, on an
average.
Sandgrouse were very plentiful indeed, and
there were lots of partridge, quail, and a few duck.
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The country most of the way up as far as I went,
was entirely barren, excepting for insignificant patches
of cultivation where rain had remained in some depression. There are no trees but a few stunted tamarisk,
and tents have to be pitched without shade. Nevertheless there is a charm of its own about this sort of
country, and the colouring is particularly fine.
In some parts where the river narrowed to a few
feet, and rushed down over boulders and under overhanging tamarisk bushes one might imagine it to be a
north country beck.
One hardly expects to find ferns in Sind, but
one huge rock overlooking a deep black pool and ovet
which the water trickled from a hidden spring, was
a mass of green creeper and hanging fern.
It is necessary to wade a good deal infishingup
the river, chiefly in order to cross and re-cross at the
shallow runs, and to get across wide stretches of very
shallow water to save time.
Some caution is needed as the subsoil water
often lifts up whole patches of clay and sand, and
on stepping upon apparently firm ground you break
through into two feet of mud and water.
I found rope soled shoes, costing a couple of
rupees just the thing for this work,, but they had to
be tied on at the heels to avoid leaving them behind.
The handiest thing I had was a canvas tent peg bag,
shaped like a Gladstone bag, the very thing foi
holdin« live bait and easy to tie on behind a camel.
The most essential accessory of all, howevei
was a casting net, without which the trio would have
been a failure. I had the greatest difficulty though
infindinga man to use it, and will never again go any
distance without carrying a man from Karachi for
this purpose. As it was, I often wasted the best part
of the morning in waiting for bait to be caught.
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I found Mahseer fry quite useless for spinning,
even with the yellow scales scraped off, and I chiefly .
used a small 4 inches fish of the Mullet kind.
When
feeling lazy I hooked on a bait up to 1 lb. in weight,
hurled him in and awaited developments. It is
advisable in such a case to be sure that everything is
clear for a run, otherwise a big fish will take rod and
all away before you know where you are.
Though fishing in virgin water a good part of
the time, the fish very soon became wary, and after
one or two narrow escapes the news soon went round
and there was nothing further doing at that particular
pool that day. T h e sport was curiously erratic, one
pool one day giving great sport, and the next, not a
pull.
T h e fish varied tremendously, not only in shape
and appearance, but in fighting capacity.
In one place just below Khar, all the fish I took
were short and stocky, more of the Salmon build, and
fought like tigers, while at another close by, they
were lean and gaunt, and were ignominiously hauled
in. My biggest fish, a 2 6 pounder, and in poor
condition, I never saw him for an hour and ten
minutes, while others within a lb. of this weight I
landed well within the regulation minute per pound.
I used a 1 4 foot sea trout rod throughout the trip, but
I wore out the check of a new reel of well known
make, and two top end rings.
Many of the pools contain sunken rocks and I
lost many a fish and long portions of line through this
cause.
H i g h up the river I found lots of what I took to
be sea fish acclimatised to fresh water. Dhandu, by
name locally, and some Notoperus Chitala, that I
did not know frequented
such waters. I had a
Mugger follow a fish I had played, right up to the
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bank, and on three occasions that I am aware of I
hooked Mugger, but to my surprise they laid motionless in the mud till I broke adrift.
I have recollections of a two foot Mugger I hooked, played and eventually landed after an exciting fight in a canal scour
hole, but these were wretched fellows, though of
course they could have broken me at once.
From one high cliff above Khandi, overlooking
a deep pool, and with long sloping sand on the far
side, it was interesting to watch the fish at work.
They would sail out from the depths and dig furrows
in the mud, leaving a trail of muddy water behind
them. I cannot be sure whether they were spawning
or feeding.
I heard of a place called Kunraj in Lasbela, the
junction of two streams, as far as I could gather, very
similar to the H u b b as regards conditions.
H e r e , fish are caught by native fishermen who
cover thorny pieces of cactus with atta, and throw
them into the water.
T h e fish die when they swallow these and are
picked up later.
They are said to be up to a great weight, much
bigger than the H u b b river fish.
A very unsporting method, of course, but not
as bad after all as that employed by the " Sahib
who dynamited the Telegraph pool a year or so ago.
I should not conclude without mentioning that
I obtained permission before starting for the trip, from
both the Karachi and Lasbela police authorities, both
of whom gave me every help.
T h e following gives a list of the bigger fish I
obtained, those caught with a fly-spoon, being small
are not counted.
I had a number of blank days, and my last day
was the best, as I got the five largest fish mentioned

under the last camp, on the last two hours of the last
day, a very lively two hours.
LIST O F C A M P S A N D D E T A I L S O F FISH
CAUGHT.
Journey.

Outward

Loharani.—October
10th to 12th.
21 fish. 2 6 lbs., 16, 1 1 and below.
Khar.—October
13th to 15th.
25 fish. 2 5 , 2 1 , 17, 16, 12 and below.
Ghoram.—October
16th to 19th.
32 fish. 2 0 , 19, 19, 18, 18, 15, 12 and below.
Below Khandi.— October 20th to 21st.
27 fish. 19, 16, 13, W/l
12, 1 1 Yl and below.
Above Khandi.—October
22nd to 24th.
18 fish. 2 1 , 19, ]6Yl, 9 and below.
Return Journey.
Below Khandi.—October
25th to 28th.
14 fish. 2 3 , 11 and below.
Ghoram.—October
29th and 30th.
13 fish. 2 0 , 16, 16, 9 and below.
Khar.—November
1 st to 5th.
11 fish. 2 2 , 18, 8 and below.
Loharani.—November
6th to 8th.
20 fish. 2 5 , 2 1 , 16, 16, 15, 13, W/i,'V2,
I
and below.
Total weight of big fish about 1 ,300 lbs.
Captain T a t e sent me the following note in
1918:—
S u k k u r . — T r i e d here 1st March this year.
Tried trolling and spinning in the Indus. Saw many
large fish but didn't recover one. Not a single native
fishing. Local rumour has it that the time is the
monsoon but I haven't tried.
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The

Hingol River.—This I believe is

really virgin water to the angler, and I recommend it
to some keen sportsman stationed at Karachi. The
river forms the boundary between Las Bela and
Mekran, and its mouth lies about 120 (?) miles from
Karachi. The best way to do the trip would be to
hire a bandar boat, if one cannot beg, borrow or
steal anything better! and sail round the coast.
Write to the P. A. for Las Bela, at Mastung, and
ask if he can very kindly make arrangements for
camels to meet you there. Possibly the Eastern
Telegraphs man in Karachi might help one. I know
nothing of the country, but am told on reliable authority, that the Hingol is a big river. The hills comt
down to within 2 miles of the coast, and immediately
into the hills the water is A-1 large clear pools, full
of Mahseer. One must go between November ana
early March, otherwise heat is intense. One would
have to camp and take all supplies with one. Within a mile or two of the Hingol, another correspondent tells me, are one or two huts, where lives a
shikari, who accompanies the very occasional sportsman after ibex, which are to be got in the hills near.
NOTES ON FISHING IN MULTAN DISTRICT.

ByT.G.Bwoker.
(1922.)
G h a z i Ghat.—There is excellent Rohu
fishing about a mile from the Railway Station, but it
lasts for a very short time each year, and local native
fishermen make full use of their time and clear the
pools out, sending the fish to the Multan and other
markets.
Some distance from the station there is a distributary taking off the Indus, or from the Ghazi Ghat
Creek, I am not sure which.
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W h e n the river falls below a certain level, about
September, the water remaining in this distributary
forms into pools and remains tor a couple of months,
the water becoming quite clear.
These pools swarm with fish of all kinds, and
the local fisherman catch, amongst other kinds, large
numbers of large R o h u .
I spent a couple of days there in November
1920 and at a time when the fishermen had given up
fishing, having, as they said, cleared the place of fish.
In spite of this I caught between 5 0 and 6 0 fish of 1
lb. and upwards, of many different varieties, giving
very good sport on my light fly rod. This number
included 7 Rohu, the largest 8 Y l lbs. I used worm,
fishing with float. I was warned against ground
baiting on account of the large number of turtles
about. W h i l e there I saw 3 Rohu of about 5 lbs.,
each caught on a very primitive hand line, and was
told this was the usual way of fishing there.
G h e n a b W e s t B a n k . — T h e r e are two
I tanks here, some quarter of a mile from the station
along the line towards Muzzafargarh, and I believe
they are those referred to on page 5 5 0 of the last
edition of the " Angler in Northern I n d i a . "
They are not very big, but are deep and full of
weeds and consequently difficult to net.
Native fishermen come from all parts of the district and fish these tanks, and parties often come here
and camp for several days, sending the fish to local
markets.
I spent two days there in August 1920, but unfortunately had come quite unprepared for dealing
with heavy fish in a weedy tank where the fish cannot
be played.
I hooked a number, mostly Notoperus Chitala,
and all of good size, probably all over 10 lbs.
83
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There were plenty of smaller fish about, Rohu,
Kalabans, and I think Catla too, but I was out for
the big fellows and lost every one. W h i l e there 1
saw a Murral of 12 lbs., taken, and several of about
5 lbs. Also several Notoperus Chitala of 10 to 12
lbs. T h e local fishermen use strong bamboo poles
and haul their fish right out on to the bank. I have
never seen large NotoperUs Chitala bite with the freedom they do here.
I believe that when the tanks become very full
of water from the Chenab rising, the weeds will not
interfere much with the fishing, but when I visited
the place the water was low and the whole of one
tank, and most of the other a mass of weed.
D e r a G h a z i K h a n . — A t a point on the
creek just opposite Draman P . W . D . Bungalow,
when the water had fallen sufficiently to divide the
creek from the river I had several evenings good sport
with Batchwa, plenty of them, and averaging about
1 Yl lbs. in weight.
THE CAUVERY.
Rises in Coorg and flows into the sea through
the Tanjore District. T h e Huttur River, a tributary
stream rising near Mercara joins the Cauvery close to
its source. Some very big fish have been taken out
of this stream.
Fraserpet (bungalow) on the Cauvery, some good
water here and lots of Carnatic Carp.
D i n d a n a d , good for Carnatic Carp, is about
5 6 miles from Mysore, via Yelwall (B)* 9 miles,
Bilikere (B) 16 miles, Hunsur (B) 2 8 miles, Periypatna (B) 41 miles.
R a m n a t h p O O r , 1 7 miles above Chinchincuttay (see below) good road.
Fish Mahseer and
* B—Bungalow of sorts.

Carp, there is a temple here where the fish are fed;
fishing is not allowed in the vicinity of the temple itself,
but no objection is made to fishing some distance either
up or down stream.
C h i n c h i n C U t t a y , 2 9 miles along a good
road from Mysore. Bullock carts available. There are
bungalows at Yelwall 9 miles, Sagarkatte 1 5 miles,
and Yedatore 21 miles from Mysore. A t Chinchincuttay there is a very nice little 3rd class T . B . right
on the hill overlooking the river. T h e Cauvery here
is delightful.
"Some 14 m^e
above the bungalow it runs a
placid broad stream, then comes a bund, and for one
mile follows a most perfect succession of rapids and
pools, till lower down, the river again settles into the
same broad stream. Just below the bungalow is an
old temple, opposite which is a waterfall some 5 0
ft. high, with a grand pool and rapid below it, the
most perfect looking water for Mahseer.
Unfortunately when I went there, I had only 3 days' leave,
and found the river hopelessly coloured by a heavy
thunderstorm. But I have heard of good bags having
been made there and the natives assured me thai there
were big fish, which must be the case, since the
Cauvery is full of fish both above and below this
place, and such perfect water could hardly lack
tenants. Chinchincuttay is also a practically deserted village, so is not likely to be much poached.
Hardly any supplies to be got except from Yedatore
8 miles distant.
Some 1 2 miles below Chinchincuttay the Hemavutti joins the Cauvery from the north, and another
4 miles down the Lachmanthirtha runs in from the
south. A t Hunsur ( T . B.) 2 8 miles from Mysore,
on this latter stream I have heard of Carnatic Carp
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being caught, but do not know that thefishingis much
good.
S e r i n g a p a t a m . — T h e r e is a convenient
waiting room at the station, also a T. B. some 2 or 3
miles away. The station itself lies inside the fort, the
Cauvery dividing into two channels here, and sweeping round on each side. The fishing seems indifferent though the water itself looks excellent in places.
I have never heard of Mahseer being caught here,
but have heard of good bags of Carp being made, and
have myself caught Carp up to 4 lbs. The river is
I fancy very much poached to provide fish for the
Mysore market, only some 10 miles away. There is
a good run opposite a temple and below the railway
bridge spanning the east branch of the river, and there
are one or two good runs below the road bridge over
the west branch and down near a house known I believe as " Scott's bungalow." Coracles can be
obtained here to fish from, and are necessary to reach
the better rapids near the bungalow above mentioned.
S i v a s a m u d r a m .—About 20 miles from
Maddur Station. Here are the Cauvery falls and some
excellent Mahseer water. The difficulty is I am told
to find the water clear. There are I believe some
enormousfishbelow the falls. D. P. W. inspection
bungalow here well fitted with furniture, crockery,
servants, etc.; permission to occupy it must however
be got from the Engineer-in-Charge of the Power
Works. About 5 miles below the falls the Shamsha
river runs in from the north, at the junction the water
should be worth trying, and also the Shamsha river
itself to where there is a waterfall some 3 miles up.
Then there are some falls that I should much
like to try, or hear of some sportsman Irving, but
about the place I can get absolutely no information.
The falls lie 12 miles down from Sivasamudram, and
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one mile below them the Arkavati river joins from
the north. T h e best way to these falls would appear
to be from Closapet railway station, to Kankanhalli
( T . B . ) 1 5 miles, thence to Kodihalli village 1 0 miles,
and another 6 miles to Uyamballi village. This
latter place is 6 miles again from the river, but whether falls are accessible from here I know not.
H o g i n a k a l , better known by the name of
Smoking Rock from the spray caused by 5 waterfalls
made by the Cauvery here, where it runs through a
gorge in the hills.
It lies 4 6 miles from Morappur
Station on the Madras Railway. A t Dharmapuri, I 7
miles is a T . B . — i n a chronic state of untidiness—and
' at Pennagaram is a Forest hut, to occupy which permision should first be obtained from the D . F . O . ,
Salem. U p to Pennagaram there is a good made
road, from there onwards only a cart track, down the
ghaut 1 0 miles to the river. A t Hoginakal there is
a chattram for Hindus and an old temple, nothing
else; so that tents and all supplies must be taken with
one. About a quarter of a mile down stream through
the jungle, a rough track leads one to a clearing with
some big trees, which forms a good spot for a camp.
T h e scenery here is very fine, as the surrounding hills
are all covered with jungle, and the whole Cauvery
river runs—in the dry season—through a gorge some
12 ft. across and immensely deep. T h e fish are
Mahseer, Carnatic and Malabar Carp, Silund,
Wallago Attu, Murral, Tengra and others; but at
some seasons of the year the Mahseer seem to vanish
entirely. T h e river is only fishable after January
(when the waters have subsided sufficiently to clear)
till the middle of April, after which date, thunderstorms in Mysore cause the river to colour so much
as to render it unfishable. Being in a hollow the
place is tremendously hot in March and April.
The
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whole country is jungle, in which are a number of
pea-fowl, jungle-fowl and partridges; also sambhur
and small deer higher up the river. A license to
shoot however is necessary and can be obtained on
payment of a fee of R s . 10 from the D . F . O . ,
Salem. For the opposite side of the river a second
license is required from the D . F . O . , N . Coimbatore.
There is a small colony of fishermen living here, who
catch enormous numbers of Chilwa and small fry;
also a certain number of Goonch and fresh water
Shark by live-baiting. These they salt. They own
2 or 3 coracles, but the river here is not wide enough
to make a boat necessary.
S h o l a p a d i , 2 8 miles from Salem Station. T o
Womalur ( T . B . ) 8 miles is a good made road, from
here onwards however the road is nothing but a cart
track of the worst description, up hills, through
streams and marshes and generally very rocky.
A
large Village—Maichary—lies half way, the inhabitants are very obliging and will help one all they can.
N o accommodation or supplies at Sholapadi; there
are some nice rapids here and good water for Mahseer
and Carp. T h e Topoor stream joins the Cauvery
here from the east.
N o w to hark back up the Cauvery River into
Mysore. A t Narsipur the Cauvery is joined by the
Cubbany which rises in the W y n a a d , and flows
through dense jungles for a good deal of its course.
It is a most perfect river to look at, and must contain
some enormous fish, but like all other rivers that run
through Mysore is fearfully
poached. T h e best
place to fish it is at Kakankotta 4 8 miles from Mvsore.
via Chettanhalli (B) 10 miles, Hamoapur (B) 19
miles, and Antesunte (B) 35 miles. Good road all
the way, carts being easily procured at Mysore.
T h e worst of the Cubbany river is that it never seems
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to clear satisfactorily, however some very good bags
have been made in past years at Kakankotta; in
1902 two men catching 2 0 0 lbs. weight of Mahseer
in one day, biggest fish 6 0 . l b s . ; and a Mr. V a n
Ingen caught a 6 4 Ibr. Mahseer there a few years
ago. A boat is exceedingly useful there, as the
banks are so overhung with jungle; however a fair
amount of fishing can be done by wading.
There
are good rapids just above and just below the bungalow. T h e Bawalli stream joins the river 8 miles up,
and all the water from here to some 4 miles below
Kakankotta bungalow is good, only several of the
reaches are too broad and deep to tackle without a
boat. T h e river holds innumerable Carnatic Carp
and small Barils, which latter afford pretty fishing
with a light fly rod. Also occasional bags of Labeo,
have been made opposite the bungalow, so I am told.
T h e bungalow which is supposed to be a second
class one, is small and badly fitted up. T h e whole
place is densely forest clad and there are large numbers of elephants about. A certain amount of big
game is to be had, but the place seems much poached, both river and jungle. A few supplies can be
got here, such as eggs, milk, fowls, etc.
It was near Kakankotta, in the Cubbany, that
the Prince of Wales and his Staff had some excellent
sport in January 1 9 2 2 . H . R . H . himself catching
4 fish one day, best 18 lbs., while Admiral Sir Lionel
Halsey caught one (Mahseer) of 6 9 lbs., and was
broken by another equally big.
Half way between Antesunte and Hampapur,
the Tarcaun river crosses under the road, and 2
miles further down joins the Cubbany. There is a
temple by the junction, the river here i" very broad
and still, and the sands are shaky and it behoves one
to walk warily. There appear to be big fish in the
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river here, but it is impossible to fish without a boat.
A t Hampapur the river is only YA or" a mu**
distant, by a path through the village. It is however a broad quiet stream here, and does not entice
one to fish. Opposite the Noogoo river runs in,
which I am told is a delightful stream higher up and
full of fish. It is difficult to get at, however, and I
never had the leisure to explore it. There is a ferry
across the Cubbany here.
Some miles north of Erode the Bhavani river
joins the Cauvery from the west. A t the foot of the
Nilgiris the Bhavani is joined by the Moyar river
which runs along the base of the northern slope of
the Hills, while the Bhavani sweeps round from the
south. T h e fishing" in the Moyar river is from all
I can hear very indifferent, at least it is so the latter
part of its course. Before leaving the hills, by some
falls of great height, it goes by the name of the
" Pykara " river. T h e Bhavani also falls far short
now-a-days of the splendid reputation given it by
Mr. Thomas.
Whether it is the poaching or some other cause,
the river hardly appears worth making a pilgrimage
to now, unless you should be stationed in Ootacamund or Wellington, whence you can drop down to
the higher reaches. A t Metapollium is a D . P . W .
bungalow, and at the station a refreshment room.
Coracles too may be hired at R s . 1-4 per diem.
There are a certain number of Carp near Metapollium
itself, but it is better to push on up the river. There
is a cart road for a few miles, but after that only a
jungle track. T h e following two places were recommended to me to camp at, Manaar (the old fibre
works) 18 miles, and Soondaputty 22 miles above
Metapollium; and coracles fhould be taken up with
one from the last named place.
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From Ootacamund one can drop down to a good
stretch of water below M a n a a r ; by driving to Kullakombay (some 10 miles); from here, however, it is
a climb of some 3 , 0 0 0 ft. in 7 miles down to the
river. A l l kit must go by coolies or pack ponies.
After January very hot and feverish.
Then at A t t a p a d i ; higher up the river there is
some nice water, only the place is very ungetatable.
From Palghat Station you can go to Mannarghat
about 2 8 miles, by bullock carts. Here is a T . B .
Then to Attapadi is 12 miles, only footpath, no
accommodation of any sort and practically no supplies.
There is fair big game shooting also, but permission
to shoot must be got from the owner of the land, who
resides near Mannarghat.
Before leaving this river, I should like to quote
extracts from a report framed by a Sub-Committee
and forwarded to the Committee of the Nilgiri Game
and Fish Preservation Association, in the year 1 8 9 5 .
T h e report speaks for itself !
W e have made careful enquiries as to the neces| sity of preserving the fish of these rivers (Bhavani and
Moyar) from a reliable source. Kutti, an old inhabitant of Metapollium, who has for many years
| lived on the proceeds of fishing in the Bhavani, and
all of whose sons are now fishermen, states that the
j fish are annually decreasing in number and size, and
« B e wholesale destruction of fish during the hot weaj .ther months, when the river is low and all the fish are
i congregated in the pools, is yearly increasing.
Troops of men travel up and down the river taking
j with them nets of all kinds and descriptions which
they work in conjunction with fixed engines in the
shape of weirs, and they clear out the river of all
kinds and sizes of fish keeping only the larger and
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better ones, and with the indifference of their class
throwing the rest away.
T h e necessity of preservation is further proved
by the experience of sportsmen who have known the
river for years and who can speak to the fact, that
whereas some 10 years ago grand sport could be had
with the rod the river is now not worth fishing owing
to the scarcity of fish.
T h e most practical means of effecting
preservation would probably be the imposition of
licenses, but this has been objected to by the Collector of Coimbatore, as interfering with the business
of professional fishermen.
T h e only other means which suggests itself to
us, is to provide sanctuaries to which some of the fish
could retire during the periods of extreme low water,
and in which fishing of any sort should be prohibited.
In urging the necessity of adopting
some means of preservation to prevent the entire destruction of fish in these rivers, w e would like it to be
understood that we are not actuated by any wish to
preserve the fishing of these waters for European
sportsmen, but with the bona fide desite to see a
valuable food-supply protected, and in the direct
interest of those who should be chiefly interested in
its preservation, but who are as a matter of fact the
chief delinquents. A s a matter of fact there are but
few European sportsmen who ever visit these rivers
owing to the difficulty of access and the fever which
prevails all the year r o u n d . "
Major Shuttleworth and Lt. Moss told me that
in 1918 the Bhavani had recovered a lot. Good
news this.

THE TUNGABHADRA.
This river is formed from two rivers, the Tunga
and the Bhadra, which uniting north of Shimoga,
flow on to join the Kistna, east of Raichur. Unfortunately, both the two riversflowthrough Mysore and
have been most unmercifully poached. All the
following places appear good water, and there certainly are some fish there, though personally I have
never done much good myself, and have been told
the same by other men too, and that thefishingwas
not worth troubling about. Still for anyone who
may be passing that way on a trip, they might be
worth trying. Shimoga; Railway Station (T. B. 1st
class) on the Tunga, Carnatic Carp only; Sakrebail 8
miles (T. B. 3rd class) right on the river, nice water
but fishing indifferent. Muggers here, also innumerable jungle-fowl and Malabar squirrels, and very
fair big^ame shooting, i.e., cheetal, tiger and some
bison.
M a n d a g a d d a , 2nd class T. B., &y2
miles from Sakrebail, river 1 Yl miles distant.
M a l u r , about 9 miles on, 3rd class T. B.,
no good stopping here but push on to Thirthalle,
about 9 miles, 2nd class T. B., and some delightful
water, which would give excellent fishing if only it
was not so heavily poached. A deep water hole
through which the river runs here is worth seeing.
A g u m b i , 1 8 miles from Thirthalle, via Megarvalle (B) about half way. There is a 2nd class T.
B., nicely situated, and from the top of the Ghauts
1 Yi miles away, a magnificent view can be had of
S. Canara right away to the sea at Allepy. There
is no river here, but in a small tank under the hill
opposite the bungalow, there are—or were—some
enormous Murral, .which used to come up and bask.
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on the surface during the mid-day hours. Very thick
evergreen jungle all round.
B e n k i p u r is on the Bhadra. Railway Station
here, and just across the river a T . B . There is a
nice rapid below the railway bridge, and between the
railway and road bridges is also good water.
Fish:
Carnatic Carp.
Between Yedhalli and Lakwalli the road crosses the Bhadra river by a bridge. Below the bridge
and in the thick jungle I have known of Mahseer
being caught. Here the country is so wild and the
villages so few, that the river really ought 10 hold
fish, as even though in Mysore it cannot be so very
much poached. T h e water looked lovely to me but
I was after bison and had no time to fish.
O n the Tungabhadra itself, some 3 0 to 40
miles from Kurnool. away in the jungles, I am told
there is excellent Mahseer fishing to be had, but the
places are very difficult to get at without local knowledge or help from someone who knows the ropes.
Then near Ho«oet, 12 miles distant, is Balahunshi on the Tungabhadra (Bungalow). There is a
natural bund here with one very nice run through
it, and I am told there is other nice Mahseer water
here.
Then at Sovainhalli, 2 marches from Balahunshi, there is a good camping ground on the bank of
the river, and I have heard of Mahseer being caught
here though no very big ones. Ferry across Tungabhadra here*.
D n m b a l , some few miles from Sovainhalli,
s an excellent place for black buck, also pig. There
s a large tank where good duck shooting may be had
n the season, and sometimes a few geese may be
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added to the bag. There is a small circular pond
fed by the big tank, which used to hold lots of
Murral.
THE

KISTNA.

Near Kistna Station, the best water is under the
railway bridge and just above and below. Higher
up the Bhima runs in, but I am told that the junction
is not worth trying. A couple of miles below the
station I hear that there is a bungalow, and that good
fishing is to be had opposite an island lower down the
river. From the station to Mandipla 1 2 miles away
on the river. Here there is a big pool holding some
very large fish; a boat necessary.
From Nundyall Station a road runs N . N . - W .
to the Kistna about 4 0 miles distant. A t about 3
miles south of where it reaches the river is *be junction of the Kistna and Tuncrabhadra. Atmacoor lies
30 miles north of Nundyall. round here there is good
shooting, and about 1 5 miles north the Kistna runs
through great gorges and impenetrable jungles. In
these parts I have heard rumours of monstrous Mah
seer, but the river is very difficult to get at. A road
leads from Atmacoor to a place called Pag, and
another track leads from here to. two pagodas on the
river 5 miles distant. Also from Atmacoor a road
goes to Mooslemuddoo 10.miles rtVant, from here a
track runs 6 miles due north to i V Kistna. A lot of
local knowledge and help would howeverfir=?tbe recmir'ed by any sportsman thinking of tackling the
fishing here.
A n d I append rierpwi'h a cuttin". which T find
tucked away in mv Shikar Diarv, wh'ch mav be or
i n t e r s to an^on* m a p o s f e n tgj do any exploring.
S i r . — A t this time wh^n the enterprise of the
Mysore State Durbar in exploiting the water-power
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of the Cauvery is attracting so much attention to the
natural power resources of India, it is strange thatJM
one has called attention to the Falls of the Krishna
river. Thdy are in the edge of the Nizam's Dominions near the south-east" boundary of Bijapur District.
Though only forty miles from the railroad (S. M. R.)
they are probably unknown to most of your readers
save those who may have read Colonel Meadows
Taylor's " Noble Queen." Certainly his descriptions, or the very vivid one given in the Gazetteer of
Bijapur District, do not overstate the beauty of the
" Chhaya Bhagavati," as the natives call the waterfalli
The great river bursts through a range of granite
hills and in a quarter of a mile descends about 300
feet by wild rapids, terminating in a broken fall of
30 or 40 feet. When we visited the falls in July
the river was in half flood and the scene was one of
great beauty and grandeur. At the foot of ;the
rapids below the falls a lofty island rises in midstream,
its top crowned by the ruined walls and towers of
the fort of Juldroog, for long years a military outpost
of the old Bijapur kings.
I am told that the river never entirely runs dry .
at this place in the hot season, and if this is so there
is a fine opportunity for an electric power plant which
could work up the cotton at any point of the Bijapur
line of the S. M. R. from Gadag, to Hotgi on the
G. I. P. One could reasonably expect as rnucM:
water in the Krishna River at that point as is found
in the Ghatpurba river at Gokak Falls, where the
famous Gokak Mills are able to run twelve months
in the year. The Ghatpurba is a tributary of the
Krishna river. The finest granite building stone lies
ready to hand in great abundance at the falls of the

Krishna, and but a few miles distant is the beautiful i
Talikote sandstone.
Miraj, Oct. 4.
ALEX. S. WILSON.
And also near Almati (?) station, between
Gadag and Bijapur the Kistna is rocky, and I have
heard of fish being caught here.
At Mahableshwar, is a lake, with a small
everflow stream, I could gleam no very definite
Khabar to this, in my visit there. Though I was told"
••that " fish " were to be caught?
THE BHIMA.
TTadgiri railway station with *nice waiting
room. The river runs within one mile of the station.
The fish are Mahseer, run large, but are very shy. A
boat is necessary. Cross railway line and take a
footpath that leads straight to a small temple on the
river bank i_below this is a second temple opposite
which is a good run, in midstream. Fifty yards up
a small tributary joins, and the pool into which it runs
holds some very large fish. (N.B.—To anyone
casting a long line this pool might be fished from the
bank). The banks unfortunately are very soft and
one canot get*near the water's edge in most places.
About a mile down stream are some more fair rapids.
The country is all open and the climate very sultry.
There is goodfishingto be had I am told where
fthe Muta-Mula joins the Bhima below Poona.
FISHING NEAR POONA.
The Muta-Mula runs through Poona and holds
Mahseer. Some of the best runs are :—Two just
below the Cavalry lines at Ghorpuri. Then the runs
4 miles below Loni Station; not the runs just below
B e station which are no good. And the runs at
Kowrie—8 miles below the Cavalry ford—on the
Sholapur Road.
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Then above the bund there are some monsters,
the best lie appears to be between the boat-house
and the temple; the fish however are not often to be
caught except by paste bait, the early morning being
the best time.

K h a r a k w a s l a L a k e , 10 miles from Poona,
nice bungalow here (D. P . W . ) , permission required
to occupy it. There are generally some boats on the
lake, belonging to the boat club. Troll in a line
between the bungalow and a small mango tree on the
opposite bank. Put on a good-sized spoon 2Yi to
3 inches and about 3 oz. of'lead some 3 ft. away.
T h e fish—Mahseer—appear to run from about 10 to
15 lbs. Fair mixed bags have been made, so I
was informed, fishing with paste from the bund.
Best time for fishing during heat of day.
A n d I quote the following extracts from my
Shikar Diary of 1 9 0 6 . (November) " R . and I went
to Shelavadi Station and thence picking up 2 coolies
walked to Dehu village on the Indryani river. A •
few hundred yards below the village is a temple on
the river, here we arrived about 10 A.M. and after
saluting the God with a couple of dibs on his head
and having caste marks impressed on our foreheads
by a grateful priest, w e started to fish. First however we took photos from the steps of the fish, really
a wonderful sight. Many sacred fish have I seen,
but of these hardly one was under 15 lbs., and to see
the water boil when the mungphalli or ground-nut
was thrown in, was perfectly marvellous. Limits
are marked off 50 vards on each side of temple within which it is prohibited to fish. A n d though the limits
looked small they were not reallv so, as the trees
make long casting hard and the fi*h were extraordinarily cute. R . was unlucky and did not touch a fish.
Well after a bit as the fish would not come far away

from the steps, lure as we might with nuts, we both
edged in a bit, at which the priests though outwardly
shocked, winked!"
They will in fact always let one take one fish,
I believe, if tactfully treated. At last I hooked a
monster, but alas stepping back hurriedly I came a
cropper—and was broken. So up to breakfast, and
after the fish had had half an hour's rest, we descended again. Almost at once I hooked a good fish
who ran out 130 yards of line without a check, and
after a dogged fight he was netted, a 17 lbs. Mahseer. _No more fish for a time, and then a strange
native beginning to make a fuss we moved off to the
| village. Here I was doubtful of sport—though the
villagers, who were most friendly by the way—assurI ed us there were lots of fish. We approached the river
by some old steps and as my cast was dry I dipped it
in to soak, when almost at once a whopper rushed at
it, and I only just whipped it out in time. Later
we threw in a handful of bait and the
water boiled. I was soon into a good one,
but after running out about 40 yards he
got off, and the rest disappeared. We moved nothing more, till under village wall after much perseverance I hooked and landed a Carnatic Carp of 1 1
lbs., who fought like a good one. It was getting
very hot now, and heavy storms were banking up,
so we started for home. R. shot 3 pigeon, the
villagers were also anxious for us to shoot some peafowl in the wood near by, which they said did much
damage to their cultivation.
Also 65 miles from Poona, on the Nasik Road,
there is a place called Ambi, on the Mula, a tributary of the Godavery; here I have caught Mahseer
though none of any great size; still there is some ex-
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cellent water here in October and November, and the
river must hold fair-sized fish I should think.
SHARASVATI RIVER.
The celebrated Gairsoppa falls are on this river,
about 60 miles from Shimoga. Two bungalows
here : one in Canara, the other in Mysore. Some
good Mahseer water above the falls and the pool at
the bottom holds big fish. The falls themselves are
well worth a visit. Routes : via Shimoga to Kumsee (B) 15, Anantapur (B) 30, and Sagar (B) 45
miles. From Kumsee to Falls the road is all through
jungles. Or via. Honavur on West Coast by boat to
Gairsoppa village, about 18 miles from the Falls,
A friend, writing to me only last week from the
Falls, says : " Fish very scarce here, they say natives
poison the river a lot."
NETRAVUTTI RIVER.
Runs into the sea near Mangalore where it is a
broad deep river. Higher up it is fed by numerous
tributaries in which good fishing may be had. The
Kemphulle River rises in the Manjarabad Ghaut, and
joins the Kumardhari about 10 miles from Uppinangadi, at which latter place the Kumardhari joins the
Netravutti. To reach this stream. Arsikere station,
26 miles to Hassan (B), thence 24 miles to Saklaspur (B). Here the road begins to enter the Ghauts
and passes under the old Manjarabad fort on the.leff.
5/2 miles from Saklaspur the upper waters of the
Kemphulle are crossed by a bridge. The stream is
small here, but Mahseer of 2 and 3 lbs. have been
caught as high as this. Another 4V2 miles brings
one to Marnhally bungalow. Then 8 miles all down
hill to Kemphulle, where there is a forest hut, no
village. Here a small stream; the Kadmane joins
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the Kemphulle river just under the bungalow, and
from this spot down to Gunjia (B) 7 miles is all nice
water, holding Mahseer. A t 4 miles from Kemphulle one crosses the boundary line between Mysore
and South Canara. From Gunjia down to Shiradi
(B) about 6 miles, is also good water. A t one mile
down the road from Gunjia, the Cubbinhalli, a big
stream, runs in from the North. Behind Gunjia
bungalow, a road crosses the Kemphulle (fordable
generally November to M a y at this point) and runs
through thick jungle to Subramani on the Kumardhari river, where also good fishing may be had.
Most of these streams clear very soon after the monsoon, i.e., about end of September, and by January
are only fishable in the pools. T h e Kemphulle
river can be got at anywhere from the road between
Kemphulle and Shiradi bungalows. When it is
coloured by thunderstorms or heavy rains in the
ghauts, the Kadmane or Cubbinhalli streams can
usually be fished, since coming through dense jungle
they appear to remain always more or less clear.
T h e latter stream however is a difficult one to fish,
without wading very freely and deeply, owing to the
trackless jungle that lines its banks. T h e jungles
round here hold numbers of bison, sambhur, pig, etc.,
a license however is necessary to shoot either on the
Mysore or South Canara side.
Cicilly,
some 10 miles north of Shiradi, is
on another small tributary of the Netravutti. Here
there is a temple where they feed the Mahseer.
Lower down, however, good fishing may be had.
All these jungles are exceedingly feverish from
February till June.
T h e Billipatam river holds fish. A t Tritti
bridge, where two streams unite is a good spot.
In the Tiruangady, River, when my regiment
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was stationed at Mallapuram, we caught a few fish
in the upper waters.
The Periyar river holds Mahseer.
THE KALA-NADI (or Kalinadi).
Further north we come to a network of streams
which all unite eventually in the above named river.
The Kala-Nadi rises in the Ghauts bordering Portugese territory and runs S.-E. till joined a few miles
south of Hallyal by another big stream, the Tutwal
nullah (a bungalow at the junction); then it doubles
back, and running S.-W. debouches into the sea
near Karwar on the West Coast. Holds Mahseer
most of its course. Hallyal (B), 7 miles from Alnavar Station, is near the Tutwal nullah.
The Tutwal bungalow (on the nullah of that
name, and one mile from its junction with the KalaNadi) lies 28 miles, by good road from Alnavar.
There are bungalows at Hallyal (as above) and Sambrani 14 miles. All round the bungalow at Tutwal
lies dense jungle—holding tiger, panther, bison,
sambhur, cheetal, boar, etc.—making it rather difficult to get at the Kala-Nadi. But all the water that
can be reached, is ideal Mahseer water, nothing but
runs and falls, about one mile about the junction the
river falling some 300 ft. in as many yards. Best
time after 15th October.
N.B.—On the road just before reaching milestone 70, is a blazed tree. Taking this as a start a
series of trees so blazed mark the position of a cleared
track to the river, much overgrown by grass, etc., but
still infinitely the easiest way to the river.
Then Supa, 17 miles by good road from Londa
Station, is at the confluence of the Kalinadi and
Pandri rivers. Small T. B. here. Below the
bungalow is an anicut, and for 1 Yl miles down, the
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course of the river lies between two hills and is one
series of rapids and falls, all excellent water. Then
comes a deep still reach which extends for at least
two miles. T h e river holds Mahseer and other
Carp in large numbers, also innumerable fry. It does
not appear to be much poached, but the fish are
extraordinarily canny and will not look at artificial
baits. There are some good runs about % mile up
the Kalinadi above the junction; the Pandri does
not appear to be worth fishing, at any rate not within
a mile of the bungalow. There is a good deal of
difficulty here in getting small fish as bait, as although
Chilwa and Barils abound, they appear indifferent to
almost any form of bait, and casting nets are conspicuous by their absence. T h e best fishing is to be
had when the rivers clear after the monsoon, at the
end of September or the beginning of October.
O n e mile from Londa Station the Pandri and
T a r w a Rivers join; there are one or two good rapids
near the junction, and 2 miles lower down, near
Astoli ( T . B.) there is some good Mahseer water.
Artificial bait seems to meet with but scant success in
these rivers, a neatly mounted small fish some 4 inches
long appearing to be the most successful lure. These
rivers run down very quickly after the monsoon ceases;
they are really at their best for fishing during any
break in the rains, which is of sufficient duration to
allow of their temporarily clearing.
T h e Dushki nullah, runs under the S. M . R .
line one mile east of Castle Rock Station. There is
a good run just under the bridge, also another, one
mile down. T h e banks are densely clad with jungle,
and spinning is difficult in most places. Curiously in
this stream the Mahseer appear to take a spoon well,
though they will not in the Pandri or T a r w a , nor in
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the Kalinadi in which all the streams eventually
unite.
The Dushki joins the Pandri some 5 miles
south of Castle Rock Station; there should be some
good water below the junction. I have heard anyhow of a big pool at Junction full of large Murral.
And here I will add a letter written to me in
'06, by a brother Harrovian and my very good friend,
the late Major Brewis of the Warwicks. " T h e
first day we went down the right bank for 2 miles to
the Bhorkund, and there Tancred got 6, 5, 3, 3, 2,
1 lb. Mahseer, and self 5/2, 2 lbs. The next day
we went down the other bank to the same place,
Tancred got 1 and 2 lbs. Mahseer."
Self
1, 1 lb. Mahseer.
1, I lb. Murral (very good eating).
The last day we went 4 miles down the right
bank, which was a bit of a work (first through Supa
bazaar and their over a ghat and eventually we met
the river) here Tancred got 10, 7, 7, 6, 3, 2, 2 , 1 ,
1, 1 lb. Mahseer (40 lbs.) self 2 lbs. j / 2 , 1/3, lb.
Mahseer. Tancred got all the fish just above the
falls in deep water where the water rushes very
swiftly. This seemed, to be the best place and the
shikari with the " one tooth " who is in some way
connected with the Dak Bungalow knows the exact
spot.
During the first 2 or 3 days while Tancred was
ill, we pottered about the river at the rocks by the
bungalow and the adjacent ones up each of the small
rivers but caught nothing except a 3 lbs. (self).
Curiously we caught all the fish on small
bazaar made spoons % inch with one flying mount '
—after trying dead bait I I don't think we gave the
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dead bait much of a trial, after we found we could
catch them on the spoon."
THE GATPRABHA.
Rises in the Ghauts south of Amboli, and joins
the river Kistna just west of where it crosses under
the Gadag-Sholapur branch of the Southern Mahratta Railway. O n the Amboli Road, 32 miles
from Belgaum, is Punderi (B) within a quarter mile
of the river, which holds good-sized fish here, also
crocodiles. A t 1 7 miles on this same road is T a m bulwadi (B) where a bridge crosses the Tamraparni a
tributary of the Gatprabha. This stream also holds
Mahseer and Mugger, and can be fished from the
bungalow. Then 16 miles north of Belgaum, the
Poona R o a d crosses the Gatprabha at Sutguttee (B),
and both above and below the bridge are some good
Mahseer pools and rapids. This river however
appears to take a very long time to clear. Then
near Dhupdal Station the river forms a lake of large
expanse, there being a big bund here. O n the
opposite side of the river is a well found D . P . W .
Bungalow. T h e lake itself hold enormous fish, but
a boat is necessary to troll from.
Three-and-a-half
miles down are the Gokak falls—180 ft. high. In
the pool below the fall are Mahseer, Wallago Attu
and other fish, a boat is necessary unless one fishes
in the turbine stream, but as the only path which
leads to the turbine house and pool was made by the
mill authorities, the pool here is more or less private
property and permission should be asked before fishing in it. T w o miles below the falls, near Gokak
village, the Markandya stream runs in, and about 3
miles up it there is a gorge and falls with some nice
water, but this stream which rises near Belgaum is
almost invariably badly coloured, owing to the red
soil through which its course lies.
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THE MALPRABHA.
This river runs through Khanapur, 16 miles
south of Belgaum, and is said to hold Mahseer here,
but for some inexplicable reason it always appears
to be dirty at this point of its course, though clean
higher up and lower down.
Mugutkan Hubli, 19 miles by good road from
Belgaum, is on the Malprabha River. Here there
is a deep reach of the river holding numbers of Carp
and Murral. Unfortunately, however, it is heavily
fished by the natives, who set night lines, frog trimmers and use large drag nets. At this place also are
some tanks—said to hold fish—on which one can
get good duck and snipe shooting in the cold weather.
And Captains Anderson and Milne told me
there was quite goodfishingto be had above Khanapur bridge.
THE GODAVERY RIVER.
Rises at Trimbak, 18 miles from Nasik, and
has become a stream of some size by the time it passes
the latter town. I cannot hear of anyfishingworthy
of the name in this portion, and considering its size
and length it seems to be a river singularly little fished
by—or perhaps known to—the general angling
public.
I have an old note, extracts from which below,
on a canal project; possibly this is old news now! !
" Sanction to the Godavery project has been
received from the Secretary of State, and its execution will begin. A masonry dam 82 feet high and
5,705 feet long will be built at Nandgaon across the
Dama weir, a tributary of the Godavery, and will
form a long lake in the weir valley, south of the G.
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I. P. Railway. This dam will be solely for storage
Ifpurposes. The water will be let down as required
to the weir to be built 47 miles down. The weir
across the main stream of the Godavery will be at
Nandur Madhmeshwar, where two canals will be
constructed. The dam at Nandgaon will store nearly
nine thousand million cubic feet of water, the supply
lasting to the cold weather."
Then I am told that Mahseer are to be caught in
the Mackunda and other tributaries of the Godavery
in the Vizagapatam District. Anyone going to those
parts" would however soon pick up information on the
subject.
Also the Ruskiliya which flows into the sea in
Ganjam District holds large numbers both of Mahseer and Carnatic Carp.
Also second-hand knowledge.
Chelama
Station near Nandyal, to Birenni 20 miles, big fish
here.
The Mahanadi River, near Sambalpur, from
Jasugudra Station, holds Mahseer.
Near Nilambur, on one of the upper branches
of the Beypoor river, very fair Mahseer fishing can
be got.
At Kodaikanal in the Pulney Hills, is a large
lake, in which Chilwa and other small fry abound.
Very pretty sport may be had, fishing for them with
a light trout rod.
Then I hear that there is fishing to be had on
the Tapti river, north of Nandurbar, but of this I
have no definite khabber. Also near Chandi on the
Tapti.
ESTUARIES.
Bamin and Nair fishing is decidedly to be got
at its best on the Malabar Coast. Elattur, 5 miles
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from Calicut, is the first place. There the railway
crosses the backwater by a fine bridge, the sea being
Yl mile further down and out of sight. The bridge
is too* high to fish from comfortably, but boats can be
hired here. There is a large ferry crossing the river
just below the railway bridge. There are also plenty
of Mugger in this backwater, so it is worth while
taking a rifle with one. Perch (Lutianus Roseus)
are fairly numerous.
M a h e ; the road bridge here is perhaps the
pick of all thefishingstations. It lies 1 YA m ^ e s from
the station, and is an old wooden pier bridge of several
spans. The railway bridge 1 mile up the backwater
may also be tried, but is not I think quite as good
as the road bridge. The bar is only 400 yards from
this latter bridge, so that the open sea lies in full
view.
T e l l i c h e r r y ; there are 3 bridges out on the
Cannanore Road, also 3 railway bridges. The first
bridge is 1J4 miles from Tellicherry, on a small backwater, it is useless to try here however, owing to some
old piles out in the stream, which interfere with
spinning. About Yl "uk further on is the second
bridge, facing the sea less, than |4 mile away. This
is an excellent bridge. The third and biggest bridge
lies one mile further on, and may be tried if the second
one fails to afford sport. This third bridge is an
excellent one for Red Perch, and though I have seen
one or two Bamin and Nair here, it is not so good as
the others I fancy, for these 2 latter fish.
Then the railway bridges; the first is small but
is worth trying, there being one or two spots where
Bamin always seem to lie.
The second is perhaps one of the best bridges
of al! to fish from, as both Bamin and Nair seem to
frequent this bridge.
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The third is by far the longest, and is I think
the most fascinating to fish from, as one moves such a
large number and variety of fish under it, in a day's
outing. Bamin, Nair, Red and Grey Perch, Mullet,
Turtles and Snakes are among the variety mentioned.
It must be remembered, however, that sport from the
different bridges seems to vary according to seasons
and years, and no rule can be laid down for certain
that such and such a bridge is the best.
And another point exceedingly annoying is that
sometimes one or more estuaries will be very dirty and
quite- unfishable, the others remaining clean.
For this I could find out no satisfactory reason
from the nativefishermenthough I asked many; one
of the most plausible reasons advanced being that a
mud bank—known to exist off the Malabar Coast
—shifts up and down the Coast at intervals and dirties
the particular backwaters off which it lies.
One piece of advice, if you make a pilgrimage
to an estuary and find it dirty, do not believe the
natives when they tell you it will clear at high or low
tide, because it won't; the Aryan brother is always
ready to oblige and he sees that you will be pleased
if he takes an optimistic view of the matter.
Fishing from a railway bridge one wants a fairly
good head, and shoes that will not slip.
There is a railway bridge at Kudulundi, on the
Madras side of Calicut; which looks as if it might
afford sport, however, I have never tried it.
Near Cannanore, 6 miles by Bilipatam village,
is a deep swift run in a backwater, where Bamin may
be caught; anyone going to Cannanore would soon
find out the place.
And the Cochin backwater is said to be a gooq
place for both Nair and B&miu*
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Then Coondupur, a pretty spot, fish are to be
caught in the estuary.
And Mangalore—I have heard of Nair fish
caught here.
B n n u r , 1 0 miles from Madras, on the East
Coast, the mouth of the Khasastala forming a good
backwater. Here the N.-E. Railway crosses on a
very high bridge. The estuary is full of Whiting,
Perch and other fish, and I have also seen Bamin
jump frequently, but have never managed to catch
one. If, however, any resident of Madras spent 3
days out there, and studied the tides, there would
appear to be no reason why the Bamin should not take
as well as on the West Coast.
I have also heard of Bamin at Nellore, and again
near Vizagapatam, and at Masulipatam, all on the
East Coast.
Then Bamin are to be caught in Bombay harbour
during the monsoon; one of the best spots being near
Sunk Rock lighthouse. Thisfishinghowever is very
different and not nearly so pleasant as the Malabar
Coast fishing. Whereas in the latter places the
water is clear and natural bait is the thing fo use;
Bombay harbour always seems dirty, and large silver
Devons are the lure usually used. Also the fishing
in the Harbour is very uncertain, and except in the
monsoon, it is exceptional to catch fish, while on the
Malabar Coast one can generally move fish, at any
rate, at most seasons of the year.
Nair fish are also to be caught at places in the
harbour, so I've heard, but I've never discovered the
places myself,

CHAPTER XVIII.
TANKS.
Dehli Roshanara Tank.—Generally
this tank, which stands in gardens of its own, is
leased by a party of sportsmen in Delhi each year,
who preserve it and have the weeds kept down. In
that case permission should be asked to fish it. T h e
year that I visited it however no one had leased the
tank," and it was very overgrown with weeds. I saw
some enormous Rohu rising, and there were 2 or 3
Cutla about.
There are some machans built out, off which one
can fish. There is an island in the centre with some
big trees on it, latter being generally crowded with
waterfowl. This is perhaps the best place to fish
from, if there is a boat to take you across. About
half the tank is entirely surrounded with high reeds.
Also near the Ajmere G a t e , Delhi, is the larger
Shahji-ka-Talao, but this often runs nearly dry, and
the accounts of it from an angling point of view are
not promising.
In March 1922 M r . M . J. Macdonald kindly
sends me the following note : —

Delhi Roshanara Tank.—This tank has
suffered much of late from a fishing point owning to the
reduction in the irrigation from the canal around this
area, which has lowered the subsoil water level and
the tank runs very low except during the rains.
The
size and quantity of fish have decreased and a rohu of
15 lbs., or more is exceptional. Cutla over this
weight are taken foul hooked. Attempts at restocking with fry obtained from pools along the Jumna
after the floods have not been too successful.
Licen-
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ses to fish are issued by a Trustee on behalf of the
Municipal Commitee at Rs. 3, Rs. 6 and Rs. 10 for
a month, four months and eight months, respectively.
Fishing is permitted from the 16th March to 1 5th
November, but as weather conditions prevent the removal of the weeds with which the tank is annually
overgrown, little or nothing can be done till about
the middle of April. Thefishingis not good but the
place affords a certain amount of amusement during
the rains. All fish under 3 lbs., are to be returned
to the water. The machans on the tank are private
but the owners are always glad to allow others to fish
off them.
At A l l a h a b a d is the Macpherson Tank, a
large sheet of water, which belongs to the Grass
Farms, and in which fair bottom fishing is to be had.
The Farms I believe rent it out to a syndicate of
Allahabad sportsmen, but anyone visiting the station
could soon glean all particulars.
There are several other tanks within a radius
of 20 miles from this station.
G o r a k h p u r . — I am told of excellent tank
fishing.to be had here. Most of the tanks m and
round the station hold Rohu and other fish. The
tank near Gurkha Depot used to fish well, and I
knew one man who caught a 23 and a 26 lb. Rohu
here some few years ago.
From M e e r u t about 7/2 miles along the
road to Harpur, and exactly opposite a fine mango
tope, is a tank, in which there used to be excellent
fishing. Worth investigation.
Tundla.—Eight miles from here is a tank,
holding a large variety of fish.
J u b b u l p o r e . — S i x miles out is a large
reservoir, fed by a stream, which forms the water'
supply of Jub, like Bircha does of Mhow. There
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are, I am told, Mahseer and many other species of
fish in this, but local enquiries would elicit present
state of this lake.
H i s s a r . — O n the Rewari-Ferozepore line.
There used to be two tanks here, one on each side
of the canal. In 1 907 however when I visited the
place, the one on the right bank was practically dry,
and the fishing a thing of the past. T h e one on the
left bank still holds fish, Rohu and Kalabanse.
The
best spots to fish are down near the temple and especially under some shady peepul trees under the walls
of the temple. There ere generally two or three
Dhobis at work on the side nearest the road, and these
men will always point out the best places, and are
free too with all sorts of other advice.
In the Police Lines, Hissar, is also a small tank
made years ago by a very well-known angler, Mr.
H . S. Dunsford; it was stocked with Rohu and
Kalabanse who ^vere thriving well in 1907.
To
fish in this tank permission should be asked from the
D . S. P . , Hissar.
A t Hissar is a well found, fully furnished dak
bungalow.
A correspondent kindly told me of the follow| ing, but the information is not very r e c e n t : —
At D h a n a
(5 miles from Hansi on the
Rohtak Road) there used to be a large tank with
very big Rohu. Hansi is on the railway line. Also
there was a tank at foot of dak bungalow compound,
Hansi, but the fish were very canny here.
K a r n a l - — T h e r e are three tanks here :—(i)
T h e Railway tank, near station, there were some big
fish in this, but unfortunately very weedy and difficult
to fish, (ii) In the Farm, this tank is seen from the
train on the left on approaching from A m b a l a .
It
was not a very good tank in 1910, as water too low
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with an evil smelling mud at bottom, but once filled
up and the fish allowed to grow for a year or two,
had the makings of a nice tank in it. Permissior|^H
fish should be asked from the Sergeant or Overseer
in charge, (iii) The Kama tank, near city, this is
quite the best of the three and holds lots of good fish.
It seems a wonderful tank for holding small Mohi,
who take a worm greedily. We generallyfishedtill
10 A.M. from centre of north wall, and then went to
exit in east wall, latter was a nice spot, with shade
till 3 P.M. The monkeys are amusing to watch, but
it is not advisable to leave food about. One year
they had a bigfireworkdisplay on edge of tank, when
water was low, and large numbers of big fish were
killed by concussion.
Mr. H. S. Dunsford very kindly sends me the
following:—
| Notes of a few days' fishing in K a i t h a
Tank, Karnal District, by two rods, whom we will
call A and B.
\0th August 1905—A—one Rohu \<fl/A
lbs. j B—one Rohu 11% lbs., one White Carp 1 lb.
Wth August.—A—one Rohu 8 lbs.; B two
Rohu, 4 and 5 lbs.
]2th August.—A—three Rohu, 6%, 1 4
lbs., and 4 Kalabanse 11/2, 2, 2|/ 2 and 2 lbs. (B
did not fish).
\3th August.—A—four Rohu, 10^2. 8,
1034, 734 lbs. and one Kalabanse 134 lbs.; B - 5
Rohu, 934, 6]4, 7, 1034, 7j/2 lbs.
\4th August.—A—four
Rohu, 9, 12]/2.
\0y2, 934 lbs. and one Kalabanse 2 lbs.; B—one
Rohu, 934 lbs.
The fishing was for about 2/2 hours in the
morning and same in the evening. B was only able
to fish occasionally. The tank had not been pre-

viously ground-baited. T h e advantages of groundbaiting are shown in the improvement in the takes after
the first three days, when the tank was baited after
fishing. A was a lady who had only fished once or
twice befpre. W i t h more experience, and consequently fewer fish lost, her bag would have been
considerably larger.
Unfortunately this tank has fallen off terribly;
for the last two years the Surusti stream that ran into
it has failed, and the tank has been nearly dry, so
that most of the fish have died. Without two or
three years* good rain, I fear the tank will not recover
itself."
K a i t h a l is 3 9 miles by pukka road from
Karnal, and there is a dak bungalow there.
Since inserting the above, I have been told that
this year (1909) some canal water has run into this
tank, and now there are a fair number of Mulleys
therein, running up to 5 lbs., to be caught on live
bait.
This is a nice tank and had lecovered considerably in 1 9 1 3 , when I fished it. Caught several
Rohu up to 8 lbs., Labeo and Paran. This place
is now on the railway, and there is a nice bungalow
overlooking tank. O n e can fish from below bungalow, but the best place is opposite under a big peepul,
below which is an old ghat and steps. This is beyond the usual ghat, and bathing place, and few
people come round as far as this. One should avoid
Ifishirig just near the temple.
In Karnal District, some of the large kutcha
village tanks—like at Rajaund—hold fish. One
must keep away from vicinity of temples if fishing in
these.
87
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S a n g r u r . — T h i s is a very pleasant spot to
come and fish, but all the tanks are the private property of His Highness the Raja of Jind.
There is a most delightful Guest House here,
fully found, and one meets with every courtesy and
attention if one comes here as the Raja's guest.
There are five tanks : —(i) Topkhana or Devi Tal;
(ii) Dhuri Gate—Naini Tal; (iii) Patiala Gate—
Kali Tal; (iv) Nabha Gate—Ganga Sagar Tal; and
(v) Sunam Gate—Jainti Tal.
(i) There is excellent shade here till noon, but
this tank did not (1913) seem to hold many big fish,
(ii) There is really only one place tofishhere, off pier
out from steps, temple end. No shade. Some big
fish in this tank, (iii) Is reserved for H. H. as are
two other tanks in Sangrur. (iy) Good shade till 11
A.M., lots of smaller fish, (v) Seemed to be full of
turtles. All tank bear notices " Fishing prohibited " but this does not apply to Passholders.
Patiala.—There is a D. B. here but we
found it dirty and uncomfortable. The Hospital
tank is 15 minutes' walk from D. B.—^a permit to
fish necessary—the whole tank very weedy and inclined to be smelly; undoubtedly lots of big fish,
including Mahseer. There is a kutcha tank just off
canal, which we were told held lots of fish, for
which presumablv no permit is required.
The Moti Bagh tank is near palace, but it is
hard to get permission to fish therein, so I am told.
At B a t a l a a r e some tanks, but I never seem
able to meet any one who can give definite khabbar
re these.
I am always hearing them mentioned nowever.
The other day I was told they were private,_ and
permission to fish therein must be got, but my informant knew nothing further. Also I find following
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brief note in my Diary : — " Mandi tank near Batala
D . B . no use end August, though said to hold good
Rohu, e t c . "
A t M u k e r i a n by rail from Jullundur
City are two good tanks near D . B . , smallest is best,
with nice shady trees. T w o or three men have definitely told me of these, yet when I tried to get latest
news of these from a Naib-Tahsildar, he said they
were Hindu tanks and no fishing was allowed. But
I do not believe this, it is unfortunately the case nowadays, and a sign of the times, that difficulties are
often" quite needlessly put in one's way, simply because one is a Sahib. A Sikh tried to stop us fishing
once at Kaithal, and when we enquired into the
matter found he had no authority and did not even
belong to the place.
At

Tanduh

I was told there was a good

tank.
D a s a y a has a good pukka tank close to
camping ground, but here one must avoid fishing
anywhere near the temple.
I am told of quite good tank fishing near Multan.
Some 5 to 10 miles out by road, along the line between Muzaffarabad and Sher Shah stations are two
very deep tanks. T h e y are fed by springs, and,
owing to their depth and rocky nature of the bottom,
are not netted by contractors as are all the other tanks
within reach of Multan. T h e fish probably come
into the tanks in times of flood, when the Chenab,
some five miles distant, overflows its banks. T h e
fish are Rohu, with a few Tengra. T h e best bag
I heard of was three rods, 32 fish averaging over 2
lbs., largest fish a Rohu of 2Yl lbs. T h e best bait
seems to be worms, and for ground-bait my informant t o l d me they used kullee, soaked in water for
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one aight, and then mixed with cow-dung and
asafoetida.
Concerning the above Mr. Brooker kindly wrpte
me as f o l l o w s : — .
" W h i l e I think of it, herewith a few notes re
fishing in the tanks above mentioned.
There are two tanks as described about YA mile
along the line from Chenab West Bank Station in
the Ghazi Ghat direction. O n e , on the north of the
line looks good, but contains no fish at all.
T h e other is about 100 yards diameter, and
contains plenty of fish.
I spent a day there, and hooked a number but
lost all the big ones through inability to land them
on account of the tank being very full of weed.
There were 6 natives fishing and it appears to be a
very popular place and parties of soldiers camp there
under the trees for days at a time. I saw 4 Notopterous Chitala caught on worm each of 12 lbs.
weight, also 2 Murral, one of 6 lbs. and the other
of 2 lbs.
I myself hooked and played several of the former, which all seemed about the same weight, 10
to 12 lbs. and lost them in the weeds, and I landed
several small Labeo, Kalabanse and Wallago Attu.
T h e tank is absolutely full of fish and supplies the
local market. It cannot be netted for the reasons
you give in your book, and because it is full of weed.
T h e local fishermen say they each get on an
average 4 or 5 large fish a day, mostly N . Chitala
and that sometimes Murral of very large size are
caught. It is a useless place to get real sport as one
has to use very strong tackle and poles and pull the
fish right out.
A peculiarity about the fish is that they are said;
not to take worm or indeed any bait unless large

hooks with great bunches of bait are offered.
I certainly found this so, though why it should be so I
don't know. O n e is worried by small fry which
keep nibbling away, and you have to renew the bait
very frequently."
S i r s a has four tanks, but fishing is not
allowed, as the bunniahs who settled here many
years ago, got a concession from Government forbidding fishing !
T h e G h a g g a r R i v e r runs three miles
from the town, usually no water, but at
Otu
nine" miles away is a big dam, which from August
to September is full and two canals take off from it.
In November remainder of water is allowed to escape
down river. Fish are then to be caught in the pools
that remain.
Round
L a h o r e . — U n f o r t u n a t e l y there
is not much tank fishing that I can learn of, which
is a pity, as this is a big city and there must be innumerable anglers compelled to pass the hot weather
here, who would welcome the chance of a day's
sport.
In L a h o r e itself are several railway
tanks, fed direct from canal; if looked after, excellent
sport might be had in these.*
O n e mile from S h a l i m a r up right bank of
dry canal that runs near by, is a deep pool m little
Ravi River called Lohi-ka-pul, with a sluice gate
to hold up water. This is full of big fish, and a
spot beloved of babus, but no one ever seems to
catch much here. D o not know why it's not netted
to death, as one meets gangs of men with nets at
every patch of water round Lahore.
A l T a l w a r a , 6 — 7 miles north of Shalimar
on the Ravi, I have heard some great tales of big
* As mentioned elsewhere some of these are now being stocked
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Rohu. It is rather ungetatable, and one would
have to go when river was moderately clear.
W a g a h Station,
between
Lahore
and
Amritsar, three miles north of this (and two miles
north of G . T . Road) by kutcha road lies Kanjn-kapul, a large pukka tank alongside village. A very
pretty spot this, with magnificent banyan, peepul and
shisham trees. O n e can fish all day in shade, till
3 P.M., under big banyan on south face, and after
that below shisham on east bank. I believe this
tank used to hold monsters, but they have been netted
out I fancy; it still holds lots of fish, chiefly Mirgil
and Mulleys, while one day we caught a 2 lb.
Murral ( O . Marulius), a very handsome fish. The
youthful population, for a small consideration, will
produce relays of worms as all round the tank is
garden and orchard cultivation. O n e can buy excellent milk and fruit in the village.
A t a r i (one station beyond W a g a h ) , from
here 4 / 2 miles by fair road to Raja T a l , a village;
with a magnificent old tank, surrounded by ruined
ghats, must have been a wonderful spot centuries ago.
Rather weedy tank, and seems to hold nothing but
Mulleys up to 2 lbs. Annually netted to death.
Fed by Rohi, or natural drainage channel. If some
canal water could get in, and the tank be given a
rest, it would afford most splendid fishing. Shade
the better part of day from large trees on south face.
A t K a c h a village, less than one mile from
Khana Kacha Station, there is a fine old pukka tank,
somewhat like that at Raja T a l , also fed only by a
Rohi. It lies 16 miles from Lahore, or Cantonments, the last 2 / 2 miles from Khana Kacha police
station being alone a very excellent kutcha road,
quite passable for a car. Nice shade all day under
peepul trees on south bank. Unfortunately very
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heavily netted. There were plenty of MuIIey on
the move when we tried it, but w e could catch nothing but turtles and those we got ad lib. There is
a big kutcha pond alongside village, where the
people were anxious for us to try, as it was never
netted they said. It certainly was full of Mulley,
and they said it held Rohu, but it seemed nowhere
more than four feet deep and was very shallow round
edges. W e did catch some Mulley in evening here,
but starting to hook turtles again, abandoned the unequal contest.
. It would appear that these tanks fed by Rohis
only hold Mulley, it is in the canal-fed ones that
Rohu and Mirgil seem to exist.
W h y this is so it's hard to say, but it does
appear to be generally the case.
A n y of these tanks, if they escape the annual
netting, might pan out very good sport.
A t R a e w i n d near old station, one mile from
new junction, are two pumping tanks, both hold some
fish, the old circular one used to hold some monsters,
but lately has been run semi-dry and netted. Some
shade, though not much round this tank.
A t O h a n g a M a n g a a few stations on,
another pumping tank, just alongside station, with a
large mulberry tree to give shade while fishing. But
also netted a lot. A charming little railway resthouse here, alongside tank—one also at Raewind—
permission to use which should be got from Executive Engineer, N . - W . R . , Lahore. If only this
place could be preserved it would make a most ideal
spot for a week-end visit.
A t Radhara Station on the
HyderabadRuk section, N . - W . R . , is a good dhand near
Hyderabad distant signal, in which I have heard of
: R o h u , etc., being caught.
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Also I quote an extract from my Shikar Diary.
T a n d o Adam.—Ommaney, Carter and myself fished here end September 19th in the dhand
ten minutes from station, on left of line (from
Karachi). First we tried from O.'s boat at temple
end, then from bank in a small bay 200 yards round
to right. Tank swarmed with fish, but though we
caught large numbers, nothing over 2 lb. came to
bag. We used atta, prawns, etc., and caught Olive
Carp, W. Attu, Singhala, Butchwa, etc.

Ohalisa Junction

via Malakwhal.—

There are through carriages from Lahore to Malakwhal (waiting and refreshment rooms) on certain
trains. Chalisa is a tiny junction, three stations from
Malakwhal, perched on a bare plain, immediately
below the Salt range. One hundred yards short of
station, seen on left as one approaches, are two pools,
evidently in what was once an old channel or tributary of the Jhelum. The larger is immensely deep,
and is said to hold the remains of an old railway
bridge somewhere in its depths, and this has probably
saved it from the ubiquitous netting. It holds large
numbers of fish, Rohu, Mohi, Paran, etc., also Eels.
A good many native anglers pass the day here. Unfortunately absolutely no shade round tank, a very
little can be got some 30 yards away under arches of
railway bridge. Not worth making a long pilgrimage to this spot, but if anywhere in vicinity worth trying.
At H o d a l between Delhi and Muttra is a
delightful tank. A P. W. D. Bungalow (half mile
from station, ekkas can be got), (permission to occupy
from Executive Engineer, Delhi, Provincial Division),
is situated alongside tank, which is an old temple one
with flights of steps all round and big ramps, a most
picturesque and pleasing spot. In this we had some
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excellent sport and also received an object-lesson in
the behaviour of fish. In August we caught any
number of good Rohu, up to 15—16 lbs., and enjoyed at least three days' A-1 sport. In September
all conditions identical, for two days we never caught
or saw a single Rohu, and could only catch Eels and
Turtles. Yet the Rohu were there. And the
Rohu from this tank were a glorious colour, with a
lovely metallic blue tinge on upper scales. We
caught a 13 lb. Rohu here with a large salmon fly
wedged in his jaws. Might have formed all kind
of interesting theories on this subject, only K.'s cook
admitted to having borrowed the fly, and impaled a
worm thereon ! It spoilt the cook's lie a bit, about
having been broken by a 40 pounder ! ! Night here
is musical, with jackals, peafowl, monkeys and flying
foxes, it's a wild and pretty spot. In mornings
we fished under shade from east bank, and shifted
opposite in afternoon. There are some enormous
Turtles in this tank. Besides Rohu we caught
Labeo, Murral, Tengra, Gudgeon and Mohi but no
Paran.
My last news of this tank (1917) is exceedingly
disappointing. It is said that the sanitary authorities
have ordered it to be drained; Heaven alone knows
why !
Ten miles from here is a " Meo " village, called Puna-hama, where there is a nice tank but shallow
round the edges. We put some tables in the water
under a neem and peepul tree, on north bank, and
caught a lot of Rohu (all under 7 lbs.) and some
Labeo. These latter were lovely fish of a grey
colour underneath merging above into a slatey greenish
pink. We marked and put back two Rohu in this
tank.
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At E t a w a h , about half mile from the station, there is a good tank in the Town Hall compound.
Fishing free to public. A nice D. B. here 300
yards from station.
B a r o d a possesses a large tank, the Ajwa
Lake, built in 1892, for the water-supply of the city.
It is 18 miles out by road, and must by now hold fairsized fish.
At I a g a t p u r i if one had any time to
spend there, or if motoring from Bombay to Mhow!
—there is a lake, in which there are said to be fish.
I spent several hours one day trolling thereon from a
boat, but caught nothing !
Calcutta.—Concerning the Fishing Club
here, this is another instance I fear where the word •
" Ichabod " must be used. The last Secretary, I
believe, made strenuous efforts to keep it going, but
lack of funds, the usual cry, was responsible for its
demise. There are, however, many fine tanks in
Calcutta, which hold fish, and anyone resident or
visiting there could, I fancy, soon glean some information on the point.
Dinapore.—There is a nullah here that
runs into the Ganges, where good sport may sometimes be had trolling for Mulleys, with a spoon. It
is also full of Rohu and other fish, and late in the
season it is netted out. But as during the monsoon
it becomes annually restocked, the keen angler at
Dinapore can or used to be able to always manage to
get some sport therein.
Bareilly.—About four miles distant down
the Badaun Road is a large deep tank filled by the
overflow of the Ramganga river. The railway
passes, right across the middle on. a big bridge, the
building of which was responsible for considerable
deepening of the original tank. It lies about 3^
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mile from the main road, and can be driven up to
along a kutcha track. It holds enormous quantities
of fish—Rohu, Mirga, Mulley, Murral, Tengra,
Cutla and Mohi. In old days there used to be a
Fishing Club at Bareilly, the small subscriptions being
used both to keep the tank more or less private, and
also to buy stout wire netting and stakes. These last
were driven in across the entrance and exit to the tank,
so that when once thoroughly stocked from the
Ramganga, the fish could not get back again.
If
this Club is no longer in existence, as is probably
the case, it would be well worth resuscitating it,
should there be a few keen anglers in Bareilly, as the
sport to be had used to be A - 1 and it gave one a
most pleasant outing on a monsoon afternoon.
Mr. Philip Kitchen most kindly sends me the
following excellent khabar, which should be of great
use to anyone down in those parts : —
" I am sending you the names of a few tanks,
in which during the rains some excellent fishing is to
be had. T h e y are all strictly private, and the use
of nets is prohibited, but permission for a rod can be
readily obtained from the Managers of the different
collieries in which the tanks are situated."
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MADRAS.
The Red Hills lake must hold enormous fish.
It is 10 miles by fair road from Madras, and there is
a public works bungalow and a boat there. But it is
an almost hopeless place to fish, since it apparently
holds no fish that will take a spinning bait at all, thuS;
putting trolling out of the question; while owing to
its vast expanse"oTwater it seemslop^always rough,
making float fishing a slow and unprofitable proceeding.
The ponds in the People's Park at Madras hold
Murral, Notopterus Kapirat, small Labeo, a few
Gourami and other fish. A license is required. Full
information however may be had concerning these
ponds, by enquiring at the boat-house near the animals' enclosure. The great drawback tofishingin
them however is their publicity.
The Madras fort moat holds enormous numbers
of fish, some of them very big. Among others there
are—Megalops, Tengra, Etroplus, Mullet, Perch,
Turtles, Crabs, Snakes and also there are said to be
Nair fish. Personally I have never caught one of
the latter fish there, but the Madras Museum holds
afineNair fish of over 30 lbs., that was caught many
years ago in the moat. Some places are better than
others, for live-bait fishing or spinning with natural
bait, a good place is to the left of St. George's Gate
and just round the corner. The Tommies from the
regiment stationed in the fort each enormous numbers
of Tengra, and also Etroplus and some Turtles, fishing with worm. There used to be an occasional
Mugger seen in the moat, but one, supposed to be the
solitary survivor, was killed about 3 years ago.
Then at the Harness and Saddlery Workshops
(Madras) which are the Old Powder Mills, are 4

tanks, all of which hold fish. Permission should be
got from the R. A. Officer in charge. The large
tank on the left as you go in, contains large numbers
of Megalops, Tengra, N. Kapirat and Etroplus; the
smaller tank at the further end of it holds innumerable Murral (some of them big), Etroplus and Tengra.
The centre tank is said to hold Murral and other
fish. The long double tank on right of entrance
holds Tengra, Etroplus and an unlimited supply of
prawns, some of these latter, perfect monsters.
.A tank alongside the railway, opposite the
Scotch Kirk, holds Megalops, Olive Carp, N. Kapirat and Eels. Permission should be got from the
owner, -whose name may be had from the temple at
south end of the tank. It is not convenient to fish
there always, as the Municipality have a cheerful
way of turning the compound into a plague segregation camp.
At the Buckingham Mills there are 2 tanks, and
at the Carnatic Mills one large tank. These tanks
are strictly private and are used for supplying the
Mills with water; so permission must be got from
Messrs. Binny & Co., to be allowed to fish therein.
The 2 Buckingham tanks hold enormous numbers of
Megalops, some of them very large, they hold also a
few Murral, Olive Carp, Gudgeon, Eels, Turtles
and Snakes. The Carnatic tank seems to be crowded out with Murral, though there are some Megalops
also in it. (Since I wrote the above, I am told this
latter tank has become full of Megalops, and yields
excellent sport).
About Yl mile below the bridge over the Adyar
river, where the Mount Road passes through Saidapet, there is an old anicut, and with a stretch of still
water above it. Here there are innumerable Chilwa
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and probably many other sorts of
however is rather ungetatable.

fish.

T h e place

Ennur backwater has already been mentioned
under the head of Estuaries.
T h e Harbour at Madras also is worth trying.
A t Trichinopoly I am told that there are still
big fish to be caught in the large tank, below the hill;
but concerning the Trichy, T a n j ore and Negapatam
tanks, see Mr. Thomas' " Tank A n g l i n g . "
Also there must be some fishing to be had at the
Anicut ?
N e l l o r e D i s t r i c t . — A t Buckileddipelem 10
miles out, there is a temple tank that used to be simply
full of Labeo, also prawns, but I am told that the
heavy rains of a year or two -ago, broke away one of
the sluices, and that enormous numbers of the larger
fish escaped from the tank.
T h e n some 1 3 miles west of Nellore there is a
large reservoir which holds heavy fish, but owing
to the large expanse of water, it would be necessary
to ground-bait thoroughly first, to get your fish together.
In Nellore itself there is a tank that holds Labeo,
but it is very weedy, and a place would have to be
cleared before any good could be done.
Near Mysore city there are 2 large pieces of
water, holding Labeo and other fish, but groundbaiting and local knowledge of the places, would be
necessary before trying them.
A t Agumbi on the Western Ghauts, there is a
tank holding enormous M u r r a l :
Near Secunderabad lie the Hassan Saugar tank,
4 miles, and the Meer Allum tank 10 miles, in both
of which Labeo used to be caught.

Ootacamund Lake contains large numbers of
(English) Carp, Tench and Barilius Bakeri, and most
probably many other species.
The two former were imported some years back
from England, a sad waste of laudable energy both
from an eating and sporting point of view. However they thrive and are supposed to run big, affording a means of livelihood to large numbers of native
anglers. These men sit, each at his own particular
pitch (from which he has carefully cleared away the
weeds that abound in this lake) with 12 to 20 rods
in front of him.
These rods are baited and laid down and the
lines with floats attached are thrown out to take their
chance. The man himself has generally one bigger
rod with which he can cast out further and devotes
himself to this rod abandoning it hastily however and
grabbing one of his other numerous rods whenever a
float signals a bite. Very pretty sport can be had
any evening between about 5 o'clock and sunset
catching Barils with a light trout rod and midget flies,
the fish rise freely and fight well for their ounce or
two of weight. And when freshly caught they are
very beautiful little fish to behold.
The Marlimund reservoir holds the watersupply of Ooty, and fishing therein is strictly prohibited. However it is possible occasionally to get a
pass from the President of the Municipal Committee,
and a pleasant afternoon may be spent on its banks.
It holds large fish, but they are difficult to catch; the
largest I saw caught was a 5 lb. Carp (a most beautiful fish, dark green and silver) who rose to a fly and
fought like a demon. The lake abounds with small
minnows, for whom small flies and quick striking are
essentials; a dish of these when fried like whitebait
are delicious eating.
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Of the Burn foot lake (which is private property)
and the Lawrence Asylum Lake I have no very reliable information, though small fish abound in the
latter.
THE NILGIRIS.
Ootacamund always was a paradise, anyhow
in my opinion. A Hill Station where one could
hunt over rolling downs, play golf or turf, motor out
to dinner on excellent roads, shoot tiger, bison, sambhur and the Nilgiri ibex within a few hours journey,
get snipe and woodcock in the winter, and make good
bags of Carp fly fishing, what more could an exile in
this country ask for? And now to the above add
excellent trout fishing.
First I will give some very brief notes, bearing
on fishing, extracted from the '' Rules of the Nilgiri
Game Association." Anyone visiting the Nilgiris
should at once write for a copy of these (4 as.) to the
Secretary.
6. Waters in which fishing is entirely prohibited :—The Parson's valley stream, Bangi Tappal
stream, Yemmakal stream, upper Billithadahulla
above the Bangi Tappal crossing to its source, and
the Wellington Lake are closed to all fishing.
7. (a) Water in which fishing is permitted
without a license :—Fishing in the Ootacamund Lake
with rod and line, but not otherwise, is permitted
throughout the year without license.
8. The following waters are specially reserved
for troutfishingonly, subject to the special rules noted
hereunder, but the holder of a trout license may take
any other fish that he may catch in them.
The
Mukerti River.
The Krurmund stream to its junction with the
Mukerti River,

The Mekod stream below the Mekod waterfall.
The Avalanche River and Emerald Valley
streams to their junction.
The Billithadahulla stream and its tributaries
below the Bangi Tappal crossing.
The Peermund stream.
The Thiashola stream.
The Tiger Hill reservoir.
RULES.

.(a) No fishing shall be permitted in any of the
above waters, except under a special trout license
issued by the Collector of the Nilgiris, which license
confers no right tofishin waters other than those above
specified.
(6) Fishing for trout in the above waters shall
be permitted only between such dates in each year as
the Collector may notify in the District Gazette, but
the Billithadahulla stream below Bangi Tappal crossing will be opened for fishing on the 15th of March
and will be closed on the same date as that notified
by the Collector in regard to the other streams.
(c) Nofishingin the above waters shall be permitted before 6 A.M. or later than 7 P.M.
(d) AHfishingin the above waters shall be with
artificial fly, and on a single hook only. No lead in
any form may be attached to the fly, cast or line.
(c) Nofishingin the above waters shall be per(/) The fee for a license for fishing for trout in
the water specified above, and the number of fish
which a licensee is entitled to kill shall be as
follows:—
For the seasons, Rs. 100 to cover 250 fish.
For one month Rs. 45 to cover 100 fish.
For one week Rs. 1 5 to cover 36 fish.
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For the week-end (Friday evening to Monday
morning) Rs. 10 to cover 20 fish.
For one day Rs. 5 to cover 10 fish.
These rules are subject to alteration as Government may direct from time to time.
(g) Licenses taken for the day, for the weekend, or for one week, which will be issued in the
form of stamped post-cards, must be returned after
expiry of the period for which they are valid to the
District Forest Officer after note has been made
thereon as to the streams fished, the number of trout
killed and the number returned in each stream and
the weight of fish killed. Every holder of a monthly
or season license must furnish after each occasion on
which he fishes similar iaformation on post-cards, a
supply of which can be had at the District Forest
Office on application. Failure to return licenses or
submit the returns offishcaught may be met by refusal
to issue further licenses or by cancellation of existing
licenses or both.
(h) There shall be no limit to the number of
licenses issued to any individual provided that the
maximum of 250 trout be not exceeded; which maximum shall not include fish caught in the Billithadahulla river. No license shall be issued for less than
its full face value and every time expired license shall
be deemed to be exhausted whether the number of
fish specified therein shall have been killed or not.
(i) The season during which the licenses permit
fishing shall be clearly endorsed thereon.
(j) Daily licenses for fishing for trout will be
issued at the Post Offices at Ootacamund, Aruvankadu, Wellington, Coonoor and Pykara or through
any other agency which the Collector may notify from
time to time on prepayment of the prescribed fees.
Trout fishing licenses for periods longer than one day

and licenses to fish in the Billithadahulla River for
any period between the 15th of March, and date of
the opening of Trout fishing on other rivers will be
issued at the District Forest Office only, on production of a Treasury receipt from any Government Treasury in the Nilgiri District for the fees payable therefor.
(fy No fish shall be taken below 10 inches in
I length in any water except the Billithadahulla.
9. In the following waters fishing for any
species of fish, with rod and line only and with any
bait "or lure is permissable subject to the special rules
noted hereunder:—
(i) The Pykara river between the inflow of the
the Krurmund stream and the Pykara falls and such
of its tributaries as are not reserved for trout fishing.
(ii) The Bhavani river from its source down to
the inflow of the Taimalai stream below Neeralai and
such of its tributaries as are not reserved for Trout fishing- .
(iii) The Moyar river between the Pykara falls
and the Gazalhati chatram and such of its tributaries
' as are not reserved for Trout fishing.
(to) The Kundah River below the junction of
the Emerald Valley and Avalanche streams and such
of its tributaries as are not reserved for Trout fishing.
(v) Siruvani and Gopaneri rivers and their
tributaries lying in the Malabar and the Coimbatore
Districts.
RULES.

(a) No fishing shall be permitted in any of the
above waters except under a license issued by the
Collector of the Nilgiris, which license confers no
right to fish in waters other than as above specified.
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(6) The fee for a license to fish in the above
waters shall be Rs. 25 for each season or part of a
season or Rs. 2 for any one day provided that when
no close time is prescribed, the season shall be held
to run from the 1 st January to the 31 st of the following December, both days inclusive.
Then let me add two cuttings No. 1 from The I
Madras Mail, and No. 2 from The Asian, both
written some years ago.
A correspondent of the Madras Mail writes :—
To the keen Trout angler this district is a constant
source of pleasure. It is now possible to make good
baskets of Trout almost throughout the year. In former years Trout fishing was forbidden between the
end of September and the beginning of June. Recently certain waters have been declared open to anglers
throughout the year. Another concession is that on
these waters the angler may use minnow worm, etc.
As a matter of fact, the streams now open all through
the year provide as good, if not better sport than those
that are closed from October to June. Furthermore, the daily cost of a license on the streams that
are open throughout the year is Rs. 2 only, as against
Rs. 5 on those waters that are strictly preserved
during the close season.
Now, one would expect that the Trout caught
during the close season would be out of condition and
unfit to eat. This is not so; the Trout caught during
the period December to March were in tip top fettle
and made delicious eating. The habits of ' ' rainbow
Trout " seem to be quite different to those of brown
Trout. It would seem that the rainbow is afishthat
loves to move down the stream. More especially is
this the case of the Billitihada stream. This river,
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in the years 1 9 1 1 - 1 9 1 2 , 1913 was full of trout of
one and a half to three pounds. In 1914 most of
the larger fish had disappeared. A t the present day
there are hundreds of small Trout, but practically no
large ones. Many anglers attribute this to lack of
food and overstocking, but the writer prefers the
theory that the larger fish migrate down the streams
and get smashed up in the falls lower down the river.
T h e same was noticed in the Avalanche. In
1912 there were plenty of good Trout in the upper
reaches. In 1913 they had all fallen down stream to
the K u n d a h river, and the big pools just above the
junction of the Avalanche with the Emerald Valley
stream. Exactly the same thing happened on the
latter river. In 1912 an angler could get plenty of
good Trout above the black bridge—nowadays all
these fish have gone and there are hundreds of small
Trout, but " sorrow a big ' u n . " But if one goes
down the Kundah big fish are to be had—these big
fish must have come from above—there is no doubt
of that.
A n angler using the worm or spoon on these
waters can generally hope to catch 8 to 1 C sizable
Trout, and may be a Carp or so. Trout up to three
pounds have been got on the Kundah river during
the past few months. This river is easily accessible
from Ootacamund as a car can go within half a mile
of the water. In the case of the Pykara river one
should go out to the eighth mile on the Pykara R o a d
and follow the Yemakal stream down to its junction
with the main river and thence fish up for some miles.
T h e angler who ventures out during the winter months
is assured of fine weather and as the streams are generally very low and very clear the motto '" fine and far
off " has to be put in practice if one's basket is to be
of any weight at the end of a day's fishing.
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TROUT ON THE NILGIRIS.
The story of the various attempts which have
been made to establish Trout on the Nilgiris is a chequered one. It begins with the bringing of live fry
from Germany by Mr. Mclver away back in the sixties. There were about a dozen of them. They
survived the journey, and two years later Mr. Mclver
reported that they had spawned. His accounts of
them and their progeny however, were, and in some
quarters still are received with polite but chilling incredulity; and anyhow, none of the descendants of
his little band of pioneers, his ' ' came-over-with-theMayflower " settlers, is now to be seen. Followed
several ill-fated attempts to import Ova, instead of
the more delicate fry. The first lot were entrusted
to some genius who was possessed of that little knowledge which is so dangerous a thing. Knowing that
tropical heat was bad for Trout Ova he had them
stowed in the refrigerating room of the steamer which
brought them out where they were straightway frozen
to death. The next lot were sent out so that they
arrived in the middle of the hot weather, and they
were roasted to death. Yet another lot were sent
up from Mettapollium, in a motor car, and the vibration thereof gave them curvature of the spine, so that
they all died in very early infancy.
A dozen years ago some scores of fry were successfully hatched from imported Ova in the Snowdon
ponds at Ootacamund, and distributed about the
streams of the plateau, but not one of them is now to
be seen, and it seems certain that they never bred.
Probably the dearth of fish food in some of the hill
streams had a good deal to do with this melancholy
ending. Trout, like other mortals, must eat to live,
and yet in some of these rivulets there is an almost
complete absence of the minnows, small mollusca,
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and so on, which form their ordinary food. The
high temperature of the streams was doubtless the
reason why they failed to multiply, as if Ova hatch
out in water at anything above 60 degrees Fahr., the
little Trout are so weak thnt they do not survive long.
This is the main reason why the new hatching ponds
have now been located at Avalanche, sixteen miles
or so from Ootacamund. Down from the big hill at
the back of the bungalow there runs a delightfully
cool stream, shaded by thick shola nearly all the
way% and where this reaches the bottom of the valley
the new hatchery has been built. A continual rivulet of the purest and coolest water runs through it,
and at last it looks as though an end has come to the
vicissitudes which for so long have hindered the introduction of Trout on the Nilgiris.
Till quite lately, the only inhabitants of this
carefully planned nursery were some plump but lively rainbow Trout which had been netted out of the
Parson's Valley stream not far from Pykara. These
were the suvivors of 100 yearling fry which were
brought from Ceylon three years ago by Mr. Wilson,
the expert. Rainbow Trout stand high temperatures
better than brown Trout, but none the less these suffered severely on their journey up to the hills. As far
as Erode, they.were allflourishingand cheerful; but
there the train which was bringing a further supply of
ice to keep down the temperature of the water in
which they were travelling was late, and before it
arrived, more than two-thirds of them had succumbed
to the climate of that sweltering junction. Those
which eventually reached Ootacamund were put out
in the Parson's Valley stream, an ideal rivulet containing plenty of food and ending in a cascade which
prevents undue wandering. There they not only
waxed fat but actually bred. The risk that the big
90
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ones would begin to feed upon their lesser relations
led to the former being netted and removed to the
Avalanche hatching ponds, where they are now as
tame as chickens and come hurrying up to the surface
when the man in charge calls them. They are
splendid specimens and a happy augury for the sport
which must follow when their numbers have increased
sufficiently for fishing to begin. A t present, they are
being anxiously watched in order that as soon as they
show signs of spawning they may be taken out and
" s t r i p p e d " of their Ova, which will be hatched
out in the hatchery.. This institution is entirely up
to date, and young fry which do not hatch out properly, when they have beds made of glass rods to do
it on, and nice rounded pebbles to hide among when
they have done it, and a Turkish towel to prevent
them from getting into the overflow arrangements, and
a cool current of crystal-clear water to flow over them
all the while, will be ungrateful indeed.
Just lately, in fact, several hundreds (or thousands) of fry have been showing how well they appreciate the arrangements made in their new nursery, for
the long-expected consignment of rainbow O v a from
N e w Zealand has arrived in excellent condition, and
hatched out almost as soon as it was unpacked from
the cool moss and ice in which it did the long journey
from the Antipodes to the Tropics. Mr. Wilson has
had the care of these, and they have neither been
frozen solid nor roasted whole, nor do they suffer
from curvature of their little spines, but are as perky
as one could wish. W h e n their childhood in the
hatchery is over they are to enter life in some of the
streams up the Avalanche end of the plateau, for
here not only is the water cooler but it contains more
food, and even where the latter is in defect, elaborate
arrangements have been made to provide these pam-
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pered youngsters with a better table, minnows having
been bred for their special benefit and a mollusca farm
started where millions of little crabs are being grown
and fatted to make a variety in the menu.
Trout, perhaps, care less than they should about
the picturesqueness of their surroundings, but fishermen are usually thoughtful and nature-loving folk and
find that their sport derives an added pleasure from
a charming setting. This latter will not be wanting.
T h e Billitihada stream, in which some of the young
Trout are to be put, is surely one of the most beautiful
in all India, as it wanders about among the grass hills
looking for a way down to the low country and the
sea, and the Avalanche Valley evoked perhaps more
superlatives from the early settlers on the hills (in
those leisurely days people had time to put their impressions on paper, and all the best literature about
the Nilgiris belongs to that period) than any other
part of the plateau. Later and more hurried generations give it less attention. They have swallowed
uncritically the fable that there never was any A v a lanche, and that the name merely means " first post,'
because the tappal went that way to Malabar. But
at the time the first shanties were rising in Ootacamund the great scar that the Avalanche had left in
the side of the hill in front of which the bungalow
now stands was a well-known landmark for miles
around, and even from Ootacamund itself, and people
still remembered how, in the words of the old chronicler, " there was a constant fall of rain for eight days
with heaving, rolling thunder; during all which time
the winds were so tempestuous, and the country so
enveloped in darkness, that none dare stir from their
homes. W h e n at length the weather cleared up,
they discovered the tremendous havoc that had been
m a d e ; and that the river Pavhk, overflowing its banks
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in every direction, was surcharged with the wrecks
and fragments of the mountain's side. In those days
Ootacamund folk had leisure to go and camp in the
beautiful valley, and they even proposed to turn it
into a second Marienbad because of the spring of
wonderful chalybeate water which issues from theC
foot of the Avalanche. Nowadays a proposal to
go out to the Avalanche bungalow is apt to meet
merely with an enquiry whether one can get a motor
out there, and, this being answered in the negative,
with summary rejection. Let us hope it will ever
remain impossible to get a motor out to that peaceful
valley; but perhaps when its streams are full of 2 lb.
Trout even the present hurrying generation will consider it worth while to make the expedition thither,
even though they cannot do it at twenty miles an
hour.—The Madras Mail.
A n d lastly to the keen angler who visits the
Blue Mountains, let me commend the article on
' Trout Fishing in the Nilgiris' by Col. Molesworth
and Mr. Bryant, in the Bombay Natural History
Society Journal, July 31st, 1 9 2 1 .

CHAPTER

XIX.

BURMA.
N O T E S ON ANGLING IN B U R M A .

By Major J. H. Whitehead, 93rd Burma Infantry
Burma is well provided with fishable streams.
T h e Irrawaddy roughly bisects the country from north
to sputh, into it flow many tributaries of considerable
size and they again have numerous feeders.
T h e Irrawaddy itself has proved a good Mahseer river from the north end of the upper defile to
the administrative frontier.
It is probable that all
tributaries flowing over rocky or shingly beds hold
Mahseer. Many of them have been tried with success and many yet remain virgin water. T h e next
big river eastwards of the Irrawaddy, the Salwin, has
been a disappointment to fishermen and its tributaries
no less so. T h e somewhat inaccessible Shan States,
which they drain, have however not been properly
explored by anglers, and it may be hoped that fine
fishing will eventually be had there. In the Irrawaddy Mahseer have been taken up to 91 lbs., and
there is good reason to hope that the Indian record of
104 lbs. may yet be beaten by some lucky angler in
" F a r C a t h a y . " T h e big fish are usually caught
by trolling from a " dug-out " with large spoons,
N o . 10 and upwards; this is the dullest class of
angling but has to be resorted to in certain parts of the
river. There are many spots where casting is practicable and superior to trolling, and again quiet backwaters and eddies among rocks abound, where excellent sport with smaller fish may be had with flyspoon or Devon minnow. In the larger tributaries
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of the Irrawaddy spoon and fly-spoon are the favourite
baits, though in certain streams in ithe Chin Hills
these are generally discarded for atta, paste, Indian
corn, etc. Though the spoon has up to now proved
a sufficiently attractive lure, the season of 1909 has
shown that the Mahseer are beginning to be shy of
it, and it is probable that real and artificial fish will
have to be increasingly used.
W h e n a river is first tried no one could wish for
a better bait than the spoon. A fisherman a year or
two since had the good fortune to visit a tract of unadministered territory lying between Northern Burma
and Assam. Through this territory flows a tributary of the Irrawaddy, and its affluents. They are
full of Mahseer and practically untried by anglers.
A half day in one of these tributaries, from
12-30 till evening, produced a bag of 16 Mahseer
weighing YA lb. short of 100 lbs. ; this was m the
month of-April and the bait used was a N o . 7 hogbacked spoon mounted on a
Killin ' ' wire trace
with a one ounce anti-kmk lead. Another few hours
in the same stream, between 3-30 P.M. and dark,
gave six fish, including a 4 6 pounder and a 2 0
pounder; the bag on that occasion would have been
much larger, had not the big fellow fought like a
demon in very strong, broken water, using up an hour
and forty minutes of the limited daylight available.
In some of the smaller streams of Upper Burma
the worm has been found extraordinarily successful,
and small black crickets, mole-crickets, locusts and
grasshoppers have taken their toll of fish.
A fisherman three years ago had five days in a I
stream some 15 to 2 0 yards wide on the Chinese
frontier; he fished with worm only and averaged 30
Mahseer a d a y ; they were small but gave the best of
sport on a light 10 ft. 6 ins. Trout rod. T h e best

fish taken by this style of fishing was a 10 pounder,
and it may be imagined that, with the tackle used,
landing it was a lengthy operation.
Fly-fishers in Burma have had on the whole but
poor sport, though there are one or two small lakes
and streams where any lake Trout fly is readily taken.
Dark coloured flies are most favoured.
In spite of the many good Mahseer that have
been had in Burma, the extent of fishing is so considerable, and there is so much water yet untried, that
it still provides fishing grounds, where the high hopes
of anglers are not likely to be falsified by the event.
Tank angling may be had in certain localities.
A 2 9 lb. Labeo was some years ago caught in a small
pond erstwhile the bathing place of T h i b a w ' s queen.
Smaller ones are still being caught there.
A t M a n d a l a y there used to be good fishing
in the Fort moat, and in one or two tanks fed therefrom.
NOTES

ON F I S H I N G IN T H E C H I N H I L L S ,

By Captain

W. H. Lane,

94th Russell's

BURMA.

Infantry.

In The Anglers' Handbook for India Dr. R .
Brookers in his notes on fishing in Burma has quoted
a short paragraph on the possibilities of sport with
rod and line in this locality. T h a t well-known
angler Colonel H . D . Keary furnishes in the same
volume some very useful hints and experiences which
came to his lot in the district. T h e present writer
spent over three years in the Chin Hills and their
vicinity, and during this residence the advantages
afforded by the numerous streams that drain this extensive basin were put to the test at every available
opportunity. T h e angler who is desirous of spending his holiday in the pursuit of his favourite pastime
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had better give the Chin Hills a wide berth, for his
movements owing to local conditions will be very
much restricted, but as Colonel Keary very aptly sums
up the situation : — " If one has the bad luck to have
to live in the Chin Hills, the sport obtainable is a
pleasant break in the otherwise monotony of life
there.
T h e traveller to these distant tracts will disembark from the Irrawaddy steamer at Kalewa, the
junction of the Myittha river with the Chindwin.
Hence the various places wherein Mahseer fishing is
practicable will be touched upon seriatim :—
M y i t t h a R i v e r . — B e t w e e n Kalewa and
Kalemyo, at the rapids, about seven miles above the
former township, the Myittha bursts through a barrier
of low hills. In this reach which extends for about
five miles the current swirls between rocks and round
boulders. T h e bed of the Myittha is much contracted in breadth, and the mean depth must be considerable. Though the writer never actually wetted
a line in this stretch, there can be little doubt that
Mahseer, and large ones to boot, should be found in
its dark pools. Perseverance would probably receive
its own reward—at any rate this particular reach is
worthy of more than a casual trial.
K a l e m y o . — T h i s small military police outpost may be termed the secondary supply base for the
Chin Hills. T h e Myittha here, except during tht
rains, attains only a very moderate depth and the current is too sluggish, and the bottom too muddy for
Mahseer. Six miles south, however, along the
Panman Choung R o a d a small stream is encountered.
In the hot weather it shrinks to a mere rivulet, but in
November its volume is not inconsiderable. T h e
following extracts from a fishing diary will show
what sport is obtainable : —
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SiWon Choung, ]st November 1901.—Five
Mahseer scaling 12 lbs.; weights 1 lb., 1 YA lbs.,
I Yl lbs., 134 lbs., 6]/ 2 lbs. ; caught with 14 ft. rod
and No. 5 narrow hogged spoon; had several more
runs. I also caught 5 large Chilwa.
lsf" November 1902.—Five Mahseer, weight
unknown but estimated at 4 lbs.
Panman Choung.—Eighteen miles from
Kalemyo. There is an inspection bungalow here,
and a small stream flows close at hand containing
Mahseer.
'22nd October 1901.—Four small Mahseei
caught with fly-spoon, fishing only for an hour or
two; the fish were not taking freely.
Myo Choung.—A small stream on the Panman
Choung-Falam Road.
2lsf October 1901.—Two small Mahseer.
fished with Trout flies; th^re was too much water, and
wading was a labour. Returning to Kalemyo another stream on the Kalemyo-Fort White Road is
passed.
Sun Num or No. 2 Stockade Stream.—Nine to
II miles from Kalemyo.
\stMay 1901 .-^-Six Mahseer 334 lbs., caught
with fly-spoon.
2nd May 1901 .—Six Mahseer 3 lbs. 10 oz.,
3 caught in the morning, and 3 in the afternoon with
fly-spoon.
3rJ May 1901.—Eight Mahseer V/4 lbs.
caught in the morning with fly-spoon, 10 Mahseer
about 314 lbs. caught in the evening with fly, mostly
on Lee's favourite.
2nd November 1901.—Ten Mahseer 2]4 lbs.
caught with fly; stream was full; fish were not rising
freely; they mostly took " t h e butcher" and
"march brown." I think working upstream with
91
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werflYWould have secured the bigger ones. The next
piece of water to be considered is the Manipur river.

T h e M a n i p u r R i v e r rises in the Manipur
Lake and flows due south through the heart of Chinland till it reaches the vicinity of Falam, whence it
bears eastwards and joins the Myittha below Sihaung
village in the Kale Valley. Throughout its course
till it debouches from the hills, the Manipur river
holds excellent Mahseer. T h e new-comer, should
he be at all an experienced angler, will, inwardy at
any rate, disbelieve the statement of the ordinary residents that fishing with a spoon bait is futile.
After
hours and perhaps days of toil, he will assuredly
arrive at the melancholy conclusion that spinning is a
method which does not appeal to the Nankathe Mahseer. , A n occasional fish may be creeled thus, but
such a case will prove, and has proved, the exception
arid not the rule.
Bottom fishing with dough flavoured with
" ballachoung " is undoubtedly the most effective
bait. A n easy chair and a book add to the comfort
of a seance of this description.
T h e northernmost outpost of Chinland is Tiddim, and while stationed there the Manipur river
was visited on several occasions. T h e
following
notes speak for themselves : —

Bel T a n k , below Tiddim :—
\9th January 1 9 0 1 . — T w o Mahseer 7 | 4 lbs.,
one of 3Y? lbs., the other of 33,4 lbs.
2 n J February 1 9 0 1 . — T w o Mahseer 2 0 lbs.
10 oz., weight 2 lbs. 2 oz. and \8Y2 lbs.
3rd April
1 9 0 1 . — B . 1 Mahseer 7 lbs. in
evening; D . and self nil.
4the April 1901.—Self 3 Mahseer 4 , 13/2
and 4 lbs., total lbs., all caught in morning 21 Yl',
D nil. ; B . in evening 2 of 17 lbs. and 9 lbs.

5th April 1 9 0 1 . — D . and self nil; B . i Mahseer O{22YA
lbs. weighed 2 ^ hours after capture.

Below Myobingee :—
I
22nd March 1901.—Self 1 Mahseer 171/ 2
jbs. caught in evening; B . 3 Mahseer 14, 11, 7 lbs.
ffl morning. A tremendous thunderstorm raged the
night before. B . got off early, and had 2 fish when
I arrived.
24th March 19Q1.—Self 1 Mahseer 2 lbs.
P ^ u g h t in same pool in the evening; B . fishing from
opposite bank beached one Mahseer of 13 lbs. in the
morning.
25th March.1901 .—Self nil; B . 2 Mahseer of
2 2 lbs. and 17 lbs. caught in the morning.
T h e road from Tiddim vi$ Fort White to
Falam, the head-quarters of the Chin Hills territory,
strikes the Manipur river again at the mouth of the
Lomban stream. From this place it follows the left
bank down for 2Yl miles and crosses the river by a
suspension bridge. During the rains of 1901 a
chance arose of ascertaining the capabilities of the
Lomban stream. O h arrival at the junction the tributary was found to be perfectly clear, but the main
channel was, of course, a mud laden turbid torrent.
It so happened that where the two currents met the
height of the Nankatti was such as to form a small
backwater and of considerable depth. A t first sight
the spot looked to hold some fair sized fish, but the
writer had reckoned only on securing smaller fry and
was armed with an 11 ft. Trout fly rod.
With
tackle suitable to the occasion a good basket should
have been recorded.
20th June 1901.—Four Mahseer 13 lbs.,
weights 2 lbs., 21/ 2 lbs., 21/2 lbs., 4 lbs. ; lost
several hooks in fish; also hooked a large one; it got
out into the heavy current, ran out all the line and
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eventually broke me. These were all caught with
worm.
2nd July 1901.—Four Mahseer 6% lbs.,
weights 334 lbs., 114 lbs., 1 lb., Y4 lb., all caught
with worm. I also tried with live bait but touched
nothing.
In the middle of autumn this locality again furnished excellent sport. The Manipur river was still
too muddy and too full for angling purposes in the
ordinary backwater. Moderate sized fish were only
expected, so a 14 ft. Trout fly rod and a Trout landing net formed the equipment. Very foolishly the
writer set out unattended. The following incidents
are recorded : —
\6th October 1901.—One Mahseer 15 lbs.
The trudge from the suspension bridge to the Lomban stream proved very hot, I baited the triangle with
dough and threw it into the edge of the clear and
muddy water. Placing the rod on a forked stick I
went down to the edge to bathe my face. In the
middle of this operation the reel screeched and unfortunately the stake fell over, and the rod began dancing
towards the river. I seized it, but the delay had
allowed thefishto get out into the main current. He
took a hundred yards of line out before he pulled up.
With great difficulty and not without considerable
danger, by dint of climbering over slippery boulders,
I got down to him. All efforts to get him into the
landing net were ineffectual. He was far too big for
that; in desperation 1 tried to drag him out by the
trace, but his weight wrenched the hook out of his
mouth, and he dropped back into the water at my
feet and was never seen again ! I went back to the
pool, and in the evening hooked another fish, plaved
mm for about 20 minutes and eventually dragged him
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up a shelving spit of sand, dropped the rod and pounced on him, weight 15 lbs.
This incident had furnished a useful lesson.
T w o days later the same pool was fished and an
orderly was in attendance.
1%J October 1901 . — O n e Mahseer 1 6 / 2 lbs.
Fished with 14 ft. fly rod and baited with dough,
got a fish on early, played him for about ten minutes,
when the hookhold gave and he got off.
In the
evening caught the one of 1 6Yl lbs. Just above the
suspension bridge there was an excellent pool and
below it there was a gigantic whirlpool, which held
good fish. T h e following incident was experienced
in the upper pool : —
17/A November 1 9 0 1 . — T w o Mahseer 3 6 / 2
lbs. T h e bait was the usual lump of dough seasoned with ballachoung. I had two rods picketed out,
a \7Y2 ft. salmon and the 14 ft. Trout fly rod mentioned above. I got a Mahseer of \3Y2 lbs. on the
smaller rod which took me nearly a quarter of an hour
to land. About 12-45 P.M., a big beast got on the
smaller rod. H e dashed straight out into the current,
and then raced down stream. Nothing could stop
him. Eventually he took out 1 75 yards of line and
forced me to follow down the bank for 6 0 yards,
before he pulled up in the pool below the bridge. I
got down to him with the utmost difficulty, but after
a truly exciting 25 minutes, safely landed him from
the whirlpool.
This, on paper, does not convey to the reader
the magnitude of the task. Standing on the centre
of the bridge and looking down stream the spectator
cannot fail to be impressed with the force of the
current as it dashes over the rocks and forms the
mighty vortex of waters below. It is a veritable
cataract. GrawHng under the bridge was also no
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mean feat. A slip must have ended in certain death,
and it is more than probable that the body of the luckless victim would never have again come to the surface.
\9th November 1901.—Pool above suspension
bridge.—One
Mahseer 12 lbs. caught with usual
bait on 171/2 ft. rod.
21s/ November
1901.—Same
pool.—One
Mahseer 2 3 | / 2 lbs. caught on 1-7Yl ft- rod. This
fish also tried to leave the pool and go below the
bridge. I checked it after it had run out 6 0 yards
of line and forced it to swim upstream by having
stones thrown into the current below it.
Date unrecorded.'—Pool below
bridge.—-One
Mahseer 12 lbs.
During March and April
1902 the present
writer was detailed to accompany the Assistant Political" Officer on a lengthy tour through the western and
northern portions of the Falam Sub-Division. Several opportunities were afforded of angling for Mahseer. T h e following baskets have been recorded :—
Lai
V a r r . — T h i s is a small stream easily
fordable almost anywhere during the hot months.
A t this season the bed is choked up with a dense mass
of weeds. But in places it runs into still deep pools,
where all the fish seem to congregate.
March
1 9 0 2 . — T w e l v e Mahseer 13 lbs.,
caught with entrails of chicken strung on to a No. 1
Limerick hook and with 11 ft. fly r o d ; light tackle.
Several fish over 1 Yl lbs., none under Yl lbMarch
1902.—Fourteen Mahseer 9 lbs,,
caught in the same pool as creel recorded above, but
with worm.
March 1 9 0 2 . — T e n Mahseer, 6 / 2 lbs., caught
with worm in a pool just below camp.
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March 1 9 0 2 . — F i v e Mahseer weight 2 ^ lbs.,
went about 1 Yl miles further down before I came to
another good pool, caught with worm.
For some distance the boundary between Chinland and the Lushai Hills is defined by the Tyao
river. Even in the hot weather this forms a fairsized stream, but when the rains have just cleared, its
volume must be considerable and it should furnish
good fish. T h e sport to be enjoyed during March
and April is, however, not to be despised as the
following notes will s h o w : —

"Tyao River.—
March 1902.—Forty Mahseer scaling 34 lbs.
H a d a long march down to the river and at first could
not find a decent pool but came across a good one
about 2 0 0 yards above junction of a small stream
with the T y a o . T h e pool is very d e e p ; lost several
better ones than those creeled; caught on 11 ft. fly
rod and worm. Nine over 2 lbs. and under 3 l b s . ;
1 4 between 1 and 2 lbs. ; 17 between Yl lb- and

1 lb.
A s may be judged from the results the fun was
fast and furious. Seldom has the writer enjoyed a
better day's sport with rod and line. T h e basket
would have been heavier had the supply of worms
not failed towards evening.
Tyao River, March 1902.—Four Mahseer
5 lbs. S. and self were fishing in the pool at the
place where the path on the march from Reet Lake
to Kwayin leaves the T y a o river. S. could not
get his worm out far enough so asked me to have a
cast. I did so, and at once hooked a 2Yl pounder,
evidently the patriarch of the pool.
Tyao River, March 1 9 0 2 . — S . and self went
down from Reet Lake to the T y a o , and first fished in
one pool about one mile below the bridge. Then
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we went down to another pool two miles further.
T h e latter looked as if it had been specially stocked
for our benefit, and the fish were ravenous.
Self 6 0 Mahseer weighing 3 0 l b s . ; S. 70 fish
scaling 3 8 lbs. Several were over 2 lbs. and many
over 1 lb.
Of the 1 3 0 fully 100 must have been caught
in the lower pool. T h e pool was very deep but its
lateral and longitudinal dimensions were small—say
about the size of a tennis court. W h a t better sport
could any angler want on a single-handed Trout rod ?
O n the return journey the Manipur river was
reached below a place called Kopwell and three
Mahseer of 1 1 Yl lbs. were captured with dough.
A terrific thunderstorm was encountered and the
Namkettri at once became coloured a dirty brick red.
Angling with paste was therefore at a complete discount. Live baiting was thereupon essayed. On
three occasions the rod was left out all night, as during
the daytime all efforts in this direction proved unsuccessful. T h e rod was securely fastened so that nothing could move it. A certain amount of excitement was always afforded on visiting the rod in the
morning. O n the first occasion, April 15th, 1902,
it was found that about 6 0 yards of line had been
run out and on feeling up a fish made itself felt. It
was quickly hauled ashore and turned the scale at
1 1 Yl lbs.—a Mahseer.
O n the second occasion the 2 0 0 yards of line
had been run out to the knot. It was discovered t h a | ^ |
the victim had got into the rapids at the foot of the
pool and broken the hook. It must have been a large
one. O n April 20th, 1902, the bait had once more
been taken and only a few yards of line were left on
the drum. T h e line had got jammed round a boulder, which necessitated the Gurkha orderly having to
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swim out and release it. T h e fish was still on, and
after a good fight was brought to the net—a freshwater shark of 2 2 lbs. ! O n several subsequent
occasions similar tactics were attempted, and the
writer even went to the extent of having his bed put
right alongside the rod. It was a curious coincidence, but under such conditions never once was a
fish touched. Before closing these notes one fact is
worthy of mention. Wherever feasible every small
stream was either netted or poisoned by the local inhabitants. Whether a remedy has now been found
to lessen this evil cannot be positively stated. In the
interests of angling in general in these tracts it is to be
hoped that such is the case. If these uoaching
habits could be eradicated, the streams would yield
phenomenal sport. Such as it is, the fishing to be
enjoyed in these inhospitable regions is assuredly a
perfect G o d send. Without it life would hardly be
endurable.
NOTES

ON

TENASSTRIM,

TAVOY

DISTRICTS, COLD WEATHER.

By Major T. D. Mackenzie,

AND

MERGUI

(1913-14.)

4\st

Dogras.

Tenasserim River:—By
sea from Rangoon or
Moulmein to Tavoy.
By cart road from Tavoy to Myittha about 3 0
miles. A t Myittha the Ban Choung and another
stream unite to form the Tenasserim river
From
here down to where the Sarrawa Choung joins on the
left bank, there are beautiful runs and pools. H a d
to hurry through as on duty, but got enough sport to
show that the river is full of fish and well worth a
visit if anywhere in the neighbourhood.
Sarrawa
Choung is a nice looking stream but had no time to
explore it. Supplies very scarce. Very few
92
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villagers, and boatmen unwilling to leave their own
reaches of river, but the water is untouched. I
should like to get another chance at it.
Ataran River.—By river steamer from Moulmein to (Haven't got my maps here!) thence by
track up river as far as you can get towards 3 Pagoda's
Pass. Mahseer in upper waters (red Mahseer) and
will take spoon readily.
Yr. River.—Same applies. No use near
mouth, must get further up. By sea Moulmein to
Yr. Thence by jungle tracks up river and tributary
bearing towards 3 Pagoda's Pass. Must have a
guide. Supplies nil. Transport either Government mules as I had or purchase pack ponies. Not
worth the expense but useful to know of if on duty in
district. Present maps of district most unreliable.
Survey in 1914, January, was warking on this country.
Then in the Nampoong river 30 odd miles from
Bhamo there are Mahseer. The Nampoong joins
the Taping—which latter is a good river, but seldom
clear, both being tributaries of the Irrawaddy.
Also the Namsira Choung 10 miles from
Bhamo, there is good Mahseer fishing, but nothing
big.
Then many years ago, when I was stationed in .
Mandalay, there was bottom fishing to be had—
Labeo, Mulley, etc., in the Fort Moat, but whether
this exists now, I cannot say.

CHAPTER XX.
CEYLON.
A memorandum on the introduction of Trout into
Ceylon, With a brief history of the Ceylon
Fishing Club; by T. Fan, Esq.
(1906.)
T h e first experiments in this direction were made
in 1880 by Mr. H u g h L . Hubbard, a Planter in
Udapusellawa, to whose efforts is due the knowledge
that Trout can be reared in Ceylon waters. H e was
assisted by Mr. C . LeMesurier, then of the Ceylon
Civil Service and by Mr. Hearne, but no record of
the number of Ova they imported was kept. In
1 8 8 2 about 2 0 brown Trout (Salmo fario) were turned into the Nuwara Eliya stream by Mr. Hubbard,
and in 1904 a fish of 14 lbs. was captured in the lake.
This may have been one of the original 2 0 . but Trout
are not supposed to live so long, and it is a wellknown fact that a brown Trout placed in the dam at
Oliphant Estate attained the weight of 3 lbs. in 18
months. In 1882 and 1888 the European planters
and Civilians subscribed liberallv, and from that date
upwards of R s . 2 7 , 0 0 0 have been expended upon
the introduction of brown Trout (Salmo fario) and
rainbow Trout (Salmo iridens) into Ceylon. In 1890
M r . Wilson W o o d imported fario Ova, and in 1891
Andrews of Guildford sent out 3 , 0 0 0 Ova as a
present to Mr. LeMesurier.
In 1892-93 Mr. George Fowler imported at
his own expense 2 2 , 0 0 0 fario Ova and after that the
supply was kept up by public subscription. From
1886 up to 1890 and from 1892 up to the present
date the importation of O v a has been regular and^
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continuous, and during the latter period thanks to th<
keen and unflagging interest taken in the matter by
Mr. George Fowler of the Ceylon Civil Service and
to his care and attention in the hatchery, the experiment was attended with considerable success. Messrs.
Andrews of Guildford supplied good and healthy
Ova, and packed them with care and intelligence.
They were well-looked after on boardship, and for
some years the outturn of fry was so satisfactory that
the Ceylon Fishing Club was enabled to distribute
large numbers amongst almost all the upland streams
of Ceylon above an elevation of 4 , 0 0 0 feet.
In
1899 it became very apparent that Salmo fario had
not bred in Ceylon waters, although female fish full
of Ova and male fish in milt had been frequently
observed. In view of this, and of some disappointing consignments of fario O v a , the Ceylon Fishing
Club decided to turn its attention almost exclusively
to the rainbow species, and the first consignment of
10,000 Ova of Salmo iridens was imported.
The
results of this consignment were very disappointing
only, 1,500 fry being available for distribution, but
in 1900 a further consignment of 2 0 , 0 0 0 Ova was
received. This produced 4 , 3 3 5 healthy fry which
were turned down into most of the streams in the
neighbourhood of Nuwara Eliya and the Horton
plains. Amongst the streams then stocked was a
small forest stream running through about 1 Yl miles
of plateau (grass land) at an elevation of about 6,400
feet.
Into this in April 1 9 0 0 were turned down 200
fry after a rail and road journey of 10 hours. A s no
other species of fish inhabited this stream and no rainbow Trout had ever been put in, these fry were watched with great interest. Their growth was rapid and
in les.i than 6 months after their introduction upwards
of 2Q fish of from 6 inches to 8 inches were counted
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in the pool in which the fry had been placed. Six
months later or in April 1901 the first country-bred
Trout were seen in Ceylon. These were in parties of
five and ten, of two sizes about 2 inches and 3 inches
in length, distributed over about a mile of water, and
3 months later shoals of 15 and 2 0 were observed in
all parts of the stream.
This established the fact of rainbow Trout
having bred in Ceylon waters at the age of from 12
to 1 5 months.
I In 1902 larger numbers of country-bred fry and
fish of 4 inches to 6 inches in length were observed in
the Nuwara Eliya and Horton plains streams, and in
1903 it was quite apparent that the country-bred fish
had themselves propagated their species. It was
however observable in this latter year that the shoals
of fry were smaller than in previous years, pointing
to the probability that the newly-hatched alevins were
being preyed upon by their voracious predecessors.
Most of the Ceylon streams teem with crabs, fresh
water shrimps, snails and the larvae of numerous flies,
whilst the May fly at certain seasons may be seen in
thousands on the Horton plains. Frogs too are
numerous, and are much sought after by the larger
fish, whilst instances have been known of the large
green lizard having been taken by both brown and
rainbow Trout.
It is therefore not surprising that
given sufficient depth and volume of water their
growth is very rapid. Fish of 6 inches in length,
turned down into a stream hitherto untouched at an
elevation of 5 , 0 0 0 feet have been known to reach a
weight of 2 lbs. in 8 or 9 months.
T h e streams in which rainbow Trout first bred
in Ceylon are at an elevation of about 6 , 4 0 0 feet, and
are very small with overhanging bushes on their banks,
often meeting over the stream and affording complete
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protection from the rays of the sun, though the temperature of the water could not well have been above
55 degrees Fahr. at any time.
A movement is now on foot to take proper
advantage of the fecundity of Salmo iridens and their
adaptability to sub-tropical waters, by securing in
England the services of an experienced Pisicultur|||?
to remodel and construct the hatchery in Nuwara
Eliya, and to conduct experiments in artificial breeding as carried out in other countries. This if successful would not only make the Ceylon Fishing Club
independent of foreign O v a for restocking their
streams, but would enable it to supply at a moderate
cost all the Hill stations of India and Burma with a
regular supply of O v a . T h a t annual restocking is
essential to meet the toll levied by anglers on the finny
population of Ceylon waters, has become very evident, and when the ability to do so is within reach of
the Ceylon Fishing Club, the sport to be obtainedM;i
some of our upland streams will be of the best. T h e
Horton plains stream which resembles the upper
reaches of the Pvkara on the Nilgiri plateau, contains
many rainbow Trout of 3 and 4 lbs. but fish of this
size do not rise to the fly as readilv as those of from
12 oz. to 1/2 lbs., but on specially favourable days
the large deep pools will vield to the angler many a
fine fish. T h e cause which has led to the non-reproduction of brown Trout "n Cevlon. viz., the high temperature of the water, which is seldom if ever below
5 0 , evidently affects the strength and activity of these
fish, whilst the rainbow Trout coming as he does from
the warmer waters of California, shows in marked
contrast remarkable power, activity and gameness
when hooked. Much has been written in English
Sporting papers of the " Vanishing Rainbow " and
in Ceylon the tendency of these fish to drop down
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stream has been the subject of much discussion. T h e
general impression here appears to be that in mountain streams the presence of big water-falls, acts in a
great measure as a bar to this tendency. T h e larger
fish find a congenial sanctuary in the large deep pools,
where food is more plentiful and solitude and shelter
more attainable than in the shallow runs and reaches.
In many of the best pools on the Horton Plains 2 , 3
and 4 lbs. fish make their homes and of an evening
when the rise is on, or when the May fly rise occurs,
their presence is astonishingly conspicuous. T h e lakes
in Nuwara Eliya too, contain many large fish, and
here food being plentiful they find a sanctuary and
of an evening may be seen at the mouth of the stream
making their way up into the upper waters. That
they will descend considerable falls is undoubted but
so far a descent of from 15 to 2 0 feet seems to be all
most of them care to attempt, and they appear to have
an equal tendency to work upstream especially before they reach a pound in weight. Pools at the foot
of inaccessible falls have been found teeming with
young fish which have been bred in adjacent waters,
and it is presumable that they have worked upstream
till they could go no farther. Good fish too have
been taken in considerable numbers in waters unstocked above small water-falls.
T h e Ceylon Fishing Club came into existence in
January 1 8 9 6 , succeeding the original " Trout Fund
Committee ' ' and since that date excellent sport has
been obtained in most of the streams on the upland
plateaux adjacent to Nuwara Eliya. T h e Club has a
lease from Government of all waters above 4 , 0 0 0
feet, at a rent of R s . 100 per annum, and all sums
collected by the Government Stamp Duty on licenses
issued under ordinance N o . 8 of 1893 are refunded
to the C l u b . Membership involves an annual sub-
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scription of R s . 10, and is obtained without ballot
but subject to the approval of the managing committee.
Licenses to members are issued at the following
rates:—
The whole season, Rs. 50. To non-members, Rs. 120.
One month
„ SO.
„
„
, 75.
One week
„ 15.
„
„
„ 25.
One day
„ 5.
,,
,,
„ 12-8.1
A l l fish under 1 1 inches must be returned to the
water, and a limit of 50 fish is placed upon each rod
for the season. No fishing is allowed between 7
P.M. and 6 A.M. T h e use of live or dead natural
as well as all kind of artificial bait is prohibited in
all waters except the Nuwara Eliya Lakes, and no
hook larger than N o . 6 of the Redditch scale is
allowed with the fly. T h e close season is fixed
annually by the Ceylon Fishing Club and as the rainbow Trout would appear to be breeding during nearly
every month of the year, a definite period has not yet
been decided upon. A l l tributaries of the larger
streams are closed against fishing.
Also (and I am again indebted to Mr. Farr for
most of the information that follows) there are Mahseer in Ceylon, but for some reason fishing for them
seems to have been but little exploited. There
would appear to be two or three species of the genus
Barbus, in Ceylon streams, the " Leyla " of the
Singhalese, being " B a r b u s T o r . "
I should imagine that one of the others was Barbus Carnaticus or
Barbus Malabaricus, but this is only a surmise.
Mahseer were also introduced into the island from
India some years ago, to Nuwara Eliya and also into
a stream in Maskeliya, and in both the above plac^B
are occasionally caught nowadays up to 2 or 3 lbs.
with fly.

„,•:-- • «Eja,CJN.^ _.. r

2^3

| d . : I can .hear, of no tank-angling worthy, of ^ h e
name in Ceylon, but perhaps some kind reader would
rectify this matter.
A n d in 1922 the Honorary Secretary of the
Ceylon Fishing Club sends me the following history
of the Ceylon Fishing Club which Mr. Phillip Fowke
has been so good as to compile : —
T h e Club came into existence at a public meeting beld at the Hill Club, Nuwara Eliya, on January
18th, 1896, taking the place of the older " 1 rout
Fund Committee ' ' and at the first annual meeting
held on September 12th, 1896, there were present:
— T h e Earl of Shannon, C . M . Lushington, C . C . S . ,
T . Farr, C . Bagot, J. M . Purdon, E . G . Grinlinton, J. Wickwar, C . P . Hayes, R . Jackson, C . E .
D . Pennywick, A . C . W . Clarke, G . G . Rocc
Clarke, Tytler and Eccles.
T h e Government sanctioned the leasing to the
Club of the fishing rights in all waters above 4 , 0 0 0
feet elevation for an annual sum of R s . 100, viz.,
R s . 50 for waters within the Local Board limits of
. Nuwara Eliya, R s . 25 for waters in the Central
Province outside Local Board limits, and R s . 25 for
the waters in Sabaragamuwa.
T h e first batch of Ova imported by the Club
was received from England on January 23rd, and
from 1 5 , 0 0 0 Ova, it was estimated that 4 , 5 0 0 hatched out. T h e streams at this time were, of course,
stocked, as a result of the energies of the " Trout
Fund Committee," and it is interesting to note that
in four days in that year (1896), an angler took one
. fish of 514 lbs., one of 3 3 ^ , one of 3 J 4 , one of 2V2,
one of 1 lb. 2 oz. and one of 1 l b . , whilst
-Mr..Purdon took one of 8V4 lbs., Mr. D e w one of
6I/2 lbs., two of 6 lbs. by Mr. Bayley and M r .
JPurdonj two of 5 J^ lbs. b y \ Mrv Purdon, one of
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4 % lbs. by Mr. Fowler, and tw<* of 4/2 &«• by
Captain Bayley and Mr. Purdon, all brown Trout.
The Club's balance in hand at the end of the year
wasRs. 1,185-7-5.
In 1897 " the record has been disappointing to
the verge of disaster " to quote the old report, out
of 40,U00 imported brown Trout Ova only 1,596
fry being hatched. Mr. S. M. Burrows, C.C.S.
and Mr. J. Wickwar, were secretaries now.
In 1896 " In spite of low prices and high exchange," the interest taken in the Club continued,
subscriptions totalling Rs. 510 and licenses
Rs. 1,268-5-0, but heavy losses again occurred with
regard to importation of Ova which arrived ' ' an uncompromising mass of corruption;" a later consignment, however, from Germany arrived in splendid
condition. Gourami were also imported from Mauritius but all died from the cold the first night, in
Nuwara Eliya. We read that Mr. S. M. Burro\ysj|
recommended the importation of Ova from New
Zealand, whilst Mr. Fowler reports that a villager
caught a brown Trout at Billibuleya (on the Haldunmulla-Balangoda Road), which fish could only have
come over the Galagamuwa falls from the Horton
Plains 5,000 feet above. Balance in hand
Rs. 941-7-9.
Importation of Ova. In 1 899 we find that of
the 50,000 Ova imported at a cost of Rs. 864-9-5.
10,000 were rainbow the first mention of these fish
of which 1,510 were hatched. In this year the
Maskeliya Fishing Club was formed as subsidiary
branch of the Ceylon Fishing Club, but we can trace
no record of its activities or demise.
In 1900 was, again, a bad year for Ova, only
435 fry hatching from 20,000 brown Trout Ova, and
4.335 from 20.000 rainbow. suA browu Trout Ov»

was condemned owing to the unsatisfactory results
obtained. The attempt to introduce perch and
grayling again failed. Mr. S. M. Burrows place as
Secretary had been taken by Mr. E. M. deC.
Short, C.C.S., still assisted by Mr. J. Wickwar.
Ova was ordered from New Zealand in 1901, but
were not sent, and of the 20,000 rainbow Ova from
the Earl of Denbigh's Fisheries, all arrived dead.
From a small consignment of brown Trout Ova 1,128
fry were hatched, but we read that several hundred
of these were poisoned by the carcase of a sambhur
which was found in the stream above the Hatchery
(and, incidentally, above the Town Reservoir) I
The close of 1902 showed the Club in a precarious position with a credit balance of only
Rs. 41 1-3-0. Added to this all the rainbow Ova
arrived dead, and of the 12,000 which were successfully hatched from 20,000 brown Trout Ova " great
numbers died in the hatching troughs." This was
a trouble which afflicted all hatcheries from the
earliest days of Trout culture, and it was to exact very
heavy toll from the Ceylon Fishing Club until it was
tackled and completely overcome in 1915 still a long,
long way ahead.
An item of great interest in this year (1902) was
the report that rainbows were breeding in large numbers in the Horton Plains, and they have subsequently
bred at gradually decreasing elevations.
Stocking from locally bred fish. In 1903, 15
per cent of rainbow Ova hatched and 37 per cent of
brown, and we read that " The Managing Committee
agreed to the capture of locally bred rainbow fry,"
of which Mr. H. V . Masefield received 25.
Mr. Ross Clarke 25, and Mr. Neill Campbell 50,
this being the first mention of stocking from locally
bred fish. Mr. E. M. deC. Short and Mr. J.
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-Wickwar were -still- secretaries in-this year, which
was one of great-fish, for we read that- Mr. A . W .
A . Plate killed 8 9 , of which eight were from 4 to
6 lbs., six from 6 to 8 lbs., one was 10 lbs. 934
•ozs. (rainbow), and one was 14 lbs. \y2 ozs.
(brown) ! This record absolutely leaves us like the
Trout grasping, but it is correct in every detail, for
the writer saw most of the fish which were all taken
on a worm in Lake Gregory near the Boat-house,
his best contribution that year being a puny try of
only 6YA lbs. Yet another fish, a brown Trout,
was hooked, with which it was quite impossible to
deal, as, to quote Mr. Plate's quaint description " it
rolled and jumped about like a Newfoundland dog "
and its estimated 25 lbs. of Fario bulk eventually
departed down the lake with a trail of tackle behind
it. O n Ironbank Island, too, in that year was found
the body of a huge rainbow which had been killed
and partly eaten by an otter, which fish, according to
the accepted table of length and weight, must have
just touched the scale at 18 lbs.
In 1904 only 2 , 0 0 0 fry were raised from 4 0 , 0 0 0
Ova, and we only deal with these repeated failures
in order that the fisherman of to-day may get some
idea, even though it be a very moderate one of the
enormous difficulties, which the old members of the
Club persistentlv faced m order to establish their beloved sport in Cevlon.
In the report for that year
we read " the difficulties experienced in the successful importation of O v a have emphasised the desirabil ity of taking steps to obtain spawn artificially in this
country, and the secretaries—Messrs. Short and
Wickwar—were instrumental in raising a loan by the
issue of debentures for the obtaining of an expert
from Home. H e arrived in 1 9 0 5 , in the person of
Mr. Armstrong, but even he was fated to fall a victim
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lo the ill-luck which dogged the Club's efforts at
obtaining relief from their difficulties, for he killed
himself within a month of arrival by climbing up to
the Horton Plains at too fast a pace and his place was
taken by Mr. Wilson, who also, strangely enough,
died a tragic death from cholera in India at a later
date. In 1906 Mr. Wilson built a small hatchery
on the present site, and there can be no doubt that in
him—as in Mr. H . Scott at a subsequent dale—the
Club was fortunate in securing the services of two
splendid men. In his report, issued after he left for
India, Mr. Wilson says of brown T r o u t : " That the
Salmo fario breeds in Ceylon is beyond any question.
T h e reason there are so few is owing to the great mortality during the alevin stage. T h e temperature of the
water hatches the egg so rapidly that the young fish
perish through weakness, only an occasional one surviving. I captured a true Salmo fario in the upper
reaches of Nuwara Eliva stream four inches l o n g . "
T h a t he cared for his fish, too, is evident as witness
this ' ' I caught two boys behind the Grand Stand on
race-course fishing at midnight; two Trout in their
possession. Brought them before. Mr. Bartlett, got
conviction, and had them thrashed." Eminently
satisfactory, though not from the boys' point of view.
Government Officials.—1907
saw the Club in
charge of Messrs. F . Bartlett, C . C . S . , and Mr. J.
Wickwar, and one might mention, en passant, that
from the infancy days of 1896 with Mr. C . M .
Lushington, A . G . A . , in the chair, right down to the
present time with Mr. G . S. Wodeman, A . G . A . ,
as secretary, the Club has never been without the
services of the resident Government officials, to whom
it owes a deep debt of gratitude, for their continual
and unselfish interest in the sport, even though they
have all not been converts of Isaac W a l t o n ! T h e
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membership for this year had risen to 161, whilst the
reserve funds were Rs. 1,299-1-9.
Beginning of prosperity. No report is available for 1908, but in 1909 began the extraordinary
career of prosperity which the club has since enjoyed.
One has only to mention that Mr. R. A. G. Festing,
C.C.S., was then Secretary, with Mr. Henry Scott
(now of Elpitiya), as Hatchery Superintendent, to
give an idea of the men who were so greatly responsible for this happy state of affairs. In Mr. Festing's
report for 1910, he states that, for the first time in
Ceylon history, Ova had been successfully taken
from local rainbows, and the writer can recall the intense keenness with which he and Mr. Scott gazed on
the small grill on which reposed those eggs in the
little hatchery. All went well, and in due time 450
fry were liberated the precursors of many, many
thousands which have since seen the light of day. In
1910 commenced the system of stocking with locally
bred fish of which 2,760 were moved to various
waters, and sport in this year was very good, many
fish between 2 and 4 lbs. being recorded; ihe funds
of the Club had also risen to a reserve of
Rs. 3,930-1 -8. 1911 saw the erection of the present hatchery, and the stocking programme had risen
to 3,495 fish. Early in 1912, Mr. Festing left
Nuwara Eliya, and the Fishing Club placed
Mr. Philip Fowke in charge of the hatchery and newly constructed stock ponds, all of which remain in his
care to the present day.
Fishing had been steadily improving in Ceylon,
and in 1915 the following splendid return was sent in
by Mr. Wilson Smith, all of which fish, be it noted,
were taken on thefly:—5 lbs. 11 ozs., 4 lbs. 1 oz.,
4 lbs., 3 lbs. 14ozs.,31bs. 13 ozs.. 3 lbs., 10 ozs.,
3 lbs. 8 ozs., 3 lbs. 8 ozs., 3 lbs. 2 ozs.., and

3 lbs. 1 oz. It was not to be expected that such a
record would be allowed to stand, and as the result
of a friendly challenge from a brother fisherman in
1916, the report shows that Mr. Wilson Smith
finished up that season with 19 fish weighing 56 lbs.
6 ozs., or an average of 2 lbs. \5Y2 ozs. per fish,
whilst his challenger killed 16 fish weighing 49 lbs.
3 ozs., or an average of 3 lbs. 1 oz. per fish ! In
this latter total was included the record Ceylon rainbow to be taken on the fly, a splendid hen fish of
6 lbs. 12 ozs.
Disaster to food supply. With the foundation
laid by Mr. Festing and Mr. Scott, and under the
presidency of an exceptionally able and sound fisherman in Mr. H. M. Drummond Hay, who presided
over the Club's affairs for many years at this stage,
it was an assured conclusion that hatchery operations
would go ahead, and such has been the case. The
demon of ill-luck which has dogged the Club from
the days of its birth vented its spite on a consignment
of fresh-water snails and other insects which were
imported from England after great trouble, in a most
decisive and irritating manner. Far from the ken of
the poaching cooly and down in the depths of a quiet
pool in rainbow stream, the cases containing the piecious food supply were sunk and all promised well,
but the demon calling to his aid the wild elephants
which roam the Ambawella forests had them pulled
up and hopelessly obliterated. Apart from this disappointment, the difficulties which had baffled
Mr. Wilson and others in the past such as the heavy
mortality amongst the fry in the hatching troughs and
deaths and deformities due to sediment in the water
were tackled each year by the Club and definitely
and finally overcome, until it is now in the happy
position of being able to say that bar accidents such
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as the floods of 1913 it can breed any number of rainbows that may be required. T h e stocking programme rose by leaps and bounds as more and more
hatchery and wild fish were available, until in 1919
ii had risen to the fine total of no fewer than 16,286
fish. T h e only cloud on the horizon at present is the
undoubted fact that the fish are deteriorating in size
in some of the streams, but it is absolutely unthinkable that the present members of this old club, with
its magnificent records of hard work and dogged persistence in overcoming all difficulties behind it will
not give of their best in tackling what appears to be
the final and only obstacle to the C l u b ' s prosperity.
A t the close of the present season with a membership
of over 2 0 0 and exclusive of its liberal contributions
to W a r charities a reserve fund of over R s . 13,000,
the Club is indeed in a fortunate position; and it will
assuredly give pleasure, to many that such is the case
for the sport it provides is second to none in the wild
world if w e assess the pleasure, health, and love of
fair play with which it imbues its devotees."
Through the courtesy of both Mr. Dyson, the
Honorary Secretary and of Mr. W . Wilson Smith,
I have copies of the reports of the last ten years to
comment on. It is impossible however with the
space at my disposal, to do more than touch on these.
From the material available, the number of streams
in the island and the many keen anglers, it would
appeair that a book on ' ' Angling in Ceylon ' ' should
be forthcoming.
Possibly there is such a book, if so
my apologies to its author. Anyone resident in
Ceylon would soon find out concerning the various
streams, etc., but as this chapter is written chiefly for
. A n g l e r s in India, who might contemplate a visit to
the Island, a few notes are given below, which will
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give an idea of the sport to be obtained in the various
screams, with the rules, etc., governing Trout fishing
in Ceylon. After going through all the reports, I have
selected the year November 1916 to October 1917,
as fairly typical, and made all my extracts therefrom.
T h e Club have instituted a very excellent system, in
that each stream has its own custodian appointed from
among the residents in its area whose business, and
pleasure, it is to watch over the fortunes of the water
and submit annually a short report on its progress.
A n d before passing to the Rules and Reports I would
like to pay a tribute to the generosity and good iportjmanship of the Ceylon Fishing Club in making all
soldiers free of the Island fishing during the war, a
very real and much appreciated concession.
H e r e follow extracts from " Rules re internal
ft constitution of the Ceylon Fishing C l u b . "
N.B.—No
person shall be eligible for election
j; as a member, who is not a resident in Ceylon.
Rules of the Ceylon Fishing Club approved by
the Governor in Executive Council on the 21st July
1914, for the preservation and protection of fish made
under Section 16 of T h e G a m e Protection Ordinance
of 1 9 0 9 .
Note.—A
list of the Club's waters at tht date
there stated is given in the second schedule to these
'.rules annexed.
1. T h e Club shall issue licenses to fish for Trout
and no person whether a member of
tne
fishfornTrout.t0
Club cr not, shall fish for, lake,
or attempt to take any Trout in any of
the C l u b ' s waters without first obtaining a license from
the Club in the manner hereinafter provided.
2 . (a) Every member shall on aoolicatioa to the
Member's
Secretary be entitled to a license on
Heense.
paying therefor a fee of R s . 6 for the
94
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period of one d a y ; or R s . 18 for the period of one
week; or R s . 3 6 for the period of one month; or
R s . 6 0 for the open season as published in the Ceylon
Government Gazette from time to time.
(b) A n y lady relative of a resident member,
who has taken out a license, shall be entitled to a
license on payment of a sum of R s . 5 .
3 . (a) Any person not a member of the Club,
may apply to the Secretary for a license.
Such
application shall be in writing, and shall state in full
the name, occupation and address of the applicant.
(6) Every applicant to whom a license shall be
issued under this section, shall pay therefore a fee of
R s . 15 for a period of one d a y ; or R s . 4 5 for a
period of one week; or R s . 9 0 for a period of one
month; or R s . 1 50 for the open season, as published
in the Ceylon Government Gazette from time to time.
4 . (a) T h e close season for Trout, shall be fixed
at the annual General Meeting.
(6) No person shall fish for, or take Trout in the
Club's waters during the close season, except by
special permission of the Managing Committee for
stocking, breeding or other purposes:
Note.—Persons
holding licenses from the
Board of Improvement, Newara Eliya to fish for Carp
in Lake Gregory, and the Barrack Plains Lake, may
not fish in Lake Gregory during the close season for
Trout, but may do so in the Barrack Plain* Lake.
These waters being Club's waters, such persons must return to the water immediately all Trout accidentally
caught, and are not permitted to fish within the area
set apart from time to time by the Club for Trout fishing.
5 . Each license entitles the holder to keep only
the number of fish specified therein, and no fish in
excess of such number may be killed : any fish, al-
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though under the prescribed size, if killed, shall be
counted as a,fish kept under the license.
6. A return of all fish killed, with their total or
average weight, and the weight of the best fish, shall
be sent to the Secretary on the expiration of the
license and no new license shall be issued until such
return has been sent. Fish taken by a lady relative
holding a license under rule 2 (b) shall be reckoned
against the member's license.
7. In addition to the return required by the last
bye-law, a note of all fish killed on the Horton Plains
shall be made in the book kept in the Rest-house for
that purpose.
8 . T h e Committee shall prescribe the size of
fish which may be taken and no fish under the size so
prescribed from time to time may be kept or killed.
A l l fish caught under the size prescribed shall be returned to the water at once.
9 . A l l persons fishing must carry a disgorger.
10. N o fishing is permitted before 6 A.M. or
after 7 P.M.
1 1 . Only one rod at a time may be used under
each license.
12. No netting is allowed.
1 3 . Only single hooked flies shall be used in flyfishing.
14. T h e Committee may from time to time
notify that spinning is allowed in such waters and for
such limes as it may think fit. Unless the committee
has so notified, only fly fishing is permitted in streams.
15. A n y fly or bait may be used in lakes within the limits, if any, marked for that purpose by the
Club's notice boards, but not elsewhere. No fish
under 1 5 inches in length caught on bait may be kept.
16. N o artificial weight shall be attached to
the fly or line when fishing with fly in streams.
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17. No person shall fish in any water whi:h has
been declared by the Committee a fenced water.
THE SECOND SCHEDULE.
Schedule of Streams and Waters in which the exclusive right to take Trout is conceded to the Ceylon
Fishing Club.
1. Nuwara Eliya Stream.
2. Lake Gregory.
3. Hewa Eliya Lake.
Buluhela Streai
5. Nanuoya from Lake Gregory to junction
with Dimbuldandaoya.
6. Streams between Pattipola and Elgin Falls.
7. Streams on Elk Plains between Blackpool
and Ambewela.
8. Sita Eliva Stream.
9. Ohiya Ova.
10. Horton Plains Stream.
11. Bopatalawa Oya.
12. Kandapola Stream.
13. Raiah Mali Stream.
14. Dalhousie Stream.
15. Meria Cotta Stream.
16. North Cove Stream.
17. Bagawani Oya.
18. Gor<?e Vallev Stream froi Elgin Fa :is to
Talawakelle.
19. Dambagastalawa Oya.
20. Kotmalie Ganga to Talawakelle.
2L Rajahpatna Stream.
22. Dimbuldanda Oya.
23. Agra Ova from source in Horton Plains to
junction with Kotmalie Ganga.
24. Ardlaw Stream.

25. Walaha Valley Stream, and all streams
falling into such waters.
Below are given extracts from Report Year
1916-1917.
THE SEASON.
It was hardly to be expected that the splendid
record of last year would be maintained, and it will
be seen from perusal of the reports of custodians that
sport in the various streams has been comparatively
poor. This is partly accounted for by the very unfavourable weather experienced during some of the
best months, when several streams were unfishable
owing to heavy water, and also to the fact that out
of a membership of 169 no less than 37 were away
on war service.
In view of the opinions expressed and held by
various members it might be advisable to extend the
area of open water during the fine months as many of
the stream are unfishable during the remaining portions of the year.
It is pleasing to again note further improvement
in the returns from the Horton Plains stream, as the
number of fish killed shows a considerable increase,
while the average weight is maintained. What the
future holds, however, is hinted at by the custodian
when he says a basket of 53 fish weighing 28Yl lbs.,
ten of which scaled a pound or more, " cannot be
called a good catch !"
The Agra Ova has not kept up its reputation
for giant fish, but the Gorge Valley stream still furnishes a magnificent return.
The Nuwara Eliya stream, apart from its value
to the Club for stocking purposes, has afforded soort
to an unusually large number of anglers, which is
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again partly accounted for by the issuing of free licenses to members of His Majesty's Forces.

,HATCHERY.
Hatching operations have again been very successful and it is satisfactory to note that the labours of
past years are bearing fruit and have rendered us
absolutely independent of outside assistance.
STOCKING.
Over 12,000 fish have been distributed amongst
the various streams as compared with 7,100 and
4,096 in the two previous years and this speaks eloquently for itself.
Report on the Ambawela Stream and Tributaries.
Custodian:—MR. H. M. DRUMMOND-HAY.
Very few members have fished Rainbow stream
during the season, but the Ambawela stream has been
well patronised, especially by members residing in
low-country districts and by visitors to the Island.
A slip on the Ambawela Station road prevented
fishermen for a large part of the season from making
the journey to Ambawela by car and, if it had not
been for this, the number of rods on this water would
have been even greater. Though as usual there were
no large fish, good baskets of small fish were made
and owing to the delight which this locality gives to
most people, there is no doubt but that a number of
fishermen got an enjoyable day fromfishingat Ambawela.
Some quite good rainbow Trout were caught in
Rainbow stream, but what is surprising is that though
lb ere should be manv brown Trout in this water very
few, if any, were either seen or caught this season,
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Valley

Stream.

R . C . FOWLER.

Although general conditions have, I think, improved on this stream, the results of the season's fishing cannot be considered very satisfactory.
The
same reasons must be given for this as applied last
year, namely, unfavourable weather conditions.
In round figures, however, the season's total of
fish killed, may be put at 130, as against 9 8 last
year., with an average per fish of about 1 lb. 6 ozs.,
compared with 1 lb. 11 ozs. last season.
The
largest fish taken were, two of over 4 lbs. and one
each of 3 3 4 , 31/2, 2 3 4 , 2 / 2 lbs., and several of
about 2 lbs. each, and all fish recorded, with only
one exception, were said to be in excellent condition.
A good deal of wild ginger has been planted,
out, where possible, along the banks of the river, and
judging from the condition of all fish caught, there is
still ample food in the stream. 3 0 0 hatchery fry
were put down during the season, and it is hoped to
add some more after the north-east rains.
Report on the Agra Oya and Bopats Streams.
, Custodian : — M R . W . WlLSON SMITH.
A G R A O Y A . — T h e season.—Fewer big fish
have been killed this year than in any since the stream
was stocked. I have heard of only two fish up to
four pounds in weight, having been taken this year
against 14 in 1916. T h e water has been very heavily fished indeed this season, and the sooner the river
is stocked all the way down to Talawakelle the
better; members would not then concentrate on the
water above Glenlyon.
B O P A T S . — I have been much struck with the
improved condition of fish killed this year on the
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Bopata—especially as regards those taken in the
Digamy stream,
Last year large bundles of bracken (tied with
hoopiron and anchored to big stones) were put out all
along the streams, and I am strongly of opinion that
the decaying vegetable matter produced quantities of
Trout food.
I trust the Managing Committee will never consent to allow the little shade got from overhanging
mana grass to be interfered with. Shade is of more
importance than easy fishing.
Report on the Kandapola Oya,
Custodian :—MR. R. I. HUGHES.
The season under review has on the whole been
disappointing—the water being very low and clear,
and the fish, as is usual in this stream, extremely shy.
This shyness of the Kandapola Trout is most probably
caused by the vibration of the banks which are of a
peaty, almost boggy nature, and on a still day one
can readily realise how easy it is to disturb the fish,
as the movement of any heavy bodv causes a visible
ripple on the water, and this fact will largely account
for many of the blank days experienced by fishermen
on this river.
Weather conditions have certainly been unfavourable, but in any case the fact has to be faced
that the river does not contain the same number of
good fish that it did in former days. As far as I am
aware the best fish killed this season were only just
over 2 lbs. in weight, viz. :—
Two rainbows of 2 lbs. 2 oz. each.
One brown Trout oi 2 lbs. 1 oz.

Returns this year shew that a one pound average
is still obtainable, one member having killed 33 fish,
weighing 33 lbs. 13 oz.
Report on the Buluhela.
Custodian:—MR. E. C. ELLIOTT.
There has been no improvement to record in the
past season's fishing in this stream, but the disastrous
effects of the great flood in December 1913, are
beginning to wear off, and it is possible that in the
coyrse of the next few years better sport will be obtainable, more in keeping with the excellent reputation of this water in the past.
The upper portion still swarms with small fish,
and the absence of any limits to size and number
above Notice Board Pool might be maintained next
year with advantage, while some stocking of the lower
water with fish from the Nuwara Eliya stream from
6 inches to 8 inches in length would probably improve
sport as well as provide fresh blood.
A hut, containing two rooms 12 ft. by 10 ft.
and a front verandah, has been constructed at the expense of the Club, so that members wishing to fish
the evening rise can stay on this water overnight. It
is roughly furnished with tables and benches and the
use of two folding camp beds, basins, jugs, etc., can
be obtained on application to the custodian.
Report on Dimbuldanda Oya.
Custodian:—MR. A. H. ARMITAGE.
Sport this season has been very poor compared
' with former years. Fish recorded in the book as
killed are 40, weighing 30 lbs. 6 ozs., an average of
]2Yl ozs., as against 72, weighing 55 lbs. 2 ozs.,
averaging 12 ozs. last year.
95
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It is difficult to account for the falling off in size
and numbers, as the stream has been systematically
stocked, and the number of rods on the water is about
the same. T h e river has never recovered from the
flood of December 1913, and the pools are not so
deep as they used to be, with the result, I think, that
there is less food and holding for the fish. The
weirs were considerably damaged by a heavy spate
on October the 14th, and will have to be repaired.
I should like to see a portion of the water closed
to fishing during the coming open season as an experiment, and would suggest the stretch from Abbotsford
Bridge to Lome Factory. This is the portion which
was most heavily fished during the present season.
Report on the Maskeliya

Streams.

Custodian :—MR. S. B . BELL.
There has been some improvement in the sport
on the Rajamali waters during the past season.
The
number of fish killed is 2 3 , weighing 32 lbs. 5 ozs.,
the best fish being 2 lbs. 4 ozs. compared with 4 fish
weighing-8 lbs. 10 ozs. in 1 9 1 6 .
There are fair numbers of fish in the upper waters
now, just on size limit, which are evidently from the
stock put in in October 1916. T h e Gouravilla
Patna stream, which was stocked in 1915-16 and
has since been closed to fishing, now holds some nice
size fish, and I am glad to be able to report that these
fish have started to breed up there, as lately several
3 inches to 4 inches fish have been seen. This must
be kept as a stocking stream. In the Meeriacotta
stream 14 fish have been killed, weighing 21 lbs.
9 ozs., the best fish being 2 lbs. 7 ozs. and 4 others
over 2 lbs. Sport has not been so good as it was
during the previous season, but for the last 3 months

"
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there have been very few rods there which may
account for the smaller number of fish killed. The.e
do not appear to be nearly as many fish in the jungle
reaches now as there used to be—this is to be regretted
as at one time they were breeding well in these waters
Most of them seem to be working down to the big
pools above the Meeriacotta Falls.
Report on the Horton Plains Stream.
Custodian :—MR.
G . I. ANDERSON.
. T h e fishing season on this water opened a month
earlier than in the previous year. In 1916 it was
decided to open on June 1st instead of May 1st, as
it was supposed that fish were out of condition during
the month of May. T h e season just concluded started on M a y 1 st and the fish caught during May having
been compared with those taken during June it can
be confidently stated that there is no difference whatever in their condition.
T h e Fishing Club register shows the following
figures, since the time when the limit of size and numbers was abolished.
Year.
Number.
Total Weight.
Best Fish.
1915
864
303 lbs. 13 oz.
2 lbs. 0 oe.
1916
1,136
381 „
10 „
2 „ 3 „
1917
1,319
433 „
7 „
2 „ 3| |
T h e average weight for the three seasons is about
the same. Forty-five fish of one pound or more were
taken in 1917, against thirty-one in 1916 and nineteen in 1 9 1 5 .
T h e watcher reports that 2 1 8 rods were on the
stream during season 1 9 1 7 .
Twenty-seven license holders fished in 1917
. against twenty-nine in 1 9 1 6 .
.
Condition of Fish.—The
general opinion ot
members is that there is some improvement; but that
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the average rainbow caught on the Horton Plains is
in distinctly poor condition and this is more noticeable
on certain parts of the stream, more especially on the
upper waters above Black Bridge.
Size of Fish.—There is no doubt whatever that
the thinning out process is having some effect, this being most apparent on the extreme upper waters where
the river rises under Totapella. This piece of water
has been neglected by fishermen, but large numbers
of fish have been removed from it for stocking purposes.
- This year no fishing was done on this particular
portion of the stream until the last day of the season
when a basket was brought in containing 53 fish
weighing 28Y2 lbs., ten of which scaled 1 lb. or
more. This cannot be called a good catch but it is
distinctly so for the Horton Plains. It is mentioned
in this report as going a long way to prove what thinning out will do towards improving the size of fish.
Sport generally has been very fair, and as usual
the best fish were caught in Island and Atherton's
pools. This water contains a lot of very fine fish, but
there is room for a great many more. In the report
for last season it was stated that the Horton Plains
stream was not fished enough; this statement still holds
good and it is evident that those fishermen who have
patronised these waters have confined their fishing to
the large pools.
Report

on the Chiya Oya.

Custodian:—MR.

,

G . I. ANDERSON.

There is little if anything to report on sport in
this river during the past season.
Five members secured the following : —
No.
Weight.
Best fish.
23
31 lbs. 6 ozs.
2 lbs. 10 ozs,

AH the above fish were rainbows and in perfect condition. The stream is understocked as fish
are few and far between. An effort will be made
during the close season to restock.
Report on the North Cove Stream and
Bogawani Oya.
Custodian :—MR. D. E. KELLY.
On the whole this stream afforded some very fair
sport, and good fish of 3|4 lbs., 2^2 lbs., 2% lbs.
and many of 1 lb. fell to the rod. Although this
season's sport was better as regards size, there did not
appear to be so many fish of 9 and 10 inches, as in
previous years. As stated in my last report, it is just
as noticeable how the small fish keep to the upper
water, and do not seem to work down. Now that
the river is becoming more popular, and is being fished
by members outside the District, I think the time has
come, when the stream should be stocked throughout, and with the consent of the Fishing Club, I
would propose beginning operations as soon as possible, starting on Lynford Estate, and stocking the
whole water down to the St. John Del Rey Falls.
This would afford anglers some 5 or 6 miles of fishing.
Report on the Rajah Patna Stream.
Custodian:—MR. C. W. NOBLE.
In the upper jungle waters and the stretch passing through the Patnas, fish are as numerous as ever
and it is an excellent place for breeding; the small
fish seem to be in better condition than last season.
The lower stretch in the jungle has again been
improved by raising the dams and building others
where possible and the depth of water has been in-
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creased. T h e fish in this part are numerous and the
size and condition generally shew a decided improvement, many having been taken from ^ to 3 4 of a
pound and two of 1 lb. each, whereas last season nothing was taken over % of a pound.
T h e upper waters are very much overcrowded,
only about 2 0 0 fish having been taken this year to
stock other waters.
Report

on the Nanu Oya and Lower
Oya.
Custodian:—MR.

Dimbuldanda

W . P . HALLILEY.

This season on the Nanu O y a below Glassaugh
Falls and the lower Dimbuldanda O y a was not nearly so good as last year. T h e first 6 weeks fishing
was fairly good, but afterwards poor, and a good
many of the fish kept were in bad condition, owing,
1 think, to recent spawning. These rivers were not
stocked last year which partly accounts for the few
fish taken. This year I have put in 1,335 but the
rivers could easily hold another 2 , 0 0 0 , especially
round the Dimbula cricket ground, from the bridge
to the Langdale-Somerset boundary, and the upper
reaches of the lower Dimbuldanda O y a .
Report

on the' Nanu Oya from Langdale
the Kotmale
Ganga.
Custodian:—MR.

Gorge to

F . R . SMETHURST.

I was appointed custodian of this water at the
beginning of 1917.
In 1916, 700 wild fish were
put in near Somerset Factory, and below, and 2 0 0
hatchery fish in the tributary which falls into the main
stream at Wahgie O y a Bridge.
A lot of trouble has been taken with this little
stream, putting in weirs, etc., and as the fish go up it

at certain seasons, presumably for breeding purposes
it should be a great help.
A brother angler and myself caught 107 fish on
the Rajah Patnas in March and they were put in between the top boundary and Ritnageria, and 525
wild fish from the hatchery ponds were put in in
September, and seem to be doing well. T h e water
is big and there is room for much stocking.
A peculiarity of this water is the small number
of days in the season on which it is fishable. If a
shower (N. E . ) comes down from the Dimbuldanda
O y a or one (S. W . ) from Nanu O y a , we get the
benefit of either, as both streams join at Langdale,
above here. Also the Wangie Oya is often discoloured by clearing out Radella watercourse.
During May and June a great many fish between
1 1 and 12 inches were caught and returned, two of
us getting 5 0 , which we hoped to find grown sizeable
by September-October, but they have either disappeared or learnt too much. There is a good show
of fish which should be sizeable by next season.
T h e river was opened below Ritnageria Factory
on January the 1st, but so far as I know only 3 fish
were taken, total weight 4j/j lbs., largest 1 % lbs.
There was no watcher at the time and it is possible
there were others not recorded.
From M a y the number of fish caught was 3 6 ,
weighing 2 9 lbs. 11 ozs., best fish 2 lbs. 2 ozs.,
average weight 13 ozs.
Report

on the Wallaha

Valley

Stream.

Custodian : — M R . H . C . ARMSTRONG.
This stream was first stocked with 3 0 0 hatchery
fish, about 4 to 5 inches in length, on the 29th April
1 9 1 6 , and was in spate when these fish arrived and it
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was not thought advisable to put them out till next
morning when most of them were found to be dead
and only about 50fishwere put in. On 6th September 1916, another 1 50 hatchery fish were put in and
are doing well.
I have fished this water once and caught 4 fish
about 9 inches.in length which were put back and
were in good condition.
This stream is only fishable for about 1 Yl miles
from Eildon Hall boundary to Tillicoultry intake, as
below the intake there is little or no water in the dry
months.
Report on the Agra Oya from Fankcrton Bridge
to Tillicoultry.
Custodian:—MR. J. E. B. BAILLIE-HAMILTON.
For thefirsttimeTrout were caught in the Agra
Oya below the junction of the Dambagastalawa
Oya, only three however, but it shows that there are
fish in this water.
A watcher has been appointed to this section of
the river from 1st October. Of the 500 Trout I got
from the hatchery on 27th and 28th February about
50 fish, mostly of 8 to 10 inches, were put into the
Agra Oya above Henfold Bridge, but I have never
seen any of them since.
The balance were put out in the Henfold stretch
of the Dambagastalawa river and were to be seen
during May, but during the last three months I have
seen no sign of them, whilst there are quantities of 10
to 12 inchfishin the upper waters. It would be very
interesting if some could be put out here and marked
for, contrary to the general idea, I believe they have
worked their way upstream, not down.
If this stretch of the river is to be of any use to
fishermen it should be opened from 1st January, as
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January, February and March are practically the only
months during which it is clear enough to fish, and
even then only on certain days. During the last three
months I do not think it has ever been fishable.
These remarks are with regard to the Agra Oya,
but I might state the number of people who have fished the Dambagastalawa Oya, i.e., the George
Valley river, is appalling, sometimes as many as 7
and 8 rods a day.
Report on the Nanu Oya.
Lake Gregory to Nanu Oya Railway Bridge.
Custodian:—MR. W. R. MATTHEW.
Some very fair sport has to be recorded during
the first two months of 1917, more especially on the
lower part of the water, but the season on the whole
has not been a good one, in a great measure due to
the very unfavourable weather, and the river being
continually in flood.
I have not seen the full returns for last year but
they are bound to be very much lower than in 1916,
and there is certainly no improvement in size to note.
700 fry were successfully moved and turned out
in the lower part of the water, and here I am sure
more stocking was needed. The watcher informs me
that this part of the river has not been stocked for
some years.
Report on the Elk Ploins Stream.
Custodian:—MR. W. R. MATTHEW.
The fishing on this water during the past season
has been exceedingly poor, and sport has not been as .
good as in the previous year. During 1916 a good
many sizeable fish were taken, but I doubt if many
were killed during the past season.
96
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Several dams have been put in and I expect to
see a big improvement in the fishing on this water in
the near future.
The present limit of 12 inches should be maintained above the waterfall, but below I recommend
there being no limit as to size or number of fish killed,
as this part of the stream only contains hundreds of
little fish.
Hatchery Report—Extracts.
Superintendent:—MR. P. FoWKE.
It again falls to my lot to record another successful year, during the course of which the outturn
of fry has been in excess of that of any past season.
When one rainbow Trout attacks another it
approaches the victim broadside on, and after seizing
ths object of attack by the middle it crushes and
shakes it to death, preparatory to swallowing it head
:::
first.
^m
The Nuwara Eliya Stream.
The extensive works in connection with the
widening and deepening of this water having been
completed in 1916 it is once again reverting to its
natural state.
Several very nice fish have been taken, and the
best of which I have any record so far is a 3Yl pound
rainbow which was landed near Scandal Corner.
As this fortunate angler was also successful in taking
two 2Yi pounders as well it is apparent that these
waters well repay careful fishing.
We established an easy record last season when
we moved 7,100 fish, but the abovefigureswill show
how handsomely that record has been beaten this year
it has involved a lot of hard work, but all members
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of my staff have worked willingly and well and everything has gone smoothly.
To the many custodians who have so loyally
helped by lending us labour our best thanks are gratefully tendered, and we do indeed count ourselves fortunate that the heavy and yearly-increasing programme of stocking can be carried out under such ideal
conditions as obtain in Ceylon.
A Few Random Notes.
} Contributed by MR. R. A. G. FESTING.
Having been asked by one of the compilers responsible for producing the annual report this year to
send a few remarks I rashly consented to do so, hoping
that in the three weeks' holiday before me I should
have ample opportunities of sampling several of the
waters in charge of the Club. But unfortunately my
holiday was, from afishingpoint of view, much spoilt
by the weather. When it was not pouring with rain
the streams were so high thatfishwere not to be found
in their usual lodging places; and it was in consequence very difficult to form an estimate of the normal
fishing condition of the waters and the head of fish
in them. So that these notes, which are very fragmentary, are not offered in the belief that they will be
of much value but merely to redeem a pledge. Anyhow the compilers have a waste-paper basket!
I devoted some of my time to the hatchery and
ponds, and found everything in excellent order. I
showed several arngler visitors over them who were
much struck not only with the admirable management and supply of healthy stock fish but by the
picturesque way in which the ground had been laid
out and planted up. When one remembers what a
hideous, unhealthy swamp the site now occupied by
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these ponds was some few years ago their present
attractive appearance reflects the greatest credit on the
management.
Among the artificially bred rainbow fry a
" freak " was noticeable. His bright blue colour
made him conspicuous among his fellows. It is to
be hoped that he will thrive and reach years of discretion. It will b e interesting if this blue strain is
reproduced in his offspring. Such freaks are not uncommon. I caught one some years ago in the Buluh e l a — a small but beautiful fish about 8 inches long
and bright b l u e ; and another, not quite so brilliant,
was sent me from the Horton Plains for examination.
This latter fish, curiously enough, was thought at the
Colombo Museum to be a variety of Loch Leven
Trout and not a rainbow. There is, however, no
doubt about the fish in the hatchery pond.
W i t h regard to the streams I fished improvements might easily be made in the Nuwara Eliya
stream by driving stout piles here and there into the
bed of the stream. T h e cutting and straightening of
the banks has made the water very dull in places, and
a single stout stake, or group of 3 stakes in the form
of a triangle with the apex upstream, would make
catching places for weed and consequently for food.
There is not any likelihood that such stakes, if their
position is well chosen, would endanger the banks;
and they would add considerably to the variety of the
water, which is now in places little better than a canal.
It was very disappointing not to see any small
fish in the Gorge Valley between Elgin rice store and
Henfold Bridge. This may be accounted for by the
high state of the water; for fish do breed here I am
convinced. A t the beginning of 1916 season I saw
a lot, of fry in several pools which I am sure were Trout
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fry. Where they have gone to is a mystery, possibly down the maw of some rapacious monster.
And here it may not be out of place to consider
the pros and cons of big fish. There are some anglers—I confess I am one of them—who would sooner
kill one 5 lbs. Trout than 5 Trout of 1 lb. each.
Others maintain, and possibly with some show of reason, that these large fish levy such a heavy toll on
their brethern that they are better out of the water than
in it. But so long thesefishwill take afly—andthe old
' sockdologer ' under the Macduff Bridge, has, if reports are true sampled a good many—I think their
maintenance is justified. We' have all sorts of streams;
and those anglers who like small fish and plenty of
them have no difficulty in meeting their requirements
at Ambawela and elsewhere. But waters that will
grow large fish are not so plentiful; and the club
should cater, as far as possible, for all kinds of fly
fishermen. If these big fish would not occasionally
rise, I would have nothing to say for them. Another
interesting point is what happens to our rainbows
when they disappear, as they occasionally do, from
a particular stretch of water? Opinions differ as to
whether they go up or down stream. Persons with
experience of them in England are naturally inclined
to think that they go down stream: but out here,
where rainbows have now for so long bred naturally,
' I believe the tendency is for them to go upstream.
At home rainbow Trout so far as my information goes,
have bred naturally in very few, if any, streams. .
They have not lost their seaward tendency;
but in Ceylon they have become so well
acclimatised that they are now entirely a
river fish. When first introduced they undoubtedly went down stream. It would be a good
thing if some experiments were made with marked
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fry from the hatchery or small fish from the Nuwara
Eliya stream, when stocking is being undertaken.
It is not yet known—and it would be well worth
while to try and find out—at what altitude in Ceylon
rainbows will thrive. None of the waters now
stocked are, I think, below 4,000 ' ; but I am sure
that rainbows will do well, and even breed, at lower
altitudes than this; and encouragement should be
given to members who can control suitable water
lower down to experiment with fry. The difficulty
is that lower streams are liable to bad floods and are
often mere trickles in the dry weather; and if the
stream is large it will be impossible to control or watch
the fish; but apart from streams there must be many
dams and ponds dotted about among the planting districts where experiments could be made. In these
days of motor cars the difficulty of transport is not
nearly so great as it was.
The fine head of fish on the Bopats was remarkable and speaks very well for the stocking operations
that have been carried on there. It is not, of course,
possible to judge a stream by one day's fishing—and
I may possibly have struck a very lucky day—but
there was an excellent rise and I saw one or two really
good fish.
The Digamy stream on my visit was unfishable
as the water was too high. It can only befishedby
wading upstream, as the swamps by the banks and
the rank growth of rushes, etc., along the
edge of the water make casting from the
bank impossible. It has been suggested that
one bank should be cleared; but I am sure
that this would be a mistake. The fish, deprived of so much cover and food supply, would soon
disappear. Something might with advantage be
done to clear paths to the stream at convenient places.
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A visitor who does not know the water is likely to
have a very bad timeflounderingabout in the marshes.
1 spent a good hour so employed and can speak with
feeling!
Of new waters to be stocked the stream on the
Mattakele, Patna,. if a custodian can be found, promises well. It is just the sort of little stream that
appeals so strongly to many fishermen. It would probably not breed big fish; but it would offer very pretty
fishing. The Agras river below Glenlyon Bridge
ha$ some very nice water that should repay stocking.
Even if the water is seldom in condition during the
season it might be possible to open it before the S..
W. Monsoon. As regards the water below Henfold Bridge I fear it will be a long time before stocking has any appreciable effect. The water is so large.
But there is no reason why the attempt should not be
made. The Nuwara Eliya stream continues to produce thousands of small fish which, experience has
shown, will soon grow into big ones if transplanted
into suitable water; and with this almost inexhaustible supply all efforts to introduce Trout into fresh
waters should be encouraged.
The 1920-21 report does not show too good a
year as far as the fishing went, though the hatchery
and stocking return were both excellent.
I append one or two brief'extracts re the Nuwara
Eliya waters from this report, as they are interesting
and instructive.
The Nuwara Eliya Stream.
Custodian:—MR. P. FowKE.
Myfishingexperience of these waters dates back
to 1900 and I do not think that in any year since then
have they provided such good sport as in the season
which has just closed.
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Of course the days when 5 or 6 pounders were
common are past, but the whole average of the stream
has improved so enormously, and has given such consistent sport throughout the year, that one finds it a
little difficult to understand some of the criticism levelled against it. As a matter of interest I quote a list
offishkilled by one member up to the end of August,
excluding all small fish of under a pound: 12 fish
between 1 and 2 lbs.; and others of 2 lbs. 3 ozs.;
2 lbs. 5 ozs.; 2 lbs. 7 ozs.; 2 lbs. 10 ozs.; 2 lbs. 12
ozs.; 3 lbs.; and 4 lbs. 6 ozs. Another member told
me his figures to the end of August were 120 lbs.
weight! Hare, surely, one has evidence of both
quality and quantity and of all the problems attending the upkeep of a Trout stream, the attainment of
these two factors in one and the same water is the
most difficult.
- Curiously enough the fish of 4 lbs. 6 ozs. ; was
a brown Trout, and, if only on account of the numbers
of times it broke men, it stands as the record fish for
the season in this stream.
Quite the most peculiar fish, though, was " Die
Pirate." He had his abode in the Ricketty Bridge
pool, and was the most consistent Cannibal it has ever
been my lot to come across. This pool was simply
teeming with fish, and on any single evening in May
or June one could take 20 to 30 good Trout in it. At
6-30 punctually the pirate began his cruising, and the
first intimation one had of his attentions was the sudden rush at the fish one was playing, a wrench at the
line, and the fly flicking back. Five and sixtimesin
one evening have I known this happen. In many
cases we retrieved the bitten victim, which had
always been seized sideways, but in most instances it
was too much injured to live. When the Cannibal
was eventually caught he only turned the scale at 1 Yl

lbs. which was rather peculiar in view of his insatiable
appetite. Torrington pool, as usual, furnished some
splendid fish, as also did some of the reaches in the
top of the Park.
It has been a great pleasure to see the children
availing themselves of the privilege afforded them,
and the best fish landed by.one of them—a lad of
ten—was 1 lb. 13 ozs.
In addition to this many a little bag of fat rainbows has been proudly carried home, and I am quite
certain that in teaching our youngsters while they are
young, we are doing the right thing for the future of
flyfishingin Ceylon.
And I will conclude the Ceylon Chapter, with
an article on Tank Fishing in the Island, which I cut
out of The Asian in 1909:—
TANK FISHING IN CEYLON.
• The tank fishes of Ceylon are in almost every
respect identical with the varieties found in the low
country ponds and rivers. And while, with one or two
exceptions, such for instance as the Murral (Ophiocephalus striatus) and Etroplus Suratensis, attain
to a larger size in rivers than in tanks, the majority of
tank species run to a very large size themselves.
Practically nothing, beyond an occasional magazine,
article, has been published with regard to tank fishing
in Ceylon, of which very little seems to be known,
so that a few notes on this particular subject, it is
hoped, may be of service to the lover of rod and line
who chances to visit the tank regions of the Island
and desires to angle jfl those interesting forest-fringed
ancient reservoirs. Thev are practicallv virgin waters
for fishing, and one canfi<=hin them the whole Jay
Jong and secure very large baskets.
97
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Their waters teem with fish from the giant
bottom feeding Wallago attu and other Siluroids,
large Eels, predatory Ophiocepcali, dainty Gudgeon
and butter fish, various Carp and Barbel to the small
inhabitants of the upper strata of water—clean fish
for the existence of which clear water is absolutely
essential and coarse varieties which can exist in the
clear as well as the foulest water.
Though the Murral, or Loola, is a desirable fish
and met with largely in the tanks, thefirstplace should
undoubtedly be given to the Carp, of which there are
several species running to large sizes, quite different
from their ignoble namesake in England " Cyprinus
carpio."
The general reader is familiar with minor species
like the common carp (" Barbus dorsalis ") and the
black spot (" B. mahecola ") which run up3Yl ozs.,
but it is not generally known that there are some excellent kinds, for instance, the South Indian Carp
(" Labio dussumieri ") which scales 5 lbs., and
affords excellent sport with a light rod; the Olive
Carp ( " B. chryspoma ") which runs up to 1 YA lbs.
and probably the white Carp (" Cirrhina cirrhosa ")
5 lbs. Carp should be fished for with paste bait on
the bottom, with a light rod and find tackle as for
Roach. A small fish on hook is readily taken by the
larger fish, Carp, of course, not becoming predaceous
until they become very large. They are active feeders
and make a sharp dash. Ground baiting is a great
help, and if you are camping out it will be well to
treat a suitable spot for a day or two.
Then we come to our friend the pike-like
Murral. Though attaining to a large size in the
rivers and swamps a length oi 2Yi feet, and scaling
5 lbs. they will not be found to average more than
2 or 3 lbs. in the tanks. The Murral takes a small
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live bait very freely; and dapping with a frog is also
very good, while the fish may also be spun tor with
a small fish or even a 1 Yl in. spoon. A light Roach
or Labeo rod with fine tackle is just the thing to get
capital sport with. A species of Murral not found
in our rivers, but confined to the tanks only, is " O
Marulius," armed with a mouthful of well-defined
teeth. The Murral must befishedfor close to the banks.
As its eyes are set on the top of its head for the
special purpose of looking upwards the bait, if a live
one, should be weighted to remain about 2 or 3 feet
from the float. Like the pike the Murral basks in
the sun at the surface and roams about at times in
search of food, while at other times lying hidden
motionless among weeds.
Another excellent fish for camp fare is the
Indian Gudgeon (" Gobius giuris ") the Veligowa of
the Sinhalese, which attains to 1 Yl feet> Hugging
the sandy bottom, it remains perfectly stationary in
one place even on taking the bait, and therefore
affords no sport whatever, coming away like a dead
fish. Small fish bait is essential for this Gudgeon;
and a light rod and fine tackle. A worm or prawn
is also taken, but not so readily as atinyfish.
Turning to the recognised bottom-feeders we
have the enormous " Wallago attu," the Valaya of
the Sinhalese, which runs up to 4 and 5 feet in length,
and turns the scale at 100 lbs., a stout hand line with
a dead fish on the hook, weighted and thrown into
the tank bed in the evening, is sure to take in one of
these monsters who will give plenty of sport. Young
fish from 5 to 15 lbs. can be taken at anv time of the
dav with a stout pike or Salmon rod and light tackle
spinning with a smallfi«hor a PA inch spoon. Then
we have the allied Magura (" Cularias Magur ")
which only faces a bait in the evening, a tiny dead.
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fish, prawn or worm, and gives good sport; as also
the Anguluwa, and the poisonous stinging Siluroid
(" Saccobranchus fossilis ") to befishedfor similarly.
The angler at the tanks is always assured of
sport. He will find them full of fish, and even in
the middle of the day, the very worst time of fishing,
fairly good bags may be made. Small fish for bait
can be readily captured with a fine mesh landing net.
Most of the tank fish are good eating and form an
agreeable addition to the camp menu.—Coxon
Spinner in The Ceylon Sportsman.

CHAPTER XXI.
F I S H I N G IN A N D A M A N

WATERS.

By Major W. MolesWorth,
I.M.S.
T h e Andaman seas are, to the keen fisherman,
a perfect paradise. Any follower of the gentle craft
may consider himself fortunate if his lot be cast for
a longer or shorter time in these beautiful isles of
exile. A n d before he leaves India let his stock of
rods and tackle be replete, for many will be his
1 smash up " and loss of gear. T h e chief fishing
grounds are to be found in the harbour of Port Blair
itself, to the east of Ross Island in the open sea, and
in any of the numerous bavs or creeks which indent
the coast of the Islands. If a small steamer or yacht
be available, the fisherman who ventures still further
afield is certain of heavy fish and large bags. A s
to fresh water fishing; there are a few tanks on the
Islands, which have been artificially stocked wi f h
Murral, and one small stream which contains a fi«h
of the Herring tribe (Megalops Cvorinoides) in fairly
large numbers. T h e fish are small rarely over 8 ozs.
in weight, but at times they rise freely to any Trout
fly—especially a black spider—and they are excellent
eating. However as the sea fishing is so good, this
small stream is almost neglected of fishermen. Of
the varieties of sea fish to be caught—their name is
legion; so onlv a few of the chief kinds need be mentioned, and those only which afford good sport
First and foremost as the sporting fish of the A n d a mans, stands the " K h o k a r i . " Scientifically he is
kiown as " Caranx " and has innumerable relations
of the same tribe. T h e fish is a handsome fellow
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something like a perch—full and deep-bodied—
oblong and more or less compressed, scales small and
resplendent, head small and shapely, high shoulders
end very powerful tail and fins. The peGtoral fins
are long and scythe shaped, and when thefishis newly come into the harbour from the open sea and is in
good condition, thefinslook as if they were of beaten
gold. The colour of the body varies from a bluish
silvery sheen on the back, to a golden white below.
The largest run to 70 or 80 lbs.—and they can be
caught weighing but a few ounces. These fish run
in shoals of 20 or 30, and each shoal averages much
about the same weight individually. The usual run
of ordinary fish being from 15 to 25 lbs. Thev are
excellent eating especially the smaller ones, and can
be cooked in many ways. The larger ones are best
when smoked like salmon. Their appearance in the
harbour of Port Blair is regulated mainly by the
appearance of the shoals of sardines, and these shoals
they follow with persistence, so that no other bait is
of much use at these times. The Khokari is a magnificentfighterand thefirstrush of a 30 lbr. is not easily
forgotten. If on the feed, he rushes madly at the
baited sardine and takes him cross-wise, and, as a
rule, is firmly hooked. The strike should not be
made until a little line has run off, and then the fish
must be struckfirmljgand not too quicklv. Beware
of his rush and the line—see that the reel is in good
working order, for if checked he will snap stout
salmon line like thread—and look out for fingers, for
if the line comes in contact, they will be cut and burnt
to the bone in a second. His first run may be anything up to 60 or 70 yards, always away and downwards from the boat—and then after a couple more
bolts he settles down to an absolutely dogged fight—
and weight for weight hofishis more powerful. But
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fortune being against him, he is slowly reeled in and
before long his silvery gleaming side will be seen
glimmering in the blue water. A s soon as he catches
sight of his captor he will once again make a splendid
and desperate rush for freedom—but without avail,
and exhausted to the death, will be slowly reeled in.
to the gunwale, when the gaff, or better still the threepronged fishing spear of the Nicobars ends his gallant
life and lifts him into the boat, to be duly admired
by a happy and exhausted sportsman. T h e winter
time—so called—and the early hot weather are the
best times—the heavy rains of the Andamans muddy
the sea for miles—and render Khokari fishing useless.
A s to tackle—a very powerful rod is required—for
boat work nothing is better than a 14 feet stout ringal
mounted with snake rings; 2 0 0 yards of best Manchester cotton line—or native tussore silk—preserved
Salmon line rots quickly in the climate and is expensive. Steel wire traces with swivels, or double twisted Salmon gut. Reel 4Yl inch brass—Luscombe or
Manton of Allahabad and Calcutta can always supply
the necessary tackle—if applied to—with details.
T h e best hooks are bronzed plated limerick 3 / 0 to
6/0.
T h e best bait is of course the ordinary so called sardine. Quantities can usually be obtained in
the early morning from the local convict fishermen
for a few annas. These are captured in throw nets,
and the fish must be immediately placed in a wicker
basket and hung over the side of the boat in the water,
for the livelier they are the more likely are they to
attract the Khokari. Having rowed out about 100
yards or so from the shore, throw 3 or 4 of the
sardines as far as possible from the boat into
the sea, and if the fish are about, the sardines
will be seen to make desperate attempts to
escape in all directions—but a mighty swirl and they
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are no more. Select a lively bait and carefully insert
the hook just behind the dorsal fin and above the
spinal bone, taking care not to injure either the fish
or its backbone in the handling. Swing out as fat
as possible letting the free line coiled up on the thwart
.or gunwale run out. A s soon* as the fish touches the
water reel in any slack left, and let the fish swim about
freely and as naturally as possible. It is sometimes
useful to throw, in a few more sardines beside the bait
as an extra attraction. Another method is to hook
the sardine through the lips but this is not such a good
way as Khokari invariably seize sideways. Trolling
in a sailing boat is at times successful and here again
the best bait is a sardine. Use an Archer's spinner, the
triangles should be of extra stout make, as a Khokari
can, as a rule, chew up the ordinary tackle without
much effort.
Not more than 3 or 4 knots an hour is
about the best t
T h e y will also take
spoon bait, or even a b
rute rag tied to the hook
and towed behind the
Ground fishing with
led potato or pieces of
live fishermen who often

kil
fish next in order of sport in Andaman
waters, is the Seer or Surmi (Cybium). This fish is
long and narrow, something like a Mackeral, and has
a very formidable set of teeth. T h e y follow the
shoals of sardines along the coast, but are also frequently taken far out at sea, where thev attain a large
size—up to 6 0 lbs.—and run up to 5 or 6 feet in
length. Closer in shore they are generally smaller,
about 10 lbs. or so, and. of course, are much better
eating than the coarser fleshed big fellows. A s they
Are usually captured when trolling for Khokari, the
same tackle answers, but owing to the somewhat
savage armature in their mouths they frequently cut
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the trace—so a single steel wire trace is preferable
for their capture. The hook should be a No. 8/0
Limerick, and the sardine is best threaded on to the
shank, the barb passing through the ventral orifice and
the head of the hook can be lashed to the mouth of
the sardine with a bit of thread; ordinary triangles
they crush easily. When struck they go off with a
terrific rush, mostly along the surface, and repeatedly
leap high out of the water shaking their heads vigorously. Once firmly hooked they are seldom lost—
as after the first brilliant rush they have little staying
power. Spoon baits, rag and rubber eels can also
be used as for Khokari.
Other sporting fish found in Port Blair and captured as above are—Barracuda, Tunny, Bonito, Gar
fish and Sharks.
Another form offishingis that of ground fishing
from the jetty or from the rocks of the various islands.
The fishes caught are small Khokari, Bream, Gobra
or rock cod and innumerable other varieties of particoloured fish generally of most gaudy raiment. The
rod may be an ordinary ringal or an old Trout rod, and
the sport often whiles away a tropical evening. The
best bait to use are prawns, of which great quantities
can easily be obtained in the bazaar, limpets, soft
shelled crabs or almost anything edible.
The wealth of marine life as viewed from Ross
Island jetty is absolutely marvellous, and on a clear
evening the waters below one's feet look like a well
crammed acquarium—full of hungry fish often ready
to seize the morsels lowered to them. Sardines crammed in their thousands—every now and again riven
by voracious Seer or Khokari; they in turn to be bitten
in half by an ugly huge headed monster of a Gobra
lurking behind the jetty piles—but then nature to us
always appears red in tooth and claw—and perhaps
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mos*. of us delight in taking part in the never ending
struggle.
The above excellent and comprehensive description gives a good idea of thefishingin these Isles.
Many other friends have kindly given me details of
the sport to be had in the Andamans; but space forbids more on this subject. Anyone visiting the
islands would soon be " put wise " as regards the
angling there.—S. D.
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